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Tribute
Mem bers hip of Parl mment
Members hip of commi t tee s
Order of business:
Lord Bethell; Mr Lange, Chairman of tbe
Committee on Budgets; Mr Spinelli; Mr
Lange; Mr Bal,four; Mr Lange; Mr Diana;
Mr Coppieters; Mr Balfour; Mr Pannella; Mr
Fanti; Mr Moller; Mr Cariglia; Mrs Roudy;
Mr Charalambopoulos; Mrs Van den Heuoel;
Mrs Poirier
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- 
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Beumer (Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs) (Doc. 1-554/80):
Mr Bewmer, rdpporteur 14
Mr Beyer de Ryke; Mrs Van den Heuoel; Mr
,uon Bismarck; Mr Balfour 15
o Van den Heuttel report: Human righx in
Llruguay:
Explanations of oote: Mr Koutsocheras;
Mrs Macciocchi; Mr Pannella; Mr Almi-
rante; Mr Van Minnen; Mrs Baduel
Glorioso; Mr Blaney
Adoption of the resolution
Question Time (Doc. 1-842/80):
Question No I by Mr Adam: Regtonal
policy:
Mr Andriessen (Commission); Mr Adam; Mr
Andriessen; Mr Boyes; Mr Andriessen; Mr
\Jlelsh; Mr Andriessen; Mr Seal; Mr
Andriessen; Mr Price; Mr Andriessen; Sir
Peter Vanneck; Mr Andriessen; Mr Griffiths;
Mr Andriessen
Pomts of order: Mrs Euting; Mr Blaney
Questron No 2 by Lord Betbell: Air tartfs in
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6. Speaking time:
Mr Pannella t1
9.
Deadline for tabling amendments:
Mr Adam; Mr Arndt; Mr Hamilus
Action tahen by tbe Commission on the
opinions of Parliament
Votes
t Delatte report (Doc. 1-792/80): Regula-
tions on sugar and isoglucose:
Mr Delatte, rapporteur
Mr Diana
Explanations of oote: Mr Pesmazoglou;
Mr Georgiadis
Point of order: Mr Bangemann
Adoption of the resolution
o Proposal for a regulation (Doc. 1-701/80)
and motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-813/
80): Regulations in the cereals sector:
Consideration oftbe proposalfor a regula-
tion:
Explanations of oote: Mrs Poirier; Mr
' Fanton; Mr Friih; Mr Collins; Mr Diana;
Sir lames Scott-Hopkins; Mr Maher; Mr
Hord; Mrs Ewing; Mr Daoern
Adoption of tbe resolution
the Community:
Mr Andriessen; Lord Betbell; Mr Andriessen;
Mr Habsburg; Mr Andriessen 19
Point of order: Mrs Eu.ting 20
Question No 3 by Mr Price: Possible neTD gas
reseroeS ;
Mr Daaignon (Commission); Mr Price; Mr
Davignon; Mr Seligman; Mr Dazsignon 20
Question No 4 by Mr Patterson: Transfer of
nattonality, and Question No 5 by Mr
Enright: Proposed British Nationality Lau;
Mr Thorn (Commission); Mr Patterson; Mr
Thorn; Mr Enright; Mr Thorn; Mrs Kellett-
Bouman; Mr Thorn 21
Questrcl, No 5 by Mrs Fuillet: Selectrcn of
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non-quota section projects for the special
ftoe-year ERDF programme :
Mr Richard (Commission); Mrs Fuillet; Mr
Richard; Mrs Kellett-Boa)man; Mr Richard
Question No 9 by Mr Remilly: Industrial
cooperation strategy:
Question No 12 by Mr Israil: Euro-Arab
Dmlogue and the energy itroblem:
Mr Cbeysson (Commission); Mr Israil; Mr
22 Cheysson; Mr Blumenfeld; Mr Cbeysson; Mr
Seligman; Mr Cbeysson; Mr Doublet; Mr
Cheysson
Question No 13 by M, Turcat: Energy
saoing in industry:
Mr Daoignon; Mr Turcat; Mr Daoignon;
Mrs Euing; Mr Daoignon; Mr Moreland;
Mr Daoignon; Mr Hennan; Mr Daoignon
Question No 14 by Sir Frederick lY'arner:
Aid for hurricane damage :
Mr Cheysson
Question No 1 5 by Mr Pearce: ACP sugar:
Mr Cbeysson; Mr Pearce; Mr Cbeysson; Mr
Enright; Mr Cheysson; Mr Marsball; Mr
Cheysson; Miss Hooper; Mr Cheysson
Point of order: Mr Hutton
12. Agenda for next sitting
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Turcat; Mr Daaignon
Question No 10 by Mr Balfe: Beef beld at
EEC interztention stores, and Question
No 33 by Mrs Clutyd: Beef:
Mr Daztignon; Mr Remilly;
Sir Daoid Nicolson; Mr
Mr Daoignon;
Daztignon; Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
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24
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Mr Dalsager (Commission); Mr Balfe;
Dalsager; Mrs Cluyd; Mr Dalsager;
Simmonds; Mr Dakager; Mr Blaney;
Dalsager; Mr Marshall; Mr Dalsager;
Fanton; Mr Dalsager
Question No 1 1 by Mr Vie: Freedom of esta-
blishment for gynaecologists, and Question
No 49 by Mrs Roudy: Gynaecology in
France:
Mr Narjes (Cornmission); Mr Vie; Mr Narles
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
(The sitting was opened at a30 p.m.)
President 
- 
The sitting is open.
1 . Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 16 January 1981.
2. Tribute
President. 
- 
I have learned with great sadness of the
death of Mr Nordlohne at the age of 41. Born on
18 March 1939 in Lohne, Mr Nordlohne has been a
Member of our Parliamen[ ever since direct elections.
He was a member of the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group) and sat
on the Committee for Social Affairs and Employment.
On your behalf I have conveyed our deepest sympathy
to the family of our depaned colleague and also to his
Group. I would ask you to observe one minute's
si[ence in his memory.
(Parliament stood and obserued one minute's silence)
3. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
Mr Loules has informed me by letter of
2 February 1981 of his resignation as Member of
Parliamenr.
Pursuant -to Article l2 (2), second subparagraph, of
the Act concerning the election of the representatives
of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage, we estab-
lish that there is a vacancy.
The Greek authorities have informed me by letter
dared roday of the appoinrment of Mr Kappos as
Member of Parliament.
The German authorities have informed me of the
appointment as of 3OJanuary 1981 of Mr Franz as
Member of Parliament to replace Mr Kohler.
28
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President
I welcome these colleagues and would point our rhar,
pursuant to Rule 3 (3) of the Rules of Procedure, any
Member whose credenrials have nor yer been verified
takes his seat provisionally in Parliamenr and on its
committees with the same righrs as orher Members.
4. Membership of committees
Presidcnt. 
- 
I have received
(a) a request from the Socialisr Group rhat Mr Abens
be appornted a member of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment in place of Mr Koutso-
cheras and that Mr Koutsocheras be appointed a
member of rhe Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Spon in place of Mr
Abens;
(b) a request from the Communisr and Allies Group
that Mr Damette be appointed a member of the
Committee on Energy and Research.
Are there any objections?
These appointments are ratified.
Funhermore, I wish to inform the House that Mr
Damette is leaving the Commirree on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning."
5. Order of business
President. 
- 
The next item is the esrablishment of
the order of business.
At its meering of l5 January 1981 rhe enlarged Bureau
drew up the draft agenda which has been distributed
to you (PE 71.105/rev.).
A the request of the chairmen of the political groups I
propose that the following alterarions be made in rhe
draft agenda:
Tuesday, 10 February: In the debate on the report by
Mrs Maij-Veggen (Doc. 1-829/80) an oral question
by Mrs De March (Doc. l-881/80) on the same
subject would be included.
In the afternoon rhe sitting would not be resumed
until 4.30 p.m. in order to allow Mr Anwar El Sadat,
Memberskp of the Court of tustice 
- 
Petitions 
- 
Docu-
ment receioed 
- 
Authorization of reports and refenal to
con mtttees 
- 
Withdraanl of a monon for a resolution 
-Refenal to committee 
- 
Decisions of tbe Committee on
Agriculture: For these ircms see the minutes of the sitting
- 
OJ No C 50 of 9. 3. 1981.
President of the Arab Republic of Egypt, to address
the Members of the European Parliament at 1.15 p.m.
Vkdnesday, 11 February: At 9 a.m. the vote on the
Maij-'lTeggen report would be taken, as well as the
decision on any requests for urgent procedure.
At 3 p.m. Mr Thorn would present the General Report
of the Commission for 1980 and its programme of
work for l98l . This would be followed by preliminary
statemen[s from the political groups, which would be
allocared a maximum speaking time of l0minutes
each for one speaker, and the non-attached Members,
who would be given a total speaking dme of
15 minutes.
The debate on this statement would be continued at
the beginning of Thursday's sitting.
At the request of the Council, Question Time would
begin with the questions addressed to the Foreign
Ministers.
Thursday, 12 February:The joint debate on the Vande-
wiele document on the terms of reference of the
parliamentary committees (Doc. 1-820/80) and the
morion for a resolution tabled by Mr Nyborg and
others on the setting up of a committee on fisheries
(Doc. 1-775/ 80) would be deferred to the March pan-
session..
I propose that we enter on the agenda, after the debarc
on the statement by the President of the Commission,
rhe reports by Mr Bocklet on sugar (Doc. 1-839/80),
Mr Gautier on fisheries (Doc. 1-841/80) and Mr
Brondlund Nielsen on hormones (Doc. l-804/80), in
respect of which the Council has once again requested
urgen[ procedure, and that a joint debate be held on
the Bocklet report and a report by Mr Curry on OCT
su8ar.
These would be followed by the Balfour report on
convergence (Doc. 1-136/ 8O) and the continuation of
the debate on the Spinelli report on own resources
(Doc. t-772/80).
These in turn would be followed, if necessary, by
items on the agenda of rhe previous sitting which it
had not been possible to discuss.
Lord Bethell, do you wish to speak on this item?
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, in the absence of the
Chairman of the Political Affairs Committee, could I
ask you please to clarify whether the motion for a
resolution on the 'S7'estern Sahara remains on the
agenda?
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President. 
- 
Yes. I have not mentioned it, so that
means that it remains on the agenda. There is no
change there.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(D) Mr President, you have jusr indicated that the
Spinelli report will be debated on Thursday without
stating exactly how or when. The fact is that we have
68 amendments to the report at present. It is quite
impossible to take an unprepared vote in the House on
those amendments. That would in all probability lead
to a contradictory decision by Parliament on this
report on own resources. Perhaps, Mr President, we
should continue the debate and then give the
Committee on Budgers an opportunity to discuss those
amendments at its normal meeting on 17-18 February,
after which a supplementary report could be placed
before the House in March and a decision on the
report as a whole taken at the March part-session.
That would seem to me a more logical procedure if we
are to avoid a chaotic situation. Now I am not sure
u.hat you mean by conrinuation of rhe debate; you
used the term in referring to the i[ems on the agenda.
However, it would be useful to refer the amendments
which have been tabled to the Committee on Budgets
and give it a further opportunity ro consider them, in
which case, as I have suggested, a. supplementary
report could be placed before the House for a decision
in March.
President. 
- 
I welcome this proposal and am very
appreciative of the fact thar an effort has been made ro
keep the number of amendmenrs as low as possible
and to word them as clearly as possible. I am therefore
very happy [o agree to your proposal. This will mean
that the Spinelli report is withdrawn from this week's
agenda and will be entered on rhe agenda for the
March part-session after it has been considered in the
Committee on Budgers.
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I) Mr Presrdent, I accepr Mr Lange's
proposal, although I musr add that the preparatron of
thrs motion has now been dragging out for more rhan
a vear.
I gathered from the interpretation of Mr Lange's
speech that he wanted this resolution to be debated in
March. In my view we must. have a precise under-
taking, and not merely a statement that an effort will
be made to discuss the resolution at the March part-
sesslon.
President. 
- 
It has been formally decided to refer
the repon back to the Committee on Budgets. It is no
longer therefore a matter for the Bureau. As soon as
the Committee on Budgers feels that the report should
be entered once again on the agenda 
- 
and as I
understand it, that would be in March 
- 
the resolu-
tion will once again be put on the agenda.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.
- 
(D) Mr President, you may rely on us to deal with
rhe matter at the committee meeting in orde.r to enable
a decisron to be taken by the House in March.
President. 
- 
That solves the problem.
I call Mr Balfour.
Mr Balfour. 
- 
Mr President, up to now the Spinelli
and Balfour reports have been the subject of a joinr
debate. I presume that the referral back to committee
of the Spinelli report wrll not affect the debate and
vote on the Balfour report during this part-session.
President. 
- 
It does not, because what we are now
dealing with, as far as the Sprnelh report is concerned,
is the amendments to the resolution which have been
tabled last week. They are rwo different matrers and
can be kept separate.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairman of tbe Committee on Budgets. 
-(D) Mr President, Mr Balfour is mistaken. \7e had
already decided at the January part-session that rhere
would be no joinr debare on these two reporrs, so rhar
the matter is really setrled.
President. 
- 
I have also received [wo requesrs,
submitted pursuant to Rule l2 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, for alterations to the draft agenda.
First of all, the Commirtee on Agriculture requesrs
that the Kirk report on fishing quotas (Doc. l-831/
80), the Provan report on bovine livestock (Doc. l-
859/80 and the Fri.ih report on less-favoured regions
in Germany (Doc. 1-860/80) be entered on the
agenda. In view of the fact that our agenda is already
an extremely long one, the chairmen of the political
Broups did not want to support this request, fearing
that rf l[ were accepted, it would mean thar irems
already on the agenda would have to be held over.
I call Mr Diana.
Mr Diana. 
- 
(l) Mr President, the Committee on
Agriculture has asked for certain matters, which it
considered urBent, to be entered on the agenda, Partly
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Diana
because at the March part-session we shall have to
deal with various other important topics, including
agricultural pnces and the reform of the Common
Agricultural Policy
I seem to have gathered, Mr President, that in your
opinion, or ar least in the opinion of the Group
charrmen, we shall not have enough time to discuss
these topics at the March part-session. They include
some matters which the Committee on Agriculture did
not feel to be urgent, while the Council, on the
contrary, lnsrsts that they should be debated urgently.
I find it somewhat strange thar if the committee makes
one proposal and the CounciI another, a decision
should be taken to accept the Council's proposals as to
urgency rather than those made by the commirtee.
President. 
- 
As the referral ro committee of the
Spinelti report has made a litrle extra rime available, I
propose that we enter these reports at the end of
Thursday's agenda.
Are there any objections?
Thar is agreed.
Secondly, the Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent Groups and Members
proposes rhat a debate on rhe statement by President
Sadat be put on the agenda. The allocation of
speaking time would be as follows: 10 mrnutes for the
Council, the Commission and the non-attached
Members and 5 minures for each of the political
ErouPs.
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, our whole
Group feels grear respect for President Sadat, who is to
be a guest in Parliament tomorrow and is due to
address us, but that does not prevent us from being
unhappy with the way in which President Sadat has
been invited by our institution. His visit has not been
arranged in accordance with the rules of this Parlia-
ment.. For that reason alone our Group warns against
President Sadat's visit being taken as a precedent in
future to circumvent the Rules of Procedure.
However, to make this visit meaningful and useful,
our Group proposes that after the President's address
time should be set aside immediately for statements,
wirh identical speaking time, by the Commission, the
Council, rhe political groups and the non-attached
members.
On behalf of various Members of our Group I wish to
add rhat we see rhrs as the introductron to a broader
debate on the situation in the Middle East and on the
Palestinian question. Thar debate might make a contri-
bution to world d6tente and help ro srress the signifi-
cance of Presrdent Sadat's visit, who would then not be
leaving our Parliament empty-handed.
President. 
- 
I must first of all point out that Presi-
denr Sadat is not speaking to the Parliament as such at
a plenary sitting. The circumstances therefore are
quite exceptional.
I call Mr Balfour.
Mr Balfour. 
- 
Mr President, in the absence of the
Chairman of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, who cannot be here today, I would like ro
emphasize the point that it looks yet again as though
the pressure on the agenda of Parliament for Thursday
afternoon and evening may well result in the report of
rhe Cornmirtee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on
converBence being postponed once again by a further
month.
I would remind the House that this report was
adopted by our commirtee in April 1980 and proposed
by the Director-General for Committees for consider-
ation during the part-sessions of May, June and July
1980. The chairman of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs asked the Presidenc of Parlia-
ment on 23 luly last year to put this report before
Parliament either in October or November last year,
but rhe Iength of the Spinelli debate in January and the
time taken on the urgency debate meant that it was
relegated to an impossible time-slot. I therefore asked
for it to be given prime time during this part-session,
and Mr Delors wrote to the President on 30 January
insisting that it be taken during this part-session.
I would ask this House to reorganize its agenda in
such a way that this report, which is already out of
date, is got out of the way before the three agriculture
debates on Thursday afternoon or evening.
President. 
- 
Mr Balfour, I think that, on the basis of
the agenda I am now proposing to you, there is not
the slightest danger that your report will not be
discussed on Thursday. If we further change the
agenda, that danger could, of course, arise, but for the
momen[ I think there is no danger at all.
'V'e must now go on to consider the proposal by the
Technical Coordination Group that a debate on Presi-
dent Sadat's statement be placed on the agenda.
I call Mr Pannella to speak in favour of thrs proposal.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr Presrdent,'it mus! Lre recog-
nized that our Parliamenl has yet agarn been placed
before a fait accompli. Each of us will have ltts own
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personal opinion as to wherher rhar is a good or a bad
thing, I personally consider it a great honour for this
Parliament to receive Presidenr Sadat. However, I
should have preferred to have had the opportunity to
express my views in advance and to hear the, possibly
contradictory, views of my colleagues. This then is a
fait accompli, but we bow ro necessity through respecr,
for our guest.
Mr President, on this occasion you have found a way
of respecting our Rules of Procedure and I agree ro it:
we are to suspend our proceedings ro lisren to Presi-
dent Sadat. He will not be addressing a sirting of our
Parliament. Coming after the work done by the
Council, ,Cgmmission and Parliamen[ lasr summer,
President Sadat's speech will obviously carry great
political weight.
Mr President, the fact rhat our Parliment is being
asked to deliver urgent opinions on fish and burter and
that our Members are nor rhe firsr to express rheir
views when President Sadat comes to make a declara-
tion of great imponance ro his people, to Europe and
to us all, goes to show, in my opinion, that rhe under-
lying idea is that our Assembly should be a mere
rubber-stamp for decisions raken by the Presidency or
by a number or chairmen who dominate the House,
sometimes without sryle. And, Mr Presidenr, ir seems
to me that Mr Coppieters's proposal to grant five
minutes to each political Broup, ten minutes.to the
Council, the Commission and rhe non-artached group
( Laughter from some qudrters )
to express their views on the declararion which we
shall be hearing is nor contrary ro our customs and
procedural rules. I rherefore ask and insist that Parlia-
ment should not disregard an evenr caking place in its
own Chamber, even if not in rhe course of an actual
siwing.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I wonder why we
should vote on a proposal of this kind which would
constir.ute a derogarion from rhe pracrice rhat we have
established in connection with visits by heads of Stare.
'We Communists are also interested in an exchange of
views on President Sadat's speech, but we consider the
presidency must make it perfectly clear that a proposal
of this kind to the House cannor be accepred. Either
we hold a debate, or else we say there will be no
debate and we adopt for Presidenr Sadat exactly rhe
same procedure as we did for rhe visir by rhe head of
State of Venezuela. He will make his speech which the
political groups will rhen analyse, drawing the neces-
sary conclusions; rhe groups will rhen either approve
or drsapprove of Sadat's statements. I do not think that
the pnnciple of voring on a proposal of this kind is
acceptable.
President. 
- 
Mr Fanti, rhe Technical Coordinarion
Group is invoking Rule 12 in requesring thar a new
item be pur on the agenda, namely, a debate on the
statement by President Sadat. Rule l2 (2) provides
that a political group or at leasr ren Members have the
right ro submir ar any parr-session a proposal for an
amendment to the drafr agenda. It is for Parliament to
decide on this request, once it has been received in due
form.
I call Mr Moller to speak against the proposal.
Mr Meller. 
- 
(DK) I would like ro say rhar rhe
point at issue here is that we have invited someone as
our guest, someone who is due to speak to us
tomorrow. A debate on rhis speech is being requested
before we have heard wherher ir results in any contro-
versial views at all being expressed in this Assembly.
Surely this is rather premarure? Moreover, is ir in
keeping wirh European counesy ro seek a debate on a
speech made to us by a guesr? Mr Sadat is addressing
us outside the agenda. A debare on what is said ouride
the agenda by a guest in this House can surely nor
become an official irem on the agenda. It is out of
keeping with the courtesy due to an overseas head of
State, it would be contrary ro all rhe rules of hospi-
talitr, and therefore I would strongly urge [his
Assembly to reject a proposal ro discuss a speech
uhich has not yet been made.
(Applause from aarious qudrters in the centre and on the
rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cariglia.
Mr Cariglia. 
- 
(l) Mr Presidenr, I wish to point out
that any marrer enrered on the agenda of Parliament
forms the subjecr of a debate. Therefore, if the Bureau
indicares this item as an 'address of greerings by the
President of the Arab Republic of Egypt' obviously a
debate cannot be held; but if ir is treated as an item on
the agenda 
- 
as was srated just now in answer [o rhe
chairman of the Communisr Group 
- 
quite clearly ir
must be the subjecr of a debare.
(Parliament rejected tbe requestfor a debate)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Roudy.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) I jusr wanted to say 
- 
and I
should have liked to be able ro do so sooner 
- 
thar we
had been accorded a whole day for the debate on rhe
report by Mrs Maij-\(/eggen on women's rights. I am
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very pleased that President Sadar is to be here on rhat
day, but this means that we cannot have our entire
debate then and I greatly regret the fact.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Charalambopoulos.
Mr Charalambopoulos. 
- 
(El) Mr President, as far
as we are concerned the invitation to Presidenr Sadat
to speak in Parliament tomorrow is a fait accompli.
\7hat I should like to ask is whether the Bureau has
any intention of inviting in the future, and especially in
the near future, other representatives of the Arab
world, given that the problem which exists in the
Middle East is of crucial importance? Does the
Bureau, for insrance, intend to invire Mr Arafat to
come and speak in Parliament?
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I should like to make it clear that there
is no question here of an invitation to Mr Sadat to
address the plenary sitting. It is an invitation by the
enlarged Bureau ro the President of Egypt to speak to
the Members of Parliament in an extraordinary sitting.
The question of precedence must therefore be seen in
this light, otherwise we shall get entangled in the kind
of debare thar has just been requested by the Technical
Coordination Group.
Are there any further comments?
The order of business is therefore fixed."
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel to speak on a point of
order.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I sent a
note to you announcing a point of order. I intention-
ally waited until the end of this procedural debate
because I had expected Mr Bournias to take the floor
to tell us rhat the statemen[s he made during our last
part-session about the Greek Jehovah's 'Witness
Christos Nounis were incorrect, Mr Bournias told us
thar this man did not exist and that our information
was based on incorrect dau. I have since sent all the
relevant documents to Mr Bournias, including a copy
of the sentence handed down on Mr Nounis. I have
since been informed of the fact that the non-existent
Mr Nounis has been released from prison by the
Greek authorities; I felt it desirable to inform the
House that it was not I but Mr Bournias who gave
wrong information to Parliament last time.
(App laus e from oari ou s q uarte rs )
President. 
- 
Your statement will, of course, be in the
Report of Proceedings. 'We can have no debate on it.
Furthermore, the Commission has informed us that it
is not in. a position to give its statement during this
part-session on agricultural prices and related
measures. This means that this item is withdrawn from
the agenda.
I call Mrs Poirier.
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, it had been
reported in the press 
- 
and you have just confirmed
the fact 
- 
that the Commission will not be making its
statement on agricultural prices. On behalf of the
19 French Communist and Allied Members I wish to
make a formal request for that statement to be
retained on the agenda of this part-session. The matter
is extremely important to farmers in my country. The
question is whether agricultural prices are to be fixed
before 1 April and whether our farmers will at long
last obtain satisfaction through the fixing of agricul-
tural prices corresponding to the true increase in their
production cost.; 1.e., as you know, 15 0/o.l believe that
the Commission cannor continually put off its state-
ment...
President. 
- 
Mrs Poirier, the debate on the level of
agricultural prices has not yet begunl
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(F) . . . That is quite so, but I am
asking for the Commission to make its statement. This
matter is viral to our farmers. Agricultural prices must
be fixed before I April.
President. 
- 
Mrs Poirier, you will be aware that
under the Rules of Procedure the Commission may
speak at its own request. Now, it has not expressed the
wish to make a statement on agricultural prices.
6. Speaking time
President. 
- 
I propose to Parliament that, pursuant
ro Rules 28 and 35A of the Rules of Procedure,
speaking rime be allocated as set out in the draft
agenda.
Are there any comments?
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, if you did not
keep on saying 'pursuant to Rule 28' I might not ask
to speak. But I object to your way of reading into
Rule 28 the exact opposite of what it says: it, in fact,See minutes of this sitring OJ No C 50 of 9. 3. 1981
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only allows speaking rime to be limited for an indivi-
dual debate and not for the whole day. May I stress,
Mr President, once again that your interpretation is
depriving Members of their right ro speak.
Mr President, my vlews are known: until rhe Rules of
Procedure are amended, I shall conrinue ro remind
vou that vou are misrnterpreting them.
President. 
- 
I shall as usual take nore of your
remarks.
(Laugbter)
Are there any further comments?
Speaking time rs rherefore fixed.*'
7. Deadlinefor tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I propose that the deadline for tabling
amendments be frxed as follows:
6 p m. today for reporus entered on rhe draft
agenda,
l0 a.m. on Tuesday for reports added ro
Vednesday's agenda,
6 p m on Tuesday for reports added to Thursday's
agenda,
6 p.m on lVednesday for reports added to Friday's
Programme.
Are there any object.ions?
That rs agreed.
I call Mr Adam.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Mr President, I wanted ro draw arten-
tion to the agenda for this part-session which records
the decision by the enlarged Bureau that rhe deadline
for tabhng amendmenrs would be 6 p.m. lasr Friday.
Now I have not heard any explanacion as ro why that
has happened, but I would point out rhat ir makes it
extremely difficult for Members who are not members
of the particular commitree concerned, parricularly if
the report has not been previously circulared.
President. 
- 
In reply ro rhe point raised by Mr
Adam, I would point our thar rr was impossible ro put
back anv further the rrme-lrmrt for tabling amend-
ments, for the simple reason rhar the rime needed for
translating and disrriburing [hem would have mean! a
delay rn dealing wirh rhe reporr.
I call Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, ar our lasr part-
sessron in Luxembourg I specifically asked the Bureau
to see to it that at the very least a small chair and an
empty desk were made available ro each Member ro
enable him to arrange his documents and prepare for
the sittrng. At present this Parhament is working under
unworthy conditions here in Luxembourg. Most
Members do not even have the possibility of arranging
their documents.
(App lause from odri ous q u art ers )
Has the Bureau considered this matter and w.hat has
been done to enable Members of rhis directly elecred
Europiean Parliament ro perform their duties properly?
President. 
- 
Mr Arndt, the Bureau is meeting on
Thursday and I shall convey your remarks ro ir. As
you know, Parliament has decided to hold no further
plenarv part-sessions rhis summer in Luxembourg.
I call Mr Hamilius.
Mr Hamilius.- (F) Mr President, I would like to
remind my colleagues rhar a fairly considerable
number of offices have been made available ro the
polrtical groups. I am quite sure that if rhose
colleagues who have found nowhere ro sir were ro
contact their group charrman, the larter would be able
to find them nor only a chair and desk bur even an
office !
(Mixed reactrcns)
President. 
- 
There rs no point rn conrinuing [his
discussion.
8. Action taken by tbe Commission on the opinions of
Parliament
President. 
- 
The next rtem is the statement by the
Commission on action laken on the opinions and
proposals of the European Parliament.':'
I find that no one has asked to speak on this item.
See mrnures of this srttrng- OJ No C 50 of 9.3. lg9l See Annex
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9. Votes
President. 
- 
The next irem is votes pur on today's
agenda pursuant to Rule 33 (a) of the Rules of Proce-
dure."
'\7e shall besrn p'ith
contained in ib, n€lou,
co5e.
the motion for a resolutron
report (Doc. 1-792/80): Isoglu-
(Parliament adopted thefirst six indents of the preamble)
After the sixth rndent of the preamble I have Amend-
ment No 3 by Mr Geurtsen and Mr De Gucht,
seekrng to add the following new indent:
whereas the retroactive introductron of the regula-
tron from I July 1979 is legally inadmrssrble;
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Delatte, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr Presrdent, the
Court annulled the decision for procedural reasons. At
the same time it gave a ruling on the substance of the
matter which it accepted rn full. I am therefore against
the amendment.
( Parliamen t re1 e cted t be amendmen t )
President. 
- 
On paragraph 1 I have Amendment
No 4 by Mr Geurtsen and Mr De Gucht, seeking to
replace this paragraph with a nes' text to read as
follows:
l. Approves the Commrssion's proposals on condttion
that the regulation only take effect as from now;
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Delatte, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) I am against it.
(Parliament rejected'""' the amendment and in successioe
ootes adopted pdragraPhs 1 and 2)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 1 I have Amendment
No 2 by Mrs Cresson and others, seeking to insert a
fiew paragraph to read as follows:
2a. Hopes that the Commisston wrll take the measures
whrch are essenttal to provide an tncenttve for
maize productron by European growers, without
prejudice to sugar producers;
lVhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Delatte, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) This paragraph adds
nothing to the text before us. It has nothing to do with
rsoglucose. I am therefore against it.
(Parliament adopted tbe amendment)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3 I have Amendment
No I by Mrs Barbarella and Mr Diana, seekrng to
replace this paragraph with a new text to read as
follows:
3. Stresses that rts approval of these proposals must in
no way preyudrce the adoption of new rules
governing this sector following expiry of the
vahdrty of the present proposals,
\What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Delatte, raPporteur. 
- 
(F) I can .accept this
amendment on condition that rt is added to the para-
gr,rph rather than substituted for it.
President. 
- 
Do the authors agree?
Mr Diana. 
- 
(l) | am in agreement, Mr Presrdent.
(ln successioe tsotes Parliament adopted paragraph 3 and
the amendment)
President. 
- 
I may now allow explanations of vote.
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
NIr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(El) Mr President, I feel
obliged to point out lhat we attach great importance
to paragraph 3, which has just been adopted, as [here
is a senous problem regardrng sugar quotas in Greece.
-I'he issue is still not settled, and I hope that Parlia-
nlent's debate on this matter will lead to the approval
of definite quotas for Greece, as the issue is creating
serious differences amongst the Greek people.
Approval for quotas of 250 000 tonnes has been given,
but demand based on consumption and production
potential exceeds 300 000 tonnes. I *'ant to emphasize
how rmportant paragraph 3 is.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Georgiadis.
Mr Georgiadis. 
- 
(El) I should like to point out that
the issue of sugar quota allocations for Greece ts not
settled and I should also like to underline the fact that
Greece is one country that has not produced a sugar
,;urplus. The outcome of our accession to the Common
Market u'ould be counter-productive if, in the first
vear, sugar production were to be heavily taxed and
measures imposed on Greece bv the Communitv to"' 
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reduce its production when it has managed for several
years ro produce enough sugar for irs own needs
rather than crearing a surplus. !/e hope rhat rhis point
will be stressed in the debare, so rhar the Commission
and Council of Minisrers can reach a favourable deci-
sion on sugar producrion in Greece.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann ro speak on a
poinr of order.
Mr Bangem (D) Mr President, you might
perhaps ask colleagues who make declarations of vore
like that to indicate how rhey intend to vote. I would
be interested in rhar, because when an explanation of
vote is given I am mosr curious ro know how the
honourable Member intends ro vore.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Yes, Mr Bangemann, that may be
imponant, bur our Greek colleagues have not been as
long in the European Parliament as you have. Things
will soon sort themselves our.
( Parliament adopted tbe resolution)
,, 
tt 
,,
President. 
- 
\7e shall now proceed ro consider two
documenrs on the common organization of the rnarket
in cereals.
On the proposal for a Council Regulation (Doc.
l-701/80) I have Amendmenr No I by Mr Lipkowski
and others, seeking to replace the second paragraph of
Article 2 by a new rexr ro read as follows:
It shall apply wirh effecr from rhe date of the enrry rnro
force of lhe common organization of the market in
alcohol.
I have a requesr for a roll-call vote from Mr Klepsch
and Mr de la Maline on behalf of their respeirive
groups.
( Parliament rejected the amendment)*
I may now allow explanarions of vote.
I call Mrs Poirier.
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as a represenrative
of the French Communists and Allies i yesterday
visited 2 000 wine growers in Belus in the region of
Aquiuine from which I come. They were small and
" By electronic vore; see the minutes of this sitring 
- 
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medium-sized family growers: the very group which is
suffering, sector by secror, ar rhe hands of the Euro-
pean institutions. They included producers of Cognac,
Armagnac and hybrid vines. These growers refuse ro
cease production for rhree essential reasons: they wanr
to cont.inue ro culrivate their vines because they consti-
tute a resource for each of rhem and also for rhe
economy and life of rheir region, they want to main-
tain the right to live on the proceeds of their work and
land and they cannor agree ro an extraneous parasiric
authoriry deciding what rhey may or may not make,
drink and eat.
Mr Presidenr, rhey are quite right and that is why we
reject the Commission's proposal ro granr exporr
refunds for whisky. My friend, Pierre Pranchire,
explained this perfecrly during the last pan-session.
I just want to add a few brief poinrs: the purpose of
the Commission's proposal is to facilirare and subsidize
whisky imporrs, especially inro my own counrry where
excellent, indeed presrigious spirits are distilled from
grapes and fruir. The first victims will be the small and
medium growers, just as they are rhe first vicrims of
the increase in rhe taxes on rhe same spirituous bever-
ages adopted, ar rhe insistence of the European
Community, by all the political groups, except ours, in
the French National Assembly. More geneially, after
undertaking a programme to grub up vines, and after
restructuring rhe vineyards in southern France to
better prepare for enlargement of rhe EEC, the
Council and Commission now wanr ro sell our our
high-qualiry spirits ro imported whisky. Thar, I think,
is.the heart of the problem. Unlike French spirirs,
whisky production is essentially an indusrrial process,
and the Commission, like the French Goveinment,
have long since chosen to sacrifice rhe wishes oi
people and regions on lhe ahar of capitalist profit. For
the same reason rhe Unired Kingdom, for example, is
continuing ro impose raxes on imported wine which
are five rimes higher than those on beer. Ve are
confronted here wirh a procedural arrifice and we
clearly canno[ accep[ a dictare from the Commissionjust as we could not accepr any such dicrare rhrough a
regularion on alcohol, because rhis approach is funda-
mentally opposed ro rhe inreresrs of my counrry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanron.
Mr Fanton. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I jusr wanred ro
say, on behalf of Jean de Lipkowski, who cannor be
here this evening, and also on behalf of French produ-
cers of fruir-based spirits, thar we were very surprised
by the procedure used in this case, because we have
been awaiting the 'alcohol' regularion for ten years
and it is still nor ready. !7e had hoped that we might
discuss the alcohol regulation in deprh and we hope
that this vote will not prevenr us from doing so. Bur it
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is quite clear that this vote and decision are contrary to
the interests of French producers of fruit-based spirits,
and I wanted to make this perfectly clear.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fruh.
M. ioh. 
- 
(D) The Christian-Democratic Group
rejects this proposal, but not because we are funda-
mentally opposed to it. However, since a hearing on
the legal situation regarding the alcohol market regu-
lation is to be held on \flednesday this week, we feel
that we should have waited until then. Instead of that
rhe matter has been brought forward and impatience
shown. Ve shall therefore say no, not because we do
not accept the commitment given during the accession
negotiations but simpty because we should now wait
foi a clear legal position to be made known; after all
we have had seven years to deal with this matter. That
is the reason for the Christian-Democratic Group's
opposition.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr President, in spite of the rather
amazing statement. we have just heard from Mr Fri.ih,
which ii nothing more than an attemPt to raise squalid
personal preiudice to the level of principle, I wish to
make it quite clear that this vote i5 about a commit-
ment thai the Community undertook a good number
of years ago, a commitment which has never been put
into practice. It is therefore about a different kind of
principle. It is about the pinciple of honesty, and if
M.-b.rt wish to uphold that principle, then they will
follow me and the Members of my Group who will
support this resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Diana.
Mr Diana. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I shall vote against,
because a resolution of the Council of Minisrcrs dating
from 28 December 1972 stipulates that the regulation
on distillation of cereals and the regulation on ethyl
alcohol must be approved simultaneously to avoid
distortions of competition. That being so, it seems to
me that Parliament cannot be asked to endorse one of
the commitments given previously while no regulation
has been proposed in the other area. I think that our
British colleagues should not refer solely to para-
graph 19 of the Treaty of Accession but should also
iemembe. paragraph 18 which has not yet been
respected. '\fle cannot simply remember those provi-
sions which suit us and forget the rest' I am against,
Mr President, primarily because the committee, when
consulted on the matter, decided by a majority that it
should not be treated urgently.
President. 
- 
I call Sir James Scott-Hopkins.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf
of my Group I shall vote in favour of this resolution. I
would remind those honourable Members who have
iust been speaking that what Mr Collins said is quite
true. It is also a fact that at the price review of 1980
and at the subsequent negotiations at the end of May
between the Foreign Ministers it was agreed by
member governments and subsequently by the Heads
of State that, unless there were some other outward
difficulty, this regulation would be passed. That was
rhe commitment made last year, and I would ask
Members to honour rhose agreements made by
mernber governments and vote in favour of this resolu-
rion. It is nothing unusual that this House should be
dealing directly with the Commission's draft resolu-
tion; there is nothing unusual in that. So I would beg
the House in this particular case to support the resolu-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, I am supporting this
resolution, not because I want to damage in any way
the interests of the grape growers or the wine produ-
cers, but because I feel that the credibility of this
Parliament is at stake if it does not. support a decision
made many years ago but not yet implemented. I
appeal to the producers of grapes and wines to support
this resolution, on the understanding that those of us
who are interested in the producers of whisky and of
the grain from which it is made will support them later
on in their efforts to get a better deal in the context of
a general policy on alcohol. I think we should be
together on this rather than divided. If you support us
now, we are prepared to support you later on. I hope
to be able to do that.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hord.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, I think that there is a
great deal of misunderstanding in this issue' This issue
is about Community preference in the cereal sector. It
so happens that Scotch whisky producers, like many
othe. whisky producers, use Community cereals, and I
think many people believe that to have an ethyl
alcohol .egi-i would be contrary to the interests of
Scotch whisky producers. It would be contrary to the
interests of cereal producers, and I urge everybody to
support this resolution if they are sincerely intqrested
in'promoting Community preference in the cereal
sector.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
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Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the Scot-
tish and Irish members of my Group, I should like ro
sav that \r'e suppon the principle that the commirment
made to thrs industry should be honoured. I would
hke to address the misguided tady who spoke, I think
sincerely, from the Communisr bench abour some
great capitalist plot. Can I assure her, as rhe person
who represents almosr every whisky distillery in the
world making Scotch, that it is the small people in the
little glens, wirh low u,ages and with no other jobs
whatsoever, whose livelihoods are ar stake in rhis
marter. I should like to put rhat on record on rheir
behalf. All we are asking, given rhat we made rhe
agreemenr u'ith everybody, is thar if we took EEC
grain v"'e would be compensated, because other grain
would be cheaper. ft is a matter of everybody keeping
their promise to the small people.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davern.
Mr Davern. 
- 
Mr President, I would hke to poinr
out, thar I was the rapporr.eur for this reporr, which
was rejected in commitree by only one vore in spire of
the strongesr possible opposition. I would also hke to
p.oint out thar che people who now suggesr thar we
should wait for the alcohol regulation ,i. frlly ,*"..
that even over rhe enrire period of twenty years thar
preceded the accession of Denmaik, rlre United
Kingdom and Ireland, they could nor get agreemenr
on an alcohol regrme Ler them honour rhe commit-
ments renewed in 1980, and let rhat be the spirit in
which rhis Community can be developed in the furrre.
(Parliament adopted the resolutrcn in Doc. 1-813/80)'t
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in tbe Van den Heuztel report (Doc.
1-693/89);Violatrcn of human rights in Uruguay
I may now allow explanarions of vore.
I call Mr Koutsocheras.
Mr Koutsocheras. 
- 
(El) Mr Presidenr, colleagues,
all the members of PASOK will support this morion
for a resolution on the .r'iolation of irrn^n righrs rn
Uruguav bur, as w-e said at the last part-session, there
are similar and even more rerrible violations continu_
rng to take place in Cyprus where, six years after rhe
Turkish invasion, 2 OOO people are missing and
200 000 people are still living as refugees. I shoutd like
81'electronrc vore; see the mrnutes of this srtting 
- 
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vou ro gtve your atrention to this matter. Furthermore,
Mr Presidenr, ro paragraph 5 referring ro rhe request
for an arms embargo .against Uruguay, I should like
the following provrsron to be added 'and to break off
all economic transacrions with rhe dictatorial regime in
Uruguay'.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(F) As far as we are concerned,
we shall be voting in favour of this resolution bur, in
my opinron, the conclusions ro rhis reporr include
something which underlines irs limitations. The repon
recommends parricipation in rhe unofficial world foot-
ball championships in Uruguay in May 1981. I under-
stand that the rapporteurs would like to take rhar
opporrunrry to draw rhe arrentron of the world ro rhis
detestable regime. But how are we ro set about ir? The
effons made on rhese lines during the Vorld Cup in
Argentina and the Olympic Games in Moscow did nor
give the resulrs thar had been expecred. On rhe
c_ontrary? despotic regimes use these evenrs ro srreng-
rhen their presrrge and covince their own popularion
that they are being treated as normal governments. My
question is this:-would a boycotr nor be preferable? A
further quesrion: the reporr makes no mlnrion of rhe
rejection by a majonry of the Uruguayan elecrorate on
3 November 1980 of the drafr constiturion pur ro ir in
a referendum. That was a bitter disavowal of the
regrme. \7hat do rhe rapporteurs feel abour this? They
cannot rnclude rhis aspecr in the reporr until our
Assembly has obtained orher information abour
Uruguav in connection with rrade; one speaker saidjusr now that we should cease all rade wirh thar
counrrv. Bur it seems ro me that this detestable
governmenr unfortunately benefits from financial
suppon and assistance from rhe muhi-nationals; the
latest news ro reach us is that rhe Internarional Finan-
cial Corporarion and rhe London banking house of
Samuel Monrague & Co announced on 3 December
1980 a loan of 10 million dollars co Surinvest Corpora-
tion, a new invesrment bank set up in Uruguay. It is
against rhat serious background rhat we shalL be voting
in favour of this resolution, which, despites its limital
tions, still represenrs an importanr srep by our parlia-
ment towards condemnarion of rhis foul regime.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr. Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as our colleague
said 
,1ust now, freedom and human righrs cannoibe
defended by mere words without action. The policy of
the majoriry in rhis Parliamenr, Mr President, ii ro
voice complaints whenever human rights are violated,
especially if that rs done far away, only to rake no
further acuon on rhe positions adopted by us. It is said'
that we must help Uruguay ro rerurn ro the fold of
democracy bv maintaining rrade relarions because
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otherwise, we are told, the Uruguayans will suffer. Mr
President, we are often blackmailed in this way by
dictatorships in our countries: we are told that we
must choose between bread or freedom. I think we must
refuse blackmail of that kind. I think, Mr President,
that following the attitude of the European Commu-
nity as a whole ro the events in Turkey 
- 
an ignoble
attitude which is supported by parts of the Social
Democratic Group in this Assembly 
- 
it is difficult
for us to be credible when we claim to be concerned
about freedom in Uruguay. \flhat is happening today
in Turkey, which used to be an associated country, is
surely 
.just as intolerable, but this Parliament, the
Commission and the European Council have aligned
rhemselves with the junta, the murderers and the
torturers. I personally shall therefore vote against this
report, since the facts demonstrate that your policy is a
policy of complicity and connivance. Enough is
enough. After this vote we shall ask in the clearest
possible terms that Parliament change its attitude, or
we shall ourselves take steps to change it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
(I) Mr President, we the Members
of the Iralian National Right Movement shall abstain
on this motion. We have noted a serious contradiction
between the comprehensive and praiseworthy report
by our colleague, Mrs Van den Heuvel, and the text
of the motion for a resolution. The report makes a
number of important points in favour of the Urug-
uayan regime 
- 
on Page 9 the war being waged by
the Tupamaros (an extreme left movemenr) against the
Goverment of Uruguay; on page 10, explrcit recogni-
tion by the U.S. State Department of a democratic
improvement in the situation; on Page 17, recognition
of important social provisions in Uruguay; on page 19,
precise data which completely refutes the information
provided by Amnesty International about the libera-
tion of political detainees and on page 20, documenta-
tion concerning the acceleration of political trials in
Uruguay 
- 
on the other hand the text of the motion
for a resolution is a clear, hard and irreversible
condemnation.
It seems to me that the rapporteur has forgotten a
number of vital facts. Firstly, the recent free plebiscite
on the new constitution in Uruguay; the vote was so
free that an apparently totalitarian Sovernment was
defeated, which means that the vote can only have
been delivered freely and spontaneously.
It is also forgotten that politrcal elections are due to be
held in Uruguay in 1981. Above all it is highly impru-
dent to adopt at this particular .iuncture a position of
rhis kind with regard to a Latin American country,
rhus disregarding the fact that the recent change in the
U.S. presidency *'ill have a decisive and, in all proba-
bility, rapid rnfluence on events in South America. As
in Italian Member, I wish to make one further point: it
rs extremely disturbing to note that some leading
frgures 
- 
such as Mr Rumor 
- 
of the Italian Chris-
tian I)emocratic movement have taken up a position in
this case by tabling and srgning a motion for a resolu-
tion which heavily condemns Uruguay and calls for
sanctions on Uruguay; they overlook the fact that a
substantial pan of the Uruguayan population consists
of Italians and that there are a great many Italians who
have retained their Italian citizenship while also
holdrng Uruguavan citizenship. In that capactiy, they
have been able to vote freely in a 'totalitarian' State
whrk: they are deprived of the right to vote in demo-
cratic Italy which deprives migrant citizens who have
retained their passports of the right to vote. \fle are
told that Uruguay is totalitarian and must be
condemned and isolated, although it grants its citizens
the right ro vore; Italian Members who have held
,-poti"nt offices in their country ask for sanctions
which would not harm the Government of Uruguay
but the people of that country, including the Italran
crtizens who lrve there.
President. 
- 
I call MrVan Minnen.
Mr Yan Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I wish to
explain very briefly why I find it hard to vote in favour
of rhis carefullv camouflaged rePort. I say camou-
flaged, because a number of consequences have not
been dra*n bv the maionty in this Parlrament from
the vote last month on the amendments. Those who
were present on that occasion, perhaps not the neces-
sarJ, quorum, will remember. The majority in this
House has demonstrated quite clearly that it does not
wrsh to deal with the Uruguayan problem. The ques-
tion as to whether amendments were rejected rs not
really relevant in deciding whether to vote for -,
against the whole resolutton. The issue is not, for
example, whether an amendment by the Socialist
Group, whose text was contained in the onginal report
by Mrs Van den Heuvel, was rejected 
- 
that amend-
ment dealt critically with the mrnifootball champion-
ships. The real issue is that one particular phenomenon
has developed in recent months 
- 
] refer [o arms
deliveries. Those deliveries were not condemned at the
last part-session, as is clear from the re;ection of a text
uhrch spccificrllv condemned deliveries of ammuni-
tion and machine guns from Belgium without referring
in general terms to tanks and submarines.
Ladres and gentlemen, the vote on the motion for a
resolution was postponed and we are now in a situa-
tion where the final declaration of the Bogota confer-
ence, surely an important document, condemned in no
uncertain terms delivertes of armaments to Uruguay
while a majority of Members of thrs Parlrament
decrded that in practice such deliveries should be
treated as perfectly normal. That rs a hypocritical posi--
tion. And the same majority is now basing itself
completely on the Bogota decisions
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The quesrion now of course is what line are we ro
, take: uhimarely we are bound, and I hope Mr Bange-
mann will be satisfied ro hear rhis, ro vore in favour of
the resolurion because it condemns the military dicra-
torship, although mainly in verbal form, rhui giving
support to the opposirion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am
speaking on behalf of the Italian Communists and
Allies. As you know, I spo[e at the last parr-session on
the subject of Uruguay, but rhe vote was not raken
because at the last momen[ a requesr was made to
ascertain wherher rhere was a quorum. Every Member
of Parliamenr is enritled to do that, but rhis furrher
delayed 
- 
and I want ro s[ress rhe seriousness of rhat
developmenr 
- 
a starement by this Parliamenr of its
position on a dicrarorship wirh which we are all too
familiar. Ve are now faced with a new siruarion. 'S7e
should have dealt wirh this report more rhan a year
ago by taking a vote which, with rhe faith I have in rhe
democraric spirit of European political paruies, I
believe will be overwhelmingly favourable.
I would like to point out rhar a similar procedure 
-delays, obstacles, obstructions, even if only indirect
- 
was followed in the case of the resolution on El
Salvador which was ulrimately referred back to rhe
Political Affairs Commirtee; that commitree then
decided not [o prepare an ad hoc reporr. Ve cannot
continue to behave rn rhrs way towards Latin America.
To do so would be to contradict out own representa-
tives who one week ago in Larin America signed the
Final Act of rhe Inrerparliamentary Conference
condemning the regimes and dicratorships of Chile,
Argentina and Uruguay.
I therefore declare my Group's supporr for this report
and call upon all those Members.who wanr Europe ro
play im role for freedom and democracy in rhe world
to be consistent with themselves and vote against rhose
dictatorships which are obstructing freedom and
democracy in so blatant and apparent a mannef.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Mr President, I naturally wish to vote
for this resolurion and indeed any other resolution
that might come before this House condemning rhe
denial of human rights, but I do find it rather difficult
to supporr rhis panicular case in this Assembly, which
has shown itself to be so concerned aboui human
rights and civil righrc provided rhey are very far
removed from the boundaries of our Community. \7e
can talk about those that are nearer to us than
Uruguay: we can talk about Tokyo; somebody has
already dealt with Afghanistan, Chile 
- 
where you
will; bur is ir nor rime we faced the fact thar we have a
denial of human rights within our Community? That
we have a state of occupation of part of my counrry, a
discrimination against much of rhe population over
many years? That rhe basic human right of self-deter-
mination has been denied ro the Irish people for eight
centuries? \7e should funher face up to the facr, unpa-
lauble though it may be, thar thar denial is being
perpetrated by anorher member of rhis Community. I
say this wirh no great pleasure, bur rarher ro bring ro
the attention of this House that we cannot, 
"s 
*e ha.rre
been doing, forever run away from rhe problems
within rhe Community simply because rhey may be
embarrassing ro some Members of rhis House in view
of the people who are involved in the occupation of
Ireland. So I will vote for this resolurion but want ro
underline what, perhaps, is not so much rhis
Assembly's hypocrisy, as I have named it before, but
rather irs relucrance ro face rhe unpalatable facr,thar
one member of the Communiry is in fact occupying
the territory of anorher and rhereby denying rhe basrc
human right of self-determination.
(Cries from certain quarters of the European Democratic
Group)
( Parliamen t adopted the resolution )
IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vice-President
lQ. Fixing of book prices
President. 
- 
The nexr ir.em is the debate on [he
reporr by Mr Beumer, on behalf of rhe Commirtee on
Economic and Monerary Affairs, on [he fixing of
book prices (Doc. 1-554/80).
I call the rapporueur.
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, a
French Prime Minister, Mr Faure, once said that one
essential fearure of a Parliamenr was thar ir provided a
test of the social acceprabiliry of technological and
technocraric developmenrs, especially rhrough the
atcenrion given to the human aspecr. I am convinced
that this is a necessary task of Parliamenr and also in
rts dealings with the executive. That is pan of rhe
reason why I consider a parliamenrary resr of the
applicarion of comperirion policv to books essenrial.
Comperition policy is not desirable per se but derives
its desirabiliry from the services which ir provides.
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Mr President, when the publishing and distribution of
books is left solely to free market forces, the range of
books offered narrows and publications intended for a
limited public, including literary criticism, textbooks
and poetry, are available Iess often or at all events less
readily. The situation in the United States, Canada,
Sweden, Australia and recently France' where resale
price maintenance has been practically abolished or
has disappeared, points in the same direction. This is a
source of great concern to us.
In our democracies books are considered extremely
important from the standpoint of communication,
information and the dissemination of ideas. Books are
the medium of our culture and important aids in
education and training. I find it significant that the
strict German cartel legislation makes a Protective
exception in the case of books. Living society is char-
acterized by a broad flow of publications, so that
competrtion for attention to wrltten thoughts and
ideai is as broad and manifold as possible. I am there-
fore disturbed by the increasrng concentration of
publishing houses and also in the distribution sector'
This may be detrimental to the freedom of authors and
small publishers, rhus harming the interests of minori-
ties. Some publishers will be prepared to issue one
particular book to complete their list, so that.cultural
and economic criteria are sometimes combined; on the
other hand, rigid application of competition rules
would be [antamount to a form of censorship.
Mr President, this debate is connected with a test case
referring to rhe competition criteria laid down in
Article 85 (3). I want to emphasize that I am not
concerned with the problems of the Netherlands'
language area as such and also do not wish to advo-
cati a particular form of protection for books. In
regard to the nature of this decision as a possible
p.icedent, I believe it is necessary to carefully weigh
up the economic and cultural asPects which can be
discussed here, as is only appropriate, since this is a
matter of great public interest. It is surely appropriate
that this Parliament, which has always taken a keen
interest in all aspects of competition policy, should
give special attention to the situation on the book
market.
In brief, Mr President, I believe it is important for the
Commission to examine to what extent Article 85 in its
present form can be applicable to goods which have an
essentially cultural aspect. I should like rc hear the
views of the Commission on this, especially now that it
maintains that national frontiers must prevail over
language frontiers. This implies that the Commission
might at some time consider taking certain measures
which could result in the unwelcome phenomenon of
parallel imports and reimports. I am afraid that exces-
iive rigidity on this point could create a precedent and
ultimately be most detrimental to the cultural aspects
of publishing.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beyer de Ryke to speak on
behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Educa-
tion, Information and Sport.
Mr Beyer de Ryke, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, I obviously cannot tell Mr Beumer what the
Commission thinks of his report. On the other hand,
as draftsman for the Commirtee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Sport, I have great plea-
sure in informing him of the views of that committee'
The attitude of our committee is determined quite
naturally and legitimately by a wish to Protect a
certain culrural environment. 'We consider that books
are not an ordinary commodity. To put it more accur-
ately, books are not a commodity or a product at all;
they are an act of creation. Culture cannot. be treated
in ihe same way as a grocery store. In the view of our
committee, the simple principle of respect for the law
of supply and demand, the law of the market, must be
corrected by a form of protectionism designed not to
stifle but to consolidate and above all increase the
possibility of access to culture. I believe, Mr Beumer,
that we are in agreemen[ on this. \7e have both noted
that when total price freedom is allowed, it results in
the disappearance of a greal many small bookshops
leading to the risk of a monopoly situation which
contradicts the principle of true economic liberalism'
Supermarket methods are harmful to the true interests
of culrure. I would not go so far as to say thar you will
onty find mediocre literature in the big stores and
supermarkets. That is not true. You will find some
interesting titles, but they are books which sell readily,
while other titles are excluded from these stores. In
Belgium, the country from which I come, there is a
whole range of literature, in particular Belgian Poetry
wntten in French 
- 
and there is of course our litera-
ture in Flemish which is also very rich 
- 
that deserves
wider recognition. Some remarkable aurhors are not
known because their books are not sold in the big
stores; they are excluded for economic and not for
cultural reasons. On the other hand the statement that
every small or medium-sized bookshop is also a
cultural adviser needs qualification. That is not true'
Some bookshops are and others are not. !7hat is
undeniable is the fact that the big stores cannot be
cultural advisers. It may seem paradoxical to you
coming from someone who has worked for 19 years
for television 
- 
and I certainly would not wish to play
down the importance of television, which is an
extraordinarily valuable instrument in a civilization
where pictures often take precedence over thought
and reading 
- 
but we consider that everything which
can help to develop the reading habit must be encour-
aged. That is why the policy of controlled liberalism
rCcommended in your report was welcomed by the
Committee on Culture. I personally can understand
the value of certain amendments which may be rabled
by members of my group, but my role as draftsman is
to defend the main lines of this report which, in fact'
reflect my own view that true liberalism, giving
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priontv to intellectual qualitv, must be preferred to a
simple free market approach, although I certainlv
recognizc the value of a free market. In conclusion i
would sav culture first, profitability second. That is
our basic vrer., Mr Beumer.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr presrdent, I shall
speak 'n'erv' briefly on the Beumer reporr, whrch has
our full supporr. Rigid application to ihe book market
of Artrcle 85 (3) of the EEC Treaty is liable to ser in
motion catasrrophic developmenrs for the citizens of
Durch-speaking countries. The Commission,s answer
to Mr Beumer's quesrions shows rhat it tends to favour
ngid application.
In his report, and rn the verbal explanarory sraremenr
given toda1,, Mr Beumer has clearly shown rhe conse-
quences ro, among others, Durch-language readers if
resale price maintenance for books is abandoned.
If sales of a book are expected from the outset to be
limited, that book will quite simplv not be published
on the Dutch market. In addirion, there will be fewer
bookshops in our smaller towns because rhey will
simplv be dnr.en our of exrstence by rhe big supermar_
kers, which q'ill add popular and fast-selling books to
their range of other consumer goods. Aid, as Mr
Beyer de Ryke clearlv stated on behalf of the
Committee on Yourh and Culture, books are nor an
ordinarv commercial commoditv.
A book is a product which touches direcrly on rhe
interests of crrizens in the area of culture, education
and information. In our view the Commission should
give e.r'idence of rts vocation, which is to sene all rhe
interests of our citrzens; book pnces should therefore
nor be determrned solell, by economic criteria.
I au'ait the Commission's answer v,.ith rnreresr. In my
view it has not vet manage d to indicate whose inrerests
u-ill acruallv be served b1'putting an end to fixed book
prices. The studr.' and proposals requested by Mr
Beumer rn hrs resolution therefore deserve the full
supporr of the u'hole House. Ve verv much hope that
the report bl' Mr Beumer will convince the Commis-
sion of the need ro re\.res' irs poLc1. on book prices
and change rts position.
President. 
- 
I call the European People's Partr.
(Chrisrran-Democrarrc Group).
Mr von Bismarck. 
- 
(D) Mr Presrdenr, ladres and
gentlemen, the Group of rhe European people,s partv
greatly apprecrares the fact that is has been entrusted
u-rth this report and will naturally supporr the report
drawn up bv our colleague Mr Beumer. \U7'e see rhis as
an example of a reasonable approach to a conrroversial
rssue. '!(/e belreve that competirion is not an end in
irself but that books are. The quesrion then arises as ro
ho*' competirron can help to increase the distribudon
of books and thus serve rhe particular aim of making
books on a wide range of ropics readily available. Ii
our vrew rhat aspect is not fully covered by Mr
Beumer's report. I parrrcularly appreciated rhe words
of 
.the two previous speakers. Mr Bever de Ryke
nghth' said that we musr distinguish between the
possible forms of comperition. For clarity I should
perhaps add rhat the aim here should not be to elimi-
nate competrrion but to organize rt in such a way as [o
sen'e our ends. !fl'e are nor concerned with resale price
maintenance or price control by the Stare. Competi-
tion in the book trade is of a very special kind, anj we
would ask all our colleagues in parliament, in the
debate which we hope will soon be held on this ropic
in connection wirh the Commission's reporr, to adopr
a flexrble approach to the objecriu.r, *hich are some-
times controversial, so that we do not become the
defenders of rigorous comperirion while not at rhe
same time re;ecting all forms of competirion, profir
and even 
- 
I apologize for saying this 
- 
economic
viabilitr..
Mr Bever de Ryke concluded by saying 
- 
or ar leasr
thar was how ir sourqded in rhe interpritation 
- 
that
the issue was nor one of profitability. Nevertheless rhe
aim must be to keep books as cheap as possible, so that
the largesr number of people can riad the largest
possrble number of books ar rheir income level. I
would like to point our rhar ile should uke rhis oppor-
tunitl, to make our aims perfecrly clear, so thar when
the report is available we can calmly discuss rhe matrer
and consider how to arrain our objectives. Ve believe
that this matrer deserves urgenr consideration by rhe
'Commission. Ir should make the facts clear and'then
recognlze the conrroversial aspects before going on to
make proposals as to how a reasonable and harmon-
ious conclusion can be reached.
We consider it most important for this marrer nor ro
be postponed, slnce nothing can be more important
for European cooperarion in the broad.. sense thanfor us to adopt a unified approach ro our cultural
situarion 
- 
and it seems to me that each one of us is
in a specifrc cultural situation; in other words, we must
return ro the culture which has made Europe whar jt is
rodav. lVe therefore supporr this morion and hope thar
rt will be adopted by the whole House. It would be
hrghll' desirable for Parliament ro pur as soon as
possible and with rhe largesr possibie majority this
requesr to rhe Commission for a proposal on , jiff.._
entiated approach for rhe benefir of all our citizens
v"'ho have elecred us ro rhis parliamenr.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratrc Group.
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Mr Balfour. 
- 
Mr President, we are deeply
concerned on this side of rhe House [o ensure thar rhe
Commission and Parliament generally refrain from
erecting fortifications around parricular indusrries and
sectors, fortrficarions againsr rhe onslaught of intra-
Community competltlon and of Article 85 (3) in parti-
cular.'Ve believe stronglv rhar rhe implemenrarion of a
robust competition policy is an essential precondirion
to the fulfilment of a free and unified marker and that
it is an essen[ial weapon in our campaign to bring
about greater freedom of movemenr in the European
Community for persons, goods and services. !flhilst,
however, declaring our firm belief in a free marker and
in the rules of competition as a means to rhis end, we
recognize, or at least a large number of my Group
recognize, that we should nor necessarily be
squeamish or uncompromisingly dogmatic abour iden-
tifying certain exceprions ro these rules. The difficulty
in these cases, of course, is to know to what extent
such exceptions are necessary or desirable.
It is to this extremely difficult task that Mr Beumer has
devoted so much arrention and efforr in his report.
The purpose and scope of this report is not ro take the
whole of of the publishing or rerail book industry our
of the constrainrs of the European comperirion policy:
it is intended rarher ro permit ceruain retail trade or
distribution practices wirhout which the cultural and
educational interests of the Durch-speaking minority
in the Community could be adversely affected ro a
serious degree. It is easy, as a member of a predomi-
nantly English-speaking group, ro disregard the call
for special treatment of the book trade in the cultural
and ethnic minorities of the Communrty.
For these reasons I have urged my colleagues in the
European Democratic Group to look upon Mr
Beumer's report with sympethy. In our view, there are
one or two phrases in rhe resolurion which need to be
amended, both in order to make it more precise and
therefore less likely to set a major precedent for abuse
in the future, and in order to remove the impression
that somehow a social, free-market economy can lead
to €litism. For these reasons we have tabled rhree
amendments. Incrdentally, it is worth notrng that rhis
motion was adopted by our committee withour even
the chance of putting amendments there; otherwise we
would have put [hese to the rapponeur, who, I know,
would have accepted them without criticism. All of our
amendments, then, support the main thrusr of Mr
Beumer's arguments. I understand he finds these
amendments acceprable in principle, and I can accord-
ingly support his efforts in this report to delineate a
parricular and hmited economic activity and to place ir
outside the strictest application of Article 85 (3).
President. 
- 
This debate will now be ad.journed until
'!Tednesday.
I l. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is Ques-
tion Time (Doc. l-842l80).
Y;.b.*t" 
with questions addressed to the Commis-
Question No 1, by Mr Adam (H-436/80).
Has there been any jornt drscussion between rhe
Commission and the British Government regarding rhe
proposals to modify regional status within the United
Kingdom and in partrcular the proposal to downgrade
the regional status of the North-East of England?
Mr Andriesse n, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Discussions have indeed taken place between the
Commission and the British Government about
proposals to modify regional status within the Unired
Kingdom. These discussions covered the proposal to
downgrade the status of certain parts of North-East
England with a more favourable social and economic
positlon to enable support to be concentrated on areas
where the problems are most severe. As a result of this
redistribution which began in August 1979, the
working population of the assisted areas in the Unired
Kingdom will have fallen from over 40 0/o to about
25 a/o n August 1982. The coordinating principles for
the 'special deveIopmenr areas' and 'developmenr
areas' lay down a maximum suppon tevel of 30 %; rhe
Member State irelf may give supporr of 30 % and
2a 0/o respectively. For 'intermediate areas' the
Community maximum is 20 % and the Member State
mav give l0 % aid. In the North-Easr of England rhe
ma;or population centres Tyneside and Vearside,
u hich are to remain special development areas, and
Teesside, which will remain a development area) are
not affected by these changes. The areas actually
concerned are as follows: the Alnwick travel-to-work
area and the Darlington and Newton Aycliffe employ-
ment office areas used to be development areas but
were downgraded to intermediate areas in August.
The Bishop Auckland employmenr office area losr the
status of special developmenr area and is to become an
intermediate area. Downgrading to development area
took place in August 1980 and ir will become an inter-
mediate area in 1982. The cenrral Durham travel-co-
work area was downgraded in August 1980 from
special development area ro development area.
Frnally the Barnard Castle, Berwick, Halwhisrle and
Hexham employment office areas are to lose rheir
development area s[atus and be classified as an
unaided region.
Mr Adam. 
- 
I understand the changes that have
been made; I know about them. Is the Commissioner
satisfied that these changes have not disturbed the
arrangements for the Regional Development Fund
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rules, which had been drawn up before they took
place ?
Mr Andriessen! 
- 
(NL) There is no reason to
suppose that these changes are incompatible with the
Regional Fund rules.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
That was the most appalling statement
I have heard from a Commissioner while I have been
in this Parliament. You are just acting there as a parrot
for Sir Keith Joseph, a member of the most vicious,
anti-working-class government that we have known
this century in our country. Unemployment in
Durham, the area you have tried to talk about, is
higher than it has been known for centuries . . .
( Protests from the right)
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, without ente.ing into an
argument on che substance, I must ask you no[ to
direct personal remarks to the Commissioner. Please
proceed.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Mr President, I should get round to my
questions a lot quicker if those silly b-s over theie
would keep quiet while I am speaking.
The Commissioner has to understand what is
happening to our industrial base in the Nonh-East and
in Durhaml My question to him: will he give us an
assurance that he will reopen talks with the Conserva-
tive Government as a new Commissioner, because
whatever his predecessor did was absolute rubbish?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I cannot help it if the
honourable Member is not interested in a demiled
answer to a specific question. However, I was not
speaking for his benefit but to the Member who put
rhe question. I cannot give the assurance for which he
has asked. The Commission has discussed these
matrers with the UK Government, and if the honour-
able Member thinks that there must be changes he
should make representations in a different Parliament.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
\fould the Commissioner accept that
we could all be spared the amazing performances we
have just seen from Mr Boyes if the Commission,
when reviewing the Regional Fund Regulation, would
decide to apply Regional Fund criteria to industries or
areas of industrial decline such as textiles or ship-
building, or to structural problems such as land dereli-
ction or outdated sewage systems, and not insist on
merely applying the geographical regional policies of
the Member States? Vould he funher agree that this
sort of reform is essential if the Regional Development
policy is to exist as a
merely as the creature
ments ?
Community policy and not
of Member States' govern-
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) Clearly this debate is not
the occasion for a full-scale discussion of new rules for
regronal policy. But the observations made here will be
recorded in the Report of Proceedings, and we shall
take account of them when the time comes to review
the rules.
Mr Seal. 
- 
I am sure the Commission is aware that
the decision the UK Government has taken on
regional assistance has been taken purely on unem-
ployment figures. Unfortunatel/, rhese figures were
based on 1979 data, and since then employment
patterns are changing in the UK. In my constituency
in the North unemployment in certain areas has
increased by well over 100 0/0, and youth unemploy-
ment in Bradford is now the highest in the whole of
rhe United Kingdom. Is the Commission aware that
the UK Government should not be using completely
out-of-date figures but considering trends in unem-
ployment, and wiil it press rhe UK Government to
reconsider the areas to which they are going to give
assistance and to consider areas where Commission
and Tory policies have forced industries such as
textiles into permanent decline and make these areas,
irrespecrive of whether they are now assisted, eligible
for grants from the EEC?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) As far as I know, it is the
intention of the British Government to reconsider by
I August 1981 whether the classification of regions
should be effected in a different manner than at
present. Changes in the regional classification may be
made at any time when the social and economic situa-
tion shows a fundamental change. I believe that this
has recently been che case. It is well known [hat unem:
ployment figures have risen sharply in the United
Kingdom, but this increase has occurred right across
the board and the question is whether there are then
any grounds to make incidental changes 
- 
this will,
of course, have to be considered on the basis of indivi-
dual cases. In the Commission's view regional policy
must be used to give the necessary support to regions
which have relatively severe problems, and the support
must not be used to solve national problems.
Mr Price. 
- 
\7ill the Con'rmission accept that
Community regional aid has been dispersed too widely
in the. past and will they confirm that in any discus-
sions they have with the United Kingdom Govern-
ment, or anv other Member State government, they
u'rll use their influence to ensure rhat Communiry
regional aid rs made more effective by being concen-
trated where it is most needed?
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- 
(l1Z) I feel ir appropriare to
consider whether the Commission has in rhe past used
Community funds in a manner which was nor rhe most
effective. However, the Regional Fund implementing
provisions are now in force again, and accounr is
naturally taken of past experience.
Sir Peter Vannecli. 
- 
I will nor imitare Mr Boyes'
emotional ou[bursr because I for one feel rhar this sort
of catharsis in the Assembly is boring and counrer-
productive.
Vhat I want [o know for Teesside, rhe constiruency I
represent, is whether joint discussion between the
Commission and the United Kingdom is to continue in
order to take account of changing and worsening
circumstances. Can I have that assurance?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I cannot give a specific
answer to that question. I shall gladly give rhe honour-
able Member written information as soon as possible.
Mr Griffiths. 
- 
The Commissioner has shown thar
he has some knowledge of the fact that we have a
deepening unemployment crisis in the United
Kingdom. As we are considering a quesrion
concerning the lasr set of proposals by rhe Conserva-
tive Government to reduce the number of areas to
which Communiry regional aid can be given, has rhe
Conservative Government approached rhe Commis-
sion during the last six months 
- 
parricularly during
the last two months 
- 
regarding rhe areas excluded or
downgraded under their regional assistance schemes?
In many of these like, for example, rhe Neath
Valley 
- 
unemployment in rhe last year has more
than doubled. By any crireria, wherher we look at
unemployment or earnings rates, we will see that the
situation there is now far far worse than it was when
the area was able [o ger rhis assistance. Can the
Commission rell me whether the Governmenr has
approached the Commission in rhe last monrh or rwo
with a view to reviewing the situation?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) To the best of my know-
ledge that is not the case.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing to speak on a point of
order.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
As the represenrarive of the largesr
region, apart from Greenland, in this Community, can
I ask the Commission whether it is their fault rhat
maps conrained in their documenr of 7 January
concerning the relative intensity of regional problems
do not show the Orkney and Sherland islands?
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mrs Ewing, rhat is not a
point of order. If you want ro check rhe canographic
knowledge of rhe Commission, you can do rhat
outside the Chamber. I am not raking any more direct
or indirect supplementary questions.
I call Mr Blaney to speak on a point of order.
Mr Blangy. 
- 
Mr President, I wish to ask whether
the Rules of Procedure of this Parliament stipulate
somewhere that each Member may, in fact, ask a
supplementary quesrion on the answer given?
President. 
- 
Mr Blaney, as a deputy leader of a
political group you really should know rhe Rules of
Procedure a little better than that.
Annex II of the Rules of Procedure srares rhar
The President shall rule on rhe admissibility of suppte-
mentary questions and shall limit therr number so rhar
each Member who has put down a question may receive
an answer to it and so as ro afford an opportuniry for. a
debate to be requested on the answer given to any ques-
tion or supplemenrary quesrion.
The Presrdent shall not be obliged ro declare a supple-
menrary question admissrble . .
I am sorry, Mr Blaney, unless you quo[e rhe relevant
standing order we must proceed.
Question No 2, by Lord Bethell (H-578l80):
Is the Commission aware thar my complaint against the
fixing of airline tariffs for fLghts wrrhin the European
Community, conrrary to Article 90 of the Treary of
Rome, was rssued under rhe Form 'C' procedure on
2 May 1980? Is ir normal for the Commission ro rake
more than six monrhs ro reply to such complaints; are
they able to announce now when my complainr will be
answered, whar other drscussrons have they had on this
question of arr tariffs and whar action do they propose?
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.(i/Z) Airline rariffs for scheduled services are
approved in the final instance by the governments
concerned. Such approval is preceded by consulrarions
'with the airline companies, some[imes wirhin IATA.
Bilateral agreements between governments on airline
tariffs and rhe Paris Agreement ol tg|l expressly state
that there can be no question of infringement of Arti-
cles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty when tariffs
approved by the governmenrs are enforced. In such
cases the Commission may challenge the decisions of
the Member States if rhey creare a situation prohibired
by the Treary. The Commission does not, for example,
exclude the possibility that such situarions may exist
and that action may be called for under Article 90 of
the Treaty, but the juridical possibilities offered by rhe
Treaty musr be weighed up carefully and rhe Commis-
sion has not yet been able to reach a final position on
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this. The same applies to the economic aspects which
must be taken into account in derermining whether rhe
conditions of Articles 85 (1) and (3) and 86 are
fulfilled.
Vith rhat aim in view the Commission has, since July
lasr year, been engaged in a srudy of airline tariffs at
the request of the Council. \7e shall, of course, take
account of the resulrs of that study in deciding our
position. In view of all the legal and economic prob-
lems bound up with this question, it is clearly not
possible for the Commission to state at this juncture
whether the particular complaint was justified.
Lord Bethcll. 
- 
I appreciate that Mr Andriessen is
not responsible for the sins of his predecessor, but will
he not accept that nine months is far too long a period
for a simple factual complaint to be under considera-
tion by the Commission?
Is he aware, since he only assumed his portfolio a few
u'eeks ago, that the Commission received a legal
opinion about my complaint in October 
- 
an opinion
which stated quite clearly that it was justified 
- 
but
that in early December, at the requesr of President
Jenkins, this legal opinion was sent back with a request
that it be redone in a way which was more polilically
palatable to the member governments of the Commu-
nity? \7ill he confirm or deny that this rook place?
Meanwhile the people of Europe are having to pay
three, four, five times more for their air travel than
they should do, and rhe unity of Europe rs being
delayed.
'\7ill he accept three points: firstly, that the airlines are
in violation of Articles 85 and 86 of rhe Treaty;
secondly, that all [en governments are in violation of
Article 90; thirdly, that the Commission is in clear
violation of Article 173 through its failure [o act? And
does he know how many lawsuits he is going to have
on his hands in a very few weeks?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I concede rhat a long trme
has been taken over this but, as I explained, I am srill
new to the subject. Ve are, of course, doing our best
to make quick progress. I am nor aware of any docu-
ments having been sent back. I cannot answer thar
question. As ro the quesrion of wherher the Treaty
artrcles concerned are being infringed by airline
companres and governmenrs, rhe specific point of
interest to us here, I cannor draw any definitive
conclusrons ar rhis stage.
Mr Habsbur1. 
- 
(D) \Tithour wishing to criticize
the Commrssioner, who is new to his office, may I also
ask him whether he does nor feel thar rhe Commission
has itself acted illegally by failing to answer Lord
Bethell's question wirhin the specified trme?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I have already said that a
long time has been taken and I am not trying to hide
rhe fact. But when a matter is so complex that a long
time is necessary, it would be even more inappropriate
to give an early answer without due preparation than
to allow a longer delay to elapse.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing to speak on a point of
order.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I would like the Commission to
explain why they have missed out part of the EEC
Community from most of their maps.
President. 
- 
Pornts of order must relate to the
procedure of the House. This could well be a question
you could pur ro rhe Commission, either orally or in
writing.
Question No 3 by Mr Price (H-607 /80):
Are the Commrssion rnvestlgatrng the theory put
forward by Professor Thomas Gold, Director of the
Center for Radiophysrcs and Space Research and
Professor of Astronomy at Cornell University, USA, that
abundanr supplies of methane gas could be found by
deep drilhng and, rf so, will they consrder proposing
Community financral support for the cost of just over
30 m EUA required ro drill l0 expenmental deep wells?
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission.
(F) There are two parts to that question. Firstly, rs the
Commission following up the work and theories of
Professor Thomas Gold concerning the possibility of
disco'r,ering methane reserves by deep drilling? The
answer rs yes, and in a few weeks time we shall be
holding a meering of experts with leading geologists
and geophysrcrsts to look into the matter further.
Secondly, can the Commission provide financial
support for drilling activities to test the validity of the
theory? On the first point we are awaiting the results
of an experiment no* under way in Greenland. On
the second point Parliament knows that we have
proposed to the Council a policy designed to increase
hydrocarbon exploration and research in the Commu-
nity. So far the Council has taken no action on this,
and the l98l budget contains only a 'token entry'
against this item.
Mr Price. 
- 
I 
."- 
pleased to note that the Commis-
slon are convening a meeting of experts; that sounds
most helpful. But would the Commissioner confirm
that the possibility of finding large supplies of methane
gas by deep drilling is one which is sufficiently impor-
ranr to press forward wrth with the utmost vigour, and
will he do that both in relation to the proposals to
Council and to the results ultimately of this experts'
meetrng?
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Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The Commission always
follows up its work carefully. In this particular in-
stance it will continue a careful study, because there is
a wide difference of opinion between geophysicists on
this point.
As to the possibility of our continuing to.drill, I can
only refer the honourable Member back to my
previous reply: the Commission has received no
money for this purpose in the 1981 budget. '\?'e are
therefore awaiting the outcome of the work by the
experts and shall return to this matter in 1981.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Vill the Commissioner assure us
rhar he is going to try and get a similar sum in the
1982 budget for this very important area?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I have not given up the struggle
over the l98l budget and still less over the 1982
budget.
Maximum use of our own resources is a priority' for
energy policy which we shall be considering in liaison
with Parliament in coming weeks and months.
President. 
- 
Since they are on related subjects, I
shall call together
- 
Question No 4 by Mr Patterson (H-609l80):
\(zill the Commissron carry out a study of the tnteractton
between the different nationality laws in Member States
as they affect the transmissron of nationality? In parti-
cular will it consrder the possible effects of the proposed
changes in British nationality law as they could affect
'non-patrial' chrldren born in Belgrum to UK parents
(r.e. thrrd generation born outside the UK)?
- 
Question No 5 by Mr Enright (H-622/80)
Is the Commisslon aware that the British Government
has made proposals in a Vhite Paper on Natronality
Law which would deprive the chrldren, born of British
citizens living abroad, of Britrsh nationalrty and would
also create five different forms of nationality?
As thrs is clearly against the Convention on Human
Rrghqs to whrch the British Government is a signatory
and also agarnst the prrnciples of free movement and
establishment as laid down rn the EEC Treaties, is the
Commission prepared to ask the British Government to
reconsider these proposals ?
Mr Thorn, President of the Commission. 
- 
(F) |
could speak at great length on this topic, which is very
interesting and indeed fascinating to a lawyer special-
izing in international law. I shall confine myself to
saying, for the information of rhis Assembly, that the
powers given to us by the Treaties do not, as you may
well imagine, permit the institutions of the Commu-
nity to rntervene in legislation relating to the acquisi-
tion or loss of nationality in a particular Member
State.
As to rhe compatibiliry of the intentions 
- 
since this is
only at the stage of a draft bill at present 
- 
of the
' United Kingdom Government with the European
Convention on Human Righm, I would draw the
atrenrion of ,the honourable Members to the fact that
only the Strasbourg authorities are competent to pro-
nounce on this matter. May I add that so far the laws
on the acquisition and loss of nationality have created
no difficulty from the angle of application of
Commmunity law.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
You have answered Mr Enright's
question but you have not answered mine, which was
whether you are going to carry out a study. The Trea-
ties give Community citizens certain rights, and
Communitv crtizens are defined as the nationals of
Member States. In particular, you have not answered
my question on the interaction of the possible British
law and Belgian law. Certain provisions of the Nation-
altv Bill now before the British Parliament could result
in children born to British nationals living in Belgium
being entirled auromatically to neither British nor
Belgian citizenship, somerhing which has been modi-
fied but not entirely settled by recent amendments.
This must concern the Community, because Commu-
nrry citizens are rhe nationals of Member States. \7ill
the Commission therefore carry out a study of the
interacrion of nationality law in con.juncdon with the
British proposals and secondly, will it be necessary to
change the declaration of British nationality annexed
ro rhe Treaty of Accession by which the United
Kingdom joined the Community?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I would first of all say that up to
now we have experienced no difficuldes. But my real
answer to the honourable Member is in the affirma-
rive, and I apologize for not making that perfectly
clear from the start. Yes, we will of course follow
developments to ensure that there is no incompati-
bility. Up to now rhere has been none. !7e are also
informed that the views of the British Governmenr are
evolving and we are following up this matter very
closely. Vithout wishing to fall back on conjecture,
we may, as you quite rightly said, be confronted with a
problem of incomparibility in the future.
As to the final supplemenrary question put by the
honourable Member, my answer is no.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Does rt not follow from the British
Government's definition of nationaliry in the Treaty of
Accession signed on 22January 1972 that there really
should be consultations with Member States if that
defrnition, which is enshrined in the Treary of Acces-
sion, is to be changed, in particular because of the
effect it has upon the citizens of Gibraitar who
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currently have free movement within the'EEC ? I apol-
ogize to the Commission for nor giving advance norice
of this line of quesrioning, bur it has raken from 5 a.m.
this morning unril this presenr momenr ro get here
today.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) It is, of course, always preferable
for our consultarions'ro rake place, bur rhe Commis-
sion cannot ask every governmen[ to consult it on the
desirabiliry of changes in im legislarion in every
possible field. That would be going roo far, bur s/e are
sure that Her Majesry's Governmenr, once it has
determined its position on rhis proposal, will consult
the appropriate aurhorities ro avoid any incompadbili-
ties which we would all regret.
Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
The Presidenr of the
Commission has already virtually answered rhe ques-
tion I intended to ask. I was merely going to indicare
that the British Governmenr has promised two amend-
menrs ro this bill, which is rhe point that he himself
raised in an auempr to deal wirh this panicular
problem.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member has nor
put a supplementary question.
President. 
- 
Question No 6 by Mrs Fuillet (H-617 /
80):
Vhy has the Commission not included the Provence-
Alpes-C6te d'Azur region in its special five-year
programme, since this region has ro cope wrth the very
problems used as selection criteria, namely vulnerability
of rhe agncukural secror, weakness of rhe industrial
sector, unemployment and a low level of economic
actrvity?
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The shorr
answer to the question is that this region exhibits some
but not all of the selection crireria. In irs selection of
regions for its proposal for a specific measure under
the quota-free secrion of the ERDF the Commission
took account of sectoral criteria and of the economic
and social conditions in the regions. Three regions
were selected 
- 
Aquiraine, Languedoc-Roussillon
and Midi-Pyr6n6es. The Council confirmed this
choice and adopted the Commission's proposal in July
1980. All rhree regions share cenain features 
- 
low
level of employment and industry, heary dependence
on Mediterranean farm crops, very high level of
employment in agriculture, high rare of unemploy-
ment and low per cdpita gross domestic product. The
region Provence-Alpes-C6te d'Azur exhibirs some of
these characreristics, it is true, bur it is different in
having a very low level of employment in agriculrure
and also a per capitd GDP which is acrually higher
than rhe Community average. Funher information on
these criteria, if honourable Members wish it, may be
found in the firsr periodical reporr on the economic
and social situation in the regions of the Community,
which the Commission sent ro rhe Council and Parlia-
ment in December 1980.
Mrs Fuillet. 
- 
(F) Perhaps we do not meet your
specific criterion, but rhose of us who come from rhe
region appreciate the real problem. My question is
thrs: what specific acrion does rhe Commission inrend
to undertake ro assist this region which will be as
severely affected as orher regions by the enlargement
of the Community? I feel bound ro srress rhis aspect of
enlargement of the Community.
Mr Richard. 
- 
It is a litrle hard ro be asked in a
supplemenrary nor ro discuss the selection crireria
when in facr thar is precisely whar rhe quesrion asks.
On the rarher larger point rhar is raised, of course I
share the concerns that are being expressed in the
House, but ir is quite impossible, on a somewhat
narrow quesrion of this sor!, ro give rhe kind of
c.omprehensive answer to the problems of a region that
the supplementary question would seem rc call for.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
!7ill rhe Commissioner
confirm rhe promise grven by the Commissioner for
Regional Affairs on many occasions to consider very
carefully indeed rhe inclusion of rextiles in the
non-quota section because of rhe very severe unem-
ploymenr that has arisen in rhis particular industry?
Mr Richard. 
- 
Mrs Kellert-Bowman and I have both
been members of another Parliamenr, and she will
know that no minister or Commissioner answering a
quesrion on one issue would ever be rash enough to
commir either himself or his governmenr or indeed
another Commissioner on a rorally differenr one.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Questions Nos 7 and 8 have been posr-
poned until rhe March part-session at the request of
their aurhors.
Question No 9, by Mr Remilly (H-621/80):
Has rhe Commission observed any progress in intra-
Communiry industrial cooperarion in recent monrhs?
If so, in which secrors has thrs progress made itself most
felt?
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) A
proper answer ro rha[ quesrion requires a clear defini-
tion of industrial cooperarion. Are we referring to
cooperarion berween indusrrial and economic opera-
tors rhemselves or ro cooperation between public
aurhoriries on industrial matrers?
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lf we take the first definirion, the Commission has no
direct knowledge of this. Some developments relating
to major companies are published in the press, but
industrial cooperation is increasingly involving small
and medium-siz-ed undertakings on a growing scale.
At the level of the largest undertakings, Community
strategles sometimes enable the cooperation necessary
for structural adjustments to be promoted, and the
Commission is pursuing that policy; in the present
difficult circumstances the concept of cooperation
between undertakings obviously assumes a more
important place.
As regards industrial cooperation organized by the
public authorities, progress has been made through the
meeting of Ministers for Industry last June in Venice.
That cooperation has led to a series of studies by the
responsible administrative bodies to define the best
possible environment to faciIitate new investments,
particularly in certain areas where they are particularly
necessary.
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(F) Do you consider that the agree-
ments between the Japanese motor vehicle industry
and certain European industries consritute progress
towards industrial cooperation?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) That subject would warrant a
very lengthy reply, as I am sure Mr Remilly would
agree.'\7hat I would like to say is that dt this stage our
assessment of contracts of this kind depends on our
knowledge of the detailed provisions of the contracts.
To what extent does advanced technology exist in the
country which benefits from the cooperation and how
will the research and development activities be
ensured? There are a whole range of poinrc which
must be known before a subjective, qualitative, judge-
ment can be passed on rhis type of cooperation.
Sir David Nicolson. 
- 
\flould the Commissioner
care to say that, in the consideration which is to be
given to proposals for restructuring the Community
budget in the future and obtaining a better balance,
attention will now be given as a matter of urgency to
the creation of an industry policy which will make
industry as important in this Community as agriculture
and that steps will be taken to secure the political will
and the political interest in this subject, which is
becoming so vital as Community industry slips further
behind in development and technology when
compared with Japan and America?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The problem of greater effec-
tiveness of rhe co-mon agricultural policy has nothing
ro do u'ith that of more effective Communiry indus-
trial policy. Each policy must be implemented on the
basis of its own merits, and industrial policy cannot be
improved simply by cutting the appropriations
earmarked for agricultural policy. Having said that,
one of the absolure priorities of the Commission is to
implement an industrial strategy which will promote
the essential industrial restructuring; this implies
adjustments in old established sectors and the imple-
mentation as a matter of priority by the Council of the
various proposals which we have put forward and
which we shall continue to put forward in the area of
industrial innovation.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F) Following the Commission's
answer to our colleague, Mr Remilly, I am not reaily
clear whether the Commission has told us if it has
noted any progress in the area of cooperation and,
more specifically, in industrial coordination. May I
now ask whether the Commission is simply waiting to
see the strategy of the big undertakings or whether it
has any new proposals to encourage industrial cooper-
ation, particularly in the advanced technology sectors?
Mr Davigno". 
- 
(F) Since the rules of Question
Time require brief statements, I may not have made it
sufficiently clear in my answer to the first question
rhat there has certainly been a favourable trend in
industrial cooperation. Secondly, all of our action in
the area of market information, i.e. in that of norms
and srandards, is directed towards the creation of the
conditions necessary to facilitate and improve indus-
trial cooperation to give an appropriate market for
these new rndustrial activities, particularly in the
sphere of advanced technology,
President. 
- 
Since they are on related subjects, I
shall call together:
- 
Question No 10, by Mr Balfe (H-63al80) :
Can the Commrssion state how many tonnes of beef are
currently held at EEC interventton stores; what propor-
tion do they expect to be exported with subsrdies; and
can the Commission state the comparable frgures for one
year ago?
Does the Commission accept that this meat could be
better used by making provision for rt to be supphed
cheaply to those education authoritres who provide
school meals?
- 
Question No 33 by Mrs Clwyd (H-695l80):
There is reported to be 20 OOO tonnes of beef in store in
the UK alone. According to a starement of Michael
Silver, President of the Imponed Meat Trade Associa-
tion, rt should be possible to sell cheap meat from
Common Market slores to schools, hosprtals and to
pensioners.
In view of the high cost of storage and the proportion of
the common agricultural polrcy spent on storage, would
the Commissron care to take up the suggestron)
The Commissioner answering this question will be Mr
Dalsager. May I, on behalf of the Parliament, give you
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a very waim welcome, Commissioner, [o your
sitting of the Parliament in your new function
wish you success in your period of office?
(Applause)
first
and
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.(DK) Thank you, Mr President, for welcoming me so
kindly.
As the President pointed our, I am answering two
questions which are phrased in similar rerms. As
regards the intervention stocks of beef, the situation is
that at present there are some 300 OOO ronnes in store,
which is approximately the same amounr as ar this time
last vear. In 1980, 350 000 ronnes of meat were sold
from intervenrion sr.ocks, two-rhirds of which was
exported to rhird countries. It is very difficult to
predict how much will be exported in 1981, as rhis
depends on rhe lrend in the market and on measures
that are taken in the commercial world.
The honourable Members also ask whether it is not
possible for rhis intervention mear ro be supplied
cheaply ro schools, hospitals and so on. I can inform
them that there is already an opporrunity for rhis ro
happen. Under the cerms of Regularion No2374/79,
the Commission is prepared to make such beef avail-
able to social instirutions, such as schools and hospi-
lals, at a grearly reduced price, if requested to do so by
the national authoriries. Ar the momenr only Iraly is
taking advantage of this opporrunity, which has
existed since 1974.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
\7ould rhe Commissioner state whar
publicity he inrends to give ro the scheme for selling
off and, secondlv, wherher rhe institutions concerned
will be able ro obrain rhe subsidized stocks by direct
application ro [he relevant aurhoriries or wherher rhey
will have ro go rhrough government departments or
other public aurhorities ?
Mr Dalsager.- (DK) As far as I could garher, the
first question, which I did not hear properly because
of a faulr with the microphone, asked how this mear
has been marketed rn various countries. I know that
the United Krngdom has raken advanrage of this
scheme in the past, I believe in 1978. The posirion is
that the rnstirurions must apply rhrough governmenr
departmenrs in order ro purchase rhis intervention
meat at a reduced price.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
I thank the Commissioner for his
answer and would ask him to confirm one or [wo
assenions made in English-language newspapers
recentlv. First, that Europe's [axpayers will pay a srag-
gering 6 billion pounds rhis year for getting rid of
food rhat v"'e cannot eatl second, that there a.e 
-o.e
than 6 million tonnes of wheat, barley and rye sracked
away around the Continenr. In addition to the 3OO 000
tonnes of unwanred beef he menrioned, there are
180000 tonnes of refrigerated butter and 231 OOO
tonnes of skimmed milk. He menrioned the instiru-
tions ro which some of rhe food is on offer ar presenr
- 
he did nor mention extending the scheme to
pensioners, some of whom in countries like the Unired
Kingdom, because of the policies of the presenl
government, are at presenr suffering a cut in their
living standards. \7ill he please consider pensioners in
addition to the institurions he has already menrioned?
Mr Dalsager.- (DK) I think rhe quesrioner will
agree with me rhar ir is difficulr ro answer this series of
questions. I do not have the exact budget figures with
me to show how much money will be used for this
purpose in 1981. However, I would like ro say thar in
1980 the Commission made an effort to save money,
as ir will conrinue ro do in 1981, in managing the
organizarion of the market in agricultural products.
\7e do not have 180000 tonnes of burter in store ar
presenr bur, unless I am complere[y misinformed,
70 000 tonnes, for which there is curren[ly a srrong
demand. Ar rhe moment there are admittedly stores of
wheat, grain and rice, but these are extremely useful as
buffer stocks in a situation where we know rhar grain
prices are likely to rise in future. As regards skimmed
milk powder and other products, the stocks were
reduced substantially during 1980 and are now ar rheir
lowest level for some time. This is also a result of the
way in whrch rhe Commission has managed these
stocks rn recent [imes.
As regards exrending the scheme in question ro
pensioners in the Unired Kingdom 
- 
I assume rhat
this also applres ro pensioners in orher countries 
- 
I
believe it would be difficult ro adapr the arrangemenrs
for individual purposes; however, pensioners living in
homes or orher insritutions which fall wirhin the rerms
of rhe scheme would, of course, be able to benefir
from the sysrem. May I also point out thar the
Community spends a considerable amounr on
supporting rhe sale of burter on the British marker, in
that British consumers benefir from a special sysrem
governing butter sales on the UK marker.
Mr Simmonds. 
- 
How many days' consumprion of
beef in rhe Communiry does this storage of 3OO OOO
tonnes represent? And in view of the fact rhat it is
th-ough1 strategrcally necessary ro srore 90 days' supply
of oil, does he regard this-srorage of beef ,, 
"n 
.rn-b"i-
rassment ?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DK) At the momenr I cannot say
preciselv how many days' consumption the stocks of
beef represent, but in vie*' of the supply situarion wirh
regard to beef it rs not necessary for us to have a srock
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of the present size. For this reason, rhe Commission
will continue to adopt a cautious arrirude towards
large-scale intervention buying and ro see to it rhat rhe
stock is sold off in a rational wav.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Might I just join with you in
welcoming our new Commissioner here ro day and
ask him u,hether, in fact, it is not rrue rhar rhe
300 000 tonnes of beef about which rhere is such a
song and dance being made this year, as there was
about a similar amount last year, have been imported
from outside in order to enable rhe manufacturing
countries to sell some of their goods there, while being
put down as a cost against the agricultural policy and
the CAP? Might I ask the Commissioner whether or
not it will be possible for him to try and have the
accounting rearranged so that beef and all other agri-
cultural products, such as grain and butter, rhat are
imported over and above our requirements in the
Community and then sent out at a loss, or an equiva-
lent amount sent out, are not laid at the foor of the
CAP and used as a weapon ro desrroy it or to
condemn it as costing too much?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DK) As far as trade in these prod-
ucts is concerned, I am bound to say [har the Commu-
niry has taken on certain international obligations and
also certain political obligations concerning agricu[-
tural imports and exports. These world-wide obliga-
tions do indeed place a burden on [he agriculrure
budget.
I would be very witling to consider how such expendi-
ture could be separated from what is actually spent on
agriculture, since it would also be in my interest to
have a clear picture of how much expenditure is essen-
tially political in nature, and how much is devoted to
selling the Community's own products and to che
other aspec[s of our agricultural policy.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Can I join with those welcoming the
Commissroncr to lhis Parliament and say rhat one
looks forward to quesrions flom rime ro rime?
'\i/hen he is considering exporring food ro the Third
tWorld or thrrd countries, will he bear in mind the fact
that Community taxpayers are very happy to send
food to those countries where there is a threat of
famine and undernourishmenr but are not happy to see
subsidized sales to third countries such as Russia who
are enemies of freedom and enemies of everyrhing thar
this Community stands for?
(Cries from the left)
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DK) I am not sure, Mr President,
that I caught the whole of that question, because the
microphone was not working properly. However, I
would like to say that the Commissioner for Agricul-
ture always bears the Community's [axPayers in mind
when submitting his proposals and managing the
market. It is essentral that he should, because of the
obligations which the Comlhission has in terms of the
budget, including those in relation to the common
agricultural policy.
Vhen the point at issue is expenditure on exportinB
agricultural products to third countries and areas
where there is famine, the Communiry has a clparly
defined policy, which I support, namely, that the
Communiry must take action in siruations where rhere
is great human suffering and an urgent need for food-
stuffs. It could, of course, be debated whether such
expenditure is strictly agricultural, a matter which I
dealt with in answering the previous ,quesrion. \trhen
the point at issue is exporting agricultural products
from the Community to the Soviet Union, for
example, or other countries of the Eastern bloc, the
Commission's policy has also been perfectly clear in
the pasr, and I intend to stand by it for as long as we
consider it reasonable to pursue such a policy. That
depends to a great extent on the course of events in
the world outside the Community.
Mr Fanton. 
- 
(F) Many months ago the Assembly
delivered a favourable opinion on the new grading
scale for beef carcasses. Unfortunately it would seem
that the scale has still not been adopted. Does the
Commissioner not think that rhis failure may have
serious implrcations for the meat market?
Mr Dalsager.- (DK) I can inform you that this
matter is still the subject of technical discussions and
rhat it will be proceeded with as quickly as possible.
President. 
- 
Since rhey are on related subjects, I
shall call together:
- 
Question No I I by Mr Vre (H-538/80).
Can the Commrssron explarn the cntena on whrch the
rntroductron of freedom of estabhshment for medical
practrtroners, and more particularly gynaecologists, was
based ?
Is rr awlre thar by thrs actron it is causing the drsappear-
ance of the specialrty of general gynaecology, which
numbers 900 practitioners in France and does not exist
in all other EEC countries?
- 
Question No 49 by Mrs Roudy (H-7fi/8$:
Hitherto gynaecology has been an tndependent area of
specialrzatron rn French medicine drstrnct from obste-
trics. However, France, rnterpreting the principle of
harmonrzatron rn a hrghly indivrduahstic manner, may
well dclete gynaecology from the hst of specialisms
recognized rn France.
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Could the Commission say what posrtion France
adopted on thrs matter when it forwarded the list of
specialisms recognized in France and whether it does not
consider l! necessary to maintain gynaecology as an
independent specialism distrnct from obstetrics?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(D) On
16June 1975 rhe Council adopted two Directives
designed to facilitate rhe freedom of doctors to
provide services. This Directive No 75l353lEEC is
designed in particular to coordinate the conditions for
specialized medical training in the Member Stares.
Quantitative and qualitative criteria are defined for
each special branch of medicine and in particular for
gynaecology/obstetrics. The quantitative criteria
include a provision on the minimum duration of
training. The qualitative criterion is a full rheorerical
and practical [raining which must be monitored by the
competent authorities.
Directive No 75/362/EEC on the other hand defines
the special areas which, in the view of the Member
States, satisfy the qualitative and quantitative training
requirements set down in Directive No75/363/EEC
and in respect of which mutual recognition of
diplomas is therefore necessary.
The narional designation given by France for the
general heading of obstetrics and gynaecology was
obstitrique et gynicologie midicale. Thar designation is
now contained in the Directive. Later on France asked
for this designation to be replaced, by gynicologie
obstitrique. That change is now being effected
through an amendmenr [o rhe direcrives which dare
from the vear 1975.I hope that this answers rhe wishes
of the authors of these two questions, Mr Vie and Mrs
Roudy.
In general [erms, rhe sysrem inrroduced by rhese direc-
tives does not prevent a Member Srate from retaining
on its own territory qualifications which do not coin-
cide with the provisions of rhe coordinating directive.
That applies to gynicologie midicale in France. That
qualification does not entirle rhe holder to friely
provide services elsewhere.
Mr Vie. 
- 
(F) I am sorry to have ro ask for a clarifi-
carion. if I have understood correcrly, the Commission
said that France renounced of its own accord a
speciality of medical gynaecology on irs own territory
- 
since the firsr designarion of the specialiry, if I
heard rhe interpreters correcrly, was'obstetric and
medical gynaecology'. France itself subsequenrly left
out the adjective 'medical' to rerain rhe designation of
'obstetric gynaecology'.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(D) I shall repeat whar I said before:
France inirially indicared rhe designation obstdtrique et
gyn€cologie midicale ro correspond to rhe general title
of gynaecology and obstetrics. Afrer the direcdve had
taken effect, France asked for rhis designation ro be
replaced by gynicologie obstitrique. Thar subsequenr
wish will be reflected in rhe foreseeablb furure by an
amendment to the Directive.
President. 
- 
Quesrion No l2 by Mr IsraEl (H-645/
80):
How does rhe Commission accounr for rhe fact that,
wthin rhe contexr of the Euro-Arab Dialogue, no
commrrree has been ser up ro deal wrth the crucial
problem of energy, eirher as a general issue or more
specrfically in terms of energy supply)
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission.
(F) Vhen the Euro-Arab Dialogue began, energy was
obviously included as one possible area of coopera-
tion. In their memorandum of I I June 1974 the Nine
expressed the view that cooperarion could be exercised
in areas such as indusrry, agriculture, energy and raw
marerials. ft was decidei in-RUu Dhabi in"November
1975, ar rhe request of the Arab parrners, rhat energy
would not be included in rhe Dialogue with the excep-
rion of the refining and perrochemicals indusrry; rhat
is the reason why no committee was ser up in this area.
'\7hen the Euro-Arab Dialogue was resumed on
l3 November last in Luxembourg, the European and
Arab parrners looked inro the possibility of widening
the framework of discussion. I represented the
Commission ar that meering and I specifically
mentioned energy, with the proviso that rhe discussion
should not be limircd to hydrocarbons. The Arab parr-
ners neirher approved nor rejected this proposal. The
subject will be examined in contacrs berween the rwo
parties which are due to take place during rhe nexr few
weeks and monrhs ro organize the work of the new
dialogue.
Mr IsraEI. 
- 
(F) Since rhe Euro-Arab Dialogue is no
longer confrned ro economic matters bur also takes in
political questions, is the Commissioner responsible
for development no[ afraid rhat political pressures may
be brought to bear when Europe is rrying to ensure irs
enerBy independence, specifically through rhis Euro-
Arab Dialogue,?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member's
question does not relare solely ro energy. Everyone
knows that from the commencement of rhe Euro-Arab
Dialogue unril the time when ir was suspended, our
parrners wanred political discussions to rake place. The
Nine always refused and, as you know, the ministerial
meeting demanded from rhe srarr by our partners has
not yet taken place. Thar meeting may be held nexr
summer, and we shall then see ro what extent a polit-
ical discussion is possible; rhe subject is still entirely
open.
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Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) In view of the great impor-
tance of this matter, will the Commissioner say
whether the Commission is prepared to inform Parlia-
ment and its responsible committees of the progress
made in the working committees of the Euro-Arab
Dialogue, and if so when?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(,F) The Commission is always
ready to give Parliament, either in plenary sitting or in
committee, full information on work falling within its
terms of reference. In the case of polidcal cooperation
the Commission, as you know, is required to observe a
certain reserve, and it is preferable [o put questions
direct to the President of the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation. But you also know
rhat matters touching on political cooperation have
frequently been dealt with in the Political Affairs
Commirtee.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
The Commissioner made an impor-
tant remark ro the effect that these mlks will not be
confined to hydrocarbons. Does this mean that they
will rherefore concern investment in alternatives to oiI
in the Community and in the Third \7orld? Also, will
they concern the provision to OPEC of .Western tech-
nology? I feel that these broader talks are what are
needed now, not just questions of supply of oil.
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) The answer is yes.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(F) I would like to ask Commis-
sioner Cheysson whether the ministerial meeting to
which he has just referred is actually scheduled for
July, and can he give us an assurance on that point?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) The meeting is due to be held
in July, but I can give no assurance that it will actually
be held then.
President. 
- 
Question No 13, by Mr Turcat
(H-6a7 /80):
Vhat results have been achieved by the Commission's
measures to promote energy-saving rn industry, either
through waste heat recuperation or through the use of
new, less energy-consuming processes and the modifica-
tion of existing processes?
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) The
Commission is attempting to draw up overall and
specific assessments in this area. A general assessment
will cenrre on the report which it has asked a group of
leading figures chaired by Mr Saint Jour to compile;
that report will outline the requirements for economic
growth in energy. A second group of expens, which
Mr Saint Jour has also agreed to chair, will go on to
examine in more detail the investments which would
be necessary to implement the strategy. So much for
the general aspect. At the more specific level we have
had a Community pilot programme for energy saving
since 1979. That answers more specifically the ques-
tion about ways of determining how heat can be
recovered and processes modified for this purpose.
Ve have made available financial support of +5 million
EUA for this purpose 
- 
against a total investment
programme of tsO million EUA 
- 
and we shall be
examining the replies to the tender which we issued in
1980. Finally, an interesting experiment modelled on a
Canadian scheme is also being tried. The idea is to
have buses equipped with measuring equipment and
computers in order to indicate specifically to small and
medium-sized undetakings, on the basis of informa-
tion provided by them, how their overall energy
consumprion can be improved. The Commission is to
provide logistic support for national buses through a
centralized evaluation service at the Ispra Joint
Research Centre. In 1981 we shall be assessing the
results of the programme begun in 1979; we shall be
verifying the initial practical achievements, and I have
indicated the conditions necessary to change the situa-
tion locally.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F) I am grateful to Commissioner
Davignon for his precise answers. 'We are aware of
these projects to which to Community is contributing.
'We welcome this positive action in which the Commis-
sioner is playing such an important role, while
deploring rhe arbitrary ceiling set on measures of this
kind 
- 
but we shall have occasion to return to that
aspect.
My supplementary question concerns the energy
conrent of standard materials such as paper or cement
and comparisons between these standard materials and
substitute materials, or the use of additives which are
less costly in energy terms. Could nol the Commission
begin by publishing a catalogue showing the energy
content of standard materials and then go on to
extend its work on energy saving to pilot projects
relating to substitute materials?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) Those two questions are
linked, and I shall see how we can act on the lines
suggested by him which fit in with our own views, i.e.
we wish to make available information to enable users
ro make the desired savings more readily. I shall
examine this question; I cannot give a direct reply, but
the suggestion made by the honourable Member seems
to accord with our own strategy. I shall give a more
detailed answer to Mr Turcat personally later.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mry I thank the Commissioner for
the EEC-aided prototype windmill on the island of
Papa Stour in the Shetland archipelago, even though
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the Commrssion cannot find rhat on rheir own maps
otherwise?
May I ask r-hat rhe Commissioner sees as the future of
wind-power, as it ls a very serious thoughr that this
could be used for domestic energy in very many of the
islands of the Community 
- 
cerrainly many scores of
islands I represent?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) May I reassure the honourable
Member that we should never have given our supporr
for a pro;ect whose precise location was not known ro
us. In 1981 we shall be effecting a general assessmenr
of the results of these pilot programmes ro derermine
how to continue the experiment in liaison with
national investment programmes or else to find that
the results are not as promising as we might have
hoped. As regards the use of wind energ/, possibilities
do exist under highly specific geographical conditions,
notably on islands to which the honourable Member
has referred which often have more wind than raw
materials. That is a poinr which we shall be following
up closely.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Vould the Commissioner agree
with me thar the mosr effecrive, if not rhe most
popular, way of achieving energy-saving in indusry is
a proper pricing policy which reflects the scarcity of
our energy resources, and will he pursue rhat policy a
little more quickly rhan rhe previous Commission did
over the Dutch gas-for-agriculture issue?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) Specific energy saving
programmes can, of course, only be effective in the
context of a more general energy srraregy, and wirhin
that energy strategy the need to reflect rhe true price
of energy in overall prices is one point ro which the
Commission is giving close attention. The honourable
Member knows rhat the previous Commission
submitted a derailed document ro rhe Council of
Ministers for Economic and Financial Affairs. \7e are
continuing our acrion on rhese lines at the general
level and ar that of the counrries which are not
following our recommendarions, wherher in agricul-
ture or other sectors.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Following thar answer, can rhe
Commissioner indicate wherher ir accords with rhe
Commission's price policy in rhe area of energy
savings for oil price rises to be compensated in full by
automatic rndex-Lnking arrangements?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) That question concerns first
and foremost the repercussions on the economy nor of
the prices themselves but of rhe inflationary effects of
those prices and more generally rhe maintenance of
purchasing power.
President. 
- 
Question No 14, by Sir Frederick
'!7'arner (H-662/80):
Vhat rs rhe approximate proportion of money
committed under the above headings, in 1980, to
non-associated territorres, ACP countries, French
Departements d'Outre Mer, areas of Europe within rhe
Communrty?
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) ln
1980 the Community inrervened several times
following the damage caused by hurricanes in the
Indian Ocean 
- 
on Mauritius and Reunion, on Fiji in
the Pacific and in the Caribbean when damage was
experienced by six associated countries, [wo non-asso-
ciated countries and rwo overseas departments.
The total emergency aid made available ro rhese coun-
tries in 1980 amounted to 7 300 000 units of accounr
- 
4 750 000 in the ACP srates, 550 000 in the
non-associated countries and rwo million in the
Fre nch overseas depanmenrs; this represents 55 0/o for
the ACP countries, 7.5 0/a for the non-associated
countries and 27 .5 0/o for the French overseas depart-
ments. In addition, emergency food aid was made
available to the same countries, i.e. to four Caribbean
countries following hurricane Allen, for a roral of
3 250 000 unirs of accounr, 63 % going ro four ACP
countries and 37 0/o to a non-associated country:
Haiti.
The total burden of rhis aid on rhe Communiry budger
in 1980 was l0 550 000 units of accounr. To the best
of our knowledge rhe European rerrirory of the
Communitv was nor affected by hurricanes.
President. 
- 
Question No 15, by(H-606/80):
Mr Pearce
In view of the diffrculries currently being faced by the
cane-sugar refining rndustry in the United Kingdom,
v,'hich could lead ro therr no longer being able to refine
rmports rnto rhe Community of ACP sugar, would the
Commissron be wrllng to make proposals for rhe price
which the UK cane-sugar refiners pay for rmports of raw
sugar to be reduced and for paymenrs to be made from
the European Development Fund ro producers of raw
cane-sugar ro make up the difference berween such
reduced UK import prrce and a reasonable rerurn for
producers, beanng in mrnd the STABEX system, which
rs desrgned ro meet somewhat srmilar ob.jecrives)
Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commrssion 
- 
(.F) It is
perfecrly correcr rhar, in the application of rhe
February 1975 prorocol on ACP sugar, rhe bulk of rhe
I 300 000 tonnes of our purchase commirmenr from
those countries was consumed in rhe United Kingdom.
Ho*'ever, I l0 000 ronnes were taken by Ireland and
France.
Is there any reason for anxiety for the future, as rhe
honourable Member suggesrs? \7e have heard about
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the closure of refinery installations. That has not yet
been confirmed, but it is true rhat given the growth rn
sugarbeet production in the Unircd Kingdom
rotalling 1 1OO 000 tonnes of white sugar 
- 
there are
problems. It may be difficutt to place some 100 O0O
ronnes, or ar mosr 2OO 00C, of ACP sugar.
I would remind you, however, that the commitment
was given by the Community and not by a single
Member State. If necessary therefore, the sugar which
we have undertaken to buy might be sold elsewhere in
larger quantities than at present or taken into interven-
tion. Is there anv possibility of changing the price
arrangements? My answer is no. Ve cannot grant a
subsidy on imports or a refining subsidy to lessen the
burden on the tmporter or refiner. Similarly we cannot
subsidize exports from the ACP countries; the only
possible rntervention from the European Development
Fund would affect the actual production of sugar
cane, if that formed part of the outline programme
submitted by the country concerned.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
\7ill Mr Cheysson accept from me
that one of the refineries in the United Kingdom will
close in April of this year with a loss of 1 570 jobs
directly involved, and a whole lot more in subsidiary
rrades, unless something rs done to solve the economic
difficulties of the company concerned? And in the
light of that information, what would Mr Cheysson
propose that the Commission do, on the one hand, to
continue to guarantee that the Community is capable
of refining the sugar that we import from ACP coun-
tries and, at the same t.ime, to deal with the unemploy-
ment that will be caused by this measure in an area
where unemployment is already very high?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) The Lom6 Convention does not
guarantee imports of raw sugar but refers to white
sugar. \7e have therefore given no undertaking in
respect of the refining capacity corresponding to rhe
imported quantity of 1 300 000 tonnes.
My second observation is this:jobs will be lost in rhis
refining unit if it closes, as the honourable Member
has pointed out. But may I remind you that at the
same time jobs will be created in the Unircd Kingdom
through the ever increasing production of sugarbeet.
'\)fl'e thus have a problem with the structure of sugar
production in the United Kingdom, and that does not
fall within our responsibility. It would seem that the
UK economy is moving at present towards an increase
in local sugar production, i.e. sugarbeet cultivation,
with a corresponding reduction in the p5oduction of
sugar refined from imported sugar cane.
Mr Enright. 
- 
\flill the Commissioner confirm that
the principal obstacle to the Commrssion's eminently
sensible proposals of last year for sugarbeet quotas
was, in fact, the British Minister of Agriculture, Peter
'S7alker, who is now complaining? Secondly, would
the Commissioner undertake to look inro a situation
*'hereby the British Sugar Corporation is rapidly
acquiring a monopoly and, contrary to Articles 85 and
86 of the Treaty of Rome, abusing a dominant position
in the market? I would urge the Commission to look
into this most seriously
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) I cannot honestly claim that the
new quotas proposed last year by the Commission,
representinB a sharp reduction on rhe previous figures,
have elrcrted enthusiasm anyvhere. Reticence has been
partrcularlv strong in the country which is at Present
increasing its national sugar production, i.e. sugarbeet
cultivation: the United Kingdom.
Ve have not yet had occasion to consider whether any
one or more undertakings hold a dominant position
on the sugar market in the United Kingdom. I have
not garned the rmpression that the situation has
changed significantly with the transition from sugar
cane to beet sugar but, in view of the honourable
Member's comments, we shall certainly look into the
m atter.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Is the Commissioner not aware that
the unrealistically high price paid for sugar imports has
placed an intolerable burden on Tate and Lyle afid has
drstorted competition by imposing different cost struc-
[ures on the sugarbeet indusrry and the sugar refiners?
Mr Cheysson.- (F) I do not see how a guarantee
given to our ACP partners that rheir sugar will reach
the Community at the same price as Community
sugar, l e. at a pnce which rs well balanced with the
market pnce, can represent an intolerable burden on
refiners. May I add that on 5 February the world price
for raw sugar was 45.82 EUA per 100 kg, whereas
Tate & Lyle was paying 35.89 EUA for raw ACP
sugar.
Miss Hooper. 
- 
I can assure [he Commissioner that
closure of the Liverpool refinery has been announced
and blamed fairly and squarely on EEC policy. \7hat
can he therefore suggest to help the sugar cane produ-
cers, slnce most of the replies so far seem to have been
somewhat negative? How can we help the sugar cane
producers of the ACP countries whose jobs and liveli-
hoods are being affected by the sugar regime of the
European Community?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) I think that the Community
sometimes provides a useful scapegoat for decisions in
respect of which it has no responsibilrty. I have just
reminded you of the world price of sugar and pointed
out that sugar imported by us has always been
adjusted to the domestic pnce level.
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As to the guaranree which we have given to our ACP
partners to purchase 1 300 000 lonnes ar a price
corresponding ro [he domestic Community price, rhar
guaranree is mainrained in full. !7e shall conrinue ro
import rhe equivalent of 1 ioo 000 ronnes of white
sugar at the domestic Community price. There will
thus be no change for rhe ACP countries, regardless of
whether rhe Liverpool refinery closes or nor. [he
problem of rhe Liverpool refinery was referred ro just
now in rerms of employment. If jobs are losr there,
others are being created elsewhere through the rising
production of beer sugar. Bur rhis has no bearing on
the interests of the ACP sugar-producing countries.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hurton to speak on a poinr of
order.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, may I draw your atren-
tion to the facr rhar alrhough Quesrion Time has lasred
1 % hours, only one new question has been asked and
answered. Fourteen of rhe quesrions were holdover
quesrions. This is obviously raising a paruicular
problem for anybody trying ro pur down a quesrion,
and the position will undoubtedly arise where ques-
tions will roll on and on until no mater how far ahead
you put in a question there will be no chance of it
being answered. May I ask you ro convey ro the presi-
dent and ro your colleagues rhis difficulty and see if
there is nor some way in which eirher rhe procedure
can be speeded up or some extra rime given or some
other way found ro improvg rhe Question Time proce-
dure so as ro allow Members to pur down more iopical
question ?
(Applause from the right)
President. 
- 
\7ith respecr ro rhose ro whom my
remarks do not apply, I am surprised that you should
be applauded by rhose who have prolonged Quesrion
Time. I Lry very hard to keep rhe lisr as shorr as
possible, but when I preclude questions I receive
complaints from Members who wan[ ro pur supple-
mentaries. One of the problems is rhar, unlike a
national parliament, there are different countries with
different traditions involved. There are also various
polirical groupings, and it would be unfair if I allowed
supplementaries from one side withour trying to
achieve some balance. So a difficulty exists, but mosr
certainly I will take it up with the Presidenr and with
the Bureau. Bur ir is for the Members rhemselves to
exercise discipline. I rhink rhe Commissioners today
have given very succincr replies to rhe original ques-
tions. One of rhe problems is that Membeis .oniinr.
to ask quesrions even rhough they have already been
answered in the reply to rhe original question.
The firsr part of Question Time is closed.,'
12. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The nexr sitting will rake place
tomorrow, Tuesday, l0 February lggl with the
following agenda:
9 a.m. to I p.m. and 4.30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Mail-Veggen repon on rhe position of women in
the Community
Prag report on linking work and training for young
persons in the Community
Pruvot report on youth acrivities
l5 h l5 Plenary suting: Address by Mr Anwar El Sadat,
President of the Arab Republic of Egypt.
The sirring is closed.
(The sitting utas closed at 8.05 p.m.)
See Annex to the Debates of I I Februarv 198 I
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ANNEX
Commtsston action on opinrcns delioered on tts proPosals by tbe European Parlnment at fis Jdnuary
Part-session
I As agreed with rhe Bureau of Parliament, the Commission informs Members at the beginning of
every pan-session as part of the consultation arrangements of the action tt has taken on opinions
delrvered at the prevrous part-sesslon.
2 Ar rts January part-session the European Parliament dehvered 7 opinions on Commission
proposals ,n iesponse to Counctl requests for consultation.
J Ar rhe pan-session 4 repons were discussed in connection wrth which Parliament delivered
favourable opinrons on or drd not request formal amendment of the following proposals:
report by Mr Dolorozoy on rhc proposal for a Directive on aid for the shipbuilding industry;
report bv Mr Carossrno on rhe Drrecrrve on the applrcatron ln respect of vessels of tnternattonal
standards for tranrport safetr',
rcpr,rt [;l,Mrs Mar;-Veggen on the decrsron introducing Community information arrangements
for the prevention of oil pollution of the sea;
reporr by Mr Louwes on rhe proposal for the conclusion of a frame*'ork agreement between the
EEC and Brazrl.
4 In three cases rhe European Parliamenr asked the Commission to amend its proposals under the
second paragraph of Article 'l 49 of the Treaty and adopted proposals for amend ments.
During drscussion of :
tbe report by Mr Albers on tbe decision establishing a sectoral enoironment research and deoelopment
progrdmme
and
tbe report by Mr Combe on troo proposdlsfor the laymg-dozon of maximum leoels of pesticide resi-
dues in foodstufs
the Commrssron explained whv it wanted to maintain rts proposals.
In the case of:
tbe report by Miss Hooper on the recommendation concerning the recooery and re-use of old paper
and paperboard
the Commission said it was prepared to accept some of the proposed amendmenrc.
An amended proposal rs berng prepared and wrll be sent to the Counctl and, for information
purposes, to the Parlrament as soon as rt rs formally adopted.
5. The Commission also expressed its vrew during discussions concerning rt and took note of the
European Parliament's opinions on the
resolution on the Parliament's place of assembly;
report by Mr Argner on the acuon taken on the observatrons made tn the resolution accomPany-
ing rhe decisron giving discharge rn resPect of rmplementation of the 1977 pudger;
reporr by Mr Battersby on the acrion taken on the observations made in the dectstons gtvtng
drscharge for 1978,
report bl' Mr Bonacctnt on the sttuatton of the European car tndustry;
resolutron on the composition of parliamentary committees;
two resolutrons of the Communrty's fishery policy;
resolurion on Communrty cooperation wrth Chad following the'unificatron'of Libya and Chad;
report by Mrs \flalz on prospecs for and limirs to decentrahzation of energy productron: soft
technologres;
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report by Mrs Marj-\Teggen on the prevenuon of drsasrers rn off-shore oil and natural gas fields,
report bl'Mrs Spaak on measures to combat drsasters producing oil pollution of the sea or
coasts,
report bv Mr Schall on the European Community's information policy;
:lj::]- *0." bv Mrs Pruvot on the socral conditrons of q'orkers engaged in cultural occupa-
6 At the December part-session Parliament expressed its concern at the closure rn Iraly of frontier-
crosslng pornts used for the customs clearance of steel products. It asked the Commissron ro approach
the ]tahan Government wtth a vrew to the re-estabhshment of free mor.ement for these goods
Numerous representations havrng failed to produce results, the Commissron has now iniriated the
procedure provided for rn Article 169 of the Treaty and sent the halian Government a letter consti-
tutrng formal nouce.
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SITTING OF TUESDAY, 1O FEBRUARY 1981
1. Position of utomen in the Community 
-Report by Mrs Maij-lVeggen (Ad Hoc
Committee on Women's Rigbts) (Doc. 1-829/
80-I and II) and oral question by Mrs De
March and others to the Commission (Doc.
1-881/80):
M rs M aij - \Ve ggen, rapp o rte ur
Mrs Kraaijeoeld-Vouters (Council); Mr
Richard (Commission) .
'lV'elcome
Position ofwomen in the Community (continu-
ation):
Mrs Hffi Mrs Lenz; Miss Roberts; Mrs Hoff-
mann; Mrs oon Alemann; Mr Vi6; Mrs lX rF?
zoreh-Zeul; Mrs Maij-'Weggen; Mrs Macaoc-
chi; Mr Bournias; Mrs Roudy; Mrs Krouwel-
Vlam; Mrs Gaiotti De Biase; Miss Hooper;
Mrs Cinciari Rodano; Mrs Martin; Mr Lalor;
Mrs Mail-lVeggen; Mrs Dekher; Mrs Vl'ieczo-
reh-Zeul; Mr Michel; Mr lobnson.
Approoal of minutes:
Procedural motion: Mr Boyes; Mr Pannella;
4.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Position ofanmen in the Cornmunity
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe report by Mrs
Maij-\7eggen, on behalf of rhe Ad.Floc Commirtee on
'!7omen's Rights, on the posirion of women in the
European Community (Doc. l-829/ 80 
- 
I and II).
Mr Lomas; Mrs Ewing; Mr Galland; Mr
Langes; Mr Kellett-Bo@mdn; Mr Paisley; Mr
Tolman; Mrs Roudy; Mr Pannella; Mr Van
Minnen; Ms Clwyd . .
Agenda:
Mrs Pruoot
Position ofwomen in the Community (continu-
ation):
Mrs De March; Mr Caloez; Miss de Valera;
Mr Pesmazoglou; Mr Enright; Mrs Boot; Mr
Forth; Mr Kappos; Mr Maher; Mrs Spaak;
Mrs Fuillet; Mrs Lentz-Conette; Mrs Maij-
\,Y'eggen; Mr Seligman; Mr Zighdis; Mrs
Lizin; Mr Glinne; Mrs Schleicber; Mr Clin-
ton; Mrs Vayssade; Mr Coutsocheras; Mrs
Squarcialupi; Mr Richard (Commission); Mr
Enright
Urgent debate
Membership of political groups .
Agenda for next sitting .
Annex
Also included in the debate is the oral quesrion by Mrs
De March and orhers to the Commission:
Sub;ect: Posirion of women in the nine countries of rhe
Communiry
In the hght of such provisions and directives on equality
as:
- 
Article 1 l9 of the Treary of Rome,
- 
the Council Directive of l0 February 1975,
- 
the Council Directrve of gFebruary 1976,
- 
rhe Council Drrective of l9 December 1978,
- 
the judgment of the Coun of Justice of the Communi-
ties of 8 April 1976:
Twenty-two years after rhe founding of the Common
Market, what is the effective position of women as
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President
regards employment, earnings, vocational training and
family, social and health policy in each of the nine coun-
tries of the Community?
Does rhe Commission think that there is a direct link
between the inequalities and discrimination which women
continue to encounter and the Community directives on
austerity, restructuring and European integrarion inas-
much as they affect sectors employing women?
Lastly, is it not to be expected that the coordination of
these austerity policies in connection with the second
enlargement of the EEC will result in a levelling-down of
these social rights and advantages which women have had
to struggle so hard to obtain?
I call the rapporteur.
Mrs Maij-Ve EEen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, v/e always begin at 10 a.m.
on Tuesdays, which is why all the political groups are
holding their meetings between 9 and l0 a.m. today. I
wonder whether the groups should not be warned that
the sitting has begun . . .
President. 
- 
I am sorry Mrs Maij-'\fleggen' The
political groups no longer meet on Tuesdays from 9 to
io 
".r. 
For some time now Tuesday's sitting has
begun at 9 a.m.
Mrs Maij-\(eggen. 
- 
(NL) ...I see, Madam Presi-
dent, but I can assure you that all the groups are now
meeting.
Madam President, almost all the groups in this Pdrlia-
ment promised in their political programmes before
the first European elections in 1979 to take action to
improve the position of women in Europe. '!7e are
therefore particularly pleased that after a year of
intensive work in our special parliamentary committee
we are able to submit to Parliament, the Commission
and the Council a report in which a significant propor-
tion of the assurances given by the various grouPs has
been translated into practical proposals, which we are
asking this Parliament [o approve today. Before going
into these proposals, I wish rc emphasize that both the
resolution and the extensive explanatory statement
contained in the report are the result of a joint effort
in which admittedly the chairman and the rapporteur
played an important part. The report could not have
been drawn up without the contribution and cooper-
ation of many Members. I should like to stress this.
The disadvantages suffered by many groups of women
in many sectors of our society have resulted in this
repon becoming a lengthy document in which very
many subjects are discussed. Before I take up each of
rhese subjects, I should like to say something about the
background to the disavantages women suffer in our
society. The explanatory statement that accompanies
the resolution begins with a brief review of womens'
work in \festern Europe. This review leads to two
imponant conclusions, which you will also find in the
preamble of the resolution. It must first be said that
rhe historical and cultural development of Europe has
resulted in a division of labour between men and
women in which women have been made largely
responsible for unpaid work, while men are principally
en[aged in paid work. This division of labour has left
many women in an isolated and disadvantaged posi-
tion- If, then, the position of women is to be improved,
it is essential for there to be a fundamental redisribu-
tion of paid employment and unpaid family work
between the male and female citizens of Europe.
Secondly, the economic history of Europe teaches us
that women act as a labour reserve in the emPloyment
market. At times of economic growth women are
encouraged to go out to work and at times of
economic recession they are sent back to unPaid
family work. There is an urgent need for this immoral
mechanism of our economic system to be recognized
and for social measures to be taken to control these
processes. At this time of economic recession women
therefore are in even greater need of our support and
our solidarity.
In our report we set out firstly to take a close look at
the policy the Commission has so far pursued in
favour of women. \7e would begin by thanking the
previous Commission and in particular the former
Commissioner for social affairs for the inidative they
have taken in the last five years: three Community
directives, special provisions for women under the
European Social Fund. This is no mean achievement.
Ve feel that a satisfactory start has been made on the
road to an improvement in the position of women,
particularly in the work process. Ve are less happy
with the way in which these initiatives have been
followed up in the various Member States. Our inves-
tigations, on which the explanatory statement reports,
have revealed that not enough has been done, with the
result, in panicular, that the directives have not contri-
buted sufficiently to the achievement of the objecdve.
'S7'omen workers still earn substantially less, even when
rhey do the same work as their male colleagues.
Hundreds of complaints are still received about the
unequal trea[menl of women at work. Ve therefore
propose thar the implementation of these directives
should be improved by means of better information,
compulsory checks . and a compulsory registration
system. \7e also propose that a preventive sanction
should be introduced whereby Member States not
prepared to implement the directives in the proper way
will no longer receive credits from the Social and
Regional Funds. This is a tough step, but we feel that
Member States which are not willing to make the
effon to ensure the equal treatment of their male and
female citizens should forfeit their right to European
solidarity.
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In the first part of our reporu we have principally dealt
with the policy that has so far been pursued. In the
second part we have ser our a number of proposals for
new Community action. In rhis we have concentrated
on five main points: the social and economic involve-
ment of women, education and vocational training,
health care, the position of special caregories of
wo_men such as migrant women and women working
in family firms, and rhe way in which we can influence
the position of women in developing countries. I
should like ro make a number of remarks on,each of
these points.
The traditional division of labour between men and
women, with women doing the unpaid work, has
resulted in the subordination of women in employ-
ment and of men in family life. This situation could be
substandally improved if working hours were shoner
and arranged more flexiby. Shoner and more flexible
working hours would enable women and men to
combine housework and work outside the home
better. This would make for a better distriburion of
paid and unpaid work. But it. would also mean that
workers working shorter hours, on a parr-rime basis,
for example, should have rhe same rights as regards
working conditions, social provisions, vocarional and
in-firm training and promorion prospecrs as full-time
workers. 'We therefore call on the Commission ro
draw up a directive on rhis aspecr. It must also be
ensured thar pan-time work is not used as a means of
relieving the tension on the labour marke[ or as a
short-term economic policy instrumenr. An alert rrade
union movement must keep a critical and constructive
eye on [he process of rhe redisrriburion of work.
The ad Eoc committee also looked into rhe problems
connected with work in the home. Ve found that the
social services engaged in family care are in difficulty
in all the Member Srates as a resulr of the economic
crisis. These services are being abolished or cur back,
making the work both of full-dme housewives and of
working women in the family home more difficult. Ve
consider it unacceptable that the consequences of the
economic crisis should be unloaded on ro rhe unpaid
workers, on ro rhe family, on to women in rhis way.
And we make an urgenr appeal ro the Member States
to check this process.
The development of modern technology causes the 4/
boc committee considerable concern. On the one
hand, many v/omen are being forced out of occupa-
tions which are becoming superfluous as a result of
technological innovation, on the orher, nor enough
women are being employed in the occupations being
created by modern rcchnology. This is increasing
unemploymen[ among women. There is an urgent
need to help women rc adjusr themselves better to rhe
changes in the work process. Better orienred voca-
tional information and raining is urgently required.
The European Social Fund has already saken welcome
acrion in this respecr. It is panicularly imponant for
this action to be extended and for ir to be echoed on a
large scale in the Member States.
Education and vocational training are an importanr
key where the position of individuals in society is
concerned. In the section on [he posirion of women in
education we poinr ou[ rha[ women generally have a
lower level of education than men and that the educa-
tion they do have is also more one-sided. 'We have put
forward many suggestions in our resolution for ways
of improving this situation, suggesrions concerning
lower education, intermediate education and higher,
university educarion, suggesIions concerning voca-
tional and in-firm training and permanent educarion.
I do not intend to refer to all the details, bur I should
like to stress rhat there is a need for a policy at all
levels and in all sectors of educarion aimed specifically
at improving the level of uaining of girls and ar help-
ing them to choose less one-sided courses. Ve are
aware [hat the Commission has already developed
various activities in this field, and we call on it ro
intensify and extend these activities as a matrer of
urgency. To this end, a special conference of the
Education Ministers should be convened at an early
date to discuss ways of incorporaring all the sugges-
tions included in this reporr in the national education
programmes. If this type of conference is held regu-
larly, education policy to rhe benefit of girls and
women can be stimulated and coordinated by the
European Community.
The third main rheme of our reporr. concerns rhe
health of women. Ir goes without saying that rhe
health problems women face in their role as morhers
play an important pan in this. Every day millions of
women are confronted with the problems associated
with birth control. Although our generarion occupies a
privileged posirion in this respecr compared with rhe
women of previous generations, there is still consider-
able uncenainty about birth control. The ad hoc
committee therefore feels that more research is needed
to enable women [o use the safest and most reliable
means. Ve call on rhe Commission to introduce
Community research programmes in this area, if only
because it is evidenr that the situation differs widely
from one country to another.
The ad hoc committee also discussed the quesrion of
abortion. '!7'e cannot simply pass by a problem that
hundreds of thousands of women f.ace every year.
Investigations have shown that in countries where
abonion is not governed by legislarion or where it is
completely banned, clandesrine abonions still occur on
a wide scale, with serious consequences for the women
concerned. On the other hand, where rhere is some
kind of superficial legisladon, rhe differences are ofren
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such that many women are forced to seek help in
other countries. .!f'e therefore call on the Commission
to urge the Member States to make arrangements that
render these emergency journeys, which seriously
hamper social care and lead to unacceptable commer-
cialization, superfluous and to ensure that any woman
in difficulty in her own country can count on being
given the necessary help. In this the emphasis must be
placed on prevention and social assistance, an area in
which I know many countries are very backward. The
resolution also calls in this context for the improve-
ment and harmonization of national arrangements for
leave for family reasons, such as maternity leave,
parental leave and leave when children are ill. Some
Member States have favourable and extensive arrange-
ments in this area, while others hardly match up to the
minimym standards laid down by \fHO and ILO.
The founh main subject of our resolution concerns a
number of special categories of women. Ve propose,
for example, that a European social statute should be
drawn up to cover the large number of women work-
ing in family firms. There are millions of women of
this kind in the European Community. Ve call for the
recognition of their professional status, a right to
vocational training, a right to panicipate in the activi-
ties of professional organizations and above all a right
to a reasonable system of social provisions and parti-
cularly to replacemenr when they are sick or preg-
nant. 'We wish to emphasize that the many s/omen
working in family firms, such as the millions of farm-
ers' wives, make a very important contribution to the
social and economic development of our Community.
This group in particular therefore warrants additional
attention. Additional attention should also be paid to
the large and vulnerable category of wives of foreign
workers. These women are amonBst the most disad-
vantaged in our society and therefore need our
support.'!7e similarly call for a European social statute
for this category, setting out their righm and obliga-
tions and offering them protection against all forms of
discrimination
The fifth main subject of our resolution concerns our
responsibiliry towards women in developing countries.
The European Community has links with many Third
Vorld countries and plays an important role in their
economic and social development. The recent UN
Conference in Copenhagen revealed that in many
cases this development has scarcely improved the posi-
tion of women. '!(i'e therefore appeal to the Commis-
sion ro align its development aid policy and its external
economic relations more closely with this category.
Economic development must be prevented from
resulting in women losing their traditional jobs in agri-
culture and trade, for example, and the involvement of
women in new employment areas must also be encour-
aged. At the same time, a situation must be avoided in
which these women, many of whom also have a great
deal of housework to do, are exposed to long working
hours, poor working conditions and deficient social
provisions. This must also be said to the \Testern
mulrinational undenakings active in South-East Asia'
Social development aid must be attuned more closely
ro the basic requirements of the people concerned:
good housing, food, clothing, education and medical
aid are more important than prestige projects. It is
important for our policy towards the Third \Uflorld to
incorporate control procedures so that we can estab-
lish what effect this policy has on the position of
women in developing countries.
Madam President, I have tried to present to this
Parliament the gist of this resolution in as balanced
and conscientious a manner as possible. To conclude
this introductory statement, I should like ro make a
personal comment. Many women in our Community
are in a particularly isolated and disadvantaged posi-
tion. For many this siruation is harmful to them as
individuals, economically, socially and also mentally.
But this disadvantaged position also represents a consi-
derable loss for the European Community as a whole.
As a result of this position, women form a minority
group in all bodies that determine policy: in govern-
ments, parliaments, political parties, employers' organ-
izations, trade unions and even the governing bodies
of the churches. This means not only that they are
unable to exercise sufficient influence over the
improvement of their own position but also that their
voice rs not sufficiently heard in any of the sectors of
policy concerned with the development of present-day
society.
The European Community faces major problems: the
threat to peace, the shortage of energy, economic
crises and unemployment, environmental pollution,
growing disparities between the rich industrial coun-
tries and the poorer developing countries. If these
problems are to be solved, the creatiue involvement of
every available talent, the talents of men and women,
will be required. If these problems are to be solved, the
broad and loyal support of all citizens, both men and
women! will be required. To rhis end, the disadvantages
suffered by women should be eliminated, and balanced
and just relations between European citizens must be
created. That is the aim of this report. \fle hope that it
will also be the aim of today's debate.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Council.
Mrs Kraayeveld-Vouters, Presidenrin-Office of the
Council. 
- 
(NZ) Madam President, as a member of
the Government of the Member State now holding the
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Presidency of the Council and also on my own behalf
I should like to welcome the initiative and acdyiries of
your Assembly. Your aim has been to provide a new
impulse to the contribution the Community can make
to the solution of the problems connected with the
position of women in our societies. In this context, I
would also refer to the !7orld Conference for the
Decade of the \(/oman held in Copenhagen in July
1980. In my present capacity I should like to begin by
recalling, possibly unnecessarily, because you are
akeady well aware of what I have to say, the principal
contributions the Council has so far made at the
Commission's insdgation to Community action aimed
at achieving the equal treatment of men and women.
I will begin with the measures that have already been
taken to introduce into the legislation of the Member
States this principle of equal treatment in such impor-
rant areas as pay, working conditions and social secur-
ity. The principle of equal pay for male and female
workers for the same work as laid down in Ardcle 119
of the Treaty establishing the European Economic
Community was regarded as an integral component in
the creation and functioning of the common market.
On this basis the Council adopted in February 1975
the directive concerning the approximation of
Member States' legislation on the application of the
principle of equal pay for male and female workers.
The Council's aim was to strengthen existing legisla-
tion in the Member States by setting standards aimed
at the practical application of the principle of equal
pay, in such a way that all workers in the Community
might enjoy protection in this area. This directive is
designed to eliminate any form of discrimination on
the grounds of sex in all standards and systems
concerning pay for the same work or for work to
which the same value is atmched. In its resolution of
2l lanuary 1974 concerning a social action
programme the Council had already recommended
that effons should be made to achieve equality
between men and women as regards access both to the
labour market and to vocational training, promotion
prospects and condidons of employment, including
pay.
To give effect to its resolution, but independently of
the Direktive on pay I have just mentioned, the Council
has adopted two other Directives, known as the second
and third Directives, rhe second concerning access to
the labour market and vocational rraining and the
third social security. The particular value of these
second and third Directives lies in the fact that they
draw attention to both direct and indirect discrimina-
tion with regard specifically to the married or family
situation. In addition, they stipulate a subjective right
for those concerned by requiring Member States to
ensure that they can enforce their rights ro equality
before the couns. The second Directive is designed to
ensure the equal treatment of men and women with
respect to access to employment, vocational training
and higher positions, and conditions of employment.
This means the elimination of any form of discrimina-
tion on the grounds of sex, that is the elimination of
any direct or indirect discrimination from all legal acts
and the practices of both the authorities and private
individuals. The third Directive, which concerns the
applicadon of the principle of equal treatment with
regard to social security, the deadline for its introduc-
tion into national legislation not yet having been
reached, relates to the statutory social security systems
in the following areas: sickness, disabiliry, parenthood,
unemployment, industrial accidenm and occupational
diseases and prohibir discrimination on the grounds
of sex.
Apart from these statutory instruments , I must also
refer to the other areas in which various types of
measures have been contemplated with a view to elimi-
nating obstacles women encounter. As regards educa-
tion, particular attention was paid at the last Council
meeting, held on 27 June 1980, of the Education
Ministers of the Member States to the problems
involved in giving girls equal opportunities in educa-
tion and to the relationship between education and
work. In this context, it was pointed out that the
measures contemplated must be aimed principally at
complementing the measures that have already been
taken. This concerns the provisions of equal opportun-
ities in education and employment by making specific
efforts in education to overcome the outdated stereo-
types and encourage girls to choose from among a
wider range of occupations and prepare them for this
choice. !7here adult education is concerned, the
Commission has made a start on preliminary studies
on basic education and the fight against illiterary. It is
obvious that women in the rural areas of the Commu-
nity and in rhe countries wishing to join the Commu-
nity are among those who are hard hit by illiteracy.
It is also appropriate to say a few words about the
contribution of the European Social Fund in the areas
of employment and vocational training. This Fund
gives'priority in certain specific ways to the problems
faced bv women. Under rhe Council decision of
2O December 1977, rhe period of validiry of which was
recently extended, it is possible for the European
Social Fund to be involved in finding solutions to the
problems women encounter in rhe labour market,
where these problems concern the vocational training
and employment of women over the age of 25 with
few or no skills who want to go out or go back to
work or who are unemployed.
Apart from these specific measures, it should be
pointed out that, within its own framework and limita-
tions, the Social Fund is an instrument which in princi-
ple opens the way for effective account to be taken of
the problems faced by various categories of women
where they come up against various obstacies as young
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unemployed people, in backward regions or as
migrant workers. This brief summary promprs me ro
make a number of comments and remarks. Although
the Community can take a pride in having developed
rights and guarantees for the equal treatment of men
and women in the areas I have just menrioned, it
cannot, of course, be claimed that this contriburion
extends to every aspect of the situation as regards the
social structures [hat have been handed down and are
characterized by a division of labour and rhe casring of
men and women in set roles.
The report thar has been submirted has the merit of
explaining these problems comprehensively and plac-
ing them in the presenr economic and social conrexr,
offering a full range of possible solutions within rhat
context. The report indicates the roles and responsibil-
ities of the authorities at both Community and
national level and also of the social parrners and rhose
directly involved, in other words primarily women
themselves, but in general all members of society.
Apart from the gaps which may still occur in present
Community legislation, the repon refers ro the work
that remains to be done to ensure rhe more effective
implementation of the principle of equality. The possi-
bility of finding ways of overcoming the obstacles
women face will be the more effecrive if full accounr
can be taken of the context in which appropriate solu-
tions can be put forward. It seems ro me rhar such an
approach fir in with the ability to be guided by clearly
translatable indicators. Afrcr all, it is principally by
discerning the development of rhe strucrures of
employment that we are able ro undersrand in our own
coun[ries the additional obstacles sunding in the way
of the employment of women.
This is also true of the possibility of tackling rhe glar-
ing problems raised by cerrain situarions, and I am
referring, for example, to rhe wives of migrant work-
ers, who are confronted wirh all the aspects of their
disadvanmged position. These'women have to contend
with serious handicaps as regards economic, cultural,
educational and rraining possibilities, to name bur a
few.
The Council will shortly have an opponunity of mking
careful account of the ideas set out in the repon, sinceit will soon have to discuss rhe repon which the
Commission has just submitted ro ir on the application
of the principle of equal treatment with regard to
access to the labour market and promorion prospecB,
employment opponunities and rhe choice in this
respect and vocarional training as well as equal condi-
tions of employment. This imponanr contribution
from your Assembly, to which I pay tribute, will not
fail to help with the ulrimate developmenr of rhe
Community's efforts and acriviries to improve rhe
position of women, ensuring a reasonable allocation of
roles in our countries, which must be regarded as a
basic principle for the balanced development of our
sociery.
Permit me to add a few personal remarks. From a
document your ad Doc committee has produced ir is
evident how imponant a facet of many policy areas
emancipation is. Ir seems ro me exrremely significant
that opponunities are being developed within rhe
organs of the European Community to give more
concrete shape to the beginnings of this policy. In this
context, it seems u/onh recommending the establish-
ment of national plans of action for emanciparion,
based panly on this reporr. I would call in rhis connec-
tion for particular artenrion to be paid m rhe position
of women in developing countries. I willingly endorse
the conilusion drawn by the ad 6occommitree that rhe
improvement of the position of women should form an
integral part of the development strategy of the Euro-
pean Community and the ACP counrries.
To conclude, I would say that if one rhing has become
clear in recen[ years, it is that the emancipation
process will remain ar a standstill unril men become
involved. Men will have to be involved in emancipa-
tion and will somerimes have to give way a little to
create room and opponunities for women. Men must
also support and contribute to the policy of emancipa-
tion, which must also be directed ar men. Emancipa-
tion requires a joint effon. I wish all those concerned a
grea[ deal of perseverance and creativiry.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, I should like to thank you for giving me the
floor at rhe beginning of this debate. Equally, I can
promise that at this srage I shall be brief.
On behalf of all the Members of the Commission, I
would like to congratulate the members of the ad hoc
Committee on \Tomens' Rights, particularly their
chairman, Mrs Roudy and their rireless and indefatig-
able rapponeur, Mrs Maij-Veggen, for rheir most
excellent report. I should also, if I might, like 
.to
congrarulare the distinguished minisrer, speaking on
behalf of the Council, for rhe speech she gavd us,
which I found stimulating and hopeful at least in
intent.
I did not have rhe challenging experience of appearing
before the ad hoc committee. Nevenheless, I am fully
aware from the dossier of the immense amounr of
dedicated and painstaking wogk thar has gone into
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fulfilling the mandate given to the committee in Octo-
ber 1979.I am also as,rare 
- 
indeed, Madam Presi-
dent, who could not be? 
- 
of the extraordinary
expectations that have been raised by the work of this
committee amongsr women throughout the Commu-
nity. Ir is perhaps a rribute to the committee and to
their work that there are so many distinguished visi-
tors here today to listen to this debate.
My sole purpose in intervening at this stage of the
debate is to underline the importance that the
Commission attaches to this issue. In our view, it is
right that Parliament should be devoting a full day to
the discussion of this report. It does, after all, direcdy
concern at least half of the population of the Commu-
nity.
There are only two points that I would wish to make
now, and I will, if I may, reserve my detailed
comments on the rePort until after I have had the
opportunity of hearing contributions from the floor.
The repon is certainly comprehensive. It advocates
sweeping social and economic changes. Ve should be
under no illusions at all as to the difficulties which face
us in attaining those objectives. The changes needed to
bring about equality must be paid for by society. They
do not come easily, particularly in the current period
of economic recession. Indeed there are some signs of
regression in relation to what has already been
achieved. The areas where these dangers are Sreatest
will be unemployment, work-sharing and the opening
of the labour market to new entrants. Now, more than
ever, the Commission will have to see [hat what it has
striven for at Community level is not lost or under-
mined, so that in the present crisis vomen are not
compelled @ pay 
^ 
hilher price than other groups. Ve
have in the past organized our societies in a way that
deliberately, almost capriciously, neglected the skills
and the potential of half our population.
But, Madam President, we should be under no illusions
that rectifying this position will be easy or quick. It
will, moreover, be difficult to match the progress made
in the 1970s at Community level and in the Member
States. I should like to pay tribute to my predecessors,
Dr Hillery and Mr Vredeling in this respect. At
Community level, the most significant step was the
Council Resolution of 7974 on a social action
programme, which expressed the political will to
ensure equality as regards access to employment. I do
not wish to go into detail now about the achievemenr
of rhe Community to date. They have been adequately
described in the document especially prepared for the
Parliament last year, and I will, if I may, return to this
aspect of the matter later in the debate. I should simply
like to stress at this stage that the Commission already
has a number of instruments at its disposal. Ve can,
and we should, build from what we already have.
I note that the motion for a resolution contains several
proposals for funher action. Together with my
colleagues from the Commission, I will listen to the
debate with close attention. Your suggestions,
thoughts and reactions will, I am sure, give us the
guidance required to help establish our priorities in the
years that are to come.
2. 'llelcome
President. 
- 
I wish to welcome the presence in the
official gallery of Mrs Sadat and the interest she is
showing in the European Parliament's debate on the
position of women in our society.
(Applause)
Mrs Sadat has played an imponant role in improving
the posidon of women in her own country and has
;rlso headed the Egyptian Delegation at the United
Nations Conference on this topic held in Copenhagen
last year.
I also wish to thank Her'Royal Highness, the Grand
Duchess of Luxembourg, who has just taken her place
in the official gallery, for her presence here which is
an expression of her interest in the problems entered
on the agenda of this sitting.
(Applause)
3. Position ofwomen in the Community (continuation)
President. 
- 
I'call the Socialist Group.
Mrs Hoff. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, in October 1979 the Socialist Group unan-
imously called for a committee on women's rights to
be set up. Ve were convinced that the European
Parliamenr must pay more attention to the continuous
development and acceptance of women's rights in the
European Community than it has done in the past.
The ad 6oc committee has now completed its work,
and the results we now submit are far from flattering.
\7e owe the committee's chairman, Mrs Roudy, and
the rapponeur, Mrs Mai.i-\fleggen, a vote of thanks
for the great work they have done and for their
artempr to blend the different political views expressed
in the committee. My thanks also go to the Commis-
sion, without whose help so comprehensive an investi-
gation would not have been possible.
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The explanatory sraremenr accompanying the morion
for a resolution shows that rhe position of European
v/omen in present-day industrial society is still marked
by an outmoded view of women's role and by the
general opinion thar women have an allegedly natural
task to perform in rhe home and the family. This
results in the allocation of set roles in public life, at
work and within the family. In all aspecrs of life
women have ro contend with prejudice, disadvanrages
and discrimination. The adoprion of legisladon has
done nothing to alter rhis. The morion for a resolution
may be just another piece of prinred paper, but anyone
who takes the trouble to read it will come across
demands hitherto 
.unprecedenred in inrensity and
scope in any previous document of the European
Community. The 54 paragraphs of the motion for a
resolution contain at leasr as many proposals and
demands aimed at improving the position of women.
The demands are largely aimed ar the parliamentary
committees, bur also ar lhe Commission and rhe
Council of Ministers. Of cenrral imponance for us
Socialists in this was the disproponionately high rare
of unemployment among women, equal pay, educa-
tional questions and social inequaliry.
Other points, on which other members of my group
will be speaking and which also played a parr in rhe
discussion, were the problems faced by women work-
ing unpaid in small and medium-sized family firms
and in agriculture, programmes of research inro
women's problems and informarion campaigns which
carry our concern outside this House to rhose actually
affected by rhese problems. The first secion of rhe
motion refers once again ro the rhree European equal-
ity direcrives, which call for equal pay for equal work,
equal opponunities in employment and equal treat-
ment by the social security services.
Although these directives have ser in morion appro-
priate basic legislarion in the Member States, in some
cases they have also resulred in an improvemenr of
legislation. Bur there is srill a great deal ro be done ro
ensure thal this legislation is actually enforced. Ir is
panicularly annoying to find some Member Srates
translating the aims of rhe directive inro realiry hesi-
tantly or only in pan. The Commission is urged to be
more consisrenr rhan hirheno in taking appropriate
action.
To find a yardsrick for the discussion of this subject
and to ensure rhat patience is nor losr, it is wonh while
casting a glance at history. I would to take the exam-
ple of equal pay, although other examples, such as the
right to vote, could be taken. In 1869 the demand for
equal pay for men and women was first voiced at rhe
General German Social-Democratic Workers'
Congress in Eisenach. Two years later, in 1871, the
first German'!7'eavers' Congress adopted a resolution
mbled by August Bebel, which called for rhe admission
of women working in the factories and workshops to
the trade union on an equal footing and for equal pay
for men and women. The situation in France was simi-
lar. In 1882 the programme of the French workers'
party was supplemented by a demand for the abolition
for all statutory provisions which subordinated women
to men.
The Communiry Directive on the principle of equal
pay follows on from this tradition. Today, ll2 years
later, this demand has become law, but in practice rhe
situation has changed little. Vomen still have [o go to
the courts rc fight for rheir right to equal pay. This
shows how slowly progress is made with any measures
and demands that concern women. This is clear in
education and vocational training more than any o[her
sector. Equal rreatment and equal opponuniries are
not simply a legal problem. Although rhere are legal
safeguards ro ensure rhat girls are admitred ro all State
schools, there are srill many factors that favour
unequal development. Many school books, for exam-
ple, still refer to rhe tradirional allocadon of roles to
the two sexes, rhere are srill different curricula for
boys and girls, and the appoinrment of counsellors and
teaching smff is guided by the rradirional allocarion of
roles and above all by the divided employmenr marker.
A study made by rhe Commission on equal education
and vocational training opponunities for boys and
girls reveals that there is still a need for improvemenr
in the education of girls in all Communiry counrries.
(Applause)
Nevenheless, it must be said thar rhere has already
been a considerable improvement in rhe position of
girls in primary and secondary education as compared
with past generations. In rheory, this oughr also to put
girls in a more favourable position with respect to
university education or vocarional training, but rhis is
not true. Boys continue to prefer technical courses,
girls courses in the social sector. Three times as many
women drop out of courses in medicine and the
natural sciences and twice as many from courses in
economics and the social sciences as men. In the case
of vocational training girls conrinue to opt primarily
for clerical and other so-called rypically female occu-
pations, especially in administration. In career terms,
such occupations are a dead-end. In addition, clericaljobs are panicularly insecure as a result of technical
advances. From rhis it can be deduced rhar this is a
major cause of rhe disproporrionarely high rate of
unemploymenr among women. The raining of girls in
the craft and rechnical trades is not yet far enough
advanced.
Nor is there any sign of progress. For example, in
1979 girls were being rrained in 105 of the 125 recog-
nized craft trades. In 1970 girls could get a training in
only 76 trades, as againsr 95 in 1976. Nevertheless, the
prejudice of firms, parents, schools and even girls
themselves still means that the number of girls being
trained in rhis sector remains small. An increase in rhis
number will depend on girls rhemselves being willing
to break new ground. This is also true of all rhe other
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sectors. As long as women and girls fail to act and take
up their os/n cause, progress will be very slow.
Particularly imponant in this context is the subject of
funher education, to which greater attention should
be paid. For many women wanting to take up employ-
menr again and those in jobs without a future further
education is the only path to a new job. In the debate
on the position of women in society education is a key
issue. It was not for nothing that the question of
education and earnings formed the basis of the
women's movement last century.
As a supranational organizaLion, the Commission has
a special task to perform here. To foster European
understanding, it must ensure that the Member States
recognize each other's school-leaving certificates and
rhat disadvantages suffered specifically by girls, and
panicularly by foreign girls and women, are elimi-
narcd. The Commission's efforts are still in their
infancy, and the Council has so far taken little action
worthy of the name as far as the public and Parliament
can see. The Council has a great deal of ground to
make up. The 138 million citizens of Europe have
waited far too long for equal opportunities and justice.
The Socialist Group will not back down.'We will keep
a very close watch on further developments and we
will ensure that progress is made.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (C-D Group).
Mrs Lenz. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, the question of
equal rights undoubtedly has many facets, and I will
confine myself to a few general remarks, leaving other
members of my Group to discuss individual issues.
There can be no disputing that there have been some
changes since last century, when a German author
wrote in the best known family periodical of the time,
the Gartenlaube:
And women stand protected not only by their own
husbands, nay, by every stout man.
They may not be molested, they are not allowed to
walk the streets alone at night 
- 
in orher words, every-
thing possible is done to ensure they are not molested
and do nor feel discriminated againsr.
But 
- 
and this is where the threat begins 
- 
this
ceases to apply as soon as women leave the protection
of men and join them, or rather face them, on an
equal footing. Courtesy and assistance now shown to
every lady with pleasure are something we can and
musr no longer expect. Do women want to give all this
up? Do they want to exchange the love and care of a
man for what is for them an unnatural position and for
complete independence, still on the very doubtful
assumption that they are in fact able to occupy such a
position and in particular really carry ir off. They may
try their luck, but they themselves are responsible for
the consequences. Ladies, we have voluntarily assumed
responsibility for the consequences, and through wars
and emergencies men have put us in a position of not
only wanting but also having to be able to do this. But
at the time we did not know how many obstacles
would have to be overcome on the way, and even
today, in 1981, the report of the European Parlia-
ment's committee, into which Mrs Maij-l7eggen has
put so much work, is proof of this.
(Applause)
The report is very thorough in examining every 
^reaof discrimination against women and proposing solu-
tions. I once counted up for my Group how many
committees of this Parliament should be involved in
rhis and I arrived at the figure seven, in other words
every other committee of this Parliament should really
be dealing with rhis subject. I will come back to this in
a moment.
My Group, the Group of the European People's Party,
certainly sees no alternative to women, like men, being
given every opportunity to develop fully and to enjoy
complete freedom of decision so that they can
combine paid work and work in the home. Employ-
ment and family duties are equally valuable spheres of
activity for men and women. \7omen should and must
be given an opportunity in the present-day working
world, but women, like men, must be left more time to
shape their family lives. The report therefore refers
logically, as we see it, not only to the many labour
policy measures, but also to a large number of
measures which allow the combination of family life
and employment.
The Group of the European People's Pany has taken
up the cause especially of women helping in family
firms and women in agriculture, who frequently have
to work longer hours than many female employees
and workers in the towns. But we are opposed 
- 
and
I should like to make this very clear on behalf of my
Group 
- 
ro everything being divided into paid and
unpaid work.'!fl'e are also opposed to pay bejng nken
as the only yardstick for achievement and recognition
in society. 'S7'e must refrain from rigid patterns in this
resPect.
Ladies and gentlemen, my Group has abled a motion
for a resolution which refers back to the original
motion setting up the ad boc committee. As Part I says,
the committee was set up to prepare a debate, to estab-
lish the bases for a discussion. This process has been
completed today. Ve are conducting this debate here
and now. The motion for a resolution states setting up
rhe ad boc committee 
- 
and I believe many of us have
forgotten this:
Instructs its relevant committees to draw up, on the basis
of the results of that debate, proposals to achieve equality
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for women in all areas and to forward these proposals to
the Council and Commission for their opinions;
My Group feels thar this motion for a resolurion prov-
ides the necessary basis, and we should rherefore like
to see it referred ro rhe appropriate commitrees. S7e
should also like the commirtees ro join with the
Commission in drawing up a list of priorities wirhin a
limircd period of three months and to esrablish which
proposals can be implemented firsr and mosr effecrively.
From the ourser we have advocared that the policy for
women in the Communiry should be a comprehensive
policy and not the policy of a special commirree, a
single committee of rhis Parliament. If we make policy
for half the popularion of the Community, we have a
duty to establish and implement this policy here. But
we must nor assume that each individual issue is of
equal importance for each counrry. !florking in the
home or on a part-rime basis has a differenr meaning
depending on whether you are in Italy or in Germany
or the United Kingdom. A middle course musr be
found here, and improvemenrc will undoubtedly have
to be made. It is not simply a quesrion of the iare of
women working ar home in Naples, the lack of furure
and employmenr prospecrs of young girls in Ireland or
the poor economic prospecrs of farms in frontier areas
such as the Bavarian Foresr. Nor is ir simply a quesr.ion
of berter working conditions for farmers' wives in
Normandy or in Brirtany. Incidentally, rhese_examples
are interchangeable from one country ro anoiher. Nor
are we simply concerned wirh housewives in Greece.
Ve are mlking abour us all, our families, social rela-
tionships and ries, the furure of us all, when we speak
of the improvement of the position of women in the
Community. The Christian-Democratic Group also
intends to propose possible solutions in rhis respect.
Ladies and gentlemen, the Chrisrian Democrats took a
particular interest in the protection of expecranr morh-
ers and their unborn children in the amendmenrs rhey
proposed in the ad 6oc committee. This is for us an
extremely imponanr matrer and, let me make this
quite clear, we shall oppose any amendmenr thar
attemp[s to include in this lisr of measures for easier
abortion in Europe.
(Applause)
'!7'e have in our counr.ries religious, erhical and cultural
traditions which cannot and musr nor be made to
conform. These marters are not least something for
which we all are very much responsible as citizens and,
for us Chrisrian Democrars, mosr cenainly as Chris-
tians.
Solutions musr be found to whar is undoubtedly the
most delicate of all human problems, which must not
be regarded merely as a woman's problem. There is no
doubt about that. \7e therefore supporr any move
aimed ar allowing responsible decisions to be raken on
child-bearing. \fle should like to see further positive
steps being raken, but we do nor overlook the fact that
our society is undergoing radical change. I should like
to make that clear too.
Research, information and assistance should, in our
vrew, receive special emphasis in rhis programme.
Ladies and gentlemen, in 1981 we have enrered the
last fifth of rhis cenrury, bur we are undoubtedly far
from thinking in rhe way I described at rhe beginning
of my staremenr. And we cenainly do not share the
view expressed by a presenr-day authoress rhat'they
(that is the women's organization to which many of us
here belong) underesrimate the imminent narure of rhe
male alliance in our institutions. The Srate, economy,
political parties, press and universiries are nor impanial
institutions where rhe sexes are concerned: one of
their basic funcrions lies in relentlessly creating the
male indentiry for themselves and enabling it to prove
itself'. \fle still share the view, I believe, expressed ar
an American congress of fururologisrs at which a
feminist called for nor only the 20th cenrury but rhe
last five thousand years ro be forgotren, in orher words
the whole of the patriarchy, because in their eyes both
capitalism and 
- 
as I am now addressing the lady
members of the orher groups 
- 
Socialism are merely
the basis of differenr social systems which simply
perpetuate patriarchy. The future of women, she said,
canno[ be a future as slaves [o men, but so perfect a
future that we are ar presenr complerely unable to
describe it.
No, Iadies and genrlemen, we really do nor believe
that. But we are aware of rhe lack of opportuniries, we
are aware of the efforts of many women ro do their
duty responsibly along with men. '!7e see women in
need in the Third Vorld, and we also see rhe great
differences between us in Europe and the women who
come to our countries [o earn rheir daily bread and
find a home. '!fle also see rhe many thousands and
millions whose work contribures ro rhe prosperity of
our narional economies and withour whom they could
no longer exist today. '!7e also see rhose who, because
of a deficienr education and social pressure, do nor
have the opporrunity of taking on paid employmenr.
But we also see those who suffer a crisis of conscience
when they have to decide berween their families and
employment, and I believe thar many men are also
very well aware of rhese problems roday.
'!7e therefore call on everyone here, the Commission,
the Council and ourselves, ladies and gentlemen, ro
decide on the political line ro be followed.'!7'e cannor
allow the Commission, rhe bureaucracy, ro decide
whether we should adopt a furure course and whar this
'course is to be. '!7'e can criticize the bureaucracy, we
can keep a check on it, but ir is for us ro set the politi-
cal accent, ro decide the political line.
And for this reason I should like to make a slight
change to the slogan of the futurologists' congress I
have just mentioned. This slogan was: Think globally
- 
acr locally. \flhat we should be saying here is, I feel:
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Think comprehensively and act realistically. I there-
fore call on you to support our amendment, which
calls for the compilation of a list of priorities, so thac
we can decide what long-term goals we intend to set
for the women of the Community.
And I should also like to thank all the members of the
commirtee. '!7e discussed many different items, and
our views often differed, but I should like to make
particular reference to the friendly atmosphere in the
committee, even though 
- 
and I say this quite openly
- 
we were for the most part all women.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the European D.-o.."ri. Group.
Dame Shelagh Roberts. 
- 
Madam President, I
should like to join with previous speakers in paying
tribute to the work of the chairman and rapponeur of
this committee. They'have both worked with true
dedication and vigour. I express a number of criticisms
and reservations about the content of the report, I
want. to make it clear that it reflects in no way what-
soever personally on either the chairman or rapponeur
who I think, as I say,'have worked extremely hard in
order to prepare for this debate.
But I think a number of us will have criricisms and
reservations and indeed I see no purPose in having a
debate in this Parliament if all we are going to do is to
pat one another on the back and say what a jolly good
job we have all done in the ad 6oc committee. That is
not really what the Parliament is here for, and it
would be surprising if 434 Members of the Parliament
were to agree with every line that is contained in this
rather voluminous report.
I certainly subscribe rc the objectives which the ad hoc
committee vere set to by this Parliament, namely to
identify areas of discrimination against women; areas
of inequality where women are concerned within the
Community and to propose remedies.
I entirely subscribe to the ultimate aim which would be
rc bring about a greater degree of fairness and justice
for women within the Community and to bring about
a compassion which pays regard to the panicular
problems which women encounter by virtue of being
women. I subscribe to those objectives and aims.
But I have tabled, in the name of my Group' a number
of amendments, none of which would detract from the
substance of the aims and objecdves of the committee.
I believe that, if adoprcd by this Parliament, they
would make the report more susceptible to Practical
implementation.
Now it is difficult for us to deal with amendments,
Madam President, when none of us have seen the
amendments that any other Group has tabled. But I
want to make reference to one amendment which has
been tabled by my Group in the name of Mr Fonh. It is
Amendment No 35 and it relates to deleting the final
part of paragraph I of the report. I would like to make
it clear to the Parliament that I totally dissociate
myself from that amendment. I have been asked by my
colleagues, Lady Elles and Mrs Kellett Bowman, to
say that they also dissociate themselves from that
amendment and it would not surprise me if some other
members of my Group do so as well when we come to
the voting stage.
(Applause)
In examining this report, I have asked myself, firstly,
how do we not help the cause of equality in this
report? And I put to the Parliament two aspects of this
report which I think do not help to further the cause
of equality within the Communitf.
I do not think that it helps to overstate one's case. You
simply alienate the sympathy of reasonable people. I
think that in stating that the majority of women in the
Community are lagging intolerably far behind in
almost every sector of sociery is to overstate one's
case. It is demeaning to women; it ignores the invalua-
ble contribudon which women make to the life of our
Community. It ignores in panicular the invaluable
contribution which women make to the family within
our Communiry which is after all the foundation upon
which our society is built.
(Applause)
I do not think you help to funher the cause of equality
by trying in a repon from a committee whose terms of
reference were to deal with the situation of women in
the Community to embrace wirhin it the position of
women in the developing world. I do not think we can
put rc rights all the problems of women all over the
world in one report. And in embracing the position of
women in the developing countries, we seriously
weaken the case for doing something for women
within the Community. Because where are your priori-
ties if you try to embrace the position both of women
in the developing world and of women within the
Community? I think one has to reconsider what the
objectives of the committee should be. I do not think
we ought in this committee to be trying to preach to
the developing countries as to what their culture
should be. The mandate of the committee, and indeed
the dtle of the repon, is the position of women in the
European Community. I believe we ought to be
addressing ourselves to the areas where discrimination
sdll exists. I think we should be reviewing, as indeed
the repon does, the progress that has been made in
implementing the exisdng directives, and I think we
should be looking to see what funher directives are
needed in order to achieve our aims and objectives.
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There is anorher area in which in my opinion, rhe
committee has strayed ourside its terms of reference
and that is in seeking ro rry ro redefine rhe conditions
in which supporr is given from the Regional and Social
Funds. I was inreresred to nore this morning thar the
distinguished Minisrer from the Council of Ministers,
although making reference to the Social Fund, did not
comment on lhis parricular recommendarion. It is my
considered view that the Council of Ministers would
reject ir out of hand and I rhink it is a piry to have in
the report a recommendation which is not going to be
taken seriously by so important a body as the Council
of Minisrers.
\7e are in the process in this Parliament of trying to
increase the amount of spending which goes into the
Social and Regional Funds, and a recommendation of
this narure would do the opposite. It would hurt those
countries within the Communiry, and parricularly the
newer countries who are coming in, it would hurt the
very people who need help in order rhat they may
move towards a fairer and more just society with
equaliry of opportunity for men and women. I
welcome many of the practical proposals conrained in
this report in the field of education and training and I
think that rhis is the key to equaliry of opporr.uniry for
women. Ir is a sad fact in my own counrry thar whilst
boys and girls have pretry well equal records of ability
up ro rhe age of 16, less than half as many girls as boys
continue on to higher education. Now that canno[ be
right. Ve are nor developing the full porenrial of rhe
girls. Some of the problems arise in the artitudes in the
school 
- 
I think some of the problems arise from rhe
fact that girls are directed into rhe sort of subjects for
which there is no great career furure and rherefore it is
perhaps thoughr there is not much purpose in their
continuing to receive higher educadon.
\Tithour any doubt, some of the trouble arises from
the artirude of parenrs who do not encourage their
girls even though rhey may have just as good a poren-
tial as their boys 
- 
they do nor encourage rhem ro
continue on to higher education. Some of rhe difficul-
ries arise from rhe fact thar boys' schooling is directed
towards the opportunities thar are available in the
world. I would like ro see the curriculum for boys
including some aspecrs which would help them to
share the domestic responsibilities in adulr life. Indeed
some of my amendmenrs, on behalf of my Group, are
directed towards rhat end. But I do rhrnk, as I say, that
the practical proposals for education and training are
very valuable.
It is also a mar[er of regrer to me rhar in the United
Kingdom 68 0/o of all married women go back to work
after the age of 35, and berween rhe ages of 35 and 54
68 a/o of all married women are at work; bur their
opportuniries for promorion and retraining do nor
cbmpare with those of men in similar industries. So I
welcome these proposals.
I do not think we should impose burdens on industry,
particularly ar a rime of economic recession, which
industry cannor bear. I rhink we need ro look very
carefully at the proposals for providing the same bene-
fits for part-rime workers as are provided for full-time
workers. I also rhink we need to look very carefully at
the proposals for 
.fob-sharing. If you cut a job in half
you do not in facr increase the employmenr porenrial;
you jusr employ rwo people at a lower standard of
living than if you had employed one. In the process
you may make particular businesses economically
non-viable.
I do not agree wirh the references in the report ro shifr
work and to the growing incidence of shift work as
inimical to the inreresrs of women. On the conrrary, I
think thar shifr work, which enables both parents ro
share in the domestic responsibiliries, can be a great
help in enabling women to rake a job outside the
home, and wirh advancing rechnology and the new
and very expensive machines which thar entails, I think
we shall see employers wanting to have more shift
work to make rhe besr possible use of those machines.
I think we should grasp rhis nerrle and nor shy away
from it and in the process, perhaps, undermine rhe
viabiliry of a particular industry.
There is one repecr, Madam Presidenr, in which I
think char the report gives a someqhat unbalanced
view. It does seem to be based on rhe assumprion rhar
every married woman wishes ro go out to work. Now,
I do not believe that this is rhe posirion, I rhink we
should recognize, firsrly that when a married woman
wan[s to go our r.o work, rhen she ought to be given
every opport.uniry to do so. There oughr to be nurser-
ies, day-care facilities, there oughr to be parenral leave
for both husbands and wives to look afrer the children,
as appropriare. I believe that if a woman wants ro go
out to work she would be a berrer wife and morher for
being able to fulfil rhose aspirations. But there are
many married women who do nor wish ro go our ro
work and I think the reporr should be careful not ro
give the impression that chey are in some way second-
class women in the communiry.
(Applause)
They are nor! 'Whar we ought ro be doing is finding
ways to improve the economic starus of the woman
who wanrs ro sray in the home. In my own country
there has been a fairly recent subsrantial improvement
in that respecr in that all child benefits are now paid to
the mother, and rhat includes rhe tax allowances rhar
were previously set against the farher's earnings. I
should like ro see further reforms in rhe field of raxa-
tion, in terms of personal allowances which would be
available ro rhe wife and mother who wishes ro sray ar
home and thus to improve her economic srarus in rhe
communlty.
I welcome the attenrion which the report gives ro
healrh care for women. In rhe Unired Kingdom, some
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4 o/o of all cancer deaths are due to cancer of the
cervix. Since 1967 we have had a national Programme
of screening, under the auspices of the National
Health Service, and the statistics have shown that this
can reduce the incidence of death by detecting the
presence of cancer at a stage when it is sdll capable of
cure. Perhaps I would be inclined to think that 1967
was not soon enough, but at least we have done that
and we have reduced the incidence of death from
cancer of the cervix.
In the United Kingdom breast cancer accounts for
20 o/o ol all cancer deaths among women and we still
do not have a national screening programme in this
area. Experin'ttnts are under way at Present to assess
the value of a screening programme, but in my view
there is a case for speeding that programme up consi-
derably, and I hope that the member governments and
the Commission and Council of Minisrers will do what
they can in that respect.
I think we ought in this report, Madam President, to
limit our aspirations, and I am firmly convinced that
more will be achieved if we do limit them to matters
r-hich are capable of practical implementation. I
should like to see us putting forward a few firm
proposals in this report that we could, all of us, confi-
i.nily brdg.. 
"nd p.sre. the Commission and 
the
Council of Ministers to adopt within the lifetime of
this Parliament.
(Applause)
If we set them an impossible task, we set them innu-
merable escape holes and loopholes, and I do not want
to do that. I believe that the responsibiliry of the
Commission and governments is to lay down the legal
framework where appropriate; to make provision in
the field of education and social services; to enable us
ro move towards equality of opportunity within the
Community; to .n.ou.^g. and to exhort a change of
attitudes on the Part of schools, employers and trade
unions.
Finally I think that it is the dury of government and
Commission to practise what they preach; and one has
seen in the latest appointmenrs to the Commission that
somebody is not practising what is being preached in
the field of equality of opportunity for women. But let
us limit our aspirations to what is practical. I believe
that we can then move forward to achieve a more just,
equitable and more compassionate Community. If this
Pirliament can say that it has done that by the end of
the lifetime of the first directly elected parliament, we
should all be proud.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group'
Mrs Hoffmann. 
- 
(4 Ladies and gentlemen, now
that it has completed its work, the ad Doc committee,
even though we do not dispute the personal effort that
went intoihat *ork, seems to me to have-failed in its
basic task, which was to PrePare this debate on the
position of women in the European Commurtity with a
*,i.* to giving practical help to im development. I feel
this is so-becauie th.oughout its work the majoriry of
its members refused to speak openly and frankly about
the lives of the women in our various countries, to
analyse the causes, to name those who bear the
resptnsibiliry for this situation and to ProPose the
necessary soIutions.
If we talked about the lives of women in our various
countries, we would find ourselves saying that, since
this Assembly first sat, unemployment among women
has risen substantially, that more than three million
women are denied the basic right to work, we would
talk about rhe trend in insecure employment, the rise
in prices, low wages 
- 
78 0/o of women in my country
eain less than FF 2 800 a month 
- 
about unequal pay,
which accounts for 33 o/o ol the total, about inade-
quate family allowances, the absence of social facili-
ties, the refusal of loans for contraception and the
voluntary interruption of pregnancy. To talk about the
lives of women is to talk about attacks on health and
education, on our agricultural industry, on the inde-
pendence for our respective countries, the increasingly
'hard life of women workers trapped in the least skilled
and most repetitive jobs and attacks on their dignity
and freedomi, in short an increasingly hard life under
an inhuman capitalist system which wears out women
at work just as it saps their daily happiness. There is no
denying that this assessment is a real indictment of the
European institutions. 'Women, like everyone else,
o*. thit worsening of their living conditions to the
domination of Europe by big money. That is the prin-
cipal obstacle to their equality, to a better way of life.
Reading Mrs Maij-Veggen's rePort, it might be
thoughithat there is no such thing as capital or exploi-
[ario;. Nevertheless, these words do reflect the reality
experienced by millions of women. For women
nolhing good will come of your policy of austerity and
integraiion, which the Communists alone condemn'
The experience ol 22 years of the EEC proves this' It
is this policy which prevents the implementation of the
Directtves, justified though they may be. Far from alle-
viating the inequalities, it can only aggravate them.
You do not have the courage to say this unambi-
guously: by putting forward a whole range of
L.rtri.t relating to employment, working hours and
education, you are preparing to clamp down once
more on the living standards of families. To do this,
vou must remove every obstacle to the exploitation of
women, because after all what do we need to know
about the lives of working women to realize that
equaliry is achieved by removing from our national
legislation rights which have been fought for and won,
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such as the ban on nighr work? Vho can claim the
cont,rary here? In France we are experiencing rhis in
the case of various bills on parr-time work. It ii rrue of
the bill wrongly presenred as favouring rhe equaliry of
men and women ar work. In fact, these two bills have
the.same objecrive, which is to allow employers ro
exploir women even more while claiming that tirey are
granting women equal treatmenr. Ler us be quite frank
a.bout what the repon proposes: legisladnf on pan-
time work and harmonizing legislation said to b6 too
protective by doing away with it would mean purring
back the clock one hundred years for women.
Th9 new developmenr, on which rhe report says very
little, is rhat increasing numbers of women 
- 
and this
is particularly rrue of France 
- 
do not acceit rhe fate
you have in store for rhem: they are fighdng againsr it.
They no longer accepr the inequaliries, rhe injustices,
they want to work in freedom and dignity, to have
time to live, they want equality and are crying out for
it loud and clear. And they are righr to do so. It is a
demand thar scientific and technical progress can
satisfy, but above all this presupposes a polidcal
choice, an atrack on rhe superprofim of rhe capitalisr.
If women in the Communiry are ro be ensured the
right to work, the destruction of our industries must
be opposed and any further enlargement rejecred. But
the rext rhat has been put ro you ro vote on says
nothing about these basic questions. Quire t[re
contrary, by proposing rhe creation of a European
Social Fund for women, you are seeking to speed ,rp
the redeployment of rhe multinationals and to have thl
tax-payer bear the burden of rhe credits that will be
required. Ler me make it quite clear: do nor count on
our Group ro supporr proposals as dangerous and
disastrous for the future of women and of our peoples
as this. !7e call on rhem ro join with us in rhe fighi to
put a stop ro rhese proposals and force through
genuine solurions. Thanks to the development of rech-
nology, the way is also open for work ro become less
and less hard, to be done in differenr ways.
That is why we are in favour of the j5-hour week and
retiremenr ar 55. Ve are, after all, deeply attached to
national tradirions and national independence and we
are opposed to the levelling down of legislation on
education, health and social securiry, because we are
the true supporrers of women's liberarion, and we shall
go on fighdng for a democraric Europe characterized
by progress, cooperation and peace.
\7hile attacks on human rights as serious as rhe ban on
access to cenain professions in the Federal Republic of
Germany and repression in Norrhern Ireland grow in
number, rhis Assembly conrinues ro refuse ro ser up a
commitree of enquiry into rhis quesrion, as Georges
Marchais has proposed.
\7e advocate genuine cooperation among the narions,
based on murual inrerest and national independence.
To conclude, I would say rhat, when the diagnosis is
bad, rhe remedies are incapable of curing the- disease
and in fact rend ro aggravate it. That ii what these
proposals amounr ro, [he accelerated integration advo-
cated by the resolution by means of a whole range of
measures of a supranational nature. No, that is
unlikely to make for an improvemenr in rhe position of
women, and that is why my Group will absmin in the
vo[e on rhe repon and will be tabling several amend-
ments during rhe debate.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic
Group.
Mrs von Alemann. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, ladies
and genrlimen, the work of the Liberal members of
rhe ad hoc committee was principally aimed at helping
to improve rhe posirion of women in the European
Communiry through a new division of labour between
men and women. \fle cannot talk about a new alloca-
tion of roles without looking ar changes in family life.
In the pre-indusrrial era rhe tasks of l.n and women
in employmenr, the family and education were linked.
In the craft rrades and agriculture, which accounred
for most employment, all difficulries were faced an
ove.rcome rogerher. In ordinary sociery employment
and the household split in the industrial age. Out of
diff-erences in emphasis in the work previously
performed joindy grew rhe allocarion of set ioles. This
allocarion of roles became consolidated in ideas on the
value of rhe various [asks ro be performed. The
husband alone became responsible for supponing the
family and, ir might be said, for represeniing it exter-
nally.
\flith this division, rhe women's role in the family
became more inward-looking. Her mission in life was
to be willing to make sacrifices, ro show parience, to
work untiringly for her husband and children. As a
result, rhe husband lost a great deal of his direct influ-
ence over the bringing up of rhe children, while the
wife losr her influence over sociery. This gave rise to
- 
and I quote 
- 
rhe 'fatherless family anJ the moth-
erless society'. This is a quorarion from a speech made
in 1973 by the former Vice-President of rhe German
Bundesrag, the Liberal Liselorte Funcke. Since that
time there have been some changes in European law,
but the allocation of roles has noichanged in any way.
That is whar we are concerned abour. Let .rr .h.ng.
society. For rhousands of years rhe standards haie
been set by men, bur if there is ro be balance in our
hostile, insecure and restless world, ir also needs our
standards, rhe standards of women.
But we Liberals do not wanl ro add yet anorher model
to all those thar already exisr. I should therefore like to
explain jusr one fundamenral idea in Liberal policy on
vomen, which is also the keynore of Liberal responsi-
bility in general, this being rhe achievemenr of the grea-
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test possible freedom of the individual in any given or
changing social situation. This suPPort for human
dignity through self-determination represents the first '
basic difference between Liberalism and every other
politiial line and complexion which is based on the
belief that generally valid and generally binding
answers to the question as to the purpose and the
object of man's existence can be offered or even
prescribed from outside and from above by refere.nce to
ienain religious or secular philosophies 
- 
whether
they have their roots in Christian or Marxist tradi-
tions.
'\7e Liberals in Germany said this years ago in the
Freiburg proposition, and it is still true. Ve do not
want to tell anyone how he should live. But we do
wanr ro remove the obstacles standing in the way of
every woman when she wants to live her life as she
personally thinks fit and not as perhaps society or the
,illage or anyone else around her proposes she should
live. The basic demand of Liberal policy on women is
that women should be given their freedom and that
they should have, or again have the opportunity to
shape their lives on their own responsibility'
But this demand for self-determination entails not
only liberation from restrictions but also the courage
to assume responsibility for oneseIf . It represents
opponunity and risk at the same time. Liberal policy
on- *oran does not therefore mean a guarantee of
prosperity and security at a uniform level but indivi-
iual-freedom of choice with all the opponunides and
consequenced that that entails. This is a difficult and
arduous course. There is no ready made safe route and
no generally valid ultimate objecdve' Evelyn Sullerot
once said: with freedom we have gained time, but we
have lost some security as regards our role and the
tasks associated with it and its advantages' 'Women
have primari[y become consumers. The youngest
among us were born and brought up as such. Although
we have benefited by this change, we have been the
targets of economic change rather than its instigators.
\7hat has been achieved has not given us women the
taste of a victory gained. Evelyn Sullerot put it his
way: we have achieved progress but not acquired it'
That is correct, but it should not frighten us. Liberals
do not want, to replace one set of roles with another
but to open the way for each individual to be largely
independent in shaping his life.
Vhat, then, are the topical problems raised in this
report by Mrs Maij-\fleBgen, on which a committee
consisting of rwo-thirds women and one-third men
worked for more rhan a year and with great diligence?
Ve who were members of this committee tried to find
compromises, conscious thar we wanted to submit to
the House a report which a majority of its Members
could approve. \7e consider that very imponant. As in
the'debaie on hunger in the world, we Liberals feel
rhat this report must be adopted because it signifies a
very important step forward for women in the
Community.'I do not share Shelagh Roberts'view that
the report covers too much ground because it also
refers to women in developing countries.
Ladies and gentlemen, the world looks to our
Community. The world expects something from our
Community, a Community of wealthy countries
compared with living standards in the Third \florld.
\7e iherefore felt,we had a moral duty not to adopt a
know-it-all attitude by telling women in other coun-
tries how they should shape their lives but to try to
look critically at the resources and assistance we Prov-
ide for women and families in the Third Vorld to see
whether rhey are in fact in women's interests'
In the coming months we will have to discuss many of
the problemi that have been mentioned today. The
implimentation of the existing directives must be
chicked and better supervised. S?'e musc really find out
where equal righm in fact end even though legally they
akeady ixist. !7e must find out how access to employ--
ment can be facilitated. This we consider to be one of
the central issues, access to employment for women,
by which we mean access to all occupadons, not only
those allegedly designed for women. How can women
.^.n .qrrl pay for equal work if they do not have the
rr.. uo."rional training? I believe this has largely
been accepted, in the committee at least'
\fle should ensure [hat the resources we of this Parlia-
ment have to allocate go where our directives and our
resolutions are heeded. One of our most basic rights is
surely to allocate resources ro places where we have
previously made it clear what our views and basic
values are. I call on you' ladies and gentlemen, to give
this report your critical endorsement. Ve should ry to
adopt it tomorrow. My Group would consider it
e*tri.ely dangerous if this serious rePort, which for
rhe most pari deals with the situation as regards
employment, training and health care for women,
should suddenly develop into a debate that centres on
abortion.
Ladies and gentlemen, I will say here quite openly that
we believe parag.aphs 35 and 36 should remain in the
motion for a resolution unchanged because this report
is, in our view, an acceptable vehicle for this. Of
course, not everyone finds it ideal. I see Mrs Cassan-
magnago Cerretti is shaking her head, but I do believe
thai thi report is generally acceptable, and I would ask
you to vote in favour of it tomorrow. My Group is
prepared to do so.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
Progressive Democrats.
Mr Vi6. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and gentle-
men, should I apologize for being the first man this
morning to ,p.rk, on behalf of my Group, on the posi-
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tion of women in the Communiry? perhaps some
feminists in rhis Chamber are smiling with commisera-
tion ar my natural incompetence. I do not think so,
nor do I think that it would be reasonable ro expecr a
cancer specialist ro have cancer himself if he is rc
speak knowledgeably on rhe subjecr. Let there be no
misunderstanding: I do nor mean thar women are
some kind of malignant growrh threatening the human
family.
Having said this ro anricipare any objection ro my
incomperence, I am sorry ro say ro Mrs Maij-!fleggen,
who I know has put a grear deal of work into this
report, thar in my opinion rhis is a poor documenr. Ir is
poor in form and in content.
Allow me ro begin with rhe form of rhe document. Ir is
less a report rhan a jumble of ideas. It is the family
trolley at the supermarket on Saturday. You find every-
thing in ir, useful and useless, indispensable and
superfluous, gadgerc and essentials. My impression is
that the- rapporteur set out to place a defender at every
foot of the rampans. I apologize for this warlikl
comparison, but the report irself has an aggressive
slant, referring on several occasions to oppreision, a
term which I do nor much like. And here, I feel, we
have the link berween deficiency of form and defi-
ciency of conrent. I very much regrer rhat, in a Cham-
ber where we often listen to speeches on marerial and
technical problems, the one time we have a major
subject to discuss, the approach adopred should be so
petty, so cramped and so off rhe point. Off the point
and cramped because I feel it arbftrarily simplifies
human existence. There are nol rwo kinds of human
being, men and women involved in class warfare to
gain. power 
- 
productive power, because thar is really
all that is involved. There is this very srrange human
being wirh its unity and its dualiry at one and the same
time: unity because on a personal basis there is strictly
no difference between a man and a women, and I
complercly endorse everyrhing rhe report says on rhe
need for equality at rhis level. Dualiry because physio-
logically there is a fundamenral difference men'and
women, a difference which is rhe source of everything
humanity has desperately soughr since ir first began:
happiness. A difference which is ar rhe roor of every-
thing which musr be called the poetry of exisrence, nor
in the lyrical sense of the word, bur in its etymological
meaning, rhar is everything which is crearion.
The problem with men and women is that they remain
differenr by fully assuming their dual roles. In each era
'the ya1, in which satisfacrion with life is experienceditself changes. In our own age 
- 
wherher rhii leads to
happiness or nor., rhat is not the quesrion 
- 
work is
often included in rhis satisfaction. Less often perhaps,
if we believe rhe surveys, than rhe inrellecruali would
have us believe. It is a fact all the same, and the only
major problem is not women's right ro work, ir is rh!
right to be a woman in a civilization largely character-
ized by industrial work. And that is bv no means the
same thing. For all practical purposes, it is in fact rhe
opposire. The organizarion of our Communiry musr
help women to live, in all their freedom to live.
Employmenr is imponant for this freedom, bur ir is
incidenral compared with the primary objective. It is
nor far from rhe rrurh ro say rhar 
"..o.jing ro MrsMaij-!fleggen's report women do not achieve their
idenrity as women unril rheir productive capacity is the
same as that of men.
It would be easy. ro say rhar my criricism is negarive
and unimponanr because ir is not accompanied b-y any
precise plan. It is nor my fault if rhe-allocation of
speaking time in this Chamber is such rhat my Group
has more time to discuss the cutting up 'of beei
carcasses during Quesrion Time than I am illowed to
devote to a debare on so important a subjecr as rhe
infinite complexiry of rhe future of women in the
Eurgp-e1n.C_ommunity. If I were a reacher, correcring
pupil Maij-\Teggen's essay, I would therefore pur i;
the margin: 'has nor dealt with the subject.,
I am therefore left unsarisfied, and I conclude my
speech wirh the ardent hope that we will nor leave ir ar
these rruncared prospects. I hope rhat another time,
another day, we will tackle the real problem .onn..t.d
with men and women. The men and women of our
Community are no[ disembodied beings to be manipu-
lared by the staristicians as rhey wili, dividing them
into consumers, electors, workers, or at the moment,
unfonunately, more ofren unemployed workers. They
are our electors. They are made of flesh and blood and
ar.e. invo-lved in a personal advenrure, hoping that we
will fulfill their expecrarions soon, undoubtedly by
offering marerial solurions, but above all by meedn!
their basic needs.
In his book Citadelle, Saint-Exup6ry medirates long,
and in splendid language, on rhe destiny of man and
on the problems connected with the cons[rucrion of
the world. The symbolic king who mlks with his son
says somewhere rhar his role is ro build for man ,a
house in which his sreps have a purpose'. \7hat point is
there in a house, however functional and modern it
may be, if neither the meaning nor the use of a dwell-
ing place are undersrood? That is whar, I feel, we have
to consrrucr in Europe: a human house in which life
has a purpose. I have nor found rhis purpose of tife 
-and I am quo[ing from anorher book by Saint-
Exup€ry 
- 
in this reporr, and I personally very much
regrer this.
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul on a point
of order.
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(D) Madam presidenr, all I
really wanted ro do was ro ask a question. Ir is
undoubtedly rrue to say thar men and women are rhe
same and have the same soul. But perhaps the speaker
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can explain to us how it happens rhat our governmenrs
have nevertheless appointed only men as Commission-
ers. 
.!trhat 
could be the reason for rhis? Unemploymenr
among women is, afrer all, far higher than among
men. Perhaps we could have an answer ro rhis ques-
tion.
President. 
- 
I am sorry Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul, the
debate is not open at the moment.
I call the rapporteur on a point of ordei.
Mrs Maij-\fleEBer,, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Presi-
dent, I would just like ro make a brief remark to Mr
Vi6. He has compared me with a student, which only
goes to show how mistaken he can be about women: I
have children who are almost of university age.
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independent Groups
and Members.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) Madam President, I wish to
respond immediately to Mr Vi6's imponant speech 
-important because in a way his voice was the voice of
trurh raised in this Assembly, reminding us that ours is
a minor role, a role of traditional inferiority.
I think it is a good thing that a man has spoken,
expressing out loud what many others in this House
may think. This corresponds to the present global
trend, for I believe that we are witnessing an evolution
of woman's status in the world. \fle are living in a time
of powerful women's rights movements. However,
with Mr Reagan and John Paul II, a reaction has set
in against all the women's demands of the 70s, and
the women's movement itself is in the throes of an
acute crisis. \7omen are seeking individual solutions
within the intimacy of the family unit, where today
there are more possibilities for mobiliry.
Nevertheless, they are attempting to play a new role as
women not only within the family but also within
society. \7hen Mr Vi6 speaks of a home where women
have a meaningful position, he is repeating what has
been said for centuries, and Saint Augustine said it far
better.
Madam President, after having answered Mr Vi6 on
these points, I will go on to say that the resolution we
are at present examining suffers too much from the
tyranny of political and group hegemony. Our parlia-
mentarians have been too timid; they accepted the role
of voluntary servitude which is often assumed by
women, especially in policical matters. !7e have been
elected by the will of the polirical parties, and we are
obliged to please the leaders of those parties, at least
from an intellectual or political standpoinr; we must be
gentle and understanding towards the whims of pany
chiefs and group leaders. Madam President 
- 
I turn
to you, for you have always understood the difficulties
of the woman's political role 
- 
there is a system in the
European Parliament which 
- 
let us be frank 
- 
rele-
gares women to a lower level which they themselves
accept, a system apparent in a whole series of more or
less minor situations, from relationships with officials
to the furnishing of cars, etc., etc. In any case, this
system is perhaps less important than the bureaucracy
which creates and disributes the roles within Parlia-
ment 
- 
the same bureaucracy which performs this
function at the level of important European decisions
on political, economic and social affairs. These deci-
sions are male prerogatives, say what you will. I am
completely in favour of equaliry between men and
women, but I cannot help asking why, if this equality
does in fact exist, the Commission does not include a
number of women commensurate with the size of the
female European electorate, despite a parliamentary
vote requesting a national commitment to this effect. I
think we will have to wait ten years or more before
this rype of representation, which would be a true act
of equality and not merely empty words, can become a
reality.
To my colleagues I will say that the problem is
compounded by their readiness to accept a subordi-
nate position: I urge rhem not only to escape from the
forces of intellectual and polidcal discipline but also to
bring with them into the polidcal sphere their unique
feminine sincerity. Here as well, inside this Parliament
where too often women still see themselves as political
minors, I recently witnessed a demonstration of how
difficult it is for women [o assume personal responsi-
bility for their actions, even [hough they are elected on
an equal basis with men. I am referring to what
occurred in connection with my motion for a resolu-
tion on the trial of Chiang Ching and her co-defen-
dants ar Peking, a political resolution which raises a
problem on which we all agree, namely the death
penalty. All of us, or at least the majority of us, are
against the death penalty. This morning, however, the
women who had originally signed the resolution with-
drew their signatures, saying that they were afraid to
sign, that they were worried about what their Group
would say, that they had to consult their Group lead-
ers, and so on. I wonder why we should not condemn
the death penalty in China when we condemn it here
in the'West, where the accused is at least entitled to be
defended before a real courtl either some sort of
racism or barbarism is involved, or my colleagues are
merely afraid because the motion concerns not femin-
ism but rather the legitimacy of a mock trial. And yet,
rhis is the way the system functions. How can one
expect, therefore, the adoption of a more courageous
attitude when it comes to such burning issues as those
relating to women? The will to exercise this courage is
lacking, and in my opinion, the necessary clarity of
ideas as well.
As for the resolution on the trial of Chiang Ching in
Peking, I present it alone, Madam President. I do not
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present it with melancholy, but rather as an act of
courage, stressing once again the need to act decisively
in this manner, individually as well as collectively.
Now, in regard to the repon, the other element I have
noted is an unfonunate cultural vacuum, which leads
us to underline 
- 
and in a positive way 
- 
the value of
education and training for women. The repon does
not mention women's contributions to the highest
levels of culture, to [he current trends of theoretical
thought, to journalism, to the arts, to research. This is
tantamounr to saying that no prospecm exist in rhese
fields, as if here too women, having left domesdc life
only a short while ago, were expressing only a modest
desire for a little female training, for a little education,
but not so much as to enable them to appropriate rhe
robes of university professors, or judges, or any of
those who have high posirions in all the institutions of
our European States. I wonder why rhere is so much
diffidence here, and if we are being confronted yet
again with a sort of self-censorship.
Among the amendmenr I presented one is especially
pertinent here. It raises the question of a European
Prize, a sort of Nobel Prize for women. I suggest,
Madam President 
- 
if you will support the project 
-that the Prize be offered beginning in 1983, to a
woman who has been acrive not only in the highest
cultural fields but also in all cultural sectors, and even
in areas of direct action 
- 
towards the Third \florld,
for example.
Regarding the Third Vorld, I do not think that this
resolution is strong enough yet ro handle rhe question
as it was presented in our debates on world hunger. I
menrioned that, our of 122 million children born in
1979, 12 million died from malnutrition in the Third
Vorld, and this figure will conr.inue to increase. This
makes me wonder wherher rhe problem of materniry
- 
here we cannot speak of volunrary abonions, for in
this case abonions are simply a result of exrreme
poverty 
- 
should not be included in a paragraph ro be
added to the resolution.
Also, the point concerning sexual murilarion is one
which, in my opinion, should nor be approached from
a Eurocentric point of view. I am pleased that Mrs
Sadat is present at this debate, for she also artended
the Congress at Copenhagen and knows how this
question created a schism there. The delegates from
the Third !7orld felt that the women from our great
and civilized \(est, so to speak, were too eager ro rake
charge on all feminist questions. I wonder, therefore,
whether the reference ro [his issue included in the
resolution should not be modified in rhe manne r
suggested in one of my amendments.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Bournias. 
- 
(El) Madam Presidenr, colleagues,
I am the second man ro speak in rhis debate and I
regret that I am not able to agree with the previous
male speaker and with his unadulterated conservatism.
On the contrary, in my opinion the commitee's report
and the rapporteur's speech have provided us with a
full explanation of this social phenomenon and I thank
them for their effons as this subject is one which has
attracted the interest of women all over the world for
many decades, if not for a century or more. I under-
stand that it was mainly women who were involved in
the committee, and today in Parliament it is mainly
women who have spoken. This contradicts Mrs
Vouters' statement that we men, in line with current
developments taking place in the world, ought to take
up this matter and give it our support.
In my country men from the world of science, letters,
and trade unionism work alongside women, who have
concerned themselves since the beginning of the
cenrury with equality of the sexes, in order to help
further the development of the numerous achieve-
ments made by women over the years. Therefore it is
essential that we play an active and positive role in
supporting this movement for female equaliry. I do not
think that there is any need for me to add anything to
the report, but I can give you some useful information
about what has happened in Greece: Since 1955 we
have had complete equality between men and women
in the public and private sectors, as well as in educa-
tion. In l95l we Bave women the right to vote and the
right to stand as candidates in municipal elecrions.
In 1952 we gave women the right to vote and to stand
as candidates in the national elections. In 1953 women
became jurors and notaries. In 1955 women joined the
ranks of diplomats and judges, and we are continuing
with this policy of complete equality in all matters.
Complete equality, of course, does not come about
overnight, but this is our programme and our aim. In
the public sector there is no discrimination between
men and women as regards entrance requirements into
the civil service, pay and promotion. Vomen enlist
voluntarily in the security forces and the army, pursue
full-dme studies, and enjoy all the same legal and
economic benefits as men. Finally, since 1980 women
have been employed by the harbour authority which is
essential for port security in a country of islands like
our own.
In wanime these voluntary recruits, who study in
various milirary schools, are subject ro compulsory
service. I come now to the private sector. Ever since
1975 Greece has approved and gradually implemented
the international agreement on equal pay for equal
work. I say gradually because unskilled women who
work in factories achieved a progressive equalization
of their pay between 1975 and 1978. Today the
unskilled female worker receives the same pay as the
unskilled male worker. As far as skilled female work-
ers are concerned, this process is happening in stages
but we already have equaliry of pay for skilled female
workers in, amongst others, the chemical, plastics, and
timber industries. \7e have taken some important
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revolutionary steps in Greece in the field of family law.
After the 197 5 constitution was implemented a
committee of experts was se[ up under the former
professor of family law, Mr Gazis, to study this
subject and it outlined a plan to give entirely equal
rights and obligations to husband and wife in respect
of their children. The dowry, an age-old insritution in
my country, is to be abolished and the housework
which the woman does is to be seen as her contribu-
tion to the wedding expenses. The woman is to have
full parental rights over any illegitimate child of hers.
Both parents have equal rights and obligadons towards
their children. This bill is soon to become law. The
area, however, where our progress is most significant
is in education. I shall give you a few figures which I
wanr you to note, as these will convince you just how
rapid the improvement has been in the field of educa-
tion in Greece. The percentage of female saff
employed in infant schools is 48 0/0, in primary schools
48.20/0, in secondary schools 49.20/0, in secondary
technical schools, which constitute a branch of secon-
dary schools, 77 0/0, in higher technical schools 27 0/0,
in vocational schools 420/0, in higher general schools
63 0/o and in further educational institutions 38.7 0/0.
At one time, colleagues, Greek women used to study
either literature, law or sometimes medicine; today
they are also entering the professional world of
applied science and advanced technology. For exam-
ple, there are women who study to qualify as ships'
captains and wireless operators, and today 400 such
women are employed by the Greek merchant navy.
This development, as I said, has taken place not just as
a result of the efforts of women alone, but also
rhrough the help of all those educated men in the
professional and political world who wanted Greek
vomen to make progress. And progress they shall. For
this reason I assure you on behalf of the party which I
represent, New Democracy, that we will adopt and
implement whatever is decided and adopted by this
Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Ad Hoc Committee on
'\?omen's Righm.
Mrs Roudy, Cbairman of the ad hoc committee.
- 
(F) Like many of my colleagues, I too should like
to say a few words to Mr Vi6. I am happy ro see that
he has returned to the Chamber. I was very pleased to
hear what he had to say because, although he was, as
far as I know, a member of our ad boc Committee on
'!7'omen's Righm, this is the first time I have had an
opportunity to listen to his ideas. And I would have
been very sorry not to have heard them. Not that this
is anything new for me. \7e have heard this kind of
argument before, dear Mr Vi6, but I feel it is rather a
pity that you did not come and see us more often. It is
rather a pity that we were unable to discuss the subjecr
at greater length. Once again, I do not believe that we
would have learnt much from you, but, who knows,
perhaps you would havd learnt something from us, as
you may now, for example, if you lisrcn to what I have
ro say. But the abiliry to listen to others is not some-
thing which can be raught.
\flhat I want to say is that in the debarc which we are
now having and which is the culmination of fourteen
months of work, I believe what we should all try to do
is to listen and try to understand each other, if possi-
ble, not to brush aside this or that argument on the
grounds that it does not fit in with everyone's scheme
of things, but to try and understand. To understand,
firstly, why this Parliament wanted to se[ uP an ad hoc
Committee on'!?'omen's Righrc a shon time ago. Is it
not curious that for the first time there should be this
desire for reflection, which has gone on for fourteen
months? There is something new behind this: there are
a few more women in this Parliament than in the other
parliaments. They rightly wanted the first act to cons-
ist in thought being given to our position. Those who
have followed our work 
- 
and it is true that the
committee included ten male members, some of whom
attended, while others were seen less often, but that is
not so imponant 
- 
those who have followed our
work will know that we have not been idle for four-
teen months. As chairman I feel it is my duty to give
you a few statistics, which will not be exhaustive. 'We
have had I I meetings, all open to the public, so [hat
they could see what we were doing. !fle have had a
public hearing on the position of women in small and
medium-sized undenakings and a number of meetings
, with the Commissioners who agreed to come and talk
with us. \7e thus had the pleasure of listening to Mr
Jenkins, Mr Cheysson, Mr Davignon and Mr Natali,
and we were able ro conduct a genuine dialogue with
some of them, in other words we listened to what they
had to say to us, and they listened to what we had to
say to them, and some of them did not conceal the fact
that we had mught them various things which they had
nor known up to then, which makes it all the more
regrettable that the new Commission we have now still
does not include a single woman. In a way, therefore,
we are being governed by, as it were, a one-eyed
body, since there will obviously be a whole range of
subjects, a whole aspect of everyday life which our
Commissioners 
- 
none of whom I see here at the
moment 
- 
will never be able rc consider. The
Commission will now be deprived of this additional
and enriching view of things, which is essential for a
true assessment of every aspect of our lives. This is
extremely regrettable. It cannot be said that you speak
on behalf of all humanity.
Ve have done a great deal besides this. !7e have met
representatives of the Economic and Social Commit-
tee, we attended on 28 and 29May 1980 the Manch-
ester Conference arranged by the Commission of the
European Communities on the impact of new technol-
ogies on the employment of women, and we also
attended the United Nations Conference held in
Copenhagen. Ve have produced a questionnaire,
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takeu up by Euro-baromerer, on discriminarion
against women, and we have also produced 15 work-
ing documents and abour 100 notices to members. \7e
have received a great deal of mail, and we have
personally experienced the hopes placed in us by
hundreds of rhousands of women in Europe.
The resolution before you covers no fewer than l l
directives, 5 regularions, 2 enquiries, 6 reports and 22
various measures. These are obviously very specific
rhings, which may neverrheless appear rarher perty 
-I believe that was the word rhar was used. \7e apolog-
ize, but these are daily facm of life for women.
This text represenrs a first in parliamentary work. Ir is
the first time rhar a documenr of this kind has ever
been produced. Of course, rhere is no point in looking
for a literary legal work. The documenr is a collection,
and I would point out 
- 
with some pride 
- 
thar rhe
final version, produced by a drafring commirtee, has
been established from six working languages. Such as
it is, it represents a genuine programme of work for
the Commission and the Communities.
This resolution is exactly whar we need. The Commis-
sion has just submitred ir, ..po.r on progress rowards
the implemenrarion of the second Directive in rhe
Member States. This repon, which we have just
received, confirms something which our work
revealed, u'hich is that, although our Direcrives repre-
sent considerable progress as regards our principles on
equal treatment, they have nor been implemented in
the Member States by a long way. There is still an
enormous amount to do, and we know rhere will be
no shortage of work in the furure.
I should now lrke ro add a few words on my own
behalf. \7hat I have to say is important and parricu-
larly serious: it would be a mistake ro ignore the facr
that this motion for a resolution comes ar a rime ol
acute cnsis, with women principally bearing the brunr,
and this puts the structural nature of the second
employment market, the employmenr of women, inro
PersPective.
And 1'es, dear Mr Vi€, we do still speak for the emplov-
ment of women. You must forgive us: to be able to
Iive, you must have a wage, and we need it if we want
to survive. Ve are therefore well aware rhat we live in
a world dominated by money and that people really
have no right to a say unless they have some economic
independence. I did not make the laws. The laws
govern us, we are sub;ect to [hem, we must live with
them. The 35 million women in paid employment,
representing 35 0/o of rhe total working population,
therefore represent in our societies a genuine reserve
army which is called up or demobilized according to
the needs of the economic cycle. Consequenrly, it is
not surprising that, since they are rreated as a reserve
army as soon as there rs a crisis, they represent the
weakest link in this army and today accounr for rhe
majority of the unemployed. In Germany and France
over 60 out of every 100 unemployed workers are
women, and this is not the result of mere chance or
fate. It corresponds ro some kind of established order,
some kind of world economic order based on [he
protection of certain privileged people who trample
mercilessly on the minorities or those who are treared
as such in our society.
I therefore regard as posirive and rmportant rhe
demand made in our resolution for a reduction in
working hours for everyone. And rhar is why I person-
ally very much disrrust anyone who talks about part-
time work, flexible hours or work at home. Though
extremely tempting ar firsr glance, such measures are,
in my opinion, rraps at a time when work is becoming
scarce and when women have an increasing need for a
proper living wage, a real occuparion capable of allow-
ing them to assume responsibilities. Full-rime employ-
ment is what they need. They will rhen make the
choices they want to make, but ler them not be
deprived of the choice ar rhe ourser. Ler rhem, I beg of
you, decide for themselves. There is no real choice
when there are no opportuniries, when the way is not
wide open before you.
I should like ro add, very briefly, a point on which all
of us agreed in commitree. Ve deplore rhe absence of
women from rhe bodies in which the decisions are
taken. And, as I sard just now, I regrer rhat the
Commission does not include any women. It is
obvious that while there are few or no women in rhe
bodres where the decisions are [aken, the problems
and questions they may raise will conrinue ro be over-
Iooked and it will regularly be said, oh yes, we shall
have to draw up a special report on these questions we
keep forgetting. And commirrees will be set up and it
will be said that they must be mixed, and it will inevir-
ably be found that once again ir is the women who do
the work. That is in rhe nature of rhings, and we
cannot do anphing about ir. Ir is not our fault if rhese
matters are not dealt with properly any'vrrhere e[se.
Until women are equally represented everywhere, at
all levels, there will therefore conrinue to be a need for
special places where these problems are settled. It is in
the nature of things, it is not fate, but we canno! do
anything abour it. If we want to change rhe system,
there is no point in closing our eyes and seeking
protection in philosophy or poerry. \7e musr rackle the
problems and try to solve them. Thar is what we have
tried ro do to some extent, because we feel thar the
general posirion of women is nor a neutral one. It
forms part of a hierarchical order, a power structure,
and to change ir would be to change all rhe rules of
mankind, which is why so much passion is aroused
when it is announced that some of these rules may be
changed. It may also be necessary to change mentali-
ties, and Einstein said that ir was somerimes more
difficulr to change a prejudice rhan ro split the arom. It
may be thoughr that the splirdng of the arom was nor
perhaps easy for Einstein. He felr ir was even more
difficult to change prejudice, and I believe he was
right.
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I shall conclude with a few words in explanation of a
number of points in the resolurion which some people
were surprised to find here. I am referring to voluntary
abortion, the fight against procuring 
- 
the organiza-
tion for profit of a form of slavery 
- 
to sexual murila-
tion, which many people srill confuse with cultural
practices and which is to be found today in some
countries receiving Communiry aid.
These areas form part of the living condirions of
women in general and should nor therefore be over-
looked. They have direct or indirect implications for
the lives of every one of us, and while the official
spokesmen of certain States refuse to discuss rhem, we
have heard what women in these countries have to say,
women in Ireland, women in Africa, and we must
speak for them here.
This text is a compromise, which means rhar no one
will be satisfied with if, but we have rried ro ensure
that everyone can find in it something thar he is look-
ing for. I do not know if we can all accept ir. There
will be amendments, and some of us will have to make
a choice.
Vhat I can say is that some of us, including myself,
feel that this text is really the very least we should do.
If we cut it back or weaken it, it will be very difficult
for many of us to agree to it. Let us therefore try to
ensure this document retains some purpose and that it
continues to mean something to the women who
expect a great deal of it and that the hopes millions of
women have placed in this Parliament are not dashed.
(Loud applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Krouwel-Vlam.
Mr Krouwel-Mam. 
- 
(NZ) Madam President, in
the wide field of health care women have always occu-
pied a completely different position from that of men.
From time immemorial women have also followed the
traditional pattern of roles in health care, being those
who wait on, look after and help others. In addition,
in their role as mothers, women come into contacr
more than men in their role as fathers with all kinds of
people and institutions involved in health care such as
general practitioners, centres that advise on babies and
children, hospitals, out-patients departments and
specialists. On the one hand, she is an independent
woman, on the other, she is the wife of a sick husband
and/or the mother of sick children who need her care.
In manv cases, she is also rhe one who joins the doctor
and various health institutions in looking after sick
members of the family.
'W'omen are rn many ways deeply involved in health
care, as pa[ients themselves undergoing medical treat-
ment, as consumers, in that they still determine the
family's pattern of consumption as regards food and
medicines that are not on prescription, as unpaid
workers, in that it is above all women who do a great
deal of voluntary work in health care, and also as paid
workers in many sectors of health care. No$/ that the
wages and working conditions of the largely female
staff of all sectors of health care have been substan-
tially improved, we find men taking an increasing
interest in these occupations. It is disappointing that,
because of the large [urnover amohg female workers
in health care, for whatever reasons, the small number
of male workers, being more career-minded, have over
the years gained control of the managerial posts, parti-
cularly in in-patient health care.
Measures must be taken in the area of pan-time work
and shorter working hours to enable men and women
fair shares of the many tasks in the field of health care.
The joint assumption of responsibility by men and
women can ensure optimum health care in and outside
the home and may result in a significant improvement
in the posrtion of women.
My Group is therefore very pleased rhat the reporr on
the position of women includes a section on women in
health care and rhat it refers to ways of putting an end
to the disadvantaged position of women. In general,
my Group therefore fully endorses what is said in this
secrion.
If rhe Commission is serious about improving the posi-
tion of women, my Group expects it to put forward
proposals on the following in the near future in view
of rhe urgency of the situation. Firstly, incenrives in
the form of training and retraining opportunities,
giving women good career prospects, even enabling
them to occupy senior positions in health care institu-
tions. Secondly, measures to initiate scientific research
into the causes of what is known as the housewife
syndrome wirh all its social and economic conse-
quences. The results of such research may lead to
practical measures in the form of prevention, assist-
ance and supervision by social institutions. Thirdly, the
introduction of courses of education and training to
make women more self-confident. They must learn to
stand up for their right to information on their own
bodies, for example.
In addition, they must learn ro speak out when they
meet doctors rather rhan acting as patienrs with no
right to a say.
As regards abortion, my Group is fully aware thar rhe
paragraphs in the resolution on this subject represent a
compromise among the many different views on what
is a very difficult and delicate quesrion. But everyone
should realne that rhe full development and independ-
ence of women also depends on their freedom to
decide whether or not to have children. It is a grave
misapprehension to believe that matenal facilities in
the form of children's nurseries and additional facih-
ties for the parents of large families will reduce the
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number of abortions. The decision to interrupt a preg-
nancy has deep-lying causes, and ir is to misjudge
women to believe that the causes are material. Ir is
ultimately for women ro decide whether and, if so,
when they want to have children. Thar is their respon-
sibiliry. '!(i'omen who become pregnanr without wish-
ing to have the right to an abonion under proper
medical supervision if they so desire, without financial
obstacles being placed in their way. Each of the
Member States will have ro solve its own problems in
this area, because if one or more Member Srates lag
behind, the problem will only be increased elsewhere.
Realizing rhar this important and sensirive subject
must be dealt with as thoroughly as possible, bur thar
clear rules must apply ro the female cirizens of the
European Communiry, my Group has tabled two
amendments to this rexr, which seek to rake account of
social developments and what the many, many women
in Europe want.
My Group also calls for particular attention to be paid
to the foreign women in the Community. They have ro
contend with very serious problems in their relations
with the health care services because of language and
cultural barriers. They often live in very isolated
circumstances and miss the traditions of their countries
of origin, where they usually receive support and good
advice from their grandmothers. My Group recom-
mends that a proper medical service include interpret-
ing centres, telephone interpreting services. This is a
form of assistance which would require little in the
way of financial resources, but could do a great deal to
overcome the language problems experienced by
foreign patients. In addition, a service of this kind
would prevent a situation in which young children,
who usually understand the language of the host
country, have to act as interpreters between their
mother and the doctor, for example, with all the
misunderstandings and frustrations this entails. From
my own experience I know that girls of 8 or 9 often
accompany their mothers to the gynaecologist, for
instance, where they have to translate difficult medical
concepts and be present during the examination,
which may have unfonunate consequences for rhe
relationship between mother and child. Hence our
recommendation that interpreting centres be intro-
duced.
Finally, health care is also a political concern. The
European Parliament would therefore do well to
consider this aspect during rhis wide-ranging debate
on the position of women.
The report is a good one, and my Group will therefore
give it its whole-hearted support. '!7e now expecr lhe
Commission to propose pracrical policy measures, so
that it is not left at fine words, but something is really
offered to the many women in Europe, because, Mr
President, women deserve this.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. 
- 
(I) Mr President, Iadies and
gentlemen, though this debarc concludes the work
accomplished by the committee on women's rights,'it
cannot and should not conclude the task of this Parlia-
men[, a task which, in some respects, is now only
beginning, based on guidelines and opdons which
constiturc the first step in the development of an over-
all policy on the sratus of women.
The document on which Mrs Maij-\Teggen has
laboured so long concludes this inidal phase and
marks the beginning of the next. Much time and effort
were needed to draw up the reporr, and linguistic
problems often made the task more difficulr still. The
finished producr represenrs an effon made by the
various political forces towards mutual understanding
and agreement. It is above all, as I have already said, a
point of departure, and as such we approved it in
committee.
The negative aspects of our work were only rhose
which we had foreseen and which were [o a certain
extent inevitable: the disproportionate number of
women present; their monopoly for the discussion; the
fact that rhe documenr, because of its breadth of
scope, is midway between a philosophical manifesto
and a practical proposal, but possesses neither the
theoretical density necessary in the former case nor
the precision necessary in the latter; the need ro
exclude questions for which the Community is not
directly responsible, despite their fundamental narure
- 
I am thinking in particular of political participation,,
which our Group sacrificed in favour of the immediare
effectiveness of our work. Beyond rhese limitarions,
which, I repeat, were unavoidable, the committee
presents Parliament with a document whose basic stra-
regy is sufficiently clear both on rhe points where
general agreement was reached and on those formu-
lated through compromise or majority vote. The latter
represen[ an ongoing debate rather than a definirive
conclusion.
The report presents some basic oprions which we share
and which we consider a point of depanure for funher
work.
First, the question of women is a central one, and it is
explicitly put before rhis Parliamenr as a problem of
social balance, a need for reorganization afrer the
profound and irreversible changes which have taken
place in industrialized socieries. The expression
'women's rights' 
- 
accurate cenainly, but somewhat
darcd 
- 
is inadequate in the face of the challenge of
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change, the liberation of energy, the resumption of
responsibiliry which are all themes present in the prob-
Iem of the status of women. The idea that this problem
concerns only half of the European population is a
fallacy. It concerns evervone 
- 
men, children, the old
and the young 
- 
just as much as it concerns women
themselves.
Second, the economic and employment crisis now
prevailing in our society should not be paid for by
women, in the vain hope of reproducing the patterns
typical of the past. \fle mean to proceed not according
to a philosophy of emancipation, but according to the
facts. Even though the unemployment rate for women
has been steadily climbing for years, we .have no
statistical significant data suggesting that today's and
tomorrow's women are prepared to renounce salaried
work. The lengthening of the life span and of school-
ing makes every woman a potential worker, while
freedom of choice 
- 
which is and always has been the
traditional slogan of our Group concerning the status
of women 
- 
is now limited to only a few moments in
a woman's life and can be exercised only with diffi-
culty between the 1'ears of 18 and 60.
Though victims of the crisis, women are responding to
it by exerting pressure on their own behalf in a manner
which has no overtones of renunciation. Before the
double challenge of aligning social organization with
the changes which have already taken place and
responding to the economic crisis, we must realize that
a true answer can only' be found at Community level.
'l7ithout Article 119 of the EEC Treary, the pressure
brought to bear by women in the separate countries
would have been insufficient, and progress towards
equality, even as regards the question of free competi-
tion, would have been minimal. The problems we must
face today are even more 'supranational' in character,
and can only be dealt with by a supranational power.
For this reason, women are one of the groups most
deeply involved in and most firmly committed to the
construction of Europe.
During the debarc in committee, there was general
agreement regarding problems relating the applicadon
of existing directives and the obstacles still to be over-
come, and I do not feel it necessary to dwell on these
aspects now. The principal fact to emerge from the
debate was that the legal and egalitarian blueprint
forming the basis of Community directives must be
further developed in regard to certain fundamental
questions.
, \7e feel that the most important of these is a Commu-
nity directive on maternity and post-maternity leave
for women, and family leave for parents when their
small children are taken ill. Such leave will undoubt-
edly give rise to comments on the increase in labour
cosrs. Our society, however, pays huge costs every day
in human and economic [erms, costs attributable to
maladjustment, emotional instabiliry and inner conflict
and arising from the difficulty of making work
compadble with family life.
The document calls attention to the proposals
concerning the legal status of women in family busi-
nesses and on farms, of businesswomen and women
exercising trades. '!(i'e frequently assert that small and
medium-sized businesses are the key to overall growth
and to a technical evolution which does not result in
unemployment.'!f'e must therefore develop commer-
cial opportuniries and technology, but this will not be
possible unless the right of women to share equally in
decision-making, profits, and responsibilities is
affirmed at the same time.
'!fle also support the Directive on tax equality, though
we have presented an amendment on this subject as
well, to the effect that this equaliry should not invali-
date the principle of progressive taxation based on
family income and family size. During the year's work
by the committee, a comparison of the various political
philosophies repri:sented in this Parliament crystallized
around two issues in particular. The first is the ques-
tion of work schedules. The text finally decided upon
still leaves now for improvement, but it already prov-
ides a sound working basis. A very serious problem, on
which we will have to make a decision, concerns the
nature of the workforce. For some, equality should be
guaranteed through rigid and identical regulations,
with age differences left out of account. I personally
believe that flexibility is not a sin to be shunned, but
rather an objective to be respected. A few moments
ago Mrs Roudy denied this need for flexibility. I wish
that her fellow party member Mr Delors could answer
her, for he has produced an excellent text on the
Reaolution du temps choisi which can serve as a refer-
ence for Community policy on work schedules, a
policl' which requires different formulas for the
elderly, for the young, for men and women, and for
different phases of life
\We also believe that to stress the responsibilides of the
family as a primary source of solidarity, as a meeting
place between private and public life, as a model 
- 
we
are addressing the Socialists here 
- 
of a society where
each one receives according to his needs, is cenainly
not to set limits to equaliry for women.
Despite understandings reached on many points there
remains a deep-seated source of disagreement which
has been particularly evident in regard to the question
of abortion. Our rapporteur, anxious to represent all
opinions, felt obliged to include in her repon the issue
of the voluntary interruption of pregnancy, and other
members of myGroup have rightlv raised the questions
of conscience whrch are particularly involved with it' I
would like to express my own reservations, based on
the position of abortion in feminist strategy and in
Community competence. Two centuries of indusuial-
ized society have radically changed women's relation-
ship towards maternity. Behind the recent pro-abor-
tion tendencies there is not only 
- 
as we q/omen are
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well aware 
- 
a kind of individualistic egoism or a
need to put an end to hypocrisy: rhere are also rhe
basic contradicrions presenr in our society. Often rhis
reaction is not so much a rejection of maternity itself
as it is the result of anxiety produced by the demand-
ing, restrictive, and excessively burdensome concepr
held of maternity. Ve have reduced rhe morher-child
relationshrp, which in rhe past was experienced collec-
rively in larger families, ro an isolated and separate
relationship where murual dependency can create a
feeling of murual slavery and lead [o a reacrion of
refu s al.
As women, we are well aware of all this. As women in
politics, however, we have a duty to ask ourselves
whether the answer ro this problem is really ro be
found in legalized abortion. Too many political groups
have seen in abortion legisladon an expedient similar
to that still adopted by many men, who free rhem-
selves from their obligarions by urging rheir partners
to abort. This is a justificarion which, as long as it
stands, allows us ro go on ignoring the facr thar
maternity is penalized in our socieries to such an
extent. that the demographic future of our countries
has become a matrer for concern. The battle for the
status of women is no longer ro be foughr on the theo-
retically uncon[ested ground of equal righrs; we must
advocate 'positive' materniry, developing male respon-
sibiliries and purring an end ro isolation. If we do nor
intervene here, women may make the choice for
equaliry in vain.
There can be no vicrorious feminisr srraregy if we do
not oblige political forces and social leadership to act
in this area. The Community level, which is rhe level
of social change, is the only one where solutions too
ambitious for national policies can be formulated. It is
only too easy to say t.hat changes in penal legislation
are not provided for in the Trearies. The method of
governing society by means of permission and prohibi-
tion is rypical of rhe individual States, The method of
guiding it by increasing and pooling stores of know-
ledge, by creating material condirions and ideal goals
belongs instead [o a supra-national community. Far
from. weakening our resolurion, the inclusion of such
positive aspects serves ro srrengthen ir the more.
(Applause from the centre)
President. 
- 
I call Miss Hooper.
Miss Hooper. 
- 
Mr President, much has been said
today about the problems faced by women in working
life and in the familiy, and many solurions and sugges-
tions have been put forward. I believe, however, that a
most important function of this debate rs to inform
women futly of their rights, as well as ro give the maxi-
mum publicity to rhese rights. Legislation alone is nor
enough. Law must follow opinion if it is to be
observed and benefited from. I see no need therefore
to whip up a militant arrirude or to talk fighdng talk in
order to improve the lor of women by inrroducing yet
more legislation which will nor be implemented.
I believe rhat education and social conditioning are of
the utmost imponance. \7omen must be encouraged
to come forward. \tr7'e must poinr ro the fact thar
women are, in fact, achieving recognition in public life
and in posirions of authority. The first presidenr of our
own directly elected Parliament is a woman, and we
certainly recognize rhat Madam Veil brings grear
distinctron to this role. There are more women in this
Parliament than in any orher elected parliament in rhe
world, and again in my own country we have a woman
Prime Minister for the first time in hisrory. Ler us nor
forget that in many counrries of rhis Community
women have had che vote for far less than 50 years. So
considerable progress has, in facr, been made. 'S7e
must therefore concentrate on encouraging women to
participate more in all areas, in trade unions as well as
in executive and professional jobs.
As evidence of the way in which women are prepared
to take advantage of their opporruniries once they are
fully aware of them, I would like to point ro the work
and achievements of the Equal Opportuniries
Commission in rhe United Kingdom. Mrs Roudy has
already referred to the conference organized jointly by
the Commission and the Equal Opportunities
Commission lasr year, at which delegaces were able to
observe how in the five years' existence of rhis
commission it has successfully dealt wirh complaints
on inequaliry from both sexes and a number of test
cases. As women become increasingly aware of whar
can be achieved, so rhey increasingly approach the
Equal Opportunities Commission for help and
support. It is this rype of approach which I feel should
be encouraged. However, I have no intention of
sounding complacent. I believe that, although the prin-
ciple of equality of opportunity is now largely recog-
nized throughour rhe Communiry, in practice we have
a policy of benign neglect. It is on this aspect of the
ma[ter thar I believe we must concenrrare in looking at
the report and in working out the prioriries.
I support therefore the general objectives of the report
and the need to devise supplemenrary measures ro
implement fully rhe three Directives already in exist-
ence. I wrll not spend a great deal of time reiteratrng
arguments that have already been made, but in addi-
tion to the comments made on the report by may
colleague, Dame Shelagh Roberts, I would like to
refer to two specific mamers. One is the question of
quotas. I don'r believe rhat an insistence on having a
certain minimum number of women in any particularjob is the secret of success. Take rhe case of the
Commission, which has already been referred ro more
than once. \7e know that the job of Commissioner
was offered to a Brirish woman and also ro a German
woman, both of whom refused it. Should we rherefore
force some women ro rake rhe jobs? \7hat is rhe solu-
tion? \Thatever we do, however, I believe it is not
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quite fair to blame men for our not having achieved
success in this particular area.
The second point rs the question of the continuation
of the life of the ad Doc committee. This was discussed
at considerable length bv the committee, and I thrnk rt
was generally agreed that to have a separate perma-
nent committee would have the effect of creating a
ghetto into which a[[ women's affairs would be chan-
nelled; and we don't want that. I believe that women's
interests should be considered in all the committees of
Parliament and that members of the ad Doc committee
could best serve these interests by fulfilling their func-
rions seriously on their main committees. Paragraph 54
of the motion for a resolution is therefore a welcome
compromise, since it discharges the present committee
whilst ensuring that the whole subject of women's
righr in the Communitv will not be forgotten by prov-
iding that rhe committee may be reconstituted in two
years' time.
In conclusion, Mr Presrdent, I wou[d like to say that I
welcome the report and its pursuit of the goals of
equal opportunity and greater choice for women. I
welcome the opponunity for information and publicity
afforded by this debate and I look forward to some
positive results which I hope can be summed up by
that useful little tag 'equal opportunity to be unequal'.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cinciari Rodano.
Mrs Cinciari Rodano. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, ] think that the vast amount of work
accomplrshed by the ad hoc committee, and by the
chairman and the rapporteur in partrcular, must be
fully appreciated. The Italians members of the
Communist and Allies Group made an actlve contribu-
tion, offering ideas and proposals, and we are pleased
thar some of them were incorporated into the report.
It must be recognized that the task of the committee
was no[ an easy one: we believe this is the first time in
this Parliament that an attempt has been made to
present a complete picture of the position of women in
the Community, e position which varies from country
ro country and from region to region and which
includes a multitude of problems.
Secondly, on many basic issues 
- 
that of employment,
for example 
- 
there is no point of reference available;
that is, there are no initiatives or programmes by the
Commission, for in reality the Commission has no
organic policy towards women at all. Even so, not all
the Commissioners felt it necessary to meet rhe ad hoc
committee. Mrs Roudy was very generous. Even when
they did participate in the meetings of the committee, I
don'r think it can be said that they made an effective
contribution to our work. I hope that the new
Commission, which will introduce itself to this Assem-
bly tomorrow, will give more attention to problems
which concern more than half of the citizens of the
Community and whose solution will affect the future
of Europe as a whole.
Although we appreciate the effort made by the
committee, we are not, however, satisfied with the
result. In our opinion, the resolution lags considerably
behind the formulas developed up to now by the
\7omen's Movement, certainly as far as our own
counrry rs concerned, but also, we believe, in other
counrries. To face the quesrion of women today in the
Community does not only mean to overcome delays,
but above all to fight against new contradicttons:
rhose which arise from the distorted, inhuman, and
unjust development of the so-called advanced nations.
It is not a question, therefore, of obtaining sectoral or
supplementary provisions for women, It is the mode of
life and of production in society as a whole which
must be changed if women are to be treated fairly,
enjoying the right to work on an equal basis, without
renouncing the free choice of maternity. This is neces-
sary in order for women to be able to express them-
selves and to be represented at all levels and in all
areas of social and political life.
The rapporteur stressed rhe fact that the burden of
most non-salaried labour 
- 
that is, domestic work 
-is carried by women alone. tifle believe that it is not
enough to call for a different and better distribution of
raditional feminine and masculine tasks within the
family.'We must have done with identifying the family
wirh domestic labour, with unpaid labour, with what
is, in the last. analysis, servile labour. It is not even a
question, as Mrs Lenz has stated, of a different value
judgment on unpaid labour. Servitude is servitude even
when it is exalted by poetic themes of feminine self-
abnegarion. On the contrary, it is necessary to reduce
this unpaid labour to a minimum, by means of an
extended network of well-connected social services,
substiruting salaried work for the unpaid work done
by women at home.
Secondly, in our opinion the resolution fails to indi-
cate which, in this time of economic crisis in the Euro-
pean \7est, are the decisive problems for women, the
ones which should be dealt with first. \7e had hoped
for a resolutron which would analyse the crisis in
depth, paying particular attention to the problem of
unemployment. It is true that the resolution calls for
an employment policy for women, but in reality there
are no concrete proposals and the emphasis is laid on
part-time work. Some believe that part-time work is
eminently suitable for women, and that is represenm a
means of solving the problems of the crisis. For our
part, we believe that it is an emergency solution to be
dropped as soon as possible, even though we agree
that it should be regulated while it exism. Ve think
that it is again necessary to turn to a systematic policy
of capital investmen[, especially in agriculture. And
because there is the belief that even a renewal of deve-
lopment, if it were to occur, would not bring about an
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increase in jobs in the productive secrors because of
the introduction of new technologies, we are
convinced rhar rhe way [o increase job possibilides is
to extend the network of public and social services
directed towards sarisfying rhe ever growing needs in
health care, culrure, and leisure, including those aris-
ing from women's desire ro sr.ep our of their predeter-
mined and subordinare domestic role.
Thirdly, the resolution makes no evaluation of
Community policies. The Italian members of rhe
Communist and Allies Group were anxious thar
mention be made in the rapporteur's first text of
Community policies in general, and not only of the
directives for the Social Fund. This was nor done,
however. It is as if women had only to make rheir
demands and wait for others 
- 
men, rhe Commission-
ers, the Commission, the Council, whoever it may be
- 
to satisfy them. This again is a subordinate position
which I, as a woman and as a Communist, cannot
accePt.
Ve have presented some amendments relating to this
question. Many of rhe resolution's proposals are
acceptable taken one by one, but they are juxtaposed
without any sense of internal order. The underlying
premise is an old style vision of equaliry aimed at inte-
grating women into the existing social order and nor
at changing the order ircelf. There are also many
inconsistencies. For example, srress is laid on the polit-
ical rights of women, but emigrant women are sriil
refused the right ro vore in administrative elecrions.
Tou'ards the women of the Third \7orld the rone is
paternalistic: there is no awareness of the fact rhat the
problems of European women cannor be solved if rhe
relationships between North and South, and between
Europe and the Third \tr7orld are nor radically revised.
The section on contraception and abortion could be
improved. Abortion, Mrs Gaiorti, is viewed within the
framework of a policy on materniry. In any case, it is
formulated with excessive prudence and timidiry, for
abortion laws should not be merely a way for sociery
to appease its conscience. Such appeasemenr would be
possible if legislation prevented abortion, insread of
merely driving it underground. In addirion, while
going rnto such detail, even in regard to matrers
outside of Community competence, the report makes
no reference to the problem of resources. It is clear
however thar as long as Communiry budgers are
largely devoted to agriculrural expenditure, like the
one we have at presenr, and as long as these expendi-
tures are earmarked for supporting prices and financ-
ing surpluses and no further effort is made to develop
regional, industrial, and energy policies, norhing signi-
ficant can be accomplished towards changing the
condition of European women.
Finally, although there has been much talk about
participarion in political life, there are srill some who
believe that in a resolution on the problems of women
there is no place for problems concerning disarmament
or international cooperation. In reality, rhis resolution
represents a compromise picture of various concepts of
the question of women. Though the entire committee
was agreed that the present status of women was unsa-
tisfactory, in the analysis made of the causes of this
condition there is more attention paid to the subjective
and indrvidual causes than to the structural ones. As
far as solutions are concerned, there are still those 
-as we have heard here 
- 
who believe rhat the real
problem is how to restore wornen to their domestic
and family role. On the contrary, from the mass of
European women comes a strong ob.jective impulse
directed at the transformation of the Community.
\flomen need a new development. Ir is no coincidence
that they participated in great numbers in the direct
elections: they wished in this way to express the hope
that the European Parliament would be a force
directed at solving their problems, at giving more unity
to the Communitv, not under the banner of profrt bur
rn defence of the interests of the workers, rhe
oppressed, and the alienated.
(Applause from the Communist and Allies Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Martin.
Mrs Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the ll0 million or so women in the European
Community deserved this debate on their position and
their place in society.
'We have a duty ro reacr to rhe division of labour
handed down by tradition ro men and women. For us
it is not a question of dyed-in-the-wool feminism:
n'hat we wanr ro do rs ro put forward pracrical propos-
als for nrvs of reacring to the expectations of those
uho mlke up more than one-third of the workrrrg
population in Europe because, parucu[arl1 ar thrs rrme
of economic crisis and faced with the anxiety abour
the future which they share, although women are
aware that Europe cannor be built on differences of
attitude and arguments berween rhe two sexes, rhey
also know that our ability to meer rhe challenge we
face depends on the opportuniries they are offered of
choosing their way of life, of assuming responsibilities
and of becoming integrated into society. I join with
my friends in the Liberal and Democraric Group in
hoping that the rext of the resolurion before us will be
tidied up a lirtle so thar the priorities are more clearly
defined. Nevertheless, we endorse rhe gisr of the
documenr in its present from. And we hope rhat ir will
be adopted by a very large majority of this House.
Then all European women, and perhaps more specifi-
cally all those who are involved in organizarions, asso-
ciations and rrade unions and who, it should be noted,
have followed our work with a great deal of inrerest
and attenrion will know thar their srruggle is echoed in
this Parliamenr, and I should also like to pay tribute ro
the rapporteur for rhe way in which she has acquitted
herself of what was ofren a difficulr task.
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Ar this juncture, and before I take up a number of
specific points in the report, I should like to say to Mrs
Hoffmann and to all the French Communist members
how amazed we were by the remarks and criticisms
which once again formed the basis of their statement.
and how much we would have liked to see [hem
putting forward constructive proposals in the commit-
tee. But they conrnbuted no proposals, they did not
participate in the work of. the ad Doc Committee on
Vomen's Rights in any way, but of course they were
systematic in their criticisms. Mrs Hoffmann, you have
been the wonhy representative of the French
Communist Party I must tell you that for those of us
who have in fact spent over a year prbducing a docu-
ment of high qualiry, your statement was completely
derisory. .!7'hat we set out to do with this report was to
reassert our r-ill to strengthen the existing Directives,
ro ensure that equaI pa)', equa[ access to employmenr,
vocational training and promotion and equal treat-
ment. as regards social protection become a realiry.
That is why u,e have proposed that assistance from the
Social and Regional Funds should depend on these
Directives being implemented in each country. If this is
done, we can hope that the age of fine words and
promises is past. But we have given top priority to
education and vocational training. '!7'e are convinced
that, if women are to make up for the time they have
lost so that they themselves are genuinely able to
choose their way of life, to choose, as it says in this
report, between a paid and an unpaid activity, they
must first and foremost be given the opportunity of
appropriate basic education and vocational training.
Equality of opponunities begins at school. And that is
why we have specifically proposed that age limits on
access to education and to employment should be
completely abolished and that half the members of the
committees which should be set up to study teaching
materials should be women. \7e also feel the need for
a change of attitude everywhere, even within the
family, in order to break with the traditional allocation
of roles. All women realize that because they bear
almost all the famrly responsibilities, these responsibil-
ities represent one of the most decisive obstacles to
their progress in working life. \7e therefore felt it
necessary to put forward proposals for a better alloca-
tion of working hours, proposals aimed at ensuring
that where women opt for part-time work, they are
not handicapped, and proposals aimed at ensuring the
family is a joint responsibility. That is the purpose of
the inrroduction of educational holidays for parents.
'!?'e also placed a great deal of emphasis on the need
for account to be taken of a category of women that
has so far been overlooked: those who work in shops,
craft trades and agriculture, in family firms, the impor-
tant contribution they make to the economic and
social development of the Community remaining unre-
cognized. This deficiency must be made good. A
European statute must be drawn up to ensure their
recognition as separate individuals legally, financially
and socially. Similarly, we are very much in favour of
the introduction of Community aid, particularly in
agriculture, to the services which find replacements for
these women. Only if they can be freed from their
daily work, will we enable these women to gain access
to education and to pardcipate and assume responsi-
bilities in social life.
I now come to the proposal we have made that the ad
6oc committee should be transformed into a full
committee pursuant to Rule 37 of the Rules of Proce-
dure. After a debate like rhis, after a report like this,
which does no more than lay the foundadons and is no
more than the start of the real work to be done, it is
inconceivable that a halt should be called for two years
before stock is again taken, as paragraph 54 of the
resolution proposes. If we adopted that course, 'we
would be running the risk, it seems to me, of arriving
at rhe same conclusions. It is inconceivable that
suddenly, because it has been so decided, by a wave of
the magic wand, things are going to develop by them-
selves. Nor is it right to say that a standing committee
would become cut off and the other committees would
refer to it all matters to do with women. That was
what some people feared in my country when the post
of State Secretary and of Minister for Vomen's
Affairs was set up. But experience has shown that
exactly the opposite is the case. If we have a standing
committee in this Parliament, the other committees
will find problems to do with v/omen being referred to
them, because the standing dommittee will be deliver-
ing, whether it is requested to do so or not, opinions
on the implications for women of the proposals
submitted. \Thether they like it or not, these opinions
should be considered by the other committees and
rncorporated rn their reports. The Standing Commtttee
on W'omen's Rights will thus make it possible for the
subject to be discussed in the other committees. Any
other method, for example working parties or supervi-
sory groups without the same rights, would perhaps
result in isolation. Furthermore, any solution not
involving the setting up of a standing committee would
result in Members who want to take part in this work
finding their normal workload increased by additional
tasks, the danger being that they could not then do
their work properly. If it is to function properly, it is
also essential for the committee to have a permanent
secretariat capable of organizing its meetings at regu-
lar intervals, which is impossible if there is no standing
committee. For all these reasons, but also because all
women in Europe, whether or not they are committed
to the cause, have placed a Breat deal of hope in us
and in our work, and because they would not under-
stand it if we left it at that, I call on all those who have
already put forward proposals along the same lines to
stick to their guns and to join us so that we have a
majority in tis Assembly committed to fulfilling the
expectations of EuroPean women.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr President, entering the debate at
this stage, I feel very much like one of the fools that
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rush in where angels fear ro rread. I wan[ ro assure
vou, however, Mr President, that in this instance I am,
I hope, on the side of rhe angels.
I wish to complimenr rhe rapporreur on her very
comprehensive reporr. It is exrremely obvious rhat she
put a tremendous amounr of effort and time into both
her report and her resolution. I have no difficulty
whatsoever in supporring the paragraphs of rhe motion
referring ro equal pay, equal trearmenr, equal oppor-
tunity for women. I also feel thar her observarions and
recommendations regarding educarion and rraining of
both young and more advanced women are very much
to be supporued. I should say, however, Mr Presidenr,
that I am unhappy with many aspecrs of the section on
health care. I was exrremely conscious of the obscrva-
tions made by Mrs Macciocchi when she arracked my
colleague Mr Vi6 in relarion to his, if you like, male
protectionism; and I want to say that speaking here on
this particular subject, I do not like ro feel that a finger
may be pointed ar me as speaking from an antr-femin-
ist viewpoint. But it srrikes me, looking at one of the
paragraphs under 'Healrh care', where one'of the
recommendations is rhat rhe Commission be requested
to 'initiate an inrer-disciplinary research pro-
gramme . . with particular reference ro natural meth-
ods', that that, I am sure, is inrended to affect both the
male and female equally, unless rhere is some infer-
ence that one side more rhan the orher derives parricu-
lar pleasure from ir.
My colleague Miss De Valera is far betrer qualified
than I to express the Irish women's view, and she will
be doing this on behalf of our Grbup, but I would at
this stage like to join with the only orher male.(aparr
from Mr Bournias) who spoke, and that was rhe
Commissioner Mr Richard, in expressing a belated
tribute to Dr Hillery, who during his time as Social
Commissioner here launched the policy which has
opened the door for the volume of progress rhat has
been made up to now towards equality of opportunity.
I am glad to nole thar the rapporteur does give credit
for the progress that has been made up [o now.
I want to say, however, thar not all married women
want [o go our to work, as Dame Shelagh Roberts
explerned earlrer on. I was rather surprised [o note rhx[
in such an extremely comprehensive documenr,
comprising 55 paragrapir s, the ad 6oc commirtee advo-
cates no plan, nor makes anv recommendatron what-
soever, for any remuneration, wage, payment or
compensation, to be provided for rhe housewrfe who
srays at home and creares and looks after a family. \il7e
seem to spend more time taking steps and making
recommendations to avord the crearion of the family,
but as I see it there is not sufficienr arrenrion given to
making provision for rhe home-loving housewife who,
having created a family, should be encouraged [o srav
a[ honle and look after rt.
Irish society, in particular, has in the pas[ pur an
extreme lv high value on the presence of the mother in
the home and this is still the case. However, I fully
accep[ that we are going through a time of change and
young wives themselves, on [he one hand, and
economic circumstances on the o[her, are bringing
about a major change in this regard. As an Irishman I
want [o state clearly rhat I am opposed ro rhe recom-
mendations on health care .
I am worried also about paragraph 35, where the
rapporteur says rhar there may be a tendency for abor-
tion to be treared as a normal pracrice. I think rhat the
whole bias of the health-care reporr is to rreat and
encourage others to treat abortion as a normal practice
and this is why I am opposed to ir. I am opposed, in
addition, to a resolution asking the Commission ro
press the Council to provide abortion facrlities at
national level in each of our Srares.
I think it is unfortunare rhar Mrs Maij-Veggen's
report is too comprehensive, excepring the fact, as I
said earlier, that no reference is made ro rhe morher
wanting ro. stay at home and work in the house nor to
any provision to encourage her to do so. I think thar
the health-care section needs to be separared from the
rest. ] would appeal to the rapporteur to leave it our of
the resolurion ar rhis srage.
'!flith 
some minor amendmenrs, I can go along with all
of the requirements elsewhere in rhe reporr. I have to
point out here that I have moral objecrions to too
many aspects of Chapter 4 on health care, and unfor-
tunately, therefore, cannor supporl the overall resolu-
cion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Maij-\Teggen on a point of
order.
Mrs Maij-\U/eggen. 
- 
(NL) Mr Lalor has just said
that paragraph 35 more or less means rhar we would
like to encourage abortion. I feel Mr Lalor should
read the text again very carefully, because what it says
is exactlv the opposite. I would recommend Mr Lalor
to read these three paragraphs very carefully and not
to express an opinion before he understands precisely
what they mean.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL) Ladies and genrlemen, approx-
imately 355 years before Christ Plaro recorded in his
Politea, or The Republic, a discussion wirh Socrares on
the task and place of women in the State. One of the
things Socrates said was 'all things in common'.
\7omen should do the same work as men and should
therefore be brought up and educared in the same
way. The conclusion of this asture discussion was that
nature has bestowed im gifts equally on borh men and
women and also that no one task has been specifically
set aside in rhe State for women as women or for men
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as men. Vomen should even be involved in military
service. That was over 2 000 years ago, as I have said.
To complete the picture, I must poinr out that at the
end of this dialogue it is said, although no discussion
was necessary on this point, tharwomen must be
subordinate to men in everything, A question of the
onus of proof. Translated into today's language, men
never need to prove that they are the equals of women.
I do not intend to bt'gin talking about the reverse.
The fundamental object of rhis debate, although the
report does not say so in so many words, must in my
view be emancipation, which I would describe as a
personal and social process of change and growth, an
essential process in which the authorities, including the
EEC, have a stimulating and creative role to play.
Vhat is needed is the emanciparion of human beings,
in other words of men and women alike. But women
have fallen so far behind socially that high priority
must be given to measures aimed at eliminating the
backlog. \7hat I mrss in rhis report is any menrion of
the emancipation of men. After all, their position has a
considerable effect on the position of women, and we
can therefore hardly disregard it. A furure report
should therefore look more closely at the part played
by men.
From the enormous number of conclusions and
recommendations included in the morion for a resolu-
tion it is clear that rhe continuing allocation of set
roles to men and women entails disadvantages for
women as regards their development, training,
incomes, knowledge, power and leisure time.'!7e need
only look around us: a woman President cannot make
up for the fact that all the Group chairmen and all but
one of the Group vice-chairmen and the members of
the College of Quaestors are men. I have not yet come
across either x women driver or a male typist in Parlia-
ment. In 1981 rt has again proved impossible to
appoint a woman as Commissioner. Despite rhe equal-
ity which, according to the last Greek speaker, exisrs
rn Greece, the 24 new Members from the country do
nor include one q/oman. This is not, of course, just
mere coincidence. I therefore think it a good rhing
that the motion for a resolution srans at home and
calls for an improvemenr in the position of women
wirhin our own institutions.
A grear deal of work has been put into this report,
primarily by the rapporteur. Its preparation has been a
useful exercise. Nevertheless, I should like to make a
few comments on the outcome, although I must start
by sayrng that some of my criticisms are due to the fact
that all the amendments, several hundred in number,
had to be processed at a late stage, with the result that
it rs only now possible to appreciate the final product.
This was principally due to a shortage,of time.
As regards the presenration, a clear distinction is not
made between short- and long-term solutions, general
and deuiled requirements are jumbled together and
no clear priorities are set. For example, no more than a
few sentences are devoted to the whole question of
shorter working hours. This is, in my view, out of all
proportion to the five pages of recommendations
concerning education and health care. However
imporuant these matters may be, the EEC plays a far
more limited role in these fields. In addition, the call
for shoner working hours is discussed under the head-
ing of part-time work, whrch is wrong. These are two
completely different matters and in some respects they
are even diametrically opposed. Shorter working hours
each day are essential if there is to be a better division
of paid work between men and women.
There must also be a redistribution of leisure time.
Research by the !/orld !flatch Institute, for example,
reveals that increasing employment of women outside
the home has not resulted in any noteworthy reduc-
tion of the workload within the home, meaning that
the woman's working week is on average some 15 to
20 hours longer than that of her husband. Vomen
who go out to work remain housewives whether they
are ministers or shoemakers, except that the higher her
pay, the sooner a woman can afford help with the
housework, which again is often done by women.
Encouraging part-time work is, in the short term, the
mosr obvious solution, but it must be ensured that
unbalanced measures designed to promote a fair disri-
bution do not result in fresh injustices. At present
more than 90 0/o of women are engaged in part-time
work. At this time of economic recession there is
undoubtedly a great deal of involuntary part-time
unemployment. The report itself indicates the disad-
vanrages of part-time work today. An increase in
part-time work must principally be achieved through
Mrs Spaak and I have drawn up a working document
for the ad boc committee on the new technological
advances and the adverse effecm they may have or :1,-
position of women. The Commission has recently
submitted practical proposals for Community activities
and programmes in this area. Its findings show that,
although these advances may entail disadvantages for
women, no policy has as yet been est,:.blished. I there-
fore proposed an addition to the morion for a resolu-
tion, whrch was, I am glad to say, adopted by the ad
boc committee, cailing on the Commission to indicate
any adverse consequences for women and to state how
these consequences can be offset. It is essential that the
advantages resulting from the introduction of new
technologies * and there are advantages 
- 
also bene-
fit women. Retraining is the key here.
Mr President, on the whole I can endorse the resolu-
tion. Of course, compromises are needed here and
there. I will mention some of the omissions. Firstly,
there is temporary preferential treatment for women.
This was mentioned in ar, :arlier version of the resolu-
tion, albeit in a somewhat different form from the
amendment I have now tabled, in that it called for
measures to eliminate the unequal disribution
berween men and women of involvement in policy-
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and decrsron-making, plus the remporary apphcatron of
preferential trealmenr for women, especially in secrors
and at levels where rhey are clearly under represented.
The Directive on equal rrealmenr leaves the way open
for preferential treatment. This must be a temporary
measure, remaining in force undl equal social partici-
pation is achieved. A more radical step would be to
introduce quotas. This would undoubrcdly be an
extreme measure, but unfortunately perhaps the only
way of achieving what will otherwise take too long. I
am aware that this is still a controversial point, and we
have not gone to this extreme, but I do see the need
for an investigation into the possibilities of adopting
quotas. In some Member States action along these
lines has akeady been taken. The French Government,
for example, has proposed a quota system for the 1983
local elections.
Another point that is now missing from the motion for
a resolution is a call for an addition to the existing
directives to cover pensions. I also feel the section
covering equal treatmenI where rax legislation is
concerned should include a reference to the basis we
should adopt in this respect, namely individual and
equal treatment in overall incomes policy. I have also
tabled an amendment that calls for better social facili-
ties such as flexible business hours in industry, institu-
tions and shops and for the standardization of 'school
hours and the introduction of continuous school
time-tables. The recognition of the economic value of
the work done by women in the home and of the
voluntary unpaid work they perform is also worthy of
attention.
The motron for a resolution also includes my proposal
thlt, u'here it is claimed that the EEC Directives have
not been adequately implemented, there should be a
reversal of the onus of proof. Ler me explain this. It
must be possible to enforce righrc if they are to be
cffsctive. The Directives provide for rhe possrbiliry of
an appeal. The poinr of my amendmenr was rhar,
where an employee complains to the courrs of discri-
mination on the grounds of sex, the employer musr
prove that there has been no discrimination or rhar his
actions were justified by objective factors having
nothing ro do with rhe difference berween rhe sexes.
Belgium's and Germany's Acts implemenring the
directive on equal treatmenr already provide for rhis.
Vhen checking rhe implemenrarion of the Directives,
the Commission must also consider the way in which
employment opportunities are arranged at narional
level.
In the Netherlands, for example, the siruation is sdll
very unclear. Some Member Srates already have, or
are preparing, general legislarion designed [o prevenr
sex discrimination. I do not see any insurmounrable
obstacles to an appropriate Communrty Directive. This
will enable us to close present gaps in rhe legisladon
and also to coordinate existing and often unclear
arrangements. I feel that a lack of political will in this
respec[ is on balance ran[amounr ro saying that rhe
presenr inequalities should be retained.
To conclude, Mr President, [he Commission and
Council and also Parliament itself will be principally
responsible for following up rhis motion for a resolu-
tion. The repon refers to the proposal for a European
committee on emancipation. The motion for a resolu-
tion discusses this extremely briefly and refers only to
the composition of such a committee. Not only do I
not welcome the proposed warding of rhe rexr,
because I feel the emphasis musr be placed on exper-
tise, but an opponunity has certainly been missed in
that no proposals of any kind are made regarding the
committee's mandate and terms of reference.
My proposal in this respect was not supported by a
majority of rhe ad 6oc commitree, rhe reason being
that the ad hoc committee had scarcely discussed the
subject. Since an emancipation commitree of this kind
might be a very imponant ins[rumenr in the implemen-
tation of the demands and proposals for equaliry, I
find it a great pity that we did not disc"ss this subject
in the ad hoc committee.
The discussions on the follow-up ro rhe ad hoc
commirtee's activities has not yer been completed. I do
not support the idea of continuation in this form. It is
more important for all our parliamentary commirtees
to take account of the effects of emancipation. I am
therefore more in favour of each commirtee having an
emancipation coordinator, through whom we consult
together a! set intervals. On balance rhis would not
enrail more work than having a separate committee. I
am certainly in favour of a follow-up debate being
held in a year or two, and there will undoubredly be a
need for other such debates in the furure. Our work
up to and including this debare is simply a dress rehear-
sal: the imponanr rhing now is rhar our work should
give rise to tangible results.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(D) Ladies and gentlemen, if
the debate we are now having is to have any effecr at
all, the Members of this House musr, I feel, ask them-
selves what we ourselves can do to change the posirion
of women. I should therefore like to see each one of us
thinking about the self-critical quesrion: Is it nor sdll
true to say that the careers of male politicians are built
on the tacit sacrifices of rheir wives? Is that nor rhe
situation we find in politics almost everywhere? And is
not the at least threefold burden on women who go
rnto politics the reason why women are under-repre-
sented in polirics and in all sectors of rhe economy?
'$7e musr therefore srarr ar home and nor simply make
demands of others. Starting ar home also means taking
a look at the pyramid of posts of rhe European Parlia-
ment's own officials. I can give you the following
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figures: in groups A1, A2 and A3 there are 65 men and
no women. That is a scandal for this Parliament and it
should also lead to a commitment . . .
(Applause from the left)
. . . to see that changes are made. That must be one
part of the follow-up to this report. At the Commis-
sion the situation is, of course, no different. The scan-
dal of this new all-male Commission has been
mentioned often enough. Mrs Roberts, I listened to
you very attentivell., but I must say one thing: when
we see this situation, I would say rhat women have
hitherto gone ln not for too much overstatement but in
fact for massive understatement, and we must really
do something to change this. \flhat else has to be done
to change the situation in practice? Just consider how
this vicious circle of discrimination, sexism, in other
words discrimination against the female sex, is also
perpetuated in the Commission. Appointments to the
most senior posts, Al, A2 and A3, are made only by
men, and it is, of course, logical that they should be
correspondingly represented among the staff of the
Commission. To be sure, we must make demands of
others, but we must begin at home. That seems to me
ro be one of the conclusions to be drawn from today's
debate.
The ad boc Commrttee on \flomen's Rights also faced
the task of combining the problems encountered by
women in such a \r,'ay that our Member States and the
Commission itself would be forced to refrain from
considering them individually, on a sectoral basis, but
at long last to implement an appropriate, integrated
policy to the benefit of women. The majoriry of
women rn thrs country and in the European Commu-
nity 
- 
and they form a genuine majority of tlo
million 
- 
can no longer be fobbed off with additional
social gifm by this Commission and under this policy
as they have been in rhe past. Here again, this debate
must result in action being taken.
I am really rather surprised that greater emphasis has
not so far been placed during the debate in this House
on the question of unemployment among women,
because I believe this is a central issue. \7e are a Euro-
pean Economic Community, a body which has the
powers, and I will again quote the figures so that this
is absolutely clear: women account for 36.8 0/o of the
labour force in the European Community, but while
the unemployment rate among men rose from 2.9 to
5.5 0/o between 1974 and 1980, the corresponding
figure for unemployed women, proceeding from the
same initial figure, is 7.5 o/o.In other words, women
are disproportionately hard hit by unemployment.
Mrs Maij-lTeggen rightly says in her report that there
are a number of reasons for this, and she gives them in
the report. I feel we should stress once again that we
have a general reduction in the total volume of work.
Look at the figures: by 1985 a further 6 million people
in the Community will be looking for a job, while the
total number of jobs is decreasing because, of course,
our governments are confining themselves primarily to
monetary policies. The logical conclusion to be drawn
from this is that the weakest are being pushed out of
the labour market and, of course, that the attempt is
being made to get rid of women first.
This social backward movement is accompanied 
-
and this is a criticism I level at a number of male
Members 
- 
by . transfiguration of the new role of
the mother and housewife. I say this to some of those
who have spoken here: the same interest groups which
in my country, the Federal Republic, for example,
fetched and enticed women into industry in the 60s as
a willing and cheap labour force now contend that a
better place for women is at home with their families.
Economic interests are a[ the back of this. It is not a
question of suddenly wanting to enable women to
achieve this new self-realization and self-image.
'!7e should make this very clear, Mrs Robens, even in
this House, because we are, of course, having a debate
amongst ourselves. No one wan[s to force women to
work, but they should be able to decide for themselves
whether they want to work, and the same should apply
to men. There should no longer be prescribed roles,
forcing men in one direction and women in another.
That is what this report set out'to achieve.
A second point that is rightly referred to in the repon
is that one of the reasons for the disproportionarely
high rate of unemplovment among women is that
rncrc:lsrng ratronalizatron rs takrng place rn occuPa-
trons end actr\rues rr'hrch hare hitherto been pnnci-
pally the reserve of women. In my own country 55 0/o
of ail women are concentrated in 10 rypes of work
'"'eq,' much thrertened bv rationalizatron The relevant
figures are knou n Vhat we are alstt e \perrcrtclrtg rs a
movemen[ of capital, which should be looked at very
closelv. \7omen in the industrialized countries are
being increasingly forced [o compete with the cheaper
labour potential of the developing countries, the coun-
tries of the Thrrd Vorld, a process which is solely the
result of the individual company concentrating on
profits and profimbiliry and which is moving certain
industrial sectors out of our countries, even though
this does not lead to really independent industries,
independent development in the developing countries,
because their labour force faces a similar situation. I
therefore believe 
- 
and this is a conclusion to be
drawn from rhis report 
- 
chat, like the workers of the
Third '!7orld countries, women must have an interes[
in the process of world-wide restructuring, the new
international division of labour not beinB left to
market forces. If you leave this to market forces, you
can do away with women's right to work in the future.
Then you will have even higher unemployment
figures. One demand is therefore that the European
Community should and must at last develop a
forward-looking structural policy for the most impor-
rant sectors of industry. It must submit a structural
report which enables the esrablishment of a genuine
economic and industrial policy.
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Another poinr I wish to menrion is thar rhere are a
number of initiarives aimed at bringing the process of
rationalization under control. As jobs are frequently
lost as a result of rationalization, I should like to take
up a proposal pur forward in this context by a Minister
in the Federal Republic. He proposed rhat a
company's contributions to rhe employees' social
insurance fund should in future be related nor ro rhe
total wages and salaries paid by the company bur ro irs
total net product. !(here machines eliminate 
.jobs,
social insurance contributions should take account of
them. That is one of the conclusions to be drawn from
an assessmenr of this kind.
As the volume of available work is on rhe whole
decreasing and as this principally affecrs women in the
sec[ors in which rhey have been traditionally employed
in the past, we musr call for special programmes to
help women and for legislation, such as rhat in Sweden
and Austria, aimed, for example, ar involving more
girls in training, either by means of fixed quoras or by
settrng certain objecrives. \7e would like to see more
emphasis placed on rhis in Mrs Maij-Veggen's reporu.
I welcome the fact that this is rhe first reporr ro say on
behalf of the European Parliamenr that we advocare a
general reduction of working hours and a redistribu-
tion of labour. Afrer all, ladies and gen[lemen, if rhere
is a general decrease in the work available, rhis is the
only way in which we can unite to create work for
everyone, including women. I therefore welcome the
fact that this has been included in a repon for rhe first
time. For my Group this is one of rhe main pillars of
this report, and if ir fell, it would affect the balance of
the whole repon. I should like to make rhar very clear.
The final point I should like to raise has so far been
largely overlooked in rhe debare. This concerns the
position of foreign women working and living in the
European Community. They have to work in the
worst of condirions. They are among the worst paid.
They do the most unpleasanr and most monoronous
work. Many Member States stipulate a wairing period
for women joining rheir foreign-worker husbands
before they are granted a work perinit, a period in
which they have no legal sratus of their own since their
status derives solely from their husband's residence
permit. During this period they are exploired by firms
which employ them illegally. As a specific marginal
group, they suffer enormous problems over integra-
tion. These women, who are rhe worst off of all
women in the European Community and are a result
of the European Communiry, deserve our special soli-
darity because rhey have no lobby ro represenr them. I
am therefore particularly pleased that Mrs Maij-
'!fleggen's report calls for a social statute stipulating
the rights of these foreign women workers and
employees and that we are calling on [he European
Community to take appropriare acrion.
To conclude, I should like to say that this reporr musr
be followed by acrion, and I say rhis ro the very few
representatives of the Commission present. Parliament
will be discussing this matter again in commirree in
two years' time. Ve will check to see what has
happened, because there may be reports, there may be
printed papers, but we owe it to the women of the
European Community, more of whom went to the
polls to elect this European Parliament, not only to
produce written documents, but also to ensure that
they have practical consequences.
(Applause from the ldt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Michel.
Mr Michel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I feel that it would
be a good rhing for rhis chorus of female voices ro be
joined by a few male voices. I find rhar, while there
have been thirreen speakers, I am only rhe founh man
to take the floor.
To begrn, I should like ro rhank very sincerely rhe
chairman of the ad 6oc commirtee, Mrs Yvetre Roudy,
for the energy and tenacity with which she has
directed the work of this commir.ree. The problems
raised were exrremely numerous and, for some people,
extremely conrroversial. They formed the subject of
often delicate and sometimes passionate exchanges.
On many basic aspects there was something like a
meetrng of the minds; on others views continue ro
differ, and this is inevitable in a pluralist socrery, and
we must remember this and accept each other's views
if there is to be mutual respecr.
Then, I should like to rhank our general rapporreur,
Mrs Maij-\7eggen, for the report she has laboriously
drawn up with great attention ro detail and for rhis
resolution, which is unfonunately very long, but
which has been submitted to us for consideration with
no clarm ro perfection. I have four remarks to make.
My first remark is addressed ro rhe men here. \7hen
we speak of women 
- 
not only of their status, but
also of rheir role in the society 
- 
it is important to
realize that this role is of decisive imporrance. As I
have often said, and I will say ir again here, man is
formed three times in his life: once by his mother,
once by his wife and once by his children. Conse-
quently) the role played by women is of decisive
imporrance even in a developing society. This must be
appreciared, since even in rhe younger generarion, if
there are changes, I believe that ar rhis level what is
basic nevertheless remains unchanged. Vomen retain
their essential role in the formarion of men.
The second remark I should like ro make is that,
although changes are raking place, women, who have
for too long been considered 'lesser' beings in our
societies, are progressively raking their rightful place,
even if they have nor yer entirely achieved their goal.
'$7'e musr recognize this. The education of girls on the
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one hand and the inregration of women into working,
social, economic, culrural and political life on the
other entail changes which have by no means been
brought to a successful conclusion. All this must
progressively become a facr of human life. Vomen's
rights must be recognized wirh digniry at rhe level of
the individual, of the general public, of the institutions
and of the structures. This is far more easily said than
done unless it is preceded by a significant change of
attitude amon€i men.
The third remark I wish to make concerns the role of
the married couple and that of the family. !7har is
today known as the nuclear family, in other words the
married couple and the children they have 
- 
there
being in our countries very few families encompassing
more than one generation 
- 
still has a basic mission
to accomplish. Present-day society is nor therefore one
in which human beings are juxtaposed, men on rhe
one hand, women on [he orher, and the children as
well. \flhat we have are homes, which are places of
affection, of love, r,,'here children are born, where they
must be able to develop, ro mature, to find a niche in
which their developmenr is guided and conditioned, a
place in which each member of the family shares.
The founh remark I have to make is rhar in contempo-
rary society, ar na[ional and Community level, it is not
therefore a question of replacing rhis niche in which
children develop, but of helping rhe family ro recog-
nize and assume irs responsibilities and of supponing
the family and assisting ir in the tasks it has to
perform. Every member of the family, the married
couple, parenrs, children, musr be helped ro feel their
house is a home, the place where rhey really belong.
Following on from this, I should like to make very
briefly five proposals for action. The first is rhar, if
what we have jusr said is ro be achieved, not only must
the task of the parents, rhe respecrive roles rhey have
to play, be recognized: they must also be provided
with the means to play their role. This raises the prob-
lem of family incomes, family resources, not only for
employees, but also for craftsmen, farmers and all the
self-employed. The development of social policy must
take account of the family aspect and therefore of the
f::r:,rr.O 
by family allowances and social allow-
My second proposal for action: in this sociery and in
particular in its economic and social organization we
face the danger, as a post-industrial society, of finding
that, in the final analysis, the social facilities which
should be installed are, overall, too costly and that the
human being is too expensive to be kept alive, to be
born, to be educated, to manage his own affairs. But if
children are to be educated, the means must be prov-
ided, and for that it is necessary to develop the policy
that is required from the point of view not only of
resources but also of adequate socio-cultural facilities.
In other words, criches, nurseries, kindergartens,
schools and so on.
My third proposal for action is linked to Anicle 3 and
Anicle 117 of the Treaty, the latter stressing 'the need
to promote improved working conditions and an
improved standard of living for workers, so as ro make
possible their harmonization while the improvement is
being maintained'. This means that all the proposals
formulated in paragraphs I ro 12 of the resolution
should be not only retained but also referred to the
appropriate committees so that adequate action can be
taken by them. As regards pay, equal treatment and
social benefits, this would also comply with what rhe
International Labour Organization has called for.
Furthermore, it is right to call for Social Fund inter-
vention to finance vocarional training for women,
particularly those who are going back to work after
completing their tasks as mothers for a period that has
kept them away from such work 
- 
generally between
the ages of 25 and 35.
My fourth proposal for action is more specifically
concerned wirh paragraphs 13, 14 and 15 of the reso-
lurion, which refer to the redistribution of work and
the reduction of working hours. I emphasize this
merely to say that part-time work must be provided
not only for women but also for a whole range of
young people, adults, elderly people and men, who,
for all kinds of reasons, must also be able to enjoy the
benefim of shorter working hours. But let us not have
fresh segregation by reserving part-time work solely
for women. Then, paragraphs 19, 20 and 21 of the
resolution, which concern maternity leave, social facil-
itres and the possibility of resuming work after
completing family tasks, are also deserving of our
attention and in panicular of the attention of the
Commission and the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, which is more directly concerned with
this area.
As regards immigrant women and woinen in develop-
ing countries, not only do I endorse what the resolu-
tion says, but I also feel rhar all the proposals must be
reconsidered with those directly concerned, because it
would obviously be pretentious and out of place for us
to want to settle the problems that affect them without
inviting them to the dialogue.
I conclude, Mr President, viith a fifth proposal for
action. This is a very delicate problem: the fight
against the increasing number of abonions. This
subject is covered by paragraphs 35 and 36 of the reso-
lution in a quite delicate way, alrhough certain transla-
tions have the paragraphs saying exactly the opposite
of what was meant. 'Sflhat we must know and wanr as
responsible members of society is the truth about abor-
tion. There is no victory for anyone, not for the
woman, not for the man and even less for the child
that remains unborn. Abortion represents a failure for
our society 
- 
at individual, family and institutional
level. !fle must therefore do our utmost to preven[ the
sometimes tragic situations which lead to abortion.
They are tragic from a material, social, moral and
psychological point of view. There is therefore a need
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for legislation, paruicularly at national level, to create
an environment which protecr and adequately assists
all women, whatever their social position, who experi-
ence [hese tragic situations, because as a general rule
they can come to terms with the situation with dignity
if they are helped, and the action which must be taken
will enable them to respect life. That must be our
concern now and in the future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
Mr President, as the last speaker has
reminded us, the battle for women's righrc must be
fought above all in the minds of men. The position of
women will never be improved until the way men
think about women is radically altered. Now, Mr
President, the European Parliament is not a confes-
sional. It is not a place for baking the soul or indeed
any other pans of the anatomy, but I have to tell you
that the months I have spent as a member of the ad hoc
committee on '!U'omen's Rights under the chairman-
ship of Mrs Roudy have been an educative process. I
have learned a lot and I do believe that this kind of
topic is properly of concern to the European Parlia-
ment. If v/e can raise the level of public awareness by
reports and debates such as this, I think we will have
done a great deal of good.
'S7'omen today are under intolerable strain. The more
we realize this the more we are likely to seek solutions.
Vomen are asked to be wives and mothers. They have
to look after husbands and families. At the same time
there are almost irresistible social and economic pres-
sures on them to have jobs. I think the evolution in the
role of women is probably the most important social
development of this century, and ir is right that the
European Community should use all the instruments
at its disposal to further this process.
The Maij-\Teggen Report outlines the most important
steps that need to be taken. It is an imaginative docu-
ment. Some people think it is too imaginative, but that
is not my view. It is absolutely crucial that legislation
on equal pay and equal treatment be implemented. I
warmly support also those sections of the repon which
deal with better work-sharing between men and
women. !flhy, for example, can we not organize our
social and economic lives so that men can actually be
more active in bringing up children? Sfeaking person-
ally as the father of four children, some of them grown
up, I would have welcomed provision for parental
leave for fathers, as proposed. More seriously, I do
realize in retrospect that I could have done much more
than I did.
There are apparently some controversial elements in
this report, for example, those relating to contracep-
tion and abonion. Frankly I find those sections quite
acceptable. Indeed the report would be diminished
without them. If the evolution in the position of
women has been one of the most significant historical
facts of this century, women's abiliry to control their
own fertility has been crucial in this process. I have
always believed that knowledge and information about
family planning services should be widespread at all
levels of the population and that those services them-
selves should be readily available. And let us be clear
that that is not the case at the moment in several
Community countries. By the same token.I think we
must recognize the intolerable damage 
- 
mental and
physical 
- 
that can be produced by illegal back-street
abortions where contraception fai[s. Any pressure
which can be brought to bear through Community
instruments on those Member States where abortion
legislation is still unsatisfactory is, to my mind, wholly
justified.
I have never taken rhe view thar the EEC is narrowly
concerned with economic policies. It is a dynamic
construction. 'W'e are trying to build a Europe of citi-
zens 
- 
men and women 
- 
and we have to be
concerned with living and working conditions in the
broadest possible sense.
By the same token we cannot focus exclusively on the
position. of women within the Community. It is not
neo-raclsm or neo-rmperialism to sugges[ that
Community aid be also examined, amongst other
things, from the point of view of whether or not it
helps to improve the position of women in recipient
countries. In all the sessions of Mrs Roudy's commit-
tee, I attended no single fact struck me more forcefully
than the report given in evidence to us that Commu-
nity money 
- 
EEC money, Lom6 money 
- 
was
being used to finance a hospiml in Mogadishu where
female circumcision was still carried out.
Now, of course, this is a wide-ranging document 
- 
it
is a wide-ranging subject. 'S7'e are dealing with half the
population of Europe. The present economic situation
does not provide us with an excuse for soft-pedalling
any of the measures proposed in this report on the
grounds that the economy as a whole, or individual
firms, will not be able to afford them. On the contrary,
the present economic crisis is pushing us now into a
radical rethinking of the rype of economic and social
structures we need. It is pushing us towards a revolu-
tion, aided by technology, in our working conditions
and working attitudes, and I do believe that if we can
actually incorporate into that new thinking a proper
awareness of the role and potential conrribution of
women at all levels, we shall produce nor jusr a heal-
thier society but a healthier economy as well.
President. 
- 
In
the debate.
vlew of the time we must interrupt
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4. Approoal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
I remind the House that President Anwar al Sadat will
address the Members of the European Parliame,nt at
3.30 p.m.1
Ve shall therefore resume our business at 4.30 p.m.
The sitting is suspended.
(The sitting was suspended at I p.n. and resumed at 4.30
p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR GONELTA
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed. I call Mr Boyes
on a point of order.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Mr President, I wish you as President
of this Parliament to protest on behalf of some
Members of this Parliament at [he way they were
treated this afternoon by what I can only call thugs in
the Luxembourg security.
This afternoon a number of colleagues of mine were
trying to get to this Parliament across the bridge from
the Holiday Inn which ar one stage was blocked by
security forces. !fle produced passes to show that we
were Members of the Parliament and also represented
very strongly that Sadat was in fact coming to talk to
Members of the Parliament and there was no logic to
a situation where security forces prevented Members
of Parliament from getting rc this Chamber. If we had
not been carrying our passes with photographs and
description then one could understand security forces
not taking any iisks.
However, the security forces, I think, exceeded their
brief with what I can only call violence. One of the
people rushed at us with a rifle and in fact hit one of
the female Members of this Parliament in the ribs with
the butt of a rifle. I believe that that behaviour is not
warranted, is not justified and is despicable.
(Cries of Hear, Hear !)
And I have said today that I shall have to think very
seriously about whether I shall ever come to Luxem-
bourg again for a meeting after being treated in such a
way. I understand when someone like Sadat is visiting
this Parliament that there has to be a certain amount
of security, but that does not excuse thuggery and
behaviour such as I and my colleagues had to experi-
ence today, and I want to protest to you, Mr Presi-
dent, about that behaviour. I hope that the President
of this Parliameru will protest to the security forces at
the way they acted.
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, I sympathize fully with your
protest and I can only deplore the incident.
As you request at the end of your statement, I shall
cenainly inform the President so that the necessary
sreps can be taken [o ensure that such incidpnts do not
occur a8aln.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I too should like
to protest against the tough and violent atti[ude
adopted by the security services, whoever they may be,
towards Members of Parliament. Mr President, I
protest in particularly strong terms because we parlia-
mentarians have been called on to listen to President
Sadat without being consulted beforehand. '!7e knew
nothing about this. Everything was decided without
any respect for parliamentary rules. '!7e were faced
with a fait lcconpli. Mr President, having heard Presi-
dent Sadat's excellent statement, I find it easier to say
again that, just as we are not allowed here to summon
taxi dancers, male or female, we cannot allow
ourselves to be summoned like taxi parliamentarians.
Not only have we been summoned without being
consulted, without even being informed, but some of
us have also been beaten up by those who have no
understanding of the seriousness of parliamentary
ritual and what it entails. The police, whether they be
in Strasbourg, Brussels or Luxembourg, must ensure
that parliamentarians are able to do their dury with
dignity. And if that is not yet accepted, Mr President,
either the Presidency should change its way of doing
things or Parliament should change its Presidenry.
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella I have already stated that
rhe chair deplores incidents of this sort and that I shall
personally refer the matter so that the necessary steps
can be taken.
I call Mr Lomas.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
\flith respect, Mr President, since I
was one of the three Members who were assaulted byI See Annex.
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the police in a most unnecessary manner on this
bridge, I would like a further assurance nor jusr [har
you will see, through Madam Veil, that rhis does nor
happen again, but rhat in fact a very full investigation
will be made not only into the manner in which the
police acted and who gave [hem the instrucrions to acr
to prevent Members from carrying our their duties,
but also into the brutal way in which they did ir. It was
only when Mr Tindemans also arrived on the bridge
that for some reason we were then allowed through. I
think it is quite deplorable and somerhing musr be
done and a full investigation made.
(Applause from certain quarters)
President, 
- 
I can give an assurance that the Bureau
will institute an investigation with a view to taking
whatever steps are necessary.
I call Mrs Ewing on a point of order.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
\7as the MEP who conducted the
mini-demonstration in order in this House or was he
out of order? If he was in order, then this House could
be reduced [o chaos because we could all wave our
slogans and our flags, during anybody's speech.
(Applause)
If, Mr President, on the other hand, he was out of
order, what consequences follow now? I have only got
experience of eight years in one Parliament 
- 
!7'est-
minster 
- 
and five years in this Parliament, but I have
always understood rhat when people were out of order
in a serious way, consequences followed: in'l7estmin-
ster the minor one was naming the Member; the other
ones were suspension of the Member for varying
periods of time and even, I believe, incarceration in
the Tower of London was there as a possibilityl
(Applause)
I believe my questron is a
faced up to by this forum
Members.
serious one and must be
in the interesm of all the
In any event, even outside of regular sittings, the Pres-
ident must ensure that demonstrations which everyone
deplores do not take place.
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Although we are all ,convinced
that there is no need for a change of President, I can
say one thing to Mr Pannella, and rhat is that we are
now convinced thar words should be said in rhe right
places in certain countries to get rhem ro change their
elected representatives. I have che agenda here. It
refers to a formal sitting, and thar complies wirh the
Rules of Procedure. I am sorry, but it should not say
'formal sitting' if that does not comply with the Rules
of Procedure.
Rule 10(a) states that the President may move that
Parliament pass a vote of censure which shall automat-
ically involve immediate exclusion from the Chamber
and suspension from two to five days. I find Mr
Capanna's attirude unspeakable and degrading to fiis
House, and I hope that the Presidency will take
advantage of Rule 10(a) to exclude him for four days
starting today.
(Sustained applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Langes.
Mr Langes. 
- 
(D) I am also referring to the Rules of
Procedure, Mr Capanna. Perhaps you could sit down
for a moment. \7e alI know you are so importanr rhar
you may always speak to rhe Rules of Procedure here.
I am addressing [he House for rhe first time in my life.
I should like to tell the honourable Members that I in
no way feel that the security forces resrrict my free-
dom. I would ask Members not to play up this affair
and whine about ir so much. As we all know, President
Sadat's life is undoubtedly among the most threatened
in this world, because he has enough enemies on all
sides whose sole object is to murder him. \fle should
not attach such importance to this incidenr.
(Applause)
The President can, of course, bring the incidenr to rhe
attention of the Luxembourg security services, who
have certainly not had an easy job ro do. Bur, ladies
and gentlemen, I really must appeal to you nor to spoil
this imponant hour here in Parliamenr with subse-
quent petty reactions. I share the view that Mr
Capanna did not contribute to our honour and dig-
nity. To Mr Galland I would say rhis: as you know, in
the age of absolutism court jesters were kepr to speak
words of wisdom. Ve do not have any absolute rulers
any more, but democracy. Perhaps we should employ
a court jester to speak words of stupidiry. I would
therefore refrain from raking any special disciplinary
action against him.
(Applause and laughter)
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, you have raised rhe ques-
tion whether cerrain deplorable acrions, such as those
which took place, are conrrary to the Rules of Proce-
dure.
I would poinr out thar, in rhe case of President Sadat's
address, Parliament had assembled simply for a cere-
mony which preceded this sirting which in fact
formally opened ar 4.30 p.m. The case is unprece-
dented and therefore nor covered by the Rules of
Procedure.
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President. 
- 
I call lr{r Kellett-Boqrman.
Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, on a point of
order: when I got here yesterday I was given a circular
from rhe Quaestors saying that due to a visit by the
President of Egypt there would be some small incon-
venience to Members, so I was not unduly surprised
this afternoon to find that police were blocking off the
little bridge by the building. It seemed to me to be
perfectly normal for the p6ople charged with security
ro wanr to stop members of the public etc. from being
on a bridge below which a distinguished person was
gorng to pass. I did not see any Members molested 
-I saw Members politely refused passage, even [hough
they showed their passes. I did hear what I think to be
objectionable and challenging language from Mr
Lomas; to look at men in uniform and say 'typrcal
Fascist' to my mind is provocative.
(Applause)
I would not like this matter which concerns Members'
dignity to go any further than the plaintive publicity-
seeking complaint of Mr Lomas.
(Applausefrom the European Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley on a point of order'
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, you said today that the
sitting with President Sadat was not a plenary sitting,
and therefore the rules did not apply. If any Member
of this Assembly had wanted to protest verbally over
his visit, would that then have been in order? I think
that you need to rectify this ruling and let Members
know how they can act within their righm. No
Member of this Assembly, as far as I know, was
consulted as to whether President Sadat should
address this Assembly or not, and I cenainly in the
future, Sir, give you notice that when other eminent
gentlemen are asked to this Assembly, I will make my
Protest ln my own way, at my own tlme'
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tolman.
Mr Tolman. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I realize that if
someone makes a complaint, he can enforce his right
to an investigation, but I also passed over the bridge
today. I was not molested in any way, and the behav-
iour of those who are responsible for the safety of us
all was correct in every respect. I felt I should say this
after the remarks that have been made about this inci-
dent. The Members of Parliament must not be chil-
dish, of course, but appreciate the situation as it is. I
should not like to see a slur cast unnecessarily on those
who are responsible for the safery both of the Presi-
dent of Egypt and of us all.
(Applausefrom the cenne and the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Roudy on a point of order.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) After Mr Sadat's statement, every-
one felt very frustrated, because we all obviously
wanted a debate. That is a normal reaction. But provi-
sion had not been made for this debate, and that is all
there is to say about it. 1U7e shall therefore have to
make provision for it and hold it, but we cannot allow
this kind of collective outburst which we are now
witnessing and which makes no sense.
I too could tell you what happened to me as I crossed
the road or passed through a door, but that is not
worthy of this Assembly. Arrange for a debate on the
itatement Mr Sadat has made here, yes, enter it in the
agenda. This Assembly needs such a debate, and it is
pro.ring so at this moment, but do not sabotage our
proceedings, which have been awaited by many people
who have done a Breat deal of work for the debate on
the position of women. I therefore ask you, Mr Presi-
den[, to give assurances to those who ask to speak on
Mr Sadat's statement, tell them that a serious debate
on that sratement will be arranged, and let us get on
with the agenda. All this is childish.
(App I aus e from a ariou s q uarte rs )
President. 
- 
I intend to respect the right of every
Member to rable procedural motions.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) I accept Mrs Roudy's invitation
and will refrain from expanding on my reference to
the Rules of Procedure. I will just say I hope Mr
Galland has a good time during his visit to Italy' Mr
Galland, you may succeed in convincing us to vote
orherwise. But for the moment we are committed to
getting France to change its king and you your court.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I feel that a
further word of protest would not be'out of place, a
protest against the way in which parliamentary custom
is being flouted by those opposite. It is felt disciplinary
action must be taken against the right of freedom of
expression which every Member has, and the right of
representatives to access to this Chamber is brushed
aside as petry childishness. Mr President, perhaps it
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has norhing ro do with the place where we meet,
perhaps we can think ourselves lucky that we are
meeting here today for rhe lasr time, bur there musr be
a thorough investigarion inro this incidenr.
President. 
- 
I call Ms Clwyd.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I simply wish to confirm
the version given you by orher Members of the
obstruction of Members of Parliamenr arrempring ro
come to this building this afternoon. 'We were
obstru.cted by the oolice. I understand that when there
ls an lmportant visitor we must- have regulations and
security. However, I do not accept rhar, after we had
left in plenty of time ro come [o rhis meering, we
should have been physically obsrructed on the
approach ro this building. I personally was pushed
twice by a 6ft 3in. policeman, which was quite unne-
cessary. I eventually reraliated, Mr President, by
punching him back.
(Loud cries)
Mr President, I am sorry that the people who do not
wish to hear the true version of events are now trying
to shout me down. I am rrying to keep cool; I am
trying to give you an accurate impression of what
happened. I was twice assaulrcd by rhat parricular
policeman. I eventually punched him back. Now it is
not normally in my narure ro assault others physically,
certainly nor people bigger rhan myself, bur I believe
that these security forces on this occasion exceeded
their duty, and I would like you, Mr President, to
assure us that a proper investigacion will be carried
out.
(Mixed reactions)
Mrs De March. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, rhe contribu-
tion we have to make ro this debate is not a gratuirous
act, but a serious act and also an act of reflection,
designed to bring abour some progress. According ro
our analysis of rhe situation, the posirion of women
cannot. be improved if rhe class struggle in Europe is
ignored.
The morion for a resolution ubled bv the ad boc
commitree righrly und'erlines how lirtle alrenrion is
paid by the European Community to rhe position of
women in Greece, Spain and Portugal. Funhermore,
pathetically little space in this repon has been devored
to [his aspecr of enlargement and to irs implications for
the lives of women, and thar, we feel, is not mere coin-
cidence.
There is in rhe European Assembly a broad consensus
embracing all shades of political opinion excepr rhe
French and Greek members of rhe Communist and
Allies Group, who are resolurely opposed to enlarge-
ment and who publicize the implicarions of enlarge-
ment for the lives of the people.
It was not mere chance that our group was the only
one to draw the ad boc committee's awenrion ro a
study concerning the posirion of Greek, Spanish and
Ponuguese women.
'!7e contributed statements and practical proposals to
the work of the ad Doc committee, conrrary ro what
has been said in rhis Chamber.
Commissioner Natali, for his pan, has said that, by
acceding ro the Community, rhe applicant counrries
accepted whar had previously been achieved by the
Community and referred ro rexrs and direcdves aimed
at ensuring equal rights for women. I should like rc
c.omment on rhis. The pile of narional and Community
directives on the equaliry of men and women conrrasm
starkly wirh the slowness with which rhese direcrives
are in fact implemented. The slowness of the process
should be compared with rhe speed with which
Community decisions are taken to sacrifice crucial
sectors of the economies of the ten Community coun-
tries 
- 
examples being rhe iron and steel, shipbuilding
and textile industries and the grubbing up of vines 
-and the haste with which negodations on enlargement
are conducred. \7hen it comes to destroying a national
economic base, ro gerring rid of human capacities, ro
blocking narional aids, the Commission and go'rern-
ments are quick to implement directives. Time is then
an imponanr facror because a[ [he end of the road
there is profir for the big companies.
This debate on the righrs of women in the Communiry
is not for us or for me an academic debate. Ve see it
in, terms of our age, of life, and of the struggles in
which women are engaged, above all in my own coun-
try. And very little is said abour these struggles today,
struggles in which we actively join in our regions, to
defend the right to work and the dignity of women, ro
5. Agenda
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
On behalf of the chairman of the
Committee on Youth, Culrure, Education, Informa-
tion and Sporr and as rapporreur I request thar my
report on youth acriviries (Doc. 1-826/80) be held
over until the next pan-session.
(Parliament approoed tbis request)
6. Position of oom.en in the Community (continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the conrinuation of the
debate on the Maij-Veggen reporr. (Doc. 1-829180).
I call Mrs De March.
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force the withdrawal of policies of austerity and inte-
gration, which aggravate 
- 
and we have the figures to
support this 
- 
all the inequalities and all the discrimi-
nation.
Yes, there is inequaliry in this respect. And why?
Because it is in the interests of a few privileged people
who see their governments, represented in this Assem-
bly, taking action to perpetuate reactionary attitudes
on unemployment amonB women, inequality in educa-
tion and a woman's right to choose or terminate preg-
nancy. Training, promotion and all the rest of it are
the bill to be paid in a world firmly in the hands of big
money. Victor Hugo wrote in Les Chitiments;'Vith-
out respite, night and day, in the world in which we
live/Like grapes men are crushed/And the gold
emerges from the press.'
Today's presses are also used to crush women, who
account for one third of the working population in
Europe but 49. 8 % of the unemployed. Vhere is
there freedom of choice? Vhat a loss for the develop-
ment of human society. Vhat a waste of intelligence,
of a source of creativity. Vomen's right to work
comes up against the presses of modern dmes which
are known as restructuring, austerity policies and
redundancies, these choices of another age which
result in hundreds of thousands of women in Europe
facing poverty, humiliation and exploitation and in
their remaining economically dependent. That is what
really 
.ieopardizes the human adventure, to which a
speaker referred this morning. 'We have the figures,
the hard facts on the position of Greek, Ponuguese
and Spanish women. But no one quotes them here. So
I will quote some of them.
In Spain women account for 29 % of the working
populadon and almost 4 0/o are unemployed. In Portu-
gal, unemployment among women in industry
amounts to 40 0/o;38 % of adult women are illiterate,
and in some cases women receive half the salaries paid
ro men. In Greece, what progress awaits women in
agriculture, 42 0/o of whom work in the field, when
the plan is to do away with large numbers of small and
medium-sized farms in the years to come? 'What
progress can we expect when it is the multinarional
companies and the banks that are rushing into these
three countries, because the female workforce is open
to ruthless exploitation, with differences in wage levels
of particular interest for their profit levels. Enlarge-
ment, gentlemen, has nothing to do with the interests
of the women in our countries or the women in the
applicant countries. I would add, since this is referred
to in the report by the Council, that women in the
developing countries cannot expect to benefit in any
way either. Furthermore, the governments of the ACP
countries themselves feel that enlargement can only
create new obstacles to their development.
'!7'e therefore call, in the interests of women, for an
immediate stop to these negotiations on enlargement,
the most advanced aspect of which just happens to
concern the movement of capital, which is an essential
factor. The grubbing up of vines, fruit trees and vege-
tables, massive impons, that is what we are witnessing
in our regions, not to speak of the closure of firms
which employ women. All that is contrary to women's
interests. But, of course, about all that Mrs Martin, on
behalf of Giscardian women, cares little.
In a world which is changing, at a time when nations
are gaining their freedom and independence, a time of
revolutions, a time when mankind can prevent world
wars, one of the most outstanding adyances in our
history is the movement of women towards liberation.
They no longer accept servitude, reactionary attitudes,
they choose to continue the struggle to achieve equal-
ity in every field. And we are at their side. But the
motion for a resolution before us, the outcome of a
compromise, contains little of this breath of life, this
struggle, this irreversible change.
As the French members of the Communist and Allies
Group see it, there will be no improvement in the posi-
tion of women in the Community without those
concepts of which litde has been heard this morning:
social justice, new freedom, democracy, dignity and
respect for every woman and every man. There will be
no improvement in the position of women without a
resoluge struggle for disarmament, peace, cooPeration,
unless a halt is called to the monstrous waste of the
arms race and the plans to si[e neutron bombs and
missiles in Europe. Now is the time for real aid to the
developing peoples, to the children who die of hunger
in their millions throughout the world. No, I do not
think that women lack the courage to win freedom for
themselves, because they have the same taste and apti-
rude for happiness as men. As for us, we have chosen
to put on record this line by the poet Aragon: ''!7'oman
is man's future.'
(Applausefrom certain quarters on tbe left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, this is the first time that the position of women
has been debated at this length in our Parliament. Our
Assembly, or at least many of its Members, is anxious
to show the great interest it takes in a number of prob-
lems which women encounter every day, problems
which must give rise to wider-ranging objectives, for
which our Community bears responsibility, the objec-
tive of constructing a society with a human dimension
as much for women as for men. The speakers who
have preceded me have paid tribute to the serious
work that has been done by the ad hoc Committee on
\7omen's Righm, and I should like to join them in
rheir compliments.
It is rcday absolutely essential for women to be more
closely involved in socio-economic life, cultural life
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and political life and for all rhe problems affecdng the
position of women to be discussed objectively. In
France, Mrs De March, 200 measures have been
adoprcd this year ro reduce and eliminate all inequali-
ties based on sex. Thar is a positive srar.emenr. Can thar
be matched anywhere else in Europe? A great effon
has been made, even if the objectives ser in rhe rexts
have in fact by no means been achieved. Unfortun-
ately, we all find thar adopring legislarion is not
enough to change artirudes: laws and even Commu-
nity direcrives are nor always properly implemented
despite the evidenr goodwill of their authors. There
are still too many resrricrions and roo much hesirancy.
This must go, and we apply ourselves to this task every
day. As we know, even rhough equality is sripulated in
the legislation, ir is far from being a facr, and it is by
taking continuous acrion, taking action every day and.
using our powers of persuasion that we shall overcome
the obstacles that lie in our way.
In the few minutes allotted ro me, I should like ro try
to convince this Assembly of the need for rhe work of
rhe ad Eoc Committee on Vomen's Rights to be
continued by a proper, standing committee on women,
which we would like ro see se[ up pursuant to che
provisions of Rule 37 of the Rules of Procedure of our
Assembly. The 110 or so amendmenrs tabled to rhe 55
paragraphs of the morion for a resolution demonstrate
the will of our Parliamenr ro esnblish rhe wide-rang-
ing policy giving women and men a better opportunity
to combine employment and work in rhe home, and
panicularly for those women who have voluntarily
decided ro go our. ro work or ro cooperare with rheir
husbands where rhe latter are crafrsmen, members of a
liberal profession or the heads of family firms. And I
should like ro pur various quesrions to this Parliament:
who will ensure rhe actual implemenrarion of all the
measures proposed in rhe motion for a resolution
which has been submitted to us for our approval?
\7hat point would the suggesrions made in rhe morion
for a resolution have if no acrion was raken on [hem
and if no checks were possible? The Maij-Veggen
report exists. Ir must be followed up by acdon that is
very much ro the benefir of women. But who will
make up what might be called a pressure group ro
ensure above all thar rhe Member Srates enforce rhe
provisions contained in the directives? Vhich body
will lend an artenrive ear ro rhe ideas expressed by
European women? \7ho will be responsible for consi-
dering the possible implications of rhe proposed direc-
tives, of rhe recommendations and regularions on lhe
position of women in Europe that have been pur
forward by Parliament? Only a standing commiiree
can assume rhese responsibilities. \(e have a duty to
seize the opponunity and again take the acrion [ha[
will allow solutions to be found ro the many problems
women face, withouc waiting unril rhe next elections
to our European Parliament in 1984.
And if this Parliament elecred by direcr universal
suffrage really inrends to take action ro rhe benefit of
women, it must really do somerhing for them. Any
solution but a sranding commirree would only be evad-
ing the issue or an illusion which might prove danger-
ous when we consider rhe opposition of several poliri-
cal groups ro rhe setting up of a commirtee of rhis
kind. Do you believe it is necessary ro wair ru/o years
before again considering the problems encountered by
women in the Communiry? !7ould thar not be a policy
of burying one's head in the sand and refusing to look
reality in rhe face for rwo years? Two years are both a
long and a shon rime. Is there not a danger thar the
position of women will worsen in an economic crisis,
which as we know only too well, is making it difficult
to create jobs? The Liberal and Democratic Group
canno[ agree ro a worsening of the present position of
vomen in Europe.
I will conclude by saying, ladies and genrlemen, rhar
we hope thar this Maij-Veggen repon will be adopted
by Parliamenr, because ir musr be remembered that the
problem of women's rights is a problem thar affects all
the Member States and those who will be joining us
soon. Ir is nor something which concerns only the
regions, development and cooperarion: ir is a common
problem, which has implicarions at social level. It is a
problem which grows as [ime passes, a problem which
has prompred the UN to spend ren years studying it.
Parliament would look foolish if ir settled for a mere
working pany, which would break up rhis very day.
Have you thought, ladies and genrlemen, of rhe effects
of Community policy on rhe development of rhe posi-
tion of women? Only a smnding committee can
contemplate action aimed ar eliminating the discrimi-
natory measures that too many women still encounter.
At the end of this major debate we are counring on
you, ladies and genrlemen, ro ser up rhis committee
this week and to endow it with the material means thar
will allow ir to work in satisfacrorv conditions.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Miss De Valera.
Miss De Valera. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, my dear
colleagues, I wish to thank Mrs Maij-l7eggen for her
resolution on rhe position of women in rhe Commu-
nity. I welcome her suggesrion rhat the Commission
must ensure a genuine Community policy in favour of
women, in which na[ional measures will be coordi-
nated and, where necessary, supporrs provided for the
measures envisaged by means of finance from the
future Social Fund for Vomen. It is also of major
imponance rhat informarion on financing from the
Furopean Social Fund for projecrc designed ro
improve rhe position of women should be dissemi-
nated throughout the Community. I welcome rhe fact
that vocational training for women is given such
prominence in rhis resolution, for if present atritudes
towards rhe role of women in society are ro change,
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the first step musr be through our educarional system.
A specific educarional policy is indispensable for the
creation of equal opportunities for women, and such a
policy must play a viral role in the sruggle against
unemployment of women and young people.
I would just like ro rurn ro some specific poinrs, Mr
President. I support rhe Single 'Women's Association
in my country in its wish to see scime recognirion
being given to those single women who willingly
sacrifice their careers and pensions ro look afrer
elderly relatives and receive no remunerarion for rheir
services, although looking after their relatives at home
is a considerable saving ro rhe Stare. I call on the
Commission to supporr this panly rhrough Commu-
niry funding. It would also be of great assisrance ro
this category of women if retraining courses were
improved and the presenr upper age limit for entering
the courses lifted.
I was disappointed to nore rhar there was no concrere
proposal in Mrs Maij-\Teggen's report on paymenr or
remunerarion for women who wish to work at home.
This is a poinr which was also made by my colleague,
Mr Lalor. Rather than downgrading the posirion of
those women who have freely chosen to give up their
careers to work in rhe home, we should acknowledge
this great contribution ro the community by some
form of remunerarion to the housewife. Very many
young married women in my constiruency of Dublin
live in large housing estares in areas where the builders
and local aurhoriries have put little or no rhoughr inro
the planning of faciliries for the families who live
there. I call on rhe Commission to promote berter
child-care facilities, especially in over-populared urban
areas, by setting up criches which can be used by
working morhers whether rhey work within or outside
the home.
Ir was with regret rhar I read paragraph 35 of this
resolution, which encourages Member Srares of the
Community to provide abortion faciliries, while at the
same time drawing up uniform legislation on rhe
voluntary termination of pregnancy in the Commu-
nity. I, on behalf of my constituents, could in no way
support this proposal. It is unforrunare rhar this secrion
on health care, with particular reference ro para-
graph 35, was included in this resolution. .We, in the
Group of European Progressive Democrars, feel thar
the Commission is not competent to deal with such
mat[ers and has no right to propose the harmonization
of legislation on contraception and abortion in
Member States. As these are exclusively matrers of
conscience, each Member State may take a different
point of view on the basis of its cultural and ethical
past. Decisions on such matters must be left to the
national parliaments and governments. Personally, I
think it a BteaL pity rhat the question of abortion was
raised in the resolurion, for it diverts the arrenrion
from those questions regarding women's affairs over
which the European Parliament has competence. Like
my colleague Mr Lalor, I do not agree with this
section on health care, but with the exception of this
section, the report is highly commendable and, if
implemented, would greatly improve the situation of
women in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(EL) Mr President, the subject
under discussion today in the European Parliament is
one of those subjects where the European Parliament's
opinion and initiative can have important consequ-
ences for all the peoples of Europe. The European
Parliament can make a significant contribution to the
question of living conditions and to the future of
women in all European countries; it can mobilize
public opinion, influence the traditional attitudes of
our peoples and, finally, influence the decisions taken
by the Community's institutions and national gov'ern-
ments. Therefore we attach great importance to the
debate which is taking place today and we hope that
the results of this debate will form the basis for further
investigarion by one of Parliamenr's organs which will
keep a check on the developments which are being
made in all the member countries. More particularly,
as regards the subject of the srtuation of women in
Greece, I must say that while there has been progress
in recent decades 
- 
and in this I refer to all that my
colleague of the New Democracy Party, Mr Bournias,
said a lirtle earlier 
- 
I can categorically state that the
results are unsatisfactory. The rate of progress is unac-
ceptably slow and this is borne out by the fact that
amongst us twenty-four representatives of the Greek
people there are no women in the two larger groups.
This is indicative of the way thar women are absent
from important duties and high offices in our country.
But what I want to pay particular a[tention to is the
fact which most characteristically highlights the
seriousness of the problem in Greece, namely that rhe
percentage of women who work is only 28 % of the
number of women who are of working age, while the
corresponding percentage in the Communiry is 40 0/0.
This means that in order for us to reach a level of
employment for women corresponding to the level in
most countries of the Community an additional
100 000 jobs must be provided in the coming years
over and above the increase in jobs called for to
improve the employment situation in Greece. Conse-
quently, we must continue our attempm to bring about
progress for women and improve their living condi-
tions. I must point out, however, that there are serious
aspects to this issue which are still unsettled.
Amongst these are the reforms needed in civil law. Mr
Bournias, my colleague in the New Democracy Pany,
said that there have been many studies, but the studies
and reports, in spite of their being exrremely well-
founded, have still not materialized into any reforms
in the field of civil law, and this delay is a great cause
for concern. I also want to add rhar there has been a
substantial delay in ensuring rhat women receive equal
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pay for equal work. Likewise, and this is something I
want to stress, women's progress in professional
careers has been slow and, finaily, there have been
delays in drawing up legislation for an integrated
system of measures to protect women and their righrc
in the field of maternity. This latter point is a particu-
larly serious matter.
It is essential that 
.all Greek women, and especially
Greek peasant women, should be immediately entitled
to a maternity allowance and a system should be set up
establishing independent righm to social security to
which all Greek women are entitled regardless of
whether they are peasants or live in the urban areas. I
also want to refer very briefly to rhe comments which
Mrs de March made. It is quite true thar the siruation
of women depends to a very large extent on the rare of
economic growth, and rhis brings me ro the poinr
where I must remind you that the fundamental aim of
the European Community's policy in all spheres is to
speed up the development of the less developed areas
of the Community. It is quite clear that this policy is of
Breat interest to Greece. For this reason I want to
emphasize that it is essential not only that this morion
should pass through all its stages in the parliamenrary
process, but also that there is a need for an effecrive
and strong regional policy throughout the whole of
the European Community. I also want ro srress rhe
importance of the remarks made by the Commission's
representative, Mr Richards, who poinrcd out how
important it is to strengthen and regenerate develop-
ment. in the whole of the Communiry. General
economic and social progress wrthin the European
Community provide rhe basis for us ro overcome the
serious difficulties facing us in our attempr to bring
about equality for women wirh men in basic social
tasks and an improvement in rhe posirion of women in
all European countries.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
First of all, Mr President, I like tojoin with my colleagues on rhe Ad Hoc Vorking
Commirtee in congratulating Mrs Roudy for the very
hard work she pur in to chairing thar committee, and
Mrs Maij-!trfleggen for the splendid report she pro-
duced. I cannot, of course, agree with every single pan
of that report. In some places I would have gone
further; in other places I would nor have gone as far.
But Mrs Maij-Veggen showed immense parience and
immense ability throughour the year and I would like
to congratulate her upon rhar.
I would also like to say rhar I think the way in which
Mrs de March decided that she would dissent from
what was being said was quite disgraceful in view of
the fact the French Communists appeared very rarely
indeed ar rhose meerings. If they are going ro make
rhetorical statements abour progress for the women of
the Communiry, then they really musr do the hard
work which is entailed, instead of jusr making state-
ments. Progress requires work and it requires
conscientiousness, and that simply was nor presenr.
Had the strictures not come from Mrs de March I
would not have mentioned it. However it does seem ro
me that her position is like rhat of a whited sepulchre
and that is something I do not accept parricularly as it
contrasts with the very hard work done by Mrs Squar-
cialupi on that committee.
However, having sald that, Mr Presidenr, I would like
to come to the main point of what I have to say. That
is first of all that, if there is one thing that is absolutely
clear in the Treaty of Rome 
- 
and this is not always
realized in the United Kingdom 
- 
it is Article 119.
You can have your theological arguments about other
articles, but thar article is unequivocal and clear. It is
little noticed largely because it has a relatively small
part in the budget. Yet in the provisions from the three
directives which have come from the Commission
there has been a tremendous advance for women
within the Community. Vhen I came to examine over
this last year what the Communiry had done, what the
Qommunity had put into practice in terms of directives
and then examined what Member Sta[e, and in panicu-
lar my own Member State, had done, I came to realize
for the first time that in fact the Communiry was well
ahead of the individual Member States in this area. I
think that is very important ro realize this.
Indeed, my own country is currenrly being raken ro
the European Coun at Luxembourg and in every case
women are winning justice. Unlike Enoch Powell, I
would not call going ro the European Court treachery.
I would call it common sense fighring for justice. I
thank the Commission for the part thar it has played
so far.
I would like to concentrate upon one of rhe directives
which is not due to be implemented until 1984 and
which is mentioned very prominently in the resolurion:
equal treatment where social securiry is concerned. Ir
is there above all that women are disadvanraged, espe-
cially in rhe United Kingdom, in a quite disgraceful
way.
First of all the presumption is that wives are financially
dependent upon their husbands. Thar is rhe assumprion
in United Kingdom law. Therefore it leaves a psychol-
ogical disposition which is essentially paternalistic. It is
that sort of psychological atdtude which we, as men,
as well as the women in the Communiry, musr fight
against.
Let us just look at a few of the results of this. I hope
thar the Commission will examine it very carefully and
will be prepared to take the Unired Kingdom ro the
European Court once again when the direcrive comes
into full force. First of all there is unemploymenr bene-
fim. In fact even before that rhere is the whole ques-
tion of unemployment. Female unemployment rares in
my constituency in the city cenrre of Leeds and in
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places like Batley, which have seen a rapid decline in
the textile industry, are approaching 40 0/0. Yer this is
totally disguised in the way in which we collect our
figures. I would pu[ ro you rhat it is not merely
morally reprehensible but is sheer moral turpitude.
\7here a single mother is out of work for up ro a year
she can collect unemployment benefit, bur once she
has been out of work for over a year, she can no
longer do so. And therefore many of the expressions
that we have in the report that say rhat we wanr the
man or the women to be able to choose how they
work and who goes out to work are, in effect, nulli-
fied by this. Single men do nor have rhis sort of rhing
happening to them bur married v/omen do 
- 
there is a
clear case of discrimination and injustice here.
I would also say on this particular theme, in regard ro
the single mother, that if I were to meer, for insrance,
Miss Hooper and her four children 
- 
assuming that
she had four children 
- 
in the srreet and I said, 'come
along and have a coffee' and bought her supposed
children lemonade, then in fact, in the United King-
dom, she would be liable ro having that deducted from
her benefit. If on the other hand, she came along and
saw me, a single parent, wirh my four children and
bought me drinks, then that would nor be deducted
from mine. This is a clear absurdity.
Although it is only a \.ery small example, it is indicadve
of a much more serious situation. If we take disable-
ment and sickness 
- 
and I must perforce, Mr Presi-
dent, go through these quickly as I see my time is
running out 
- 
we find exactly the same thing happen-
ing. A married man who gives up his job in order to
look afrcr his aged parents who are sick and disabled is
entitled to an attendance allowance; a married woman
who gives up her job for the same reason, no marter
how vital that incomes is, is not allowed ro have that
attendance allowance. Similarly, if a man receives a
disabiliry allowance, he receives it at a 50 0/o rate. lf a
women who is married receives it, she receives a.rare
dependent upon how much housework she can do.
She is assessed. So they go round and they look and
they see how much hoovering she can do, and how
much mopping; the same does not apply'to men.
If we look at retirement pensions we find exactly the
same lack of equal rreatment. I therefore think it
crucial that when this directive comes into full force,
rhe Commission should set about examining its own
initiative 
- 
not waiting for the Council of Ministers
to say we are doing ir wrongly, but of im own initiative
- 
what is really happening.
I would now like to say a few quick words about the
developing countries: Dame Sheila Roberts said this
morning that we should not on any account discuss
this since it is ourcide our terms of reference. It seems
to me that that is utterly and absolutely wrong. Under
the provisions of the Treaty we should perhaps not
have been listening to President Sadat today, and yet it
was absolutely right that we did so. Under the Lom6
Convention we agreed that we would discuss this
matter with our African, Caribbean and Pacific
colleagues, and we also said in the debate on world
hunger that this was a crucial area because women
have a very important part to play in the economy of
the Third \7orld and it is very often European big
business which is using and exploiting them. That is
quite apart from health considerations, where we can
be of substantial assistance.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would like to make a
personal appeal to Mr Richard on one particular
matter which affects women in the United Kingdom
and ask him to use his good offices to ensure an end to
this disgracefuI state of affairs. I refer to the situation
in working men's clubs in the United Kingdom. \7here
they are affiliated to the Club and Institute Union
women are not allowed to be members of their
committees or to vote for those committees. You may
say that this is unimportant but there are a large
number of people who enjoy these working men's
clubs, for whom it is an essential part of their social
life. It is therefore important that they should be able
to exercise control over their social life. But thar was
one of the exemptions made from the Equality Act by,
I must say, our Labour Government under Harold
Vilson. It is an anomaly which needs to be removed
very rapidly indeed.
(Cries of Hear, Hear)
So as men we must fight for justice and the only way
we can fight for justice is to adopt this resolution,
Once again I congratulate Mrs Maij-l7eggen on the
excellent work she has done.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Boot.
Mrs Boot. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, for all the women in this Parliament and all the
women they represent this is a special day in that the
excellent report before us lays the foundations for a
broader European policy on emancipation and the
beginning of parliamentary control to ensure it is
implemented.
'We congratulate Mrs Maij-Veggen on her report.
The amendments I have tabled are intended to lend
legal support to this repon. On the whole, the report
does after all give preference ro the material problems
connected with the objectives to be achieved as
regards the position of women over the question of the
institutional set-up. It thus succeeds in convincing us
of the advisability of strengthening the Community's
institutional structure as we now know it. I should like
to say to Commissioner Richard that the vote of
confidence we hope to pass on the Commission on
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Thursday will for us also exrend ro rhe quesrions pur
to the Commission in this report. '!fl'e are addressing
not only the Commission but also the Member States,
since it is rheir duty ro take all the general or special
measures likely to ensure [har obligadons stemming
from the EEC Treaty or from acrs of the Community
institutions are honoured.
As regards the fundamental principles of Communiry
loyalry and cooperation among the Member Srares
and the institutions of the Communiry I would refer to
Anicles 5, 6 and 7 of the Treaty. Ardcle 7 in particular
is of fundamental importance for the elimination of
the disadvantages suffered by women, since it sets
forth the general principle of non-discrimination on
the grounds of nationality. One of the mosr significant
forms of discrimination against women does after all
originate from the national administrations of the
Member Srates.
Apart from this general ban on discrimination, the
Treaty contains many specific provisions prohibiting
discrimination. One of these has gradually become
notorious in the eyes of many men. This is Article I19,
which sets out the principle of equal pay for men and
women. This anicle prompred the Council to adopr
the famous thiee directives rhar have been menrioned
today. Opinions on this article have undergone a
strange evolution. The original economic approach to
Anicle 119 was not regarded by anyone as more rhan
a basis for inrerpretation. It is the social considerarions
that have come into prominence. As a resulr of legisla-
tion, the Member States are required by Article 119 to
ensure rhat the principle of equality is applied as a
general principle of law. This developmenr also
cleared the way for the well-known SABENA decision
of 1976, and since that time rhe three Community
directives have been properly enforced. That is rrue of
every Member Srare, but all too often a rrial or
Community legislarion is needed if further progress is
to be made. I will not conceal the fact,rhar this has also
been the case in my own counrry. In 1974 a young
woman who had jusr graduared in inrernational law
took the State of the Nerherlands to court. $7hy, Mr
President? Because the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had
advertised a posr, inviting only men ro apply. Through
the institution of legal proceedings against the State
the authorities were forced ro change course from thar
moment on, since they are now required to add the
epithet 'male, female' whenever they advertise vacanr
Posts.
As regards the motion for a resolution on [he position
of women in the Community, I should like to
comment on a number of poinrs. First, there is the part
that concerns the problem of abortion, paragraphs 34,
35 and 36. My group 
- 
and I am now speaking in
particular as a Dutch member of the CD Group 
-feels that these paragraphs do nor really belong in a
resolution that concerns emancipation. Ve are reluc-
tant to see the abonion problem presented as an eman-
cipation issue. Although this is a problem which
usually has to be solved by women, this is because men
often, very often shirk their responsibility. Inasmuch as
the responsibiliry for abortion is left solely to the
woman. You know the slogan: ''Women alone decide.'
Men then rightly say after some time, and they do so
only too willingly: 'You were so keen on deciding for
yourself.' ln that case there is no shared responsibiliry.
And that means that here again it is the woman who
comes off worse. For us Christian Democrats abortion
is too serious a problem to be solved by women alone.
Ve see it as the responsibility of the woman and the
man, the girl and the boy, and this is cenainly an
aspect of emancipation. The decision on whether or
nor a child is to be born must be taken earlier. The
man and woman must know what they want and what
measures they must take. For this a great deal of infor-
mation is needed. Consequently, it will not surprise
you to hear that we call for the deledon of the three
paragraphs I have referred to. As they now stand,
these anicles are too one-sided.
Ve continue to abide by rhe principle rhat, as the
guardian of the public interest, government should
bear in mind the legal protection of both the unborn
child and the woman who is in need. There are two
sides to be considered. Ve can agree only to a system
of measures which takes due accounr of borh sides,
and out of respect for the individual narional govern-
ments some caution over lhis problem would not be
out of place.
Secondly, I would refer to the position of women who
work in family firms in both agriculture and in small
and medium-sized businesses. As incomes in these
sectors are low, it is often impossible to take on paid
staff. The contribution women make is never really
expressed in terms of money and is therefore usually
underrated. It is high time that the women who make
a contribution to society in many uhpaid posts derive
some economic benefit from their work. I call for
parricular attention to be paid ro this group of women.
Replacement services, not only health care but also
someone to look after the business, are extremely
important for these women. New initiatives are needed
to help them financially and with management
courses.
Finally, I would recall a statement made by Evelyne
Sullerot in 1975, that the future of men also depends
on women. If society does not enable women to have
and bring up children, they will refuse to have chil-
dren. It is a hard fact that having children is always to
the disadvantage of women. Sociery is well disposed ro
the'idea of equaliry in the education of girls and boys
wherever possible, but when a woman wants ro train
for an occupation, the answer is no.
Mr President, I am about to finish. I maintain the view
that if a good emancipation policy is to succeed, and
legislation will certainly be needed for this, three
factors will be of decisive importance: a change of atti-
tude, a change of attitude and a change of attitude.
(Applause from tbe centre )
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Forth.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Madam President, this resolution does
no credit to this Parliament at all. It is a classic exam-
ple of misguided idealism and irresponsibility. The
mistake was made when we se[ up the Ad Hoc
Commirtee on Vomen's Rights, because once you
create an instirution or body, it then has to justify ir
own existence. This is exactly what we have seen in
this Parliament over the past year 
- 
a Broup of people
who have been asked to justify their existence, who
have sat and met many times and are therefore
perforce going to come up, as such a group will always
do, with a bulky document making utterly unrealistic
demands. I therefore move now, amendments to the
resolution in my name and in that my colleague, Mr
Cottrell.
My objections to the resolution, Madam President,
are as follows: first of al[, it makes totally unrealistic,
costly and irresponsible demands, seeking commit-
ments of resources which either do not exist at all, or
which, if we carried out what was asked for, would
cause us to to cut back on other programmes in the
Community.
'!7hat other programmes would be cut back if we were
to commit resources to what is asked for here? Vould
it be the disabled? \tr7ould it be the Social Fund?
Vould it be anti-dumping measures? It is surely
incumbent on the people who are proposing these
things in this resolution to specify where the additional
resources would come from or what cuts would be
made in other Commission programmes in order to
enable these things to be done. If that is not done then
ir is surely irresponsible to give people the impression
rhar such measures will be taken when we in this
Chamber know full well they will not. That is the
height of irresponsibility, and that is what I charge the
ad hoc committee with today.
If we look, Madam President, ar [he list of demands
made, it is of course utterly absurd. I counted a[ least
35 demands, starring with paragraph 2(a) 'oblige
Member States to prepare statistics...'; paragraph
2(b) 'compel Member States to report every year';
paragraph 2(c) 'nadonal committees to carry out over-
all assessment . . .'; paragraph 3 'Commission to carry
out a survey . . .'; para1raph 5 'Commission to ensure
implementation . . .'; down to paragraph 49, 'Commis-
sion to repon. ..'; paragraph 50 'Commission to set
up consultative committee . . .' and paragraph 51
'Commission to conduct systematic enquiry. . .'. One
can go righr through the entire list of demands made,
and what I want to hear from the Commission,
Madam President, is how on eanh we are going to
find the resources to do even a fraction of these things.
If they cannot. do them all, then we must we must be
told about the priorities within that list of things that
shall and shall not be done.
My second objection to the resolution concerns para-
graph 13. It typically makes a sweeping demand for a
general reduction in working hours and a redistribu-
tion of employment between men and women. \7hat
in eanh does that mean? \7hat sort of redistribution?
On what crireria? Between whom and whom? Vhat
effect would that have first of all on employment of
men in the Community and secondly on the competi-
tive position of industry in the Communiry which is
already in a very difficult position? These questions
have patently not been given any consideration by the
committee and they shou[d have been.
Thirdly, Madam President, the resolution demands, as
so many from this House do, a plethora of commit-
tees, consultative bodies, conferences and other such
things ro be set up. Surely, we already have a chronic
surplus of such things in the Community. !7e should
be seeking to reduce them, not increase them, because
they are not in any way going to improve the condi-
tion of any one at all.
The resolution seeks rc deal with discrimination and
prejudice by legislation and directives, and that is the
most awful denial of the whole essence of the human
condition and human nature. It is utterly absurd to
defend to anyone that we are going to alter prejudice
and discrimination by passing a rule against it.
The resolution displays, in my view Madam President,
the most appalling arrogance, particularly in the light
of the fact that it is called 'the position of women in
the European Community', it then goes on to try to
impose our values and our culture on women through-
out the world and outside the Community. I would
submit to you, Madam President, that the effect of
obliging the ACP delegation to discuss it, could be
utterly disastrous for our relationship with our ACP
colleagues. If I were one of them I would be grossly
insulted. I think it is most insulting for us to take it on
ourselves to tell them how to run their society.
Finally, and for me, decisively, unless and until we are
given an estimate of the costs of this and of other simi-
lar resolutions to enable us to decide on priorities to be
taken within the Community, I feel it would be wrong
for this Parliament to support anything that is
contained in this resolution and I will find it impos-
sible to do so. Thank you !
(Loud cries)
President. 
-
I call Mr Kappos.
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Mr Kappos. 
- 
(EL) Mr President, on behalf of the
Communist Pany of Greece I should like to make the
point rhat it is unfonunare rhar the repon does not
deal with the problems of women.in Greece as ir could
have presented these problems at an inrernational
level. Mr President, there is no dispuring the fact that
in the capiralisr sysrem, and therefore in Greece,
women are used as cheap labour fodder. Conse-
quently, the improvement of their posirion, as well as
the improvement and equalizarion of rheir pay, is norjust a problem for women bur also for rhe whole of the
working class and the labour movemenr. My colleague
who spoke this morning painted a rosy picrure of the
situation of women in Greece. The truth, however, is
quite different. There is jusr one point on which we
are in agreemenr 
- 
rhar in the field of military service
women have achieved equality wirh men, in other
words they have achieved equal righrs insofar as rhey
have had new unprecedented burdens imposed upon
them. However, women do not wan[ rhis. They want
equaI rights, peace and disarmamenr, nor ;ilirary
servlce.
Mr President, it musr be clear to all of us rhar in
Greece there is discrimination against women as
regards their pay, professional advancemenr, and their
share in the social and political life of the counrry.
Having children is still not recognized as a social rask
in Greece. Pregnanr. vomen are sacked withour a
second thought in spite of the fact that a law againsr
this was recently passed. Criches are non-existent and
medical care for pregnanr women and young morhers
leaves a lot to be desired. Family law is still behind rhe
times and reacrionary in narure. One only has to
remember thar there is still the institution of the
dowry, and this says ir all. For five years now rhe
governmen[ has been using delaying racrics over rhe
issue of family law in its atrempt ro avoid updating it
and making it more democraric. Indicative of this atti-
tuCe is the fact that recenrly Parliament failed to
ensure equal representation for women and represen-
tatives of women's organizations on the committee
which the new family law is to ser up.
Mr President, the fact of rhe matter is thar rhe sirua-
tion in Greece is unacceptable. It is comforcing ro
know that the women's movement, and the people's
movement in general, is making a determined struggle
for the realisric updating and democrarization of
family law as well as realisric safeguards for women's
righrc. Still, Mr President, it is clear to us in the
Communist Pany of Greece that rhe position of
women will nor be improved by Greece's accession [o
the EEC. Indeed, rhe repon acknowledges the exisr-
ence of a number of serious problems which women in
the countries of rhe EEC are having to face. On the
other hand, all the gains which have been made so far
have been achieved within the conrexr of the women's
struggle and the srruggle of the masses, and did not
come about as a resulr of the EEC or its insritutions.
On the convary, the struggle of women ro deal with
their problems will undoubtedly be made more diffi-
cult by Greece's accession to the EEC because this will
create new problems for women and the people as a
whole. For instance, migration of the rural populace
on a large scale into the towns, the closure of small
businesses, unemployment, inflation, high cost of.
living, the srrengthening of monopolies, which effec-
tively negate workers' rights, and the negation of
democracy at all levels. It is precisely for these reasons
that we take the view thar Greece's accession to the
EEC will make the women's struggle for equaliry
more difficult. Consequently, we are of the opinion
that the women's movement in Greece and the Greek
people must work rogether in their srruggle againsr the
EEC for Greece's withdrawal from it and for rhe inde-
pendent economic, politic-al and social development of
Greece.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Madam President, I too acknowledge
the work done by Mrs Maij-Veggen and her commit-
tee- It is a very difficult area and I think we should not
be ioo critical when we discuss the very difficult ques-
tions they have had to concern themselves with over a
number of months. Because my time is limited I will
confine myself to a few brief remarks, and I hope I
shall be constructively critical.
It surprises me thar Mrs Maij-\Teggen and her
committee gave no indicadon in the report of any
recognition of women's organizations that exist in all
our member countriesl they are not even mentioned.
Ve have in our countries various women's institutes,
organizations set up by the women themselves to prov-
ide themselves a service to help promore rheir inter-
ests, and it is a surprising thing that they should have
been completely ignored. In my country we have the
Irish Countrywomen's Association, which deals with
women in the rural regions and we have urban
women's organizations, I would recommend strongly
that the Community, through the Commission, in any
effons it is making on a common level to improve the
lot of women, should make use of these organizations
and channel finance through them, if finance is being
channelled into our member countries and make use
of structures that are there set up by the women them-
selves. In that way account will be taken of the special
needs of women. After all, who can know better than
they what is best for them?
I hope, too, that panicular recognirion will be
accorded to the contribution made by women in the
sphere of agriculture. It is accepted, I believe, that up
to one-quarter of all rhe food produced in rhe Euro-
pean Community today is produced by women work-
ing in the fields and in the farmyard. Have they ever
received recognition for this? Is rhere ever any
paymen[ for it? Does the Commission, when ir is
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compiling the agricultural prices, take account of the
contribution made bl.women? I do not think so 
-rhey are completely ignored, but still they go on. If
they ever withdrew their services we could run into a
serious shortage of food in the European Economic
Community. I chink it is tomlly wrong that women,
not only do the domestic chores in their houses and
rear a family, but also work in the fields and the farm-
yards as well, without any recognition, not to mention
payment, for their services.
My final point, Mr President, is this, and I must make
it strongly: I believe rhis Parliament would be making
a Erear mistake if through this resolution it forced any
member country to accept a rule or regulation which
that country feels is diametrically opposed to its inte-
rests and the interests of its people. I refer to the very
critical and intimate area of abortion and contracep-
tion. I think ir would be extremely foolish of this
Parliament to try to insist on harmonization, if
harmonization means that countries have to accept
certain rules and regulations because the Community
says so. I can solemnly assure you that my country
would leave the European Community if it were
forced to accept measures which conflict with what we
deeply believe in. Unless the people of Ireland decide
to accept these measures, then they will not be accept-
able to us and will not apply in our country. Unless
there are changes, particularly in paragraphs 35 and
36, this resolution as it stands is not acceptable to me.
Mrs Spaak. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I should like to
say something to NIr Forth, who spoke just now. I
should like to say to Mr Forth that everything exces-
sive is trivial, and I very much fear that he has made a
trivial statement.
I should like to stress the imponance and the quality
of the work done by the ad hoc Committee on
\7omen's Righrc and pay tribute to the capacity for
work and the perseverance of our rapporteur, Mrs
Maij-\7eggen, and also to the chairman, Mrs Roudy,
who succeeded in ensuring collaboration and encour-
aging members of the committee to reconcile their
points of view. But I am sorry about one thing: the
little interest shown in our work. And I look forward,
ladies and gentlemen, with impatience to the time
when all Members, male and female, are convinced
that it is not women who have the problems, but
society. Just as we must organize relations among the
various components of society, we must solve the
problems between men and women, for example, legal
inequalities, limited participation in polidcaI bodies,
the vicious circle of jobs for unskilled women,'which
are poorly paid and offer uncertain promotion pros-
pects. The progress that has been made is not irreversi-
ble. Attitudes have not really changed, and all our
efforts must go into this revolution. There is a greater
need than ever for vigilance in the present economic
crisis, which is hitdng women harder than men.
\7omen must seize the opportuniry this economlc
crisis offers, not submit to it. They must seize this
opportunity to reassert that they are the equals of
men, that the problems inherent in their status, moth-
erhood and the education of children, for example,
must on no account be taken as an excuse for discrimi-
nating against them in favour of men.
It is at this time of crisis that we must all reassert our
desire for genuine equality. The European Community
must keep a particularly close watch on the measures
taken by the States in any area with an economic
aspect, such as social security and taxation. These
measures often result in indirect discrimination against
women and evasion of the implementation of the
directives. I am sorry to say that the policy of my own
country is far from exemplary in this respect. For
example, where tax law is concerned, the combination
of a married couple's incomes penalizes the wife and
imposes a considerable burden on her economic inde-
pendence. Lastly, under the legislation on economic
recovery, again in Belgium, various measures relating
to unemployment that have been taken introduce the
concep[ of cohabitation by limiring unemployment
benefits and the period of unemployment durirlg
which these benefits may be claimed. Quite clearly this
is a discriminarory measure, and I even ask myself if
such measures do not conflict with the directive on
equal trearmenr.
The Community must continue and step up the
campaign of information for women that began during
the elections and the election campaign of June 1979
and provide appropriate financial resources. The
conclusion drawn in a remarkable document by two
Belgian lawyers which forms part of our committee's
dossier is that, even where legislation makes provision
for them, there is great difficulry in translating reforms
into customary practice, particularly because of the
ignorance of women. !7'ithout information there will
be no change of attitude or increase in the political
and social participation of women.
Virhin our ad ioc committee Mrs Dekker and I were
made responsible for a report on the new technologies.
Ve must ensure that these technologies make it possi-
ble for the labour market to be reorganized along
fairer lines. They will affect sectors in which women
form the majority of the labour force. Training in
these occupations must be adjusted and arrangements
made for retraining. In these sectors once again,
women must be a driving force and accept this new
challenge in rheir own interests.
If rhis development is to succeed, the emplqyers' coop-
era[ion is essential as is that of the trade unions, which
have resisted and often continue to resist the presence
of women within their institurions. They will have.an
opportuniry to show a change in their attitudes. The
Community must act quickly 
- 
it has begun to do so
- 
particularly by carrying out practical studies in the
sectors which will be affected and the resulting new
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prospects, and it must inform women of irs findings
and arrange for their participation, make the social
partners aware of rhe problems and join with rhem in
taking action to prevent relemarics from having an
adverie effect on the employmenr of women and iren.
It should, for example, arrange for the promorion of
adequate training schemes, in which women mus[ be a
driving force, and ensure rhar the growrh of work at
home, [o which relematics rhreatens to lead, does not
become a new source of segregarion in rhe employ-
ment market.
Madam President, I should like to say a few words
about the amendment I shall be ubling on rhe volun-
tarv interruption of pregnancy. I refer to the rexr of
the rapporteur, Mrs Maij-'\U7eggen, where ir concerns
the right to contraception and adequate information. I
completely agree wirh rhis paragraph. To Mr Lalor,
who spoke this morning, I should like rc say that no
woman in the world, neirher Mrs Maij-\Teggen nor
those who have rabled amendments, wants to encour-
age abortion or considers it a positive measure. It is a
terrible ordeal, Mr Lalor. Vomen resorr ro abonion
only in desperation. But the problem exists. Every year
hundreds of thousands of women have to undergo this
terrible experience in scandalous conditions, and it is
hypocritical to ignore the problem. My amendmenr
calls for rhe recognition of rhe right 
- 
and a right is
not an obligation 
- 
to volunrary interruption of
pregancy for all women without any social discrimina-
tion. \7e are well aware rhar well-to-do women can
get an abortion with impuniry and in excellenr condi-
tions in well organized clinics either in the Nerher-
lands or Britain.
'We therefore call for all women to be placed on rhe
same footing and for the horror of clandestine abor-
tion to be eliminarcd. I am nor, of course, saying that
abortion should be freely available, but it should be
possible where there is an urgenr need. \7ho can deny
that there is urgent need in the cases arising out of the
definition of health laid down by the \7orld Healrh
organization. According to this definirion, health is a
state of complete physical, menral and social well-
being and does not consist solely in the absence of
disease or infirmiry. It is an irresponsible arrirude nor
to recognize rhe social and mental dimension of the
problem of the voluntary interruption of pregnancy.
The interruprion musr, of course, be carried out in a
specially equipped hospiral.
The ad 6oc commirtee has completed irs work. It is
obvious that Parliament should not think that, this
being the case and possibly afrer adopting the reporr
before ir, everyrhing is sertled and we can now pretend
the problem is behind us.
I am convinced tlrar our Assembly has a very impor-
tant role to play in this fundamental development of
our society, and we must certainly back up the deci-
sions taken by bringing influence to bear in our
national Parliaments. Each of Parliament's commitrees
must be aware of this dimension, and rhe women on
those commirtees musr be parricularly vigilant.
Ladies and Bentlemen, Madame President, the Euro-
pean Parliamenr in which so much hope is placed, has
a duty to go beyond rhe aspirarions for which we'have
served as spokesmen during rhese debates.
(Applause)
INTHE CHAIR:MR MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Fuiller.
Mrs Fuillet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, I would like ro say ar the outser how pleased I
was [o work on this ad 6oc committee on women's
nghts and how regrerful I am this evening, as I think
we all are, that our rask has finally been concluded, if
a report on women's rights can ever be ruly
concluded. I hope we will have the opportuniry of
working together again under such good condirions.
May I be permitred to congrarulare our rapporteur,
Mrs Maij-lVeggen, and our chairman, Mrs Roudy, on
the great amounr of work they have accomplished. !7e
certain[y do not claim that everything is perfect, but an
effon was indeed made ro tackle rhe problems
surrounding rhe most importanr rights which women
have as women.
Nevertheless, on behalf of rhe Socialisr Group and on
my own behalf, I would like ro call your arrenr.ion r.o
an aspecr of these righrc which I feel deserves prioriry:
I am referring to conrraceprion and voluntary abortion
in the Community countries. Those who have already
spoken have expressed various opinions, some of
which I share, and others which I consider very back-
ward. I will return ro this larer. \7e can no longer
ignore rhis basic problem of women's righm. Ir should
be the first in a long series of choices through which
women will assume personal responsibliry for their
private lives. This freedom of choice is of very recent
date, and in some countries it srill does not exist. I
hope we will deal with rhe problem withour emorion
and without hypocrisy, for in reality the right to abor-
tion has belonged only ro a privileged minoriry able to
travel to a neighbouring counrry, while rhe pooresr
women were and still are obliged [o resorr ro medi-
cally doubrful methods enailing nor only inescapable
risks but much'psychological and moral suffering as
well. It is because I think it is easier to mourn babies
that were never born than to provide work and a
decent standard of living for those that were; because I
think, as you do, rhat the denial of basic righrc such as
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contraception and abortion in some of its Member
States is unacceptable in this Europe of 'hope and free-
dom, a Europe which is becoming an inregrated
economic zone and tending towards judicial unity as
well; it is because of all this that I called for legisladve
harmonization in the Member Srares of rhe Commu-
nity in regard to contraception and abonion. This
should be done on the basis of three principles: women
living in the Communiry make their own decisions;
prosecution for abortion should cease; and the volun-
tary termination of pregnancy should be free. I
demand this law in the name of European womdn, for
it contributes most to the right to freedom and without
it there can be no civilized society.
How can we ignore the Treaties, which say thar we
must defend and maintain the well being of the citi-
zens of Europe? How can we speak of rhe free move-
ment of working women when they are subject to
different laws affecting their most profoundly personal
decisions:whether or nor to have a child and when to
have one? I appeal to those of you here today who
want to buitd a Europe where women will have a place ,
for themselves, to [hose of you who do not wanl
demographic policy to be used as a means of attaining
certain economic goals, to those of you who want to
gran[ women their rights before insisting upon their
duties, to all of you: be well aware of the imporrance
of the vote you will make tomorrow.
I tell you, but you already know, you cannot help
knowing that millions of women aborr in secrer. The
risks are great, the methods dangerous, and the suffer-
ing unavoidable. There are many of us here who
consider abortion to be the last resort. !7e do nor wanr
it to be lumped logerher with other methods of
contraception. '!7e say to the women of Europe who
are watching us today: this directly elected Parliament,
this Parliament of hope will give proof of its greatness
and its pos/er. Free exercise of the rights of man
depends also on the recognition of the rights of
women. Addressing myself more particularly to Miss
de Valera and Mrs Boots, I ask the following ques-
tion: if contraception and voluntary termination of
pregnancy do not concern women, whom do they
concern? If we cannot include these topics in a report
on women's rights, I wonder what son of document
would be a suitable place for them? I can see there
only a hypocritical example of the way the choice of
maternity has been approached for thousands of years.
For my part, I know that we cannot cry for those who
are not born until we can ensure happiness for those
who are. That time is nor yer. Thanks ro your decision
however, ladies and gentlemen, it is perhaps very near.
(Applause)
Mr Lentz-Cornett€. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would first like to thank Mrs Maij-
Veggen, our rapponeur, who has submitted to us
today a report which is complete, well-organized, and
fully representative of rhe work accomplished by the
ad hoc committee on women's righm. Those who in
October of 1979 doubted the need ro creare an ad hoc
committee on women's rights and to hold a parliamen-
tary debate on the position of women in the Commu-
nity will yield today to the evidence that the work
done by the committee was incontestably necessary.
The facts and conclusions arrived at will serve as a
basis for the constant improvement of the status of
women in the Community, whatever Mr Fonh may
say. Since speakers from my group have already
touched on the general problems, I will turn to a parti-
cular aspect of our work, that is, the role of women in
the family. I am well aware that nowadays anyone
who dares to mlk about the role of women in the
family lays himself open to the most violent attacks
and reproaches. The so-called advocates of women's
liberation for whom this liberation takes place only
outside of family structures have a tendency to call
backward or reactionary 
- 
as I heard from a leftist on
my right 
- 
anyone who speaks up in favour of
women who do not pursue any salaried professional
activity. For my part, I believe that the emancipation
of women does not take place only on the profes-
sional, economic, and social levels. It takes place also
and especially in the family.
As long as women who work at home, educating their
children, organizing family life, and managing the
family budget have a lower status and fewer advan-
tages than salaried women, emancipation will not be
complete. I am not recommending tha[ women return
to the kitchen; I am appreciating at its true value the
social function performed by the women who devotes
herself to the family, and here I am in entire agree-
menr with Mr Lalor. The woman who decides to stay
with her children performs a social function of the first
importance. The woman who accepts her natural
vocation as a mother makes as valid a contribution to
society as the woman who is professionally active.
Psychologists are unanimous in declaring that a small
child needs its mother. It needs a fixed point of refer-
ence and a stable and durable emotional tie. This func-
tion cannot be completely and perfectly fulfilled by a
nursery or day-care centre. The mother, and she
alone, possesses all the qualifications to fill this educa-
tional and above all emotional role. Our Assembly
recently held a debate on criminality and terrorism. I
firmly believe that the absence of the mother during
children's early years, and the emotional vacuum in
which our children very often find themselves as a
result, is one of the deep-rooted causes of the increase
in criminaliry. This, ladies, is my opinion, say what
you will. It is possible to fight criminality and terror-
ism in parliaments, and it is also possible to fight them
in the family.
I said a moment ago that I am not on che side of those
who favour women's return to the kitchen; I believe
that women have a right to the same professional
training as men. I protest against the obstacles which
ma5culine society, on the pretext of male intellectual
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superiority, has invented to deny women access to
professional life. I say that there rs no conflict between
women's family and professional functions. Rather,
they complement one another. But I also say thar I
favour a well considered choice between rhe family
and the professional function. In a woman's life, there
are, roughly speaking, three disrincr phases: firsr
comes the period which precedes marriage, the rime of
professional training and the first professional accom-
plishments. Then comes the period when she bears and
educates her children, the maternal phase where the
interests of the child motivate her temporary retire-
menr from professional life. Finally there is rhe period
when the children are educated, and she can resume, if
she wishes, her professional activity. I know that rhe
laws which Bovern che job market do not favour
women who have reached their forties and who wish
to return to work. Thought musr be given ro the solu-
tion of this problem. lt is again a question of bringing
about a change in mentality, as has been mentioned
here several times already.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to
touch for a momen[ on two problems raised in Mrs
Maij-l7eggen's report regarding social security. Social
security is one of the areas where equality between
men and women has remained for the most part a
dead letter. I join with rhe ad boc committee in calling
for the immediate application of rhis directive in all
Member States of the Community. Social security
does not concern only salaried women; ir also
concerns women at home, who are very often at the
mercy of their husbands. It is necessary to provide, in
the next few years, an entire legal and financial
programme to ensure social security. locial discrimi-
nation between men and women must be eliminared,
while avoiding the introduction of a new discrimina-
tion between salaried women and women who stay at
home.
Our committee held lengthy discussions on the subject
of abortion, finally retaining among its conclusions the
idea that abortion can only be considered as a last
resorr. For my part, I believe that abortion is always a
drama and a failure, and several of us here have
already said the same. It is an individual and social
failure. Al[ possible measures must be taken to prevent
recourse to this final and irrevocable act. Our commit-
tee had good reason to stress the need to reduce the
number of abortions. I am convinced that effective
measures of prevention and guidance will be able to
put limits on this social tragedy. Sexual education and
information are particularly imponant in this respect.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the discussion we
are holding today temporarily concludes the debate on
the situation of women. It should not be a conclusion
in itself. \7e have made the necessary analysis and
come up with a diagnosis. '\7e have identified the
remedies. The real work has only just begun. Now it is
a matrer of putting our good intentions into practice.
For our part, we can do this best in our respective
commitrees, which should study the different aspects
of the question and determine the priorities. Our
Assembly has shown Europe that it is determined to
improve the status of women. Our permanent commit-
tees must proceed with what the Assembly has begun.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I wish to draw the attention of the
House ro the decisions concerning Rules 30 and 3l of
the Rules of Procedure on speaking adopted by the
Bureau on 25 April 1967 and 22 September 1968 and
communicared at the sirtings of 11 May 1967 and
5 October 1969. The first part states that, with a view
to ensuring a lively debate, speakers should as far as
possible refrain from reading their speeches. I should
like to remind rhe House of this. It would make both
debares more lively and, in certain cases, shoner if
speakers were not tied to their manuscripts.
I call Mrs Maij-\fleggen on a point of order.
Mrs Maij-VeBgen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL)Mr President,
I have jusr rold Mr Lalor thar a rarher nasty mistake
has crept into the French text, and I now understand
that Mrs Lentz-Cornette has come across the same
misrake, which has probably resulted in the criticism
she has just voiced on a specific point. The English
and French versions contain a sentence which says
exacly the opposite of what is meant. The beginning
of paragraph 36 should read: 'Feels, however, that
abortion must be regarded as a last resort,' whereas
the rext in these two languages says something like
'Feels that abortion must not be regarded as a last
resort'. Mr President, that is a basic political differ-
ence. Members should therefore bear in mind that the
correct version is that in the five other languages and
that the English and French translations are incorrect.
A corrigendum will be drawn up, but I would refer
all Members reading the French and English versions
to the rather serious political mistake in paragraph 36.
President. 
- 
Thank you Mrs Maij-\(zeggen, it is a
mistake to which I would draw Parliament's attention.
Although it is scarcely possible to table an amendment
now the mistake can be noted and recorded in the
minutes and the final resolution.
I call Mr Seligman.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, my colleague, Mr
Forth, accused the Maij-\(eggen report of being irres-
ponsible and misguided. He accused it of calling for
unrealistic commitments and said it would mean a
cutback in other areas of the Community. I dissociate
myself entirely from Mr Forth's remarks and I also
dissociate Miss Roberts from these remarks. They are
chauvinistic and unacceptable. I suppose that, if there
was a budget deficit, Mr Forth would be against even
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childbirth. So don't let us listen to that attitude at alll
The Maij-\fleggen recommendations are comprehen-
sive and cover the whole field. I concede it may take a
little longer to achier.e these ends unless we get the
economic recovery that will make this possible and pay
for it.
Pan II of the Maij-Veggen Report, the explanatory
statement, is a first-class document. It is a remarkable
document that should be widely read throughout the
world. I only criticize Part I, the motion for a resolu-
tion, which is much too one-sided. It reflects the needs
and aspirations of the career woman but pays much
too little attention to the mother whose ambition is to
bring up t l"ppy family and for whom motherhood is
nor just an interruption in her career between the ages
of 25 and 35. In fact, motherhood is a word that
appears in the resolution only in connection with
contraception, which is a means of avoiding mother-
hood, and that is really a denial of the dignity of
motherhood.
The fundamental problem is that the cost of living is
now so high that wives are forced to go out to work of
course, this leaves the children to fend for themselves.
Often they come home to an empty house, and this in
[urn, as speakers have said, breeds vandalism and
hooliganism. So I ask the rapporteur to include in her
resolution some new paragraphs stressing the import-
ance of the mire de famille as opposed to the career
woman. I agree with Miss De Valera and the previous
speaker on this. In particular we want tax incentives to
make the mother's job in the home easier and to
enable her to bring up her children and husband in a
good family life. !flomen must not suffer economically
if they decide to do the job of motherhood properly.
Nor should they suffer socially or culturally or intel-
lectually for taking up this sacrifice which should be
rewarded with praise and recognition. Surely a
successful family life is the ultimate fulfilment of many
women's lives. Despite what Mr Johnson said, this is a
concept which men do not fully grasp.
The.second recommendation on the resolution is that
education should not be provided only for career
women. \7e should devise some way of providing
education in the home and some mental stimulation
for mothers who stay at home. Finally, the resolution
should make some mention of the fact that re-establish-
ing economic growth in the Community is absolurcly
essential, so that the standard of living can rise and so
rhar women are not forced by economic necess-
ity to go out to work, against their wills. If you put
these amendments in the resolution, it will restore the
balance towards motherhood and against the career
life for women.
Mr Zighdis. 
- 
(EL) Mr President, I have been
following the debate with a great deal of interest as
well as gloom and despondency. The interest is due to
the standard of the debate, the despondency to the
subject. Vhat in fact is the subject? It is the fact that
we live in a society where half the members do not
have the same opportunities as the other half co fully
develop their personalities. Let us not beat about the
bush. The fact of the matter is that we have con-
demned women in our society to have fewer possi-
bilities to develop their personalities than men. Ir is
perhaps the biggest failing of our society and a blot on
our civilization. I wanted to speak to congratulate the
Bureau and the members of the Ad lloc Committee,
and especially the rapponeur for the excellent report
she presented to us. The comments are objective and
the proposals definite. Ir remains now for the Commis-
sion to draw up a list of priorides in order to lead up
the process of convening the proposals into positive
results. I also consider it my duty, even if my speech
does go on too long, to express my gratitude rc the Ad
Iloc Committee, which says that the Commission has
a duty to concern itself with the question of women in
Greece from the very first months of our accession to
the Common Market, since a problem already exists,
and now is the best time for the Commission to inter-
vene as it may get results which otherwise might take
at least ten years to be achieved. The position of Greek
women is not as it was presented by my colleagues in
the New Democracy Party and the Communist Party.
The two extremes are always prone to exaggeration.
'We representatives of democratic socialism, the repre-
sentatives of the Union of the Democratic Centre,
which I have the honour to lead, will give you a
correct picture. Ve shall give you all the details so that
roday, within the family of the Ten, we can tackle
together the common problem of equality between
women and men.
The Greek constitution provides for equality between
men and women, but so far it is a dead letter because,
as we approach 1982 when the Civil Code was due to
be reviewed and updated, the bill drawn up by the
committee, which was set up in 1976 for this purpose,
is still not on the statute book. It is still no more than a
bill and it is in danger of not being adopted because
the present conservative government is afraid of even
the most moderate reforms recommended by Profes-
sor Gazis. The present family law places women in a
subordinate role in the family. The husband has all the
major responsibilities. A legal arrangement of this type
is unacceptable in our society and times. There is also
the institution of the dowry which is an anachronism
that is resented by contemporary society. Equally,
however, the laws against contraception and abortion
are hopeless because they lead to crimes being
committed to which we hypocritically turn a blind eye.
On the other hand the institutional and legal frame-
works concerned with labour, social securit/, educa-
tion and polidcal righm have progressed in Greece
much further than in many other countries, and even .
further than in some countries in the EEC. Although it
seems that women in Greece have made progress in
these areas, the realiry is quite different owing to
prejudice and the absence of an infrastructure. I shall
explain immediately what I mean by this term 'infra-
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structure' as it is quite simple. There are no crdches,
no kindergartens, nor suitable help to allow the work-
ing woman to devote herself to her work or profession
rn such a way that she can carry our her job wirhout
distraction. This is the firsr hurdle. The second is
prejudice, the age-old tradirion which requires rhar
women work as housewives in their husband's home.
In these circumstances employers always find it possi-
ble to give no end of excuses for paying women lower
wages than men. Women do not reach the decision-
making levels in organizations, whether they be in
public services or private businesses. There are very
few women in Greece who are managers of private
businesses. Even in the civil service it is very rare to
see a woman become an ambassador or director-
general of a ministry, or taking 'on a really important
department. The extent to which women are involved
in polidcal life is extremely limited. In rhe Chamber of
Deputies we have only five or six women. '!7e came
here as a delegation of twenty-four parliamenrarians
and there is not one woman amongsr us. This is rhe
most outst.anding example of the difference berween
what we say and what we acrually do. Neverrheless,
colleagues, we should be proud of our Greek women,
and we Greek men are. In all of the narional srruggles,
in all the struggles for democracy and in all the social
struggles women have been in the fronr line. '!7e
Greek men admire them and turn to them in times of
difficulty but, when we should be giving rhem equal
righrc with men, we say ro rhem 'it's better if you sit
there and rake care of us'. The first to rry and make
Greek men change this attitude were women like
Kalliroe Paren, who at rhe srarr of the century v/as one
of the mosr ourstanding feminisrs in the whole of
Europe, and Avra Theodoropoulou, who from 1920
onwards carried the banner for women's suffrage and
spent the whole of her life, until her death at an
advanced age, fighting for the right of all Greek
women to vote and to srand as candidates in elections.
Gentlemen, we in rhe party which I have rhe honour
of leading feel that rhere is a need nor 
.iusr. for fine
u'ords but for acrion as well. For this reason, in spite
of the fact that we have given women members rhe
same rights as men, we have set up a special women's
organization whose aim is to fight for equaliry
between men and women in Greek sociery.
Consequently, I am exrremely sarisfied and pleased ro
come here and wirness, on my first appearance in the
European Parliament, problems which concern us in
Greece being discussed.
Gentlemen, we who were in favour of Greece's acces-
sion to the European Community believed rhat the
cooperarion of rhe Greek people wirh the progressive
peoples of Europe would ensure a better society for
everyone. I believe rhat as a result of this debate a
rapid increase in the srandard of living not only of
Greek women, but also of all women in Europe, will
be brought about through rhe cooperation of Greek
women with those women who are srruggling in the
other nine countries in Europe. For this reason, Mr
President, I shall repeat my requesr for the Commis-
sion to take up the matter of Greek women as soon as
possible. This is an area where the direct benefits of
Greece's accession ro the Common Market can be
demonstrated most fruitfully. And if we have women
on our side the idea of European unity will have both
a logical and emotional basis, and you know rhat there
is no power greater than this combination of logic and
sentimen[ which is now being shown by Greek women
who are fighting for equal righr.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Lizin.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, we have heard many
speeches today, both good and bad. Some have
asserted that the family is the ideal social order; others
have mentioned. poetry 
- 
forrunately, up'ro now we
have been spared the'feminine mysrique'. Is ir'poetry'
when, at 23, 3 woman finds herself alone with rwo
children and, if she is lucky, a seamstress' diploma in a
region where there are no more jobs? \7here is the
'.poetry of the family'when someone who, like me, is a
magiscrate in a small town, and finds herself dissolving
as many marriages as she has performed over the same
period? Is it 'poery' when, a[ sevenreen, a girl finds
herself a mother withour financial resources because
there was no-one who dared to show her how to
obtain an aboruion, or when she musr bear rhe
psychological scars of an abonion performed in abom-
inable circumstances? Is it 'poetry'when, as the widow
of a small farmer, in addition to your grief you find
yourself suddenly classed as a minor before the law,
wrth no right to go on running the farm which you
built up with your husband? Is ir'poetry'when borh
husband and wife are unemployed, obliged to live on a
barely adequate income and to be sneered at by those
who think of the unemployed as parasites? This is nor
poetry, but hypocrisy, the kind of hypocrisy which
forces men to believe themselves strong and women [o
behave like dependenr minors, the kind of hypocrisy
which often speaks in public about the role of the
family while rrying ro draw rhe veil over prostirution,
the kind of hypocrisy which assens that women musr
always accept maternity as a happy event.
The report presented ro us 
- 
despite irs many short-
comings 
- 
has ar leasr the merir of not indulging in
hypocrisy of this sorr. Ir rakes inro accounr rhe
concrete realities of the lives of women, and if some
consider the list roo lengthy, I can only say rhat the
difficuldes are many. Vhat are these realities? The
economic and social serbacks experienced by all work-
ers in the presenr readjusrmenr process of capitalist
forces affects women very seriously. Their right rc
work is compromised ro a grearer degree than that of
men by the changes now raking place. Entire factories
- 
I will use an example in Belgium, the FN 
- ^relaying off their unqualified workers 
- 
that is, those
with a seamstress' diploma 
- 
while in the same
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factory men are being hired to work machines. Their
right to unemploymenr compensation is being arracked
in each of the European countries. Unemployed
women are rhe victims, especially in my own counrry,
of an artempt to strengthen rhe discrimination which
justifies the reduction of rheir already small allocarions
on the basis of rheir family situation, and nor on rhe
basis of their right to work. These measures aim at
considerably reducing allocations for rhose who are
not 'heads of families,' and are conrrary ro the direc-
tive on social security, Delays in the application of this
directive tend ro render it ineffecrive, and our wish,
which is conrained in an amendment I proposed to
Mrs Maij-Veggen's reporr, is that the Commission
propose measures ro expedire acrion on this specific
point.
Time is very importanr today for working women. The
crisis does not allow them ro wait. The European
authorities will demonstrate their concern for rhe
situation of workers, and particularly women workers,
by constructing a true employment policy and a seclo-
rial indusrial policy. '!fle are engaged in building an
economic community, and rhis is rhe primary factor
which the Commission and the Council must rake inro
accounl.
I will also speak of a parricular category of working
women, women in agriculture, whose labour goes
unrecognized in European sociery.'!7'omen in agricul-
ture are rarely in charge; they are usually assisranrc,
who, in addition ro keeping house, also do work on
the farm. Their work is considered to be of negligeable
economlc value. In realrty, in each agricultural unit,
there is a part 
- 
certainly at least half 
- 
of the labour
which is based on the work of rhese women. The
Socialists, therefore, have proposed measures which
were incorporated into Mrs Maij-Veggen's report and
which are aimed at providing access ro professional
training for women working in agriculture, to exrend
the system of social prorection regarding marernity,
widowhood, rnvalidity benefits, and the protecrion of
professional status, by means of a direcrive concerning
company law. In the report we have called upon the
Commission to provide funding for replacement
personnel so rhar v!'omen rn agriculture can have a
minimum amounr of rime available either to obrain
training or to devote themselves ro defending their
rights. To achieve development in the areas we are
discussing, however, there are not many choices open
to us. 'Women must demand power; rhey must choose
to involve rhemselves personally in the fight. The good
will of allies must certainly not be rejecred: the
Commission has been such an ally in many cases and
for many years. I would like to give credit here,
through the Commission, to Mrs Nonon. The Coun-
cil, on the other hand, has nor shown the same good
will.
The Commission could, I understand, continue in this
direction in a very concrete way, for a vacant pos[
might very soon permir rhe designation of a woman
director. I think everyone knows to whom I am refer-
ring: Miss Nielsen. Allies, however, even if they
include the Commission, can never take the place of a
personal will to acquire power. And when one sees the
reactions set off in the minds of men, here and else-
where, by the demand for equality, it is to be feared
that one day women will estimate their strength at its
true value and at last demand their righr to superiority!
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinn.
Mr Glinne 
- 
(F) Mr President, ir is wirh sarisfaction
and a certain pride as well that I take part in rhis
debate, which is one of the most significant held since
the direct election of the European Parliament.
Satisfaction and pride because ir is owing ro rhe
proposal and the insistence of the Socialist Group that
the ad hoc committee on women's rights was created.
The qualitv of the work accomplished by rhe members
of this committee, the inrerest shown in rhis debare by
members of Parliament and parricularly by rhe repre-
sentatives of European women's groups, the relevance
of what has been said here by Socialisr and other
Members 
- 
all this proves rhat the Socialisr Group
and the Parliament as a whole judged rightly when
rhey decided a year ago to crea[e rhe ad hoc commit-
tee on women's rights, which since thar time has met
regularly under the chairmanship of our colleague
Yvette Roudy
The particular interest felt by our group in the prob-
lem of women's righrs should not be surprising to
anyone. In fact, feminism and socialism are intimarely
connected. I would even say, as Frangois Mirterrand
did on 5 May, the day of women and of Europe, rhat
feminism and socialism should be inseparable. For us
socialists, the battle waged by feminists and by women
who are not of socialist convictions should be more
than a simple demand for equality between men and
women, for that would lead only to equality within a
system whose very structures are being re-evaluated. It
is at this point that the struggle of women becomes
part of the struggle of all socialists, for, as Maria
Delourdes Pintasingo very rightly said, 'In women all
forms of domination are recapitulated, and for this
reason the revolutionary potential of their movement
is immense.' Or, again, from the same author, 'The
society whose validity is in question is not rhat of one
country or another, or one regime or another, but it is
rather a society which already envelops all other
societies and within which it becomes impossible for
any national group to forge a new destiny for itself.'
Mr President, through its refusal of any rype of domi-
nation, but also through irs international dimension,
the struggle of women is, must be, and must go on
being the struggle of all socialists.
Ladres and gentlemen, is it necessary to underline here
in this Assembly, which has many times sought to
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defend human righrs wherever they are violated, that
the liberation of women carries within itself and
presupposes all other forms of liberation for human
beings, for workers, for those who are still colonized,
for the young, etc.? In the poem, Queen Mab, Shelley
had already written in 1813: 'Can man be free if
woman is in slavery?' The liberation of women is
connected with the liberation of all human beings. The
degrees of freedom enjoyed by women, in every
society, is thus the standard for measuring freedom in
general. In order to be truly free, women must partici-
pate in all forms of social, political, cultural, and
economic activity, particularly through access to all
forms of training and to all professions. It is necessary
ro emphasize rhat integration into the system of pro-
duction is not sufficient in itself [o assure women's
liberation, for, obviously, the woman who has a tiring
and unsatisfying job on an assembly line is exploited to
the same degree as is her male co-worker. The libera-
tion and the struggle of women are irrevocably bound
to the struggle of men for another form of work
organization, based on an economy meant to serve
man. This is why we socialism consider the humaniz-
ation of work and the reduction of working time to be
of rhe first imponance. Such a reduction should not
only permit a new distribution of available work but
also ir should contribute to a better development of
both men and women and permit them to better fulfil
their family obligations.
On this point, it would be an error to underestimate
the economic imponance of domestic tasks. It would
also be an error not to take into account the import-
ance for children of time spent in the family. It is
another error, however, to believe that only women
should perform the housekeeping tasks, should bear
rhe responsibility of caring for and educating thefchil-
dren. Paternity involves the same responsibility, the
same fundamental duties as does marernity. The
mutual respect felt by both members of the couple
living together suggests that these dudes be shared.
Although we socialists are in favour of the reduction
of working time for everyone, men and women alike,
we are firmly opposed to the development of part-time
work. Such work creates within a company two kinds
of workers: full-time workers on the one hand, and on
the other workers who do not participate fully in the
life of the company and who often have no chance for
promotion, while when lay-offs occur they are the first
to fall victim to unemployment. Instead of demanding
part-time work for some, we ask for the reduction of
working hours for all, in order that all men and
women who wish to do so can participate in economic
life while retaining sufficient free time to devote to the
family, to-leisure, to socio-cultural activities, etc.
As Frangois Mitterrand said with much firmness and
clariry of vision: 'One of the first battles on the Euro-
pean level should be rhis one: the application in each
Member State of the best social and human legislation,
a legislation which most favours justice, libeny, and
the conquest of that fundamental law without which
there can be no civilized society. \7e will fight for
equal salaries, for the reduction of working hours, for
employment, and for the creation of the necessary
collective organizations. 'S7e wish', he concluded, 'to
transform the economic structures and therefore the
social structures and the relationships of production
which generate slavery, alienation, and the exploi-
tation of men by men and of women by men.' As I said
ar the beginning, feminism and socialism are truly
inseparable.
(Applause from the ldt)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Schleicher.
Mrs Schleicher. 
- 
(D) I should like rc thank the
President for adding another half-hour, even though
he previously thought that six hours would be quite
sufficient to discuss the problems. But the extensive
report and also the motions for resolutions that have
been tabled show in themselves that the questions thar
have been raised here simply cannot be discussed in a
very short time and probably cannot be permanently
overcome wirh just one report. The statement that Mr
Glinne has just made shows that political opinions
differ on how the objectives should be achieved and
that woman's freedom of choice to decide which she
prefers, work in the home or outside, raises, of course,
a number of problems and the goals associated with
this cannot simply be achieved by means of a given
economic order.
In rhis conrext, I should like to refer to the statement
by Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul. She believes that the pro-
blems women face can only be solved by means of a
fair distribution of working time under a planned
economic policy. I must say on behalf of my group
that we hold the opposite view, that a planned labour
market cannot solve the problems. Vhat we believe is
rhat ir will be easier to get to grips with the problems
by increasing the range of part-time work because, if
the labour market is subject to fixed rules and working
hours are prescribed, it will be impossible to work
more than the set hours when necessary, and in addi-
tion, those who might perhaps be interested only in
short working hours would not be able to find employ-
menr. '!(i'e believe in the compadbility of the employ-
ment of women and work in the home for a given
period, when women are needed, and this, I believe, is
possible only if there is a wider range of pan-time
work.
Referring to the Socialisrs' suggestion rhat rhe prob-
lems women face can only be solved with Socialist
policy, I must say that I do not know any country in
the world that has so far managed to solve all the
problems, not even those which call themselves Social-
ist. Ve hope we can find joint solutions.in discussions
with men and women. In this respect, I am also grate-
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ful to rhe Greek lt{ember who pointed our thar,
although the 24 Greeks who have now joined our
Parliament are very active, they do not include any
women. But we can well imagine that after the direcr
elections in Greece in October we will have Greek
women in Parliament, who can then join in the discus-
sions on these problems in the committee.
(Applau.se from the centre)
I presume that this reaction was meanr ironically. I am
pleased to see that you too have applauded. I should
like to revert to a point which I consider parricularly
important. \7e have called for the resolurion and rhe
report to be discussed thoroughly once again in our
committees, because they contain a Breat deal of
inflammatory material, and I therefore feel each
committee should once again give detailed considera-
tion to matters falling within its terms of reference, so
that it is known exactly what Parliament's opinion is
on the details as wel[.
I am happy that we have had the whole day to discuss
this report. I would also like to point out thar the
Bundestag will probably be devoting a whole day to
matters specifically concerning women in March, since
we have submitted a report which the Bundestag
called for and which will then be debated. I would also
point out that we were particularly inrerested to see
how full the gallery has been. Most of these visitors 
-the majority of them women, of course 
- 
have an
immediate interest in the subject, and since rhe direct
elections I cannot recall a debarc during yrhich a given
problem has met with such interest. I thank the public
for their interest, but I also hope the repons truly
reflect what has been said here, because the women
who have come are very interested and because those
who were unable to attend because our gallery is not
large enough are at least as interested. I therefore hope
that our debate has not been simply a debate amongsr
ourselves, but that it will be carried to the ourside and
steps will be taken to ensure that everyone knows how
we are tackling this problem and what solutions we
offer that as far as possible do equal justice to both
men and women.
(Applause from the centre)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I want first of all to
pay my tribute to the rapporteur, Mrs Maij-\7eggen,
and to the chairman and members of the committee,
who have worked so hard and put so much research
over [he past twelve months into the position of
women in Europe. This report contains much valuable
information and some recommendations which, I
believe, will have *-ide suppon in this House.
That is not to say, however, that I personally can
support everything said in this report, and I am refer-
ring particularly to paragraph 36, which refers to
abortion. Now Mrs Maij-\Teggen herself has
corrected what is said here, but even wirh the change
that she has indicated to the Parliament, ir. does say
that abortion is permissible more or less as a last
resort. I wan[ [o make my position quite clear: under
no circumstances could I go along the line towards
abortion, for abortion is hideous murder of the help-
less innocent, and it cannot be otherwise described. In
the past year-and-a-half, we have had many discus-
sions here in which we expressed our disapproval and
our aversion to violence in various parts of the world;
yet here we have people who are prepared to
campaign for the murder of unborn children. Vhen I
hear the casual and callous way in which some
Members of this Parliament can even refer to the
termination of a pregnancy, when in fact it is this
hideous murder of innocent human beings, I am
appalled and I cannot understand how anybody could
give it any support whatsoever. This matter should not
be avoided; I do not reproach the rapporteur for
bringing this into her repon; for it is a fact of life, and
one which must be considered seriously. But it must be
considered only to be condemned and condemned out
of hand, because it is no solution to the undoubted
anguish that people who find themselves in this posi-
tion feel at such a time. 'lVhat we should all be think-
ing of is how to overcome all thought of such a terri-
ble way to deal with the unfofiunate situation of an
unwanted pregnancy. That is the only way we should
look at it; and unless paragraph 35 is changed, I
personally will have [o vote against the repon.
I have no time to deal with a report which I consider
very important and extremely valuable, a report which,
as I say, contains an immense amount of valuable
information. Nobody can deal with it in a few minutes.
I just want to say, therefore, that in my view 
- 
and I
have reared alarge family 
- 
there is no substitute for
the care and the love and the affection provided by a
mother in rhe home. I have every evidence of that. The
first thing the children do when they come home is to
open the door and shout: 'Mom, mom!'. If she
answers, there is nothing in particular that they need
but they wanr to know that she is there. That means
'rheir securityi and there is no substitute for this,
wharever you do to enable women to go out to work.
One of rhe faulm I find in this report is that it would
make it easier and even attractive for people to go out
ro work. I think that is most unfortunate. \flhat we
should be doing is trying to eleyate the importance of
the mother in the home and by every means that we
can find, to encourage people to remain at home while
their families are young and rear them, because I have
no doubt in my mind that when both parents have to
go out ro work, that is the start of delinquency; it is
rhe start of young people going wrong, and God
knows where it ends. It is very unfortunate but that is
the case and of that I am absolutely convinced.
I know how inadequate my contribution has been to
this debate, it was extremely important to me that I
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should express my view on this. I did not rake part in
the committee's work. I am sorry now [hat I was not a
member of the committee. I do not think the work on
this report would have gone on for founeen monrhs if
I had been: I should have broken it up before that,
because I think it is too comprehensive; it contains too
much and it would have been much betrer to confine
itself to a smaller number of poinrs rhar could be
pursued and achieve somerhing. I am quite sure thar
the rapporteur, too, when she is concluding, will advo-
cate priorities which really are meanr to be worked on
from now on.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Vavssade
Mrs Vayssade. 
- 
(F) Mr President, we have reached
the conclusion of a very importanr and inreresring
debate. Contrary ro what Mr Forth was saying a
momen[ ago, I do not believe thar this report was
made simply because the commitree exisred, but rarher
because in the counrries of Europe rhere are cerrain
problems encountered by women in their daily lives. I
believe that our Parliamenr is now obliged to make
some choices if the report is to be anything more than
a Utopian documenr reflecting only good inrenrions.
Mr Fonh was- right on rhis poinr: ir is a question of
choices to be made if we really wanr some of the
proposals in this reporr to become rhe reality of rhe
future feminine condition. In order for this ro be
accomplished, it is important that in this Parliament
we continue to pay close ar.r.ention to the problems of
women, or at leasr be mindful of rhe feminine perspec-
tive regarding the general problems wirh which we
must deal. In her report, Mrs Maij-\fleggen proposed
the dissolution of our commirree, and rhat it should be
re-formed after two years to evaluate, [ogether with
Parliament, the work accomplished in the intervening
period. I agree with this proposal, but I think it will
only be effective if, during this time, there remains a
body in Parliament whose task it will be to check
whether what we have put in the report has been
remembered by Parliament as a whole, and for this
reason we have presented an amendment. The Social-
ist Group proposes the creation of a supervisory
committee, a lighmeight srrucrure of only 20 or 25
members, who would meer four times a year ar rhe
most 
- 
I think that would be sufficient 
- 
bur who,
in following the general work of rhe Parliament, whar
goes on in the committees, and the principal debares,
could make sure rhar the problems and righrs of
women have really been taken into accounr. I will not
speak longer of this, for I think thar the Socialist
Group has nearly used up its time, but I would like to
urge Parliament to follow us in rhis direction, so [har
we may have a feminine consciousness on the alert in
this Assembly for rhe enrire lengrh of our term.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coutsecheras.
Mr Coutsocheras. 
- 
(EL)Thank you, Mr President,
I shall be very brief as time is running our, and limir
myself to the following facts. In 1979 rhe \7omen's
Union of Greece, which has close ties wirh Pasok,
carried out a study on women in rhe Common Marker
in an attempt to determine whar effect Greece's acces-
sion to the Common Marker would have. Vould
women receive any real benefirc from Greece's acces-
sion to the Common Market? The posirion which the
'Women's Union of Greece took was that the Common
Market, by its very nature, and in view of its aims and
objectives, is not interested in promoting even basic
rights for women. The six countries on whose iniria-
tive the Common Market was formed wanred to
create a large market in which they could move freely
without being hindered by narional protective
measures. The basic aim was clear from the start 
- 
to
strenBthen the capitalist srructure and ro develop
production within a capiralist system. The Community
is an exclusively materialisric brorherhood which has
not been able so far to present itself in a humane light.
The Europe of the large industrialisrs and the multi-
national groups is only concerned with promoting the
economic interests of its member counrries. Mr Presi-
dent and colleagues, insofar as rhe sysrem is based on
accumulating capiral for profit, the Communiry is in
no position to take an interest, even indirectly, in the
struggle for women's liberarion, because this would
require a reorganizarion of society which would lead
to an increase in production cosrs. '\7'omen's liberation
means changing the system and changing sociery. It is
for this very reason that we must srruggle at rhe politi-
cal level for women's liberadon. As regards our srra-
tegy within the framework of the exisring sysrem our
objective is to achieve wharever improvement we can
in the situation of women through the cooperation of
men and women. Mr President and colleagues, for rhis
reason Pasok will support the proposal and women in
Europe may be sure thar the women of Pasok will
fight side by side wirh them for reforms without
forgetring their ultimare long-rerm goal, which is ro
liberate both men and women and ro replace rhe
presen[ social system with socialism.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr, I wished to
stress rhe acrive role played by Italians of the
Communists and Allies Group in the work of. the ad
Eoc cornmirtee on women's rights. Unfortunately we
cannot say we are satisfied with rhis report because we
think that ar mosr ir would result in a cerrain measure
of equaliry wirhour changing society irself, a society
which commonly rejects those who are nor healrhy,
strong, and productive and which today rejects even
those who are: one has only ro consider rhe nearly
8 million unemployed in the Communiry countries, ro
whom must now be added rhe unemployed of Greece.
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Ve are now faced with a society and an organization
of work which slowly' alienates all citizens when the
economic powers, the spontaneous and unplanned
productive mechanisms, no longer have need of them.
This repon shows a tendency to create a sort of trench
to shelter women instead of making them active
subjecrs in the improvement of society. It tells women
to accept society as ir is and it reserves a small place
for them.
It is still possible, however, to improve this report by
means of amendments. \7ith our amendments we
wanted to abolish all ghettos, even if some appear to
be positive, like the special fund for women. Instead,
we call for the integration of women's problems with
all Community policies.
Concerning the family business 
- 
a frequent pheno-
menon in many of our countries 
- 
we ask not for a
mere law, but for legislative harmonization, so that. the
feelings of women will no longer be exploited. \7e ask
that businesses become productive so that they may
ensure assisrance in case of maternity, illness, or old
age, without placing a burden on other categories of
workers. $7e offer precise indications for agricultural
undertakings concerning infrastructures, administra-
tive structures, and the establishing of industries
related to agriculture. \flith our amendments, we ask
for clarity regarding the reduction of working time
and we reject the concept of pan-time work. Such
positions should not be presented as a gift to women,
for in reality they only represent a way of diverting
their attention from unemployment and exploiting
them profitably. Part-time work is just a means of
keeping women in a subordinate position at home, in
the family, and also on the job.
Our last amendment asks that the problem of own
resources of the Community be confronted beginning
with the 1982 budget. If we do not solve this problem,
none of the things we have requested for women can
be realized, for the meager resources at present avail-
able to the Community will go on being moved from
one sector to another, displeasing large groups of citi-
zens, especlally among the weakest. This is a political
amendment which we present to a committee which
has sometimes shown irelf to be very timid when
faced with profoundly political proposals.
Mr President, I will conclude with a reference to what
I have heard said here concerning the consequences of
women's extra-domestic employment on terrorism.
'\7e hear that when women work, when women have
an activity outside the home, terrorism and drugs are
rhe result. As an Italian I unfortunately have a certain
experience of terrorism and I can assure you that in
very few cases do mothers of terrorists work outside
the home. We would be obliged to conclude that,
since terrorists usuaily have a father who works, the
blame must be the father's, but this is certainly not a
thesis we support, for we consider it disgraceful to
hide true problems behind false ones.
President. 
- 
I ca[[ the Commission.
Mr lvor Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, with great respect, I have sat here since
9 o'clock this morning, which is ten and a half hours,
listening !o various Members of Parliament requesting
rhat the Commission should take action in many
different fields. It really would seem to me much more
sensible if I were to answer their requesm at an hour
when perhaps they would find it more convenient to
be present, namely tomorrow morning, rather than
now!
President. 
- 
Vith the agreement of the House I
propose that Mr Richard should be called to reply to
the debate immediately at the beginning of tomorrow's
sitting.
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Mr President, I just wish to say that I
agree absolutely with the Commissioner. It seems to
me that it is quite disgraceful that people who knew
the Commissioner would be speaking tonight are not
here. I would suggest that, if a vote were taken of
those Members who are now present, we would get an
overwhelming decision that the Commissioner should
be allowed to speak tomorrow morning rather than
now.
President. 
- 
The debate is suspended.
7. Urgent debate
President. 
- 
I have received five motions for resolu-
tions with requests for urgent debate pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
by Mr Turcat, on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research, on the proposals from the
Commission to the Council on financial support
for projects to exploit alternative energy sources
(Doc.1-836/80);
- 
by Mr von'W'ogau, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on tax-free
allowances for travellers within the Community
(Doc.1-861/80);
- 
by Mr Lynge and others on the reladonship
between Danish and Greenland catch quotas
(Doc.1-880/80);
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President
- 
by Mr Isradl and orhers on President Sadar's visit
ro [he European Parliament and Egyptian panici-
pation in rhe Euro-Arab Dialogue (Doc. 1-882/
80);
- 
by Mr Antoniozzi and others, on Community aid
to Calabria for rhe damage caused by the recenr
flood (Doc. 1-883/80).
The jusdfication for these requesrs foi urgency are
contained in the documents themselves.
These requests for urgent debare will be pur ro the
vote at the beginning of tomorrow's sitring.
9. Agendafor next sitting
The next sitting will be held romorrow, Vednesday,
I 1 February I 98 1 with rhe following agenda:
9 a.m to 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.:
- 
Vote on the motion for a resolution contained in
the Maij-Veggen Report
- 
Vote on various requests for urgency
- 
Beumer reporr on books (condnuation of debate)
- 
Prag report. on linking work and training for
young persons in the Community
3 p.m.:
Presenrarion of the Founeenrh General Reporr of rhe
Commission and of its annual programme of work for
1981 (followed by a prehminary sratement by the polid-
cal groups).
5.30 p.m.:
Question Time (questions ro the Foreign Ministers
and the Council).
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting u)ds closed at 7.30 p.m.)
8. Membership of political groups
President. 
- 
I have been informed that Mr Erhard
Jakobsen has joined the European People's Pany (CD
Group) with effecr from today.
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ANNEX
Formal sitting on the occasion of tbe oisit of Mr Anwar al Sadat, President of the
Arab Republic of EgyPt
(Prolonged appLause greeted Mr Sadat as he entered the Cbamber)
Speecb by Mrs Veil, President of the European Parliament
Mr Presidenr, this is an outstanding day in the history
of the European Parliament and, as its President, it is
an unusual privilege for me to welcome you to this
chamber and to convey to you, on behalf of all the
members of this Assembly, our deep gratitude for the
honour which you have paid to us by coming here to
address us.
(Applause)
Mr President, for all of us and for what we represent,
your presence in this Chamber today is deeply
symboiic. You preside over the destinies of a great
nation whose culture, dating back for thousands of
years, has nunured our European civilization 
- 
a
country which has once agatn found its nghtful place
in the concert of Mediterranean nations without which
Europe cannot be Europe. You are also one of the
most highly respected leaders of the Arab world with
which, for a number of years now, Europe has been
seeking to weave the thread of a permanent and
constructive dialogue.
You, President Anq'ar al Sadat, have shared a Nobel
Peace Prize with the Israeli Prime Minister, Mr Mena-
chim Begin.
(Applause)
You are a statesman whose courage and persistence
have helped to achieve, in the Middle East torn for
30 years by the fury of war, something which had
seemed beyond belief, the opening of a dialogue
across the battle line, leading, through a long and
patient process of negotiations, to [he signing of a
peace Lreaty between the State of Israel and the Arab
Republic of Egypt.
(Applause)
You have spared neither time, nor effort nor energy to
achieve the impossible. You are a man of dialogue, a
dialogue which you are unstintingly pursuing in a bid
to find answers to the many outstanding problems
which must be solved if a just and lasting global settle-
ment is rc be found to the Middle East conflict' You,
like us, are firmly committed to peace: your people-
and the people pf Israel today know the meaning of
peace on the frontier between your two. countries' At
ihe sa*e time, with stable institutions behind you, you
are guiding your country, under difficult political and
economic circumstances, along the path of economic
and social development. Against the backcloth of an
assured peace, you have been able to devorc renewed
efforts to the well-being of all Egyptians. Europe
wishes 'to play its parc in safeguarding this peace,
acquired at such cost, and in the development of
Egypt's resources. The European Parliament is
convinced that a strong Europe can and must throw its
whole weight behind the maintenance and strengthen-
ing of stability in the world. \7e are deeply concerned
by any focus of tension liable, by its gravity, to place
world peace at risk. .We are the first to be concerned
by the Middle East conflict since it directly affects the
sicu.ity of our continent and the complex network of
traditional ties and bonds created through the commu-
nity of interests between your region and Europe.
In welcoming you here today, the European Parlia-
ment does not merely wish to give practical expression
to that community of interests. It also wishes to give
you the opportunity, as a pilgrim of peace, to take a
new step forward in the search for a global solution to
the Middle East problem. Need I recall thdt on three
occasions in the past your action in the cause of peace
has been supported by the European Parliament. In
December 1977, our Assembly welcomed your bold
initiadve for a historic meeting with Mr Menachem
Begin and urged the governments of the Member
Staies to encourage, in the context of Community
activities, progress rowards a just and lasting peace in
the Middle East. In November 1978, in a resolution
adopted by a substantial majority, the European
Parliament welcomed the posidve outcome of the
Camp David Conference and called uPon the Council
and Commission to rapidly implement, in cooperation
with your country and the State of Israel, multilateral
cooperation to foster economic and social develop-
ment in the region. Finally, on 26April 1979, this
Assembly adopted by an overwhelming majority a
resolution in which it warmly welcomed the signing of
the peace treaty between Egypt and Israel afrcr 30
yeari of hostilities, expressed once again its desire to
see the European Community establish even closer
links, within the framework of political cooperation,
with Egypt and Israel, and advocated closer cooPer-
ation with the States of this region who wished to
contribute to a global peace settlement.
Since the election by direct universal suffrage, our
Assembly has not had the opponunity to exPress its
views in a detailed debate on the Middle East ques-
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tion. It is therefore all the more willing to listen ro you
today, Mr President, because you are the bearer of a
message of peace and hope. Yours is a cause in which
the European Parliament takes a passionate interesr.
And we are honoured rhat you have chosen ro address
today, rhrough their democrarically elected represen-
ratives, all rhe peoples of Europe, ro convey to rhem
your hopes and also ro indicare the part which you
would like ro see rhem play in rhe creation of an area
of peace in the Middle East.
Mr President, our views may differ on rhe ways and
means of carrying rhrough rhis grear undertaking. Bur
when both counrries and governmenrs are rnspired by
an identical resolve to attain the same goal of peace,
there is surely no need for us ro dwell at length on
drfferences of opinion about the merhods to be
followed. The dialogue in which you are roday invit-
ing us to take part will surely transcend all our differ-
ences if we have a shared resolve to arrain the goal that
we have set for ourselves. There is no doubr in my
own mind that rhis will be the case and, with that deep
convicrion, I call upon you, Mr Presidenr, to address
the European Parliamenr.
(Loud applause as President Sadat walked to the
rostrum)
Speech by President Sadat
Inch Allah !
Madam Presrdent, dear fnends, I should like to say a
few words in French and a few words in German to
express my grari[ude for the honour thar has been
bestowed upon me by givrng me [he opporrunity to
address you and address the European people. And
then afrer thar I shall be giving my speech in English.
(F,D) Madam President, dear friends, I wish to
express how deeply I appreciate your kind invitation. I
shall speak to you with absolute frankness in the hope
th-at our meeting here today will mark the beginning
of a lasting dialogue. This dialogue will enable us ro
lay rhe foundations of rhe new partnership which I
shall propose today. I greatly welcome the conrribu-
tion which each of us can make.
I would ask you ro convey to rhe people of your coun-
tries the greerings of the Egyptian people. I wish you
every success in rhe service of Europe and of all the
countries of the world.
Madam Presidenr, dear friends, thank you and rhe
whole people of Europe whom you represenr for
affording me rhis opponuniry ro meer you and share
with you some rhoughts on marters of common inter-
est.
At the outset, ler me convey to you a message of
friendship and amity from every Egyptian. Ir is
certainly a momenr of historic significance thar we are
meeting together ar this crossroad to ponder matters
of great concern, nor only for our peoples, but also for
mankind. Ir is an hisroric evenr because we share a
tremendous mission and a unique responsibility to
improve the qualiry of life for our generarion and rhe
generation ro come. This is the lesson of history and
such is the dream for a betrer furure.
For several centuries, our forefathers realized, through
their vision and historical awareness, the necessiry for
building bridges of cooperation and inreraction among
nations. The school of Alexandria, wirh its library thai
dares back to 300 years BC, saved rhe legacy of Arhens
and enriched human knowledge with the synrhesis of
Neo-Platonism. The rreasures of the Greco-Roman
culture were preserved and annotated. Such scholars
as Athenasius, Origen and Clemenr of Alexandria
added generously to our inrellectual experience. A few
centuries larer, the light of the Christian mission
spread from our parr of the world to Europe, forging a
solid foundation for a new ser of spiritual values anJ a
new conceprion of the righrs of man.
The advent of Islam added a new dimension ro this
evergrowing inreraction. Mindfut of the universal
brotherhood of man according ro rhe true Islamic
doctrine, Muslim scholars felt dury bound to preserve
the Greek and Latin rreasures, eirher in their original
form or rranslated into Arabic, rhe language oi the
Koran. Hence, rhe works of Averrods (in Arabic,
ibn-Rushd), Avicenna (in Arabic, ibn-Sina) and Avem-
pace (in Arabic, ibn-Badjdja) became Europe's main
window on Greek philosophy and mythology. tUflhen
Aristotle's book Secretum Secretorum was first
published in Europe, ir was a translation from Arabic
into Larin by Roger Bacon. Islamic universities in the
Middle East and Europe were [he grearesr centres of
knowledge and intellectual freedom. The contriburion
of Egypt, home of al-Azhar University, ro rhis process
is a fact thar needs no elaboration.
The central article of fairh in Islam is rhar mankind is
one Community, a Community of believers upholding
the same values and ideals.
Let us listen rogether to what God has told us in the
Koran, speaking to our Prophet Mohammed: 'Those
who believe in thar which is revealed unto rhee, and
those who are Jews, Christians and Sabeans whoever
believe in God and rhe Day of Judgemenr and does
right. . . surely their reward is wirh rheir Lord and no
fear shall come upon them nor shall they grieve'.
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Islam should never be judged by the misguided and
ill-concerved action by some who claim to adhere to
this great faith. Islam rs a religion of tolerance, not
fanaticism,
(Applause)
a faith of love, not hatred, and integral system based
on order, rather than chaos. An Islamic revolution is,
and should be by definition, an act of mercy and
justice. First and foremost it is the embodiment of
human dignity and freedom.
History has taught us, dear friends, that there is no
substitute for cooperation and coexistence. The bitter
conflict that erupted over Jerusalem proved ro us rhe
futility of war and the fallacy of exclusive control over
that city which is sacred to all believers. As such, it
should remain forever the symbol of peace and
harmony. The Arabs and Muslims, who were the
custodians of that holy city for centuries, realized their
obligation to keep it open to all the faithful regardless
of creed or nationality.
(Applause)
'We must receive this tradition and set in Jerusalem a
model for human freternity and togetherness. \7hile
the city must function as an integral unit for the ben-
efit of all its inhabitants and visitors, the historical as
well as legal and spiritual rights of all behevers should
be respected. I hereby urge you to join with us in a
determined effort to achieve such a goal.
(Applause)
(Mr Capanna held up a banner with the @ords 'You
must recognise tbe PLO 
- 
no to Carnp Daoid')
Rest assured, I have not come here to sell Camp
Davidl
(The House disassociated itselffrorn the demonstration by
Mr Capanna by loudly applauding President Sadat)
Dear friends, I strongly disagree with the voices of
doom and gloom which predict the collapse of 'West-
ern civilization. I believe that Europe, with its
resourcefulness and rich cultural heritage, is uniquely
qualified to play a prominent role in the world of
today. The evolution of modern democracy and the
industrial revolurion which led to present-day techno-
logy are great assets that should be fully utilized in
order to make the world more secure and just. The
degree of unity which you achieved here, in Europe
after years of hard work and dedication is cenain to
revitalize the entire continent and instil in it a new
sense of purpose. This unity, which is symbolized by
this Parliament, is an inspiration to many nations in
different corners of the world.
Let me propose to you, the elected representatives of
Europe, the establishment of a new pannership
between Europe and our part of the world. I am refer-
ring here not only to the Middle East and Africa, but
to the Third Vorld at large. Such partnership should
be based on a firm belief in the oneness of our destiny
and the similarity oT our interests. Afro-Asian coun-
tries should not be regarded as a source of raw materi-
als or a market for manufactured goods. A healthy
partnershrp should be founded on a code of ethics,
because interests alone cannot sustain our existence.
'You shall not live by bread alone.''!7e must maintain
a sense of justice, equality and opportunity for all. Old
practices of exploitation and domination should not be
allowed to appear again, even in new forms.
\7e should agree together on a set of principle to
guide our interaction and mutual help. Unless we
establish a criterion for differentiating between right
and wrong. . . between good and evil, we shall be
unleashing the law of the jungle to destroy the very
fabric of our collective existence. A narrow view of
self-interest would be an invitation to global chaos at a
time when we ail seek a new world order based on the
rule of law and morality. I cannot subscribe to the
notion that morality is a concept that belongs to the
Past.
(Applause)
I was born and brought up in an Egyptian village
where morality and spiritual values form the essence of
life.
The relationship between the Nonh and the South
deserves further attention. The South has suffered
much in the past and has legitimate concerns at
present. In addition to the accumulated in.justice" 
-f
the past, a new pattern has been emerging of late. The
South has become the theatre of devastating wars and
warlike actions. This situation should be remedied
without delay for our common good. The dialogue
which started in Paris in December 1975 paved the
way for a more equitable international structure.
However, much remains to be done to redress the
existing imbalance between the rich and rhe poor, the
developed and the developing, the established and the
emerglnS.
\7hat is needed is not a handout or a charitable contri-
bution. Rather, we propose a healthy partnership
based on sharing together whatever we possess of
resources, technology and know-how. The transfer of
technology is viul for enabling us to overcome the
greatest challenge of our time, namely to improve the
qualiry of life and make everyone secure and certain of
his future. \7e want to insure against famines, drought
and insufficiency of food. Ve would like to protect
the environment in all Afro-Asian and Latin-American
countries before it is too late. Ve want to improve the
quality of education for every child and adult in the
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four corners of the world. This is a responsrbilrty we
will never neglect.
I propose to you a tripanite agreement for cooper-
ation in this respect between Europe, Africa and rhe
Middle East.
(Applause)
Madam President, if we are to create a new world
order, we have to adopt a firm smnd 
, 
against the
malaise of foreign intervention in the domestic affairs
of Third'!7orld nations.
(Applause)
Unless this dangerous phenomenon is checked without
hesitation or ambivalence, we will be imperiling all the
gains we made in the twentieth cenrury. Nations' inde-
pendence will collapse and spheres of influence will
replace the old colonial system. !7hat is needed most
at this point is the strengthening of the non-aligned
movement. This requires a strict adherence to the
principle of non-intervention. Big powers and their
surrogates are undermining the entire world sysrem as
they seek to promote their own interests at [he
expense of nations which have been suffering for
centuries.
(Applause)
'!7'e are derermined to fight this trend to no limit. I
urge you to join hands with us.
Let no narion, big or small, arrogate rc imelf the right
to subvert other peoples'way of life. Let there be no
imposition, by force or conspiracy, of any given
doctnne or socio-economic system. Each and every
nation must remain free to choose its own political
system without duress or coercion. Let there be no
foieign bases on the soil of Third Vorld countries.
(Applause from certain quarters)
Let us put an end to this tampering wirh nations'
security and stabiliry. Let us work rogerher to deter
such reckless actions of adventurism and aggression.
'!fle should never rolerate any abuse of peoples' free-
dom and dignity.
(Applause)
Our overriding commitmenr is the cementing of the
structure of world peace. The eliminarion of rhe causes
of war is a sacred dury which is incumbent on us, indi-
vidually and collecrively. No people are more aware
than you of the devastation and suffering that accom-
panies any war, be ir limired or orherwise. Civilized
people should setrle rheir differences, nor by killing
each other, but by reasoning rogerher in a spirit of
mutual accommodation and understanding. Ve will
not do ourselves justice or be faithful to our beliefs
until we rule out war as a means for achieving national
ends. If men do nor learn to lrre lrke brothers, they
will die like wild beasts.
(Applause)
The Egyptian people, being a community of believers,
have not hesitated to take the most formidable risks
for the sake of peace. They did so, not our of weak-
ness, but from a position of strength. Only those who
are free of fear and who have fairh in God and confi-
dence in themselves possess the power to renounce war
and make peace.
(Applause from certain quarters)
\7e are determined to pursue rhis noble goal regard-
less 
.of any obstacles. This is our destiny and our
mlsslon.
The answer to present-day anxiety and uncenainty is
not clinging to the unhappy pasr bur paving the way to
a better future. To us peace is a srrategic commitment
rather than a [actical manoeuvre. I visited Jerusalem in
November 1977. This was a culmination of a process
which began since I assumed my responsibility in 1970.
Today, it belongs to all rhe peoples of the region and
the world at large. No one has the righr to derract
from it or obstruct its path. \7e shall not allow any
interference with that sacred process, for it has
become an invaluable pan of the heritage of mankind.
The peace we work for is a comprehensive one which
benefits all nations. Vhen Egypt took the decision of
reopening the Suez Canal ro international shipping in
1975, Egypt had in mind rhe interests of all European
peoples, together with orher narions.
Now that we have taken a pioneering stride on the road
to peace, the people that deserve most of our at[ention
are the Palestinian people. As Egypt did repearedly
during the past few years, Egypt urges you ro supporr
their right to self-derermination and narional dignity.
This is their God-given righr rhat cannor be denied
under any circumstances.
(Applause)
A thoughtless denial of such righr is an open invitarion
to extremism and obstructionism.
The establishment of a Palesrinian en[iry, afrer a rran-
sitional period, would be a posirive development ro all
countries in the region. Ir poses no lhreat ro the secur-
ity of Israel. In facr, it is rhe besr guaranree for it. A
Palestinian entiry, faced wirh the task of reconsrruc-
tion and building bridges with other nations, will
certainly bear rhe responsibility of prevenring acts of
violence and hosdliry. Ve should like you ro panici-
pate with us in persuading both Israelis and Palesrin-
ians to accept a formula of mutual and simultaneous
recognition.
(Applause)
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(Mr Capanna raised a PLO flag)
I would have preferred rhar you had raised this flag
like we raised it in Mena House with all the parties
concerned. Ve rarsed this flag in Mena House
together with the Israeli flag, but no one cared.
(Sustained applause)
'We should like you to participate with us in persuad-
ing both Israelis and Palestinians to accept a formula
of mutual and simultaneous recognition. I think this
should be the start of any initiative. .!(i'e invite you also
to take part in additional security guarantees as a
European contribution to peace in the Middle East.
Let me repeat, we invite you also to take pan in addi-
rional security guarantees as a European contribution
ro peace in the Middle East.
(Applause from certain quarters)
Much has been said about the Jordanian option lately.
However, this must not blur the picture or confuse
discerning minds. Egypt was the first to call for a
Jordanian role in the final settlement. But that role,
that Jordanian role, should not negate or replace the
Palestinian presence. The problem we are confrontihg
today is one involving the Palesdnian people, not the
Jordanians. Any attempt to solve that problem while
ignoring the existence of a disdnct people with a
Palestinian identity is doomed to failure.
(Applause)
Hence, we must not evade the problem or lose sight of
its nature. Jordan can participate in the negotiations at
the proper stage, but not in the absence of or to the
detriment of the Palestinians. A premature Jordanian
role would be a complicating factor.
Let me give you a very short history of the Jordanian
option and the Jordanian role. Immediately after we
started the peace process 
- 
as you may remember ,
the October'!fl'ar was in 1973 and the first disengage-
ment agreemenr had been reached byJanuary 1974 
-I met with King Hussein in Alexandria in the summer
of 1974. \fle issued a joint communiquE in which we
stated that a certain link should take place between
Jordan and the emerging Palestinian State. Moreover,
we said in this communiqu6 that this link should be
completed and declared before we convened in
Geneva, and at that trme all our efforts were drrected
towards convening in Geneva. The head of the PLO
agreed in principle, but when he returned to Syria two
days after agreeing to the principle which I declared
with King Hussein, he denied that he had done so,
ha'"'rng rn the meantime had a vrsit from the Sovret
Ambassador.
I wanted to give you this short history because I
wanted you ro know that, starting from the peace
process in 1974 and after rhe first disengagement
agreemenr had been reached, I immediately asked for
a Jordanian role and I am still asking for it, but not as
a prerequisite to a Palestinian role.
(Applause)
Madam President, dear friends, let me seize this
opportunity to commend you on vour statements on
rhe essentials for peace in the Mrddle East beginning
with rhe resolution of 15 December 1977. You have
properly identified the complex issues and adopted
unbiased solutions. On the other hand the Heads of
your States have been positive and helpful. \7e
consider the Luxembourg Declaration of December
1980 a turning point which is likely to have a
consrructive impact on the peace process in the near
future. It was a forthcoming endorsement of the garns
which have been realized so far and an appeal to all
parties concerned to build upon them for the good of
all nations.
There are those who get discouraged by the growing
challenge of our time. However, I remain optimistic
and hopeful. I do believe that it is better to light a
candle than to curse the darkness. I can hear the voice
of wisdom saying: 'I shall light a candle of under-
standing in thine heart, which shall not be put out'.
For those who aspire to a better world, I have a prom-
ise to sacrifice my life for that goal. And for those who
suffer from despair and fear, I have a dream of a new
dawn that would rekindle hope in every hean. I have a
dream of a new world where the strong are just and
the weak secure and the peace preserved. Together we
shall endeavour until the day comes when they beat
their swords into ploughshares and their spears into
pruning hooks.
(Standing oaation)
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
(Tbe sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of ninutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of
yesterday's sitting have been distriburcd.
Since there are no comments, the minutes of proceed-
ings are approved.l
2. Votes
President. 
- 
The first item on the agenda is the vote
on the motion for a resolution contained in tbe Maij-
lY?ggen report (Doc. 1-829/80): Position of women in
tbe Community.
The Commission has the floor.
Urgent procedure 158
Agenda for next sitting 1 58
Annex 159
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, I am grateful to you for giving me the floor
this morning. It seemed sensible at the very late hour
last night that we should perhaps reserve the
comments of the Commission until one or two people
who had asked questions were present to hear the
answers.
I am very conscious of two facts, having sat through
the whole of this debate. One is that I am male, and
secondly that I am a member of a wholly male
Commission. I must rcll the House, however, that
shon of resigning from the Commission, there is
nothing frankly that I can do about either of those
facts. In answer to Miss Hooper, the only thing I can
say, in some slight mitigation, is thar I was at least
appointed by a woman to my present position. . .
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
. . . a woman, who I am sure those who are applauding
know I did not vote for!
(Laughter)
So that perhaps some of the blame for my presence
here should be attributed to her sex as well as my own.
Madam President, we have had a long and detailed
debate and obviously it is quite impossible for me to
deal with the many questions of detail that were
raised. I should like to make one general point at the
oucset and thar is thar I undenake ro look at those
points in detail with my cabinet and with the appro-
priate services in the Commission. I will write to the
6.Mr Van der Mei; Mrs
Mei; Mr Herman; Mr
Fucbs; Mr Van der Mei
Lizin; Mr Van der
Van der Mei; Mr
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individual Members concerned where we have had an
opportunity of examining the problems they raised.
This has been, as I say, a somewhat detailed debate
and, I fear, a somewhat diffuse one. It has ranged
wide; we have covered economic questions, we have
covered the position of women in industry and in
orher sectors, we have covered the role of the family,
abortion, contraception, social security, health, educa-
tion and, indeed, whether anything at all can be done
until the final demise of the capitalist system. It seems
to me that the debate has lacked coherence, and it has
lacked a theme. Perhaps, Madam President, this was
inevirable, given the comprehensive nature of the
report itself. As a documenr of reference the report is,
I think, of great value. As a programme of action 
-action which indeed this House would wish the
Commission to take 
- 
it is, perhaps, somewhat too
wide.
I should like to examine, in what I hope is not too
long or derailed a way, how with the massive experi-
ence of five weeks in my present position I feel the
Commission should now approach its task. Vhat I
think we have to do is to look at what indeed we can
do wirh the instruments that are at our disposal. There
is no point, I think, at the moment in looking at
different instruments or different instirutions. I think I
have to work, frankly, with what I have got.
'!fle have heard many interesting declarations about
the problems faced by women in the Communiq, and
indeed in the developing nations. Many who spoke
stressed the need for something to be done. I rather
regrer, however, that the debate did not really come to
grips wirh rhe problem of defining a strategy of action
at Community level. The Community, as I said earlier,
has certain specific intruments 
- 
legal and financial
- 
which are complementary to those which exist at
national or local level. Each time we prepare a new
initiative in the Commission, we must I think analyse
carefully how we can best use our resources and how
we can achieve maximum impact. As we all know, the
Commission cannot act alone. Not only must we have
the sustained support of this Parliament, to ensure that
appropriate human and financial resources are avail-
able to prepare and carry out action, we must also be
realistic about the feasibility and indeed the desira-
bility of intervention at Community level.
Madam President, I think we should prepare for our
battles carefully one by one, recognizing our weak-
nesses and using our strengths. This means a careful
selection of priorities within the context of a longer-
term strategy. On many issues the Commission's most
powerful tool is that of information, and I agree with
those Members of Parliament who have stressed the
need for information in this field 
- 
it is a point that
was raised by many speakers 
- 
information to ensure
[hat woman are aware of their legal rights, informa-
tion about innovatory action in order to publicize
what can be done, information about the women's
movemenr at all levels to increase the general aware-
ness about the pressure of changes. I am pleased so
many references to the need for information activities
are in the draft resolution and the Commission will
cenainly look closely into the best ways of reinforcing
our activity in this field.
The legislative potential of the Community institutions
are of course a powerful means of action. The basic
foundations of a legal framework establishing the
principle of equaliry of treatment are now in place.
Much of our work must therefore now focus on
exploiting those instruments to the full. And the draft
resolution makes many helpful sugtestions in this
direction.
I should like to inform the Parliament that the repon
on the implementation of the second equal-treatment
directive has just been approved by the Commission
and is shortly to be forwarded to the Council and to
Parliament.
Also, within the framework of the implementation of
that directive, the Commission is carryinS out a study
on the situation of self-employed women 
- 
two
studies are also being caryied out on the laws
protecting women's employment and on the desegre-
garion of employment in banks.
Finally, and also in connection with the second direc-
tive, infringement proceedings have been instituted
against several Member States for non-compliance
with the directive in question, as was also the case for
the directive on equal pay.
I will now examine, in the light of this debate, very
carefully rhe possibiliry of formulating new initiatives
with regard to equal trealment in fiscal legislation and
in the field of family allowances as referred to in your
draft resolution.
(Applause)
I was also, Madam President, particularly interested in
rhe discussion regarding part-time work, where again
a directive is suggested together with a programme of
pilor projecrs. This is an area where there seems to be
akeady a useful degree of consensus regarding the
need for greater protection of part-time workers,
wherher male or female. Again, I will look at it to see
what scope or necessity there may be for funher initia-
tives and legislation ih this field.
There is also revival of interest generally in different
more flexible forms of work. I believe there is great
scope for developing Community action in this field
not merely through normative instruments but also
through demonstration products at local level. Insofar
as I can commit the Commission in advance, may I
indicate my intention here and now to produce
specific proposals in this area within the next twelve
months as you request.
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The role of the Social Fund up to now has shown its
utility in the field of positive action for women. Vhen
the special section of the Fund for Vomen's
Programmes was se[ up in 1978 it required a consider-
able promotional effon by the Commission to stimu-
late demand.
I wonder if I could give the House one or two figures?
The rctal volume of aid requested for 1980, as I have
said, reached 7l million units of account. This is likely
to increase funher to 94 million in 1981: over four
times the budget. Vhat is more imponant to us is the
growth in the volume of programrnes aimed at
preparing women for employment in jobs in which
they have been under-represented in the past and new
jobs which we s'ant to see kept open [o men and
women on an equal footing. Such programmes, classi-
fied by the Commission as first priority, amounted to
abour half a million units of account in 1978,
6.5 million in 1979,14 million in 1980 and will prob-
ably exceed 20 million units of acqount in 1981. The
Commission considers that the purpose of the special
women's section must be to make a specific effort to
help women 
. 
overcome.. the 
- 
obstacles they face as
women in gaining equaliry of treatment in the labour
market.
Sadsfactory as the overall growth in the volume of
applications in the women's section is, the Commission
would prefer to see a more even distribudon of appli-
cations as betv'een Member States. Germany
accounted for 78 0/o of all applications in 1979 and f.or
65.5 0/o of the aid that was approved. This is not, as I
say, a criticism of the German effort.
They are on the contrary to be congratulated on the
size of their response but it is a plea to the other
Member States to do more.
Reference is made to new technologies and their
impact on the employment of women is most impor-
tant. There is much talk about new technologies at
present' and panicularly about the need to take
account of the implications of microelectronics at all
levels of education and training. It is clear that
women, particularly in secretarial work, are likely to
be affected most severely in the shon term. It is there-
fore also clear that positive action has to be taken on
-behalf of girls and women in the field of employment
and labour-market policy, in industrial relations and at
all levels of the education and training system. The
Social Fund provides the right financial instrument ro
promote change in this direction, at least as regards
vocational training provisions.
I should like to inform the House that, in drawing up
the next set of guidelines for the selection of Social
Fund applications, I undenake [o ensure that full
accounr is taken of this issue. Vhile it is clear that
many rraining courses for traditional women's occupa-
tions need to be updated to take account of the impli-
cations of new information rcchnologies, we must take
care to ensure that the effect of new guidelines will not
actually be to bring about a decrease in the number of
raining opponunities by the fund designed specially
for women.
I am particularly concerned about the field of basic
education, whereas your report emphasizes that there
seems [o be little progress being made to encourage
girls to study mathematical, scientific and technical
subjects at school and to steer them away from the
traditionally feminine professions, which are them-
selves increasingly threarcned. I entirely accept what
has been emphasized in the course of this debate,
namely that it is education, guidance and raining that
are the key areas for action to Promote equality in
society.
I would like to make one point, however, which has
not been raised in the course of this debarc. That is the
question of Community competence in this field. Very
ofren one finds that the argument is not so much about
the content of Commission proposals but about the
competence of the Commission to make proposals in a
particular field, whether that field indeed be social
services, health policy or nationaliry legislation.
Madam President, I am conscious of the fact that time
is passing. I am also conscious of the fact that other
debates are to take place. I can only say that I found
yesterday's experience of lisrening to this debate
fascinating. I have a Brear deal of sympathy with many
of the points that have been raised. As I have been in
my presen[ position as brief a time as I have been I
hope no one would expect me to come forward with
revolutionary proposals at this stage for transforming
the position of women in the European Community.
Vhat I can do and what I do undenake to do,
however, is rc look at the debate with sympathy and in
detail, to see where I think and the Commission thinks
that action can be taken and to try and make the
maximum use of our existing intruments in order to
promote what we all have at heart, namely a greater
equality in treatment for women.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright on a point of order.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Madam President, the point of order
is whether we should be voting now upon rhe Maij-
'l7eggen 
resolution. !/hen I got the amendments last
night at 7 p.m. they were not all in English. I therefore
had to get a combination of French and Italian texts.
The French and Italian became quite easy to under-
stand when compared to some of the preposterous
Forth amendments. However, I do not think it is
reasonable to vote this morning when we did not, in
fact, have the amendments at the end of the debate last
night.
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President. 
- 
Mr Enright, I think I am right in saying
that all the amendmenrc were distribured in all rhe
languages last night.
At the request of the political groups we exrended the
deadline for tabling amendmenrs. This meant thar rhe
administration did not have them until six o'clock on
Monday evening. They then had to be translated and
printed. You should have thought of these problems
when the deadline was exrended.
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, I was in no way
blaming the administration. '!7har I was saying was
rhat ir was quite possible for this House ro vote larer
when everyone has had rime to fully digest the amend-
ments. I did, in fact, read them last night unril 2 a.m.,
but it does not. seem to me fair thar wirhin rwo minures
of getting in here I should advise my colleagues as to
the way in which they should vore withour their being
fully aware of the implications. It is not rhe adminis-
tration or the staff that I am blaming, it is the Rules of
Procedure if they insist that we musr vore rhis
morning. If the Rules of Procedure are so absurd, rhen
we must alter them immediately.
President. 
- 
Mr Enright, the agenda was adopred
with the votes scheduled immediately after the debare.
Ve shall move on to the voting.
(Parliament adopted tbe first fiae indents of the
preamble)
On the sixth indenr of the preamble, Mrs Boot has
tabled Amendment No l0l.r
Vhat is ihe rapponeur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-VeBEe\ rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Pres-
ident, the ad hoc committee rejected rhis amendment
because Artrcle I 19 is approved by the Court of
Justice. I am therefore againsr rhe amendment.
(Parliament adopted successiaely Amendment No 101,
tbe stxth indent as amended and the seaenth to eleztentb
indents of the preamble)
President. 
- 
I have three amendmenrs on the first
two recitals:
No 90 by Mrs Garottr de Brase and Mrs Cassan-
magnago Cerrertr i
No 60 by Mrs Crnciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcra-
Iupi;
No l5 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democrauc Group.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NZ,) Madam Pres-
ident, I am against all three amendmenls, No 90,
No l5 and No 60. I must say rhar rhe original rexrs are
clearer and that these amendmenrs have already been
rejected earlier.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 90t 
- 
tphrcb
meant tbat Amendments No 60 and No 15 fell 
- 
and
then the tbird recital)
President. 
- 
On the founh recital, Mrs Cinciari
Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi have mbled Amend-
ment No 61.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-\U/e19en, rapport (NZ) Madam Pres-
ident, the economic crisis affects rhe working woman
as much as [he housewife and I am therefore againsr
this amendment.
(Parliament adopted successioely Amendment No 51, tbe
fourth recital as amended and the fifih recital)
President. 
- 
Afrer rhe fifrh reciral, Mrs Hoffmann
and others have tabled Amendment No 5.
'\flhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-Ve1gen, rapporter,,r. 
- 
(F) I am againsr,
Madam President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 6 and adopted the
sixth recital)
President. 
- 
On rhe seventh recital, Mrs Cinciari
Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi have rabled Amend-
ment No 62/rev.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-Vegten, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Iam against.
(Parliament adopted Amendment llo 62/reo.t and then
tbe seventh recital as amended)
President. 
- 
I have rwo amendmenrs after rhe
seventh recital:
The text of the amendments will be found in the Annex By electronrc vote.
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No 34 by Mr Fonh on behalf
Democratic Group;
No 81 by Mrs Lenz and others
Group of the European People's
Democratic Group).
'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
favour of it. Amendment No 82 was rejected in
committee. I therefore have to recommend rejection,
even though I am quite favourable to the amendment
myself.
(Parliament adopted successiveb Amendment No 54,
Amendment No 82 and subparagraph 2 (d), second
indent, as arnended)
President. 
- 
On subparagraph 2 (b), first indent,
Mrs Boot has tabled Amendment No 102.
\U/har is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-VeB1en, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) | am against
this, Madam President, as it would mean that between
three and five thousand professions would have to be
incorporated in the directive. I think rhere is some
error here.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 102 and adopted
subparagraph 2 (b), first indent, artd tben subpara-
graph 2 (b), second indent)
President. 
- 
On subparagraph 2 (b), third indent,
Mrs Boot has tabled Amendment No 103.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-\fleggen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) The third
indent was approved by a large majority in committee.
I must therefore recommend rejection of the amend-
men[.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 103 and adopted
subparagraph 2 (b), third indent, and then subpara-
graph 2 (c))
President. 
- 
On subparagraph 2 (d), Mr Vi6 and
others have nbled Amendment No 52.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maii-Veggen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) There is
something I should like the author to clarify because I
am not sure whether this amendment refers just to the
short phrase in 2 (d). If it does, I am in favour of it
because rhe phrase is a little bit out of place here.
(Parliarnent rejected Amendment No 52 and adopted
subparagraph 2 (d))
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3, Mrs Boor has tabled
Amendment No 106.
'\i7hat is the rapporteur's position?
of the European
on behalf of the
Pany (Christian-
Mrs Maij-Ve BEer., rdpporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Pres-
idenr, the purpose of Amendment No 34 is to weaken
rhe text. I am against it. As for Amendment No 81, it is
in line with rhe motion which was introduced here in
December. I am in favour of this amendment.
(ParLiament rejected Amendment No 34 and adopted
Amendrnent No 81)
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider Heading I 
-Improoement of existing Community tneasures.
On paragraphs 1 to 6, Mrs Hoffmann and others have
tabled Amendment No 7. The adoption of this amend-
ment will mean that all the other amendments to these
paragraphs wilt fall.
'\flhat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mrs Maij-\(eggen, rapport (F) I am against.
(Parliament rejected Atnendment No 7)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 1, Mr Forth on behalf of
rhe European Democratic Group has abled Amend-
ment No 35.
\7har is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-\fleg9ea, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am against
this amendment, Madam President.
(Parliarnent rejected Amendment No 35 and adopted
paragraph 1 and subparagrapb 2 (a),first indent)
President. 
- 
I have two amendmenr on subpara-
graph 2 (a), second indent :
No 64 by Mrs Boot;
No 82 by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and others on behalf
--of the Group of the European People's Pany
' (Christian-DemocraticGroup).
Vhar is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-VeBEen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Pres-
ident, Mrs Boot's amendment is in fact a correction of
the text and we can have no quarrel with it. I am in
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Mrs Maif-Ve Bgen, rdpport (NL) I think this is
superfluous, Madam President.
I am against it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 106 and adopted
paragraph 3 and tben paragraph 4)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No I by Mrs Lizin on behalf of the Socialist Group.r
.\flhat 
is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-Veg1e\ rdpporteur. 
- 
(NZ) \7ell, Madam
Presidenr, this is a rarher complicared amendmenr
which is unclear even in Dutch. The same alreration
was rejected by the commitree. I am againsr the
amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No I and adopted
paragraph 5, first subparagraph)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, second subparagraph,
I have Amendment No 104 by Mrs Boot.
Vhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-Ve1ten, rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Pres-
ident, the text proposed by Mrs Boor is legally more
correct than the existing texr. I am rherefore in favour
of it.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 104)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No l5 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf of
the European Democraric Group.
'!U/hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Ve g1en, rapport (NZ,) Madam Pres-
idertr, rhe original rex[ was adopred by a clear
majority. I am againsr irs deletion.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 16 and adopted
paragraph 6)
President. 
- 
I have rhree amendmenrs on para-
graphT, firsr indent:
No 17 by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper on behalf
of rhe European Democratic Group;
No 53 by Mrs Cincian Rodano and Mrs Squarcia-
lupi;
No 38 by Mr Cottrell on behalf of the European
Democratic Group.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-\(eggen, rapportenr. 
- 
(Nl) Madam Pres-
ident, the original text is clearer than the amendments
and was adopted by a clear majority in committee. I
am against the amendments.
(Parliarnent adopted Amendment No t 7 
- 
atbich meant
tbat Arnendments No 63 and No 38 fell 
- 
and tben
pdragraph 7 as amended)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments on para-
graph 8:
No l2l by Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul on behalf of the
Socialist Group;
No 65 by Mrs Crncran Rodano and Mrs Squarcra-
lupr;
No 18 by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
\What is the rapporteur's posrtion?
Mrs Maij-\fle11en, rdpporter4r. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Pres-
ident, there was general agreemenr on the exisring
text. I should like to mention to Mrs l7ieczorek-Zeul
that the points she raiies in her amendment are already
in four other paragraphs. I am therefore againsr.
\
President. 
- 
\7hat is your posirion on rhe orher
amendments, No 55 and No 18, Mrs Maij-Veggen?
Mrs Maii-N/eggen. 
- 
(NL) I am against rhem, roo,
Madam President.
(Parliament rejected Amendments No 121, No 5) and
No 18 and adopted paragrapb 8)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 8, I have Amendmenr
No 118 by Mrs Roudy on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-\U(eg1e\ rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I agree wirh
the content here, Madam Presidenr, bur I think rhat
projects of this kind should be financed by the
Member States and by regional authorities. It is
nevertheless a new amendment. I cannot give any
recommendation. Personally, I should vote against it.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1181 and then
paragraph 9)
Amendment No 1 l7 by Mrs Lizrn was wrthdrawn By electronic vote
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President. 
- 
I have two amendments on para-
graph 9:
No 36 by Mr Fonh on behalf of the European
Democratic Group,
No 65 by' Mrs Ctnctari Rodano and Mrs Squarcia-
lupi.
'\fhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-\fleBBen, raPPorteur. 
- 
(F) | am against.
(Parliament reje'cted Amendment No 36 
- 
which meant
that Amendment No 66 fell 
- 
and adopted para-
graph 10)
President. 
- 
In paragraph 11, I have Amendment
No 19 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-VeBEen, raPporteur. 
- 
(F) | amagainst.
(Parliament reJected Amendment No 19 and adopted
paragraph I I )
President. 
- 
I have two amendments after Para-
graph I I :
No 20 by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group;
No 92 by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mrs Cassan-
magnago Cerretti.
'!/hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Vegge\ rapPorteur. 
- 
(NI) Madam Pres-
ident, Amendmenr No 2O has already been tabled in
committee and is resubmitted here in another form. I
think it is now quite acceptable and ask for its adop-
tion. Amendment No 92 is quirc out of place here. I
am very much against incorporating it here.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 20)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi'
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Madam President, I request
a separate vote on the two parts of Amendment
No 92: the first part up to the end of the penultimate
indent and the second part consisting of the last
indent.
(Parliament adopted tbe first part of Amendment No 92
- 
as far as tbe penultimate indent 
- 
and then the last
indent of tbe amendrnent)
President. 
- 
\ifle shall now consider Heading II 
-Further action. t have seven amendments on Para-
graph l2:
No 105 by Mrs Boot;
No 39 by Mr Cottrell on befralf of the European
Democrattc Group;
No 95 by Mrs Dekker;
No 53 by Mr Vi6 and others;
No 83 by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and others on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany
(Christion-Democratrc Group) ;
No 21 by Mrss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic GrouP,
No 67 by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.
'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-\(eBEen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NI) Madam Pres-
ident, Amendment No 105 is a legal one. I think it is
superfluous and I am therefore against it. I am also
against Amendment No 39. As for Amendment No 95,
I think it is a good addition and I am in favour of it.
The emphasis is wrong in Amendment No 53 and I am
against it. Amendment No 83 is very much the same as
Amendment No 53 but I am in favour of it. On the
other hand, I am against Amendment No21. The
point raised by Amendment No 67 is already dealt
wirhrn paragraph 46 where it fits better. I am therefore
against the amendment.
(Parlmment rejected Amendment No 1051 and then
Amendment No 39, and adopted successiL)ely Para-
grdph 12, first subparagraph, the first part of the second
iubparagrapb, Amendment No 95, the first indent of the
second part of the second subparagraph as amended and
indents 2 to 5)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Maij-Veggen.
Mrs Maij-Veggen. 
- 
(NZ) Madam President, I also
note that this principle is enshrined in rhe constitutions
of almost all the Member States. It seems odd to me to
vote against it.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 531 
- 
uhich
meant that Amendment No U fell 
- 
and then the
seztenth indent of paragrapb 12, rejected Arnendment
No 21 and tben Amendment No 67 and adopted tbe last
indent ofparagraph tz)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments after para-
graph 12:
No 119 and No 120 by Mrs \flieczorek-Zeul on
behalf of the Socialist GrouP;
Bv electronic vote
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President
No 68 by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcia-
lupi.
Vhat is the rapporreur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggcn, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I have no
objection to Amendmenr No 119 and No 120,
Madam Presidenr. They make rhings perhaps a little
clearer. But I am againsr the third amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No ll9 and then
Amendment No 120 
- 
which meant that Amendment
No 58 fell)
President. 
- 
I have [wo amendments on para-
graph 13 to 15:
No I I by Mrs Spaak;r
No 8 by Mrs Hoffmann and others.
Vhat is rhe rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maif-Ve1gen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Pres-
ident, I am againsr.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Madam President, I request
separate vores on the rwo parts of Amendment No 8:
the first part covering paragraphs 13 and 14 and the
second part paragraph 15.
(Parliament relected the first and then the second part of
Amendment No 8)
President. 
- 
I have lwo amendments on para-
graph 1 3:
No 22 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratrc Group;
No 93 by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mrs Cassan-
magnago Cerrerti.
Vhar is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-Ve1gen, rapportet4r. 
- 
(NL) I am against
Amendmenr No 22, Madam Presidenr. Amendment
No 93 brings a light touch ro rhe motion. I am always
ready ro welcome that.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 22 and tben
Amendment No 93 and adopted paragraph l3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 14, I have Amendment
No 96 by Mrs Dekker.
lVhat is rhe rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-Ve1gen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NZ) This is a nice
distinction. I am in favour.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 9d and adopted
paragraph 14)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I have six amendmen[s on para-
graph 1 5:
No 23 by Miss Robens and Mrss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group;
No 54 by Mr Vi6 and others;
No 69 by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcia-
lupi;
No 107 by Mrs Boot,
No 84 by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and others on behalf
of. the Group of the European people's pany
(Christian-Democraric Group) ;
No 89 by Mrs Schleicher.
\flhat is rhe rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-\(/e1gea, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am happy
to be able ro speak Dutch, Mr President. L. 
"g"instAmendment No 23 because ir weakens the text. For
the same reason I am against Amendment No 54. If
Amendment No 69 is supposed ro replace the original
text, I am against it. If ir is an addirion, I am in favour.
I should be grareful if Mrs Cinciari Rodano could
clarify this point for me. I am nor sure whar she
intends. As for Amendment No l0Z, ir is unnecessary
and I am againsr ir. Amendment No 84 is an improve-
ment and I am favour of ir. I am very much against
Amendmenr No 89.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) We accepr rhe rapporteur's
suggesrion rhar this amendment be regarded as an
addition ro rhe rexr.
(Parliament rejected successioely amendment No 23,
Amendment No 54, and Amendment No 107, adopted
successioely Amendment No 69, the first indent of para-Withdrawn by rhe author
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Mrs Maij-t$(e g1en, rapport
Mr President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment
paragraph 16)
(NL) I am againsr,
No 9 and adopted
Squarcialupi
graph 1 5 as amended, Amendment No 841 and the
second indent as amended, rejected Amendment No B9t
and adopted the third indent)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 15, I have Amendmenr
No 9 by Mrs Hoffmann and others.
\7hat is rhe rapporteur's posirion?
President. 
- 
Afrer paragraph 18, I have Amendment
No 25 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maii-VegBen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I think this is
a fine addition, Mr President, and I am in favour.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 25)
President. 
- 
I have lwo amendments on para-
graph l9:
No 26 by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group;
No 1 I5 by Mrs Boor.
'!/har 
is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporter.tr. 
- 
(NL) Mr presi-
dent, Amendmenr No 26 affects only the English
version. Ir is a stylistic change. In my view ir neeJnot
be put to the vote. I am against Amendmenr No ll6 as
I prefer the original text.
President. 
- 
Mry I have rhe aduice Jf either Dame
Shelagh Roberrs or Miss Hooper on wherher it is only
an English and Danish language problem? If in the
other languages rhe problem does nor arise, I think we
should not vore on rhe amendment but leave it ro a
correct translation.
Dame Shelagh Roberts. 
- 
Mr President, it does not
make sense in English, and since ir relates only to
English perhaps the House would agree to the amend-
ment to the English text.
President. 
- 
In that case I rhink we should nor vo[e
on the amendment bur rhe amendment should be seenin the light of the original language version and
adapted accordingly. The text will therefore be
adapred rn rhe English and Danish versions.
(Parliament adopted successioely Amendment No 116,
paragraph I9 as amended and paragraph 20)
On paragraph2l,l have Amendmenr No 97 by Mrs
Dekker.
\7hat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-VeEBe$ rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I rhink this is
a fine addirion, Mr President, and I am in favour of it.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 97 and then para-
graph 21 as amended)
President, 
- 
I have rwo amendmenrs
graph 17:
on Para-
No 94 by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mrs Cassan-
magnago Cerrerti;
No 24 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Vhat is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the majoriry of the committee was in favour of
this paragraph in the motion. As rapponeur, I have to
reject any amendment.
(Parliarnent rejected Amendment No 94 and then
Amendment No 24 and adopted paragraph 17)
President. 
- 
I have four amendments on para-
graph I 8:
No 14 by Mrs Hoffmann and others;
No 46 by Mr Fonh;
No 55 by Mr Vi6 and others;
--j No 70 by Mrs Cincrari Rodano and Mrs Squarcra-
lupi.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Pres-
ident, rhe existing rexr was adopted by a clear majority
in committee. As rapporteur, I musr therefore recom-
mend rejecrion of rhe amendments.
(Parliament successiz.tely rejected Amendment No 14,
Amendment No 55 and Amendment No 70 
- 
wbich
meant tbat Amendment No 46 fell 
- 
and adopted para-
graph te)
' 
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President. 
- 
On paragraph 22, I have Amendment
No 56 by Mr Vi6 and others.
'!/hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Ve ggen, rdpporteur. (NZ) Against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 56 and adopted
paragrapb 22)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 23, I have Amendment
No 98 by Mrs Dekker.
\i7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the question of preferential treatment for women
is a very tricky one. Ve have referred to it in one or
rwo paraBraphs, bur I would rather i[ were no[ dealt
with in this paragraph in this way. I am therefore
against the amendment.
(Parliament relected Amendment No 98 and adopted
paragraphs 23 and 24)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 24,lhave Amendment
No 72 by Mrs Macciocchi.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-\fleggen, rdPporter4r. 
- 
(NZ) \7ell, Mr
President, it is rather funny to find this paragraph
under Social and Famil/ Services. I am indeed in
favour of this text but I should be happier if it came at
the end of the motion under Other Recommendations
and not here under Social and Family Services, where
it is really out of place.
President. 
- 
Do you agree to this, Mrs Macciocchi?
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(F) I agree to the suBgestion that
rhe amendment be placed in the section with the
recommendations.
President. 
- 
To avoid getting your votinB lists out of
order, we could vote on the amendment now and then
insen ir, with the rapporteur's agreement, at the end of
the motion for a resolution.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 72 uthich, utith the
rapporteur\ agrcement, zoould be inserted ekeuthere in
the motion)
\7e shall now consider Heading III 
- 
Education and
Vocational Training.
(Parliament adopted paragraphs 25 and 26)
I have three amendments on paragraph 27:
No 7l by Mrs Cincian Rodano and Mrs Squarcia-
lupr;
No 3 by the Liberal and Democratic Group;
No 47 by Mr Forth.
'What is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Vcggen, rapPorteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the committee was in general agreement on the
original text. I am against Amendment No 47 as well
as Amendment No7l. Amendment No3 is a fine
addition and I am in favour of it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 71, adopted
Amendment No 3, rejected Amendment No 47 and
adopted paragraph 27 as amended)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments on para-
graph 28:
No I l2 by Mrs Boot;
No 99 by Mrs Dekker;
No 4 by the Liberal and Democratic Group.
\7hat is rhe rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, raPporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, Amendment No 4 is quite unclear because there
is discrimination between women with family resPon-
sibilities and women without such responsibilities. I
think we have to vote against this. It has not been
drafted very well. The point raised in Amendment
No 99 is in fact already covered by the motion as it
stands. This amendment is therefore somewhat super-
fluous. I am against it. Amendment No 112 is also
superfluous. It makes a slight legal change, but I am
also against this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 112, and adopted
Amendment No 99t 
- 
utbich meant tbat Amendment
No 4 fell 
- 
and then paragraph 28 as amended)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments on Para-
graph 29
No I l3 by Mrs Boot;
No 100 by Mrs Dekker.
'!7har is the rapponeur's position?
By electronic vote.
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Mrs Maij-rW/e11en rapport (NZ,) Amendment
No 113 is superfluous, Mr President, and I am against
it. Amendment No 100, in my view, is a stylisric
change which applies only to rhe Durch version. As far
as I am concerned, it is acceptable.
President. 
- 
M"y I suggest that we deal wirh
Amendment No 100 in rhe same way as we have jusr
dealt with an amendment on the Danish and English
versions. The Dutch version can be broughr inro line
with the other language versions. 'We need nor vole on
it therefore, and can vote simply on Amendment
No 113.
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL) I do not agree with the
rapporteur's comments, and so I do not agree wirh
your suggestion, Mr President, that Amendment
No 100 is simply a stylistic correction of rhe texr in
Dutch. That is definitely not the case. The motion for
a resolution has gezinsarbeil (domestic duties) and I
want rhis replaced by huishoudelijke arbeid (domestic
work). There is quite a difference. There is a funda-
mental difference. I should therefore like the amend-
men[ to be put to the vote.
President. 
- 
If the author of the amendment and the
rapporteur cannot agree whether this is an alreration
to the style or the content, we shall just have ro pur ir
to the vote.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 113 and adopted
successioely Amendment No 100, paragrapb 29 ds
amended and paragrapbs 30 dnd 31)
I have two amendments on paragraph 32:
No 128 and No 127 by Mrs Macciocchi.
'\U7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maif-IVe1ge$ rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am againsr
both amendments, Mr Presidenr.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 128 and adopted
Amendment No 127 and then paragraph 32 as amended)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 33, I have Amendment
No 27 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
\Ufhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs MaijrVeg9en, rdpportenr. 
- 
(NL) | need say
only a few words about these amendmenrs. The
original text of the paragraph is based on the carefully
considered agreement of the ad hoc commlttee.
Adding or uking anything away could upser rhis
balance of'agreement. I am therefore againsr any
amendment here.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 27)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(F) I should like rhe rapporreur
to give her reasons each [ime she rejecrs any amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
I am very sorry, Mrs Macciocchi, bur
the rapporteur is free to answer yes or no or to give
any orher reply. I am pleased rhar she keeps her
explanations to what she feels is really necessary. Yes
or no is sufficient. Anything else will make the voting
three times as long in my opinion.
(Applause)
I call Mrs Maij-Veggen.
Mrs Maij-Veggen. 
- 
(NL) A brief point of order,
Mr President. Mrs Macciocchi was seldom ar meerings
of the committee of which she was a member. If she
had been present more ofren, she would know why I
am for or against specific amendmenrs, and why I give
no further explanarion. The members of the commiitee
know my opinions.
(Parliament adopted paragraph 33)
Prcsident. 
- 
I have rwo amendmenm of paragraphs
14 to 36:
No 85/rev. by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and others on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(Chrisrian-Democratic Group) ;
No l2 by Mrs Spaak.
Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maif-Veggen, rctpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I have already said that I prefer to keep to the
text agreed on by the commitree and I am rhus against
any amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No/85reo.1 and then
Amendment No 122)
By roll-call vote requested by Mr Klepsch on behalf of
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Prcsident. 
- 
I have three amendments on para-
graph 34:
No 57 by Mr Vi6 and others;
No 109 by Mrs Boot;
No 73 by Mrs Crncrari Rodano and Mrs Squarcta-
lupi
'\7hat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggcn, rdpPorteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, what I said still goes. I support the text which
was agreed upon and I am therefore against these
amendments.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 57t and then
Amendment No 109 and adopted Amendment No 732
and then paragraph 34 as amended)
President. 
- 
I have four amendments on para-
graph 35:
No 58 by Mr Vi6 and others;
No 137 by Mr Pannella;
No 88 by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti and others;
No I lO by Mrs Boot.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggcn, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I said before that I suppon the agreed text-
throughout this heading. I am against the amendments.
(Parliament rejected successioely Amendment No 58,2
Amendment No 137, Amendment No 881 and Amend-
ment No 110 and adopted paragraph 35t)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 35, I have Amendment
No 129 by Mrs Macciocchi.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 129)
I have two amendments on paragraph 35:
NolllbyMrsBoot;
No 122 by Mrs Vayssade and others on behalf of
the Socralist Group.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
I want to draw the attention of the House to the
By roll-call vote requested by Mr Klepsch on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratrc Group), see Minures of proceedrngs.
By electronic vote.
fact that there is a major error in the first phrase of
paragraph 36 in the English version. A corrigendum
should have been distributed but this did not happen.
The text should read: Considers houeoer that abortion
sbould be treated only as a last resort. The English
version says quite the opposite. !7hat I read out is the
correct version.
President. 
- 
The rapporteur has read out the correct
version. The English text will be amended accordingly.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 11 1 and then
Amendment No 1221 and adopted paragraph 35t)
I call Mrs Maij-\Teggen
Mrs Maij-\fleggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I note that the text agreed on and adopted by the
commitree by a clear majority has been left
unchanged. I am very happy about that.
President. 
- 
!fle shall now consider Heading V 
-Measures uith regard to special groups and regions.
(Parliament adopted paragraph 37)
I have four amendments on paragraph 38:
No 49 by Mrss Robens and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group;
No 74 by Mrs Cinciarr Rodano and Mrs Squarcia-
lupr,
No 86 by Mrs Lenz and others on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group);
No 108 by Mrs Boot.
'!U7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I must say that the concept of administrative
elections is unknown in a number of countries. I think
thrs is an Italian idea, and so I am against Amendment
No 74. It could lead to confusion. Amendment No 86
removes a discrepancy from the text and I am in
favour of it. Amendment No 108 is superfluous and I
am agalnst it.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, it is clear that
what is meant here is local elections and not national
By roll-call vote requested by the Group of rhe Euro-
pean People's Party (Chnstran-Democratic Group), see
Mrnutes of proceedings.
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Squarcialupi
elections. This is in line with rhe terminology used in
the Scelba report on the special rights for European
citizens.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Maij-!7eggen.
Mrs Maij-Veggen. 
- 
(NL) Be rhat as it may, Mr
President, I must point out ro Mrs Squarcialupi rhar in
the Netherlands local elections are political elections. I
am still against the amendment.
(Parliament relected Amendment No 49 and then
Amendment No 74, adopted Amendment No 85 
-u.hich meant that Amendment No 105 fell 
- 
and
adopted paragraph 38 as amended)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 39, I have Amendment
No 59 by Mr Vi6 and others.
\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Ve1gen, rapporteur, 
- 
(NL) I am against,
Mr President.
(Parliament reJected Amendment No 59 and adopted
paragraph 39)
President. 
- 
I have two amendmenrs on the intro-
ductory text of paragraph 40:
No 28 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group;
No 75 by Mrs Cincian and Mrs Squarcra-
lupr.
'\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-!(eggen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) I think rhe
old text is better, Mr President, and so I am against
these two amendments.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 281 and tben
Arnendment No 75 and adopted the introductory text
and then thefirst tbree indents ofparagraph 40)
President. 
- 
On the fourth indenr of paragraph 40, I
have Amendment No 76 by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and
Mrs Squarcialupi.
'\U7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-\fle11eln., rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) | am against,
Mr President.
-(Parliament rejected Amendment No 76 and adopted the
fourth indent ofparagraph 40)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 41, I have Amendmenr
No 77 by Mrs Barbatella and orhers.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the original [ext was adoprcd by a clear majority
in committee. I am against the amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 771 and adopted
paragraph 4 1 )
On paragraph 42, I have Amendmenr No 29 by Miss
Roberus and Miss Hooper on behalf of the European
Democratic Group.
'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-\(eggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 29 and adopted
paragraph 42)
President. 
- 
On rhe first indent of paragraph 43, I
have Amendment No 78 by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and
Mrs Squarcialupi.
'tUThat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veg1en, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) The original
text. is better, Mr President.
But I have no particular objection to this amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 78 and then the
second and third indents ofparagraph 43)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments on para-
graph 44:
No 48 by Mr Fonh;
No l0 by Mrs Hoffmann and others.
Vhar is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapport (NL) The original
text, Mr President, was supported by a large majority
in committee. I am therefore against this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 48 and then
Amendment No I0 and adopted paragrapb 44)
I By roll-call vote requested by the Communist and Allies
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President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider Heading VI 
-Deoeloping countries. I have three amendmenm on
paragraph 45:
No 40 by Mr Cottrell on behalf of the European
Democratic Group;
No 79 by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli;
No 130 by Mrs Macciocchi.
\flhar is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteut. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I am aBainst Mr Cottrell's amendment, just as I
am against the amendment by Mrs Carettoni Roma-
gnoli. I find it odd that only housewives are
mentioned. Mrs Macciocchi's amendment is really out
of place here. I thought this was an amendment which
could be adopted in the resolution on world hunger. It
is really out of place here. Of course, I am not against
whar rhe amendment says but I am against it because it
does not belong here.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.
Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli. 
- 
(l) Mr President,
according to the French translation the rapponeur
mentioned bousewioes. I do nor see this word in the
Italian version.
President. 
- 
Mrs Maij-Veggen, could you tell us
again exactly what you have against Amendment
No 79, as it does not seem to be very clear in Italian?
Mrs Maij-Veggen. 
- 
(NL) The amendment calls for
the suppon of the Council and the Commission for
housewives' actions in favour of peace, but I think we
should support all actions for peace and not just those
of housewives. That is why I find it rather an odd
amendment.
President. 
- 
In the French text I have here, Mrs
Maij-Veggen, I see just u)omen although you seem to
have houseutioes in your version. \7e can replace
houseuioesby utomen in the Dutch text and then vote
on it. Do you agree?
Mrs Maij-Veggen. 
- 
(NL) | should be happier if we
could have the word people in ir place, Mr President. I
can then agree to it.
(Parliament rejected successiztely Amendment No 40,
Amendment No 79 and Amendment No 130 and
adopted paragraph ls1
President. 
- 
I have three amendments on para-
graph 46:
No 4l by Mr Cottrell on behalf of rhe European
Democratic Group;
No 132 and No 131 by Mrs Macciocchi.
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position? '
Mrs Maij-Ve BBen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am against
Mr Cotrell's amendment, Mr President. I am in
favour of Amendment No 132 by Mrs Macciocchi as it
is an excellent addition. Her poinm in Amendment
No 131 are already all more or less in the motion,
where, they have been expressed more succinctly. I am
therefore against Amendment No 131.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 41 and adopted
successioely the first four indents of paragraph 45,
Amendment No 132, Amendment No 131, tbe sixth
indent as amended and tbe seaenth indent)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 47, I have Amendmenr
No 44 by Mr Fonh and Mr Cottrell on behalf of the
European Democratic Group.
'\)7hat is rhe rapporteur's posirion)
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 44 and adopted
paragraph 47)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 48, I have Amendment
No 45 by Mr Fonh and Mr Cortrell on behalf of the
European Democratic Group.
\7har is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Vegge\ rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 45 and adopted
paragrapb 48)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider Heading VII 
-Other recommendations. On the first indenr of para-
graph 49, I have Amendmenr No 42by Mr Cotrrell on
behalf of the European Democraric Group.
\flhar is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rdpportettr. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I have only an English version here because I
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have a pile of amendments in four languages, as most
people have. In my view this is simply a stylistic change
in the English version. I do not think it affects the
other languages.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 42 and adopted the
first indent ofparagraph 49)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments on the second
and rhird indenr of paragraph 49
No 50 by Mr Cottrell;
No 30 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Vhat is the rapporteur's po'sition?
Mrs Maij-W'eg1e\ rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I think the
original text is clearer, Mr President, and I am there-
fore against these two amendinenr.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 50 and adopted
Amendment No 30)
President. 
- 
I have two amendmenrc on the fourth
indent of paragraph 49
No 126 by Mrss Roberts and Miss Hooper on
behalf of the European Democratic Group;
No 115 by Mrs Boot.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteilr. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I am against Amendment No 126. I am in favour
of Amendment No 115 because I think it is an excel-
lent improvement.
(Parliament, relected Amendment No 126 and adopted
Amendment No 115)
President. 
- 
I have two amendmen[s on the fifth
indent of paragraph 49:
No 43 by Mr Cottrell on behalf of the European
Democratic Group;
No 134 by Mrs Macciocchi.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I am against both amendments.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 43 and then
Atnendtnent No 134 and adopted the fifih indent of
paragraph 49)
President. 
- 
Afrer the fifrh indent of paragraph 49, I
have Amendment No 133 by Mrs Macciocchi.
'\07hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I carefully tried to avoid giving this motion an
6litist character. I have the feeling that this is being
introduced wirh this amendment. I am cherefore
against it. This motion for a resolution is for all
women and not just for a small 6lirc group.
(Parliament rejected Atnendment No 133)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 50, I have Amendment
No 51 by Mr Cottrell.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mn Maij-\(e1gen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ,) Against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 51 and adopted
paragrapb 50)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments after para-
graph 50:
No 135 and No 136 by Mrs Macciocchi.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-\(zeggen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Ler me
consider Amendment No 135 first, Mr President.
Since 1979 there has been a special UN Conference on
'Vomen's Righrc. All our Member States have
subscribed to it and I think it would be better if we
kept to that instead of adding another chaner. I am
therefore against the amendment. As for Amendment
No 136, I think it goes a bit too far. Ve do not want
to have anything 6litist in this motion. I am against this
amendment as well.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I should like
you to call a roll-call vote on Amendment No 135 and
I should like everyone ro remember that 6litist is some-
thing of an insult to all those women who have made
rremendous sacrifices ro get through university or
college or to study science. I want to ask the rappor-
teur to scop using the term once and for all.
(Mrs Macciocchi's request Teas not supported by the
required number of Members Parliament rejected
Amendment No 13 5t and adopted Amendment No 135)
I Bv electronlc vote
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President. 
- 
On paragraph 51, I have Amendment
No 31 by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No31 and adopted
paragraph 51)
On paragraph 52, I have Amendment No 2 by the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am in
favour of this amendmenr.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2 and paragraph 52
as amended)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments on para-
graph 53:
No 37 by Mr Fonh on behalf of the European
Democratic Group,
No 32 by Mrss Robens and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group;
No 80 by Mr Spinelli and others.
'!7'hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Ve11en, rapporter,,r. 
- 
(NL) I am against
Amendments No 37 and No 32, Mr President. I have
something of a question for Mr Spinelli. Is there
anything in his report on own resources about the
position of women?
(Laughter)
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I) Ve could ask for a million units
of account.
(Laugbter)
Mrs Maij-!/egge\ rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I know there
is no mention of it, Mr President, and so there can be
no mention of own resources in this motion. I am
therefore against the amendment.
(Laughter 
- 
Parliament rejected Amendment No 37,
adopted the first subparagraph of paragraph 53, rejected
Amendment No 92 and then Amendment No 80 and
adopted the second subparagraph)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments on para-
graph 54:
No 5 by the Liberal and Democraric Group;
No 13 by Mrs Spaak;
No 33 by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, these amendments were rejected by the
committee. I cannot therefore recommend adoption.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Martin.
Mrs Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as a result of
meeting some other Members this morning, there is
something I should like to clarify about Amendment
No 5. It might help us find a compromise solution. Ve
think in facr that the permanent committee should
have 15 or 16 members and that its chief role should
be to monitor the implementation of this resolution.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mrs Manin, I think I am speaking for
the House when I say that I cannot accept any oral
amendments.
(Parliament rejected successioely Amendment No 5,1
Amendment No 13 and Amendment No 33 and adopted
paragraph 542)
I have two amendments after paragraph 54:
No 87 by Mrs Lenz and otheri on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group);
Amendmenr No 123 by Mrs Fuillet and others on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs Maij-Veggen, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the ideas put forward in Amendment No 123
were rejected earlier by the committee. I am therefore
against it. Amendment No 87 is in line with the resolu-
tion which was adopted in December last year. I think
it accords with the committee's thinking and I am
therefore in favour of it.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 87, rejected
Arnendment No 123 and adopted paragraph 55)
' 
By roll-call vote requested by the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group; see Mrnutes of proceedings
' 
By roll-call vote requested by the Socialist Groupl see
Minutes of proceedings.
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President, 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch on a point of order.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) On behalf of my group, Mr
President, I request an adjournmenr for 20 minures. I
think rhis would also suir the orher Broups, since we
wan! !o have the final vore in a proper manner. The
20 minures will also serve ro decide on our group's
explanarion of vote. I am afraid I have to ask for rhis
ad.jourhmenr because rhe group will not be able ro give
an explanation of vore unril we have had the adjourn-
men[. '!7e informed all rhe orher groups this morning
that we should be asking for rhis adjournment, and I
trust that you will Branr ir.
President. 
- 
I propose thar we close the list of those
wishing to give an explanation of vote and rhar rhe
sitting be suspended for 20 minutes. Since rhere are no
objections, that is agreed.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended dt 12.0t p.m. and resumed at
12.25 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
President. 
- 
The sitring is resumed.
The list of rhose wishing ro give an explanarion of vote
has now been closed. I request everyone to be as brief
as possible.
I call Mr von Habsburg.
Mr Habsbur1. 
- 
@) Madam Presidenr, the facr
that I shall be voting againsr this reporr does not mean
that I reject women's 
.justified demands. On the
contrary, I would gladly have given them my suppon,
but the fact is that the documenr presenrs views which
are unacceptable to a European Chrisrian and which
have nothing to do wirh women's righrs. These are
fundamental marters of conscience which have
nothing ro do with politics. Vharcver hypocritical
euphemisms may be advanced in its favour, abonion is
and remains murder 
- 
rhe violation of the right to
life.
At a rime when there were srill genuinely social-demo-
cratic panies, Vikror Adler said rhat a Socialist worrhy
of the name would always be on the side of rhe
weakest. And what 
- 
I ask you 
- 
could be weaker
than a defenceless foetus? It is, at any rate, more
defenceless than rhe morher who wants to have her
pregnancy aborted 
- 
it has no vore it cannot speak
and it cannot demonstrate. It will be a rragic momen[
for this House if the party professing 'humanism' votes
en rnasse for the death sentence for innocent children
but at the same time cannot do enough to reduce the
legitimate sentences passed on people found guilry of
murder with robbery and sexual crimes.
History shows us thar progress and respect for life
have always gone hand in hand. In thar respecr, rhe
teachings of Christ were, in worldly terms roo, rhe
greatest step forward mankind has ever taken. Againsr
that background, the legalization of aborrion in many
of the countries of Europe is a relapse inro barbarism.
Of course, there are tragic medical cases in which the
doctor is required by virtue of his Hippocraric Oarh to
decide on the lesser of rwo evils. Anything rhar goes
beyond that, though 
- 
and thar is whar we are ralking
about today 
- 
is morally totally reprehensible. \fle
may legitimately ask ourselves wherher wha[ we wan!
is a Christian-humanistic or hearhen-barbaric Europe,
and let us not forget thar rhe latter would mean rhe
end of our unique civilization. I at any rare refuse ro
see the righm and duties of our women, to whom we
owe life ircelf and the greatest of whom was [he
mother of our Saviour, in the same lighr as the kind of
views which would encourage rhe murder of innocent
children. In the interests of our women, I must say
'No'.
(Applause from oarious quarters in the centre and on the
right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ryan.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, were ir nor for [he
three most objectionable paragraphs on abonion,
Nos 34, 35 and 36, my Irish Chrisdan-Democratic
colleagues and I could supporr this resolution. Today
will be a dark and shameful day for Europe if rhe
European Parliament disgraces imelf and makes itself
look ridiculous disgraces ircelf by showing
contemp[ for human life in its weakest and mosr
defenceless form and makes itself ridiculous by
purporting to give ro [he Commission and the Council
a mandate which rhey cannor operare under the
Treaty of Rome and also by being inconsisrent. It is
less than two months since this Parliament assened the
right to life by declaring rhar ir was against the imposi-
tion of the death penalty on people convicred of killing
their fellow humans. Now it would seem thar rhe
Parliamenr is about to adopt a resolution which in
effect wou.ld say rhar you may not kill a convicted
murderer but you may kill innocent children
(Mixed reactions)
as long as a human being is still in the womb of its
mother. That is rorally unacceuble. It is, Madam Pres-
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ident, an affront to the dignity of all individuals and to
the rights and responsibilities of families, particularly
having regard to the location of the resolution in a
report on women's rights. It is an insult to the dignity
of the womanhood of Europe. You cannot advance
rhe rights of women by denying the right to life of the
most helpless of all human beings the child in a
mother's womb. The dignity of human life, the dignity
of one sex cannot be advanced by an assault uPon
human life in its most helpless form, the unborn but
nevertheless living child. This purponed resolution,
which pretends to show respect for the rights of some
people, proposes to trample on the righrc and respon-
sibilities of others and in particular of national, local
and regional communities, to ignore and to regard as
not having any right of existence the laws, traditions
and customs of other communities if they do not
correspond with the majority view of this Parliament. I
would remind this House that yesterday we heard
from our disdnguished guest, President Sadat of
Egypt, the Muslim view that morality cannot be rele-
gated to the past.
(Applausefrom certain quarters on the right)
\7e applauded that view yesterday. Let Christian
Europe remember that message given to us by a great
person from the Islamic world! Let us not fly in the
face of God, in the face of naturel let us respect rights
and moral obligations and not seek to impose the
majority view of this Parliament on peoples, commu-
nities and societiis that passionately reject this pani-
cular imposition!
(Applause from the centre and from the rigbt 
- 
Protests
from the lef)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Boserup.
Mrs Boserup. 
- 
(DK) |vladam Presidenr, I can
assure you that I shall not try to match the vehement
tones of the previous speakers. I should like to say,
with all due respect, that this motion for a resolution
contains generalities and shaky and onhodox views
which neither I nor my Group can support. My Group
has identified irelf with women's right to equal treat-
ment in education, in public positions and on elected
boards and councils. For that reason alone, our voters
would find it difficult to understand any decision on
our part [o vote for what we have before us now.
'We do nor believe that any European fund or Euro-
pean acrion 
- 
be it for ten or twenty years 
- 
will
help rhose women who are oppressed by vinue of the
economic sysrem we live under and the traditions of
family life. Let me remind you then that, to my mind
and to the mind of my voters and the people of
Denmark, what we have before us here is a form of
lofty words that we have tried to reach agreement on.
He who sets out to be all things to all men finishes up
having nothing to say at all 
- 
I at any rate disagree
with this motion for a resolution, which I feel
completely ignores the aspects which have to do with
the capiralist system and the oppression of weak and
not very profitable workers, such as women. As far as I
and my voters are concerned, women's struggle is all
part of the class struggle, and that is something which
has been entirely swept under the carpet. I would not
deny all the accurate and good asPects of the motion
for a resolution, but, in our view, it is a voice from the
past and is hopelessly out of touch with what we need
roday. For that reason, we shall abstain when it comes
to the vote.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Desmond.
Mrs Desmond. 
- 
Madam President' on behalf of the
Irish members of the Socialist Group I wish to state
rhat we find it regrettable that in the debate this repon
on the position of women in the Community has been
inrerpreted by some as dealing largely with the ques-
tron of abortion. The report covers a wide range of
issues and makes positive long-term proposals in the
interesrs of women and towards the achievement of
equaliry in our society.
However, we believe that it has gone beyond its
mandate. Many of the subjecr with which it deals are
outside the competence of the Community and belong
within the domain of the Member States. \fle believe it
would have been more in the interest of the women of
the Community to have restricted the repon to those
areas where there is Community legislation and
Community competence, or a possibility of such
developing within the terms of the Treaty. Therefore,
Madam President, we supported Amendment No 57
to paragraph 34 and voted against paragraphs 35 and
36 and certain amendments thereto.
Ve regret that we find ourselves obliged ro vote
against the resolution as it now stands.
(Applause fron certain quarters in tbe centre and on the
right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fischbach.
Mr Fischbach. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I shall not
vore for Mrs Maij-\Teggen's motion for a resolution,
because it could give rise to a dangerous misunder-
sranding on the question of motherhood by choice 
-i.e. that of abortion.
Of course, Paragraph 35 envisages that abortion
should be regarded only as a last resort, but since the
conditions for this last resort are not specified, one
gains the impression that, in the present draft of the
rexr, abonion or the possibility of abonion is
presented not as a last resort but rather as an alterna-
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tive to positive and preventive measures, or measures
to protecr unborn children.
Madam President, eirher one takes a srand, as I do, ro
protecr unborn children 
- 
and in thar case I do not
think abortion can be regarded as a valid alternative 
-or one is in favour of total liberalization of aborrion 
-and in thar case I think rhe argument for positive and
prevenrive measures or measures tending to dissuade
women from abonion loses a great deal of its force.
That is why, in view of the final version of para-
graph 36, I shall vote againsr Mrs Maij-\fleggen's
motion for a resolurion, albeit relucrantly, sinci-that
resolurion contains a number of suggesdons and
proposals which are absolurcly essenrial for improving
the position of women.
(Applause fron oarious qildrters in tbe centre and on the
right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, I wanr ro join with
the oth'er Members of other groups from Ireland who
have ourspokenly said that we fully subscribe ro every-
thing in this resolution under all headings with rhe
exception of rhe healrh care heading. I find rhat, as I
already explained in the course of the debare, my
group and I have no difficulty whatsoever in going
along with the improvemenrs recommended, rhi
requesrs for further action, rhe outlining of the provi-
sions for improved educarional and vocarional
training, the measures wirh regard ro special groups
and regions and rhe demands in favour of developing
countries.
'\flhen it comes ro murdering the unborn child,
however, we draw the line. Ve cenainly cannot
suppon this resolution. Yesrerday I asked rhe rappor-
teur if ir would be possible for her co withdraw
Chaprer 4. I speak not only for rhe Irish Members bur
for all the Members in my group when I say rhar we
unanimously oppose Chaprer 4 of rhis repor[, even
though we fully supporr everything else that is being
asked of us in rhe reporr. All the European Progressivi
Democrats will be voting againsr this resolution
because of the non-withdrawal of Chapter 4.
There is one other faulr rhat I found yesterday wirh
rhe repon, and ir is anorher reason why I will be
voting against. No provision whatsoever, or at mosr a
very inadequate provision, was made for doing some-
thing to assisr rhe morher who has creared i family
and wanrs ro sray ar home and perform her duty of
properly rearing that family.
However, from an Irishman's point of view the major
fault is the failure to withdraq. Chapter 4, and because
of that we cannor support rhe murder of the unborn
child.
(Applause from certain quarters in tbe centre and on the
right)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Maij-!(/eggen.
Mrs Maij-!/eg1en, rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Presi-
dent, I should like to make the poinr that rhe morion
for a resolurion is being misinterprered dme and time
again here. The facr is rhar there are five or six para-
graphs about the position of women in the family.
There is certainly no mention of compulsory abonion.
Vhat rhe morion for a resolurion does say is thar we
should take positive sreps ro reduce the number of
abortions. In other words, we are being told lies here.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vi6.
Mr Vi6. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, as I said yesrerday in rhe speech which I
made in rhe general debate, Mrs Maij-!(/eggen,s
repon conrains many things with which we could have
fBreed entirely. Bur when I said thar rhe report was abad one 
- 
and I rhink my words have been inter-
preted in far too resrrictive a sense 
- 
it was precisely
because, as previous speakers have demonstrated, it
contained a jumble of roo many subjects and [oo many
problems. Thus rhe previous speakers and myse[f
ended up by voting against, somerimes reluctanrly;
for, in this jumble of subjects rhere are things whiih
we regard as rorally unacceprable both for ethical
ieasons 
- 
I shall not expand on rhar, since enough
has been said on the matter 
- 
and for polirical
reasons, since in our view institutional bodies are
being asked to deal with matters which do nor concern
them.
More generally, as I said yesrerday, I also regrer rhar
the overall approach of rhis reporr was, in my view
inadequare to deal wirh one of rhe most importanr
problems facing not only ourselves, but every genera-
tion and every civilization. The problem of rhe role of
women in society is always a vital one, and am sorry
thar in this case the role of women in rhe Community
has been dealr with in excessive detail rather rhan in a
broad sweep.
I_have said nothing which is anti-feminist, and I regret
[he construcrion put upon my words yesterday. Onlhe
ccintrary, when I say rhar insufficienr atrenrion has
been given to rhe imporrance of the problems of
women in the Communiry, rhar is cenainly nor an
anti-feminist statement.
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To sum up, I am disappointed, for there were so many
interesting things which could have been said and
done. This report contains some very good points on
equality and practical measures, but the confusion of
issues is unacceptable, as the ethical, moral and polit-
ical problems raised in the section on health' Ve shall
therefore not vote for it.
I am sorry that the amendment we tabled, which
aimed to eliminate this central problem by deleting the
section on health, was not adopted by Parliament.
That would have avoided the present complications
and perhaps allowed the passage of the greater part of
the ieport, which now runs the risk of not being
adopted because of this basic objecdon.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Roberts.
Miss Roberts. 
- 
Madam President, because, as I said
yesterday, I and my group subscribe to the aims,
obiectives and the purpose for which this committee
was set up, in other words to identify areas of discri-
mination and to propose remedies which would
achieve a Breater degree of justice and fairness within
che Community. I shall vote for the resolution.
There is much in rhe resolution, now that we have
considered and voted on the amendments, with which
I disagree and with which my group disagries. There is
much in the resolution which I and my group consider
to be widely impracticable. If and when the proposals
ro achieve those measures should ever see the light of
day, I and my group will resist them to the full and we
shall endeavour to amend them and to turn them into
something that is practical. But having said that, I
subscribe to the principle underlying this modon and I
shall vote for it.
Some of my colleagues may feel that there are asPects
which are so impractical that they cannot share my
view. I am conscious of the fact that the motion also
contains issues which are a matter of conscience. I do
not myself find any difficulry in supporting the para-
graphs on health care which aPPear in this resolution,
bui 
-y group was advised to allow a free vote,
Members vote according to their conscience on those
issues. Therefore, I must advise my grouP to take a
free vote and to act according to their conscience on
the final vote. Nevertheless, I put it this way, Madam
President, to Parliament and to my grouP: I shall vote
for the motion, and I hope that as many of them as do
not have grounds of conscience for voting against it
will join with me.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Madam President, like so many other
speakers I believe that there is a great deal of good in
this resolution, the basic aim being to improve the
position of women in the Community and to remove
iiscrimination. There has been so much discrimination
rn the past and a great deal of discrimination still
exists. i think, however, that it is unfonunate that
there is at least one area where it is quite clear, I
believe, that an attempt was made to impose on the
people of member countries certain systems which
ihose people obviously could not accept unless they
made a clear decision themselves to accePt these
systems. I refer panicularly to abonion.
I do not think it is very sensible of this Parliament, or
any other institution of the European Community, to
create a situation where the people of a Member State
would feel under pressure to accePt a situation which
they believe is contrary to their best interests, their
culir.e and their religious beliefs. I do not think this is
sensible, and in any event it cannot oPerate because
there is no way the people of Ire[and, for instance, are
going to be bludgeoned into accepting a system so
inti.nately related to human life that they themselves
could not in conscience accept it. It could not oPerate.
There is no way thar we could be forced to do it. I
think it is a great pity that the amendment to allow the
people of the Member States or Member States them-
selves to uke their own decision on this matter was
not accepted. If it had been accepted I believe that the
resolution as a whole would have been acceptable
because it contains so much that is good.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, I find it rather difficult to give my
support to this motion for a resolution. Not 
- 
let me
add 
- 
because of points 35 and 36, but because of the
procedure we have adopted. This morning we were
presented with a dossier of close-on IJO amendments
and immediately began voting on them' I would
contend that, like me, a lot of Members found them-
selves required to vote on what are very important
points without perhaps knowing precisely what was
going on.
On any future occasion, then, when we have as many
amendments as this on a report as imponant as this
one, I would ask you, Madam President' to leave us at
least a few hours between the time the amendments
are tabled and the time the vote is taken 
- 
| realize,
of course, that there have been problems here.
Moving on to the question of abonion, which has
caused me too great concern, I am not sure whether I
may in fact have voted for cenain amendments which I
certainly did not want to support. I must reject the
idea of ruling out any legal sanctions against abortion.
On the other hand, I think it is utterly dishonest to
pretend that no abonions take place in countries
where there are severe penalties for abonion 
- 
as if
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people were not aware in what medical and social
conditions these abortions are carried out.
(Cry of 'Very true!')
Madam Presrdent, when it came ro the vore in the
German Bundestag, I was unable 
- 
in all conscience
- 
to vote for the legislarion legalizing abortion up ro
the welfth week of pregnancy. I did not, however,
vote against, because I thought the legislarion was ar
least better than whar had exisred before.
(Applause)
I would therefore ask you all, Madam Presidenr,
ladies and gentlemen, to think again about wherher, in
rhese circumstances, you cannot give your support. to
the entire report, the orher aspecrs of which are hardly
contentious.
President. 
- 
I must, however, point out that at least
a hundred amendments were tabled last week and
debated within the political groups and the ad boc
Committee irelf. The only lesson that can be drawn
from these difficulties is that we should no longer
agree to postpone the deadline for the tabling of
amendments. At any rate, [hat is what I shall propose
to the Bureau.
I call Mr Estgen.
Mr Estgen. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I do not intend
to deliver a political sermon. I am not in that sort of
mood, for the motion for a resolution has thrown me
in[o a state of emotional conflict and a dilemma which
I know many of my colleagues share. Ve pay tribute
to the grear efforts made by women, by the ad hoc
Committee and also by the rapporteur to provide us
with this report and this motion for a resolution, in a
spirit of universal conciliation. And there are so many
good things in this motion that I would have liked to
be able to vote unreservedly in favour of it. I am not
one of those who reject the whole motion because of a
few points with which they do not agree. But, even so,
there are in this motion for a resolution basic issues
which are a matter of conscience for each of us. And it
is precisely because of this question of abortion about
which so much has already been said, that I find it
impossible to vote for this motion, since for me and
many others abortion, with all the psychological prob-
lems involved, represents a personal failure on the part
of the woman and the couple, and a failure of the
social and educational efforts of society. As I have just
said, ir is a marter of conscience. I would have to
abandon my claim to be a Christian here and now if I
were ro accepr the text. in its present form. It is there-
fore with great regret that I am compelled to vote
against the motion, for 
- 
I repeat 
- 
it contains so
many good pciints that I would have liked to support,
and indeed I have supported in the votes on the
various parts; but I cannot vote for the whole.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Del Duca.
Mr Del Duca. 
- 
(I) Madam Presidenr, although I
am in favour of rhe repon's broad social guidelines, I
find it impossible to vote for the motion because ir
contains elemenrs which are conrrary to my Catholic
beliefs. In any case, I do nor think the subjecs dealt
with in the paragraphs on the rerminarion of preg-
nancy fall within the province of rhis Parliament. I am
also a doctor, and I am therefore in daily contact with
sick people expressing the desire ro be healthy, the
desire to live. In my view, abonion is above all a
cowardly act carried out against a being who does not
yet have the abiliry to speak and to plead for life like
any other human being. I am opposed to rhe death
penalty, in whatever way it is inflicred. It is for these
reasons that I shall vote against this motion.
(Applausefrom the centre 
- 
Protestsfrom tbe left)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Le Roux:
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Madam President, progress in
the situation of women can only be made in a Europe
of social progress, democracy and peace. \7e are not
on the way to achieving social progress. Moreover, as
a result of the plans for indusrrial restrucruring,
women are being thrown out of work en masse, and
the situation of working women has deteriorated
further. The agricultural policy followed is causing
family holdings to disappear every day, while female
farm workers are not enritled to rhe same benefits as
other working women. The enlargement of the
Community ro include countries where women still
suffer from very backward condidons will enable the
multinationals to profit from this situarion of infer-
iority. I have also noted that, while the Commissioner
preferred not to mention rhis delicate subject, Parlia-
ment confirmed, by its votes, its consensus in favour of
enlargement despite our opposition, our warnings and
the opposition of the people to these plans which
threaten rhe interests of working women.
Finally, there cannot be any social progress as long as
the gap between scientific progress on the one hand
and the met.hods available to women to control their
fertiliry on the other, continues to widen. In a Europe
of democracy, women do of course want, more and
more control over their own destiny. And there is sdll
a considerable gap between a fair degree of panicipa-
tion 
- 
which women wish increasingly to achieve 
-and the reality, especially for the least favoured
amongst them.
To turn to the Europe of peace, I would like ro echo
my friend Daniile De March in saying that there
cannot. be progress for women without a ,letermined
struggle for peace, disarmament and cooperation. As
long as the world's wealth is used to design and
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construct missiles and bombs, rhere will be children
dying of hunger. The French Communists and Allies
cannor possibly be satisfied with this debate. In spite of
our proposals, the motion for a resolution does not
even take into account the real situation of women in
the Communiry and the applicant countries. The rejec-
tion of our amendments, which aimed to harmonize
social legislation by bringing it all up to the highest
level, and especially the rejection of the amendment
on rhe reduction of workings hours to 35 per week, is
very significant. But it does not surprise us; it can be
easily explained. The women in this Parliament, like
their male colleagues, are governed by their political
affiliation; the majority of this Parliament has never
sought to implement measures to ensure equality and
happiness. '!fle observed this once more this morning,
in connection with the right of women to choose
whether to have children or not and the methods of
making that choice possible. Therefore, we canno[
associate ourselves with the hypocrisy of all these good
intentions, which blur the basic causes of inequalities.
Ve shall abstain, and, together with working women,
we shall continue to fight alongside all the democrats
and progressive forces in our countries to transform
these good inrcntions into real equality, social justice,
and happiness for women, men and nations.
(Applause from the extreme lefi)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. 
- 
(I) Madam Presidenr,
despite its many limitations, this repon conrains a
number of proposals concerning the situarion of
women which represent a firm basis for Communiry
policy and which I cannot but support. However, the
last part of paragraph 35 and the first pan of para-
graph 36 are becoming the decisive points of the
motion for a resolution. They are ill-drafted poinrs,
which I reject, and at the same time vague and ineffec-
tive. Yesterday the Council of Ministers clearly srared
that the introduction of these poinm showed only rhar
in some quaners there was a desire to carry on an
ideological and superficial batde over women's rights
instead of a practical polidcal battle. Ir is perhaps not
by chance that these points were supponed by many
who oppose the extension of Community powers. This
debate and this series of statemenrs are now proving
how counter-productive for women's interests these
ideological and abstract barrles are.
I did everything I could in commitree ro avoid this
negative result, and I did so in the inreresm of women.
I think rhere is one rhinB we can still do, and rhat is to
send back to committee a resolurion which is now
arousing only opposition from all quaners of Parlia-
ment.
For my part, if it is nor referred back to committee, I
shall vote in favour in spire of everything, with rhe
intenrion of helping to ensure that Paragraph 35 does
not rake on a polidcal weight which, on account of its
vague and superficial character, devoid of political or
practical significance, it does not merit, I can do so
with a clear conscience, for my views on these magters
are roo weil-known for any misunderstandings to
arise.
(Applause from some qildrters on the extreme lefi)
President. 
- 
I ca[[ Mrs Hoff.
Mrs Hoff. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, the Socialist
Group will be voting for the morion for a resolution
because it contains a number of very promising points,
for instance, regarding unemploymenr among women
in the European Communiry. I would commend this
chapter to rhe atrention of all those who seem to be
concentrating on the section dealing with health care.
This morning, for the firsr time, we had a decision
regarding a general reduction in working rime, and we
believe that the work available musr be shared around
fairly, which means [har the women in the European
Community musr get their fair share.
As regards rhe question of abonion, which is so much
in the foreground here, I should like to point our rhar
the motion for a resolution says that abortion musr be
treated only as a last resort. I believe we musr. bear in
mind the emergency nature of this problem in our
discussions. The complaint thar the motion for a reso-
lution still contains too many demands merely shows
that there is still too much unfairness in the Commu-
nity, and that this will have to be gor rid of.
(Applause)
'!7e Socialists are surprised at the artitude of rhe
Group of the European People's Party, because it was
precrsely that Group which tabled an amendment in the
committee as a proposed compromise solution. Do nor
forget what we decided rhis morning. Our amend-
ments went much funher, and if you insist on falling
back behind your rapporreur's compromise proposal,
you should not be surprised if doubt is cast on the
credibility of your Group as a whole.
(Applause from oarious quarters on the lefi)
Your sancrimonious arrirude in rhis debate is a slap in
the face for every European woman's righr to self-
realization and equal trearmenr.
(Applause)
\flhat we have witnessed here is an arrempr ro esublish
a pregnancy psychosis whereby abonion is deemed ro
be murder and all the good and promising rhings in
this motion for a resolution are simply swept under the
carpet. Thar is no way of discharging our dury to rhe
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people of Europe. Parliament has a dury ro retain irs
credibility, and I would ask you, ladies and genrlemen,
to read through paragraphs 35 and 36 once again with
great care. I believe thar what we have heard today on
the subject of aborrion simply misses rhe point these
paragraphs are making.
(Applause from the left)
I would ask you ro vore for rhe morion for a resolurion
for the special reason rhar this subject has now for rhe
first time taken on a European aspecr, and we have a
duty to take action in rhis field.
(Applause from oarious qr4arters)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs von Alemann.
Mrs von Alemann. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, it is with a sense of intense birterness
that I have asked for rhe floor once more to say how
depressing I find it that 14 monrhs'work on the part
of a group of men and women who genuinely wanted
to improve social condirions in rhe European Commu-
nity should now suddenly be dragged into a discussion
which is unfair and in which, above all, the facrs are
being wisted.
(Applause)
I should like to ask rhose gentlemen who have spoken
in this debate ro tell us precisely where we are
supposed to have given our approval to abonion.
\7hat we are saying is thar imprisonmenr is nor a suir-
able means of stamping out abortion once and for all.
There have always been abortions. \flhere precisely are
we supposed to be passing whar amounts ro a dearh
sentence on unborn children? How can you possibly
make such incredible claims?'!7'omen Members of rhis
House have tried hard to reach a consensus. In the
committee we voted by 14 to 1 for the morion for a
resolution, with 5 abstenrions. How can you accuse us
of something that no woman should be accused of?
(Applause)
\7e want to see rhis morion for a resolution adopted.
Ve have been prepared to make compromises wher-
ever i[ was at all possible. I would appeal once again
most fervently to this House ro adopr rhis motion for a
resolution.,It is nor rrue rhar we are in favour of abor-
tion. Just take anorher look ar rhe final secrion of
paragraph 35. \)/omen in distress are sdll having to
seek help in orher counrries. '!7here do you think
German women wenr for rheir abonions before $ 218
of the German legislation was amended? To the Nerh-
erlands and the United Kingdom of course! \7here do
you think French women wenr for rheir abortions?
Again, they were forced ro go abroad. Are you just
not prepared to recognize rhe facrs? Do you not
realize what a problem rhis is and whar it means ro
women?
(Applause)
Do you think it is easy for women to have an abor-
tion? Do you really think thar such a thing is easy for a
woman with a sense of responsibility 
- 
and women
do have a sense of responsibility. Just try ro imagine
another country to seek help. \7hich of those men
who spoke earlier referred ro women at all? They were
concerned only with rhe murder of unborn children.
But what about rhe risks run by women who have ro
resort to back-street abonions and lose rheir lives as a
result?
(Applausefrom the lefi)
On behalf of my Group, I would urge you to vote for
this motion for a resolution because we have raken so
much trouble ro meet you half-way.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani.
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to explain why I shall be
voting against this motion. My ob.jection is a general
one. It is always a mistake ro rry ro include delicate
and complex moral questions in such broad economic
and social topics.
It is not possible to strike a compromise over ques[ions
of principle 
- 
neirher now nor in the furure. Ve feel
that it was a misrake ro include the issues oudined in
paragraphs 34, 35 and 36 in a documenr which, on rhe
whole, is laudable; as can be seen from the voting, I
too 
.have consisrenrly voted in favour of im individual
sectlons.
In this specific case, rhe morive behind rhese para-
graphs is to affirm 
- 
in a vague and superficial
fashion, as Mrs Gaiorti De Biase said 
- 
the principle
of binding srarurory provisions. But these would have
the effect of undermining anorher principle, and one
which constir.ures a supreme law for the whole of
mankind: the safeguarding of life from irs very begin-
nrngs.
Although we do nor lack sympathy and under-
standing, we can only 
- 
or, I should say, I can only
- 
repear whar I said to my colleagues of rhe time in
our national parliament: we cannor possibly agree with
rhis, non possumus! Let us no[ have any misunder-
standings here; we musr of course obey the law and
conform wirh its provisions, but no, we cannot support
the demands contained in this section of the motion.
You cannot blame our Group, bur this has ended up
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by dominating a document which, as I said before, we
all consider to be generally laudable. Nevenheless, it
conrains these statements which, whether you like it or
not, cast a menacing shadow over mankind's aspira-
tions for freedom and riumph . . .
( Pro te s t s from the left )
\7e shall probably be in the minority, ladies and
gentlemen, but that does not matter. Our role here is
not just to bear witness; it is my opinion that we are
here to make a statement of principle. Sooner or later
rhis principle will win through, and it is only on this
basis that I believe we will one day emerge from our
present slough of despond. But we will not help the
human race to find the right path by compromising
moral values.
(Applause from the centre and the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Papaevstratiou.
Mr Papaevstratiou. 
- 
(EL) Unfonunately we note
that this most serious and imponant motion is in
danger of not being adopted on account of the subject
which has cropped up and to which so many Members
have referred at length. I shall therefore be very brief.
I would appeal to the ad Doc Committee on '\Jflomen's
Rights and to the rapporteur to make it clear that the
termination of pregnancy will only be allowed in cases
where the woman's life is in danger and with the
aurhorization of the doctor in charge. If this is done,
rhere is no doubt that this important motion for a
resolution will receive the votes of a large majority in
this House.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Maij-Veggen because I do
nor believe that paragraphs 35 and 36 say what you'
think they say.
Mrs Maij-VeBBe\ rapporteur. 
- 
(NZ) Madam Pres-
ident, I shall be very brief. Please forgive me for being
somewhar emotional, bur at least I have not indulged
in hysterics like some of the Members. The motion for
a resolution states quite clearly that abonion should be
treated only as a last resort. I am sure all of us know
what lasr resorts tend to be like. If a woman's physical
or mental well-being is at stake, abonion must be
permissible. This may be tantamount to choosing the
lesser of two evils, but that is what life is sometimes
like, and rhat is precisely what this motion for a reso-
lution is aiming at.
(Applause from zsarious quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Madam President, I shall be very
brief. I have listened to a lot of men saying they cannot
accept the Maij-Veggen Report because of their
conscience. \flhat right have we men got to dictate to
women in this matter?
(Applause from oarious quarters)
'!7hat right have we men got to deprive women of the
choice to decide for themselves whether they want to
brin! unwanted children into the world? '!fle have
not got that right, so I am going to vote for the whole
repon and I ask people who are troubled by their
conscience to abstain.
( App laus e from oarious q uarte rs )
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
I, like many others, find a great deal in
this repon with which I agree and have agreed during
the voting. I wish to join with my colleague, Mr
Sieglerschmidt, in deploring the manner in which so
much of such imponance is thrown at the Members of
this House in a voting procedure that in fact is
confusing, to say the least of it. However, my firm
belief and conviction is that women have been, are
being and may continue to be exploited in various
ways. !7hile the content of this report does in many
respects go quite a long way in showing how exploita-
tion and discrimination could and should be ended,
nevertheless I would feel that, in many respects, it has
not gone far enough.
I agree with those speakers who decry the fact that
little, if any, recognition has been given to the role of
the woman in the home, that she is neglected,
continues in this panicular document to be forgotten,
that women, as some other speaker has said, working
on farms, particularly in the disadvantaged and
remoter areas, are being exploited and discriminated
against and that rhere is little in this repon to change
that situation in any way.
But despite thar and despite those omissions, I find
myself in general agreement with the excellence of the
repon and its recommendations except in regard to
Chapter 4, paragraphs 34, 35 and 36. \7hile this is a
matter that can and has been dealt with by many
speakers, in some cases in rather emotional terms, I
would merely suggest that, in dealing with the rights
of women, we should first of all have regard to the
fact that in the matter of abonion we are ignoring the
righrc of the child. It is a mistake that this matter
should have been brought into a report which in many
other respects is desirable, necessary and, if anything,
does not go far enough in trying to rectify the situa-
tion of exploiration and discrimination against women
over the generations.
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I find myself, like many orhers, in the regrettable posi-
tion of agreeing with the report generally but having,
unfortunately, to vote against it.
President. 
- 
I calt Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, following the advice of the 'Adelaide
Ristori', an association which has been campaigning
for women's righm in Italy for years, my colleagues
and I had agreed to vote for this resolution. But now
that we have voted on the amendments, we feel we
must refute the statements on abortion, which is such a
[remendous human and social problem. \7e intend to
show our opposition to it during the forthcoming
referendum campaign in Italy.
For this reason we are not able to vote for the resolu-
rion, even though we had in fact intended to support it
- 
with some reservations because it does aim at
improving the position of women, above all at work
and also where their social welfare and all their civil
and political rights are concerned. '!7e must aim for
equality, but we cannot believe that such equality
should worsen the position of women by obliging
them to go beyond the limits of their duties and
natural functions. For when we consider the human
condition of both sexes, we recognize that it is those
very aspects of women which are the highest exPres-
sion of our civilization, and its safeguard for the
future. That is why women are our partners and the
true heroines of this glorious adventure which we call
life, despite its all too frequent trials and tribulations.
But abortion on demand, granted indiscriminately to
all and sundry, is a brutal condemnation and denial of
life.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, to save
time, I had originally intended not to make a declara-
tion of vote. How-ever, in view of certain things that
have been said, I have now decided to do so after all,
and I am now speaking on behalf of Mrs Spaak too.
Cenain speakers have accused those Members who are
in favour of legalizing abortion 
- 
not in favour of
abortion, you will note, but of legalizing abortion 
-of being murderers. But what about some concern
from Mr Habsburg and his colleagues for those
women who, as a result of illegal abortions, are either
killed or so badly mutilated that they can never again
bear children? Mrs Von Alemann was quite right to
raise this point in her contribution just now.
Nor do I recall hearing any of those speakers refer to
the question of paternity and men's responsibilities in
this respect. It is a striking fact that those shooting
their mouths off here are in the main men whom I
have never seen in rhe ad 6oc committee, who made
no contribution to the discussion on what should go
into this report and who have taken no interest in our
work.
(Applause from tbe left)
They belong mainly to an age group who, normally
speaking, cannot expect to have any more children,
and the same goes for those polidcians . . .
(Applause and laughter)
. . . Madam President, I said 'normally speaking'. The
same goes for those polidcians who are concerned
with this subject at national political level, in various
Member States in which the legalization of abonion
has become, politically speaking, a hot potato.
'Women of the potential child-bearing age group 
-
and that can be narrowed down more precisely 
- 
are
rather thin on the ground in politics. The political aim
I am advocating 
- 
and here I am not speaking on
behatf of Mrs Spaak 
- 
is that abonion must be left
purely and simply up to the woman concerned. That is
my very firmly-held conviction. The reason why we
believe this to be such a fundamental point is that any
restriction placed on this principle will jeopardize the
woman's own responsibility and dignity.
I am not making the case for abortion. No right-
thinking person could be in favour of such a thing, but
what I am advocating is the right of women to make
their own decisions.
Madam President, although I am not wholeheartedly
in favour of the passages in the motion for a resolution
which deal with this point, this will not prevenr me
from voting for the resolution as a whole: firstly,
because the passages in question are not unacceptable
either and secondly, because there is no chance, for
the time being, of finding acceptance for a more
radical standpoint in either direction.
(Applause from oarious quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Madam President, there is a
very great deal in this report of which I strongly
approve; but, as many speakers have said, it has gone
well beyond its terms of reference, which were to
enquire into discrimination against women and seek to
achieve a greater degree of fairness towards them.
Alas, it went far beyond its mandate into the domain
of Member States, in particular in paragraphs 34, 35
and 36 on abortion, against which I voted but which
unfortunately were passed. A colleague of mine
referred to the women's right to choose if she wants to
bring unwanted children into the world. She chooses,
Madam President, at the time of conception, and I
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might point our to him that irnwanred pregnancies are
not the same as unwanted children: I myself had a
very much unwanted pregnancy jusr before sranding
for Parliament, bu[ she is a very much loved child
today.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the right)
It is wirh the grearest regrer, rherefore, rhar although
the motion contains a very grear deal of value which I
hope will come forward in another repon, because of
my belief in the sanctity of innocenr human life I
cannor suPPorr this repon.
(Applause from the centre and from tbe right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(l) Madam Presidenr, I should like ro
give an explanation of vore on behalf of the Italian
Communists and Allies.
'We set grear srore by rhe serting up of rhis ad boc
commitree and, as the months have gone by, members
of my Group have tried to make a sustained and, I
believe, valid conribution ro its work so thas a broadly
uniform conclusion could be reached. Now rhar all rhe
work has been complered, however, I regrer to have to
say that yer anorher opportunity has been wasted by
the European Parlrament.
\7e should like to make one general criricism: The
motion for a resolution rries [o cover roo much and
runs rhe risk of skimming over all the problems as a
resulr. It seems to me thar the positron of women is not
yet included as a narural and rntegral part of all
Community policies.
Among the problems which have been tackled here, we
agree with some points in the secrion on social
welfare, while there are others to which we are
opposed, as we pointed out during rhe voting on rhe
amendmenrs. On rhe other hand, we approve of rhe
controversial chapter on healrh care, including rhe
paragraphs which refer [o rhe volunrary termination of
Pregnancy.
'We have listened with due respecr to the problems of
conscience evoked by several members of the Epp
Group with regard to this question. Bur personally I
have no qualms about saying rhar I am sorry the posi-
tion argued by Mrs Gaiotri de Biase could not be
a.dopted by rhe EPP Group as a whole. Ir is a pity that
the Group did not manage ro avoid a split in irs'ranks
on this occasion, as some members were unable to
resist rntroducing principles of dogma into a polirical
debate.
To conclude, we regard this work 
- 
both the discus-
sion and rhe finished resolution 
- 
as rhe beginning of
a new role for the European Parliament, because it
represents a reference point for all the women's move-
ments which have been campaigning in Europe for so
many years. Thar rhey feel this ro be true, moreover, is
confirmed by the presence of so many of their repre-
sentatives here roday and their participation in this
debare.
For these reasons, and wrth these reservarions, there-
fore, we are in favour of rhe motion for a resolurion.
(Applause from the left)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Manin.
Mrs Martin. 
- 
(F) Madam President, we s/ere mos[
disappointed by the rejection of our amendment
together with any orher which provided for the
committee's work to be continued, and we srill rhink
that our work will nor be understopd by all the men
and women who have followed its frogress. Be that as
it may, we will vote for this resolution which, alrhoughlt ls a compromlse, conralns so much that is posirive in
our eyes rhat ir should be adopted by an overwhelming
vote on the part of this Assembly.
I should just like to say, borh as a woman and as a
European, how deeply sorry I shall be rf rhe outcome
of this debate is as I anticipare, and all the more so for
thrs reason: if you read carefully the poinrs concerning
the termrnation of pregnancy 
- 
which seems ro be the
main stumbling block here 
- 
ir should be quite clear
to you that the report is only in fact rrying to take
account of a srtuation which already exisr and is trying
to find a solution to desperate situa[rons. Of course,
nobody is in favour of abortion. In conclusion, I
appeal ro all those who want ro reiecr this resolution
to think very carefully about rhe consequences and
what our image will be in rhe eyes of the many Euro-
pean women who have come here, if, having raised so
many hopes, we disappoinr rhem now.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macchiocchi.
Mrs Macchiocchi. 
- 
(I) Madam President, both I
and the majority of my Group shall be voting in favour
of rhis morion for a resolurion. \(e have lisrened care-
fully to the discussion over paragraph J5 and the arti-
tude of some members reminds us of thar painting by
Rembrandt in which several doctors are seen bending
over the body of a man. In our case, the body is rhat oT
a woman; here we have a whole army of highly intelli-
gent and capable men trying to make up their minds as
to whether a woman's pregnancy should continue or
not. Rembrandt's painring displays a keen sense of
irony in showing the absolute power of the docrors
leaning over rhe body srretched out on rhe operating
table. \Vell, I have been strtrck by a similar irony heri
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roday on hearing all these gentlemen holding forth
abour women's bodies 
- 
even if they are guided by a
sense of moral purpose 
- 
as if these bodies belonged
to them.
'We, on the other hand, intend to reaffirm what we
have said before: we support a woman's right rc
choose. It is'therefore up to each women to make this
very basic choice, and I say so as a mother myself.
Each woman must decide wherher to bring one or
more children into a society whose limimtions she
knows and in full consciousness of the struggles she
will have to endure to guarantee that her children have
a future safeguarded by sociery as a whole. Para-
graph 35 reveals a sense of balance in this matter and I
think it was quite out of place of certain members to
raise their voices on the grounds of their religious
beliefs against those who are willing to tackle what is a
basic problem of contemporary European society and
a central concern to all those women who have been
invoked here today. !7e claimed that we wanted to
draw up a resolution in the interests of European
women, which is why, for the first time ever, we have
seen the public gallery crowded with women today.
Let us not disappoint them, ladies and gentlemen; the
European Community is already so unpopular among
womenl They have appealed [o us for help and we
should not respond by frustrating and trampling on
their hopes. For these reasons) I 
- 
and I believe, other
members of my Group 
- 
shall be voting in favour of
the motron for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Lenz.
Mrs Lenz. 
- 
(D) I should like to say on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party that I
deplore the fact that we have had a debate of this kind
here today.
From the very beginning, we have issued warnings in
the ad hoc committee not to pursue this subject in this
direction. In our proposed amendments, we have tried
to water down points 35 and 36 dealing with abortion
under certain conditions, because we realize that these
matters have created profound ethical and religious
problems in our countries. The legislation on this
subject differs from country [o country, and we have
always advised against seeking to harmonize this legis-
lation. These are points we have made loud and clear,
and the only personal reply I have to make to one of
the previous speakers is that we have always made it
clear that we have gone as far as we possibly could in
view of what we personally thought we could support.
The various explanations of vote made by members of
our Group show clearly that these questions of con-
science go particularly deeply in our Group, and we
cannot do jusdce to the range of opinions by engi-
neering a bloc vote. I would ask you to remember
that the declarations of vote given here are personal
s[atements which we must respect. Everyone in our
group is free to vote as his or her conscience dictates.
In our view, the importance of the sanctity of life
cannot possibly be stressed too much, and we cannot
debate the rights and wrongs of it in this form. \7e
regret that doubt has been cast on the report and the
months of very hard 
- 
and, in many respects, excel-
lent 
- 
work put in by our rapporteur by these points
and also that a good example of what can be done by
all rhe women Members of this House pooling their
efforts to formulate a comprehensive policy on the
position of women in the European Community has
now been jeopardized. In view of the unemployment
problem, the educational and training problems and
the threars ro rhe status of the family, we had expected
some important pointers from this motion for a resolu-
tion.
I should like to make it clear on behalf of my Group
that we are for freedom of decision and for the free
development of the human personality, but we are also
for the joint responsibility of men and women for
human life, which is so often mentioned in our debates
on human rights. Like all the other Groups in this
House, we want to see an end to discrimination
against all women in the family and in employment.
Ve want to find solutions to these problems; after all,
many of our voters are women, and we are aware of
their problems and are just as keen as anyone else to
give them social security and equal opportunities. I am
sorry to have to say that, in view of the distortions
brought about by the poinrs I have just mentioned, a
lot of the members of my Group feel bound to vote
against the motion for a resolution. A minority will be
voting for the motion, and some will be absnining.
(Applause from the Group of the European People's Party(CD Group))
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.,
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) I am sure that you are well
aware and that your conscience could tell you that you
have deliberately allowed other people to speak before
me, even though they asked for the floor after I did. I
do not think thar you can take away someone's rights
in this House just because you don't like the look of
him, Madam President. I therefore wish to give an
explanation of vote, just like everybody e lse!
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you will be allowed 
-
along with others 
- 
to speak later. I gave the floor to
Mrs Macciocchi, even though she wasn't on the list of
speakers, because she told me that this omission was
due to a secretary's mistake . . .
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) I could quite well give the same
excuse. It only Boes to show that getting permission to
speak depends on whether you like the look of
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someone. It's worse rhan trying ro ger a drink in a
crowded barl
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Roudy.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I will keep my commenls shorr as all the
points have already been made and nored by rhose
present. I should jusr like to say rhar there was a time
when I dreamed of a great resolurion, brimming over
with enthusiasm, boldness, purpose and courage, in
favour of women's rights. S7ell, it would appear [har
I'll have to wait for another opportunity because
dreams are one thing and reality is anorher. SThat is
the realiry? The facr is that we can hardly call
ourselves progressive in this Parliamenr. So, we have
done what we could and the resolution closely reflecrs
the character of rhis Parliament, which is capable of
taking little steps forward from time ro rime, bur never
great strides.
Confronted by this renrarrve image of a Parliament
which does admitredly rakes libenies with the Treaties
from trme to time, one may well hesitare to judge, and
some people are indeed hesimting now. Even I
hummed and hawed for a while, but after hearing
speeches which musr be withouc parallel for rheir
vehemence, dishonesty and hypocrisy, I musr say rhar
my mind is now made up.
I want to congrarulate Mrs Maij-Weggen for having
the forbearance ro sit through all these speeches
(Applause) and to impress on her that she musr nor
allow herself to be discouraged by the facile and some-
what cowardly argumenrs voiced by the defenders of a
moral order which I, for one, regard as inhumane and
outmoded. 'Whatever you do, don'r give them rhe
satisfaction of wounding you with rheir remarks, for
they do them no credit! I shall therefore be voting for
this resolution and I think rhat we should all do so for
a very simple reason, namely, that it will benefit many
women.
I should just like ro remind Members thar, although
many voices have been raised against the morion, rhere
have also been many for it. I am rhinking of the
messages from Ireland and the rhousands of peririons
received recen[ly by our colleague and friend Mrs
Yvette Fuillet; she has been bombarded wirh peririons
from women begging her to do her urmosr to obtain
approximarion of the laws relating ro the voluntary
termination of pregnancy. By acdng in this way we
knew that we were making a positive response ro
appeals from women whose voices would orherwise
never have been heard, and who are unable ro be here
today for obvious reasons. The proposals contained in
the resolution are in fact very modest, so no one need
fear that they are going to spark off a revolution!
As far as the voluntary rermrnation of pregnancv rs
concerned, which has become an obsession with some
people, and used by them ro creare panic among
others, I suggesr rhat you rake anorher look ar the
text; all it says is thar steps should be taken so rhat
women are no longer obliged to resort to this expe-
dient, and calls for
decrsrons at nauonal level such as to obviate the need for
journeys of rhis type which make any form of social aid
::O""ttlO,. 
and lead to unacceptable commercializa-
It may be assumed rhat such commercialization is nor
regarded as a bad thing by some counrries. Neverrhe-
less, is it really revolutionary ro requesI that any
woman who finds herself in difficulry can obtain the
necessary assistance in her own country?
To sum up 
- 
and these are my last words on rhe
subject 
- 
let us vote in favour of this morion for a
resolution in the knowledge thar ir is a small step
forward. \fle shall have opportunities at some o[her
time to discuss the prorection of life and we shall see
what our positions are then. But for the momenr, I ask
you to vote for this resolution; it is far from revolu-
tionary, but it is helpful. Ve will rry to do berrer the
nexttlme...
(Applause from oarious quarters)
( Parliament adopted the resolutionf
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella for an explanation of
vote.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I voted in
favour of this resolution not merely because of its
overall worth but because ir has once again brought us
face to face wirh views which I personally would label
inhuman.
It is quire monsrrous, Madam President, that anyone
should pur forward religious argumenrs, even Carholic
ones, in support of cerrain artitudes when for nineteen
hundred years it was forbidden to baprize anyrhing
which was not manifestly human in appearance.
For I 900 years rhe Church withheld bapdsm from any
being which y/as nor parenrly identified as human. For
this reason, Madam President, I feel rhar rhe repeared
atremprs to place the life of rhe ferrilized ovum or rhe
embryo on the same plane as rhat of rhe human being
are blasphemous. I am very sorry for Mr Bersani, who
feels that on behalf of foetuses everywhere he cannot
vote in favour of this resolution on women when, in
my opinron monsrrously, he and his party each year
approve military spending which means rhat 2O million
people who are, or could be, baptized are condemned
to dearh. This is a truly monsrrous way of looking ar
By roll-call vote requested by the Socialist Group; see
minutes of proceedrngs
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life, not just in its social aspects but from a moral point
of view as weil. These are the reasons, Madam Presi-
dent, which led me to vote in favour of this resolution'
President. 
- 
The sitting will now be suspended until
I P...
The House wilI rise.
(The sitting was suspended at 1.55 p.m' and resumed at
3.05 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Poul Dalsager, its Minister of Agriculture and Fish-
eries, to complere the term of our late friend, Finn
Gundelach. The choice was promptly radfied by the
Member States and the Commission, after considering
all the possible solutions and weighing the pros and
cons of each, decided to give Mr Dalsager the agricul-
ture portfolio and let Mr Kontogeorgis take over full
responsibility for fisheries, as had been planned in any
case.
That is all I shatl say in presenting our new colleague.
Firstly because you already know him well enough as a
former Vice-President of this House and because, like
Mr Kontogeorgis, who was the first to appear in the
front line of the very heated discussions at a Council
meeting on fisheries, Mr Dalsager will soon be
appearing before you to defend, at what is a particu-
lariy critical junciure, the agricultural prices for the
comlng year.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, you have
before you the Commission's \7ork Programme for
1981. This paper is to some extenr the first of its kind.
Given your future role, the new Commission felt that
it was preferable to let you have a few pages of our
prioritiis which would give you food for thought,
iather than the customary memorandum annexed to
the no less customary programme-address, which was
simply a lisr of all the activities to be undertaken bythe
Commission.
So as not to take up too much of your time by
embarking on a lengthy'and poiniless survey of a
four-year programme and of priorities for. the next
t*elre monthi and also to avoid any charges of
neglecting political nuances or comment, my
.oll."gu.t and I decided that we would simply.lay our
p.og.rrnrn. before you. Of course we are here to
rrroin the debate on all the points covered in .1,^"
paper and those which you choose to raise' I shall now
b.iefly, I hope, present the programme and make some
comment uPon lt..
As we step into 1981 my task, I know, is a daunting
though enthralling one, and for two reasons: one
beinf European and general and the other particular,
Community and instrtutional. Let me take the institu-
tional one first.
My Commission rs the first to aPPear before a
diiectly-elected Parliament. Believe me when I say that
this new situation is crucial. His Excellency President
Sadat came here to address you yesterday, and that
says more than any lengthy speech of mine about the
importance of this House and the eminent role, indeed
thi eminently political role, it will have to play' Vith a
political 
"ni d.rno..rtic base deriving from 
your
irppo., and powers of control, the Commission owes
it to itself to be more responsible and watchful in its
relations with Parliament. These new, unaccustomed
working conditions, to which I will return later, will
hare an enormous influence on the institutional
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
3. Presentation of the Fourteenth General Report of the
Commission and its programme of utorkfor 1981
(followed bY a debate)
President. 
- 
The next item is the presentation by Mr
Thorn, President of the Commission, of the Commis-
sion's 
'Fou.teenth 
General Report on the activities of
the Communities in 1980 and the presentation of the
Commission's annua[ Programme of work for 198 1 '
The Commission has the floor.
(Applause)
Mr Ttrorn, President of the Commission'
(.1c) Madam President, ladies and Sentlemen, a month
ago I stood here to introduce the new Commission
aid in accordance with your wishes we agreed [o meet
again today for a more thorough discussion of policy
and programmes.
'\7ho could have imagined that scarcely a few hours
later one of the pillars of the Commission, Finn Olav
Gundelach, *"i to leave us for ever? Thus rhe
Commission found itself faced with new and difficult
problems. Tribute was paid to our colleague in this
i'{our., so I will not re-open the wound but simply
remind you that within barely five years- he is the
second Commissioner who has been unable rc finish
his term, both being struck down in Strasbourg after a
last appearance here.
I must also say that the Danish Government acted
swiftly on our request and very quickly appointed
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future, nor only yours and ours but also that of rhe
whole Communiry. They will compel the Commission
to give a more detailed accounr of irs stewardship, past
and future, and force ir ro pay parricular 
"tr.ntion -you have my word on rhis 
- 
to your criricisms and
suggesrions. \7hen I spoke to you last monrh I rold
you rhar I felr our collaborarion to be of paramounr
importance: I have since made a poinr of confirming
my views in writing ro your Presidenr.
The second daunting aspect of our task is, alas, that
never before have we had to set out priorities against a
background thar was so gloomy in the shorr teim and
so uncerrain rhereafter. The Communiry 
- 
indeed the
world 
- 
has never, you will ag..e, b.en in such a
parlous state. It is ailing. Not jusr economically, or
socially. ft is ailing, period, as you have frequently
poinred out.
And the people of Europe, disturbed by the increas-
ingly frequenr reporrs of our sociery's iils, are frighr-
ened and. are no longer giving the Community the
trusr it deserves and desperarely needs. But I will
return [o this larer.
My particular concern today is ro sketch the outline
and highlight rhe parricularly significant poinrs of the
new Commission's plan of action for steering Europe
through rhe hard rimes ahead. You are betrlr placed
than..anyone to realize rhat our success depends
heavily on che.political support we ger. Every day in
our work we shall be asking for rhar polidca[ supporr
from the governmenls of rhe Membe. Srrt.r; rodrv *e
are here to ask it of you on rhis parricularly splcial
occasion, but ir is above all through you and biyond
you tha[ we are seeking it and indeed *e must oLtainit from rhe peoples of the Community, rhe men and
women who elected you.
As ro the background, we musr recognize rhat the
development of rhe world siruarion holds little comfon
of Europe. It is best described as rhe afrermath of a
series of conflicrs, the mosr glaring of which have been
building up for the last few years. -
On the political scene ir is clear that ditente has raken
such a beating in recent monrhs that rhe term itself
seems obsolete and a replacement is being sought. The
world siruarion now is more worrying tha-n at iny time
since the Cold !flar. The invasion of Afghanismn was a
further turn of rhe screw. A war betweei Iraq und Iran
coming on top of a revolutionary change of r6gime in
Iran and compounding the Israeli-Arab proble"m wirh
the Palestinian dilemma and its Lebanese repercus_
sions, all this is making the Middle Easi more
dangerous rhan ever, despirc all the hopes raised by
the courageous missions President Sadat undertook so
recently. Africa is the prey of covetous eyes and wide_
spread unrest. Latin America is in rhe grip of new and
murderous inrernal conflicrs, and in Aia, aDarr from
rhe invasion of Afghanistan, daily happenings a.e a
cruel reminder of rhe tragedy of our times.
In addirion ro rhe even.rs which by their harsh brutality
make rhe headlines, there are a number of question
marks over rhe internarional situation. The 'fate of
Europe, and in parricular its influence, will depend,
wherher we like ir or nor, on how the new Amirican
administrarion views the furure of Easr-'West relarions.
The serious threats ro world peace direcrly involve
Europe. Their repercussions, and it is in terms of
repercussions rhat they most trouble us roday, may
make nonsense of our efforts for inregration. indeed,
the bouts of fever raging on the fringes of .!7'estern
Europe make us consrantly aware rhai Europe is still
in the middle of the horbed of rension between Easr
and Vesr. So we, rhe people of Europe, have a role toplay as custodians of world perci, not only for
ourselves bur also in rerms of rhe alliances some'of us
have contracted and various commitments we have
entered inro all over [he world.
On the economic front there is no point in mincing
words: the prospecrs are panicularly bleak. Ve are in
the trough of a prorracred crisis, a sirucrural crisis; we
are rrying hard ro live with ir; bur have yet ro learn to
overcome ir and control whar some people, including
myself, have no hesitation in describing as a change oT
civilization. The cards are being redeait ar world l-evel.
The developmenr, meaning rhi expansion and oper-
ating conditions, of world rrade is at risk. There are
clear signs of a widespread rerurn ro protectionism.
This,is particularly disquiering for the Community,
which, as rhe world's leading trading po*.., n..di
free and expanding trade foiirs *,e./existence. The
collapse of international rrade, meaning irs fragmenta-
tion, irs reslrucruring, would be a body bloJ to rhe
Community. It is all too clear that the impacrs would
not stop ar the Community's ourer borders but might
well threaren to jeopardize rhe very existence of ihe
Common Market, the name by which so many know
our Community. \7ith these dark clouds looming over
us, may- I simply remind you by way of example ind as
a call for solidarity ro the Member Statei that rhe
unbalanced developmenr of rhe Community,s rrade
with a major partner like Japan is a source of serious
concern.
'!(/e must nor forger that apart from rhe general slow_
down in economic growlh ih. Co-rnrrit] has anorher
weak spor in rhar, more [han any orher Lig economic
group, it h_as to import rhe bulk of irs enerly and raw
materials. In 1980 rhe Community countriei'ran up an
oil bill of over a hundred thousand million doilars.
'\7ith 
rhe exceprion of the Unircd Kingdom and rhe
Netherlands, Community counr.ries, with Japan, arethe most heavily dependent on exrernal sup-plies. This
has far wider consequences than are usually'imagined.
'!7'e must remember thar even Europe,s agiicultu.e _
which keeps the Community seli-suffilienr, or in
surplus as some critics would have it 
- 
is heavily
dependenr on imponed oil and raw marerials. T*enty
years ago, when I was sitting on your benches, parlia_
ment was worried abour our energy furure, notwirh_
sranding rhe inirial enthusiasm geneiated by Euratom.
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The 1973 crisis has sadly not taught the signatories of
the Euratom Treaty the need for increased solidarity.
Let us hope that our energy bills, which will keep
going up and up, and our meagre rates of economic
growth will prompt us in time to change our ways.
Because of its dependence the Community could actu-
ally see its share of world trade shrink from 20 0/o to
15 o/o over the next decade. The main beneficiaries
would be Japan and certain 'go-ahead' developing
countries.
The worsening economic climate holds a further peril
in that it could undermine the efforts that the Third
tVorld countries are making to develop, thus harming
the interests of. our potential customers, widening the
gulf between nations, heightening 
. 
tension and
ieducing some countries to famine and despair with all
that can mean in polrtical terms. The urgency of these
problems and the growing realization that the
no.thern and southern hemispheres are economically
interdependent highlight Europe's special responsibili-
ties heie. To speak of this problem is to define our
responsibilities, what we can do, the role we must play'
To take a different, but related, line of thought,
anything which disrupts our monetary system can
-rk. or. forecasts and forward calculations obsolete'
Here, as elsewhere, the dangers inherent in any fresh
upsurge in prices are so great that we must persevere
in our efforts to re-establish stable and universally
recognized monetary relations' No one can doubt that
Europe has played, and will continue to play, a crucial
part here. Vhile I realize there is norhing to be gained
Ly rushing our fences, I cannot accept rhat we should
,hy ,*ry from them either. My feeling is that in the
face of our present difficulties we must advance, all ten
together, lest we see our economies continue to move
fuither apart. and thereby jeopardize what the
Community has achieved.
Is there any need to mention the consequences for the
Community of a declining population and of the
effects 
- 
of which so many Europeans feign igno-
rance 
- 
on the labour market, economic activity,
social innovation, political life and Europe's place in
the world? If the present trend were to continue, the
population of Germany, now some sixty-one million,
would fall to a mere forty million or so by the year
2050. If Europe's present birth rate continues beyond
1990 Europe will be on the brink of extinction in
demographic terms. Europe would be the only region
of the world with a stagnant, declining or at least
ageing population. History has shown us that
eionomic and demographic change frequently go
hand in hand. I am afraid that a declining, ageing
population may reduce our capacity to adapt and
innorrt., reinforce the Malthusian Pattern and make
the dialogue with young, prolific nations even more
difficult. The main concern of some nations will be
their children, while others may have to devote them-
selves to the care of the elderly; some will be
concerned with maternity homes and nurseries while
others, meaning us, will be running intensive-care
homes for an older and older population' The pattern
of research and the economy and the choice between
investing in new industries and propping ageing ones
may well depend on the outcome.
Turning now to the Community, we can clearly see
rhat all is not well. Let us reflect a moment, as serious
and informed politicians, and consider what the posi-
tion of our countries would be without the Commu-
nity.
There were those, not so very long ago, who claimed
that Europe was the last of the Breat myths. No one of
my generation or the generation before who witnessed
the butchery of the First '\7orld \Var, the Great
Depression and the rise of Fascism in the thirties, the
slaughter and atrocities of the Second \7orld'War and
the myriad sufferings it generated, would dream of
doubting the intelligence, generosity and courage of
those who have worked so tirelessly since then for
European unity.
Can anyone deny the cardinal role played by the
European idea in bringing about Franco-German
reconciliation, the reconstruction of our continent, the
removal of internal European frontiers and the
opening up of Europe to the world, the unprecedented
economic and social recovery of the late fifties and
sixties? Not only is it the first time that 35 years have
passed without the countries represented here today
clashing in armed conflict but also 
- 
let me say it loud
and clear 
- 
the first time that not one of our
250 million people contemplates even the possibiliry of
such conflict. Surely that alone makes it worthwhile
going ail out to consolidate our achievements rather
than rhoughtlessly running them down?
(Applause)
Today our Community appears as a haven of peace
and order in a world where, as events in Iran have
made abundantly clear, lawlessness may take over
from the rule of law. Despite its imperfecdons, our
Community can still serve as an exarhple of democracy
to others. In this respect ir image abroad, I regret to
say, is more atrractive than its image at home.
The Community today is still a busy trade centre,
accounting for 33 o/o of world exPons overall and
4a o/o of ill manufactured goods exported. It is the
main trading partner of the rest of Europe, the Middle
East, Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Eastern
Europe. Naturally the objectives of Community
commercial policy are shaped by this situadon and our
Commission will make a point of setting up, in agree-
ment with the governments, a truly common policy
which will serve their best interests. Together we are a
force to be reckoned with; alone even the strongest
among us is vulnerable 
- 
enslavement and destruction
would be ultimately inevitable.
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\7ith rhe inrernational monerary system in disarray,
the advent of the European monerary sysrem in 1979
gave Europe a measure of monetary stabiliry which
has helped ro reduce tensions berween rhe economies
of Europe. But the significance of rhis lies, above all,
in the future; what was rrue yesrerday is true roday
and will still be true romorrow. Today the big blocs fix
the odds and only they can afford ro play for rhe
highesr stakes. '!/e rend ro forger, when speaking of
the United Srares and rhe Sovier Union, thar ir is-the
'United' in Unired Srares and the 'Unibn' in Soviet
Union thar give these countries their formidable polit-
ical and economic might, nor ro menrion the Arab
League, rhe Islamic Conference, the OAU and so
many orher organizarions.
Perhaps we should quesrion the motives of rhose who
are swimming against rhe dde of hisrory today,
opposing those who are anxious to quicken the pace
and enlarge and strengthen our Community.
I fail to undersrand how 
- 
at a time when a Larin-
American Common Market has jusr come into being,
when certain black African and Maghreb counrries aie
toying with the idea of economic and political union,
when ASEAN is beginning [o emerge as an economic
and political force to be reckoned wirh 
- 
some
members of the Community 
- 
and no[ [he leasr
among them 
- 
can quesrion its value and argue in
favour of a more 'flexible' or rarher looser, associa-
tion.
If you have followed my argumenrs so far 
- 
and
surely no one can deny rhe rrurh of rhe picture I have
painted 
- 
then why is it that Europe has such a poor
image within the Community almost rhiny years after
the ECSC Treaty was signed? Vhere, for example,
would the sreel indusrry be without rhe Community?
No doubr we would be squabbling among ourselves,
and where would rhar leave us? lfould we have made
any more progress on energy policy? Vould rhere be a
wider regional policy? \7ould agriculrure cosr any
less? I am sure ir would cosr more. \7ould we, indivi-
dually, be able to play a major role in rhe Middle East,
Asia and Africa? \flould any single Member State have
achieved a Yaound6 or a Lom6 Convention? !flould
any of our members have been able ro wresr balanced
agreements from rhe Unired States and Japan single-
handed? Or to take a final example, could any onJ of
us play a decisive role in the North-South Dialogue?
The answer rs implicit in the questions rhemselves.
'Why, then, does Europe have such a poor image
wirhin rhb Community? \7e are all to blame: our
governments, the man-in-the-street, the Commission
as the Community's executive, and you as rhe elected
representarive of the people of Europe.
The initial confusion arose from idenrifying European
integration with the golden age of prosperity-and
opponuniry which marked its first frfreen years. Every-
one welcomes rhis Europe of plenty, with annual
growth rates in double figures 
- 
which today we
would enviously term Japanese proporrions. Then
came [he hosriliry of many politicians, who were only
too happy to atrribute all their ills ro the Community
but were quick to claim rhe credit for any benefim.
(Applause)
The fact rhat rhe Community is rarely, if ever, so
much as menrioned by our political leaders in their
public speeches says a lot abour rhe menraliries rhey
created before becoming their caprives and rhen their
victims in their own rurn. Inevimbly the man-in-rhe-
street feels thar rhe Community is remore from him,
and we must all work rogether to do somerhing abour
this. But then the man-in-the-streer can hardly be
expected to feel involved when his immediare prob-
lems are overlooked. By failing ro mounr a campaign
to explain Community acrion and promore under-
standing between Communiry citizens, we have know-
ingly created the climate of indifference, if nor
hostility, discernible among a sizeable proportion of
Europeans.
'!flhat 
rhis Commission u/an[s ro do 
- 
with your
assistance 
- 
is to make every citizen of our Commu-
nity realize that we are sensirive to his problems,
whether they concern employment, social poliry, old
and new industries, agriculrure, fisheries or the profes-
sions. Every cirizen of Europe can criricize us
tomorrow as he did yesterday, but never again can he
be allowed to claim he doesn't know who we are or
understand whar we are doing.
(Applause)
Of course this is not a Defence Communiry 
- 
and we
know why rhat is 
- 
nor is ir a Political Community;
our Community is essenrially economic, and yer who
can claim in roday's world that rhese elemenrs can be
separated from each orher? After thiny years of inter-
action who can say that the economy is not a
thoroughly political phenomenon? And so, while we
will comply fully wirh rhe Treaties 
- 
the Commission
is their guardian 
- 
the fact remains thar if we want
our Community ro be a success and if we genuinely
wanr [o achieve European Union, we must not
disperse our effons. 'S7e musr stand united against
those who would divide us and work for European
Union based on the exisring Community instituiions
which have shown rheir mertle.
\7hile.we are on the poinr, I would venture ro suggesr
thar rhe procedural argumenrs which are claiir-ing
your arrenrion ar [he momenr are of little interest to
your consriruenrs. For one rhing they have become far
too subtle and consequenrly lost rheir mass appeal; for
another, rhe cirizens of Europe have far rco much
common sense [o accept that our so-called European
institurions should be fighring each other instead of
pooling their effons rc build Europe.
(Applause)
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This infighdng makes rhe Commission's hair stand on
end, and we wilI do everything we can ro ger rhe insri-
tutions working together properly. To put it blunrly,
familiarity breeds contempt. People have grown accus-
tomed to the Community bur have failed ro under-
stand, or have frankly forgorren, its polirical aims. \7e
tend to imagine rhat the Community can come
through every crisis unscarhed and overlook rhe fact
that its essence is being steadily eroded!
Today Europe, if you will forgive the metaphor, is a
rather ramshackle house. Irs roof has been blown away
by disuniry. There is no heating, since energy is in
short supply. There rs no archirect, since the genera-
tion of founding fathers who supervised the building
has passed away. The builder is on rhe verge of bank-
ruptcy, his resources virtually exhausted. The garden is
still reasonably presentable, but is cosring more and
more to maintain. The tenants are ar their wits' end 
-so many of them are our of work while other porenrial
tenants are knocking ar rhe door.
Ve are aware of the problems facing the people of
Europe, especially young people, women, and the
unfortunate victims of unemploymenr, insecurity and
the aggression of modern life.
As far as the young 
- 
thar fortunare generation rha[
has never experienced q/ar 
- 
are concerned, the new
Commission intends ro an[icipare rheir demands, get
to know their problems, and, above all, speak rheir
language so as ro give them new hope.
As far as women are concerned, Community legisla-
tion and Court rulings have of course blazed a trail
towards equa[ treatmenr. I admi[ thar much srill
remains to be done. Personally I and all the other
members of my Commission regret rhar our insriturion
consists entirely of men, though the fault is nor ours.
The Commission is after all a feminine noun in mosr
European languages. The blame for this lies nor wirh
the Commission but with the ten Member Srares.
Ladies and gentlemen, I can see no ahernarive. \7'e
have no choice. There is no point in trying ro creare
Europe from nothing, for we have been working on it
for thiny years already. As for the challenges before
us, you may well ask where we are to stan. Vell,
frankly, we musr take up all the challenges before us
simultaneously. The prioriries before us flow inevitably
from challenges from outside and from the commir-
ments entered into by rhe European Council and
previous Commissions. The nsk facing the new
Commission is to revitalize Europe 
- 
a Communiry
of Ten rcday, a Community of Twelve romorrow. And
so, what we wan[ to do today is to give you some idea
of the approach and principles that the new Commis-
sion will,follow during its term of office.
Our most pressing task, rhen, is ro find new ways of
meering the challenge of the eighries without
depaning from the ob.jectives set out in the Preamble
ro the Treary, which I rook rhe liberty of running
through with you less than a month ago. There are
four preconditions for this:
Firstly, currenI policies musr be adapted ro new
demands; safeguarding what we have achieved,
though essential, musr nor be allowed to lead to
rigidity. Secondly, the respective competences of the
Community and the Member States must be clearly
defined. Harmonization for irs own sake and the
pooling of resources at any price can be counr.erpro-
ductive. Thirdly, priorities musr be reviewed regularly
in the light of what can be done and what needs to be
done. A Community rhat does nor live in the present
will end up by losing all credibility. Fourthly, the
policy-makers must adopr a new approach of trearing
co-existent problems as a unit. But, let me repeat, rhe
main aim of the new Commission, guided by rhe prin-
ciples I have jusr set our, is ro resrore confidence in the
Community by getring closer to grips wirh rhe real
problems, by which I mean rhe problems which are
uppermost in rhe minds of our cirizens.
To respond to their jusrified anxieties rhe Commission
will make every effort to obey rhree fundamental,
closely-linked imperarives. The first is ro make more
effective use of available resources; rhe second is soli-
d,arity; and the rhird is to offer the people of Europe
greater security.
Making more effecrive use of resources means that v/e
mus[ first re-examine current Community policies. As
you know, the Commission gave an undertaking last
year to set abour solving the budgeary problems
which are a serious threat ro Communiry cohesion.
This was ro be achieved through strucrural adjust-
ments and would follow the guidelines laid down by
the Council on 30 May 1980. It has been argued rhat
these guidelines are vrrtually irreconcileable and rhar
this makes rhings rarher difficulr for the Commission.
Be that as it may, the Commission has been reviewing
a number of Community policies and ir will presen[ ir.s
findings to the Council and this House before July.
Before I come ro the grear problems of the day, or at
any rate a few examples, I should like to make one
point. I cannor accepr ir as an afiicle of fairh that the
current ceiling on budgetary resources is sacrosanct.
(Applause)
The argument is a theological one, based on a narrow,
mistaken philosophy. If it becomes'more deeply rooted
still in Community soil it is going !o create enormous
difficulties, especially for those *ho originally devised
it. Our citizens have often paid dearly for the progress,
stabiliry and freedom of our Member States and for
the unity of Europe. Indeed they have frequently paid
with their lives, so let us be realistic enough to recog-
nize that we cannot. build Europe from the comfort of
our armchairs.
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There can be no question of trying to make a I 0/o
Europe, nor even a r/z o/o Europe.
(Applause)
Be that as ir may, if we accept that we must pay the
proper price for Europe, I am quite willing to agree
that the Commission should concentrate first and
foremost on clearly-defined prioriries, that it should
cut back activities in certain areas to release energies
and funds for tackling what I have called the real
problems. My temperament and my convictions tell me
rhat what is needed now is a concentrated burst of fire
rather than random sniping. And let me say very
bluntly that if you and I wish to set ourselves uP as
responsible politicians we must understand that in
today's circumstances any new financial effon inevit-
ably entails a sacrifice and more than ever we must
deserve it, wc must be able to justify it and if necessary
we must begin by making savings where we can.
Obviously'rhe common agricultural policy, by far the
largest budget item, will be at the heart of our review.
The gap between agricultural spendin! and spending
in other areas 
- 
I won't say 'policies' 
- 
is far too
wide and must be adjusted. I specifically say adjusted,
because there can be no question of abandoning the
only real common policy we have. Europe needs a
strong agricultural industry, and the mandate given to
us last year srates explicitly enough that the funda-
mental principles of the CAP are not to be touched.
No. !(/hat the new Commission intends to do is to rein
in the runaway growth of farm expenditure, in line
with the reflections sent to you at the end of last year
and rhe basic principles governing the common agri-
cultural policy. It is unfortunate that the absence of
any effective mechanism for keeping agricultural
spending within bounds has cast doubts on the sound-
ness of rhe policy ircelf and brought those who gain
most from it into disrepute. Starting this year the new
Commission hopes to be able to inject new life into the
policy by involving farmers in its management through
a co-responsibiliry mechanism but continuing to offer
guaranteed incomes to the eight million people who
work in this vital secror of the Community economy.
The price proposals for the l98l-82 marketing year
are ready and Mr Dalsager will be giving you funher
details next week. I do not propose to give figures
now, but I will say that our proposals do not anticipate
our response to the mandate given us on 30 May 1980.
The second area in which increased effectiveness is an
imperative that I submit to your vigilance is the adap-
tation of our industrial apparatus to the demands of
today's world. Non-intervention by Europe here could
have appalling consequences, particularly in the polit-
ical and economic context I have been talking about.
As you know, increased industrial competitiveness is a
precondition for a return to full employment in
Europe. \7e need only think of the steel crisis to
realize how disastrous failure to act at Community
level would have been. The Commission is often very
unfairly criticized. !7e, like our predecessors, will
resolutely promote the adaptation of production struc-
tures to relative energy and labour costs and to
changing patterns of international demand. This is the
price'of success. It must be realized, however, that the
back-up policies the Commission will adopt to support
national restructuring efforts, public and private, must
necessarily be compatible with the vision of a genuine
common market. In no circumstances can they lead to
a consolidation of the national patterns of production
or the re-establishment of preferential markets. The
Community is not just for lame ducks. It can and must
face the challenges of the future. One of the new
Commission's priorides here must be to promote new
rechnologies. Our aim is to work out a strategy that
will meet every aspect of the challenge that advanced
technology offers our society and our indusry. The
Community is lagging behind, and it is dme it caught
up. A strategy based on this or that individual industry
just will not do. The new Commission will seek to
create conditions that will be conducive to industrial
development, better training and coordinated scientific
research. It will stake its claim in the area of innova-
tion and research since this is the only way to ensure
that the Community will come through the present
wave of structural upheaval.
You know that this vast process of adaptation depends
on the willingness of companies to take some risks and
the willingness of workers to accept Breater mobility.
This implies that all must be prepared to shoulder a
share of the inevitable burdens and sacrifices.
The Commission's second imperative will therefore be
to develop policies inspired by the spirit of solidarity
which underlies our whole endeavour, a spirit which
must reign both inside and outside the Community.
The need for greater solidarity within the Community
is becoming more and more urgent as the employment.
situation worsens. It can no longer be left to so-called
back-up policies. To my mind solidarity cannot be
described in terms of mere figures.
Today, more [han twenty years after the Treaties of
Rome were signed, we are forced to admit that the
Community has failed to reduce regional disparities.
There is an undeniable gap between the Community
coun[ries, but then similar gaps can be found within
the borders of most of our countries, which is why it
seems wiser to talk about disparities between the
Community's regions rather rhan its Member States.
I need hardly stress here that if the Community fails rc
bridge this gap it will be faced not only with the prob-
lems arising from the malfunctioning of the internal
market but also with the growing frustrarion thar is
widely felt in our society. This could do untold harm
to its image.
For this reason the new Commission must conven its
concern for greater convergence into immediate action
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by adding to the Regional Developmenr Fund's finan-
cial weaponry and fixing its sights on new targets. It
will seek genuine cohesion in the various Community
policies. '
Social and employment policy too mus[ be reappraised
in the same spirit of solidarity.
The new Commission shares your deep concern at the
relentless growth of unemployment, which has now
soared beyond the eight-million mark leaving rhe equi-
valent of Europe's entire agricultural workforce our of
a job.
\7e all realize thar a situation in which young people
account for 42 0/o of the unemployed is bound to exert
intense pressure on the fabric of our sociery. Let me
say clearly, in this House, thar we cannor afford to
sacrifice this potential which is, make no mistake
about it, Europe's future. For these are the very people
who, tomorrow, will have one of two options: to make
or break Europe.
(Applause)
Faced with this intolerable situation we must make
more selective and telling use of the powers at our
disposal and, what is more imponant, do it quickly. I
won't go into any detailed explanations at this poinr.
Suffice it to say that the time is now past when the
only concern of each of the Member States was to ge[
the Social Fund to provide 50 0/o of its expenditure on
programmes 
- 
admittedly often very necessary 
- 
of
national interest.
The task has assumed such enormous proportions rhat
the Commission will have to find a way of pursuading
all concerned to get round rhe table and hammer out a
new social and employmen[ straregy acceptable nor
only to those called upon ro implemenr it but also ro
those who will bear the consequences. In my view
developments affecting the quality of life, working
hours and industrial relations are all suitable topics forjoint discussion. Social policy cannor be limited to the
fight against unemployment.
A final thought in this connection: rhe new Commis-
sion is fully aware of the need ro involve both sides of
industry not only in its social policy options but in
other areas too.
But, as you all know, the authors of the Treades did
not the want policy of development and progress in a
spirit of solidarity to be confined to the Community. If
our development policy is to remain a success and
fulfil the original role defined in the Preamble to the
Treaty, it must be more closely integrared with other
Community policies. Only in this way can we reap rhe
greatest benefit and get a clearer picrure of the impli-
cations of our action. This new approach will have m
be devised and subsequently applied with the active
cooperation of all concerned in our countries and,
more importantly, the direct involvement of the devel-
oping counrries themselves. I agree that the Lom6 II
Convention is our proudest achievement in this field
but matters do not end there: you all realize how
important it is for us to remain open to the whole
Third Vorld.
Clearly, if the Communiry wishes to inject a polidcal
element into this dialogue with the less-favoured
narions of the world, it musr rake parr in ill in-depth
discussions of the Nonh-South problem. Its record on
this front has always been, and must continue to be,
exemplary. 'lU7orld economic recovery is at stake; the
Community cannot opr out 
- 
it has a dury rc itself
and to the world as a whole. This is the spirit in which
we are already making our preparations for the
Ottawa Summit.
Our current dialogue and cooperation with the devel-
oping world is not inspired by charity. Given the
increasing interdependence of our economies the
security of all is ar stake.
This brings me to our third imperative, no less impor-
tant than the first two, namely the quest for security.
The disquiet shared by many of you revolves around
three basic problems: firstly, the security of our energy
supplies, secondly, the threat to our position as the
world's leading exporter and, thirdly, the strategic
importance of srrengthening our ties with the Mediter-
ranean countries.
Let us look at enerBy supplies first. The Community
can hardly be said to have progressed far enough in
the right direction. I know that a number of specific
measures were taken to ease the uncenain supply
situation created by political developments and mili-
tary clashes in the Gulf region. But the worsening
economic crisis must spur us on to funher action.
This comprehensive approach will be one of the priori-
ties of the new Commission. Ve cannot. expect [o get
very far with structural adjustment without a coherent
energy policy. !7e will make a special effon in the
field of energy saving, nuclear safety and the develop-
ment of new technologies. \7e will do more in the area
of prices and stocks. Outside forces at play here mean
thar the dialogue wirh oil-producing countries must be
stepped up and joint action taken to help the devel-
oping countries. For the dialogue is doomed ro failure
unless the problems of both parties are considered.
Another source of disquiet is that the Community, as
the world's leading exporter, sees a threat to the free-
trade system, built on rules and procedures approved
by GATT, and vital to its existence. Our trading posi-
don should enable us to require more consideration
and respect from our major trading partners than we
have in the past. !7e should ask them to avoid a return
to protectionism in exchange for our commitment to
free trade. It is because we are aware of the vital
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importance of our trading links with other industrial-
ized countries that we have decided to use forth-
coming international meetings to convince President
Reagan and our Japanese partners of the seriousness
of the situation. I would add that the opening of our
frontiers must not be allowed to lead to any imbalance
in our trade or to any disturbance of our economic
and social equilibrium. Something will have to be done
fairly soon about our lop-sided trade balance with
Japan.
There is a further point I would like to make. A Euro-
pean monetary order is vital if the Community is to
maintain irc leading position in world trade. There is
no need for me to go into the relationship between
trade and monetary decisions here. Suffice it to say
that an instable international monetary situation can
severely handicap the development of world trade.
A number of questions have been raised over the last
few years in connection with the third problem area 
-our relarionship with the Mediterranean countries,
which are of prime strategic importance to Europe.
The main concern is enlargement, the acid test of the
Community's ability to evolve and expand and ulti-
mately enter the big league. All the Member States
have declared their readiness to accept this challenge.
'W'e must on no account disappoint those who 
- 
both
within the Community and outside it 
- 
are counting
on our Institutions.
Naturally, the effects of enlargement will reverberate
not only rhroughout the Member States but also
throughout the various Mediterranean countries
which have enjoyed preferential trade arrangements
wirh us for so long. The inevitable conclusion is that
the Community must define a coherent and compre-
hensive policy towards these countries. The fact that
one member of my team of my team has taken over
special responsibility for this policy speaks for imelf.
Although enlargement is eminently desirable from the
political point of view it is nevertheless understandable
rhat, in this period of crisis, we should ask what prob-
Iems expansion is likely to bring for the various
Community policies and to what extent there is a
danger of enlargement weakening rather than streng-
thening the union. The new Commission will act to
foil those who view the third enlargement as a chance
to demolish the patient buitding of the past.
However, I am sure that no one will contradict me
when I say that the deep-rooted unease which is
haunting our peoples, and which I see reflected in this
House, goes far beyond these three imperatives.
Let us not mince words. Ve cannot hope to give any
genuine reassurance to the people of Europe unless we
are prepared to grasp the netrle and tackle the problem
of security. The security of oil supplies, for instance, is
as much a political issue as an economic or technolog-
ical one. The Euro-Arab dialogue 
- 
which we owe it
to ourselves to revive 
- 
is one proof ot this.
Indeed who would attempt to draw a line between the
political and the economic these days?
I need hardly say that the revamping exercise I have
just outlined will be doomed to failure unless it is
backed by what my friend Emilio Colombo has termed
a politico-institutional design. And rhis politico-insti-
tutional design will remain an illusion until the institu-
rions stop bickering and start talking to each other at
last.
You know better than anyone else that the Commu-
nity cannot afford an institutional crisis.
The rot set in 1975. Since then we have witnessed a
steady erosion of the European idea that inspired the
authors of the Treaties, its covert watering-down into
intergovernmental cooperation. Above ail we have
witnessed the re-emergence of nationalist reflexes. By
now every issue that comes up is used as a pretext for
picking an inter-institutional quarrel, for sparking off
a crisis of confidence between the Member States.
Perhaps this is our way of avoiding the real issues and
ducking the real problems. '!7e are being treated to the
sad spectacle of Europe indulging in bitter infighting
with national vanities being given full rein. Instead of
anticipadng or taking up the challenges of our decade,
Europe is content to react, usually when it is too late.
It is hardly surprising that our generation's idea of
Europe as a grand design is losing ground.
During the Hallstein years no one had any doubts
about the Commission being an independent policy
powerhouse. In those days the Council had no option
but to act on the Commission's initiatives as it trans-
lated commitments spelled out in the Treaties and duly
ratified by the Member States into regulations and
directives. But as soon as it became necessary to go
further and break new ground, the Council's influence
in the formulation of decisions became more and more
dominant. It musr be said that today, in practice, the
Council operates more like an intergovernmental
conference than the institution described in the Trea-
ties and given a specific mission which is well known
to you al[.
It is true that the well-meaning have tried to right the
balance. The Commission and the 'non-elected'
Parliament have pointed repeatedly to the need for
institutional reform. On each occasion 
- 
in 1962, in
1973 and again in 1975 
- 
the ingredients of the
proposed reform included wider powers for the
Commission as the Community's executive, stronger
legislarive powers for Parliament and a greaily
reduced role for the Council and its committees.
There is no need to tell you that no Council ever
exmanined these problems in depth. The only signifi-
cant institutional reform over the years has been your
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election by direcr universal suffrage. And the Trearies
made provision for thar. In the present crisis our reflex
should be to close ranks, ro defend the Community's
cohesion and inrernarronal identiry. Instead, let's face
it, rhere is a crisis of confidence between rhe institu-
tions. Vhy can'r we all be courageous enough ro rake
our share of rhe blame? The Council, for insrance, isjeopardizing the effectiveness and developmenr of our
mission by trying ro freeze budgetary funds, by
refusrng to apply rrs own rules and finally by failing to
agree on new rules even where these are proposed at
its request. On rhis point I feel rhat even a parrial
return ro the qualified-majority vore wrirren into rhe
Treaties would be desirable, or even necessary . . .
(Applause)
. . . particularly in the enlargement conrexr. Indeed rhe
European Council itself advocared this.
By wanting to make the Commission more indepen-
dent of the Council, some Members of this House are
in danger of going roo far rn rhe opposite direction.
The Community is, after all, based on three insriru-
tions 
- 
the Councrl, the Commission and Parliament.
The new Commissron will defend its independence
against all comers rn rhe inreresrs of the enrire
Community 
- 
in yours roo 
- 
and in line with the
Treaties. It will strive to be ever more vigilant and
vigorous in discharging its responsibilities. It is deter-
mined to be the real morive force of rhe Community,
jealously guarding rts right of initiadve.
(Applause)
It will keep in close touch with Parliament briefing ir
and consulting ir scrupulously. The new Commission
will endeavour to provide rhe informadon which is
necessary and essential in a democraric Europe so rhat
everyone can see and judge rhe whys and wherefores
of the Commission's proposals, Parliament's views,
and the Council's decisions. It was no idle promise I
made to rhis House lasr month when I said that rhe
new Commission intends ro work to resrore the insti-
tutional peace which we all wanr so badly.
'\fle should weigh up rhe consequences of the chronic
ineffectiveness of the Community Institurions in the
decision-making process. Taking rhe polirical view
there is a danger thar our penchanr for referring our
inter-insrirutional disputes [o rhe Court. will in rime
diminish the Community and irs insriturions 
- 
rhe
Court included. In passing may I pay sincere tribute to
this eminenr institurion which has always managed to
stay on course despite rhe srorms. The Communiry
needs rt now more rhan ever to rell us whar is right.
(Applause)
However, we need to have done wirh squabbles about
interpretation, with legal wrangling. Ve need ro iden-
trfy our goal, to decrde what form of European inte-
gration we wanr, and ask ourselves whether we are
prepared to make rhe sacrifices rhar a political
commitmenr of this kind enmils
Ladies and Gentlemen, you know whar Europe's
problems are, jusr as rhe Commission knows whar
Europe's problems are. You, like us, musr feel rhar the
time has come ro pull ourselves rogerher. l7ithout rhe
supporr of Parliament, without rhe support of the
Council, rhe two instirutions participating wirh it in
the decision-making process, the new Commission
canno[ succeed.
For the reason rhe institurions can and must join in a
genuine three-way conversarion. Firstly, through the
restoration of peace in our institurions and candour in
their relarions wirh one anorher. Secondly, by giving
the Commission a pivotal and catalyric role in deTining
the Community's response ro rhe major issues of the
day. And thirdly, by evolving and entirely new formula
for integration, purrrng Europe in a stronger posirion
to meet the many challenges confronring ir. Ir seems to
me that the restorarion of peace in our institutions and
candour in their relations with one another is abso-
lutely vital if we are to succeed.
Let me explain. The Commission has no ambition ro
take over rhe functions of the Council or Parliamenr.
\flhat we wanr is to see rhe Councrl act 
- 
and I mean
act 
- 
using the legislative powers conferred on it by
the Treaties. 'We wanr it to act promprly, responsibly
and above all consistently. But we also wanr it to act
on the basis of Commission proposals drafted by offi-
cials who 
- 
and this is absolutely essential in my view
- 
must remain independent in the performance of
their duties. And I may say here and now that my
Commission will abandon the pracrice, alt roo
frequent in rhe pasr, of sending rhe Council
compromise proposals which have been warered down
to satisfy the demands of narional exper[s ro [he poinr
where there is nothing lefr of the Commission's initial
ideas.
(Applause)
The new Commission's aim 
- 
and I give you my
word on this 
- 
will be to produce proposals which
reflect the interesrs of rhe Community, the whole
Community, and nothing bur the Community, and
which we will be happy to pur our name ro. I must
make the point again rhar rhe new Commission will
not sit and wair for the Member Stares to aurhorize or
request it to prepare a proposal on rhis, rhat, or the
other.
(Applause)
As far as this House is concerned, may I say thar I and
my colleagues 
- 
and eleven of us have sen'ed as MPs
and Government Ministers, remember are
exPectrng a grear deal of you.
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Firstly, we expect Parliament to muster a majority
which is prepared to suppon. the Commission 
- 
at
leasr on the key issues 
- 
in the exercise of its role as
initiaror of proposals in the Community interest.
Secondly, we expect Parliament to fulfil its consulta-
rive role by supplying us with high-qualiry reports
which will unquestionably increase our knowledge and
which will always be given due consideration. For our
part, we promise to assist you in these tasks by briefing
you as fully as possible. Mr Andriessen will have a
crucial part to play here, and his reputation and past
record are a sufficient earnest of our future intentions.
The new Commission is determined to live up to its
obligations and make every endeavour to fulfil its
mission. This goal is attainable now that im machinery
has a direct line to the wishes of the people of Europe
as expressed through this House. Not that this will
change the face of Europe. The Commission cannor
move mountains or transform the harsh realities of the
recession. Our function and our dury is rather to incite
others to action. exercising our right of initiative cour-
ageously and not hesitating to break new ground
where necessary. This means that my colleagues and
myself, and this is something rc which I am personally
committed, must form a truly united and collectively
responsible body of men which, need I repeat, cannot
be equated to a coalition government. Our position in
this three-way conversation between the institutions
must be determined by the twin principles of effective-
ness and democracy. And equally by a dury to defend
the application of Community law. It was this last
consideration that decided us, in the current budget
dispute, to initiate the infringement procedure prov-
ided for in the Treaty. But we are by no means intran-
sigent in this matter. In fact, we are endeavouring to
negotiate new rules with the Member States.
It must not be forgotten that these institutional ques-
rions are much more imponant to us than [o any
national government. As an institution which has
barely come of age, we have a clear need to defend the
few powers which the Treaties have given us so that
we may be in a position to fulfil our function properly.
Bur 
- 
I repeat 
- 
the Commission must also piay or
resume a pivotal and catalytic role in defining the
Community's response to the major issues of the day.
'!?'e have seen that the challenges facing the Commu-
nity are constantly increasing both in number and
scale and that the policies which must be devised to
tackle them will go far beyond those provided for in
the Paris and Rome Treaties in rhe years ahead.
Granted, rhe Treaties were written in a very different
economic climate, and would, no doubt, benefit from
being touched up here and there. But where would we
be without them?
\flhile we do not wish to press the point, I can tell you
frankly that the Commission is keen to speak for
Europe in the great international debates of our time
on issues which may not be explicitly mendoned in the
Treaties, but nevertheless have a direct bearing on
their application or inapplicabiliry.
It is important 
- 
of this I am convinced 
- 
that the
Community as such and not simply individual Euro-
pean States, should panicipate in major international
debates.
(Applause)
'Vhat institution other than the Commission which the
Treaty has placed under your control would be better
able to express a truly Community viewpoint on any
issue you care to name? It is time we realized that
Europe's credibiliry suffers each time its panners
perceive that its united front is a sham, that national
policies and Community policies are, even on funda-
mental matters deriving from the Treaties, not only
divergent but at times diametrically opposed. The
danger is that by acting in this way we will lose on the
swings as well as the roundabouts. Typical cases have
proliferated alarmingly in recent years. The cumulative
effect, in today's climate, could be a quick recipe for
disaster.
'\7hat Europe really needs is an entirely new formula
for integration. The future of Europe is patently not
just a question of economics.
The world's cards are being redealt and Europe must
see to ir rhat it gets the hand it deserves. To do this it
musr firsr master, and if possible anticipate, the forces
of political, technological and economic change. A
political Community which would incorporate and
rranscend the three existing Communities is no longer
an impossible dream. But this polidcal Community will
never see the light of day unless there is a common
political wil[, and you, Ladies and Gentlemen, are in a
good position to 
- 
shall I say 
- 
spread the good
word, or at any rate the missionaries among you. For I
have no illusions: unless the Member States act, unless
the people of Europe are won over to the cause, unless
rhere is a campaign to educate and inform our citizens,
this initiative could die an early death. Instead of
relying on a set of external mechanisms, such as
common policies and institutions, to change people's
atritudes, we should start from the attitudes them-
selves, from rhe inside, if we want to arrive some day
ar outward expressions of solidity. Instead of making
our ultimate goal the creation of Europe, it is time we
thought about creating Europeans.
Ladies and gentlemen, in conclusion, your election by
direct universal suffrage gave democracy a foothold in
rhe European venture. But this does not mean that
your constituents are convinced of the relevance of
our work to them. Let us therefore remain alen and
attentive to the wishes of the people of Europe,
notably by devising a new framework for dialogue
between our two institutions.
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It is not for me to go into deails at this stage. All I
would say is that, in the Commission's view, no aspect
should be overlooked. \7ith Europe 
- 
and indeed the
world 
- 
at the crossroads.of history, in the process of
exchanging one civilization for another, our task, here
and now, is to plan a second-generation Europe.
Anyone reading the programme and priorities which
we have put before you with a practised eye will
realize that rhrough all these discussions on rhe
common agricultural policy, on the need for a new
balance between it and other policies, old and new, on
monetary policy, energy policy, social and regional
policy, it will be our privilege, over the months to
come, to re-model the Community, to give European
Union its definitive shape, in short to create Europe.
And rhis mission we must. fulfil 
- 
and I include this
House in rhis 
- 
in the greatest possible clarity,
without the slighrcst trace of ambiguity, and in a
concern to avoid any misunderstanding.
'\7e will also have to be crystal-clear in emphasizing
our commitment to enlarge the Community and at the
same rime to strengthen and complete it. This triprych
of The Hague, recorded in history in 1969, remains
fully valid and now, twelve years on, we must be quick
to put it into practice.
If we are to attain this goal, we must at the same time
- 
that is to say right away 
- 
put a searchlight on the
role of the insriturions and their relations with one
another, otherwise with ambiguity escalating into
misunderstanding, and crisis into lawsuit, we will
quickly run out of steam as the months wear on and
lose what little confidence we still have in ourselves.
This need to put our house in order has often been
neglected and discovered anew. At such times people
have turned [o a great European like Leo Tindemans,
or to rhe \7ise Men, or to more and more experts and
their reports, which sad 
-to say have served only to fill
the library shelves.
\7hich is why my question today is this: surely you,
the elected representatives of the people of Europe,
and we, the Commission, selected by our Govern-
ments to be the guardians of the Treaties, the
Community's executive, its powerhouse, surely we 
-together 
- 
are capable of producing all the proposals
we need on what can and must be done to plan Euro-
pean Union. And are we not equally capable of
deciding on, and then submitting, whatever proposals
are necessary on what might or ought to be done?
(Applause)
The European Council, and the Council of Ministers
with ir various hats, are, I believe, regular visitors in
this House; they too are invired to take part in the
great mission which awaits us. But even if it is quite
understandable that our Governments might at rhis
stage prefer to stand on their dignity, in the know-
ledge of their power, and insist on acting only on
proposals, Commission and Parliament should not
delay in declaring themselves ready to commence the
task with the intention of completing it before this
Parliament comes up for re-election?
Ladres and Bentlemen, v/e must constantly bear in
mind that by 1985 we must, have consolidated the
Community, and this we can only do by adapting it,
by underpinning whar already exists and by developing
our institutions. By 1985 either our Community will
have progressed as I have indicated, it will have gone
further and gained strenBth, or it will not even be what
it is today, it will be falling apart at the seams.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, my appeal to
you on behalf of the new Commission is that we
should work together to breathe new life and vigour
into our Community. I would ask you therefore to
continue to keep watch over the affairs of Europe,
bearing two things in mind. Firstly, it is far from
certain that time is on Europe's side. Thanks to the
headlong advances of technology, our planet is
constantly shrinking. The major problems of our time
are gradually becoming universal in nature, and every-
thing points to the fact that our geographical situation
and historical heritage will in future be a less powerful
impetus to solidariry and cooperation than they have
been in the pasr. Secondly, in the tasks which lie
before us we will need as muclr courage as imagina-
tion. Alfred, Grosser recently dubbed me 'the man
who wouldn't give up'. I hope, ladies and gentlemen,
rhat where Europe is concerned, I may prove him
right.
(Sustained applause)
President. 
- 
Ve only have just one hour before we
reach Question Time so I think that we should
proceed as decided to hear the spokesmen of the polit-
ical groups for a maximum of ten minutes each and
the three non-attached Members who are entered on
the speakers'list for a roral of l5 minutes. This means
that we will have to interrupt the speakers' list for
Question Time and it certainly means that the votes on
urgency will have to be postponed until tomorrow
mornlnB.
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, it is a piry that we
are increasingly forced to speak on points of order
which we are all, I feel sure, tired of, while we deal
less and less with the basic issues . . .
Mr President, I know that you are extremely vigilant
where this part of Parliament's existence is concerned.
The Bureau felt that Rule 28 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, which applies to a debate, ought to apply to
whole days. \7e do not agree with this, but this is no
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longer of importance. A very dangerous precedenr is
being set today. Up to now the various Groups at least
had the right rc allocate their speaking dme as they
saw fit. Today, Mr President, we are being told for the
first time that the Technical Coordination Group has
ten minutes and that those ten minutes must be used
by a single speaker if we wish to take the floor today.
This is a dangerous precedent. I see from the minutes
that the President of Parliament made this suggestion
at the request of the chairmen of the various political
Broups. However, neither the chairman of my Group
nor irs Secretary-General remembers having made any
suchsuggestion...
But this is still not the real issue, Mr President. Ve
request that we be allowed to allocate our ten minutes
today, as we have always done previously, ro three
speakers representing each of the three streams of
political thought in our Group. Ve have been doing
this for one and a half years. This decision is in some
ways an assault on my group. I do not know if the
Communist Group is satisfied at having Mr Berlinguer
speak today and the representative of rhe orher parr of
therr Group speak tomorrow. As far as we are
concerned, we protest vigorously against rhe prece-
dent which is now being set. This may appear to be of
minor importance, but it is imporranr nonetheless.
President. 
- 
I think I was stretching the rules, I am
- afraid, in allowing you to continue to speak at all, as it
quite clearly was not a point of order. .S7'e have taken
no[e of what you said, but let me make it quite clear
on behalf of the House that under Rule 28 the deci-
sion has been made 
- 
it was made on Monday, it was
agreed by rhe House and it was in the minutes. 'We
will now proceed with the debate.
The Socialist Group has the floor.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr President of the
Commission, ladies and gentlemen, I would like my
contribution to this debate ro be a useful one and for
this reason I will spend a large proponion of my
speaking time criticizing Mr Thorn's speech. Please do
not interpret this criricism as hostile prejudice on my
paru. If we wanr ro save time I do nor rhink thar it is
necessary to repear all the derails of rhe consensus
reached between Parliamenr and rhe Commission on a
substantial number of points.
However, let me underline very briefly mo elements
of the existing consensus: firsr of all we are very
favourably impressed by rhe imporrance which the
President of the Commission has once again said he
attaches to [he correcr funcrioning, in conformiry with
the letter and rhe spirit of the Treaty, of rhe rule of the
qualified-majority vore in the Council.
Secondlv I do not wish to repea[ the views expressed
bv the vanous political groups at the last Parliamentary
session. '!7e appreciate the spirit in which the Commis-
sion has taken the initiative to institute proceedings
against three Member Stares in the famous question of
the 1980 supplementary budget and the 1981 budget.
On this point we hope that the mistake made will be
recrified in good faith, in the positive spirit which has
inspired the Community's leaders both in the Member
States and in the Community institutions. Again, I
repeat, I am not going to devote any more time to the
points on which we agree.
I should now like to make some criticisms. First of all,
as regards the famous mandate of 30 May and the
possibility of restructuring the budget, I noted that the
terminology used by Mr Thorn on this subject is very
cautious, that he avoids mentioning rhar rhe budget
reform mus[ be a radical operarion when the rime
comes for a full-scale reform. Now this is a question of
capital importance, faced as we are with rhe depletion
of our own resources. !7hen the Presidenr, Mr Thorn,
tells us that the currenr ceiling on budgetary resources
is not an article of faith, he is either showing the polit-
rcal will which we would like [o see, or he is indulging
in a particularly refined form of 'undersraremenr'.
Moreover, in the memorandum which was circulated
at the same rime as the President's speech, no specific
reference was made to lhe preparatory work leading
up [o an increase in own resources. Let me conclude
this first point by saying thar on rhe quesrion of rhe
budget, 
.the speech which we have just heard does notin our view represenr a sufficient commirment, but yer
again unfortunately demonsrrares a superficial evalua-
tion of problems which are of quite fundamenral
politrcal importance.
I come now to my second and last series of remarks,
which concern economic and social policy. Presidenr
Thorn quire rightly considers inflarion, low growth
and unemployment as being amongsr the main prob-
lems of the eighries, and he srresses rhe need for
greater coordinarion of national policies ro deal wirh
these problems. For our pan s/e artach grear import-
ance to the 'Jumbo Council', as this is already being
called in journalese at which the Ministers of
Economic Affairs, Finance, Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Labour, etc. will meer around the middle of
thrs year. 'We regard rhis as being of primary import-
ance, nor only in its timing, but also as regards rhe
policies to be developed. Moreover, in Mr Thorn's
speech there was one sen[ence in particular which
pleased me, in which rhe Commission affirmed its
determinarion ro'persuade all concerned to get round
the table and hammer our a new social and employ-
ment policy'.
'!7hile 
we welcome this we also regrer certain points,
and particularly the fact thar rhe employmenr policy,
like the whole of rhe social policy, is treared as a
appendage, an accessory ro rhe economic policy,
whilst the latter's main goal is profirabilrty This is not
the first time we have regretred rhis siruation: you
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know that if, since l974,we have attached importance
ro developing a Community social programme this is
because, along with Chancellor Brandt at the time, we
wished to redefine our priorities, so that policy would
no longer be an appendage of economic policy, but
would be placed at least on an equal footing. In the
chapter on the social policy, you recognize the need
for a coherent economic and social strategy to combat
unemployment 
- 
I have already mentioned this 
-bur rhe only details given of such a strategy refer to
assistance in the transition towards new structures, and
continued dialogue with both sides of industry with a
view to improving the divisions of labour and of
working hours; these are your own words and they
cannot help leaving the impression in our ranks that
this is 
- 
excuse my turn phrase 
- 
an emergency
poticy designed to repair the damage caused by the
economlc policy rather than to restore true equili-
brium.
In the chapter on economic policy and restructuring
aimed at industrial innovation, you advocate an aclive
liberalization of the existing liberalism, even if this
means a slight alteration and shift in emphasis. The
aim is to increase productivity, improve trade, streng-
then the monetary system and, in planning all that,
you say that it is important to seek and try to obrain
the approval of workers and rheir representatives, in
particular the trade union organizations. Here I would
criticise the fact that vou appear to want to perpetuate
existing policies, simply improving them here and
there, albeit with excellent intentions. But all this has
to do with the functioning and not the content of the
policies. In passing I should also like to put a question
to the Commission as a whole and to Commissioner
Davignon in particular, concerning the chaprer on
industrial policy, where it is proposed that measures
should be aimed at advanced technology undertak-
ings: how is this passage in the speech compatible with
the argument, which we find convincing, that
increased aid to small and medium-sized firms is a
particularly appropriate way of furthering job crea-
tion?
(Tbe President urged tbe speaker to conclude)
I am concluding for today by saying that we do in
those circumstances attach very great importance to
the paper that was given to the Council in September
of last year, where six points were put forward by the
Confederation of European Trade Unions, aiming at
another kind of economic policy with other social
results. I shall turn to that tomorrow.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The group of rhe European People's
Party (Christian-Democratic Group) has the floor.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like
to congratulate Mr Thorn on the sPeech he gave here
today. On the day when the new Commission appears
before the directly-elected European Parliament for
the first time, he was quite right not to confine himself
ro a mere catalogue of problems. He was at pains to
give a political speech in the best sense of the word,
the striking feature of which was the fact that 
-
notwithstanding the gravity of the present situation 
-he stressed the possibility of adopting a determined
European policy so as to divert our gaze from the
current fear of disasters to come to a new, positive
future goal. He made it quite clear that, so long as we
have rhe potitical will needed to carry out a policy
capable of meeting.current and future challenges,
prospects are not entirely bad, although we are facing
fundamental changes. I too believe that we have
entered into a new economic era, and I have said in
my own country that we can channel the present
concern about the future into fresh hope so long as we
are prepared to mobilize our full know-how and
determination.
A second positive characteristrc of Mr Thorn's speech
was the emphasis he placed on the need for the
Commission 
- 
and hence the Community 
- 
to
develop a strategy. This is something we are extremely
pleased about, because there is a danger that the
Commission may adopt the pragmatic attitude of
certain governments in merely trying to plug existing
gaps or react to immediate requirements without any
regard to whatever basic options exist without
knowing whar direction we want. to proceed in or
without creating any possible future options.
I shall confine myself in my speech to certain asPects
of external and economic policy. Other Members of
my Group will be commenting on other points from
Mr Thorn's speech, and Mr Jonker will be devoting
parricular artention to the institutional aspects.
Mr Thorn was courageous enough to refer in his
speech to European Union. Am I not right in thinking
that a summit conference in 1972 proclaimed that
European Union would be ushered in before the end
of the decade?'!7e are now in 1981, and there is still
, no sign of any such thing happening. It seems to me,
though, rhat increasing importance is being attached
to political cooperation, however odd this may appear
in view of the fact that no Treaty covers this point. Ve
have had proposals aimed at strengthening political
cooperation, and we shall be looking forward to
having a good debate on this matter. I have always
believed that European Union is impossible without a
common European foreign policy.
A primary area in which we must formulate a cornmon
European position is our relations with the United
States of America. Someone once said that the Euro-
peans Bet the Americans they deserve. Together with
the United States, Europe weill be in a position to play
an important role and the Atlantic Alliance will grow
in importance in direct proportion to the degree of
cohesiveness, courage, determination and wisdom
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Europe is prepared ro show. The first srep, rhough,
must be ro overcome rhe quarrels and rivalries
between us so rhar Europe can rake its place on rhe
world stage as a unified force. This will be all rhe more
necessary in view of rhe fact rhat developments in rhe
Unircd States could result in the Americans nking the
view thar there is no longer such apressing need to
show solidarity with Europe. The dme when we used
to refer to a spirit of equal partnership as an ideal now
belongs very much ro rhe pasr. Europe and rhe United
States should do more rogerher to go into rhe prob-
lems and matters of mutual interest and, wherever
necessary,' distribute rhe w-ork so rha[ both sides are
clear as to rheir respective roles in trans-arlantic coop-
eration. Unfortunately, Europe cannor bring much
political weight ro bear. And even if we were ro strive
to bring into being a common European foreign policy
- 
which I myself have advocated 
- 
the fact is that we
do not possess the means to carry our any such policy
purposefully and with credibiliry.'\tr7e must not stumble
into the trap of casring Europe loose from the Unired
States altogether. Now rhat the Reagan Administra-
tion is in office, there seems [o be an urgent need to
clear up the misunderstandings which arose under the
Carter Administration, ro define whar scope for agree-
ment we have and to set in motion consulrarions
between the European Community and rhe United
States. Ve musr also define our arrirude ro the Soviet
Union. As you said in your speech, Mr Thorn, we
need ro find a word ro replace ditente. At this
confused and dangerous point in rime, the main thing
is that we should reach agreement with rhe Sovier
Union 
- 
however naive this may sound 
- 
on a code
of behaviour, deliberarely avoiding any Lrace of ambi-
guity and denouncing existing ambiguities.
Another area in which we musr formula[e a common
policy is the Middte East. Here roo, rhough, I would
say rhat rhe best policy would be based on the rela-
tionship wirh rhe United States which I have just
discussed. Europe itself musr be prepared to formulate
its own views on what is known as rhe Nonh-Sourh
Dialogue. !(e deplore rhe facr thar rhe Community
split inro differenr factions at the special session of rhe
United Nations at which Nonh-South relations were
discussed. Even the 'S7'est's economic problems are no
longer capable of solurion without a new relationship
with the developing countries. 'S7e are aware of this
fact, and yer we are incapable of formulating a joint
policy.
As regards economic affairs, Mr Thorn righdy
emphasized Europe's dependence on foreign supplies
of oil and other primary marerials. The failure of
Euratom is a particularly gloomy episode in Europe's
recent history. Here roo, we have seen that Europe
must take every chance going of adopdng a joinr
approach ro [he major problems of our cime. Mr
Thorn rightly drew atrenrion to rhis danger in his
speech. Eurarom is an example of how rhings should
no, be done. Le[ us never forger thar it was only after
the failure of rhe 'S7orld Economic Conference in
London in 1932 rhat Europe sought refuge in narional
solutions and economic and political nationalism. The
more we now revert to government-to-government.
relations, the greater the danger of a re[urn to rhis
kind of nationalism.
'We are now once again faced with rhis danger. The
only thing which is differenr from the situarion in 1932
is that we now have a framework 
- 
rhe European
Economic Community 
- 
wirhin which we can formu-
late a common policy. And rhar is precisely whar we
must do. You referred, Mr Thorn, ro the need for all
concerned ro 'ger round rhe table and hammer out a
new social and employment strategy'. So far, so good
- 
but what Europe needs is nor 
.iusr for all concerned
to get round the rable, bur firsr and foremost a clear
policy. Thinking about and discussing what to do is no
longer enough. If Europe is incapable of formulating a
comprehensive, convincing anri-crisis policy, what
hope is there for us? \7hat will our young people rhink
of Europe if we prove incapable of specifying our aims
and formulating a policy on rhis point? Vas it nor the
grea[ hope of the 50s and 60s never again to make rhe
economic mistakes and errors of rhe pre-war years but
to pool our resources in pursuing a determined policy
which would bring us prosperity? As I said in my own
country, we musr channel fear into hope. In a Euro-
pean context, I would say rhar we musr channel pessi-
mism and despair into a consrrucrive and positive
policy which may bear fruit in a changed world.'lfirh
eight million people on the dole, we cannor afford to
simply sit back,and wait. You said in your speech that
we mus! strive for practical aims, securiry and so[i-
dariry. Let this be the basis of an economic policy in
Europe which is more than jusr a nine days' wonder
and which 
- 
rarher than being a mere stop-gap policy
- 
is one which will really point rhe way ro the furure.
Ve need solidariry firsr and foremost in Europe, but
wherever necessary, we should seek solidarity in a
wider contexr. You referred, Mr Thorn, ro growing
disorder on the inrernational monerary scene. Should
we not seek agreemenr as soon as possible between the
European Monerary System, the dollar zone and the
yen zone? Should we strive nor only for a European
energy policy, but also for international agreemenrs?
Mr President, I have never forgorren whar
I think ir was S7'alter Rathenau 
- 
said in summing up
the whole tragedy of pre-Hirler Germany: 'Our fate
lies in the economy'. In other words, if we fail to find
a solution ro our economic problems, our fare will be
to watch social and political opportunisrs destroy our
democracy.
(Applause)
\7e are the prisoners of economic events, in which
case let us Europeans formulate a grand economic
policy of the kind we need if our young people are nor
to lapse inro defearism and if we are nor ro become the
victims of polirical opportunisrs. It is up ro Europe to
show us the way and ro help us break out oi or.
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old-established structures and ways of thinking. The
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Deve-
lopment said in its report entitled 'Interfuturs' that it
was precisely the old-established and obsolete struc-
tures in Europe which were holding back any new
development. The final paragraph of this rePort says
that the conclusion to be drawn from the analysis is
that the approaches adopted have to be tailor-made to
the countries concerned. Developed societies have
acquired a degree of structural rigidity which could
adversely affect their ability to adapt to changing
situations. This is where Europe should be aking the
Iead, and where necessary, forcing the Member States
to discard their straitjackets and approach the future
with a Breater degree of flexibility' The European
Community must avoid repeating these national
mistakes. It must help us to esmblish new structures
and to face the future in a new spirit. \7e must reno-
vate and innovate, otherwise 
- 
sooner or later 
- 
we
shall all be relegated to the second or third divisions'
That is the kind of policy the Commission must
formulate. Parliament will support you in getting the
Council to give its approval. And, incidentally, I must
make the point that 
- 
as has been said about the
budget 
- 
we must get the resources that Europe will
need to carry out any such policy.
(Applause)
The Community is, after all, a limited liabiliry
company; in other words, it is up to the Member
States to cough up the money needed to implement
whatever policy we espouse. Let us never forget that.
The money must be forthcoming, Mr Thorn, if we are
ever to have a practical and cohesive policy which will
give us security. You can be assured of our support in
your Commission's endeavours to breathe new life and
dynamism into the Community: in this, you can rely
on the Group of the European Peoples' Party.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I think
your exhonations merely show that ten minutes to
iepty or to set the scene for a debate after a speech of
one'hour and wenty-five minutes are not sufficient.
This is nobody's fault, but I regret that it has happened
the way it has, because I would congratulate the Presi-
dent on his speech 
- 
long, detailed and full of things
which are of imponance. But I really would suggest to
him that in future, if he is going to make a marathon
speech like that, the House should be given a white
paper, or a green paper, or whatever you like to call it,
at least five or six days beforehand, so that they can
study it! Then he can speak lo that paper when he
comes here. That might be a better way of going about
things than the way we have done it now.
His speech, as I said, was a very interesting one, large
on ideals, but lacking, if I may say so with the greatest
respect, the kind of details of what he wants to do over
the next four years that I would have expected from
him. In that rispect it was empty , apafi from one or
two important issues which, of course, we mus[ not
forget, iuch as his wish to take the initiative and not
always to ask the Council before the Commission does
anything, and the wish for a partial return to majority
voiing in the Council 
- 
although he cannot do much
aboui that. Apart from that, however, we did not hear
very much about what Mr Thorn and his colleagues
are actually going to do about agriculture, energy and
other vitally imponant matters. I hope they will rcll us
over the next few weeks or months, for we do not
really know from Mr Thorn's speech.
As Mr Glinne said, ir was not a speech full of opti-
mism; it contrasted extraordinarily with President
Reagan's inaugural speech made only recently in the
United States, which was brimming over with opti-
mism for the future. I am sorry that Mr Thorn sees
such a gloomy outlook. Of course things are difficult;
they always are, and this is a moment when they are
particularly so; but surely if he with his colleagues can
chr.t 
" 
road ahead and we have the courage and the
guts to follow it, then there is hope for the future of
this Community. As Mr Tindemans has just been
saying, we can move forward together, and if we do
move forward together then indeed we can come
through these crises.
Let me briefly turn in the short time at my disposal rc
the issue of agriculture. This is the absolutely crucial
part of what the Commission has got to do. It was
agreed that they should bring forward issues by the
end of July, and I sincerely hope that this can be done
by rhe end of July 
- 
preferably earlier than that.
Ve shall never have a truly European agricultural
policy until production conditions apply' It is all very
well for the new Commissioner for Agriculture 
-
who unfortunately is not here, though I welcome him
to us 
- 
to announce common prices every year, but
common prices do not constitute a common policy.
Each country has a different rate of inflation, different
interest charges, different taxation; and until the
Community has a unified economic structure, a
common agricultural policy will not be truly possible' I
hope that is one of the objecdves towards which the
Commission is going to work.
The discharge of the Commission for the 1979 budget
is due very ioon. This operation, which is pan of our
powers here in the Parliament, is a formidable one;
and I must say to the President that I hope his direc-
tors-general are not going to be sensitive when they
meet criticism, as indeed they may when Parliament is
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probing into whar has happened in rheir parricular
sphere of responsibility.
\flhen the Commission comes forward with new
proposals, as it will do in the near furure, these
proposals should be properly costed 
- 
they have not
always been in rhe pasr 
- 
nor only in terms of
expenditure, but also in terms of the manpower
required and their overall effects on rhe Community,
including borh the cost and the benefirc.
Far too many of rhese proposals, unhappily, are unjus-
tified and place unnecessary burdens on indusrry and
the consumer. Indeed, thar also applies ro rhis House
too when it initiares policy, such as that ser our in [he
resolution on women. It was completely uncosted, andI suspect that if anybody really got down ro ir they
would find that rhe cosr of that particular document
was enormous.
But, moving on from that to another issue, I sincerely
hope thar the Commission will put forward in thl
coming mon[hs a new policy on energy. Ir seems to me
that, as he said himself, and ir has also been echoed in
some of the speeches already, thar we have almost
come ro a halt in the energy field. It is absolutely
crucial if we are going to move a[ all to have a
common pricing policy for energy. \(hat is rhe
Commission going ro do abour encouraging nuclear
research and development, and abour enri.onmenral
problems in rhe Community? There was nor a word
about these malters.
I am sure they are going ro do something, at least I
hope rhey are. This sort of issue really rnuri b. consid_
ered and I hope rhat ir will be undersiood.
Then again, if I may rurn ro rhe budgetary side, p.resi_
dent Thorn will know rhar in the list few days and
probably rhe last few hours rhe EMS has been going
through enormous srress. Indeed the Deutsch-r.[
had to be supported by rhe Federal Bank of America. I
think that the EMS is one of the foundation srones of
the Community, one of rhe very good things rhat
President Jenkins brought in, and i sirc..ely ho"pe rharit will survive rhis particular crisis. There wili be, I
fear, crises in the furure. But whar I have not heard
from anybody in rhe Commission or from presidenr
Thorn is whether there are any contingency plans to
deal wirh this, because I rhini rhat ii is absolutely
crucial that the EMS should be consolidated and made
much firmer rhan it is. I am sure rhere are plans, but I
should like to hear about them because I beleve rhis is
crucial. I sincerely hope rhat my counrry will find it
possible in rhe near furure to become a fuil member.
Again rhis is only symptomatic, I rhink, of the difficul_
ties and the problems that we face. If I go on much
longer.I. know that my colleague, Mr Berlinguer, who
is speaking afrer me is going to miss his plane- ro Rome
and I would nor like to deprive the House on one of
his very brief visits to rhis House of the pleasure of
hearing him speak. All I would like to say, rherefore
- 
and I will not go on wirh many of the things rhat I
wanted ro say 
- 
is rhat I believe that whar rhe parlia-
ment mus[ concentrate on is the future.
In his inaugural address President Reagan referred ro
the Unired States as the last and the g..itesr bastion of
freedom. I do not believe rhis is true. Ir may be one of
the greatesr by a narrow margin, but it cerrainly is not
the lasr. I want this Communiry ro address itself notjust this year, but over [he nexr decade, to consoli-
dating the ideas and the ideals of freedom which we
have fought so hard for, and I want rhis to be one of
the grand rhemes and one of the purposes of an occa-
sion such as rhis. The Commission musr seize the
opportunity to make these ideals a realiry.
President Thorn in his speech showed he had the
ideals, whar he did not show us was how he is going ro
turn rhem inro realiry. I am convinced rhar we musr
take this opportunity. European inregrarion, as the
preamble of rhe Treary makes clear, is not an end in
itself and I would ask Presidenr Thorn never to forget
ir. Freedom is threatened today, Mr Presidenr, we all
know it, but if we srand together and if we can have a
coherenr and a positive policy for the furure. I believe
that the ren counrries of Europe 
- 
and, hopefully, the
two more who will join later on in this decade 
- 
can
go forward in freedom ro grearer prosperiry for all our
people.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Communist and Allies Group has
the floor.
Mr Berlinguer. 
- 
(I) Mr president, ladies and
genrlemen, rhe new Commission has taken up office at
a time when the presenr world economic ani polirical
crisis is coming to a head.
And this European Community of ours 
- 
as Mr
Thorn stared in his speech 
-'has never been in asiruarion as difficult as rhe one it is in roday.
'!flhen 
we view the state of affairs in our various coun_
tries, we are bound to note rhat the average rate of
inflarion has risen ro l3 . 8 %0, that prod"ucrion is
tending ro sragnare or slump, that rhe number of
unemployed has already gone over rhe g-million mark,
that the regional imbalances in the Communirv are
continually increasing. In the last few weeks, funhe.
fluctuations in the monetary field have been added ro
these difficulties, fluctuarions produced by the rise of
the 
.dollar which amongst other rhings increases lhe
tendency, which has been prevalenr foi. some [ime, ro
take refuge in protecrionisr measures. Therefore, the
economic outlook 
- 
and once again Mr Thorn made
this clear 
- 
has never been so gloomy.
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The potitical outlook is gloomy roo. The constantly
worsening crisis in international ditente lies heary on
the world in general and on Europe in particular' This
crisis stems mainly from the constant heightening of
the bitter conflict between the two superpowers' If this
trend is not halted 
- 
and it is our view that Europe
could play a fundamental role in halting it 
- 
the
outcome might well be a war which would spell
disaster for us all. Another outcome might be a
worsening of relations followed by a bipartirc agree-
ment, reached behind the backs of other countries
which would be such as to deprive Europe of any
means of playing an effective role on the international
scene. And in the meantime the arms race is threa-
rening to go beyond the point at which, because of the
characteristics of the arms now being manufactured
(new types of missile and the neutron bomb), the
means of control would be reduced and arms limita-
tion talks robbed of all real meaning.
In the immediate future, the situation in Poland is a
serious cause for concern. It is our wish that the
various forces which participate in the social and polit-
ical life of Poland should find ways to act in a resPon-
sible and cohesive manner so that the reforms which
are needed may be furthered without anarchy being
the result. Above all, however, I should like to repeat
our hope that the terrible risk of repression or outside
intervention of any sort should be avoided.
The main feature of the whole present world situation
is the problem which arises from the growing imbal-
ance between the economically advanced countries
and the huge areas which are underdeveloped, where
hardship, poverty and hunger reign' This is an
unsolved problem which is getting more and more
serious and which is the most disturbing and explosive
problem of our time.
But, ladies and gentlemen, the fact is that it is just at
this time marked by the worsening of all international
relations on the economic and political planes, a time
which is also marked by expectations and hopes and a
wish to see action taken, and just when peoples from
all regions of the world (one only needs to think of the
Middle East) are looking to Europe for help, that the
EEC has reached its lowest point.
\7hy is this? I am forced to admit that I was unable to
find in Mr Thorn's speech, even though this was
cryptic in its description of the present situation of the
Community, any convincing analysis of the causes of
this crisis or a viable explanation of how we can escaPe
from it.
'We cannot in fact make do with what was in any case
a superficial denunciation of the factors which influ-
enced and are influencing the Community towards an
increasing abandonment of its commitments. And
however moving they may be, appeals for greater
unity are not enough.
It is quite obvious that given such a parlous state of
affairs in the Community we must, if we wish to over-
come it, carry out a profound transformation both of
our political attitudes in and ourside Europe and of the
working of the institutions and their relations with
each other.
I shall now proceed to examine this viewpoint in
what must be a summary fashion. In the fifties and
sixries the economies of European countries made
sriking advances. One of the major factors in this was
the liberalization of rrade. But we should not forget
rhar this boom in production was mainly caused by a
leap in private consumption, even if this was uneven
and unfair ro some social groups. But if development
on capitalistic lines is allowed to follow its own course,
rhis leads to an increase in production in areas where
capital investment. is already centred and where the
largest and quickest possible profits can be made. This
is in our opinion the main cause of the heightening of
imbalances within the Community imelf and even
between the various regions within individual coun-
rries, with developmenr spiralling upwards in some
areas and other areas being allowed to falter and go to
ruin.
The fact is that today v/e are reaching a point at which
the worsening of the economic situation in the least
favoured areas is hampering development in the more
ProsPerous ones.
This then is one of the trends we must reverse. The
only real stimulus for a revival in production which
would serve the interests of all our countries is the
rebuilding and creation of a stable economic fabric in
the depressed countries and areas of Europe, which
means especially in the southern and Mediterranean
regions.
But this means amongst other things that 'regic^^*l'
policy can no longer be simply one item amorigst
many others in the life of the EEC and in the Commu-
nity budget. It cannot be left to a Fund which is
anyway quite insufficient, but it must become one of
the fundamental guidelines of economic policy in all
sectors with all this implies in rerms of own resources
and the budget, beginning wich the agricultural policy
for which there is no doubt that the mere readjust-
ments referred to by Mr Thorn will not suffice.
If we take this reasoning further and apply it to the
Community's external relations it is obvious that the
problem is similar even if on a far larger scale. Europe,
and the assertion of ir new role in the world, can only
have a future if the idea of raising living standards and
boosting production in the economically underdevel-
oped areas of the southern hemisphere, in particular in
the Mediterranean basin and in Africa, becomes one
of the main guidelines of economic activity in the
Community.
But, in order to establish a new-style relationship with
developing countries 
- 
a new relationship which is
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absolurcly essential on economic grounds as well as
for reasons of justice 
- 
we musr have the courage ro
take suitable s[eps not jusr where industrial policy is
concerned bur also in rhe polidcal sphere.
Naturally, the first step towards achieving this is ro
further ditente, to reduce and control arms, [hereby
producing a stable balance of power, and rejecting any
temptat.ion on the parr of one counrry or one bloc to
obtain milirary supremacy over anorher, since any such
attempt would erode the very foundarions of world
security. The second decision, which is linked to rhe
first, is that of recognizing ar lasr rhe new factor
inherent in the desire of developing counrries ro shake
off once and for all any form of political or economic
dependence and of recognizing that they too wish ro
act and play their parr in world affairs both as indivi-
dual counrries and through the organizarion of
non-aligned countries.
!flhat is rherefore needed is a bold inidadve by an
independenr Europe on rhe world stage both as
regards East-'West and Norrh-Sourh relations.
In our opinion, rhis should nor make us any less coop-
erative wirh the United States of America nor, for the
countries which are pan of it, should it jeopardize the
relationship wirh NATO with regard ro the geograph-
ical area and the scope of the defence tasks laid down
in the NATO Treaty. Bur it is clear that if the Amer-
ican Governmenr wan[s to blame the inrernarional
terrorisr movement 
- 
and recommend political and
military intervention 
- 
for any naiional or popular
movemenr which is aimed at gaining complere inde-
pendence (as is the case of Namibia) or which rejects
hat'eful dictatorships (as is the case for all the counrries
of Sourh and Central America), then Europe, if it rruly
wishes to rake on irs rrue role in the world, cannor
follow rhe United Srares along this path and should
di.sociate irself from such a policy and discourage the
American Governmenr from pursuing it. Vhar is
more, even on a crucial matter such as the Middle
East, are not all the signs from all sides rhar what
people wanr is for Europe acrively to pursue a line
which, since it would be aimed at giving full recogni-
tion to the right of the Palestinian people ro self-deter-
mination and to rhe esnblishing of rheir own stable
geographical unir, would nor be [he same line as rhar
presently pursued by rhe United Srates? On this ques-
tion, even a conservative such as Lord Carrington
recently stated rhat Europe has irs own role to play by
influencing rhe Unired Stares.
On the subjecr of rhe insrirutions I should merely like
to point out for the momenr that we cannot agree withMr Thorn who, afrer referring in a somewhat
strongly-worded phrase ro rhe 'chronic ineffecriveness,
of the decision-making process, rhen appeared ro
restrict his suggesrions ro a desire rhat 'peace reign
between the instirutions' or rhat a betrer dialogue be
instituted between rhe Council, rhe Commission and
Parliamenr. Ve are more than ever convinced of rhe
need for a reform which would include the reworking
of some anicles of rhe Treaties. But ar [he same rime
we feel rhat what is really needed is for pressure to be
exerted so that rhe axis of polirical power may be
oriented towards organizarions in which, so to speak,
the percentage of pro-European feeling is highesr, or
the least low, thereby giving ever greater leverage to
the Commission in dealings with the Council and to
Parliament in dealings wirh both the other insritutions.
Please allow me, ladies and gentlemen, ro make one
final general remark which impinges on the admirtedly
very importanr problem of rhe institurions. !7hy is it
that, in spite of the fact thar so many motives and
opposing interests urge us ro develop rhe process of
European union, this process is not advancing and is in
fact in the doldrums or regressing ro such an extenr
that it is threatening, as Mr Thorn pointed our, rhe
very survival of rhe Community?
In our opinion, rhe basic reason for this is that rhe
economic and political groups which have been domi-
nant up to now, and which gave binh, as we are
willing to admir, to the EEC, are wirh few exceptions
now exhausted and disillusioned and unable to take a
long-term view of the interests and role of Europe in a
world which is so full of new facrors, and rhey are
therefore robbed of rheir determinarion. On the orher
hand, too many of those on the Left and in the
worker's and people's movements have not yet grasped
that meering the challenge of European unity is in line
with their deepest and mosr long-lasting interests.
It is our desire, and our intention, to do all we can to
achieve this aim as quickly as possible, since we are
certain thar here lies rhe best guarantee for a Europe
which can be more unircd only if it manages ro
replenish ircelf by accepring rhe indispensable contri-
bution of irs workers and its people.
'!7e shall in panicular make every effort borh inside
this House and outside it to arrive at every possible
convergence of views with rhe whole range of worker
and democratic movements in Vestern Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Mr Thorn's
speech was an encouraging one, which I think we can
only interprer as an invitation ro cooperare with him
and his Commission over rhe nexr four years so thar
the Community's present and future will not rurn our
quite as gloomy as some people may think. Ve have
been called upon ro cooperare with the Commission.In my opinion, it is not a bad rhing rhar this
programme will srill have ro be fleshed our on this or
that point. That is somerhing we shall do together, and
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in a first response, I should like to set out the Liberal
and Democratic Group's position under four headings.
Let me deal first of all with the role of the Community
in international relations. After we had listened to
President Sadat's speech yesterday, I was asked by a
number of journalists what was the point of a speech
of that kind to the European Parliament. Aft6r the
accession of Greece, and with the forthcoming acces-
sicin of Spain and Portugal, there can be no doubt
that the Community will have to extend and intensify
its political interesr at least to the Mediterranean
region and thus to the Middle East. There are new
tasks waiting for us in that region, as President Sadat's
speech showed. But we cannot do what has to be done
by purely diplomatic or economic means. If we really
want to make a contribution to the peace Process, the
Community as such must formulate a security policy
which will require fresh efforts from us. So far, we
have always used misleading formulations for such
efforts, but now we must really make a serious effort if
we are to realize the hopes held by people in that
region.
My second point concerns the economic pioblems
which we can only solve if three conditions are met.
Firsdy, we must really get down to formulating a
common energy policy covering not only energy
savings and the development of new sources, but also
entailing a clear and unambiguous affirmation of
nuclear energy under safety conditions which can be
guaranteed by the European Community. The main
thing, though, is that nuclear energy should be given a
vore of support. Secondly, we must join batde with the
forces advocating protectionism. At times of economic
difficulty, there are always situations in which people
tend ro look no further than the ends of their noses,
bur the fact is that a protectionis[ attitude to world
trade would damage the prospects of the Community
and the countries of the Third and Founh lforld
more seriously than any other factor. Thirdly, we must
give serious attention to the development of new tech-
nologies, because the argument advanced today by a
Member of the Socialist Group that there must be a
fairer share-out of the available work is, to my mind, a
basically conservative attitude. It would mean tha[ all
the people of the Community would have less work
and would earn less. On the contrary, we must create
new work and make it possible for people to do that
work. That will require a progressive attitude to this
problem, the development of the necessary technology
and a European policy on educacion and training. At
present, there is no such European policy, and that is a
shortcoming which must be remedied. !7e shall then
be in a position to get to grips with the economic
problems.
Fourthly, regarding the reform of the agricultural
secror, I believe that Mr Thorn's approach is the only
realistic one. .!7e must involve the producers in the
process of cutting down surplus production by the
principle of coresponsibility. There is no other alterna-
tive, and that is a point we must emphasize again and
again. At the same time, however, we must make sure
that farmers are not discouraged 
- 
although we have
unfortunately almost reached that stage now. I almost
get the impression thar farmers have become the whip-
ping boys of the European Communiry. That is neither
right nor fair, and we should be careful what we say
on this point, otherwise we shall forfeit the cooPer-
ation of the agricultural sector.
Frfthly, I should like to discuss institutional develop-
ments. This is the only point on which I should have
tiked to see the President of the Commission adopt as
clear a position as he did regarding own resources. Let
me quote from the part of his speech dealing with rela-
tions between the Commission and Parliament. He
said:
. . . we expect Parliament to futfil its consultative role by
supplying us with high-qualrty repons which will
unquestionably increase our knowledge and which will
always be given due considi:ration.
Pardon me for saying so, Mr Thorn, but that, as far as
my group is concerned, will not do. !7e realize that we
can try to use our experience to support the Commis-
sion. However, we have submitted two precise
proposals to which we expect a reply. Vhat does the
Commission feel about a political agreement between
us, whereby our legislative proposals must, under
certain conditions, be taken into account? \flhat is the
Commission's view regarding the budgetary Powers
conferred on it by the Treaty; in other words, what is
the position regarding the implementation of the pro-
visions of the budget? You said, Mr Thorn, that what
the Commission wanted was to see the Council act.
Unfortunately, such hopes have a tendency to remain
mere hopes. The only way we can really get things
done is by the Commission and Parliament working
together to implement the budget 
- 
even if the
Council remains incapable of acting.
The sombre tones in the picture you painted of the
Community are not the work of this House. Nor 
-let me add, because I am after all addressing an institu-
tion and not specific persons 
- 
are they the work of
rhe Commission. The Council's ineptitude 
- 
as typi-
fied by their failure to reach a decision on the fisheries
policy by I January of this year 
- 
'has given the
Community a worse image in the eyes of the people of
Europe than would have been the case if, for instance,
a decision had been taken, but had placed cenain
elements at a disadvantage. A German fisherman may
perhaps have had some sympathy with you if you had
come up with convincing arguments on this problem
which must be solved sooner or later. But they
certainly have no sympathy for a Council which is
incapable of reaching a decision and which has
condemned them to give up fishing, to give up their
livelihood 
- 
and to pay no taxes 
- 
just so that the
tommunity can move forward. Those are the prob-
lems we are now facing.
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Mr Presidenr, we are nor prepared ro pur up with
general declarations. Thar is not intended as a criti-
cism of rhe Commission so much as a challenge ro the
Commission to work ou[ rhe deuils together with us.
Mr Presidenr, I have used up all but four minutes of
my speaking.time. I would ask you ro divide my {our
remaining minutes up and ro credi[ Mr Thorn and Mr
Tindemans with two minutes each, because they are
two men on whose cooperarion the Liberal and
Democratic Group is counring.
(Applause and laughter)
President. 
- 
The Group of European Progressive
Democrars has rhe floor.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) President Thorn, ladies and
gentlemen, my remarks will nor of course deal wirh
the report on rhe Commission's activities which, Mr
President, cannor be attributed ro you. Nor will I
speak on the reporr on rhe Council's activities, which
could perhaps be artribured to you: I have noted wirh
pleasure rhe salurary artempr at self-criticism which
marked your sratemenr on rhis repor[ on rhe Council's
acuvltles.
I will therefore speak about your program,me. It could
be summed up by saying thar Europe is in danger.'
Europe is indeed in danger, but we know thar if this is
so, Europe itself is not so much to blame as the situ-
atron in our European nations, the world economy,
social crisis, demographic problems 
- 
let me rhank
you for emphasizing rhese 
- 
and the challenges of all
kinds which face our societies whether rhey be indus-
trial or nor. Faced with the crisis, Europe musr nor 
-though perhaps there is a risk rhat it will do so 
-appear to be a luxury left over from easier times but
rather a viral necessity to help us through difficult
times. Oh, I have no illusions. Nobody believes that
our Europe will disappear. International institutions
never disappear, rhey are immortal, but they become
devoid of any meaning and rhat is the true danger
threatening us. A shell will remain, a large, empr)r',
dried-up shell wirh no influence on everyday lifC or
ascendancy over men's heans. You were right in
saying thar Europe musl hencefonh appear as a viral
necessity in difficult times. You inrend to prove ir,
indeed you have ro prove ir, bur you have to prove it
not only in speeches 
- 
rhat rs our task 
- 
or wirh
arguments. This vital necessity musr be evidenr in rhe
facts of daily life and I wish in my brief remarks to
focus on rhree subjecrs, just rhree.
First of all, the great problem facing you is rhe
mandare given on 30 June lasr which expires in less
than four months, on 30 June next. You musr reor-
ganize the common agricultural policy while scrupu-
lously observing its principles, bur you musr co.re.i irs
financial excesses and remain within a given financial
framework. This, you may say or rhink, is a contradic-
tron in itself and the problem is how to resolve ir wirhin
this mandate? There are rhree problems: firsr, to
reform rhe common agricultural policy without in-
fringing im principles. There will undoubtedly be
numerous debates on rhis subject in our Parliament. I
will nor labour the point but ler me point our in
passing that the first step is to safeguard Community
preference which would in itself be an achievemenr. As
regards the remainder, as regards the necessary
improvemenr, there are many proposals before us and
we will have an opportunity to discuss them and chose
amongst them.
The second major problem, and a much more difficult
one, is to correct rhe financial consequences, or to
distribute the burden, whichever *"y yol prefer ro put
it. There are rwo ways of doing rhis, the rrght *ay ind
the wrong way. The wrong way is the way ir was'done
on 30 May lasr. On rhe understanding thar it was a
temporary solution perhaps ir was the only one
possible. But rwo unwelcome aspecrs have already
emerged as a resulr: the concept of fair returns which
is fatal ro [he European ideal, and what has been
called convergence.
I am referring, Mr Presidenr, ro rhe deplorable sysrem
of more or less direcr financial rransfe.i. Europe must
not become a welfare office for nations. In no event,
unless perhaps in rhe short term in rhe monerary
sphere, must Europe become a welfare office foi
nations. Europe musr be the reflection of a common
will ro act rogerher, which is a complerely different
malter. Ve have srarred, and are again being urged ro
continue on course. The right course, on the other
hand, is that which will emerge from common
measures and policies in new secrors. This is rhe only
passport ro progress, and can only be saved by
progress. Mr Thorn, the convergence abour which so
much has been and is srill being said, has no furure,
You face a rhird problem in rhis mandate: thar of
funds. You will receive rhem, Mr Presidenr, you will
have our supporr in receiving rhem if you silect rhe
right course. Orherwise you will recieve nothing. I
shall continue ro maintain rhat it is a Community-f,eld
misconceprion of the budget 
- 
ahhough conrrary ro
historic rrurh, conrrary ro rhe spirit of the Treaiies,
and above all unworkable 
- 
rhar a budger must
precede p-olicy. No budger precedes policies, i budger
exists to finance rhe policies which have been foinily
agreed in advance. Firsr agree on policies, and you wiil
get rhe resources afterwards. But remember, Mr presi-
dent, that no srrong-arm tactics, no institutional
manoeuvre will accord you [he funds before agree-
ment has been reached on rhe policies.
The second big issue, and I will be more brief
althoug} I ought ro speak ar grearer lengrh, is trade
policy. \7e have become a trade giant. Y6u said that
and you were right. Bur we are a trade giant which is
unarmed, defenceless against the aggression which is
on the increase in roday's world of economic warfare.
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That cannot conr.lnue, Mr President. \fl'har is ar srake
here is the uniry of markers, the credibility of Europe,
faced as ir is with an inordinare increase in unemploy-
ment. Ve can no longer continue rhe trade policy we
pursued in the iron and sreel and texrile secrors and
which we are pursuing today in the motor indusrry.
There again, Mr Presidenr, you will have to shoulder
your responsibilities.
The third point on which I wanted ro say a few words,
even more briefly in view of the pressure of time, is rhe
institutional problem. You appealed for prudence. I
hope your appeal is heard. Neither the institutions,
nor [actical manoeuvres, nor violent outbursts will
ever replace political agreemenr. On the contrary, as
you said. \7e know it, bur this view must be translated
into action orherwise political agreemenr will be
supplanted ro the detriment of Europe. I could say
more on this subjecr. I see thar there is a resolution
circulating which aims ro rransform the role of our
Parliamenr in relation to your Commission, ro rry ro
introduce profound institutional change. This is nor
the right course. It is a clumsy approach and nobody is
doing you any service, Mr Presidenr, by trying to
transform the presenr instirutional strucrures. Ve can
probably approve your programme 
- 
bur [o try ro
nominare you, ro oblige you to endow us with legisla-
tive powers, Mr President, what is rhe point of rhat,
where will rhat lead? It would be doing you a disser-
vice and of course we will have nothing ro do wirh it.
'!7har we will suppon, Mr Presidenr, is your effort ro
try ro make Europe into that vital necessiry to help us
through difficult times, to allow Europe ro advance on
the road towards progress.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR KATZER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
There are still three Members down ro
speak after Mr Skovmand. Since we have ro srar[
Question Time now, I propose that we hear these
three speakers tomorrow immediarcly after rhe votes
on urgency.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
(Loud protests from Mr Pannella wbo asked uithout
success to speak on a point oforder)
I call Mr Skovmand.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like
to point out that I am speaking nor as a member of rhe
Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independenr Groups and Members, but as a represen-
tative of one of rhe three parries in that group, the
People's Movemenr againsr Danish Membership of the
European Community. I shall therefore speak for rhe
proportion of the allorted speaking time my group is
entitled ro, and leave the resr of the rime ro orher
Members of the group.
I should like ro address a word of thanks to rhe presi-
dent of the Commission, Mr Thorn, because what he
had to say was so clear, because he said he inrcnded to
work for the Communiry and against narional inter-
ests, because he wanted to restrict rhe right of vero in
the Council of Ministers and, generally speaking,
restrict the role of the Council 
- 
an instirution which,
despite all its faults, is made up of rhe democratically
elected represenratives of rhe Member States, and
which is therefore, when all is said and done, the only
safeguard the small countries have in the Community.
That is the kind of language which will be understood
in Denmark, and which will make ir easier for those of
us who wanr ro Ber Denmark out of rhe Community.
Mr Thorn expressed surprise at rhe facr that so many
people were dissatisfied with the Communiry. Perhaps
he was thrnking abour rhe recenr opinion poll in
Denmark which showed thar 48 0/o of Danish vorers
wanted to pull out of rhe Community, as against only
33 % who wanted to sray in.
I shall try to explain to Mr Thorn why it is rhat there is
so much dissatisfaction in Denmark. Ever since
Denmark joined the European Community, rhere has
been a constant decline in conditions in our counrry.
The main effect has been a large rise in rhe number of
people unemployed. I shall nor go into demil as ro how
things came ro rhis prerry pass 
- 
rhat would sake roo
long 
- 
but I can say rhar there is a srrong feeling that
the other Nordic countries 
- 
Sweden, Norway and
Finland 
- 
have fared.much better, and they, you will
remember, decided againsr. joining rhe Community. In
a number of fields, rhe European Communiry has been
poking its nose inro Danish affairs and pre-
venting the government from doing something about
the high level of unemployment. Let me just give you
one example of what I mean. Only a monrh ago, rhe
Community ordered rhe discontinuarion of regional
aid to a high-unemploymenr area. Thar, MrThorn, is
the kind of thing that makes rhe Danes opponents of
rhe European Communiry.
4. Question Time
President. 
- 
The nexr ir.em is rhe second part of
Question Time (Doc. 1-842/80). 'We start with ques-
rions to the Foreign Minisrers. I call Question No 92,
by Mr Paisley:
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'!/hat progress has been made in securlng a common
system of extradition throughout the Community?
Mr Van der Klaauw, Presidentin-Office of tbe Foreign
Ministers. 
- 
(NL) In replies to questions Previously
put down by Members of the European Parliament 
-particularly the written question by Mrs Macciocchi'
the oral question by Mrs Lizin and the written ques-
tion by Mr Van Miert 
- 
the House was informed
about progress towards a draft convention between
Member States on criminal procedure, with panicular
reference to extradition.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Is the Council aware that since this
Parliament met last in plenary session Her Majesty's
Lieutenant for the County of Armagh, a former
Speaker of the Nonhern Ireland House of Commons,
Sir Norman Stronge, and his son James Stronge, who
was also a Member of the Nonhern Ireland House of
Commons, were brutally murdered in Tynan on the
border between Northern Ireland and the Irish
Republic and that those who did this dasardly deed
are now safe in sanctuary in the Irish Republic?
Is he also aware of the fact that sixty murders have
taken place in Counry Fermanagh and that all the
murderers but one are safe in the Irish Republic? And
would he inform the House when the United
Kingdom Foreign Affairs Minister Iast raised this
matter of exrradition in the Council of Ministers?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I naturally abhor the
murders to which the Honourab[e Member has
referred, but the Council has no funher developments
to report since its replies to the questions I mentioned.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
I am very disappointed at the
replies from the Council so far. In view of the fact that
the greatest source of terrorism in the Community is
along the border between the United Kingdom and
the Republic of Ireland, both nations being members
of this Community, does the Council not think that it
would be wise to discusi the subject of extradition
rather than blandly to say that nothing more is going
to be done? Does the Council not recognize that
almost 2 000 people have now lost their livesrin
Northern Ireland; that many of the murderers are
hiding in the Republic of Ireland; that even the
murderers of Sir Norman Stronge are known to be in
the Republic of Ireland; chat the Republic of Ireland is
the only member of the Community which has failed
to sign the Council of Europe's Convention for the
Suppression of Terrorism and would the Council now
consider the problem of extradition throughout the
ten members of our Community?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I am sorry, but I can
add nothing at rhis stage to what I have already said.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Instead of putdng a supplemen-
tary, Mr President, I should like to say that your
conduct of this sitting has been arrogant and, as far as
I am concerned, totally unacceptable. I asked to speak
on a point of order, but you refused my request. You
have no right to do that! \7e would say in Italian 'Che
cosa Katzer sta facendo?'
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you no longer have the
floor. I have been applying the Rules of Procedure
accurately and impartially. It says here 'To be called
during Question Time', and you yourself agreed to
rhrs.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Might I ask whether it is a fact that
special legislation is on the statute book in Ireland to
deal with the alleged situation which has been
presented today? If there has indeed been a failure the
failure rests not with the government in the south of
Ireland, but rather with the authorities in the Nonh.
Furthermore, might I ask whether there is any'thing
this Assembly, the Commission and the Council could
do or will do to bring about the extradition of the
5OO men that were paraded by Mr Paisley in the
Antrim Mountains a few short days ago with great'
publicity? Maybe he might give an answer to that
himself.
(Laugbter)
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I do not think this is a
matter for the Council, Mr President.
Mr McCartin. 
- 
Is the Council aware that the
Bridsh Government is on record as saying that less
rhan 2 o/o of the violence in Nonhern lreland has its
origins in the Republic of Ireland and is it aware that
the British Government has publicly stated on a
number of occasions that they are completely satisfied
with the level of security cooperation that they are
getting from the Republic of Ireland? I would point
out that my friend from Northern Ireland, Mr Paisley,
avails himself of the opportunity to raise questions in
this Parliament, and makes lengthy speeches, but as
the only cleric in this Parliament he was very, very
quiet this morning when moral issues were raised in
this House.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I think it should be
made clear that we are talking here about European
political cooperation rather rhan the Council of the
European Communities. No stances of individual
gou.irrn.nts have been discussed in European polit-
ical cooperation.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 93, by Mr Moreland(H-541l80):
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Do the Foreign Minisrers suppon rhe release from
Spandau jarl of Rudolf Hess and place pressure on the
governmenr of rhe USSR to obtain his release?
Mr Van der Klaauw, Presidenrin-Ofice of tbe Foreign
Ministers. 
- 
(NL) The imprisonment of Rudolf
Hess is a marrer exclusively for rhe four powers repon-
sible nor only for Berlin but also for rhe entire German
question. It is thus not discussed in rhe framework of
European political cooperarion.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
I rrusr rhar rhe Foreign Minister
realizes rhar Berlin is part of the Communiry 
- 
it is,
indeed, very much part of the Community and there-
fore of interest ro us. Does he not agree in that context
that the aim behind rhe Russians' insistence in holding
Rudolph Hess at Spandau Prison for 40 yeass is in fact
to maintain a presence in Berlin and, I emphasize, in
the Communiry? Therefore it should be of interesr to
him, and his foreign minisrers should give full supporr
to the governmenrs of France and rhe United
Kingdom.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) In principle, of course,
it is always importanr ro give suppon ro any Member
State, and we shall always do so, but in rhis case there
is nothing for which European polirical cooperarion is
responsible, as I have already said. Regardless of whar
the views of rhe individual minisrers may be, existing
agreements lay down thar this is a marrer for rhe four
powers primarily responsible for Berlin.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) Now that the Community has
discussed a wide range of questions concerning human
rights, and since rhe case of Rudolf Hess is undoubt-
edly no longer a matrer of politics bur rather one of
humanity and mercy, is it nor time for rhe Community
to say somerhing about this case of human rights as
well, as it is something which is of direct concern ro
us?
(Applause fron oariorls quarters in tbe centre and on tbe
right)
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I repeat that rhis is not
a matter for rhe Communiry, bur one for European
political cooperarion, and that it has nor been
discussed in rhar framework. I srill mainrain that rhis is
a matter for rhe four powers, who are primarily
responsible for it on rhe basis of existing agreemenrs.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Mr President, would the President-
in-Office of the Council not agree that the conrinued
incarcerarion of rhis poor old man is little short of an
international scandal? And would he not agree [har
this Communiry, which expresses irs views on human
righm is Easr Germany and other Easrern bloc coun-
tries, should also express a view on civil rights and
political righr in Vest Germany and other countries
within the Communiry? And finally when will he learn
that the quality of mercy is not srrained?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I repeat, it is not a
question of rhe views of individual minisrers on rhis
matter. As a Dutch minister I narurally also have my
views on the subject, bur that is not the point. This is
not a matrer which can fruitfully be discussed in the
framework of European politicat cooperarion, in view
of existing agreemenrs.
Mr Chambeir (F) Mr President, may I say that
many people of my generarion have seen and heard
lots of rhings, bur I never thoughr I would hear
Members of this House defending 
- 
with an
obstinacy bordering on provocation, or even madness
- 
a war criminal, a monsr.er who was responsible for
atrocious crimes againsr humaniry. I welcome the
reply given by the President-in-Office, which is
exactly in line wirh his reply ro my question on rhe
situation of Berlin, and I am glad he has made the
situation with regard to Rudolf Hess clear. Shame
upon rhose who, in this House, dare to talk about
human rights, when the person involved is a criminal.
That is a marrer for rheir own consciences, but I
should like ro thank the Presidenr-in-Office for telling
us tha[ rhis was nor a marter for rhe European
Community.
(Applause from certain quarters on the lefi)
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) \7ill the Presidenr of rhis House
ensure rhat, for each vicrim of Rudolf Hess, as much
time is devored to considering any emorional problems
they may have?
Mr McCartin. 
- 
Does the Foreign Minister not
agree with me [har a conflict such as the last Vorld
Var chrows up a lor of criminals and that rhe only
difference between Mr Hess and some of rhe many
other criminals in that war is thar his side losr and rhe
other side did not?
(Mixed redctions)
\7ould rhe Foreign Minister nor agree with me that
since rhis Communiry has busied iself making
comments on various situations throughout the world
the European Economic Community should stand
together in rhis one marrer of mercy to one individual
and see thar mercy is shown ro him at rhis stage?
(Interruption by Mr Paisley: 'Your country helped Hitler
in the last utar?')
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I tonlly disagree with
rhe Honourable Member! The reason for what
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happened in the Second !florld lVar is not to be found
in'tire conflict itself, but in the system then obtaining
in Germany 
- 
a country which has fortunately now
changed completely and is a valuable Panner.
Ho*erer, it was the system which caused all these
problems.
(App lause from oaious quarters )
Mr Schmidt. 
- 
(D) It has just been said on the other
side of the House that Berlin belongs to the European
Community. Could you please confirm that the legal
position is ihar, while Community legislation applies to
Berlin, Berlin is not a Member State of the Commu-
nity since it does nor form part of the Federal Republic
of Germany?
Mrs Macciocchi' 
- 
(,F) In the January part-session
we debated the situation in Uruguay' Can the Presi-
dent-in-Office tell us whether ir is true that Dr
Mengele is a technical adviser in the Libertad prison in
Urug"uay, where he is known by the name of \7illy
La.J I'haue received this information from reliable
sources . . .
President. 
- 
I must interrupt you' I cannot allow this
supplementary, since it has nothing to do with the
quesuon.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am very
glad the President-in-Office stressed that the case of
Rudolf Hess was of panicular symbolic importance.
May I also ask him whether he does not feel that the
release of Rudolf Hess would provoke such enormous
reactions among the victims of the Third Reich that it
would take a new toll of people whose mental health
could not cope with this move. Does the President-
in-Office therefore not feel that, quite apart from legal
or political considerations, his release should be
refused on moral grounds?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in view
of what I have already said, and since this matter has
not been discussed under European political cooPer-
ation, I do not feel that this is an appropriate place to
express an opinion on this very delicate question.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 94, by Mr
Berkhouwer (H-659l80) :
Do not the Foreign Minisrcrs agree that it is incumbent
upon the Greek Government, now that Greece 
- 
since
l January 1981 
- 
is a full member of the Community,
to normaltze ir drplomatic relations with Israel so that
all Member States of the Community maintain identical
diplomatrc ielations with Israel, a country which is
hnked *ith the Community through a cooperation
agreement? If so, are they prepared ro rake initiatives to
bring about this normalization?
Mr Van der Klaauw, Presidenrin-Office of tbe Foreign
Ministers. 
- 
(NL) The Presidency would remind
you of the contents of the letter sent on l0 May 1976
Ly the then Luxembourg Foreign Minister, Mr Gaston
Thorn, to the then President of the European Parlia-
ment, Mr Sp€nale, concerning parliamentary ques-
tions. In pariicula., I would draw your attention to
that part of th. 1.t,.. which lays down that, in general,
the rules governing political cooperation do not allow
for an aniwe. to L. given to questions involving the
individual policy of one or more Member States' Mr
President,-I therefore regret that I am unable to
answer this quesrion.
Mr Berk-hou (NL) Thar makes my supple-
mentary very easy, since I can then ask: Is there no
opinion on ihit subject within the Council as such or
within the European Council of the 
- 
now 
- 
Ten?
Vhat rs the view of the Ten? If the President-in-
Office cannot speak on behalf of one of the Ten 
-
and I appreciate that he cannot speak on behalf of
Greece 
- 
he can nevertheless somehow perhaps
manage to speak on behalf of the Ten. \7hat is the
uie* of the Ten? I hope the President-in-Office wilt
say.something this time instead of just fobbing me off
agarn.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) This matter has not
been discussed within the framework of European
political cooperation. There have, however, been
individual contacts.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Can the President-in-Office of the
Council tell us how, if it is not going to be able to
persuade Greece, a Member State of this Community,
to normalize relations with Israel, it expects to be able
to persuade the PLO to recognize Israel, as was hinted
ar ind suggested in the ill-fated Venice Declaration?
Mr Van der Klaauw 
- 
(NL) It is naturally generally
desirable for the Member States to maintain diplo-
matic relations with those countries with which the
Community and the foreign ministers meeting in polit-
ical cooperation are frequently concerned. However,
as far as this political cooperation is concerned, I
cannot see how a positive reply can be given to the
question as formulated by Mr Berkhouwer.
Mr IsraEl. 
- 
(F) Mr President-in-Office, do you not
think that, to prevent any blackmail, our Greek
colleagues 
- 
and panicularly the Greek Government
- 
should recognize the State of Israel as soon as
possible? Every day that passes shows that Greece has
been able to join us without harmonizing what I might
call its diplomatic ethics with those of the Communiry.
Mr Yan der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I think that my
previous reply answers this question.
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Mr Schwenke. 
- 
(D) Mr President-in-Office, would
you agree with me that European political cooper-
ation is only indulged in when it involves our Member
States, and that you reply is thus unsatisfactory? Do
you not also think that, after this Question Time and
in view of Parliament's interest in the matter, you
should next time discuss the matter with your Greek
colleague in your capaciry as spokesman for the
foreign ministers, so that this question can finally be
settled ?
Mr Machopoulos. 
- 
(EL) Mr President, I should
like to answer the question put by rhe Honourable
Member and inform the House that Greece enjoys
good relations with Israel, as it does with all countries
in the Middle East. There is naturally the question of
the level of diplomatic cooperation. At the moment we
have relations at charg6 d'affaires level 
- 
in other
words we have de facto but not de jure relations 
- 
and
our relations are making continual progress. Our
cooperation is improving greaLly, and as you know,
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, relations in the
Middle East are a delicate matter. Nevertheless, we
are making progress, and since this is a matter of polit-
ical cooperation, I hope that there will soon also be de
jure relaions between Greece and Israel.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) May I ask the President-in-
Office of the Foreign Ministers whether he can give us
a more substantial reply in his capacity as President of
the Council of Ministers. \7hat is at stake here is not
EPC, but questions involving cooperarion and
Community obligations, and rhe answers we have been
given up till now have been unsarisfactory.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am
replying here in the framework of European polirical
cooperation, and I have already made it plain that this
matter is nor rhe subject of discussion in this context. I
welcome what has been said about the development of
relations between Greece and Israel. As I said before,
it is undoubtedly very important for Member States to
have normal and good relations'with those countries
wirh which we frequently have economic and polidcal
contacts. I can assure you, Mr President, that if there
is anyone aware of this at this moment, it is I myself,
in view of the task I have undertaken with regard to
the Middle East.
Mr Beyer de Ryke. 
- 
(F) Mr Presrdent, I am not
sure u'hether I should be taking the floor at this stage,
since it appears to me that there are two problems that
meet here. There rs Mr Berkhouwer's question, but
there rs also the motlon for a resolution whrch I shall
be tablrng on the same sub;ect 
- 
diplomatic relations
betu'een Greece and Israel For mv part, although I am
one of the cosrgnatones of the motion, I should like to
express mv resen'atrons about the motion I myself
signed, n'hrch mav some,r'hat surpnse you. I feel that,
rf I could e\press a wrslr . . .
President. 
- 
I must rule you out of order, since you
should be putting a short supplemenrary.
I call Question No 95, by Ms Clwyd (H-671/80):
In view of the confusion in Question Time of the last
session (\Tednesday, 17 December), when rhe Presi-
dent-rn-Office ruled that questions tabled for answer
were inadmissrble, would he now explain which ques-
tions to the Forergn Ministers cannot be answered by rhe
Foreign Ministers?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign
Ministers. 
- 
(NL) I would again remind you of the
letter of 10 May 1976 from Mr Thorn, rhe rhen
Luxembourg Foreign Minister, to Mr Sp6nale, the
then President of the European Parliament, on rhe
subject of parliamentary questions. This lays down 
-and I quote another part of the letter 
- 
that it is not
possible to give an agreed reply to quesrions on
marters which have not previously been studied in the
context of political cooperation or on which no
Community stance has yet been reached. In accord-
ance with the Luxembourg and Copenhagen reports,
cooperation on foreign policy is in fact rctally subject
to the rule requiring the agreement of all the Member
States. It is also possible that the need for maximum
confidentiality prevents detailed replies being given on
a particular question in open sitdng. In this context, I
would also remind you 
- 
and I again quote Mr
Thorn 
- 
that the quanerly meetings with rhe Polidcal
Affairs Committee provide an opportunity to deal in
all openness with quesrions which could nor be
discussed in plenary session.
The rules governing polidcal cooperalion generally do
not provide for answers to be given to questions
concerning the individual policies being followed by
one or more Member States. That is what Mr Thorn's
letter says, and the conlents of that letter remain fully
valid.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
I am as confused by that answer as I
was at the last part-session in Luxembourg, when
questions which were put down by Members were
ruled one after the other as inadmissible. It is not clear
to me precisely what the President-in-Office was
rrying to say. Perhaps he would like to clarify the
situation in writing so [hat Members do not waste
their time putting down questions and coming to
Question Time when the President-in-Office finds
himself unable to answer them.
(Applause from certain quarters)
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(ltfL) The problem is of
course that European political cooperation is
extreme[y pragmatic, is not based on a [reaty, and that
the Presrdent-in-Office can only reply rf agreement
has been reached between all the foreign ministers.
That is the only reply that I can give rn rne first in
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stance. I can then go on to try to develop my answer a
little or to touch upon other quesrions, but the basic
fact is that a number of questions are no[ discussed
under political cooperation as such. This may happen
in the long run 
- 
I sincerely hope so 
- 
but ir is nor
the case at [he moment. Things are gerting betrer, bur
they take time.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in view of rhis
practice of not being able to give any answer, is it not
particularly desirable for you ro srick to what the
agenda says, i.e. half an hour to be spent on this rarher
sterile affair and one hour on quesrions ro rhe
Cbuncil?
President. 
- 
Thank you for poinring that out.
Mr Howell. 
- 
I think rhis is one of the more impor-
tant questions which we have pur down for Question
Time. It raises the whole issue of the purpose of Ques-
tion Time in this House. I would ask rhe Presidenr-
in-Office whether he feels he is doing a useful job by
coming to this Chamber and answering quesrions as
irrelevantly as he clearly does.
(Applause)
I say this very carefully as one who knows a great deal
about confidendality at this panicular juncture. I have
great respect for the problems of confidentiality which
he deals with in his answer, and equally for the prob-
lems which he faces when considering what discus-
sions have already taken place and what discussions
have not; but I am becoming increasingly confused
about the role he actually plays.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Having presided over the last Ques-
tion Time, referred to by Ms Clwyd, when the Presi-
dent of the Council refused to answer questions, I
understood that it was not that the questions were
inadmissible, bur simply thar the President-in-Office
was refusing to answer rhem. May I ask the presenr
President-in-Office whether he is indeed refusing to
answer, or whether the Council of Minisrers is telling
the Parliament [ha[ i[ is none of our business?
Mr Hutton. 
- 
\7ould the President-in-Office not
agree with me that this half-hour of Quesrion Time is
no more than a cosmetic sham to allow the Council of
Ministers to pretend that it does serve the Parliamenr,
and may I repeat Ms Clwyd's quesrion ro him,
whether he will not give us in writing some guidelines
as to the questions which we can ask and which he will
answer?
(Applause from certain quarters)
Mr Paisley. 
- 
If the quesrions are inadmissible, why
is it that they are accepted and put on the order-paper?
In any orher parliament, they would not be pur on rhe
order-paper for answering. \7hy is it that we have to
wasre our time by putting them down and then being
told they cannot. be answered? Surely the Presidenr's
office, in association with the Council, should discuss
the matter ro see whether these questions are in order
for an answer. Or is it, as Mr Rogers has said, a case
of simply not answering?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Since someone has
again mentioned the Council, let me stan by making it
clear that I am not at the moment speaking on behalf
of the Council of the European Communities. I am
speaking in my capaciry as President of the Foreign
Ministers meeting in Political Cooperation. Thar is
something different.
This European political cooperation does not lay
down a single binding obligation for any Member
State. An attempt is made to reach agreement, and if
agreement is reached the President-in-Oifice can
speak on behalf of the Ten. If a pardcular poinr is nor
being discussed in the political cooperation, or if no
agreemenr has yer been reached dn it, or if ir is so
confidential that it cannot be discussed in public, the
President-in-Office can say nothing. He can only say
something on the basis of an agreement.
Now comes the quesrion 
- 
is rhere any point in
Parliament's quesrions? My view is rhat they are of
use, perhaps not at this panicular moment, but wirh an
eye to the future. It is possible to pur rhese quesrions,
and no minister is going ro censor rhem. The only
thing is that we will somedmes say rhar we canner
make a stalement on a particular subject because no
common stance has yet been reached on ir. Nevenhe-
less I think that your questions are useful with an eye
to the future, since they make clear to the minisrers the
problems in which Parliamenr is interested. To rhat
extent this is a good thing. The questions thus land on
our desk, and we use them as a basis for our contin-
uing efforts to make progress on our Community
political attitudes, which are of such gredt imponance
for our cooperation in the Community.
President. 
- 
Ve come now ro rhe quesrions to the
Council of the European Communities.
I call Question No 59, by Mr Adam (H-603l80):
Considering the panicular problems of sparsely popu-
lated rural areas, would the Council accept rhat a valu-
able extension of financial support. in such areas would
be the inclusion of small capiial schemes and the exten-
sion to provide for revenue assisrance, panicularly where
additional employment is created; does rhe Council also
agree that rhe criteria for such aid should be revised,
bearing in mind rhar not all such areas are currently
eligible for assistance, and will the Council request
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appropriate proposals from the Commission on these
lines ?
Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers. 
- 
(NL) In the context of the agricultural
srrucrures policy, it should be noted that less-favoured
areas under the terms of Directive 75/268/EEC on
mountain and hill farming in certatn less-favoured
areas must have, inter alia, alow or dwindling popula-
tion predominantly dependent on agricultural activity,
the accelerated decline of which would jeopardize the
viabiliry of the area concerned and its continued habi-
tation. The ceiling on the compensatory allowances
provided for by this Directive has recently been
increased to 97 ECU.
Furthermore, in the framework of an overall review of
the Community's agricultural structures policy, the
Council is currently studying other proposals designed
inter alia to introduce greater flexibitity into the
conditions for access to farm deve[opment plans,
which should also encourage investment in the
I:lr:."tr"rton 
of farms in sparsely populated rural
Finally, the Council is in the process of studying three
pilor projects for integrated development programmes
in rhree sparsely populated areas, namely the Vestern
Isles of Scotland, the French department of Lozire
and the Belgian province of Luxembourg. These
programmes cover a series of agricultural measures
together with simultaneous implementation of extra-
agricultural measures and involve the combined use of
various Community financial instruments.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Mr President, I welcome some of the
comments that the President-in-Office of the Council
has just made regarding the integrated development
programmes, but on the whole find the answer a bit
disappointing and unimaginative because I was hoping
that we would have some movement outside the area
of agriculture as such. It is a fact, and I hope that the
President-in-Office of the Council,will accept it, that
in rural areas job-creation schemes can be very much
less costly than in urban areas. It sometimes takes
much less in rural areas either to create a job or to
retain a job than it does in the urban areas. Although
the levels of unemployment in the rural areas may not
be as high as they are in some of the urban areas, the
effect on the populations is verv substantial. \Vhat I
would like the Council to do is to agree to look, with
the Commission, at the way in which payments and
schemes are pu[ forward in rural areas. It should not
always be the big schemes chat take precedence. It is
the small schemes that are needed in the rural areas,
and not only ones that are concerned with agriculture.
'$/ould the President-in-Office of the Council under-
take to look afresh at rhis situation in the light of some
of the more encouraging remarks which he made
earlier and have a more imaginative approach to this
problem?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) I think Mr Adam is the
victim of a misunderstanding. He says that he
welcomes my comments 
- 
and I think they were
fairly detailed 
- 
but he nevertheless finds them disap-
pointing because too little is happening outside rhe
area of agriculture as such. This brings me to what I
said was a misunderstanding. Part of my reply was to
the effect that there were three pilot projects under
study, and that these three projects involved extra-'
agricultural measures.
Secondly, I would point our to the Honourable
Member that, to improve employment opportunities in
structurally weak areas, the Community can offer aid
not only from the Regional Fund, as he knows, but
also from the Social Fund.
Thirdly, may I point out to him chat this is a task nor
only for the Community, but also for the Member
States, and that they too are doing something to help
structurally disadvantaged areas.
Fourthly, I would point out that the three areas I indi-
cated 
- 
the 'Western Isles of Scotland, the French
department of Lozire and the Belgian province of
Luxembourg the subject of rhe three pilot
projects currently under study by the Council. This
does not mean that the action will have to be restricted
to these three regions.,On the contrary, if experience
in these [hree areas is positive, ir is nor impossible that
the measures will be extended to orher areas.
Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
I should like to thank the
President-in-Office for the sympathetic rcne of his
replies to this question, but I wonder if he would not
be prepared to consider taking all the areas listed in
the Less-Favoured Areas Directive and making them
eligible for regional funding?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) At the stan of my reply to
Mr Adam's question I referred to the directive
concerning mountain and hill farming and farming in
certain less-favoured areas. Special measures can be
inrroduced for these areas, and I think this also
answers the point raised by the Honourable Member.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) In view of expected or possible
events in Central and Eastern Europe, and other
sources of tension, has the Council considered intro-
ducing rireasures to help those areas of the Federal
Republic situated along the East German border, so as
ro prevent the flight from the land in these areas
becoming even more acute than is currently the case?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) I would refer you to what
I said in reply to Mr Adam's question 
- 
that there are
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various possibilities for action under the Regional
Fund. The money from the Regional Fund can be used
in the Federal Republic to help industry, handicrafts
or services, as weil as infrastructure projects. I think
that such aid goes some way towards meeting the
justified concern of the Honourable Member.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office of the
Council aware that the three main structural directives
of tglZ come to the end of their lives next year? Is he
further aware that in his paper on the future of the
common agricultural policy, the late agricultural
Commissioner pointed quite clearly in the direction of
integrated development programmes as a replacement
for these? May I ask him in'the light of both of these
facts when the Council will get on with it and get the
pilot projects 
- 
only the pilot projects 
- 
for these
IDPs into action so that we can get some results which
will enable us to use these programmes?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) The Honourable Member
refers to the three structural directives, and I think
that Parliament is currently engaged in studying this
question. As regards the pilot projects, I would remind
you of what I said in my reply to Mr Adam's question,
namely that the Council is currently looking into three
pilot projecm for three separate areas which I named. I
even went funher and said that, if practical experience
with these programmes was positive, it was not imposs-
ible that they would be extended ro other areas. If the
Honourable Member is calling on the Council to study
this question, I can only reply that we are akeady
doing so.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
M"y I thank the President-in-Office
of the Council for the fact that the'Western Isles in my
constiruency have been selected. I assure the Council
that this has been greatly appreciated as these islands
are the bastion of our culture and our language. This
will help us to preserve the lahguage, which, I think, is
in the interesm of all Europeans. Could I, however,
also ask when it is going to start 
- 
as Mr Hurton said
- 
and could I ask him to look at his files where he
will see the request from all the authorities in my area:
rhe regional councils, the Highlands and Islands
Development Board, the National Farmers Union 
- 
]
could go on, Sir 
- 
who all want the area to be
extended somewhat? Could I ask if the President-in-
Office of the Council could look at that problem?
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F)'!flhat exactly is the position with
regard to the proposed integrated programme for rhe
south of the Belgian province of Luxembourg and the
possibility of extending it to the adjoining areas,
which had been examined favourable at rhe prepara-
torv stage? Ve have heard of no further moves on this
question.
Miss Brookes. 
- 
Vould the Council please consider
the pilor schemes in Nonh \7ales which he has
referred to, and will the Council give preference to
coordinaring financial and socia[ aid such as the Social
Fund and the Regional Fund and consider amalga-
mating them to create a rural policy which would
cover not only agriculture, but also education, jobs,
roads and tourism, thereby emphasizing rural policy,
rather than proceeding item by item, so as to create
one poLcy for these rural structural areas?
Mr Dalsass. 
- 
(D) I think I am acquainted with all
the measures which are being or which can be imple-
mented to help mountain areas. Over the years I have
had to conclude thar they are not adequate to ensure a
Iiving for rhe local population. There is an increasing
danger of depopulation of mountain areas. Can the
President-in-Office tell me whether the Council has
ever discussed what additional and more specific
measures could be taken to help the mountain areas
and to prevenI excessive depopulation, since this
would damage not only agriculture but the economy
as a whole?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) The first question refers ro
the importance of rhese measures for the maintenance
of the culture and language of 
- 
if I understood the
Honourable Member correctly 
- 
the 'S7'estern Isles. I
think that Mrs Brookes raised an importanr point in
this respect. These measures are not aimed exclusively
at strengthening agriculture and the economic struc-
ture. One of the aims must also be ro make general
living conditions in the areas in question as good as
possible, and the factors mentioned by the Honourable
Member 
- 
culture and language 
- 
play a special role
in these general living conditions. I was also asked
when the programmes would finally srarr. I have
already said that the Council is studying [he marrer,
and the programmes can be implemented as soon as
we have completed our study.
The next question related ro the pilot project for an
integrated programme for the Belgian province of
Luxembourg. I can only repear: we are studying the
matter, but our discussions are nor quite finished.
I was also asked wherher the region covered by rhis
project could be extended. As I said before, this is
something which can be looked into when we have
gained experience with rhe initial projects.
The next question raised the possibility of coordi-
nating aid from the Regional and Social Funds. Thar is
an extremely attracrive idea, but we must realize that
these are two distinct funds, each of which has irc own
criteria for granring financial aid ro completely
different projects in the various Member States.
The last questioner drew our attention to mountain
areas, and Mr Dalsass asked whether the measures
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already taken to help these areas were not in fact inad-
equate, since despite these measures the people were
leaving the areas. The Honourable Member was pre-
sumably not referring to what has been done under the
directive in question 
- 
because somerhing has been
done to make it considerab[y more attractive for
people to remain living in such areas. The fact is
that, as I said in my reply to Mr Adam's question, the
aid available to these areas has been considerably
increased, namely from 50 to 97 units of account. I
rhink this rpasure can represent a considerable incen-
tive for the people involved to remain living in moun-
tain areas.
President. 
- 
Since the next three questions concern
the same subject, they will be answered jointly:
- 
Question No 60, by Mr Pedini(H-515180):
Can the Councrl tell the European Parliament when it
proposes to tntroduce a European passPort, given that it
had rntended to do so on 1 January 1978?
- 
Question No 61, by Mr Habsburg (H-616l80):
Vrl[ the Council explain why rt has so far farled to
comply with the demands of the European Parliament
for the introductron of a European passport?
- 
Question No 62, by Mr Berkhouwer (H-660l80):
May we hope that 1981 will see the rntroduction of the
European passport, in hne with the dectston taken by the
European Council at its meeting at the end of 1974,
some six years ago?
Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of tlx Council. 
-(NL) On 16 December 1980 the Council agreed to
take a decision on the introduction of a uniform pass-
porr ar irs meering in March 1981.
I know Mr Berkhouw er very well and am aware of the
parricular importance he attaches to this question.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) Vhat obstacles have been
preventing progress in this field up till now, and are
there any other such obstacles?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) The obstacles relate to the
languages, to the information to be included and to
the reference to the Community on the cover of the
passport. His further question was whether these
obstacles still existed. To my regret I must inform you
rhat this is indeed the case.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) May I thank the Presi-
dent-in-Office for regarding me as the 'originator' of
this marter, since I raised the point in October 1974
with the French President and the Summit Conference
took this decision in December 1974. May I ask the
following question: since it would appear that, once
again, certain quarters in one Member State are
raising technical objections, is the Presidency of the
Council aware that it is now high rime this matter was
brought to a successful conclusion? A decision
adopted by the European Council of December 1974
should now finally be implemented in the spring of
1981. And is the Dutch Presidency 
- 
of which I am
so proud 
- 
prepared to do everything it can to ensure
that this matter is finally brought to a successful
conclusion in March 1981? Surely the President-in-
Office can tell us this without committing nine or ten
Member States or what have you. For goodness' sake
let him have the courage to say so here for a change.
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) The Honourable Member
referred to October 1974, when he was one of those
responsible for raising this question. He also
mentioned the long time which has elapsed since then
without this matter 
- 
such a simple one at first sight
- 
being brought to a successful conclusion. And
finally he asked whether the Presidency would do
everything it could to enable a decision to be reached
in March. Mr President, the importance which both
the Honourable Member and I mvself attach to the
question under discussion is such that, in answer to the
question whether we will do everything in our power,
I can give a wholeheaned 'yes'.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) '!7'e are extremely grateful to the
President-in-Office for this statement, and we are sure
he witl do his best. However, he has lust said that
there were stitl difficulties. Since the March 1981
meeting is no longer so far off, can he tell us whether
the experts studying these problems at Coreper level
will soon be reaching a solution and whether we can
hope to see a decision in March 1981?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) Firstly, I can again stress
that we will do everything we can to reach a decision
on this question. I am informed that Coreper will be
holding a meeting on this subject next week.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
Does the President-in-Office not
agree that the real obstacle to a European PassPort
has, in fact, been a lack of true political will? Can he
really expect us to believe that had the Foreign Minis-
ters given real priority to this, ir would have taken so
long? \7itl he undertake at least to put a metaphorical
bomb underneath the civil servants dealing with it?
Mr Hahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President-in-Office, would
you nor agree with me rhat the objections which have
been raised so far, i.e. the arguments in favour of not
implementing the decisions already reached, are not
convincing, and that, in particular, they will give the
European public the impression that thar there is no
genuine resolve to achieve European Union, with the
resuh that the credibility of the governments who are
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constantly reiterating their resolve to achieve such
union will be ;eopardized?
Mr Fuchs. 
- 
(D) Mr President-in-Office, you
mentioned thar there were real difficulties, and I
therefore'have the impression that you are preparing
us for yer anorher disappoinrment, perhaps in Marchl
That would be rhe bitterest pill we here have ever hed
to swallow. May I rherefore ask you whether you
would agree wirh me rhat, after the major disappoinr-
ment in December, another disappointmenr in March
would really be a heavy blow to our joint efforts to
achieve a European Union, that rhe European passpor[
is somerhing which is of great symbolic value for
European unity, and rhat the Council, if ir is serious
about Europe, musr therefore do everything in its
power to achieve a posirive resulr in March.
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) Mr Jackson said that rhere
was a lack of polidcal will in this marrer. I have already
drawn arrenrion to a number of problems which exist
and which cannor be dismissed. Mr President, I think
we shall see in March wherher there is sufficient
agreemen[ between rhe various Member Stares for us
to reach a decision.
Mr Hahn said thar it was not so much a ques[ion of
these problems, bur rhar rhere was a lack of political
will ro overcome rhe problems. I will not agree wirh
Mr Hahn's commenrs, because thar would imply that
it was already a foregone conclusion rhar no decision
will be reached in March, and rhar is a view none of us
wanrs ro take.
Mr Fuchs said ir would be a disappoinrmenr if no deci-
sion could be reached in March. Ler me assure him
once more rhat rhe Presidency will spare no effort ro
ensure thar such a decision is in fact reached in March.
Let me also remind him that this marter is to be
discussed nexr week by Coreper.
President. 
- 
I call Quesrion No 63, by Mrs Lizin(H-625/8Q
Can rhe Councrl indicare what steps ir intends to take to
expedrte the adoption of this Regulation, for which
Parliament has demanded priority lrea[menr and which
rhe Councrl, under the Luxembourg presidency, has
promised on so many occasions ro deal with but has nor
done so?
Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(NL) The Council is currenrly examining a proposalfor a regulation designed specifically foi power
stations sircd in border regions and on international
waterways and areas of warer. The Dutch Presidency
is fully aware of the imponance of rhis issue and wiil
be doing everything possible ro arrive ar a satisfacrory
result. I can assure rhe Honourable Member that the
Luxembourg Presidency spared no effort in expiditing
this matter, and thar rhe Dutch Presidency is also fully
aware of the importance of this problem and will be
doing everything possible to arrive ar a sarisfacrory
res u lt.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) Can the President-in-Office rcll me
what he means by a 'sarisfactory result, 
- 
does he
mean. gerring this poinr pur on rhe agenda during his
presidency and, if so, for discussion by what Couniil?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) I think rhere are rwo
aspects to rhe quesrion. Firstly, whar are .satisfactory
results'? I rhink rhis would be anticipadng the discus-
sions which have still ro take place in ihe Council.
Secondly, when is this matter to be discussed by the
Council? I rhink this will be one of the points for
discussion by the nexr meering of the Council of
Energy Minisren.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr-in-Office, would
you agree rhat the deadline laid down by the Treaties
for obtaining prior authorizar.ion for invesrmenr for
nuclear power stations in frontier areas, curren[ly set
ar six months, is enrirely inadequare in view of the
time ir now rakes ro build a power,srarion, and rhat ir
should therefore be changed?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) I rhink this poinr could be
included in the discussions.
Mr Fuchs. 
- 
(D) Mr President-in-Office, when you
come ro discuss the Regularion on rhe construcrion of
nuclear power srations in border areas, will you also
take accounr of rhe question of Communiiy safery
norms {or n.uclear power starions, which is in urgent
need of a solution?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) This is another point
which will undoubredly play a parr in our fuither
discussions on rhis important issue.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Quesrion No 54 by Mr Moreland will
be answered in wriring.r
I call Question No 65, by Mr Bogh (H-6a2/80):
From a repon just published by Amnesry International,
it appears thar ronure is srill being practised in.spain
during inrerrogations in prisons run Ly rhe police ^and
the civil guard, rhat prisoners are berng detainid *irhourjudrcial sancrron and that the complaints of rhose who
are ill-treated are being ignored by the authorities. Vith
reterence to the Joint Declaration by parliamenr, the
Council and rhe Commissron of 5 April 1977 on the
Member Srates'commitmenr ro human rights and funda_
mental freedoms, I would like to ask whether the
See Annex.
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Spanrsh Government has been appraised of this declara-
tion, and what effects the above-mentioned report will
have on future negotrations regarding Spain's accession?
Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(NL) The Council would recall the basic importance
which the Community attaches to respect for human
righrc. The Joint Declaration by the European Parlia-
ment, the Council and the Commission of 5 April 1977
and the Declaration on Democracy adopted by the
European Council on TApril 1978bear witness to the
Community's determination to ensure respect for
these rights. The Council is convinced that Spain as a
candidate for accession to the European Communities
is aware of the underlying principles of the Treaties
establishing the Communities, the resultant commit-
ments and the content of the two above-mentioned
Declardtions.
At rhe ministerial meeting opening the accession
negotiations, the Communrty recalled the fundamental
principles 
- 
including that of respect for human
rights 
- 
underlying the European Communities' In its
reply the Spanish delegadon stated that Spain shared
this political determination to ensure resPect for these
values.
Mr Bogh. 
- 
(DK) Let me be more specific. \flill the
Councii, in its talks on Spain's accession to the
Community, call upon the Spanish Government to
make a statement on the conditions described so
clearly and in such detail in Amnesty International's
rePort?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) I think the reply I just
gave to Mr Bogh's question should have been enough
to satisfy him. In the ministerial meeting held with
Spain in the course of the accession negociations, the
Community side sttongly emphasized the principles
upon which the Community is based, while the
Spanish side stated thar it respected these principles.
Mr Cecovini. 
- 
0 I have a great deal of admiration
for Amnesty International's work in defence of human
rights, but this work is 
- 
inevitably 
- 
based on infor-
mation which is frequently influenced by politics, or
even ideologies, and I would therefore not swear that
all its accusations are completely based on facts. I
could even give some examples to the contrary.
Spain, which will soon be joining the Community, has
radfied the Human Rights Convention and expressly
recognizes the right of individual appeal to the Euro-
pean Court of Human Rights in Srasbourg. I wonder
whether, instead of passing judgments and making
accusations which could leave their mark on future
relations, it would not be wiser to have funher inde-
pendent investigations.
Mr Van de Mei. 
- 
(NL) The Honourable Members's
views on Amnesty International are naturally his own
affair, but his second remark is perfectly right. He
poinrcd out that Spain has signed and ratified the
European Convention on Human Rights. He also
drew attention to the fatt that Spain intends 
- 
as
from l July 1981, I think 
- 
to recognize the Powers
of the Human Rights Commission, including
Ardcle 25 which lays down the right of individual
appeal. I think that the Honourable Member's latter
remarks, in particular, were totally correct, and I
agree with them.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Does the Council accept that the many
pronouncemen6 this Chamber makes in favour of
human righr in all other countries of the world would
be funher strengthened if this Community itself were
ro set up a commit[ee to look at human righm and
keep them under surveillance within the Member
States of the Community?
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) I think the Honourable
Member is making a mistake. If he had p4id attention
just now he would have heard me saying that there is
such a thing as the European Human Rights Conven-
tion. This Convention provides us with a procedure
with which we can achieve everything the Honourable
Member called for in his question.
Lord Douro. 
- 
[n znsq/'61 to one of the supplemen-
taries the President-in-Office made reference to the
fact that as of 1 July the Spanish Government has
committed itself to allowing the right of individual
perition to the European Coun of Human Rights in
Strasbourg. He will, of course, be aware that this is
more [han can be said of all Member States of the
Community. This report by Amnesry International is
obviously disturbing, though it has not yet, of course,
been substantiated. To put the matter into persPective
I would like the President-in-Office to indicate the
pleasure which I am sure the Council feels that Spain
has committed itself to this very imponant right of
individual petition, which is better than is the general
srate of affairs within the Member States of the
Community.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
\7ould the Minister keep in mind that
the accusations made by Amnesty International are not
complete indictmenm of guilt; that they have to be
examined? Other repons by Amnesty International did
not stand up to proper scrutiny. !flould he make it
clear to the House that accusations by any organiz-
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ation must be scrutrnized before a decision or a
condemnation can be made?
Mr Blaney. 
- 
M.y I ask the Presidenr-in-Office of
the Council whether the doubrs casr upon Amnesry
International's reporr in respect of Spain should be
taken seriously, considering that in rhe pasr Amnesty
International's reporrs have been substantiated in rhe
case of Ireland and later proved in rhe Court of
Human Rights? Moreover, would he nor agree [har ir
is ludicrous for this Parliament to admonish an appli-
canr State when it fails to take notice of the decisions
taken in the Communiry wrth regard to rhe denial of
human righm in ., .ornr.y, Irela-nd?
Mr Motchan e. 
- 
(F) Is the Council aware of the
fact that, with very few exceptions, the judiciay, rhe
police and the police commanders in Spain are rhe
same people who were exercising these funcrions
under the Franco dictatorship? Does the President-
in-Office not also fear, as I do, that this means he will
unfonunately have to answer a number of questions
and concerns which we have about the human righm
situation in Spain in rhe comrng monrhs?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) Lord Douro poinred out
that not all Member States of the Community take rhe
same view as regards the possibilities offered under
Article 25 concerning rhe individual right of petirion. I
was aware of this fact as well.
Mr Paisley again referred to Amnesty International's
reports, and Mr Blaney also commented on rhem. You
will appreciate thar I do nor wanr ro give a general
assessment of Amnesry International's reports 
- 
quite
apart from the facr that the Council of Ministers has
never discussed them. The last questioner asked
whether the Council was aware of the fact rhat rhe
judiciary and police in Spain were rhe same as under
the Franco dictatorship. To be honest, I can only say
that the Council does not have any dara on the indivi-
duals forming the judiciary and police in Spain or on
how long they have held rheir posrs or what have you.
Mr Israil. 
- 
(F) The European Human Righr
Convention unires 21 counrries in the Council of
Europe. It is conceivable thar the European Commu-
nity 
- 
the Community of the Ten 
- 
has closer
internal links over human rights than rhe European
Human Righm Convention. Do you nor rherefore
think thar, this link uniring 21 European countries is
inadequare to ensure the necessary cohesion of the
Europe of the Ten on human rights?
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
In the lighr of Mr Blaney's accu-
sations is the Minister aware that the denial of human
rights in the matters of divorce, family planning and
prison conditions in the Republic of Ireland is a
subject of concern to many of us in the whole island of
Ireland? Is he aware that the Republic of Ireland is
one of the few member nations of this Community
which up to now has refused Amnesty International
admission to rhar counrry?
Mr Van der Mei. 
- 
(NL) Mr Israel asked abour rhe
European Human Rights Convenrion and poinred out
that the 21 countries in the Council of Europe repre-
sented a large grouping. If I understood him correcrly,
he asked wherher ir would not be better for the
Community to have something similar.
Firstly, I would say that I consider ir of grear import-
ance that the 2l members of the Council of Europe
have ratified this Convention with each other. I think
it would weaken cooperation under this Convenrion if
the Community were to try to ser up some[hing in
parallel to it.
Secondly, I would point out 
- 
as I did in my initial reply
- 
that three Community institutions, namely rhe
Council, the Commission and rhe Parliamenr, have
issued a joint declararion on human rights. The cohe-
sion which the Honourable Member called for wirhin
the Communiry is therefore already rhere and does
not, in my view, need ro be srrengthened any further.
The last ques[ion again related to Amnesty Interna-
tional, or to where it was or was not allowed admis-
sion. I thrnk the Honourable Member is perfectly
aware that this not somerhing on which I can reply on
behalf of the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 66, by Mr Turcar(H-6a8l80):
Following the rather vague discussrons and declarations
of pnncrple of the European Council of 1 and
2 December 1980 on rhe fragmentatron of industrial
markets wrthrn the European Community, what more
specrfrc guidelines does the Council intend ro lay down
rn order ro creare a European industrial market, both by
encouragrng closer links between industrialists from the
various Member Srates and by promoting a favourable
financral and legal climate and possrbly also by adopting
a number of ;oint protection measures?
Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(NL) The Honourable Member is clearly aware of the
statemenrs made by the European Council, which
discussed the problems of industrial development and
innovation. The competenr aurhoriries of the Commu-
nity, and in parricular rhe Commission in any
proposals rr makes ro rhe Council, were asked ro
'examine ways of eliminating the fragmentation of
markets and improving incentives ro innovation and
the disseminarion of knowledge'.
In more general vein, I would remind rhe Honourable
Member of rhe regular acrion taken by rhe Commu-
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nity to maintain a coherent Community market and
help strengthen rt.
\7ith respect to the promotion of a legal climate, the
Council is well aware of the importance of harmon-
rzing company law and of creating the conditions for
greater inter-penetration of capital markets.
As far as the Honourable Member's proposal for
adopting ';oint protection measures' is concerned, I
*orld po,n, out rhat rhe Community does not
contemplate taking measures which might discriminate
against its partners on the world market.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F) The President-in-Office has given
only a partial answer. It related only to the industrial
"nri.or,rn.nt, although 
that is something in imelf'
However, the overall balance may apPear somewhat
unsatisfactory, or even very unsatisfactory, when our
situatron in some sectors 
- 
as has frequently been
pointed out here 
- 
is in danger. Only-yesterday the
-Commission 
again underlined its efforts in the
undoubtedly important field of European standards,
although there would aPPear to be a certain lack of
undersiairding on the part of the Council in this
respect. This morning, the President of the Commis-
sion also drew our attention to the efforts being made
in joint research. You yourself, Mr President-in-
Office, have just spoken about dissemination of scien-
tific knowledge. However, my question also
concerned industrial harmonization. Is the Council
aware, as we are, of the indispensable nature of this
harmonization if we want to survive in the world of
romorrow 
- 
in electronics and data processing, for
example? Does he think that standards and joint
.eseaich are enough? Does he envisage 
- 
and this is
my supplemen[ary 
- 
any other way of translating
policy into action, of giving financial aid to major
prolects in certain sectors 
- 
projects which are the
tnly ones tikely to bring about this harmonization, as
has been shov'n in the aerospace indusry?
Mr'Welsh. 
- 
\fould the President-in-Office of the
Council agree that a major obstacle to the evolution of
the com-on rndustrial market is the consisrent efform
of certain Member States to interfere with the free
movement of goods through non-tariff barriers to
trade which infiinge the spirit if not the letter of the
Treaty? Could he tell us whether the Dutch presidency-
has any plans to encourage the systematic abolition of
such bairiers to free circulation during its period of
office ?
Miss Quin. 
- 
I would like to ask in view of the fact
that M-r Turcar's question mentions the possibility ofjoint protecrion measures, whether the President-in-
Office of the Council, in consequence of the very
disappointing discussions that seem to have taken
place between the EEC and Japan in the last coup[e of
i.ekr, foresees that the Council will take any further
action as far as the position of Japan is concerned and
whether any joint piotection measures are going to be
envisaged ?
Mr Yan der Mei' 
- 
(NL) Mr Turcat has suggested
that a large degree of harmonization is needed if we
a.e to achiere i uuly common market' I would agree
with him fully on that. However, I would point out to
him that much has already been done in this respect'
More than one hundred directives have been adopted
rn order to abolish obstacles to free trade' Nearly all
customs matters are covered by Community directives'
Various directives have been adopted on [he gradual
harmonization of company law, among them a direc-
tive harmonizing the annual accounts of more than
one miilion companies in the European Community 
-I repeat, more than one million companies.
As far as the capital market is concerned, the Council
adopted in 1979 a directive coordinating the condi-
tioni under which shares can be admitted for official
quotation on stock markets. Over the last few years
di.ectires have also been adopted on fiscal harmoniz-
ation and the fight against international fraud and tax
evasron. I could give you more examples, but this is a
clear indication that these matters have not escaped
the attention of the Council in the Past. Moreover, I
can assure him that we shall continue in future to
spare no effort to ensure that the single common
market is achieved and that it functions properly.
The Honourable Member asked whether major
projects could be made pan of the joint research and
iinanced in a particular way. The European Council
has not discussed this particular point, but it is looking
into the problem as a whole. It has instructed the
Commission to look into the matter further, and "e
are awaiting the Commission's proposals on the
subject.
Mr '\felsh suggested that the so-called non-tariff
barriers were the greatest obstacle and drew attention
to the need for them to be abolished. In this context, I
have already given you a whole range of measures
which have meantime been introduced.
Miss Quin drew attention to the Present situation with
regard to relations between the Communiry and Japan
and asked whether Protective measures were going to
be taken in this context as well. In the first place I can
assure her that the Council attaches Ereat imPortance
to this subject, which it considers of major significance
for relations between great industrial blocs and
between countries in the world as a whole. Secondly, I
can inform her thar this subject will be discussed again
next Tuesday at the Council meeting
President. 
- 
Question Time is closed.r
See Annex
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5. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received seven motions for reso-
lutions wirh request for urgenr debate pursuant ro
Rule l4 of the Rules of Procedure:
motron for a resolution (Doc. 1-879/BO), tabled by
Mrs Vreczorek and others, on the charges brought
against l3 rrade-union leaders in Brazil;
morion for a resolution (Doc. l-884/80), tabled by
Mrs Castle and others on behalf of rhe Socialist
Group, on the intended closure of the Tare and
Lyle cane sugar refinery in Liverpool;
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-885/80), rabled by
Mr Provan and others, on the British prisoners held
in Iran;
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-886/80), ubled by
Miss Hooper and others, on the crisis in rhe sugar
cane industry;
morion for a resolution (Doc. l-882180), tabled by
Mrs Ewing and others on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats and Mr Mlher
and others, on a derogation to Community drivers,
hours legislation in remote islands and depopulated
and isolared areas;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-896/80), tabled by
Mr Sarre and others, on the situation in rhe moror
vehicle indusrry rn rhe EEC;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-897180), tabled by
Mr Lynge and others, on rhe inrolerable pressure
brought to bear by one Member State on another
Member State.
The reasons supporring rhese requesrc for urgenr.
debate are conrained in the documenr lhemselves.
Parliament will be consulred on rhese requesrs for
urgent procedure [omorrow morning.
6. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The nexr sir.ring will be hetd al l0 a.m.,
3 p.m. and 9 p.m. romorrow, Thursday, l2 February
1981, with the following agenda:
decision on the urgency of 12 motions for resolu-
trons
conrinuation of the debate on rhe Founeenrh
General Repon of the Commission and its
programme for 1981 (followed by the vote on two
motions for resolutrons)
yornt debate on rhe Bocklet and Curry repons
Gautrer reporr on fisheries
Bronlund Nielsen reporr on hormones
Balfour repon on convergence and budgetary ques-
tlons
Beumer reporr on book prices
Prag repon on linking work and training for young
persons in the Community
Nyborg reporr on exemprion from VAT on cenain
lmPor$
Lenz repon on EEC-Romania relations
Lalor repon on the Vestern Sahara
Castellina reporr on STABEX
Luster repon on the compensation of victims of
vrolence
Malangre repor[ on UK immigracion controls
Curry repon on the Community apple market
Colleselli reporr on wine-growing in rhe Commu_
nlty .
Key repon on harmonizarion of social legislation in
transPon
Kirk repon on fishing quotas
Provan repon on bovine livestock
Frtih repon on less-favoured regions in Germany
5 p.m. :Yoong rime
The sirting is closed.
(The sitting uas closed at 7.20 p.m.)
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ANNEX
Questions u.,bich could not be answered during Question Time, with utritten dnsa)ers
I. Questions to the Commission
15. Question by Mr Curry @-613/80)
Subject National ards to farmers
Does rhe Commrssion consider the national aid of ff 4.lOO mrllion promised by the French Govern-
menr ro its farmers to be legal under EEC rules; what discussrons have taken place with the French
Government and rf the ard is in conrravention to the rules what does the Commission tntend to do
about ir?
. 
Ansuer
Followrng repons in the press in December of the French Government's intention to pay aids to
farmers, ihe Commission has twice reminded the French authorities of their obligation to notify such
aids in accordance with the Treary rules. As yet we have received no reply. At the end of January a
measure introducing income ards for farmers was published in the French Officral Journal, and this is
now berng studied by the Commission.
lr
++
17. Question by Mr Hutton (H-619/80)
Subject : Common agricultural policy
'Vhat role does the Commission see for forestry in the development of the common agricultural
policy)
Ansaner
I would refer the honourable Member to the reply which my predecessor gave to him at the Parlia-
ment's Question Time in January.
At a time when signs of over-production are apparent in several sectors of farmtng, we must cenainly
take a fresh look at the possible uses of marginal land, and at ways of increasing the Community's
supply of wood. There are also imponant considerations from the point of view of the environment
and land-use policy.
The Commission rherefore wishes to make progress in forestry policy, but we also need a positive
response from the Council on the proposals which we have already submitted.
18. Question by Mr Galland (H-551/80)
Sub;ect: Implementation of stnct standards for earthquake-proof buildings
Following El Asnam, Naples and Lucania, will the Commission be seeking to impose strict regula-
tions on ianhquake-proof construction for all types of buildings in the Community in order-to limit
substantrally rhe extint of disasters? Can the Commission also state what would be the financial
impact of such regulations on building costs?
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Ansuser
1 Vrthin the Community Germany, France and Italy have regulations governing the construction
of burldings in eanhquake zones.
2. More advanced methods of calculating the structural safety of burldrngs are currently being
developed in various countries. The Commission feels that the proper course in the circumstancei
would be to coordinate national effons in this regard and to formulare Community regulations.
Common regulations of this kind would enable the construcrion rndustries in the Community ro work
together in rebuilding areas affected by eanhquakes inside and outside rhe Community.
It must be remembered that the number of earthquake-prone areas will grow as a resuh of Greece's
accession and the future entry of Spain and Ponugal.
3. The Commission therefore decided to set up a working parry on eanhquakes. The task of the
group, consisting of national experts, will be to use existing regulations as a basis for drawing up a
proposal for Community rules on the structural safery of buildings in eanhquake zones.
4. There is a very conservative estimate on the question of costs. For eanhquakes of moderate
intensrtytheextracostwouldbe5-lO0/o;forseriouseanhquakes,morerhan15o.
19. Question by Sir Peter Vannech (H-563/80)
Sub;ecr: Tariffs applied ro impons of defence and defence-related equipment from the USA
Have any Member States waived the tariffs on impons of defence and defence-related equrpment
manufactured in the USA?
Answer
The Commission has already replied in the affirmarive ro rhrs quesrion in its answers ro a number of
written questionsl. Its knowledge of the actual siruation in the individual Member States, however, is
incomplete. Thrs applies both to the type of weapons and equipment concerned and to the volume of
impons into the respective Member States. Information concerning trade in weapons and military
equipment is treated confidenually by the Member Srares, and therefore the Commission's informa-
tron comes only from Press reports. The Member Srates jusrify their attitude in this matter by an
interpretation of Article 22i (l) (b) of the EEC Treaty whrch has been contested by rhe Commiision
on numerous occasions.
20. Quesnon by Mr Normanton (H-6G6/80)
Subject: Educatron for managemen
In the light of the resolutron of the Annual Report of rhe ACP/EEC Consuhatrve Assembly meering
in Luxembourg on 24-26September 1980, when wrll the Commission be in a posirion ro maki
proposals for the establrshment of a Business and Managemenr College for the Lomi States?
Ansuter
The Commrssion attaches great lmportance to the training of adminrsrrators from ACP States and the
tratning of the managerial staff necessary for the development of the insritutions and indusrnes of the
ACP States.
1 Answers to S7'ritten Questions (see Annex):
- 
Nos J24 and 325/79 by Mr De Courcy Ling;
- 
No 335/79 by Mr Van Mien;
- 
No 227 /80 by Mr Radoux.
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It suppons African institutes which specialize in these subjects and has financed courses on rhe spot
and in Europe for ACP nationals within the framework of the different multiannual training
Programmes.
The creation of a Bustness and Management College could take the form of a regronal pro.ject rn the
one or more ACP States or a regional organrzatlon for its creation could be set up.
One might also envisage, initiatly at least, the strengthenrng by appropriate means of technical assist-
ance' semlnars and trarning awards for ACP management personnel, using existing insriturions and
courses to whrch the Commission will draw the attention of the ACP Stares when the rraining
programmes are set up.
21. Qaestion by MrAlbers (H-67t/80)
Sub;ect: Pon authorities of Le Havre
How has it been made possible for the port authorities of Le Havre ro offer special advantages to
third countries in the form of a free-trade zone wrrh sheds for the storage of goods?
Answer
The authorities in mosc pons make arrangements vrith rhe narional cusroms authoriries with a view to
establishrng customs sheds for the storage of goods. As far as the Commission is aware, the arrange-
ments in Le Havre are no different from rhose in other Community ports.
22. Question by Mr Seligman (H-677/80)
Subject: Cheaper off-peak air fares
In view of the strong demand for substantially cheaper off-peak arr fares by people who do not need
to travel ata specifrc time of day, what action does the Commission propose to take to encourage rhe
adoption of such proposals as the British Caledonran Miniprix scheme?
Answer
In July 1979 the Commission published a memorandum on rhe 'conrribution of the European
Communities to the developmenr of arr transport services' which conrained a number of suggesiions
to improve the structure of arr transpon and included the question of arr fares in the Communrty. The
European Parliament delivered its opinion on this memorandum in October 1980 in the form of rwo
resolu tions.
Furthermore, the Commission is currently studying the various fares for scheduled flighs in the
Communrty in order to draw up a report on this matter as soon as possible. The Commission rntends
to use this as a basrs for taking appropriate initiatives.
The Commission would also draw the attention of the honourable Member to irs proposal on inter-
regional air ranspon services of October 1980. Anicle 8 of rhis proposal sers out a number of critena
for authorizing fares, which ought to make it possible for cheaper off-peak air fares to be offered
where rhey are considered commercially attracdve by the airlines concerned and'are in reasonable
relation to the operating costs involved.
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23. Question by Mr Colla (H-680/80)
Subject' Policy on ports
According to the Commission, what are the results of the discussions which have been taking place for
s.ue."l yJ^.s between rhe Commission and the seaports to establish to what extent there is a need for
a Euroiean policy on ports, and in this conrcxt can the Commission confirm that the Seaports Divi-
sion of the Directorate-General for Transpon is being closed down?
' Ansuer
Aware of the interesr in seaports which Parliament has always expressed, the Commission is engaged
in preparing a repon on rhotalks it has had with the major Community seapons in the last nine years.
TlLis repon will be submitted to Parliament in the near future.
The main fact which emerged from rhese talks is that the opinion in most ports is that measures at
Communiry level are not riquired to avoid distonion of competition among the various_pons and
rhat there is no need to dereiop a policy on ports as such since the sea transpon and land ransPort
sectors (which meet at the pons) can be dealt with better separately.
I can confirm that the Division of Economic Studies, Statistics and Seapons in the Directorate-
General for Transpon has been closed down and that the staff are now engaged on 
-work which
merirs greater prioi,ry. This was pan of a reorganization plan which cut the number of divisions in
the Directorate-General by a third.
The appropriate departmenrs of the Directorate-General and other Commission depanments are
,l*ryr i.^iy to have talks with rhe pons on matters of mutual interest for which cenain depanments
may be responsible.
24. Question by Mr Neutton Dunn (H-681/80)
Subiect: Results of dough-milting test in United Kingdom
Is the Commission complerely sarisfied with the results produced by the dough-milling rcst in the
United Kingdom, and ii not,'what proposals does the Commission have for making the test more
appropriate there?
Answer
The Commission considers thar the dough-milling test is in itself satisfactory in the Unircd Kingdo.m
as in other Member States It cannor f,oweve. *ithou, other criteria demonstrate adequately the
bread-making quality of the dough subjected to test.
This test is at present applied together with the Hagberg test. The Commission considers even this lo
be insuffrcieni and wili propose rhis year as in previous years to add a funher criterion related to
protein content.
25. Question by Mrs Lizin (H-682/80)
Sub;ecr: Harmonization of third-pany liabiliry ceilings for nuclear Power station operarors
Vith reference ro rhe Commission's answer of 30 October 1980 to Vritren Question No 1167180 by
Mr Damseauxl which showed thar the ceiling on third-pany liability of nuclear plant operators varies
in the Member States from 6 234 932 EUA in Italy to 156 347 250 EUA in the Federal Republic of
' 
OJ C 312 of 29 November 1980, p. 43.
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Germany, will the Commission consider drawing up a proposal for a Council regulation aimed at che
harmonization of the liability ceiling throughout rhe Communiry so as to .itrblirh an adequate
minimum ceiling in rhe interests both of fair comperirion and of the well-being of the Communiry's
citizens ?
Answer
The Commission considers it unnecessary to submit to the Council specific proposals for the harmon-
ization of the maximum third-pany liability of nuclear plant operators throughout the Communiry.
Im first concern is m induce those Member States which have nor yer rarified the OECD 
"g.ee-errison nuclear liability (Paris Convention of 29July 1960 and the supplementary Brussels Convention of
3l January 1963) to do so. The minimum liability ceilings established in these OECD agreemenrs are
in any case now being reviewed.
27. Question by Mr Sedeld (H-684/80)
Subject: Uniform passpon2
\(zhat difficuldes are still being raiscd by EC Member States, and if so by which States, to the introd-
uction of a Jniform passport for all EC'citizens and what action is bein! taken to achieve ar long lasr
this percepdble expression of unificadon?
Ansuer
It is with very keen inrcrest that the Commission follows the progress rowards the creation of a Euro-
pean passport union. The first step in this direction is thc introduction of a standard form for pass-
pons. The Member States have been working on this project rhrough the Council since the Paris
summit meeting of 9 and l0December 1974.The commission plays an active role in these discus-
sions. The talks are difficult and the Member Starcs have agreed on many but nor all details. It is the
Commission's hope that work on the introduction of a uniform passporr will have a successful
outcome as early as possible. The Council discussed the matter on l6 December 1980 and a political
decision is expected during the March sirring.
31. Question by Mr Flanagan (H-688/80)
Subject: Constraints upon invesrment activity
Vill the Commission give a detailed explanation of its comment rhat 'experience has shown, at least
in some Member States, that the lack of mature projects and delay of administrative procedures often
exen a more effective constraint upon investment activity rhan the availabiliry of funds?'l
Ansuer
The phrase to which the honourable Member refers appears in Chaprer 3 of the Annual Economic
Repon 1980-81, in the section relating to budgetary policy problems in the Community countries. It
refers, in particular, to one of the economic poliry measures which could be used should activity in
1981 not recover as firmly as forecast. In thar case, activity could be given additional suppoft by some
acceleration of the execution of public investment programmes. The question of whether, in a period
of recession, the investment programmes of public departmenm or undenakings can be executed so as
to help stabilize activity is of great imponance, since rhese programmes are one of rhe rare catagories
2 See quesrions by Mr Habsburg and Mr Berkhouwer on rhe same subjec.
3 Annual Economic Repon 1980-81. Com(80) 596 Final, p. 12.
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of public expenditure which governmenrs can modify in the shon term. In practice, however, it has
proved much easier to hold back the execution of public lnvestment programmes than to accelerate it.
The authorities responsible for implementing programmes 
- 
usually, the local authorities 
- 
do not
always have, in ali the member counrries, an adequate number of projects which can be suned
rapidly once the general economic situation requires this. This can often be explained not only by a
laik of planning at locat level, but also by insufficient coordination between the different sectors of
governmen[ and by adminisrative procedures which do not accord with requiremenm.
Answer
Since the beginning of hosrilities berween Iran and Iraq and the vinually total stoppage of oil expons
which has .isulrcd, Saudi Arabia and other producer countries have announced that they would
increase production in order to panially offset the stoPPage of supplies.
The announcemenr by rhe Saudi Arabian Government of its intention to maintain its oil expons at the
level of lO million barrels a day and, secondly, to extend the temporary contrac$ it had srgned in the
last quaner of 1980 wirh a number of countries directly affected by the vinually total shutdown of
expons from Iran and Iraq 
- 
in panicular France, Imly and Greece, in the case of the Community
countries 
- 
is clearly a reassuring sign.
32. Question by Mr Lalor (H-689/80)
Subject: Limiting oil supplies
Can rhe Commission stare what will be rhe likely effect on Community oil supplies of the recently
announced Saudi Arabian limit to its oil production of l0 million barrels a day?
j4. Question by Mr Lynge (H-696/80)
Subject: Translation of official documents into the l"ngu"g. of Greenland
On l November 1980 the Greenland Government took over responsibility for rhe section of the
European Community sea situared within 200 nautical miles of the coast ,of Greenland. Vill the
Commission arrange for the translation into the language of Greenland of all officiat documents
concerning the future fisheries policy?
Answer
t. The current position on rhe rules governing rhe languages of the institutrons of the Community,
determrned pursuanr to Anicle 217 of rhe EEC Treaty, is laid down essentially by Council Regulation
No I of 15 April 1958 determining rhe rules governing rhe languages of the European Economic
Communityr, as amended by the Act of Accession of 19722 and lastly by the Act of Accession of the
Hellenic Republic.r '
The Commission is therefore bound by these provisions which determine seven as the number of the
offrcral languages of the Community instirutions. Official documents are therefore published in these
languages.
OJ t7 oI 6 October 1958, p. 185/58.
OJL73 of 2TMarch 1972,p. 14lseeAnicles2gand 158of theActandAnnexI,SectionXIV, 1;
see Anicle 8 of the Act for the status in law of the provisions.
Act concerning the condirions of accession of the Hellenic Republic and the adjustments to the
Treaties (not yet in force) conrains provisions similar to those in the Act of Accessron of 1972 (see
Anrcles 8, 2l and 150 and Annex 1, Sectron XVI, 1 in OJ L 291 of 19 November, p. l7).
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2. However, it is true that as pan of its information policy the Commission has sometimes had
certain documenm rranslated into the language of Greenland as well as into Irish and !7elsh. But it
could never under any circumstances accept this as a general rule requiring it to provide translations
in languages other than the official languages.
35. Question by Mr Bangemann (H-700/80)
Subject: Control of butter expons to the Soviet Union
How does the Commission propose to bring the export of butter to the Soviet Union under conrrol
when food preparations (CCT Heading 
- 
2.lO7.G.YILVIII) consisting of 70 Vo butter and 300/o
cocoa butter can still be exponed with a refund rate of 146.48 ECU per 100 kg?
Answer
I can assure the honourable Member that as soon as it became apparent that subsuntial quantities of
rhese butter mixtures were being prefixed for expon, with the possibility that they might be exponed
to rhe Soviet Union, the Commission took immediate action. First of all, on7 January, it suspended
the possibility of prefixing rhe expon refund for lhese products. Then, on 17 Jatuary, it withdrew the
export refund for all destinarions. The Commission is now preparing a measure which witl permit us
to differentrate the export refunds for these so-called non-Annex II products according to their
destrnation, and this will ensure adequate control in future.
36. Qaestion by Mrs Ewing (H-701/80)
Subject : Common fisheries policy
\7itl the Commission commenr on rhe up-ro-date situation in negotiation of a common fisheries
policy)
Answer
The Council of Ministers is meeting today and tomorrow in Brussels to pursue its discussions on
fisheries and the Commission very much hopes that it will reach agreement.
37. Question by Mr Megahy(H-703/80)
Subject: Allocation of portfolios
To what extenl were there any represen[ations by Heads of Government of Member States in respect
of the allocatron of ponfolios to Members of the ne* Commission)
Anstoer
Before taking offrce, I made a point of visiting the Heads of Government of each of the Member
States rn order ro learn of therr intentions with regard to lhe appointment of the Members of the new
Commissron and to discover what areas were of particular concern to them with regard to the deve-
lopment of Communiry policies. The information I was able to gather during this series of talks was
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most valuable [o me at a time when I had to formulate my ideas on the broad lines of poliry I would
need to put before the Commission in the months to come, and, in the shoner term, on the proposals
I would have to make concerning rhe allocation of portfolios.
In the early days of the present Commission's term of office, a Head of Governmenr confirmed to me
the tenor of the talks we had had, and I listened with all due attention.
38. Question by Mr Nicokon (H-710/80)
Subject: The European Foundation
The question of setting up a European Foundation, the principle object of which was to provide
resources to spread knowledge of and suppon for the European Community, was last discussed at a
Foreign Affairs Council in December 1978 and no conclusions were reached. Can the Commission
tell me if it is intended ro procede with these proposals or if not whar the plans are to improve under-
standing of the Community by the peoples both of the Member Stares and of other countries and is
the Commission aware that as a result of a spontaneous initiative a rrusr is being formed ro improve
mutual understandrng berween the peoples of Nonh America and the European Community?
Answer
Under the terms of the decision of the European Council held in Copenhagen on 8 and 9 April 1928,
the European Foundation ought to have been set up by an agreemenr berween rhe Member Srares
meeting within the Council. Negodations which took place to this end, and wirh which the Commis-
sion was closely associated, have not yet led to such an agrcemenr, since major problems remain to be
solved.
The Commission believes the European Foundation to be an essenrial instrument for the promotion
of mutual understanding between the peoples of rhe Community. It hopes rhat negotiations wirhin the
Council will be resumed and intends, as in the past, to put forward such proposals as may lead to
their successful conclusion.
The Commission is not aware of the existence of a project to form an organization to improve mutual
understanding between the peoples of Nonh America and the European Community to which the
honourable Member refers.
39. Question by Mr Paisley (H-711/80)
Subject: Agricultural industry of Nonhern Ireland
In view of the fact that conditions peculiar to Nonhern Ireland agricuhure, panicularly in relarion to
the price of feedstuffs, mean that in the past year Nonhern Ireland farmers earned ! 42 milhon less
than they would have earned if they were accorded the same level of rerurn as their counterpans on
the United-Kingdo-m mainland, will the Commission undenake a study of the problems of the agri-
cultural indusry of Nonhern Ireland with a view to recommending special measures of assisrance and
special provisions in the annual price review?
Ansuer
In framing im proposals for prices and other measures rhe Commission will rake accoun[ of the deve-
lopment of agriculture in Nonhern Ireland as well as other regions of the community.
I would remind the honourable Member that iroposals havc already been submirted by rhe Commis-
sion,.within- the general package of structural measures, which would help to solve the agriculrural
problems of Nonhern Ireland in the cereals and animal-feed secrors. I hope the Council *ill 
"doptthese proposals rapidly.
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40. Question by Mr Berkhouzoer (H'713/80)
Subject: Projects undenaken with the aid of Community finance
Is rhe Commission prepared to encourage measures to ensure that in those municipalities of the
Member States where piojects are ,nde.r"'ken with the aid of Community finance this fact is brought
io ii. tn"*t.age of the prUti. Uy means of hoardings erected on their borders or by other methods?
Answer
The Commission considers that purting up signboards is a good way of publicising.cenain 
-types. 
of
fi""r.irf grants, panicularly those fot ".rjo. inf.rrt.u.,u.. projects, and has persuaded the Membqr
S;;;;; ;; i...p.,i,. principie of this form of publicity for infrastructure projects assisted by the Euro-
p."n R.gionri Der.iop..nt Fund. Referring to Anicle l0 of the ERDF Regulation, the Commission
'has beeri 
"ble to 
.onuin.. the Member Staies ro undenake to put up, on the sites of projects of a
.*"," rir., iignboards srating rhar the proiects are pan-financed by the Fund. An annual tally is kept
of these signb&rds and increising numbers are being put up in the Member States.
The Commission is trying ro exrend rhis form of publicity both for similar projects assisted by other
financial insrrumenrs 
"nifo. granrs ro privare beneficiaries. For 
example, in the letters announcing
iir. g..rr.iriJ f.o1n rh. EA6GF Guidance Section for structural improvement projects, rhe reci-
;i;; ;;. asked to make public aiknowledgment of the aid, inter alia by the means advocaced by the
ironourable Member. However, under the irrrent rules, the beneficiaries cannot be required ro do so'
41. Question by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-716/80)
Sub;ect: Vater Decade proclaimed by the \florld Healrh Organization
'lrhar conrriburion does the Commission inrcnd to make to the 1981-90'$flater Decade-proclaimed by
,h; V;;iJ Healrh organizarion, eirher as regards fostering an awareness of and safeguarding the
*r,.r..rou...s of rhe"Ten Member Smtes oi as regards tichnical and financial assistance for the
developing countries in the location and rational use of water resources?
Answer
Action for the prorection and treatment of fresh water is recognized as having priority in the environ-
mental action p.og.".-. and the Commission inrcnds to .".ry on with rhis action. Investigation of
surface water and groundwater resources will also continue
In the case of technical and economic aid for developing countries, the Commission applies the well
tno*n f.in"iples of Communiry policy on.oop..rtionlThis policy is based on the priorities.indi-
cated by the iecipient countries. Th. .i. of thi poliry is to complement the. effons of the recipient
.orntri.r. As far as q/arer resources in any counrry are conce.ned, the Commission is therefore ready
ro accord the degree of priority which the country itself determines in this sector for the Vater
Decade 1981-90.
44. Question by Mr Cotttell (H-721/80)
Subject: 'Cassis de Di.ion' judgment
'\7irh 
regard to what has become known as the'Cassis de Dijon' judgment.by the European Court
1-"r. fTOUzay has the Commission fully considered the implications of this decision concerning
domestic food standards legislation p..u^iling wrthin individual Member States? If so, what does it
expect such implications ,o E. 
"nd 
*ould the Lommission accept that one possible effect could be the
il;;;; of srandards in general 
- 
and in that event what proposals will the Commission make in
the near future to take thrs into account?
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Answer
After a. thorough a-nalysis of rhe 'Cassis de Dijon' judgment which was confirmed, moreover, by the
'GilL' judgment of 26June 1980, the Commission sent a lette. on the contenr, in,..p..r"tion ,nd
implications of this judgment to all the Member States. This letter was also forwarded to the Euro-
pean Parliament and the Council for informarion (and published in OJ C 256 of 3October 1980,
p.2)
The.Commission is fully aware of the implcations of rhis judgmenr in particular as regards the food
market.
I would re-emphasize thar where no provisions of Community law exisr, rhe Member States of the
Community are 
.free to lay down che conditions for the manufacrure and marketing of products
wrthin the-ir territory. Such regulations, however, musr nor prevenr impons of good"s fro,m other
Member States which have been manufactured in compliance wrth ihe provis,ons and normal
commercial Practices of those Member States and have been lawfully markeied there, except where
the regulations in question meet the exemption criteria set out in rhe 'Cassis de Di;on' judgment of
the Court of Jusrrce.
Compliance wirh this basic rcnet prevenrc companmentalization of narional markets and leads at rhe
same time to freer and a greater volume of trade within rhe Community. The interesm of the
consumer are also taken into account, since he is offered a more exrensirr. ."ng. of goods and is able
to buy products complying not only with the smndards but also the individual chlracteristics and
traditions of the various Member States.
Moreover, the principle confirmed by the Coun of Justice can and will not lead to the wholesale and
systematic abolition of all provisions currently in force in the Member States. The Commission may
only judge these provisions in the context of an individual case, and naturally the criteria laid down
lLf;|.r" of Justice as well as the specific circumsrances of each individuai case will be taken inro
On the other hand, the Community legislator has also ro ensure that crade within the Community
develops harmoniously. He is therefore always called upon ro lay down through Community norms
the conditions for the marketingof a product, wheneverthis is necessary in rhei-nrerests of rhe proper
functioning of the common market or for other reasons, such as enviionmenral or .onrur..'pofi.y
considerations.
45. Questrcn by Mr Hopper (H-722/80)
Sub;ect: Loans made by the Commission
Vhat effons have been made to recover loans made by the Commission which are in default?
Answer
For NIC and Euratom loans there have been no defauhs.
Of a toral of almost 3 ooo ECSC loans there are 3 which are in default and these represenr 0.33 o/o of
the total oumtanding debts of the ECSC. A sum has been set aside under the appropriate provjsions to
cover these loans But as the loans were secured by collateral the Commission'is cu.ienrly in th.
process of realising the guarantees and hopes that rhe amounrs outstanding will be recovered in full.
47. Questrcn by Mr Fernandez (H-731/BO)
Subject: Petrol prices in Member States
Can the Commrssion list comparativg py.p prices for petrol in the Ten Member States and explain
the dispanties? Can it explarn, in.panicular, why it rs thar cenain Member States, such as Belgium, are
reducing the price of petrol while others, such as France, are increasing iq allegedly b..".r"r. of ,h.
nsing price of oil?
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Answer
Since June 1979 the Commission has been publishing a weekly analysis of oil prices with the aim of
making the price formation. mechanisms more t."nspir.nt. Consumei prices of the main oil products
in each Member State are given in the various national currencies approximately on.. 
" 
.onth. Bull.-
tion No 771 of 18 December 1980 listed the pump prices of normil and super grade petrol in the
various Member Stares on 15 Ocober 1980.
On this date the average pump prices for super grade petrol in the Member Stares, convened into
dollars at constant prices2, showed a difference of close ro 30 o/o between the highesr price ($ 839.18
per I 000 litres in Denmark) and the lowest price ($ 655'69 in Germany). The basic ieason for these
price differences 
- 
which fluctuate greatly accordrng to the time of yeai, the product and the country
tn question 
- 
is the different scale of taxation on oil producs in each MemLer State. A less signifi-
cant factor is the difference in prices before tax. Reasons for differences in this respect include m"arket
structures and transpon and distribution costs which vary from counrry to .ounr.y and rhe price
mechantsm peculiar to each counry and which, within rhe Communiry, ranges from .o111pl.r.
freedom through recommendarions to controlled prices.
The Commission is concerned about excessive price differences which could affect competirion.
During 1981 it will pursue its action in this area within meetings of Council Ministers for Enirgy and
for Economic and Financial Affairs.
48. Question by Mrs De March (H-732/80)
Subject: Resumption of food aid supplies for Vietnam
Can the Commtssion give details of relations between the EEC and Vietnam with respect to food ard,
in panicular since rts decision ro suspend rhe supply of food aid to this country?
Answer
Srnce.the suspension of drrect Community food aid to Viernam in luly 1979 the Commission has
contributed to a number of specific food aid programmes organiied'in Vietnam by the United
Nations High Compission for Refugees and by Ciritas Germanica. During t98O the Communrty
thus provrded 2 7OO'tonnes of rice (approximately 7 300 tonnes of cereals), )zO ,onn., of mrlk and
150 tonnes of butteroil for Cambodian refugees in camps near Ho Chi Minh City. This food aid was
distributed under the supervision of the UNHCR. Furthermo.e, as pan of its food aid programme for
1980, the Community decided to provide an additional 1 296 tonnes of rice (approxim-ately 3 5OO
to.nnes of cereals) for this programme. During 1980 the Commission also suppliedCaritas Geimanica
with 500 tonnes of skimmed milk powder 
"nd 50 tonnes of butteroil fo, *omln and children affectedby the floods in Vietnam.
The Commission will continue to show a keen interest in the development of the food supply situa-
tion in Vietnam and will consider carefully all requests for food-aid ro rhis counrry'*hich are
submitted by the international bodies.
50. Question by Mrs Desmond (H-736/50)
subject: Aid from rhe Community Disaster Fund for the Blackwater valley, Munster
Can the Commission state whether the Irish Governmenr has applied for aid for the Blackwater
valley area in Munster, Ireland, which was recenrly devastated by ierious flooding?
I Annex I
2 Annex 2
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Answer
The Irish Government has not apptied ro the Commission for emergency aid to assist the victims of
rhe floods in the Blackwater Valley region of Munster in Ireland'
51. Question by Mr Kaoanagh (H-737/80)
Subject: Crisis in the Irish fenilizer industry
Is the Commission aware of the current crisis in the Irish fenilizer industry, panicularly serious in
ui.* of rhe imponant role played by this industry in the Irish economy, both 
.in agriculture and in
prtuiding jobs; *hat aid can b. made available by the Commission to suppon this essential industry,
'"nd orh"i...rrres can be applied to ensure the pieuention of redundancies already threatened?
Answer
The Commission is unable ro commenr at this stage on the current situation in the Irish fenilizer
industry. Ir has instructed its depanmenrs ro tarher the necessary information.
52. Question by Mr Maber (H-742/80)
Subjecr: The setting up of a rask force to control inflation in the different countrtes of the Commu-
nity
Since Communrty pohcies are becoming less and less meaningful to-those people in Member States
where inflation ,r ort of control, *oulJthe Commission be piepared to set up a task force to advise
on how thrs problem can be more effectively controlled?
Ansaner
The Commission believes that rhe existing mechanisms for coordinaring economic policies, in p1lj-
cular rhose mechanisms provided for in thi Council decision of 18 February 1974 as also those within
the European Monetary System afford a suitable framework for conducting the indispensable
.on..*.ibattle againstinfladon and for achieving a reduction in the drsparities in price rises within
the Community.
As the Commission reaffirmed in the Annual Economic Report for 1 980- 198 I which n sent last autumn
ro Parliament and to the Council, and which the latter adoprcd in December, it accords a very special
priority ro rhe barrle against inf'lation. The Commission beheves that 'the underlying objective of
mediu*-term economic policy must be to increase employment while improving price sabiliry and
comperitiveness' and rhai rhe acrion of Member States should aim in the first place, in panicular by
appropriare budgetary and monetary rnanagement, at a definite and subsuntral deceleration in the
.ri. oi infl^rion,"thisieing accompanied by a ne* convergence. In the longer cerm the Commission
believes that the anri-infl"iio.,"ry poliry should be based above all on an improvement in productivity
deriving in panicular from the expansion of industries possessing gros/th Potential for the future and
from an increased investment effon.
Cenainly most of the instruments to be implemented in order to achieve these objectives fall within
th. .ornpet.n"e of rhe Member States. Howev'er, the Community rco has an imponant role to play:
that of lstablishing rhe framework wirhin which the various Member States can coordinate their
economic policiesJr also has the responsibility for using its own financial, monetary and structural
policy rnstiuments with a view ro helping to achieve these objectives.
In this respecr the Commission is futty aware of ir responsibilities and will continue to bear them to
the full.
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53. Question by Mrs Tooe Nieken (H-7)0/80)
Subject: State option to purchase Danish Nonh Sea oil
Vill the Commission examine the Danish Government's imposition of a Srate oprion ro purchase
Danish Nonh Sea oil to dercrmine whether it is in the spirit oi EEC cooperation and 
"o.p"rible withthe pronision of the Treaty of Rome that competition within the Community should not be distoned?
Ansarcr
Vith a view to being fully informed the Commission has pur a number of questions ro rhe Danish
authorities.
)4. Question by Mr Bonde (H-744/80)
Subject: Regional development in Denmark
Vitt the Commission alter its decision so that Kalundborg can continue ro enjoy the satus of recog-
nized developmenr area?
Ansuter
The Commission decision to which the honourable Member gefers was taken in December 1980 and
reflected the Commission's doubm as to whether the social and economic situarion in Kalundborgjustified support for the area. In accordance with Anicle 93 (2) of rhe EEC Treaty, rhe Commission
gave notice to the Danish Government co submit its commenrs on the Commission opinion. The
Commission has now received these comments from Denmark and they are currenrly being studied
by the Commission departments. An opinion will be reached as soon as possible.
55. Qaestion by Mr Collins (H-746/80)
Subject: Protection of public from sub-standard seeds
Vill the Commission agree that while its action ro protect the public from the risk of buying sub-stan-
dard seed is laudable in some ways in imelf, it has the side effect of desrroying many of the tradirional
species of plant which have been available to gardeners and honiculturalism experiencing difficult and
variable growing environmentsl and will the Commission therefore indicate whether or nor ir is likely
to be ir intention to stimulate research in this area with a view to ensuring aonrinued production of
many of the traditional varieties of vegetable which have excellent qualities which commend them to
non-commercial growers?
Ansuer
The Communiry sysrcm does not have the side-effec of destroying rraditional variedes of seed.
The Commission is already taking action to prevent the loss of planr material as a generic resource,
and is willing to study ideas for funher action in this field.
55. Qaestion by Mr Donnez (H-747/80)
Subject: Applicarion of Anicle 58 of the ECSC Treaty to the steel industry
Can the Commission confirm repor$ to the effect that for the first quarter of 1981 cenain European
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steel producers obtarned an increase in their production quotas on the grounds that they had made an
omission in the production declarations for the previous years?
Answer
Some companies did in fact obtain an increase in production quotas because of discrepancies between
declared and actual production. The Commission verified the accurary of dau by on-the-sPot inspec-
tions in most cases and then made rhe necessary quota adjustmen$ on the basis of actual production.
If rhese omissions are rhe resulr of any infringement of the provisions of the ECSC Treaty, the
Commission will take all necessary action with regard to the companies in question.
57. Question by Mr Boyes (H-749/80)
Subiect: Steel anti-crisis plans
Vould the Commissron state why its anti-crisis measures for the steel industry are not working in all
steel-producrng Member Srares, e.g. the industry in the UK is under pressure because of cheap steel
lmports from other EEC countries?
Answer
Subject to the hmrtations of the steel quota scheme, srcel is free to move between the countries of the
Community. The movement is influenced by relative price levels and these have been affected by the
strengthening of the pound, which, since rhe beginning of 1980, has gained approximately 250/o in
value in rerms of the ECU.
In spite of thrs, the recent level of UK steel impons has not been unduly high.
During the last five months of 1980 impons from the rest of rhe Community were only 616 000
ronnes, compared with 934 OO0 tonnes in the corresponding period of 1979, a reduction of 34 0/0.
58. Question by Ms Quin (H-751/80)
Subject: Council regulation establishing supplementary measures in favour of the United Kingdom.
In Anicle 2 of the proposal for a Council regulation establishing supplemenmry measures in favour of
the Unired Kingdom submrtted by the Commission to the Council on 12June 1980, housing in the
pubhc sector was mentioned as a possible beneficiary of these supplementary measures. In the final
regulatron (27 October l98O) this reference was omitted. Vhat were the reasons for this omission
from the final regulation?
Ansaner
In adopting the Regulation No 2744180, on the basis of the proposal of the Commission, the Council
consrdered rhat it was preferable not to have in the text of the regulation a limrted list of categories of
eligible invesrments in infrasrucure, bur to have instead general eligibility criteria. These general
eligibility criteria do nor exclude, however, housing in the public sector.
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71. Questions to tbe Council
54. Question by Mr Moreland (H-640/80)
Sub;ect: Commission Ponfolios
At it is the responsibility of the Commission to produce proposals for Council and Parliament consid-
eration and be the 'powerhouse' of ideas for the Community does the Council believe that the
Community is well served if a Commissioner retains a ponfolio for too long, for example, over four
years ?
Ansarcr
The distribution of ponfolios among Members of the Commission is the responsibility of the
Commission alone.
:i+
68. Questnn by Mrs Ewing (H-70t/80)
Subject: 198 1 
- 
Year of rhe Handicapped
Vill the President-in-Office state what action the Council proposes to take to mark 1981 as rhe Year
of the Handicapped ?
Anszoer
The Commrssron has not so far submitted any proposals or communlcatlons to the Council regardrng
specific action to mark 198 I as the Year of rhe Handicapped.
The Council would nevenheless point out that since 1974 the Community has been engaged in action
on the occupational rehabilitation of handicapped persons and that the European Social Fund
reserves some of its resources for conributions to financing projecrs carried out by rhe Member
States involving rhe integration or reintegration of handicapped persons inro working life.
o'',,
73. Question by Mr Collins (H-669/80)
Subject European Foundarion
Vhat funher steps have been taken to ensure the establishment in Paris of the European Foundation
on the basis agreed by the European Council and what arrangemenrs are the Council currently
makrng to further this proposal?
' Answer
Although the general outline of the Foundation was sketched by the European Council and rhe
objective remains as stated, it has not yet been possible to establish a system for rhe operation of the
Foundation and more especially rc lay down specific financing arrangements.
At its meeting on 15 and l6 December 1980, the Council again discussed rhe marter. The Presidency
was forced to conclude that unfonunately the positions of the delegations had not alrcred since 1978.
Therefore the prerequisities for unanimous agreement on the derailed arrangemenm for setting up the
Foundation have nor yer been met.
*t
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74. Question b Ms Clatyd (H-670/80)
Subject: Beef
There is reponed to be 20 000 tons of beef in store in the UK alone. According to a statement of
Michael Silver, President of the Imponed Meat Trade Association, it should be possible to sell cheap
meat from Common Market stores to schools, hospitals and to pensioners.
In view of the high'cost of storage and the proponion of the common agricultural poliry spent on
storage, would the Council care to take up the suggestion?
Ansuter
The Council is aware of the problem of temporary surplus srccks of beef and veal in the Community.
In Regulation No 805/68 it gave the Commission authority in principle to dispose of such stoCks. In
Regulation No 98/69 rt laid gown general implementing rules. On a previous occasion 
- 
in the
1974/1975 marketing ye^r 
- 
it also laid down general rules governing the sale of beef and veal at
reduced prices to certain categories of consumer (Regulation No 1856/7a).
It is therefore a matter for the Commission, which is responsible for managing the beef and veal
market, ro decide wherher such measures should be introduced and, as in the past, either ro take the
necessary measures on its own authority or to submit measures not authorized under existing.
Community rules to the Council for approval.
75. Question by Mr Delatte (H-673/80)
Subject: Supply of foodstuffs to Poland
The Council decided in Brussels on 15 and 18 December 1980 to supply foodstuffs to Poland at
prices 15 0/o below world levels, the cost of this wholly justified operation rc the Communiry being
estimated at 30 million EUA. Vhich policy does the Council consider this operation to fall under,
and consequently m which budget heading will the expenditure of 30 million EUA be charged?
Answer
The Council decision of 16 December 1980 making it possible for Poland to purchase varying quanri-
ties of agricultural products ar favourable'prices was an exceptional measure.
Politically, the decision stemmed from the European Council meeting in Luxembourg on I and
2 December 1980. The Member States had declared on that occasion that they were willing rc
respond as far as possible to the requests for economic suppon which had been submitted by Poland.
Technically, the decision is implemented as pan of the common agricultural poliry. The Commission
grants export refunds for the sale of the producr in question and this enables Poland to purchase
these products at prices below world levels.
On the budgetary side, the cost of this operation is borne by the EAGGF out of the available funds
under the 1980 budget.
If Poland makes full use of the favourable purchasing conditions offered by rhe Community, the cost
may rise to approximately 30 million EUA.
77. Question by Mr Albers (H-576/80)
Subject: Visa requirements for Turkish workers
In view of the panicularly prejudicial effects involved, will the Council endeavour ro bring about a
change in the policy pursued by several Member Statcs concerning the obligation for Turkish workers
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to obtain visas, especially those who, by vinue of their many years of residence in the Communiry and
their contribution to productivity, deserve to be regarded as fellow European citizens and ro be given
permanent work and residence permits?
Answer
It must be said first of all that, with due regard for international obligations of whrch the Ankara
agreement is a part, the entry of non-EEC narionals to the rerrirory of rhe Communiry is rhe exclusive
responsrbility of each Member State.
The Community follows this matter with keen interest, however, especially in view of the Association
Agreement which has existed between Turkey and the Community since 1963. At the meeting of rhe
EEC-Turkey Association Committee on 3 December 1980 the Community assured the Turkish dele-
gation that the authorities in the Member States concerned would give all due attention to Turkish
concern at the effects 
- 
humanitarian, social and economic in panicular 
- 
of the introduction of
visa requirements.
As for the specific case to which the honourable Member refers and which concerns Turkish workers
who have been resident for a long time in a Member Stare of the Community, national regulations
stare that workers with a residence and work permit do not require a visa for re-entry to the Member
State or that there will be no difficulry in obtaining a visa.
80. Question by Mr Schwartzenberg (H-706/80)
Subject lmprovement of the Luns-$Testenerp procedure
Is the Council prepared to improve the procedure for consulation with the European Parliament on
exrcrnal Community agreements instituted under the presidenry of the Dutch Ministers, Luns and
Vestenerp?
Ansuer
By vinue of the Luns-Vestenerp procedure Parliament is kept informed of developmenm at every
stage of negoriarion. The Council feels that these arrangemen$ are fully adequate for their purpose.
However, the Council is ready to examine any practical measures for improving still more the effi-
ciency of these arrangements.
82. Question by Mr Oehler (H-712/80)
Subject: Applications for loans under Anicle 56 of the ECSC Treaty
In October 1980 rhe tovernmen$ of three Member States, namely France, the United Kingdom and
Belgium, applied to the Commission, pursuant to Article 56 of the ECSC Treaty, for loans of
300 million EUA, 140 million EUA and 160-180 million EUA respectively. lfould the Council
explarn how the Community can grant such loans at a time when certain tovernmen$ are refusing to
pay rheir contribution ro rhe budge$ recently adopted and why the Council, although the matcer has
been referred to it on several occasions by the Commission, has still not been able to take a decision?
Answer
Every ECSC authoriry, and panicularly rhe Council, pays a great deal of attention ro the social and
economrc aspects of the crisis affecting the steel industry in Europe, with the particular aim of miti-
garing rhe effects on jobs of restructuring the steel industry.
The present problem stems from the fact that in the Commission's view the ECSC, which has irs own
system of financial resources, is not in a position to satisfy as it would tike all the applications which
are being submrtted ar the momen[ by rhe Member Smtes. As a result, the Commission felt that a call
for external resources was necessary.
It was the Commission's view that rhese resources should be sought in the general budget of the
Communities. Some delegations 
- 
including a number from applicant countries 
- 
have expressed
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reservations about a solution of this kind. If non-ECSC aid is to be offered, the source for such aid
must be decided.
The Council has asked the Commission for its funher views and will consider rhe matter again in the
coming weeks, and in panicular at rhe meeting of 3 March.
*"*
83. Question by Lord Douro (H-71t/80)
Subject: Jamaica
Vhat steps is the Council taking to provide aid to the new Jamaican Government?
Answer
In the same way as any ACP Member of the Lom6 Convention, Jamaica is able to benefit from the
wide range of development aid available under the two ACP-EEC Conventions in which the chapters
on financial and technical cooperauon, stabilization of expon earnrngs, industrial and agricultural
cooperation, the new system of measures relating to mineral products and the Protocols on Sugar and
Rum are of panicular imponance to that country.
Vithin the limir of available resources and of the powers of Community institutions, the current
srruation of Jamaica is taken into account in the application of the provisions of the ACP-EEC
Convention
,i
9$
86. Question by Mr Herman (H-729/80)
Subject: Decision on the place(s) of work of the European Parliament
Given the obvious imponance of this quesrion for the smooth runnlng of the European Parliament,
will the Council give an assurance that it will make appropriate contacts with Parliament in good time
before the Conference of Representatives of the Governments of the Member States takes a final
decision on the place(s) of work of the European Parliament?
Answer
It is the responsibility of the Conference of Representatives of the Governments of the Member
States, to whrch the honourable Member refers, to decide on the seat of the institutions of the Euro-
pean Communrtres. It will therefore also be the responsibility of the Conference, when the time
comes, ro decide whether to make appropriate contac$ with the institutions concerned.
87. Question by Sir James Scott-Hopkins (H-734/80)
Subject EEC officials' salaries
Can the Council explain how it has got itself into such an appalling mess, such as breaking undenak-
rngs which should never have been entered into and granting salary increases whrle calling on
Member States not to do so?
Answer
Given that the Commissron has publicly announced its intentron of instrtutrng legal proceedings
against the Council before the Coun of Justice concerning the matters evoked by the honourable
Member, the Council considers ir inappropriate to reply at rhe present rime.
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in Luxembourg this week, is recorded as vo[ing 'No'
and the number of the seat is again incorrectly
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- 
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aspect of the matter you have raised to the Bureau.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ZAGARI
Vice-President
(Tbe sitting was opened at 10 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
1. Approoal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of
yesterday's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
I call Mr Ryan.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
Mr President, with regard to the
minutes of yesterday's proceedings and on a point of
order, I wish to point out that a spot check of the vote
of the final adoption of the Maij-Veggen report
yesterday covering l5 votes, revealed that four of the
vores were incorrectly recorded. It seems to me, Mr
President, that a 25 o/o error in any vote means that
the validiry of that vote is subject to considerable
doubt. The errors which I detecred were as follows: a
Member who was absent and who has not been in
Luxembourg this week and in respect of whom no
card was inserted in the machine 
- 
of that I am satis-
fied 
- 
was recorded as voting in favour of the report.
Furthermore the number of the seat attributed to that
Member in the record is not the number of his seat' A
second Member who was also absent and has not been 1 Documents received: see Minures of proceedings.
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2. Decision on urgency
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the decision on rhe
urgency of various morions for resolutions.
Ve shall begin with rhe Turcat motion for a resolution(Doc. 1-835/80): Alternatioe energy sources.
I call Mr Turcar.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, there is of course no more urgen[ matter
than the rarional use of energy and alrernative sources.
There is a need for urgency here, if we wanr to shed
some light on circumstances which are paradoxical
and obscure, and indeed ridiculous, and which prevenr
us from raking any acrion.
Everyone knows that we have ro push up the ceiling of
expenditure on projects connected wirh energy saving
and alternative sources. But 
- 
and here is the rub 
-the ceiling has been set unilaterally by rhe Council, as
we see it by bending the rules, if I may paraphrase
what a Head of Governmenr said recenrly. This has
been going on for almosr rhree years. At the start, in
fact, Parliamenr was consulted on an ourline regula-
tion. and an implementing regulation which, conr.rary
to the Commission proposal, conrained no financial
provisions. Subsequenrly, withour consulting us, rhe
Council adopted separare regulations and fixed a
ceiling on expenditure. The same rhing can happen
today as regards any change to rhe ceiling. Conse-
quenrly, we are wasting our rime by discussing rhe
substance of this matter.
After hearing rhe opinion of rhe Committee on,
Budgets, w-hose reasons we accepted totally, rhe
Commitree on Energy and Research unanimously
decided ro delegate me ro make rhis request for
urgency which is designed to trigger off the concilia-
tion procedure v'hich the Council has hitherto
avoided. \fle hope that the Council will uke a posirive
view and respond to our desire ro reach an agreemenr
as a matrer of urgency on rhis vital quesrion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sch6n.
Mr Konrad Schiin. 
- 
(D) Mr president, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my group and as a member of
the Commitree on lhe Budget, I should like to support
the request for urgency. As the previous speaker-iaid,
it is generally agreed that rhe two regulations should
come inro force as soon as possible. It was very largely
rhanks ro the joinr efforts of the Commitree on
Budgerc and the Commirtee on Energy and Research
- 
naturally raking other poinrs into considerarion roo
- 
rhar the point was made thar rhese two regulations
cannor be allowed ro undermine this House's bud-
getary powers, which is precisely what would happen if
a maximum limit were fixed. Rather rhan increasing
the amounr.s, a new item should have been inserted in
the budget. That would be in line with the policy
pursued so far nor only by the Commitree on Budgets,
but also by rhe whole House. I would therefore ask
the House [o support rhe request for urgenr proce-
dure.
(Parliament adopted urgent procudure 
- 
tbe item was
placed on the agenda oftbe next day's sitting)
President, 
- 
Ve now move on to rhe motion for a
resolution by Mr oon Vogau (Doc. 1-8G1/80): Tax-free
alloannces for travellers v,tithin the Community.
I call Mr von Vogau,
Mr von lVogau. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
genrlemen, the motion for a resolution I have tabled
on behalf of rhe Commirree on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs is concerned wirh increasing the tax-free
allowances for rravellers within rhe Community, in
other words, ro whar amounr people can take things
from one counrry ro anorher withour being subjected
to bureaucraric border checks and levies.
Last year, the European Parliament unanimously
adopted a resolution calling for the rax-free allowance
to be raised by steps to 300 ECU and for the resrric-
tions on the imporrable amounts of coffee, rea and
wine to be lifted.
The Council of Ministers discussed this question lasr
of the cenrral elements of the Treaty of Rome and rhe
central mandare we and the Community have been
given. In my opinion, it is of rhe greatesr possible
importance rhat we should be able 
- 
even ar difficulr
economic rimes 
- 
to make progress in this field. \fe
direcrly-elected Members 
- 
and in panicular those of
us who wan[ ro be re-elected 
- 
should have a vested
interest in showing that the Community is capable of
coming up with pracrical and rangible benefits for irs
people.
The Council of \,linisters drscussed rhis question last
year, bur failed to reach any agreemenr. If these
concessions are ro come into effect in time for this
summer's holiday period, rhe Council will have to
tackle the quesrion again in March ar rhe latest. For
that reason, I would ask you ro support rhe request for
urgent procedure.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I ihould like to
oppose the adopdon of urgent procedure in this case.
Urgent procedure has been requested in the interests
of iou.ists, but I am sure [he tourists have never called
for the kind of thing contained in this proposal. I am
sure that, to a greater extent, it reflects a desire on the
part of cenain businessmen in those Member States
which have the lowest border levies at the present
time. I must say that, panicularly in view of the termi-
nology used, I regard this as a Provocation aimed at
the Danish Government and hence the Danish people,
who are after all responsible for electing the govern-
ment. I am therefore pleased to say that the Socialist
Group decided two days ago to vote against urgent
procedure in this case. One may take a fairly Practical
uie* of the matter and say that there is a cenain
amount of movement. Progress is slow but sure, and
there is no reason to take such drastic measures. I
believe that the Danish Government will probably not
be the least lit concerned whether or not we adopt
this resolution 
- 
not because it cares nothing about
Parliament itself, but because it will regard the recom-
mendation as pretty idiotic. If this House really wants
to exert more influence 
- 
and that is, after all, what
we are usually after here 
- 
it seems to me that Y/e
must desist from this kind of foolish behaviour.
There is a good argument for not agreeing to urgent
procedure in this case, which is that a perusal of the
iext will reveal whar political problems the proposal
will create. I am sure you will all agree that it would be
better to refer this matter back to committee 
- 
and
therefore vote against urgent Procedure 
- 
so that [he
committee can re-examine the matter thoroughly. I am
against urgent procedure, Mr President.
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure 
- 
the item uas
placed on the agenda of the next day's silting.)
President. 
- 
!7e now move on to the motion for a
resolution by Mr Lynge and otbers (Doc. 1-880/80):
Relationsbip betueen Danish and Greenland catch
quotas.
I call Mr Lynge.
Mr Lynge. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the European
Community has a number of populations or popula-
tion groups which are especially dependent on fishing:
in Ireland, the Unircd Kingdom, 'S7'estern Jutland,
Brittany and, more panicularly, in Greenland. The
policy pursued to date by the Commission or the
Council has been that these coastal populations should
be given special [reatment. inasmuch as the areas away
from the national mainland should get an exclusive
coastal zone and the populations concerned should be
given the right to exploit their full fishing capacity
within the total permitted catch quota.
This sensible solution is now being undermined as far
as Greenland is concerned. This urgent motion for a
resolution is concerned with quirc deliberate under-
mining tactics on the part of the Commission, the aim
being to play the Danish and Greenland fishermen off
against each other. Greenland is not only particularly
dependent on fishing 
- 
like so many other parts of
Europe. Greenland is a developing country' and for
that reason, the siiuation has always been that it has
been permitted to enlarge im fishing capacity from
year to year and its share of the total permissible catch
quotas without any problem. Now, though, the
Commission is saying that any increase in Greenland's
fishing capacity should be offset by a corresponding
reduction in Danish fishing. '!(i'e now have the unPre-
cedented situation of the Commission trying to drive a
wedge between Denmark and Greenland. This is an
intolerable situation for both Greenland and
Denmark, which is why I 
- 
along with the other
signatories to this motion for a resolution 
- 
should
like to have this matter debated by urgent procedure.
The 1981 fisheries negotiations are still underway;
indeed, they are now entering a decisive phase, and
that is why this matter is so pressing. It is becoming
more urgent from day rc day. For that reason, Mr
President, I request the adoption of urgent procedure
in this case.
President. 
- 
The Group of the European People's
Party (Christian-Democratic Group) has the floor.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I appreciate that
this problem is of great concern to Mr Lynge, but it is
practically impossible for this House to check all the
facts set out in this text. That is why we have a
subcommittee on fishing. If that is not the kind of
thing it is supposed to deal with, I do not know what
is.
If the House has to deal with matters like this in the
form of requests for urgent procedure, Mr Lynge must
realize perfectly well that there is no way we can have
a thorough discussion of the problem. The fact is that,
if urgent procedure were decided, the whole thing
would be over and done with in two minutes
tomorrow, and that is hardly what I would call a
thorough debate.
It would be far better to refuse urgent procedure, to
refer the motion for a resolution 
- 
which I personally
find interesting 
- 
to the Committee on Agriculture,
which is responsible for fishing matters, and then to
submit the report of the sub-committee on fishing to
the whole House. After all, we are exPecting a rePort
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in any case in view of the imminent conclusion of the
fisheries negotiations. I do nor think rhere are any
grounds for approving urgenr procedure today.
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr Presidenr, I
should like ro recommend rhe House ro suppon rhe
request for urgenr procedure on Mr Lynge's motion
for a resolurion on the relarionship bemien Danish
and Greenland catch quoras. I should like, Mr Presi-
den[, ro draw the House's arrention ro [he fact that we
have two morions for a resolurion on this particular
problem, the other being the last in the list of resolu-
tions wairing for a decision on urgenr procedure.
As regards the two motions for a resolurion we are
being asked rc decide on now, I would say rhat the
first of these is exrremely imporrant and calls our for
Parliament's approval. I think it imponant for us to
stress the marter dealt wirh in this documenr. \7e have
- 
and this applies jusr as much to the Committee on
Agriculture and the sub-committee on fishing 
-always treated the question of the coastal popularions
who are parricularly dependenr on fishing with rhe
utmost seriousness. But discussing that here will not
solve rhe problem, Mr Klepsch. In these marrers 
- 
asin so many others 
- 
we must have Parliament's
backing once a problem becomes serious. It is nor
enough jusr ro discuss rhe maner in commirtee. Once
things come ro a head, we musr have the backing of
the whole House. I believe that this is important hire,
where whar is at stake is a coastal populadon as utrerly
dependent on fishing as is the case in Greenland.
On the question of apportioning rhe Danish and
Greenland catch quotas, I should like to say [har we
should concenrrate on the third paragraph, which
draws attention ro the highly relevanr geographical
fact that rhe Baldc Sea and the North Sea on the one
hand and the Denmark Srrait and the Davis Strait on
the other are some considerable distance apan and
cannot therefore be dealt with under rhe same quora
system.
Mr President, having made that poinr, I must say very
briefly thar I do not intend to ask for the floor 
-should it come up for discussion 
- 
on Mr Lynge's
next requesr for urgent procedure, which should nor,
in my opinion be granred. Quite frankly, I am very
sorry that this point should have come up. I regard this
second poinr on which Mr Lynge has accumulated a
variety of signatures 
- 
and I am slightly surprised at
the identity of the signatories 
- 
as an atrempr ro sow
dissension between two Member States and to exploit
existing political differences by trving to exacerbate
certain national differences. I would therefore urge
this House most strongly to rejbct the request for
urgent procedure. Bur rhe point we are dealing with
now, Mr President, is a reasonable and sensible point
calling for support for a coastal popularion which is
totally dependent on fishing. I would recommend this
House most strongly to supporr the policy which has
consistently been pursued in the Committee on Agri-
culture and the sub-commitree on fishing on
supporting these coastal popularions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bogh on a point of order.
Mr Bogh. 
- 
(DK) I wish ro proresr mosr strongly
against what we have jusr wirnessed here, whereby a
Member speaking on one subjecr rakes the oppor-
tuniry to make propaganda for a resolurion which is
coming later. That kind of behaviour is quite simply
improper, and I would ask the President ro reprimand
Mr Brondlund Nielsen for his behaviour.
(Parliament rqected the request for urgent procedure 
-the motion for a resolution u)as refeired io the appro-
priate committee)
*",,
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-882/80) by Mr Israil and others: Visit
by President Sadat to Parliament.
I call Mr de la Maldne.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall be
careful nor ro go into this subjecr in any way as rhere
will be a debare on lhe matrer if the House vorcs in
favour of urgenr procedure. I do nor think rhar long
speeches are needed to show rhat this matrer is urgenr
after President Sadar's visit. This is reason enorgh in
my view to jusdfy urgency.
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Bettiza. 
- 
(l) Mr Presidenr, we supporr rhe
request for urgent procedure in respect of Mr Isra€l's
motion. Generally speaking, we consider rhe sraremenr
contained in the motion ro be apposite, in rhe light of
the remarkable speech delivered here in Parliamenr by
President Sadat. If urgency is adopted, however, rhe
Liberal and Democraric Group reserves the right rc
table an amendmenr ro rhe rexr of rhe motion.
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure 
- 
the item utas
placed on tbe agenda oftbe next day\ sitting)
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President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-883/80) by Mr Antoniozzi and others:
Community aid to Calabriafor the damage caused by tbe
recent floods.
I call Mr Antoniozzi.
Mr Antoniozzi. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this request for urgency is justified by the
fact that the events of recent weeks have occurred for
the first time in at least a century. Exceptional natural
phenomena have caused tremendous damage to small
townships. Rain, flooding and heavy snowstorms have
made things difficult, panicularly for people in
country areas, and have ravaged livestock.
Ve are asking for aid from the appropriations set
aside for emergency aid, and we also v/ant these events
ro be borne in mind when money from the Regional
and Social Funds is being allocated.
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure 
- 
the item anas
placed on tbe agenda oftbe next day's sitting)
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-879/80) by Mrs tfiieczorek-Zeul and
others: Charges brought against 13 nade union leaders
in Brazil.
Mr Klepsch, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr
Vergeer, Mr Michel, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Van der
Gun, Mrs Maij-!7eggen, Mr Hoffmann, Mr Beumer,
Mr Katzer, Mr Barbi and Mr Diligent have also
endorsed this modoh on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Party (Christian-Democratic
Group).
I call Mr Mihr.
Mr Mihr. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, coun proceedings are currently in progress
against the trade union leader Ignacio da Silva 
-known as Lula 
- 
and twelve other trade unionists
because of the major strike organized by the ABC
unions in April and May of this year in San Benato.
The accused were kept in custody for a time before
being charged by the military public prosecutor in Sao
Paulo on l July 1980 before a special military coun,
which is only convened in cases of violations of the
'National Security Law'. The thineen trade unionists
are accused of violations of Article36 (11) of this
so-called law. The article in question carries a penalty
of between 2 and 12 years' imprisonment for 'incite-
ment !o acts of collective defiance of the law'.
The trial is now in its final phase, and the verdict will
probably be delivered by the milimry judges on 15 or
17 February. Even within Brazilian legal circles, rhe
verdict is seen as a purely political move. The 'crime'
of which the trade unionists stand accused consists
merely of having organized a strike and having called
for collective bargaining, which is a perfectly normal
phenomenon over here, but which was declared illegal
by the indusrial court in Brazil. Not long ago, this
House discussed a report on the cooperation agree-
ment between the European Community and Brazil
and admonished the Brazilian Government to promote
social jusdce. That was the decision taken by this
House on 16 January 1981.
Ve think it essential for this House to pro[es[ against
what is going on. Because of the imminent deadline
for delivery of the verdict, we must do so as quickly as
possible.
(Applause from oarious quarters )
President. 
- 
The Group of the European Peoplet
Party (Christian-Democratic Group) has the floor.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I wish rc speak in
favour of urgent procedure. Very briefly, I should like
to explain why my group is in favour of urgent proce-
dure and associates itself fully with this motion for a
resolution.
The coun's verdict is expected for the beginning of
next week, which means that any appeal on our part
must be fonhcoming this week. That is why we think
rhe matter is truly urgent.
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr C. M. Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, I wish to speak
against urgent procedure in this matter. As with so
many other issues of human rights, this cenainly
merits investigation but not urgen[ procedure. The law
making it technically illegal to strike has been in ope-
ration in Brazil for many years. The rade unionists
have been charged, but they have not yet been sent-
enced. There is therefore no urgency in that. If, when
they are sentenced, they are sentenced to imprison-
ment, there is nothing irreversible in that. There is no
question of urgency therefore there. All this,
according to information which I have received from
opposition Members of Parliament in Brazil, takes
place against the background of an increasingly liberal
situation concerning human rights.
I put it to you, colleagues, that there is no reason for
urgency in this. There is every reason indeed for it to
be submitted to the Political'Affairs Committee and to
its Human Righrc Subcommittee for a proper investi-
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gation, which could, perhaps, compare rhe situarion of
trade unionisrs in Brazil with the situation of rade
unions in the USSR.
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure 
- 
the item was
placed on the agenda ofthe next day\ siuing)
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider the motions for
resolutions by Mrs Castle and others (Doc. 1-884/80) and
by Miss Hooper and otbers (Doc. 1-886/80): Sugar cane
industry.
(Parliament decided to tahe a single r)ote on the urgency
of the two motions for resolutions)
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, the resolution I am
moving raises a matter which is not only very urgenr
but affects the policy of the whole Community. Tare
and Lyle are not only a Bridsh firm, they are rhe
biggest cane-sugar refiners in the Community; and this
firm has announced rhar in April it is to close its cane-
sugar refinery in Liverpool, with rhe loss of over 1 5OO
.lobs and normal working guaranteed only up to
3 April. Now, of course, this closure is a disaster for
this area of Britain, where unemploymenr is already
running at over l5 0/o; but that in irself, I recognize,
would not justify my raising it as a marter of urgency
if it were not for the consequences of rhe closure,
which are directly related ro Communiry policy and to
Community responsibility, for this cane-sugar refinery
is both the instrument and the victim of Community
sugar policy.
As we all know, the Community is solemnly pledged
under the Lom6 Convention to impon 1 .3 million
tonnes of cane sugar every year from the ACP coun-
tries, which are poor developing countries and many
of whose economies are totally dependent on sugar
producrion; and of rhis quantity of 1.3 million r.onnes,
the United Kingdom has radidonally taken
1.2 million tonnes, thus shouldering the main burden
of dealing with this obligation rhe Community has
under Lom6.
The bulk of these cane-sugar imports have been
refined by Tate and Lyle, but the closure of the Liver-
pool refinery will mean a loss of 300 000 ronnes of
cane-sugar refining capacity. The firm says it hopes to
absorb some of the cane sugar in its other plants, but it
cannot guarantee to refine the whole of rhe cane-sugar
imports it did before. That is the issue thar this Parlia-
ment has got to face, because the great question now
is how the Communiry can continue to absorb the
cane sugar from the Lom6 countries to which it is
solemnly pledged panicularly in the light of our failure
to control beet-sugar production in the Communiry so
as to leave room for cane.
\7e shall be discussing this afternoon the wider ques-
tion of sugar policy, but what we are seeking to do in
this motion is to get urgenr action to prevent the
closure of this refinery in a few weeks' time. Some
people have suggested that the closure has been post-
poned. I assure the Parliament I have checked up on
that in the last few days, and that is not true.
The ACP countries have expressed their alarm at this
situation. The High Commissioner in London for
Guyana has sent me a copy of a statement issued by
the main cane-sugar supplying countries. I will quote a
few words of it:
The Governmenm of the African, Caribbean and Pacific
countries, which are the principal suppliers of cane sugar
to the UK, reacred strongly to today's announcement by
Tate and Lyle Limited that it is to close its sugar refinery
in Liverpool. This closure will reduce UK cane-sugar
refining capacity to a level which is less than the quantity
of their sugar traditionally imponed each year into the
UK and in respect of which firm undertakings were
given by the British Government at the time of joining
the EEC.
This is a weakening of the only bridge over which
cane sugar can gain its guaranteed access to the EEC.
So in this motion, Mr President, we are asking for
immediate action by the Commission. !7e are calling
on it to consider urgently what help it can give to
prevent this closure and what steps it intends to take to
ensure maintenance of adequate cane-sugar refining
capacity in the Community.
Secondly, we ask the Commission to repon urgently
on this matter to the Parliament, and that would mean
it would have to report next month. If anybody votes
against the adoption of urgent procedure on this issue,
he will in effect be voting for the continued closure of
this refinery and voting to disregard this Community's
obligations to the developing countries under Lom6.
The European Democrats have a similar motion,
though I think ours goes further in cenain respects. In
any case, I hope they will support theirs. Ve could
then put the two sets of proposals together and really
get some action and get it in time, Mr President. This
is an issue in which the interests of one of the poorest
regions in Britain coincide with the interests of some
of the poorest countries in the world, and it is an issue
in which the conscience of the Community must be
involved. I plead with this Parliament to face the
responsibilities it entered into so solemnly at Lom6: let
us have urgent consideration of this matter by the
Commission and a report next month.
(Applause from oarious quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Miss Hooper.
Miss Hooper. 
- 
The purpose of our motion is also
to prevenl the closure of the Tate and Lyle refinery in
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Liverpool, in which I have a very deep personal
interest, since I am the Member of Parliament for
Liverpool.
I will try ro go over the reasons why we consider this
marter urBent and to leave the substance of the debate
untiI tomorrow.
Members of this Parliament have received the assur-
ance of the Chairman of Tate and Lyle that the
closure of the Liverpool refinery will not take place in
April as announced if a decision is taken on the beet-
sugar quotas outlined by Mr Gundelach in 1979 for
the 1980 harvest. Last year, and again this year, no
decision was taken by the Council on the proposed
cuts, in spite of request. to do so by the sugar-cane
refining industry and the ACP countries. I therefore
urge this Parliament to consider the effects this closure
would have and to send a strong recommendation to
the next meetinB of the Agricultural Ministers, due to
take place at the end of February.
There is a further reason for urgent debate, and this
affects those Members of our Parliament who are due
to attend the Consultative Assembly of the ACP coun-
tries in Sierra Leone in two weeks' time. They will
need to know the stand taken by this Parliament on
their behalf, since the Community's commitment to
the ACP countries has no more pracdcal manifestation
than in the agreements to impon cane sugar, and the
closure of the refinery in Liverpool puts this in doubt.
So the livelihood of millions in the ACP countries is at
stake.
Finaily, there is the social problem, to which Mrs
Castle has afteady referred 
- 
the social problem in
Liverpool, where unemployment in certain areas
reaches 27 0/0. This refinery is in the hean of the city.
It has already lost over I 000 jobs over the last few
years as a result of Community sugar policy.
Moreover, it has an excellent record of labour rela-
tions. Only urgent action can help the cause of the
I 600 employees who remain. I therefore beg the
Parliament to support these two motions and to make
it possible for a debate to be held tomorrow.
(Applause ftom oarious quarters )
President. 
- 
The Group of the European People's
Party (Christian-Democratic Group) has the floor.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am sorry, but I
have been instructed by .y group to speak against
urgent procedure on both motions for a resolution.
The justifications for both these motions for a resolu-
tion contain severe criticism of our Committee on
Agriculture. If, as is alliged, shortcomings in the
Commission and the Council were evident, the
Committee on Agriculture should have addressed itself
to the matter and brought it to our attention. That was
not, however, the case. Now, all of a sudden, a refi-
nery is to be closed down, and the House is being
asked to discuss the matter. I gather from what has
been said that it is not yet entirely certain whether the
plant will really be closed down; it would appear that
the whole thing depends on negotiations. In my
opinion, this is a classic case for investigation by the
relevant committee. I cannot imagine that, in the two
minutes we shall have available tomorrow, we shall be
able to do anything really decisive in this matter.
I have rhe greatest possible respect for Miss Hooper
and Mrs Castle, and I fully appreciate that, when one's
constituency is dealt such a devastating blow as this,
one feels bound to try to draw the whole House's
attention to the problem. Ve discussed this matter
only very recently in our group in terms of a similar
problem, and we came to the conclusion that, if we
were ail to try to get problems from our constituencies
discussed in the House by way of urgent procedure,
we should finish up discussing nothing but urgent
matters. I believe that fully justifies our opinion that
rhe whole marter should be referred to committee. I
understand from what Miss Hooper and Mrs Castle
had to say that there is sufficient time before the end
of February for the committee to make contact with
the Commission on this question. I am therefore of the
opinion that urgent procedure is not called for.
(Protests from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Louwes. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like
very briefly to set out the views of my group on the
request for urgent procedure for the rwo motions for a
resolution. My Group will be voting against the adop-
tion of urgent procedure. The Liverpool issue is
undoubtedly a problem, but the adoption of urgent
procedure and what will by definition be a superficial
debate in this House will do nothing to change that.
As regard the allegedly urgent nature of the matter, I
should just like to deal with two problems cif a long-
term nature. Firstly, the refining of cane sugar is a
process which is becoming more obselete from day to
day. On the continent of Europe, practically all refi-
neries have been closed for years now. It is an
outdated and energy-wasting way of producing sugar.
That is the long-term situation.
Secondly, the Liverpool refinery is outdated and Tate
and Lyle have known for years now that the works
would have ro be closed down and have invested
nothing in the plant over that rime because they real-
ized that the whole process would become redundant.
Very briefly, then, there is no furure either for cane
sugar refining or for this works in particular. It there-
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fore follows that there is no need to adopr urgenr
procedure. .What we have here is a long-rerm develop-
ment. Of course, we fully appreciate the problems, but
they only very indirectly aflect the Community's sugar
policy. If we want to give direct assistance ro rhe ACP
countries in \7est Africa on 24 February, we must
suggest that they should produce rheir own sugar
rather than exporting raw cane sugar ro Europe. I
believe that that would be a more consr.rucrive solution
than having an urgenr and superficial debate on rhe
subject here tomorrow at shon notice. '!7e shall there-
fore be voting against urgent procedure, Mr President.
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure)
President. 
- 
I propose that these morions for resolu-
tions be placed on rhe agenda of today's sirting forjoint debate with rhe reporrs by Mr Bocklet (Doc.
I -839180) and Mr Curry (Doc. l-748/80) on rhe same
subject.
Are there any objections?
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Can I please ask you ro explain a litde
more clearly what you meanr by saying rhar this item
would be discussed with the Bocklet report. Vhen
will the vore on urgency be raken? Thrs is rhe impor-
tant point because it has been accepted as an ordinary
motion of urgency and I should have thoughr it would
be taken tomorrow in the ordinary way like rhese two
motions for urgency because they are dealing with a
quite separate poinr from rhe Bockler reporr. There is
nothing in that repon thar rouches on rhis parricular
point. I know, because I have studied ir with care.
President. 
- 
Mrs Casrle, in my view there is a
connection between these points. At any rare, there
will be a vote on rhis motion for a resolution ar rhe
end of the joint dabate.
I call Mrs Casrle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
This is a separate point which cannor
appropriarely be discussed in rhe conrexr of the
Bocklet reporr. It calls for specific acrion by the
Commission and a reporr next month. I would plead
we deal with it in the normal way in the morning.
(Parliament decided to place the rnotion for a resolution
on tbe agenda ofthe next day\ sitting)
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-885/80) by Mr Prooan and others:
British prisoners held in lran.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
If anybody cares to look ar rhe
motion for a resolution and the signatures to it, he will
see a broad measure of support across rhe floor of the
Chamber, but one name is missing, Mr President. I
refer [o Mrs Casrle, who would like ro be associated
with this and has worked very hard to try and assisr
me in this matter, and for thar I am grateful.
This is the first part-session at which we have been
able to discuss this sort of marrer since rhe release of
the American hostages and the release of these
hostages will have a significant effect on reducing
tension in the Middle East. The four British prisoners,
who are not hostages, have been held since l0 August.
Three of them are missionaries, and the founh,
Andrew Pike, worked for the Dutch helicoprer
company.
'!7'e have no quarrel with Iran, Mr President, no desire
to interfere in rheir affairs, or to influence how rhey
run their affairs, or who rhey choose ro govern them.
Extreme difficuldes are faced by diplomats when
externally Iran is involved in a war and internally a
post-revolutionary stare prevai ls.
The people of Iran are acutely aware of what Europe
says about their country. h has a free press and the
people are well-informed. In rhe posr revolutionary
fervour that has gripped the country, is a probable thar
misunderstandings have been created in the rurmoil of
events. Thus false accusations have come ro be made.
But the chief prosecutor and others in authority in
Iran have stared thar there are no charges to be
answered and thar those charges were false.
Iran, Mr President, is an importanr country in the
Middle East. Iran is an important country in our eyes
and we would wish ro rerurn to traditional friendship.
This motion is urgent for that reason. Traditional
friendship is not possible when European narionals are
detained.
(Applause from the European Dernocratic Group)
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democraric Group has
the floor.
Mr Beyer de Ryke. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, to my mind this motion is absolutely essen-
tial and to such an ex[ent that discussion is not even
necessary. Quite clearly, the only justification we need
is to remember rhat a country which mkes hosrages
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osrracizes itself from the international community.
Now that the American hostages have been freed afrcr
all they have been through and after all the bargaining
and dealing amd paying of ransoms, and now thar the
American journalist, Cynthia Dwyer, managed finally
last Thuesday to leave Tehran, it would be criminal if
we did not concern ourselves with the last Bridsh
hostages held in Iranian prisons. !fle cannot just lehve
rhem rhere and forget about them, and it is to stop this
happening that we have brought this motion before
the House. My Group and I myself are in favour of
u rSency.
(Applause from oarious quarters)
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure 
- 
the item was
placed on the agenda ofthe next day's sitting)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-887/80) by Mrs Ewing and others:
Derogation to Community dioers' bours legislation in
remote islands and depopulated and isolated areas.
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, since tabling my motion
I have obtained much broader support than the signa-
tures might suggesr. There were problems of printing
this week, as many of you know. I have signatures
from Mr Pottering, Mrs Rabbethge, Mr Louwes, Mrs
Buchan, Ms Clwyd, Mr Boyes, and many others have
indicated support., rncluding Mr Dalakouras. So I have
been able to get support from the groups and across
nationalities. I would now like to address myself to
two very simple matters: first, why this is urgent and
second, what I am actually asking for.
First of all, it might be said that rhere is no case for
urgency because there is already the Key repon. There
are two things I would like to say here: first of all, it is
a matter of regret to me, supporting the report as I do,
that it is unlikely to be reached. One has only ro take a
realistic look at the agenda oday, at all the morions
for urgency granted today. Secondly, the Key reporr is
a general report and although I suppon it all the way ir
really cannot call on rhe Commission ro do this
specific thing immediately.
Now I would like to explain what it is I am asking for.
I am not asking for a new derogation on drivers' hours
- 
I am asking for a small extension of an existing
derogation to be agreed to by the Commission and put
into effect immediately. This small derogation is for
two days in the week only, leaving total driving hours
- 
weekly, fortnightly 
- 
the same. I am asking rhat
on two days, in special areas of the Community, we
may have one extra hour for the kind of vehicle
mentioned in indent four only of the resolution.
I am not asking this for the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland only; this is not a Scottish extension. This
would apply to almost the whole of Denmark, I am
informed; to parts of Vales; to parts of England; to
parts of Iraly; to much of Ireland. If it were not that
Greece was enjoying a special position at the moment
it would apply, I am told, to almost all of Greece. I
feel therefore that I am not making a constituency
point but a European point. I am asking for flexibility,
which is something on which Mr Tindemans spoke so
well yesterday. Flexibiliry for all the peripheral areas in
Europe.
Here are my criteria: all island-based hauliers and
those more than 50 miles from a motorway. After all,
it takes an hour to get to a motorway. Have any of
you seen lorries getting on and off small ferries? Do
you know that ferries do not always arrive on time?
Do you know that there are vast parts of the Commu-
nity with no motorways at all and no railway trains?
So there is no alternative.
Do you realize that one of the reasons for asking for
the extension is the very spirit of European coopera-
tion which this Community has engendered? In a spirit
of cooperation many people needing supplies got
together and said 'Let's have a slightly bigger lorry'.
'!7'e are not talking about juggernauts, I assure you 
-you could not get a juggernaut onto our ferries, and
you could not Bet a juggernaut onto single-track
roads. \flell, these cooperatives got together 
-farmers and others down at the Mull of Kinryre 
- 
but
their cooperation has now come to nothing because
you still cannot drive for more than 8 hours.
Do you know that this means that many lorry drivers
will have to stop on a moor, 50 miles from a township,
overnight? Many of them make 30 deliveries 
- 
in the
Ruhrland and other densely populated areas your
lorries usually,make only one delivery.
Now this is all very time-consuming. \7e do not want
rhe European law to be an ass. Can I give you just one
example of how it would be an ass? You can take fish
from Vick ro Peterhead, but under the present dero-
gation you cannot take the boxes back except in two
days. Am I to ask them to put a dead fish in each box?
Musr fruir and vegetables for the '!7'estern Isles go
rotten ?
The poinr I am making here is a European one. It is
not one that can really be dealt with under Key. I
make it on behalf of all the peripheral areas and I ask
Members from the densely populated areas to consider
them.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
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Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, we are all of us always
very impressed by Mrs Ewing's vigorous fight for her
people's interest in her constituency and I admire her
for it and I sympathize wirh her. But I would just say
this to her. I think she is asking too much of this
Parliament in expecting us to hurry through a decision
on an important matter like this simply on the say-so
of one speech by her. I speak as a former minister of
transport who, before Britain ever joined the Euro-
pean Community, reduced lorry drivers' permitted
hours as an essential contribution to safety. I know she
is asking for only a limited derogation, but I think it is
of such importance and of such complication that we
should not rush it through without consideration in a
committee. I think therefore it should go to the
committee so that. all the aspects can be examined. '!7e
could then find out whether she has made a case
which did not interfere with the concern of all of us
for maintaining the road safety legisladon we have
introduced.
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I am happy to make
what might be a unique statement, namely that I
entirely support Mrs Castle. I happen to suppon the
basic idea that Mrs Ewing is putting forward and,
indeed, my group has continually pressed the
Commission for derogations and not just this deroga-
tion only, in this area. Nevertheless, I think it is
improper of Mrs Ewing to use the procedures of the
Parliament in this way. !7e do have a repon on this
subject, the Key report, which is to be debarcd this
week.
The Key report, which deals with this topic, is to be
debated this week. Indeed we have amendments
relaring to Mrs Ewing's point from Mrs Ewing herself.
In other words, she is asking for urgent debate on the
one hand and putting these amendments down on the
other hand so that one wonders if her left hand knows
what her right hand is doing. I really do not,think that
this Parliament should vorc for urgency on this matter,
as it would give confidence to what appears to be the
mixed-up mind of Mrs Ewing. Therefore we oppose
urSency.
I would add to that we would have had this deroga-
tion a long time ago had it not been for two factors.
One, I am ashamed ro say, is that my country failed to
obey a European Coun order on the introduction of
social measures in transport, and, secondly because
this has been raised many times in the Parliament by
Mrs Ewing. She has been rude time and time again to
the Commission and it is no wonder that they have
refused so far to grant her derogation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, I can be very brief. I
want to support this proposal by Mrs Ewing, because I
feel very strongly that this Parliament should do every-
thing it can towards alleviating the problems of the
more isolated areas in the Community. There are
many more of them than in Scotland. I think we
should try to do so without delay, because already
these regions are suffering from grave disadvantages.
In many ways they are becoming depopulated, and
anything we can do towards making life more bearable
in these areas, should be done as a matter of urgencv. I
rhrnk the fact rhat an urgency motion has been tabled
indicates that there are some people conscious of this.
Unfortunately many of the excellenl recommendations
coming from the Commission often take years to
implement, and you cannot blame people if they get
frustrated and as a consequence want to fieat these
matters in an urgent way.
My final point, Mr President, is that while it may seem
from the centre that some of these blanket proposals
are very fair, on the other hand they cannot as blanket
proposals without derogations, take account of very
special circumstances in very special areas. I think that
is what Mrs Ewing is trying to say. So, I would
support the idea of having a discussion on this right
away.
President. 
- 
The Group of the European People's
Party (Christian-Democratic Group) has rhe floor.
Mr McCartin. 
- 
I am speaking for the'peripheral
regions, rather than for the European People's Party. I
want to state that I agree essentially with the case that
has been made by Mrs Ewing. I think this underlines
for us once again the fact that in a situation of diver-
gence and increasingly diverging economies between
the centre of Europe and the peripheral regions. . .
President, 
- 
Mr McCartin, as you are not down to
speak on behalf of your Broup, I am afraid I cannot
allow you to continue.
I call Mr Isra€l on a point of order.
Mr IsraEl. 
- 
(F) Vith your leave, Mr President, I
should like to ask Mr Moreland to use more polite
and fitting language when speaking about Mrs Ewing.
(Appkuse from oarious quarters)
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure 
- 
the item uas
placed on the agenda ofthe next day\ siuing)
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President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-896/80) by Mr Sarre and others:
Motor oehicle industry in the EEC.
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) I can be iery brief because I shall
not be going inro rhe marrer. If there is anything which
is urgent and on which Parliament needs ro make a
clear statement of its views, ir is rhe problem of the car
indusry in Europe. Vhy is the matter urgenr? A vitally
imponant new factor has recenrly emerged. I am
referring to the breakdown of rhe alks between the
EEC and Japan, 
-bur I am also referring r.o rhe
announcement of 'agreements berween a number of
Japanese companies and other European companies,
for example, the decision of a Japanese firm ro build a
car factory in the United Kingdom which from 1985
will be making 200 000 vehicles a year. I know rhe
House discussed the siruation of the European moror
vehicle industry lasr month and, according ro rhe
Bonaccini report, if mlks break down they have to be
restarted on a more solid basis. It is for this reason 
-and also because rhe Council of Ministers is due to
meet in rhe nexr few days 
- 
rhar I rhink rhat Parlia-
ment should as a marter of urgency make irs views
known and urge rhe Council ro prorecr rhe market in
Europe so that car production, which is such a vital
sector for the industry of our countries, can be pre-
served, put back on its feet and even encouraged.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, rhere are times
when the question of urgency is a subjecrive marter.
Objectively speaking, however, I think rhat in order to
protect the car indusry and irs workers Parliamenr
should make a clear sraremenr and call on the Council
of Ministers to take swift acrion, by which I mean at
its neit meering.
( App laus e from o ariou s q udrte rs )
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delorozoy.
Mr Delorozoy. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in support of
the eloquent plea for urgency we have jusr heard from
Mr Sarre, I want to add that a number of countries
and firms, in dealing wirh Japan and rhe companies
there, are currently employing ractics which are
increasingly confused and rhis only makes things
worse for the European 
.car industry. 
-Things aregetring worse very quickly, and this fact justifies
urgency and jusdfies our calling on rhe Council to
deal with the marter forrhwith. As Mr Sarre said a
moment ago, we had a wide-ranging debare on the car
industry last month, and it would be ridiculous to
reject urgency and ro refer this morion to a debare
which has already taken place. The morion which has
been submitted is the logical ourcome of last month's
debate and cannor be rejected. If you ask me, we have
to vote in favour of urgency.
(Applause from aarious quarters)
President. 
- 
The Group of the European People's
Pany (Chrisrian-Democratic Group) has rhe floor.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the concern which has prompted this
request for urgency is fully shared by my group.
However, we do nor feel thar another debate is needed
now, one month afrer Parliamenr's adoprion of Mr
Bonaccini's excellent reporr. Paragraph 8 of the reso-
lution in the repon states:
If these contacrs and negoriations fail to secure the
necessary resuh, the Community must quickly adopt
the measures that are essential for the legitimare protec-
tron of rts market.
In view of the stage we are ar in our work roday, ir
seems pointless ro me to have a fresh debate jusr ro say
thrs all over again. However, in the knowledge that
the Council of Ministers will be meering to discuss this
mat[er nex[ week, my group is purring forward two
constructive proposals. Firsrly, we wanr ro ask the
President of Parliamenr ro wrile ro the President-in-
Office of the Council before nexr week's meering in
order to draw attention ro rhe Bonaccini reporr and
paragraph 8 of the resolution.
As for the second proposal, during rhe March parr-
session our Broup intends to table an oral question
with debate to the Council and the Commission on the
outcome of the Council's consideration of this matter.
I hope that everyone who wanred an urgent debare
will loin us in rabling rhis question.
President. 
- 
The Socialist Group has the floor.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Socialist Group
supports this request for urgency which has been
submitted. Naturally, we remember the debare on rhe
Bonaccini repon which was held nor so long ago. The
report was very relevanr [o rhis issue for which
urgency has been requesred. Thefact of the matrer,
urgency has been requested. The fact of the marter,
Member States to adopt a srrictly bilateral response ro
the problem of Japanese car imports thar I think ir
important for Parliament to make anorher clear and
up-to-date sratemenr on rhe problem as a whole. It is
for this basic reason, Mr Presidenr, rhar opr group
feels we should devote some time romorrow ro rhis
serious and alarming problem.
President. 
- 
The Communist and Allies Group has
the floor.
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Mr Bonaccini. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our group shares the anxious concern
expressed in Mr Sarre's motion for a resolution and
we shall therefore be voting in favour of urgent proce-
dure. I must confess, however, that we are also inter-
ested by Mr Herman's proposal, and in a sense ir is
more complete. If I may, Mr President, I suggest that
after the vote you accept in any case the proposal put
forward by Mr Herman.
President. 
- 
The Group of European Progressive
Democrats has the floor.
Mr de la Maldne. 
- 
(F) I want to say very quickly,
Mr President, that our group will support this request
for urgency. The concern which most Europeans feel
about the crisis in the automobile indusry is too great
to put up with the extraordinary slowness in the way
our institutions work. It is vital for us to make a
display 
- 
even if it is no more than that 
- 
of our
concern and our impatience. If only for this reason, we
shall be supponing urgency.
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure 
- 
the item oas
placed on tbe agenda ofthe next day\ sitting)
President. 
- 
\U7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-97/80) by Mr Lynge and otbers: Into-
lerable pressure brougbt to bear by one Member State on
another Member State.
I call Mr Lynge.
Mr Lynge. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like first
of all to draw your attention to a minor linguistic error
which I believe has crept into all the language versions
of the text. The last part of the fifth paragraph of the
preamble says that the TAC 'would constitute a
serious threat ro the young cod stocks off Eastern
Greenland'. This should read: '... might constitute a
serious threat to young cod stocks off Eastern Green-
land'. That was just by way of introduction.
As we all know, Mr President, the fisheries negotia-
tions are proving difficult 
- 
indeed, heated at
times . . . There appear to be a lot of Members who
rake no interest in this matter. I must ask the President
to call for order in the House!
But since rhat is how things are, we must expect things
to get a little heated in this House too. It is intolerable
that a fisheries policy has still not been forthcoming. It
is intolerable that European fishermen are prevented
from going out and getting on with the fishing because
the politicians cannot reach agreement. But however
difficult the situation, it cannot jusdfy a Member State
having recourse to self-help. Self-help within the
European Community can only mean 
- 
and in this
case has meant 
- 
the strong dictating the terms and
riding roughshod over the weak. I am speaking here as
a representative of the weakest nati,on of all in the
Community 
- 
Greenland. !7e had never expected
anything like this to happen, and it has come as some-
thing of a shock to us to realize that we are to be
trodden underfoot. But no such thing will happen
while I am still around to protest in this House. Vhen
the United Kingdom declared its illegal pout box in
the North Sea, the Danes still had enough respect for
rheir partner to keep out of rhe said waters 
- 
even
when the Court of Justice pronounced the United
Kingdom to be in the wrong 
- 
until the matter was
settled through negotiarions. But when Greenland
demands protection for its threatened cod stocks until
agreement has been reached on a quota, the Germans
issue rhreats and force their way into our waters, irres-
pective of what our biologists and politicians have to
say on the matter. This question must be debated in
this House, where Members discuss to their hearts'
content the oppression of the weak by the strong in all
manner of places far away from the Community.
Should it not, Mr President, be a matter of urgency
for this House that a small and weak element within
the Community believes itself to be likewise
oppressed? Vhat must the strong members of the
Community do to the weaker elements before this
House regards it as a matter of urgency? Mr Presi-
dent, I hereby request the adoption of urgent proce-
dure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gautier.
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as you all know, the Federal Gern-;^.
Government is a coalition of social democrats and
liberals. I feel bound to say that we have no intention
of addressing ourselves to the government's urgent
matters. I do not want to discuss the substance of this
motion for a resolution 
- 
the fact is that we cannot.
accepr it as it stands because, for one thing, pans of it
are simply not right 
- 
at least from our point of view
- 
and, for another, because it cries out for discussion
ar the very least. 'We are being asked here as a matter
of urgency to discuss or vote on a matter which was
discussed at an unofficial meeting of the Council,
where rhe German Liberal Minister of Agriculture, Mr
Ert[ 
- 
who, let us not forget, ts a Bavarian 
- 
some-
times tends to use the somewhat colourful language
typical of a Bavarian. He has been known to refer to
the French Agriculture Minister as an idiot, and the
European Parliament did not concern irself with that. I
am against this House using urgent procedure to
discuss matters which, for one thing, we cannot inves-
tigate and which, for another, have already been
serrled. The fact is that this dispute between Germany
and Denmark about formalities is now dead and
buried.
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Secondly, if you talk about blackmail, you musr expecr
to be confronted with the question who is black-
mailing whom. A person can apply blackmail by simply
raising his voice or by refusing to play ball. \7hen, for
insrance, Member Srates ser our ro destroy the
German deep-sea fishing indusrry for the sake of
200 tonnes of salmon, ir seems ro me rhar thar could
quite justifiably be called blackmail.
(App laus e from o ari o u s q uarte rs )
I therefore take rhe view thar this matrer, which has
never been broughr up officially, should be the subject
of calm and collected discussibns among us. The
appropriate place for such discussions would be the
Commitree on Agriculrure and not tomorrow's
meeting of the whole House, when 
- 
as we know 
-things tend to get somewhar hecric.
Finally, let me make rhe point that if rhere is anyrhing
really urgenr ro be discussed in rhe fisheries sector, ir is
surely last nighr's breakdown of rhe Council negoria-
tlons.
(Applause)
That is the point we musr, bring up larer, and I shall be
referring to ir in the course of rhe debate on rhe
Commission's reporr.. That is really an urgent problem,
unlike the question of rhe remarks one minister makes
to anorher in the Council.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The European Democraric Group has
the floor.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I intend ro sr.ick ro rhe
q,resrion of urgency and not abuse rhis opportuniry ro
speak of the substance, as previous speakers have been
doing, I am not againsr the substance of rhis resolurion
- 
not at al[. It looks appealint r.o me, although it is
not a subject on which I am very experr. I wanr so talk
about rhe abuse of urgenr procedure which is going
on. Ten motions, Mr Presidenr, have already been
granted urgen[ procedure this morning. Vores were
cast for reasons of constituency, perty or na[ionaliry.
The one thing which is forgotren is rhe credibiliry of
this Parliamenr and the order of its business. !/e see
that most of this morning has been raken up in
debating wherher we granr urgenr procedurel most of
tomorrow will be taken up in debadng these motions;
and Parliament's real business is cast aside.
(App laus e from o ari o us q uarte rs )
I have a partic0lar inreresr, because my own reporr
from che Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment. on job training for the young people of this
Community, not of Mexico or Brazil, but of rhis
Community was on the agenda on Tuesday; it was on
the agenda on \flednesday, and it is again on rhe
agenda, with, I think, nineteen orher morions, for
debate today. \7hen ir was written, [here were 2t/z
million young people under 25 unemployed in the
Community: today, there are nor 21/z million,but 3r/z
mrllion. That is a measure of the disruption of this
Parliament's business by morions for debare by urgent
procedure.
(Applause)
And what for? For a superficial two-minute sprint
debateonaFriday?...
. . . although I admir thar rheir subjects are occasion-
ally of some imponance. 'We do ourselves no credir,
N,lr President. I have again urrered mv punv proresr,
but when, when, Mr Presidenr, are we going ro do
somerhing abour it? As you may have gathered, I am
against urgent procedure for this motion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Prag, I can assure rhar the Bureau
has been dealing wirh rhis matter and will conrinue to
deal with ir.
I call Mr Motchane.
Mr Motchane. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am sure we all
appreciate the comments we have jusr heard but this
request for urgency, the one tabled by Mr Lynge, has
a symbolic value which ought to be clear ro each and
every one of us. It might seem a trivial problem ro men
and women who live in a country with a broad-based
economy but it is a vital matter for what we have
heard is the weakesr sociery in rhis Community of
ours. It is for this reason, and wirhout prejudging rhe
issue at stake, that I think the House should show thar
it adopts a serious attitude [o the general and magnan-
imous ideas rhat are usually voiced here. If the
Community has decided ro show the same degree of
sympathy and attention ro everyone who lives within
our borders, ir is for this very reason rhar I trusr this
request for urgency will be adopred. In rhis way we
shall be living up to whar we say.
(Parliament rejected the request for urgent procedure 
-the motion for a resolution u)ds referred to the appro-
priate committee)
3. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne ro speak on rhe
agenda.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, for the benefir of rhe
House I wanr to mention the organization of business
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today,, with special reference to Item 335: Report
(Doc. l-532/ 8O), drawn up by Mr Lalor on behalf of
the Political Affairs Committee, on the \flestern
Sahara.
I must say that we in the Socialist Group are some-
what embarrassed and put out by the fact that this item
is still on the agenda. !7hat has happened in fact is that
the deadline for tabling amendments has expired and it
is now impossible for anyone to nble an amendment
to the text. It will have ro be adopted or rejected as it
stands, without any kind of alreration, which to say
the least is rather odd from the point ofview of proper
parliamentary procedure.
How has this all come about? \7hy has the deadline
expired without any amendments being tabled? The
reason 
- 
as my fellow group chairman will recall 
- 
is
that when $/e got together at the meeting chaired by
Mrs Veil last Monday we agreed to defer considera-
don of this item and rhat in order to do this the
members of the Political Affairs Committee were
going to ask Mr Rumor to request reference to
commirtee, which he is entitled to do. Anyway, for a
variety of reasons which I am not going to go into at
this point, this procedure could not be followed. Ve
ought to remember, however, that a considerable
number of new factors have arisen, or are in the
process of arising, which affect this matter. Among
rhese are the new consideration of the matter by the
OAU, the talks which several Members of Parliament
are going ro have with their ACP opposite numbers ar
the forthcoming meeting in Freetown, a series of
diplomatic initiatives from several countries in North
Africa, the fact that our colleagues in the Maghreb
delegation have not had sufficient opponunity to say
what they think, and so on.
ln shon, if we keep Ircm 336 on the agenda, it will be
adopted in the worst possible circumstances. As a
result, it is my privilege on behalf of the Socialist
Group to make an urgenr plea for this item to be post-
poned until the next part-session, so that the House
does not have to make a final statement on the matter
before amendments have been tabled, because these
amendments will have been nbled in the light of more
recenr events. Quite frankly, Mr President, it is out of
the question for Parliament to decide on Item 335
today unless there has been an opponunity to consider
the amendments.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Rule 32 that Mr Glinne has got to his feet and moved
this morion. He is moving, not t6 refer this item to
committee, which, of course, he has no right to do,
bur to defer it until March. I do not know under what
panicular rule he is doing that, and I think the argu-
ment he has put forward is extremely flimsy. Ve have
had this report for a very long time in front of us.
There have been ample opportunities to put down all
the amendments one wanted to. The situation,
although it is changing, is essentially no different
today from what it was before, and it will not change
all that much between now and March. As to the
Polidcal Affairs Committee, it is my information that
the Bureau of that committee decided not to ask for it
to be referred to committee, nor for it to be deferred
until March.
So I find it extraordinary that the chairman of the
Socialist Group should have acted in this way. Perhaps
he has internal reasons for so doing: I do not know
nor do I question that, but I would ask the House to
maintain this on the order-paper. [t is something that
should be discussed and be disposed of during this
part-session. All the information is in our hands, and
as for arguing that we have to wait until the Lom6
committee meets in Sierra Leone, we might as well
wait until the Council of Ministers nex[ meets and so
on, that is an argument which would go on for ever if
one adopted that course. I would ask the House to
maintain this item on the agenda. This is the wish of
my group and I believe it is the wish of the Political
Affairs Committee as well.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
raise a point of order. I would appreciate further
information as it is not clear to me from what the
previous two speakers had to say what we are really
talking about. I would ask you to clarify whether what
is being moved here is a referral to committee or a
proposal on the pan of Mr Glinne to have this item
adjourned to the next pan-session. There is a consi-
derable difference between the two things. I had
originally assumed 
- 
and that is what I assumed from
Mr Scott-Hopkins too 
- 
that what we were talking
about was a proposal for the item to be referred to
committee. That is something I could under no
circumstances agree to, because the process must be
completed in the proper manner. However, if Mr
Glinne is moving that discussion of this item be simply
4djourned to the next part-session, I should appreciate
confirmation of the fact. If he is seeking to justify such
a move by the fact that his group would like to table
amendments, and if this will not involve the Political
Affairs Commirtee being involved again, then of
course we have an entirely new situation.
tVe have never prevented any group from mbling
amendments, and we do not want to give the impres-
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Sir James.
Sir Jamcs Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I am speaking against,
Mr President. As I understand it, it is not under
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sion that thar is what we are seeking to do mday. Bur I
would urge that this marter be clarified beforehand so
that we do not have to reconvene the Polidcal Affairs
Committee when we thought we had simply reached a
gentlemen's agreement.. My group does not wan[ to
have the Political Affairs Commitree reconvened. I
hope I have made myself clear. You will appreciare,
Mr President, thar it is imponant rhat this House be
made aware of rhe true narure of rhe proposal,
because the written proposal we have before us makes
a different point.
President. 
- 
I should like to ask Mr Glinne to
clarify, both for myself and for the whole House, that
what is being moved here is an adjournmenr of the
debate.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) I have been misunderstood by my
colleagues. I was not proposing reference ro
committee but simply posrponement of rhe debare
until the next paru-session. The basic reason for rhis is
that events have occurred in such a way rhis week that
we can no longer table the amendmenr we wanted to
on this tex[. It was in all good faith that we delayed
tabling amendments because ar rhe beginning of the
week ir had been agreed rhat rhe marter would be
referred to committee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanri.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr, I wanr to speak in
support of Mr Glinne's proposal. I say rhis because 
-and I think ir is only right rhat everyone in the House
should know 
- 
there was discussion of rhis marrer ar
the meering of the group chairmen and, if I remember
rightly, it was agreed for the sake of updadng rhe facts
to ask the Polidcal Affairs Commitree if ir was willing
to take another look at the documenr, because we all
felt that recent evenrs had ovenaken it.
As far as I am aware, the request was rejecred by some
of the Political Affairs Commirtee. I am rherefore even
more inclined to supporr Mr Glinne's proposal, so rhar
the groups, including mine, can rable amendmenrs ro
bring the document on rhe '!7'esrern Sahara up to date
- 
for want of a more forceful rerm 
- 
and more in
line with the currenr polirical siruation. I therefore
support the proposal and ask the House to adopr ir.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, I should like rc
move thar this poinr we voted on ar 5 p.m. roday; in
other words, we should decide at 5 p.m. today
whether or nor [o adjourn rhe vote to rhe next part-
session. If we were ro rake the vote right now, I should
be in a difficult posirion. I have received instrucrions
from my group on a different marrer. My group has
given me a mandate to vote on a move to have this
matter referred back to committee. Now, however, a
different proposal has been made, and I should like ro
ask its author nor ro insist on the vore being taken
immediately, but to agree to have rhe vote taken ar
6 p.m. today. I think Mr Scort-Hopkins would go
along with me in this, because we musr clarify our atti-
tude to a new situation.
(App lause from oarious quarters )
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr President, I am very anxious ro
speak on this for just a few moments. I cannot under-
stand all the manoeuvring to defer this report of mine
on rhe Sahara. This repon was adopted by rhe Polir-
ical Affairs Committee as far back as 22 October last.
Quite frankly, as a new Member of rhis House, I
cannot undersrand why this item was nor on rhe
agenda in December last or in January. I am
wondering what conspiracy is afoor to prevent this
report from being presented rc rhis House.
(Applause from various quarters)
Mr President, I feel rhat rhe machinations that have
been going on here since Monday morning in order ro
prevent this are an insult to the dignity of this House
and should not be allowed.
(App laus e from o arious q uarte rs )
I have heard leaders of two groups saying here that,
due to the manner in which rhe work has been
conducted here during the week, an opponunity has
not been available to Members or groups in rhis House
to table amandments. I want to say thar the amend-
ments are in. In view of the long-sranding exisrence of
this report, I can see no reason why any Member
could not have mbled an amendmenr in good rime, so
that rhe report could be taken.
There are very many resolutions on rhe agenda, and I
cannot understand why my repon and resolution on
the Sahara should be the one to be cur off. On
Monday last, when the agenda for the whole week
was being determined, Lord Bethell raised the ques-
tion. He had heard some rumour, I had nor. Unfor-
tunarely, the rapporteur in rhis insrance was rhe lasr
man to hear of what was going on. The question was
raised by Lord Berhell on Monday last, and he was
told there was no quesrion of rhe matter being raken
off the agenda. I have carried on ever since on that
understanding.
(Applause from tbe rigbt)
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Mr President, I do not wan[ to embarrass you, but I
do not see why ar rhis late srage a decision already
taken by Parliament should be reversed or why the
question should be raised of mking it off the agenda
by a vote ar 6 p.m. rhis evening or ar any orher time. I
think thar we should go ahead with the agenda as
agreed by this Parliament earlier on rhis week.
(Applause from tbe right 
- 
Parliament decided to tahe a
decision on the matter at 6 p.m.)
4. Presentation of the Fourteentb General Report of tbe
Commission and its progratnme of workfor 1981
(continuation)
President. 
- 
The hext item is the continuation of rhe
debate on the presentation of the Fourreenth General
Repon of the Commission of the European Commu-
nities Activities of rhe Communities in 1980 and of the
Commission's annual programme of work for 198 I .
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(EL) Mr President, Mr Thorn,s
report on rhe Community's work programme for lggl
rs an rmporran[ rex[ worthy of the Community,s
serious rask in these difficult times. It was a
far-sighted, determined and imaginative statemenr. I
feel bound to errend to rhe Presidenr, Mr Thorn, and
the members of the Commission our warmes[ congra-
tulations and our best wishes for success.
I also consider it very important that rhe represenra-
tives of all the political groups in rhe European parlia-
ment have srressed that in 1981 rhe suicess of the
Community's efforts depends ro a very large extenr on
the confirmarion of irs auronomy in international
affairs. This also applies ro rhe need for a fresh stan
which would convince all rhe nations in the world rhat
the European Community is determined to play its full
part in rhe fight against inflation and in tackling rhe
international economic crisis and unemployment.
I should like to single our three points for comment
from those made by Mr Thorn in his presentation of
the work programme. The first concerns the changes
to be made ro the Community instirurions, which welll
consider ro be of fundamental importance in that they
are intended ro srrengrhen cooperarion between rhe
European Parliamenr, the Commission and of course
the Council and the European Council, the larter
berng the forum in which rhe heads of Stare and
governmen[ of rhe European Community meer.
However, the review and rearrangement of rhese insti-
tutions must rake place, as Mr Thorn said, in a
Communiry spirir, which means without moving
towards a rwo-or-more-tier Europe, which would
undermine rhe Community's internal cohesion and
weaken its presence in international affairs. This is the
first point on which I wished to comment.
The second point concerns the review of the common
agricultural policy. Mr Thorn very cauriously used
the term aminagements, 'adjustments', and very wisely
pointed ou[ that we must remain firmly attached to the
principles laid down in the Treaty of Rome. I firmly
support this and would stress that it is mosr imporrant
for all the Mediterranean countries of the Community,
i.e. Greece, Italy, France and soon the two new
Member States, that protection for Mediterranean
produce under the CAP should be stepped up.
However, in order to bring about such a new
common agriculrural policy, policy guidelines must
be changed in other areas also, and here I am referring
particularly to trade policy and consu{ner prorecrion. I
refer to trade policy because the European Commu-
nity, which is one of rhe most powerful agriculrural
and industrial entrties in rhe world, musr nor be
dependent 
- 
no matter how dependent ir is rn prac-
tice 
- 
on very large imports of vegerable protein and
animal feedstuffs. And I refer to consumer pro[ecrion
because there is still considerable scope for increasing
the consumption of fruir and vegetables ro rhe level
which exists both in other Community countries and
in other industrialized countries.
The third point concerns the field of application and
the activity of rhe Regional Fund. Here I should like
to stress our. interest in the extension of the Commu-
nity's Regional Fund to include aid ro pro;ecrs of
social importance such as schools, universities and
hospitals, and at the same time in rhe setting up of a
permanent European solidarity fund to deal with
disasters such as those which struck Italy in 1980 and
also those caused in recent months in Greece by floods
and'frost. These changes would be in keeping with the
spirit of rhe whole policy which Mr Thorn presented
to the European Parliament yesterday wirh such force
and eloquence.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, during his presentation of the Commis-
sion's work programme Mr Thorn delivered a speech
which has wide-ranging political implicadons and
which is also very evocative, a speech which according
to some is pessimisric bur in my opinion is merely real-
istic, far removed from the world of make-believe and
illusion, and I rhank him for this very reason.
However, we would be insincere were we no[ to
confess that we are troubled by some points and by
some omissions. 'We have noted all the new facrors
which ought to characterize future relations between
the various institutions of the Community. But Presi-
dent Thorn will no doubt concur that very little arten-
tion was paid, in this secrion of his speech, ro rhe
underlying spirir of the repon of the Three !7ise Men
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and in particular to the Rey report, which was adopted
by this House, on the institutional and political asks
of the Commission and its relationship with Parlia-
ment itself.
Naturally, we too wish to see a Commission which is
rhe powerhouse and executive of Community policies.
Ve want to see a Commission which is constantly
gaining in independence and which has ro account for
its actions before Parliament.. But how can we achieve
all this? Here we are supposed to debate on the basis
of the Treaties. Similarly, the point raised by Mr
Thorn on majority decisions in the Council is a ques-
tion of interpretation of the Treaties. But this ques-
tion, in which the true issue is the Commission's inde-
pendence, cannot be entirely dealt with here but must
be tackled by national Parliaments, which are the only
bodies able to impose on gorernt\rents a Europe-
oriented policy, not just in words but in deeds, which
means putting at our disposal the means to carry out
such a policy. For this reason we now appeal, as Euro-
peans, to the major polidcal forces in Europe, and, as
Italians, to the ma.ior political groups forming the
government of Italy.
Mr Thorn did not refer to terrorism, even though this
problem exists both inside and outside Europe and
poses an increasingly serious threat. In the agreement
reached during the Dublin Summit and in other docu-
ments, this problem was highlighted, guidelines were
laid down and certain commitmencs were made which
it would be serious and dangerous to leave by the
wayside.
There was no mention either of how we can face up to
natural disasters 
- 
to which one of our fellow
Members referred previously 
- 
and how we can
continue to aid that pan of Southern Italy which was
hit by the earthquake; I mention this because it is a
problem which is closely tied up with regional and
social policy, which is definitely going through a crisis
and for which we must do something.
Orher omissions concerned the agreements with
Yugoslavia, Romania and Poland. !7hat is the state of
affairs in the agreement with Yugoslavia? That
country is. wallowing in an unprecedented economic
and social crisis which they have no means of checking
or opposing. \fhy has the Yugoslavian agreement not
functioned? On the subject of Poland, Mr Berlinguer
spoke at one and the same time about caution and
anarchy. Perhaps this might merely be an alibi used to
.iustify, whilst outwardly protesting, an occupation of
that country.
Ve agree with Mr Thorn on the subject of the new
Lom6 Convention, which could, however, do with
some funher clarification.
Little or nothing was said about the various crises
which have for some time been ravaging the steel, car
and textile industries, as well as the energy sector and
agricultural affairs, which are more and more difficult
to control
As far as we are concerned, it seems a good idea to
reconsider ways and means of bolstering the Commis-
sion by giving it the firm and decisive backing of
Parliament, just as Mr Thorn asked 
- 
and this we
cannot deny him 
- 
a Parliament which Mr Sadat's
visit and his important speech 
- 
both of which were
hailed by the President of Parliament as historic events
- 
have more or less succeeded in placing in the centre
of the world stage, even if many people both inside
and outside this House pretended to be unaware of
this significance. This implies a strengthening of Parlia-
ment's position, which is above all political, naturally
enough, alrhough not in a battle with the Council or
with the individual governments which compbse it,
which should, however, realize once and for all that
whatever their strength and their prestige thev cannot
go ir alone and there is no way they can, wrth rheir
incomplete agreements, become valid interlocutors
with the two super-powers and that no one nation in
Europe is up to meeting the challenge offered by other
powerful national communities, such as Japan,
whereas the Community is largely capable of so doing.
This is the problem of the one-way srreet which Mr
Thorn talked about, and if Europe can follow this path
ir will be able to overcome its own crises and once
more become a great power. Europe has the civiliza-
tion and the moral and economic strength to achieve
this, and it must take pride in serving its own interests
and those of world-wide freedom, peace and security.
It is up to Mr Thorn, his Commission and us all to
work towards this goal.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the introduc-
tory speech we heard yesterday has served to enhance
Mr Thorn's already considerable reputation,'and I
should like to add my congratulations. He began by
pointing out that his Commission was the first to
present its programme to a directly-elected European
Parliament, and he indicated at a number of points in
his speech that his Commission appreciated the
imponance of this elected House. Ve must, of course,
wait and see what fruit these declarations will bear,
bur I myself am encouraged by the fact that Mr
Andriessen has been made responsible for fostering
relations with this House. There is a modest little pile
of well-known reports 
- 
for instance, those of the
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Three Vise Men and of Mr Rey 
- 
ro give him all the
help he needs when it comes to carrying our'this
aspect of his duties and ro ensure rhar he does not
confine himself ro merely maintaining conracrc
between the Commission and rhe European Parlia-
ment. As I said, we shall be keeping a vigilanr warch
on developments.
Mr Thorn rightly referred ro rhe advenr of the
second-generation Europe, but in my opinion, we
must make sure rhat it does not become the second-
rate Europe of which rhere is a danger at present. Of
course, Mr Thorn was right to make rhe poinr that a
Europe without rhe Community would be far worse
off than a Europe wirh the Community, despite all its
problems and shortcomings. Over the last rhirty years,
a Europe which used to be torn apart by genocidal
warfare and in which prorectionism and poverry were
familiar phenomena has known peace and prosperity. I
believe that our Community as a very good thing 
-that is why I am here. To be sure, we have failed to
bring into being a genuinely European idenriry and to
arouse a real understanding of Europe in rhe people
we represenr. Thar is what we are lacking, and it is a
damaging state of affairs. It is even, in my opinion, in
the long run lhe grearesr threar of all to the furure of
the Communiry. If, for instance, we as a Communiry
fail to get to grips with the ever more menacing
spectre of unemploymenr, if unemployment among
young people continues ar i[s presenr appalling level,
we shall lose all credibility in the eyes of our own
people and the upshor of rhat will be grass-roors pres-
sure for a return to prorecrionism. Europe would rhen
have been relegated to second-rate srarus.
Of course, this is precisely what Mr Thorn himsetf
said. Substantial progress will have to be made
between now and 1985 
- 
at leasr, rhar is my inrerpre-
tation of what he referred ro as 'consolidadon'. If we
fail to make progress, Europe may well 'fall apan ar
the seams'.
Mr Thorn rightly said that there musr be a dialogue on
the way our institutions work. In my view, though, a
definirc policy on the part of the Commission would
do more than a dialogue ro lead us out of rhe blind
alley we have got into. That is why ir is so necessary
for this Commission to act in harmony, decisively and
energetically 
- 
unlike the previous Commission,
where all too often Members rended ro allow the
interests of their own countries ro prevail over [hose of
the Community. Thar much was evident from the
recent debates on the budget. The Members of the
Commission are the guardians of the Community's
lnterests.
Mr President, I go along with the points that have
been made on the virtues of a practical approach, soli-
darity and security. But as you very well know, Mr
Thorn, we shall be expecring more rhan just fine
words. 'We want to see you ser to work wirh all due
speed to put these demands inro practice.
To save time, I shall merely associare myself with what
Mr Tindemans had to say on relations with rhe United
States. In my view, Europe musr not be content to
dance to Uncle Sam's t,une, but at rhe same time we
must stick roBerher. Thar applies panicularly ro
foreign policy, bur also ro economic policy. The prob-
lems in the steel, shipbuilding and car industries, our
relations wirh Japan and the energy situarion clearly
show that if we think we can all paddle our own
canoes, the problems will only ger worse and worse.
That is why cooperation is so essential, that is why we
need to hold discussions wirh the United Stares and
Japan. \7e must reduce our dependence on foreign
sources of energy, in view of the fact rhar 40 0/o of our
energy supplies come from the OPEC countries. The
gigantic invesrmenr programmes such as the 400 thou-
sand million units of accounr to be spent in rhe period
1980 to 1990 represenr an enormous challenge for the
Commission, for this House and for the Council. I
wish the new Commission all the very best, and much
success in the work it has ser ircelf to do.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Thorn, President of the Commission. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I am nor goirrg ro
reply in detail yet. I reserve the right to do thar as rhe
last speaker, afrer I have heard all your commenrs.
Now I should just like ro say a couple of words by
way of explanarion, nor [o say justification and
apology.
Yesterday, in some speeches, there was some criticism
- 
not rhat I am not used ro ir 
- 
from Mr Glinne, Sir
James and my friend Mr Bangemann, and I noticed
that many of you wondered what rhe Commission's
programme was and felr rhat my speech did not
present enough aspecm of it. It was rhen that I realized
that there had been a misundersranding. As I in fact
said in the second page of my speech, rhe new
Commission wanted ro make an innovarion for the
elected parliament and insread of simply producing a
memorandum annexed to [he speech, ir decided ro
draft its programme in writing. It was ro be to all
Members of Parliamenr and we were ro defend it 
-today or whenever you wish 
- 
in the debate which
would be devoted to it. In short, my speech was
intended as a polirical speech, introducing the
programme and commenting on ir.
'\7ell, I was grearly surprised when speaking ro some
of you, to learn that you had not been able to read this
programme, you had not even received it when I was
making my speech. And it is only now, after making
some enquiries, thar I realize thar rhe programme
which was drawn up lasr Vednesday within the
Commission, and sent directly to the printers which it
left on Friday ro be sent ro you, had, let us say as a
result of a technical hirch, to be reprinted on Monday,
did not arrive here until Tuesday and was unpacked
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with some hours delay because of the visit of President
Sadat. I therefore apologize for this misunderstanding.
The speech was only intended as an introduction and a
commentary. The programme is this publication which
should have arrived, which you should have received,
on Monday, but which only came today. I beg your
pardon once again and just wished to explain this to
you.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hensch.
Mr Hinsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen, I am very grateful to Mr Thorn for clari-
fying matters for us, something which I think we all
felt was very important. Of course, he is now in the
thankless position that every President of the Commis-
sion gets into when he presents his programme here.
He can 
- 
or rather, should 
- 
take one of two lines.
Either he sets out a detailed programme, in which case
he comes in from criticism from everyone who was
expecting a political speech, or he gives a political
speech, in which case he is critized by all those who
were expecting ro hear a detailed programme. You,
Mr Thorn, have taken up a position somewhere
between the two 
- 
panly because of technical prob-
lems 
- 
but I think we shall still be able to come to
terms in the debate.
Having said that, I must say that you found plenty of
fine words in your political speech; however, even
allowing for the fact that you have given us a written
programme, I should have liked you to be a little more
specific to flesh out these fine words. You have written
out a cheque speak 
- 
and we hope and
expeo that you will be in a position to cash it over the
next four years.
It was plcasing to hear that you want the Commission
to revert to an independent role ois-ti-ttis the Council
and that you intend to put an end to the process by
which the Commission is degenerating into a mere
secretariat of the Council. It was pleasing to hear you
say that the Council will have to revert to the majority
decision procedure provided for in the Treaties,
although you made certain reservations which I am
sure the majority of this House would go along with.
'W'e too realize that things are no longer as they were
when the Treaties were signed, and indeed, can never
be the same again. But, Mr President, it is just not
enough to go round uttering the magic words 'the
Councrl must decide... must decide... must
decide . . .' again and again. Vhat this House wants to
hear is something more specific.
You were right to say that the European Community
needs to be enlarged and xrengthened. But are you
not perhaps putdng illusion before analysis here? You
gave us no indication of how this is supposed to work.
For instance, what institutional solutions will the
Commission be proposing [o ensure that the Commu-
nity remains operative even after the Nine have
become the Twelve? \7e are only deceiving ourselves
if we think that an enlarged Community could even
maintain its present state of integration without a
redistribution of the institudonal load and without
reforming its decision-making procedures.
'!7e go along with you in wanting to see the emer-
gence of political union in the form of European
Union. But what precisely should be done about it
now? The point is not to speak with one voice to the
rest of the world, to the United States or rc the Third
Vorld; what really matters is what we have to say, and
on that score, I do not think your rePon went far
enough. Of course, we need good will, but good will
alone will not bring abour political union. Over the
Iast few mcnths, we have got more and more used to
hearing ministers from a variety of Member States say
that what we must work towards is political union, in
other words, European Union. The foreign minister of
my own country has been a panicularly prominent
advocate of the idea. Ve are pleased to hear these fine
words, and we should like ro think that they are meant
seriously. But we expect any government that likes to
talk about polirical union to refrain from undermining
rhe budgetary powers of this directly-elected Parlia-
ment for the sake of a few dozen million units of
account. Those governments which advocate political
union must be prepared to draw the institutional
conclusions.
You were right to say, Mr Thorn, that the people of
the Community are not particularly interested in our
institutional wrangles. But the people must 
- 
and will
- 
take an interest in what becomes of this Parliament,
which was elected direcdy in 1979 by more than
100 million people.
You called for the restoration of peace between the
Community institutions. After all, who is in favour of
open warfare? But do we not need at least the natural
rivalry and the natural tensions between the European
institutions? If what you mean by the restoration of
peace is the status quo, it is something this House
cannot accept. 'Sre cannot and will not allow the
represenratives of 260 million people in the Commu-
nity to exert no more influence that the Supreme
Soviet in a country which is not exactly renowned for
its democratic ways iust for the sake of institutional
peace. A directly-elected Parliament which takes imelf
and its mandate seriously is duty-bound to adopt an
attitude of stubborn resolve if it is ever to gain more
influence on the formulation of European policy. You
gave us an assurance that you will respect and take
seriously rhe role of this House. Please do not try to
fob us off with fine words 
- 
we shall make sure that
you stick to your word, and you will very soon have
an opportunity to show that the inter-institutional
three-way conversation is more than ;'ust an elaborate
charade.
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I would have expecred the Commission, which 
- 
as
you said 
- 
has set out to be the powerhouse of the
Community, to say what it intends to do to honour the
pledge given by the Heads of Governmenr in 1974 to
'extend the competence of the European Assembly, in
particular by granting it certain powers in the
Community's legislative process'. Do we, or do we
not, have your support. in this, Mr Thorn? During
your period of office, we expecr the Commission to
give us its full support in any attempt to implement the
terms of the Treaties to the very limit. The influence
of rhe European Parliament must be increased. The
point is not to achieve or ro reinsrate what has always
been the legal right of the Parliament, namely that our
opinions be taken seriously by the Commission and
the Council. Ve expect you to take an active part in
the formulation and conclusion of inter-institutional
agreements in this respect. The reason, Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, why I atmch so much import-
ance to this point is because, Mr Thorn, you said two
things which I should like to underline.
Firstly, you said that, by 1985, either our Community
will have progressed, or it will not even be what it is
today, it will be falling apart at rhe seams. Secondly,
there is a universal re-emergence of national reflexes.
Not least among the factors contributing to the further
development of the Community is the fact that, by the 
.
second direct elections to the European Parliament in
1984, we must make the people of Europe feel that it
is worth while turning out to vote a second time and
that their votes will really have a decisive influence on
European policy and are not being used merely to
elect a consultative assembly. If we fail in this 
- 
and
we can only succeed with rhe help of the Commission
- 
we shall be destroying fnore rhan just rhe prestige
and importance of rhe parliamentary ideal in Europe.
Ve shall be leaving the field wide open to those
nationalistic reflexes which you rightly referred to,
and which we know from reading our history books
were [he cause of Europe's downfall. !7e must fight
these forces if Europe is to survive.
In the part of your speech dealing wirh the Commu-
nity institutions, you expressed a number of good
ideas and made a number of wonhwhile suggestions.
Ve 
- 
that is, this House 
- 
will be coming back ro
them. Ve shall be looking to you to show that you can
back up rhe fine words with deeds.
President., 
- 
I call Mr Jonker.
Mr Jonker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, a number of
speakers 
- 
like Mr Tindemans yesterday 
- 
have
already said with what interest we listened to Mr
Thorn's statement on behalf of the Commission. He
has been know'n to us for years as a good European,
and we hope that he and his colleagues will be able to
do all the things he spoke about regarding the institu-
tional problems, especially ,relations between the
Commission and Parliament.
Ve start with confidence in his ability to ger things
done, but I am sure Mr Thorn will not hold it against
us if we Christan Democrats refrain from throwing
our hats into the air until we can see concrete results.
'We have gained a certain amount of experience in
these matters since the inaugural meeting of the
directly-elected European Parliament. I have taken rhe
trouble to reread the text of a major speech given by
Mr Thorn's predecessor, Mr Jenkins, on 1t January
1979. lt was a speech wonhy of the great European
Mr Jenkins, the recipient of the Schuman Prize. That
speech of Mr Jenkins's in 1979 was an important mile-
stone in relations between the European Parliament
and the Commission. It was the time of the build-up to
direct elections, and Mr Jenkins said that the Commis-
sion intended to anticipate the event. He promised 
-and you can check this; I am talking about January
1979 
- 
that before submitdng any proposal to the
Council, the Commission would first of all find out
whether it could count on the support of a majority in
the European Parliament. That was not the first time
something like that has been said in this House. I am
not deliberately trying to go over old ground again,
and there is no need for Mr Thorn ro reply to my
remarks. I merely thought it necessary to make these
remarks for the purposes of my own arguments.
The point is: what has become of all this? The answer
is that there has been no change in relations between
the Commission and the European Parliament. Ve
have simply been marking time, and I should like to
give you two examples of what I mean from matters
we have discussed here in public.
First of all, let us take a look at the question of Greek
accession. The Commission and the Council
conducted neBotiations on the enlargemenr of the
Community, and decided that there should be another
24 Members of the European Parliament, bur we were
not consulted on the matter. It was a decision which
concerned us, but which was taken without consulting
Secondly, let me remind you that the Commission
once told us the Council intended to take such-and-
such a decision costing so-and-so much in the agricu[-
tural sector, that the Commission itself was against the
proposal, but would we, the European Parliament,
care to give an opinion on the Commission's proposals
which the Commission irelf was not in favour of. Our
reply was that things could not go on like that. \7e
pointed out that rhe Commission should have with-
drawn its proposals to ensure that the Council could
not take a wrong decision.
I repeat: I am not trying to go over old ground again,
but simply to make you realize that we shall only
applaud your efforts once we can see thar definite
improvements have been made.'We have heard plenty
of fine words yesterday and today. I was pleased to
hear them, and I have every confidence in them. '!(i hat
is more imponant, my group has confidence rn them.
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There are, however, two points I should like to make.
Firstly, the Commission has declared irc readiness to
place the dialogue with the European Parliament on a
new footing. That, in our opinion, is a matter of the
utmost imponance. But the ways and means of doing
this, the Commission goes on to say, will be decided
later. The second point is that the words 'European
Parliament' appear nowhere in the memorandum Mr
Thorn just referred to, in the list of priorities and, for
that matter, in the whole document. I read the docu-
ment through froin cover to cover last night. That is
really a surprising fact.
As regards the first point, the dialogue with the Euro-
pean Parliament, I should like rc ask the Commission
to devote some attention to the repon drawn by a
well-known former President of the Commission, Mr
Rey, who was also a member of this House for many
years. His report was adopted by this House, and irs
main proposal was that the dialogue between our two
institutions should be fostered by way of an inter-insti-
tutional agreemenr. The Rey report calls on the new
Commission under Mr Thorn 
- 
and this is what it
says here in this decision uken by Parliament 
-immediately after its appointment to conclude an
inter-institutional agreement with rhe European
Parliament. As I said earlier, the idea was further
developed in Mr Jenkins's speech in 1979. It is all
there in black and white.
Ve Christian Democrats are perfectly well aware that
it is practically impossible to expect the Thorn
Commission to conclude an inter-instirutional agree-
ment with this House today or next week. !7e appre-
ciate that there are very important legal issues involved
here. That is why we should like to offer the Commis-
sion a little assistance. $7'e should like rc ask the
Commission quite bluntly whether it is prepared to
conclude an inter-institutional aSreement, of this kind
with this House. Is the Thorn Commission prepared to
go along with rhe policy espoused by a.large majority
of this House?
I hope that Mr Thorn will be able to reply to this
urgent question at the end of the debate.
That, Mr President, is why we have tabled our motion
for a resolution, one which is inrcnded to help and ro
give the Commission the time to formulate an inrer-
institutional agreement along these lines by I October
1981. Very briefly, what the agreement must cover is a
better consultation procedure. Ve are asking the
Commission to help us should we wish to establish a
better consultation procedure with the Council. Ve
are asking the Commission to accord us better treat-
men[ where amendments have been adopted, and in
the case of initiatives in the legisladve field. If the
Commission is prepared to go along with these
requests, we hope it will include them in the repon to
be produced by 1 October.
I can well imagine that the Thorn Commission has
better ideas, and I can also imagine that it will some-
times not entirely agree wirh us. Bur the mosr impor-
tant thing is that the dialogue berween the Commis-
sion and the directly-elected European Parliament
should get going in this field. \7e are giving you until
I October, and we are giving you the benefir of the
doubt because we have confidence in the Commission
in view of what you said regarding your position
ttis-i-ois the Council. I shall say no more on rhis
matter. The Commission must try to re-establish and
maintain its role as the true powerhouse of European
integration.
Mr President, we hope that a positive response will be
forthcoming.'We also hope that the Commission real-
izes that, in putting forward these proposals for
improving relations between the Commission and the
European Parliament, we have only one thing in mind,
and that is to srrengthen [he respective positions of
both institutions. That is why a permanent dialogue
between our two institutions is so necessary. !7e
would appeal to the Thorn Commission to take the
opponunity it is being offered. This House is not
asking to have the last word in all matrers; what we
have in mind for the time being is a berrer consultarion
procedure. Ve want to be involved in rhe decision-
making procedure; we want to improve our relations
with the Commission within the framework of the
Treaties. It must be obvious ro you rhar rhe Commis-
sion only stands to gain from this kind of relarionship
betw'een it and the European Parliament. It can only
emerge stronger if it is prepared to share with us, ro
some extent, the polidcal power bestowed on it by rhe
Treaties by way of the gradual devlopment of a gener-
ally accepted law of convention. Ve Chrisrian Demo-
crarc do not anticipate a conflicr situation. '!7'e hope
that, over im four years in office, the Thorn Commis-
sion will make an invaluable conrribution towards rhe
democratization of the Community.
That will be to rhe good not only of democracy wirhin
the Communiry and relations between our rwo instiru-
tions 
- 
it will be to the good of the whole Commu-
nity and all its people. After all, ir is for the good of
the people of Europe that we are here at all. Our two
guiding principles should be, firstly, the strengthening
of our two institutions, and secondly, the democrari-
zation of the Community.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
I would just like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank Presidenr Thorn for his explanation of
whar happened over the documents. I hope he will
now realize why some rather unfavourable remarks
were made yesrerday. I know he will take this as an
expression not of regret or of apology but rather of
mutual understanding between our institutions that we
can have these discussions; we can clarify what goes
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wrong even if it is on such a minor matter as the distri-
bution of documents, because it is only on these bases
that we actually build up our contacts and our confi-
dence in one another. \7e are grateful to President
Thorn for the way in which he has handled this
matter.
Mr President, we have just heard about the proposals
adopted in this House last year from the report of a
very distinguished servant of the Communiry both in
the Commission and in the Parliament, Mr Jean Rey. I
of course will draw atten[ion to one of the first para-
graphs in that resolution which stated that at least one
woman should serve on the Commission. I quite
understand that the Commissioners who have heard
yesterday's debate and the debates before may be a
little reluctant, but I do assure them, nevertheless, that
there are many many women in the Community who
could actually do the job extremely well and I very
much hope that the President will put both his feet
down next time unless one Member State at least
produces one woman out of the some 150 million in
the Community.
Secondly, the other point that Mr Rey made very
clearly was that the Commission in some way should
get rhe approval of this Parliament. I think that this is
a democratic process which President Thorn will be
only too well aware of. He and other Commissioners
will be aware of what has been going on in the United
Srates quite recently. Not only will they know that
General Haig was called before the Senate committee
as the Secreta4, of State of the USA but they will also
have read perhaps with interest the cross-examination
which Mr Villiam Clark had to undergo. Now of
course we are quite certain and we have every confi-
dence that the Commissioners, distinguished as they
are, would answer 100 % of the questions put to them
and give us the right answers. Ve are sure of that. In
lhat case, since we are so sure and undoubtedly they
are sure, we hope that next time round they will be
prepared to submit to this kind of cross-examination,
and we can assure them that we will be kind, cour-
teous and gentle. Nevenheless, we shall want the
answers which a parliament has the right rc expect.
The third proposal was that a vote of confidence
should be passed on the programme of the Commis-
sion. Ve have now had an explanation from the Chris-
tian Democrats of what they intend to do. I am not
sure at this moment what my Group would like us to
say on this issue. But the Commission will of course
understand that we do want at some stage to be able rc
express confidence in that programme. It is for their
benefit, not for ours. The Commission must know that
they have the confidence of the people of this Parlia-
menr, who represent afrcr all 270 million people in
Europe. It cannot be rc their advantage that there is
any doubt as to the relations and trust which we have
in each other and in our institutions.
One of the tasks of the Commission is to make
proposals on policies as well as to execute them. But
the role of this Parliament is to monitor, scrutinize
and indeed to criticize those policies when we feel it is
our obligation to do so. And I make it quite clear from
the beginning that we of course intend to do so. I
know also that the Commission and President Thorn
will appreciate that we are fulfilling our task and our
democratic obligations just as the Commission will be
fulfilling its role in putting forward proposals.
Ve also have a duty under the Treaties to advise and
give opinions on matters which are set out in the rele-
vant articles in the Treary of Rome in panicular.
'We would like the Commission to assure us that not
only will they listen to those opinions and our advice
but that these opinions and our advice will go to the
Councrl in the form in which we send it from here.
Presrdent Thorn hrmself already raised rhe doubts and
hesitations which he has over some of the advisory
committees that have been set up and the way that
some Commission proposals are perhaps modified, if
not distorted, in the communications between the
Commission and the Council. Just as they are
concerned about the communications from their insti-
tution so are we and we hope that the President will
give an undertaking that the greatest respect will be
given to our opinions and advice, with reaions being
given if the Commission disagrees.
The second aspect of that particular problem is the
question of draft directives which have long lain in the
dusty drawers of some Commission directorates. Ve
are well aware that we give an opinion on a draft
directive and perhaps two or three years will pass
before that draft directive is resurrected by somebody
or other at some level. !7e are also well aware, as
indeed the Commission is aware, that in this age things
are changing very rapidly indeed. The economic and
social situation today in the Community is not the
same as it was even tv/o or three years ago, and there-
fore the Parliament may well have a different view. It
may be the same, but it may be different. I would ask
the President that whenever important draft directives
are resurrected and pushed forward, as they are now,
having lain in a drawer or on [he table for two years at
least, they extend ro us the common courtesy of giving
us the chance to at least revise our former opinion if
the need should arise. I think that this is a very impor-
tant aspect of the relations between out two institu-
tions.
And it is, of course, our task as rePresentatives not
only to presen[ the Community's policy to the people
of the Community but to ensure that the policies
proposed by the Commission respond to the needs,
demands and aspirations of those people. I want very
briefly to single out some areas to which our Group
attaches the greatest importance.
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One, of course, is energy; it is no use saying rhat we
have saved a lot of energy in rhe lasr year.lt is not due
solely to the miracle of being able to conserve energy.
\7e know jolly well that it is because there are rhou-
sands of people with idle hands who are nor able to
work in the factories which were formerly using that
energy.
So it is not so clear as might appear, and it is surely for
the Community to start a dialogue with OPEC which,
after all, virtually controls the entire world economy
through the price levels of its oil producr. Surely rhis
is something which the Community should be looking
at. Surely we need a nuclear energy policy which is
more effective, which is more dynamic, which can
ensure that rhe sources of energy are avilable to
provide the jobs that we need for our furure genera-
tions rn this Community. If we sit back now and do
nothing we shall be accused by the nexr generation of
having sat on our hands and left them wirh no jobs,
with no future and wirhout rhe resources which are
needed to ensure their livelihood.
Secondly, employmenr.'!fle need to take a new look at
employmenr. The unemployed are nor, as we used to
think of them, people who are idle, people who do nor
want to work. \fle have to provide not only the means
to work, bur the rraining and the merhods whereby
people have a chance to earn rheir living. Ve have to
have a new look at rhis problem. '!(i'e musr. realise thar
a diploma is not a passport to a job 
- 
it is merely a
means of getting from one job ro another. Everybody
will have to have ar leasr three jobs during his lifetime,
and the sooner people realize rhis the betrer .It should
not be called unemploymenr when people are turned
out of one factory and rerrained for anorher. It should
be called some new word, like redeployment. \(/hy
should we stigmatize people as unemployed when we
the politicians have failed to provide them with a way
of earning their living?
And now I just want ro say a brief word on yourh
because, afrer all, it will be rhe youth who will build
the Community and supporr the Communiry when we
are gone.
'\flhat proposals has the Commission for youth in
order to turn Europe inro a land of opponunity rarher
than a source of disillusionment? Vhat have they done
about proposals for a European Community Youth
Service? Vould the President give us an undenaking
that they would support such a rask, even it it were
only a pile of projects? Ve have hundreds of young
who would willingly transfer from one part of the
Community to another, even for six months or ayear.
After all, this is the Year of the Disabled. Many young
would go and help in homes for the disabled across
the Community for very, very litde cosr. Our counrry
could put ir up immediately with some of our volun-
rary organizations if we had the minimal suppon from
the Commission, both politically and financially.
There are an enormous number of pilot projects thar
come our of this Parliament that I hope the Commis-
sion will look ar. 'We are not only concerned with
global policies; we are concerned with small policies
dealing with human beings who live in modest circum-
stances.
Finally, before I wind up, I would just like to say a
word about the European Development Fund. If an
exact knowledge of the past is an aid to the interpreta-
tion of the future, as Thucydides once said, let us look
at the Court of Auditors' report on the European
Development Fund. If that is the v/ay that the moneys
of the Community are going to support the Third
'!7orld, an are^ which is of deep concern to all
Members of Parliament in this House, to all shades of
opinion, we are concerned that there should be
economic and social development in countries which
are amonB the poorest in the world.
But we do not seem sadsfied with what has come our
of that report and I hope very much that the Commis-
sion will look at the way that money is being spent,
that projects are put on board which are suirable,
which are adapted to the needs of the local people. If I
could make just one suggestion, I would say that if the
Commission undenook the one project of providing
water wherever it was needed in the world, it would
have made the greatest contribution to mankind, and
they would have my support for ever if that were
achieved.
To conclude, Mr Presidenr: one of our rasks is ro
bring to you the voices of the people of Europe so,
through us, please listen to those voices. !flith our
proposals, please listen to us on behalf of the
270 million people whom we have the honour to
represent. It will be our task to try and improve the
peace of Europe, to improve the position and pros-
perity of our electors and to see rhar rhe purposes,
objectives and policies of the Commission are impe-
mented. If this is not ro be a dialogue of rhe deaf rhe
Commission will know that they have our full suppon
in building a Europe which provides peace, freedom
and prosperity for all our people.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kappos.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(EL) Mr President, I consider it at
the very least conrradicrory ro speak about Europe
when we only mean'Wesrern Europe and rhe capitalisr
countries of Europe, thereby erasing the Socialist
countries from rhe map of Europe. '!7e also feel ir is
contradictory ro speak of and supporr the idea of
European Union while in reality supporring norhing
but the continued division of Europe.
Mr President, the Commission and Mr Thorn painted
a grim picture of the EEC's future and, in order to
overcome the problems, asked for more responsibili-
ties of the national political bodies to be handed over
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ro rhe EEC institurions. He asked for the abolition of
the unanimity requirement and of the veto for matters
which now require unanimity and at the same time
asked for sacrifices from the people of all the Member
States. These proposals inescapably pose the problem
of the further restriction of narional independence and
sovereignty, especially of the small countries. They
raise the problem of the extension of the powers of the
Community institutions which are not actually elected
and are not answerable to the people, i.e. they raise the
problem of the extension of authoritarianism in the
EEC. Lasdy, the proposals raise the question of
greater austerity for the workers in the Ir{ember States.
This means, Mr President, that the nations are being
asked to give up even more of their freedom and the
workers are being asked to shoulder new burdens for
rhe benefit of the monopolistic organization of the
EEC. Ve, the Greek Communist Party, consider this
to be both illogical and contradictory. Mr Thorn's
proposals will have serious negative consequences for
the Greek people, which has paid for this dependence
not only with sweat but also with blood. This is
precisely why the Greek Communist Party's answer to
these proposals is to continue and step up the struggle
for Greece's withdrawal from the EEC and to demon-
strare irs solidarity with the workers of Europe who
are struggling against the extension of the EEC's
suPranationaI Powers.
Mr Thorn wondered what our reasons were for
adopting this attitude. The answer is love for our
nation and love for rhe workers whose interests we
defend not only with words but also with deeds and
sacrifices.
(Protests from the centre and right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I will try to be more realistic and less dema-
gogic than the speaker who preceded me. Yesterday,
Presidenr Thorn was loudly applauded at the end of
his speech 
- 
I repeat, loudly applauded and indeed on
practically all the benches of this House. Now,
strangely, there has been a sudden wave of criticism
with rumours of certain negative action against the
Commission.
This apparent paradox calls for an explanation, which
I am going to atrempt to provide. In so doing I will
explain and outline why the Liberal Group will nor be
associated at this stage with any hostile action against
the Commission, since this would in our view be both
unjust, demagogic and irresponsible.
I shall separate two aspects of President Thorn's
speech, the political and institutional aspect on the one
hand and the 'programmatic' aspect on the other. As
regards the political aspect 
- 
and this is obviously the
most important aspect for a new Commission which is
only one month old 
- 
we wish to applaud the
courage, the political will, the clear opinions of the
new Commission as they were expressed yesterday by
President Thorn. European union, inter-institutional
relations, the analysis of barriers to Community deve-
lopment, own resources, the determination to restore
the Commission's initiating role, effective and exem-
plary relations with Parliament 
- 
these are all prob-
lems which the Commission is tackling head on. '$/e
asked this of the former Commission often enough 
-don't let's start criticizing the new one for taking a
very clear position on central issues which are holding
up the new start on European integration.
Of course, at a certain point frustration did arise and I
want to speak here of the part of Mr Thorn's speech
which dealt with the Commission's programme. But
while we share this frustration, we believe, and I ask
you to reflect on this also, that it was inevitable. In one
month one cannot devise, prepare and propose a
structured programme. A debate on this should take
place in April at the earliest, to give the new Commis-
sion ar least three months in which to work out and
prepare its programme.
Mr Thorn, I wish however to point out our serious
concern about what I would cail the energy vacuum of
rhe new Commission. Apparently, and this includes
the additional written programme, practically none of
the proposals which arose out of the very interesting
energy debate in Parliament last month attracted your
attention. There was nothing in the programme about
convergence and a European centre for research into
new and renewable energy resources. There was pract-
ically nothing abour market unity and better harmoni-
zation of prices. Nothing about joint investment in
new technologies. References to energy aid to the
developing countries that were so vague as to be prac-
tically nothing. And nothing about the budgetary
savings to be derived for Member States and cherefore
for taxpayers from a Community energy policy.
In fact on this basis, it must be said that your Commis-
sion still has no overall plan for laying the foundations
of a Community energy policy. In the energy sphere,
the Commission must make fewer analyses of the
world situation and more proposals for the Commu-
nity.
However, Mr Presidertt, the Liberal and Democratic
Group is a responsible group, it realizes rhat you need
more time to propose this Community energy policy,
which is a topic on which you have already spoken on
two occasions, in your various offices, before this
House. However, it was my duty to draw your atten-
tion to the misgivings, I would say rather the serious
concern, of the Liberal Group and also, I know, of the
whole of Parliament's Committee on Energy, about
the paucity of your current proposals on energy.
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Mr Thorn, we have confidence in your Commission,
we have not given up hope either, and it is in this spirir
that we look forward to a proper programme, in pani-
cular on energy, in the next few months.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, first of all I
would like to welcome Mr Gaston Thorn. I have a
hunch that Mr Thorn is just the right man ro get the
institutions to cooperate because he has previous
first-hand inside experience of both the workings of
Parliament and the Council.
I would like to raise just a few specific points, as it is
simply not possible to comment on a whole
programme in detail. I greatly welcome the fact that
the Presidenr of the Commission has pur ir. on record
that the principles of rhe agricultural policy will be
adhered to, with only minor adjusrments being made
to it. But I must at the same time seize this opportunity
to point out once again that the co-responsibiliry lery
is unacceptable and rs rn drrecr vrolatron of
Article 39 (l) a of the Treaty. Once again I urge that it
be abolished.
As mentioned earlier, the inrroduction of a common
fisheries policy is not only desirable but imperative.
Recent developmenrs in the Council of Ministers do
not augur very well but we musr consrandy bear in
mind that fishermen and others employed in allied
industries, cannot cont.inue living in the state of uncer-
tainty which has existed now for many years. I regard
this situation regarding rhe fisheries policy as being of
such vital importance thar, together with a large
number of other members here in Parliament, I have
proposed the setring up of a special Commirree on
Fisheries 
- 
a Commitree on Fisheries, maririme and
fresh-water, fish-farming and catches 
- 
which would
thus be separated from agriculture. I was very pleased
to note that the Commission has done this and thar it
has realized that fisheries is such an important secror
that it cannot simply be lumped togerher wirh agricul-
ture.
I also welcome rhe fact that the President has prom-
ised to take measures ro effect large-scale energy
savings, to develop new rechnelogies, etc. These are
vital areas, as is also environmental policy which is
something which cannot be cleared up at national level
because pollution knows no narional bounds, ir rran-
scends national borders and for this reason ic is a
problem which should be deah with at Community
level.
I utter a sigh from the heart Mr Thorn, abour the
Communities'transport policy. Ve have spoken many
fine words on this subject over rhe years, but no acrion
has been taken. As you know, Parliament has contem-
plated mking an acrion against the Council in the
Court because no progress is being made in the trans-
port sphere, even though this is provided for in rhe
Treaties. A liberalization ,of the haulage business is
highly desirable and for this reason I hope the
Commission will once again give serious considerarion
to this question. Unfonunarely in recent years lhe
Commission has been very easily swayed whenever
thrs question of drivrng licence quotas has been raised,
because there is a feeling of powerlessnesss in rhe face
of the Council which every rime has refused to do
anything effective abour ir. I hope that something will
be done now, effectively and quickly, just as I hope
that 
- 
if I may be permitted ro pur ir in this way 
- 
you
will wake up and do somerhing about the unfair
competition from Comecon countries, which is
nothing other than dumping. Ve must do something
abour it. !7e cannot simply ler it continue as it is
doing.
Finally, I wish to call attention to the customs union
which is one of the pillars of our Community. The
customs union as such is a reality. \7e no longer have
customs duties but we have something else instead,
namely technrcal rrade barriers. I must say rhat I am
extremely pleased ro see rhar rhe Commission plans to
apply the procedure of framework direcrives under
Article 155 as widely as possible in rhe future. That
augurs well for furure development, I fee[, because
business holrs could then be cut down m one-third.
Altogether I hope thar the Commission will be a
driving force in the effort to implemenr the policy laid
down in the Treaties, thereby spurring on the Council
also. There are sufficient problems ro grapple with. I
wish you good luck wirh rhem!
5. lY'elcorne
President. 
- 
I have grear pleasure in welcoming to
the official gallery Mr Jaumann, Bavarian Minister of
Economic Affairs.
(Applause)
6. Urgent procedure t
President. 
- 
I have received four motions for resolu-
tions with requesrs for urgent debare pursuanr ro
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:
motron for a resolurion (Doc. 1-908/80) by Mr
' Hord and others: Sales of butter to rhe Sovier
Union;
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-909l80) by Mr
Adam and others: Parliament's agenda;
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-910/80) by Mr
Glinne and orhers: The Sahraoui people;
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motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-913180) by Mr
Coppieters and others; Nuclear accident at La
Hague.
The reasons supporting these requesm for urgent
procedure are contained in the documents themselves.
Parliament will be consulted on these requests ar the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 P.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at I p.m. and resumed at
3 P.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
7. Membership of Parliament 
- 
Verification of
credentials
President. 
- 
At its meeting today the Bureau verified
the credentials of Mr Franz, whose appointmenr has
already been announced. Pursuant to Rule 3 (1), the
Bureau established that this appointment complied
with the provisions of the Treaties. You are therefore
requested to ratify this appointment.
Are there any ob.jections?
This appointment is ratified.
Mr Maurits Coppieters has informed me of his resig-
nation from the European Parliament in accordance
wirh Anicle 12 (2), subsection 2, of the Act on direct
elections. The Parliaments takes note of the ensuing
vacancy and informs the Member State concerned.
This will be done fonhwith.
8. Presentation of the Fourteenth General Report of tbe
Commission and its programme of anrh for 1 98 I
(continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the statement by Mr Thorn concerning the
presentation of the Fourteenth General ,Report of the
Commission of the European Communities on the
activities of the Communities in 1980 and of the
Commission's annual proBramme of work for 1981'
I call Mr Delors.
Mr Delors. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as I listened to Mr
Gaston Thorn's speech, which had been the focus of
so much expectation both because of the personaliry of
the President of the Commission and because a new
Commission is a sort of epiphany for Europe, I
wondered whether conviction and courage would be
sufficient to reverse the fatal course of events which, in
my humble opinion, is leading Europe towards
decline.
Because undoubtedly Mr Thorn has shown conviction'
He has reaffirmed his faith in Europe, taking account
of the new circumstances which have arisen since its
creation, and has also displayed courage because on
uwo occasions he has made statements which are not
likely to please all the governments. I would simply
point out that on these occasions he used'I'instead of
;we', which would tend to indicate either that the
Commission as a college had not bein able to consult
together and agree on what he said, or that its Presi-
dent wanted in this way to proclaim his own convic-
dons publicly. Having heard such a speech, I believe
that our principal duty is to choose priorities, since the
task is so great and our scepticism at times so over-
whelming that an 'inventory' on the Pr6vert model
cannot under any circumstances constitute a Commis-
sion programme. For this reason I will confine myself
to discussing the diagnosis, to trying to tell you what I
consider to be the central challenge and what the
priorities might be.
Firsr of all thp diagnosis. On this point I share to a
large extent the analysis made by Mr Thorn. In fact
we face a paradoxical situation: on [he one hand, the
threat of the economic and commerical decline of
\Testern European societies is indisputable, because
even if we are still in a position of strength, the decline
has already set in and an upswing is necessary. For
- economic and commercial decline would inevitably
prevent any political upswing. Thus on the one hand
we have this economic and social decline, and on
other, if I may employ the exPression used by the
potitical economists, we have 'demand' for Europe.
In fact, in the past two years, whenever there has been
a crisis in the world, the question asked everywhere is
'Vhat is Europe doing? What is Europe doing about
the Middle East? lfhat is Europe doing about Afghan-
istan? Vhat is Europe doing about the world
economic disorder?' In my opinion it is this paradox
which represents the Gordian knot of the present
situation: never have we faced so many threats on the
economic and commercial front and never has Europe
been called on so much to give its opinion on world
affairs and to contribute to peace, prosperity and
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greaDer justice. This is the paradoxical diagnosis which
mus[, I feel, form the background ro our reflections.
Since Mr Thorn has quoted all rhe challenges, I will
not repeat them. But in my view ir is not here rhar the
central issue lies. The challenge facing us is one of
imagination and will. We are in facr being hard
pressed economically, rhreatened politically and
confused intellectually by evenrs. !7hat is required of
us is imagination and will. Believe me, fellow Members
of Parliament who believe thar Parliamenr can do
everything, that if the solutions ro rhe presenr situarion
were simple, one would nor have waired for direct
elections to the European Parliamenr ro apply rhem.
This challenge is all the greater in that the crisis has
not simply been imposed from ourside through the
double oil shock or [hrough rhe rrend towards a
world-wide economy. This challenge also comes from
within, it arises out of an increasing inability ro control
economic and social phenomena in our countries.
That is the real crisis. Concenrrar.ing solely on the
external factors, would produce a distressing rempra-
tion to let things slide completely at home.
Unfortunately, I notice thar rhe remptarion ro ler
things slide in this way is very widespread. Let me just
quote two examples of rhis. I hear certain governmenrs
speak of political cooperarion. Since ir is difficult to
progress with the economic and social consrrucrion of
Europe, let us launch into political cooperarion.
However, this raises a simple quesrion: will the polir-
ical take precedence over the economic and social? Ir
is often said that Europe is a commercial gianr, a
threatened economic power and a polirical dwarf. I
would ask you: cah Europe become an influential
political power if its commercial and economic posi-
tions are being constantly eroded? That is rhe ques-
uon.
Consequently, I cannor have fairh in rhose who, nor
wishing to tackle the root of the problem 
- 
that is rhe
difficuldes of the economic and social consr.rucrion of
Europe 
- 
take refuge in concenrraring on the polidcal
level.
Another remprarion, which is very prevalent in this
Parliamenr, and I say rhis blundy, is that of insriru-
tional 'reform'. To lisren ro some people, changing rhe
instirutions would be enough ro solve all rhe problems
facing us. Bur. no, ladies and genrlemen, that is not
possible. If we agree on the deprh of the crisis, if we
have the humilrty to admir our powerlessness in the
face of certain social, economic and political pheno-
mena, then it is not by Parliament 'knocking our' rhe
Council of Ministers, if only for a moment, rhat rhe
problems will be solved.
(Applause)
This rs why I always distrusr and oppose all rhe hasry
innovations and all the forms of instirutional guerilla
warfare which are constanrly being proposed to us
and which are going to be proposed to us again. If rhat
is how things were, the European Parliament would
one day find irelf 'silenced' by rhe Council. The
governments will agree, if nor to construct Europe, at
Ieast to relegate this Parliament to rhe position of
Sleeping Beauty.
Instead, it appears ro me rhar rhe first priority to guide
both the Commissron and Parliamenr should be the
mandate of 30 May, which is an historic opportuniry
revive Europe. !/hat does it involve? Ir involves
making a new srar[ on a sound basis, making a correct
assessment of currenr policies, nor simply of the
common agricultural policy. \flhat a mockery to hear
some Members of Parliamen[ contras[ the excessive
expenditure of rhe common agricultural pohcy with
policies said to be good in themselves, such as the
regional policy and rhe social policy! If we have the
courage to scrur.inize all these policies, we will see thar
there is a lot to criticize, a lot ro reform in each of
them.
It is also necessary, I believe, to rake srock of Euro-
pean Union. 'What are rhe strengths and weaknesses of
Europe? '\fhat can it reasonably do today in rhe
economic sphere? That is what is lacking, and I am
happy from this point of view rhat the Presidenr of the
Commission mentioned industrial cooperation
amongst his priorities. Because this is an important
point: if, tomorrow, Europe sees its industry slip
between its fingers, if, for example, the problem of rhe
car, which is a symbol of and ar rhe same time one of
the foundarions of our industrial societies, if a problem
of this nature is not tackled ar rhe relevant level, what
is the point of discussing the resr? The mandate of
30 May also provides an opportunity for us ro agree
on Europe's objectives, because the last eighteen
months have shown that views as to Europe's vocation
differ gready. On this I do not share Mr Gaston
Thorn's optimism when he says, wirhour more ado,
that the enlargement and rhe strengrhening of the
Community can proceed hand in hand in a simple
manner. No. Enlargement is polirically necessary. It is
our duty towards rhose young democracies. But
enlargement does not of itself imply the strengrhening
of the Community. As it is we have not properly
digested the transition from the Six ro the Nine. \7hat
would it be like wirh twelve? Ve must honestly,
frankly, reflect on rhe consequences of this enlarge-
ment and nor rake refuge in words which are more
wrshful thinking rhan a true solurion.
Finally, we must agree on rhe rules of rhe game. The
fact is, we cannot continue as we have done for two
years proclaiming 'Europe Europel' while at the same
time behaving in an increasingly inward-looking and
nationalistic manner. These rwo srands are incompa-
tible. The British compromise musr be the last gesrure
of this kind. Nor that it has been the only one, let me
hasten to say. The Luxembourg compromise also bears
its share of responsibility.
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I should like, however, to comment further on this
quesrion of solidarity, which should be the golden rule
amongst these rules of the game: there is deliberate
solidarity, namely that which makes it possible to
strengthen Europe, which should allow all Europeans
to feel at home in Europe and to identify with each
other. But there is a more elementary solidariry, which
one tends to forget: de facto solidarity. Vhenever a
country takes an economic or financial decision which
is contrary to the logic of Europe, it destroys a part of
this Europe and hinders its progress. These are not my
words, they come from a Commission document on
economic policy and energy. Our solidarity is a matter
of fact, and the recession which is at Present affecting
the whole of Europe, dangerously aggravating the
unemployment problem 
- 
although there has been as
yet no social upheaval 
- 
This recession, as a result of
the cumulated free-for-all of recessionist policies, is
the best example of this de facto solidarity. In other
words, before making fine pronouncements on ideal
solidarity, let us begin by paying attention to this real
and tangible inter-dependence.
For us, elected erghteen months ago by universal
suffrage, the sole aim is to restore hope, to reverse the
trend. At present Europe only encounters indifference
and scepticism. The governments have a tendency to
become inward-looking, far more than emerged from
Mr Thorn's speech yesterday. It would be easy for
some people to regard Europe as the scaPegoat, as the
cause of their errors and their own failings' That must
be changed, so in 1981 rhe trend must be reversed, one
way or another, so as to restore hope. In this context I
rhink that three poinrs merit our atlention, because I
will not dwell on the programme annexed to Mr
Gaston Thorn's.speech: it contains all the chapters,
but if I were to repeat the expression used by
Mendis-France and say'to govern is to choose', then
there are three aims which appear to me to be essen-
rial, namely Community autonomy, the fighr against
unemployment and industriaI recovery.
Communrty autonomy first of all: how can one speak
of a Community if it is incapable of speaking with one
voice on the great issues and in the important debates
that affect the world. That is not possible, in fact there
was a disastrous example of this recently, in October if
I remember rightly, when the Council of Ministers met
to adopt a position on Japan. \7ell, nothing has come
of it yet.
(Applause)
Even worse, on the day when the director responsible
for the Community's external trade relations returned
empty-handed from Japan, one country proudly
announced a Japanese investment there. I have
nothing against Japanese investments in Europe, but
the coincidence of the two events symbolizes the
egocentrism and the refusal to accePt de facto soli-
diriry. Once again it is not a question of abstract ideas
but of facts. If in the next twelve months we do not
succeed in speaking plainly to Japan and the United
States, then it is not worth speaking of a 'Community'.
Let us speak of a grouping, let us speak of a vague
union, of an organization but please let there be no
more talk of a Community' \fhat we have to say to
the Japanese is simple. Since Japan has become a
majo. po*e., it must accePt the rights and duties of a
major power. In other words, it must open its markets
to the ourside world. One cannot play an international
role and bear international responsibiliry without
accepting rhe quid Pro quo of its rights and advan-
tages, nitnely its dutres. From the point of view of
both commercial policy and monetary policy, Japan
must fulfil its obligations, otherwise the upshot will be
that, as in 1929-35, it goes it alone and remains an
outsider, in which case we must draw our conclusions
accordrngly.
(Applause)
Either Japan forms part of the international commu-
nity and assumes its role in relation to the wealth and
power rt enjoys, or else it puts itself outside the rules
of th. gr-.. The same reasoning applies in the case of
the United States. 'What is meant by a policy based
solely on the increase in interest rates and which does
not give a damn about the effects of these rises 
- 
of
up to 20 o/o on the rest of the world? Can a country
which claims to share the leadership of the world with
the USSR rake that liberty? Can the Community
continue to tolerate, can it resign itself to these soaring
interest rates which jeopardize the main aspects of our
economles and aggravate the recession in our coun-
tries ?
(Applause)
How much longer will \7est Germany and Europe
consent to pay, in the form of hundreds of millions
more unemployed, for an American policy which
neither succeeds in controlling inflation nor in
restoring a world economic and monetary order? It is
not a question of European egocentricity. Europe
must speak with one voice in order to shoulder its
international responsibilities. It is right to be
concerned about the Middle East, it is right to table
resolutions on this question, it is right to discuss the
North-South Dialogue and to shed crocodile tears for
the developing countries.
But, if we do not take a firm xand ztis-d-ttis those who
are prosperous and who hold the key to part of the
*o.[d'r destiny, then it is not worth wasting our
breath. Ve must start by putting our os/n house in
order, by reaching an agreement and by speaking with
one voice. That is European autonomy. It is not
turning inward, it is not Protectionism, it is equipping
oneself with the means to exercise one's international
responsibilities. And it is on this count that I for my
part will 
.ludge the action of the Council of Ministers
and of the Commission.
(Applause)
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The second prioriry is rhe sruggle against unemploy-
men[. I never answer a journalist who asks me at what
point unemploymenr becomes explosive. I simply point
out thar rhe presenr level of unemployment in Europe
undermines everyrhing: equal opportuniry, social
achievemenrs, improved working conditions, inven-
tiveness. It is rhe most vicious evil that can befall our
countries and ir will mean rhar rwenty years from now
we will all be second-rare powers. And when I say
pou)ers, I exaggerace, for in fact we shall be relegated
to rhe [eve[ of subjects. Even if in the nexr rwo years
we cannot find rhe miracle cure, we must ar least
reverse the trend. The fact is, we have rhe means to do
this. \7hat has happened in the pasr rwo years? I have
pleaded 
- 
and I am not rhe only one, if I were there
would be no point 
- 
I have pleaded that we should
nor launch inro a desrructive round of recessionist
policies. My pleas have nor been heard, our pleas have
not been heard. There have been no Community
loans, no measures have been introduced to ensure a
minimum of acdvity. The result is thar we still have
inflation, an exrernal rrade deficir and a further rwo
million unemploymenr. This is confirmadon of rhe
total failure of 'go-it-alone' policies, it is confirmarion
of the mental aberrarion which makes us believe thar
the monetary weapon is rhe only way ro solve all our
problems. !flhen will we undersrand rhar it is not
possible? The outcome of such a policy is rhar rhe
worsr off go further downhill and the least affected
countries become afflicted in their rurn.
Against rhe background of this lamentable trend, I for
my parr welcomed the suggestion by rhe Durch
Government ar rhe lasr European Council to hold
what is called 
- 
I don'r know why 
- 
the 'Jumbo
Conference'. I interpreted ir as an exceprional effon,
an act of polirical will, a consulration on some points
which would make it possible ro reverse the trend, to
s"y 'No', increased unemployment is not inevirable;
no, the more widespread inequality caused by unem-
ployment is nor unavoidable; no, lhe erosion of the
social advantages already achieved is nor inevirable.
'!fl'e are taking rhe bull by the horns, and are bringing
in measures ro change the trend. Everybody knows
that, even with the best policy in rhe world, a rerurn to
full employmenr would require 5 ro l0 years. Bur let
us at least make a srarr! I am already thinking of the
direct elecrion of the nexr Parliamenr. Frankly, I for
my paft would not have the courage in rhe present
circumstances ro go before rhe electorare to plead in
favour of Europe. That is impossible. Ir is unthinkable
a1 fong as we are incapable of reversing, if only
slightly, the currenr rrend. This, I feel, is why this
conference must rake place. Ir must be carefully
prepared of course. Vhat is the point of yet another
conference if it serves no purpose? But as regards
work sharing, rhe crearion of public re.ro. .-ploy-
ment, industrial recovery, vigorous measures to
control supply, and full and complete arrunemenr ro
the new industrial revolution, Europe can seize its
opportunity and take a few steps this year ro improve
the climate and the trend. That is what is meant by
restoring hope.
And finally, I raise rhe quesrion of indusrial coopera-
tion, because this is relared to employmenr. Industrial
cooperation is the symbol of Europe's auronomy.
\(zhar do we mean when we speak of industrial coop-
erarion? h is an idea which is so simple that I scarcely
dare ro spell ir our. Individually, at narional level, we
are roo small to meer rhe dual challenge of the crend
towards a world-wide economy and the new industrial
revolution. Today ir is againsr a background of groups
of 300 to 400 million consumers thar the standards of
production are set, major innovations achieved and the
Brear challenges mer. Japan has an enormous
sub-conrracring market which ir uses as it likes. Ir has
outlets. The Americans have 300 million consumers. Ir
is on such markers thar the strengrh required to
become subsequenr exporrers is built up. Ir is on these
markets rhat the selecrion rakes place which allows the
successful mastering of rhe new industrial revolurion.
'What are we appealing for? !(henever Community
action can boost national effons and company efforts,
it must be taken, irrespective of any dogma 
- 
it is not
a quesrion of dirigism or liberalism but a question of
realizing rhat there is governmenr inrervention in each
of our countries. 'Whenever action gers underway,
cooperation ar European level is a valid response and
one to which we musr have recourse in a pragmatic
manner, starting this year. An important tesr, I repear,
is the automobile. If nothing is done, then nothing will
be possible. Undoubrcdly, and I will conclude here,
the grearesr evil affecring Europe is resignarion and
indifference. Vhar I was and am e*pecring is some
wel[-designed, concerred, priority measures, which
will mean rhat rhe Commission will have to be rigo-
rous in selecting rhe proposals which it draws up and
then implements. These measures musr be selected and
it is primarily these which in my opinion should have
been menrioned in the speech by the President of the
Commission. It is rhese few prioriry measures which
we are wairing for. If rhey are inrroduced, we will be
giving new hope ro Europe and helping ro disperse the
gloom. And since everybody has concluded with a
quotation, allow me to borrow one from Emmanuel
Mounier, who said 'A well-placed rock can divert the
stream'.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Adonnino.
Mr Adonnino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mr Presidenr of rhe Commission, you
outlined in your speech the general principles which
will guide the Commission and the broad iines of its
action wirh reference ro rhe programme of work
which has been disribured to us and which conrains a
wealth of working deuils. This is a set of good inren-
tions which musl narurally be subject to checks on
whether rhey have actually been carried out.
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Amongst the many hazards which the ship of the
Community 
- 
whose helmsman you have been called
upon to become, Mr Thorn 
- 
has to face in the
present raging sea, the first reef you have to negotiate,
which, even though it is not of the size of an iceberg,
is nonetheless tricky enough, is that of how to find a
solution to the problem of the second supplementary
budget for 1980 and the 1981 budget.
The Commission has initiated the infringement. proce-
dure and stated that it is open to suggestions on how
to solve the problem. This is the attitude to adopt and
we should go along with it. Nonetheless, some details
are needed, and I intend to supply them on behalf of
my Group. Discussion, Mr Thorn, cannot take place
on the principles. The budgets have been definitively
adopted and now have to be executed by all those who
are charged with implementing them. The procedures
have been carried out according to regulations and
each institution has had the chance to exercise its
particular prerogatives as fully as it wished. The prin-
ciple of an annual and specific budget cannot be called
into question, since it has been observed to a large
extent by Parliament, which even restored in its final
version those parts which in all likelihood were going
to be lefr out. Norwithstanding this fact, problems still
remain, such as the extenr ro which 1980 funds may be
used in 1981 as a result of the automatic carry-over.
The dialogue needs to be carried on with rhe govern-
ments which opposed expenditure, in order to try to
convince them of the need to find a final destination
for the larger items of expenditure, rhat such expendi-
ture is absolutely necessary and must be fully used and
that in this way Community objectives may be
reached. The dispute here is not of a technical but of a
political nature, and political issues are ill-suited 
-unless this proves absolute[y necessary 
- 
to being
resolved by solemn assertions.
As you also mentioned, Mr Thorn, the Community
has no need of crises but rather of changes in its insti-
tutions. These changes might well even be achieved at
the outser by a correct and flexible interpretation of
the existing legislation.
Mr President, the solution of the budget dispute, by
questionrng not the way in which funds have been allo-
cared but ralher the use to which funds are put, raises
rhe question of the reply which the Commission must
give by June 1981 to the questions put to it by the
Council on 30 May 1980, on reorganizing Community
policies and the financial problems appertaining to
this.
The serms of the Council's question can be defined in
a number of ways. The reply which you, the Commis-
sion, ought to give may be based on a wide variety of
outlooks. The first answer you might give could be
based on a narrow outlook, which would simply aim
at avoiding any repetition in the near future of what
have been termed 'unacceptable situations'. Another
reply 
- 
and this is the direction which we urge you to
follow, Mr Thorn 
- 
would instead consist of broad-
ening the horizons of your investigation and of your
proposals, this to be achieved by rethinking the objec-
tives, reworking the instruments and strict control of
the suitability of expenditure with respecr to the objec-
tives sought and of the validity of the results obtained,
of the cost-effectiveness of such expenditure and the
rnter-relationship between the various items of expendi-
rure, both amongst themselves and in conjuncdon with
expenditure by individual Member States. The Presi-
dent of the Council mentioned some interesting ideas,
but even on these I feel that there is a need to go
somewhat deeper. The points which we, as the Parlia-
men[ary delegation, very often heard raised by the
Council during the budget procedure concerned the
link which exisrs between'the increase in Community
public spending and in national public spending. As I
see it, the problem 
- 
as I have already had occasion
to explain in this House 
- 
is that there is no compara-
bility between the two situations, even though they are
closely linked.
That is why, Mr President, my Group feels that the
action of the Commission ought to be assessed
according to its determination and ability to draw up
an overall doctrine for Community public spending, a
doctrine which also takes into account the relationship
berween the economic policies of the various Member
States. It is essential that these policies should not
interfere with Community policy and that they should
be interlocking, with a view to laying down the lines
along which the Commission's options should travel,
as well as for the options which the Council and
Parliament must take, and to ensuring that any future,
disputes, even if they are of a legislative or institutional
nature, can be disputes of a specifically economic
nature which are definitely much betrer suited to the
ends and aims of our committee.
Mr President, whilst remaining within the limits of the
time allotted !o me, I should like to make one final
remark. As part of the assessment of the various poli-
cies, I should like, this House to examine the possi-
bility of, or the need for, an overall Community policy
on tourism, one which would go far beyond what is
laid down in the two 1976 Directives, which are
restricted to general statements of principle, and the
1980 Directive, which is restricted to a very specific
sector. These are my views, Mr President, which I
now offer to you and to this House for appraisal'
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalakouras.
Mr Dalakoures. 
- 
(EL) Mr President, it would be
an exaggeration to say that yesterday's speech by Mr
Thorn filled me with optimism for the future of
Europe. The bad economic and social situation in our
countries is no secret, nor is it, unfortunately, a purely
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European phenomenon. I should lrke to add, moreover,
that neirher rhe state of mind nor rhe morale of
narions and individuals is good a[ rhe momenr.
The European mighr be imagined as a man waiting to
be shipwrecked. Faced wirh imminent disasrer, he is
either completely aparheric or completely hysrerical,
while the only way he could save himself is by being
calm, methodical and cool. The problem of energy ii
the most typical fearure of this picrure. Mr Thorn
reminded us yesterday of a number of well-known
facts, such as that Europe, more than any other
economic associarion, imports most of its energy and
raw materials, that in 1980 the Community countries
had an oil bill of tOO 000 million and rhat, with the
exception of the United Kingdom and rhe Nether-
lands, the Member States are rhe mosr dependent
countries in the world on exrernal supplies.
I should also like ro add that Europe is ar a greater
disadvanrage rhan America, which has untapped
energy reserves, and rhan the Easrern bloc, whose
regimes are able ro pur infinirely more pressure on the
consumer than is the case in our countries and are
certainly able to make better economic and polidcal
use of their energy resources even when they are
dwindling.
But what ls rhe Community doing abour rhis
programme? Mr Thorn said rhat we had learnr to live
with rhe crisis but also rhar we musr learn to rackle it.
But has the Communiry gor a real energy policy with
which to tackle the c.isiJ In the sho.r-ie.- we musr
struggle ro secure today's energy requirements, and
here I think thar a purely narional policy predominares
because each governmenr, under rhe pressure of every-
day needs, often in a srate of panic and almosr always
hard pressed by public opinion, hasrens ro obtain
petrol for irs counrry by always giving something more
and something else ro the oil-producing countriis, and
there rs no doubt thar in doing so they a.e dancing ro
-the tune of the producers ar rhe .*pe.,s. of all of us.
The conclusion could thus be drawn thar there is no
short-rerm Communiry energy policy, since rhe special
measures to which Mr Thorn referred certainly cannor
be described as a sysremaric policy.
This idea also leads ro the conclusion thar rhe absence
of any such policy has rwo disastrous consequences.
Firstly, it aggravares the economic siruarion in the
Member Stares, since ihis blatant free-for-all can
certainly never manage either to curb fuel prices or to
improve the terms.
Secondly, and even worse, it undermines the Commu-
nity's continuing and long-term energy policy which,
quire righrly, musr be geared to resrricring energy
consumption, lowering our dependence on oil and
increasing our use of solid fuels, nuclear energy and
new renewable sources of energy. The former Greek
Prime Minister and current President of the Republic,
Mr Karamanlis, has repearedly called for rhe setting
up of a shorr-term and long-term Community energy
policy, since ir is a weil-known and accepted economic
rule that your only prorecrion if you are faced wirh a
monopoly is ro unite consumers.
In connecrion wirh rhese ideas I shall turn, Mr Presi-
dent, to rhe famous story of Odysseus ro say rhar ir
must be very small consolarion when rhe producers say
to a'Western country 'Don't wor{r I won't eat you till
last'.
'!7hen the smaller countries begin ro flag under the
intense strain of procuring energy, it will only be a
quesrion of time before rhe same [hing happens ro rhe
larger and stronger ones.
It is therefore rime to join rogerher with great discip-
line, determinarion and courage in readiness for rhe
struggle now and romorrow, since the day after
tomorrow or next year we shall still be weaker and rhe
orher side wrll srill be srronger. I therefore appeal to
the Commission and Parliament to decide wirhout
delay on an immediate and sound common energy
policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am pleased ro have an opportunity to
speak in rhis debare because I feel rhat many imponanr
matters have been raised by the various speakers.
Amongst other rhings arrenrion was drawn ro many
imporrant points which were missing from rhe
programme of acriviries presenred by Mr Thorn
yesterday. I musr say rhat I found Mr Thorn's presen-
tation.and speech extremely brillianr, but like many of
the other speakers before me I missed some praciical
initiatives on the part of the Commission which would
enable the Communrty ro really come ro grips with rhe
problems facing it.
However, I observed that Mr Thorn also devored time
to inter-institutional relarions. I am pleased rhar the
Commission intends ro r.rear Parliamenr as a directly-
elecred Assembly but I ask myself whether we in the
European Parliament behave as directly elected repre-
sentatives in our relations wirh Commission, wherher
the manner in which we hold debares, rhe manner in
which we acrually participare in the Commission,s
programme of activities, would in reality gives us the
influence we wish ro have on Europen development.
I nored also that Mr Thorn indicated that one obvious
y"y 9f solving_ the problems facing the Community inthe absence of decisions from rhe Council of Minis-
ters, was to change the decision-making process and
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all in all, as Mr Thorn expressed it, ro go over ro the
qualified majority vore ro a grearer exrenr in [he
Council. I must however say rhar I am not convinced
that that would not be rhe right solurion, because
contrary to what Mr Thorn imagines, ir is probably
not true thar the Member Srate governments really
represent European interesm. As far as I can see our
experience has often been rhar whar rhe governments
represent in the Council is nothing other than rhe indi-
vidual government's interest. For rhis reason I believe
that it is tremendously imporranr, instead of trying ro
strengthen the decision-making process in the
Council, [o ensure thar rhe European Parliament,
which is directly elected by the cirizens of Europe,
plays a greater role in the decision-making process.
I would like to ask Parliamenr and the Commission if
it is in fact in the interest of the Community citizens
that President Giscard d'Estaing be re-elected in France,
Helmut Schmidt in Germany, and Anker Jorgensen in
Denmark. It is perhaps in the interesrs of some of them
but it is not certain thar it is in rhe inrerests of the
whole Community. The policy often pursued in rhe
Council is very clearly revealed in its objective, which
it that the governments should be re-elected. This is
precisely the problem we are facing. This is the srum-
bling block we face in the Council, rhis is why deci-
sions often cannot be taken.
However, we musr come our of this crisis. This is why
I missed a resolute policy in Mr Thorn's programme
of acriviries, a policy ro tackle, amongsr other rhings,
the problems which the previous speaker illusrated so
excellently, namely energy problems which exist. In
the interests of the Communiry we must. do somerhing
about the very real energy problems. Each time that
we are on the. point of 
_recovering from one more
energy price increase the Community receives a
funher blow and we sink down again: rhe OPEC
countries are allowing their prices to rise ar the presenr
time to ensure that we can never restore proper order
in our economies. Here I believe we have an oppor-
tunity to introduce a policy which will make it clear to
Community citizens that this is a Community rask
which extends beyond the more narional interests
which so often stand in our way.
I noted also in Mr Thorn's speech that he was some-
what doubtful about whether the Community will be
able to admit the new applicant countries Spain and
Portugal, whether we have the political and economic
strength to carry them along. However, should we not
instead of asking this question, instead of being
doubtful, formulate a policy which could assist in
developing these countries and which could at rhe
same time help indusry in the existing Community.
All in all we should try to do what the USA did after
the Second \florld \flar: we should draw up a Marshall
Plan for Europe, develop the weak regions both in the
existing Community and in the countries w(rich are
interested in becoming Community members.
Owing to pressure of rime, I cannot go into rhese
points in detail. Bur I should like to mendon briefly
one element of Mr Thorn's speech yesterday which
pleased me: Mr Thorn clearly srressed rhar rhere is no
question of reforming the common agricultural
policy, that it must instead be adjusred. I would like to
say [o the Commission rhat ir can counr on our full
support in this, because that is exactly what is needed.
'\tr7e do not need ro change rhe principles of the
common agricultural policy radically. However, I
hope that the whole Commission will adopt this policy
because unfortunately in rhe former Commission rhere
were a few members who viewed rhe problems of the
common agricultural policy from a purely budgetary
point of view and not as problems of adjustment.
Finally, Mr President of the Commission, I wish to say
that I found the section dealing with rhe common fish-
eries policy rather poorly thought out. I have read
what the former Commission had proposed as solu-
tions for a common fisheries policy even in the past four
years, and that is, word for word, identical to what I
read here now. I believe that this Commission really
must make an effort. The Commission must rake a
stand against the big counrries so rhar the national
interests which these countries are trying to protecr
can be set aside thus enabling us to go ahead to solve
the problems and to introduce the policy which we
claim to have been striving after now for four years.
Ve must not find ourselves in the siruation, which
unfortunately we experienced in previous years, where
the Commission succumbs to pressure from rhe big
countries.
Finally, I should like to say rhar yesrerday a Danish
representative in the Technical Coordination Group
held a speech in which amongst other things, he enrer-
tained great doubrs about the Danish people's contri-
bution to solving Europe's problems. I am fully
con.,inced rhat the Danish people wanr. ro help in
solving the problems facing rhe Community, rhat is if
we are all prepared to pull up our socks and make a
determined effort to drag ourselves our of this
impasse. Under no circumstances can I accept the
manner in which Mr Skovmand of the Technical
Group presented ma[ters yesterday. That is nothing
other than misrepresentadon. That is not the position
of the Danish people who are indeed prepared to help
in solving the problems.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall nor pretend
that I am going to speak on Mr Thorn's reporr in rhe
three short minutes allotred ro me, because this would
be both presumptuous and untrue. In any Parliamenr
worthy of the name, real debates on basic issues,
analyses of historical developments and the business of
setting objectives canno[ be conducted in rhe sorr of
conditions under which ceflain representatives of
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minority groups, such as myself, are obliged to work
in this House. Such representatives are granted three
or four minutes' speaking time, as indeed are a very
large proportion of the Members, belonging to the
majority groups, who are forced to keep their peace
and consequently to lose all the political impact they
might have had.
Mr Thorn, I have heard rumours that the major polit-
ical groups may not be too happy with your statement,
because they feel that you did not offer enough, and
couched your report in terms which were too vague.
This is as may be, but the large political groups are the
faithful representatives of the Council of the Ten, of
national governments and of the princes who reign
over us. They are representatives of the political
vacuum in Europe, in other words of the majority in
this House. I rhink we have, at the outset, to go along
wirh the petty squabbling in which this independent
and sovereign House indulges wirh an executive which
in some ways has other polidcal interests. Mr Presi-
dent of the Commission, we are now continually
subjected to an assault on the 'social and political
lepers' which 90 0/o of Europeans feel us to be, in a
Europe where people are disenfranchised and gagged.
And shoulU by chance, in spite of rigged elections and
electoral laws which are loaded against us, one of
these lepers be elected to this House, then the Rules of
Procedure are altered and broken and that person is
prevented from talking about those marters which it is
our duty to discuss.
You have just indicated to me, Mr President of the
Parliament, that my speaking time is up. So is it then
that I have done my bit, or at least what was expected
of me. This means, Mr Thorn, that the reply which
one school of thought in Europe will give, not to you
personally but to this Community, will have to be
given from elsewhere. I only hope that it will not make
itself heard through violence. However that may be, it
is cenainly not via this House that you will get the
help and support of constructive criticism and of an
alternative solution to our problems.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs De March.
Mrs De March. 
- 
(F)Mr Presiden,, ,urop. ,,
going through a grave crisis which is hitting all secrors,
and it is this very result which spells an indictment of
the policies applied up to now by the Common Market
and by the Commission of the European Communi-
ries. The people responsible for this state of affairs are
rhe same people who are working together within the
Commission, which is chosen by the national govern-
ments, and who cover a political spectrum for the
various countries from Conservative to Social Demo-
crar. '!7e noted in passing that Mr Glinne, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, did not omit to stress [he fact that
this consensus existed.
Yes, the situation has never been so clear as it is today.
You expressed, Mr Thorn, the Commission's open
intention to alter its status to that of a supranational
body, and you appealed to the European Assembly to
play its role as remover of national sovereignty and to
conrinue to act as it does today as a democratic facade.
You expressed your determination to broaden the
scope and authority of the Commission by abolishing
the unanimity rule and by supporting the principle of
an increase in the Community's own resources. You
yourself state that enlargement is one of the basic
means of achieving all these aims. The French
Members of the Communist and Allies Group vigo-
rously oppose such intentions. \7e refuse the Commis-
sion the right to speak on behalf of France. 'We are
here as the representatives of a country and we shall
never accept seeing its interests, which are one and the
same as those of the.workers, trampled underfoot in
order to provide huge profits exclusively for the
multinationals.
My second point concerns economic and social policy.
You dodged the issue by not mentioning the causes of
this crisis. Similarly, your speech never once answers
the question of who dominates Europe. You say you
are concerned about unemployment, but in the same
brearh and in spire of rhe figure of 8 million unem-
ployed, you decide to carry on along the same path,
which is that of a policy of indusrial reorganization.
You say you wan! to tackle the real issues in a new
way, but you then aim your appeal at the workers and
I noted several times the words 'sacrifice' and 'worker
mobiliry' in your speech. These, [hen, are the solutions
you propose to go with your noble intentions.
Vhen you talk about the stee[, shipbuilding and textile
industries, it is merely in order to refer to the new
reorganization plans, whose most striking result will
be rhousands of lay-offs in our various countries and
- 
as I have had cause to note 
- 
in my region. In fact,
far from being constructive the Common Market has
become a firm of wreckers 
- 
witness the plan for
shipbuilding. And now you are asking yourselves, why
is Europe so little respected? How can you possibly
expect to obtain support from the people in the
regions of Europe which, if the democratic workers'
movemen[ in France and in a[ the European countries
did not engage in a struggle and show its determina-
tion to oppose the dismantling of the economic infras-
tructure, would become wastelands and, for some
amongst us, would become huge leisure areas for rich
visitors, regions in which the right to live, work and
participate in the decision-making processes of one's
region are denied.
Lastly, how can one avoid noting the determination of
the new Commission to reduce farm expenditure,
which is thought to be increasrng much too fast? This
sentence makes perfectly clear the threats which exist
for the fixrng of farm prices, for farm incomes and for
the continued existence of small and medium-sized
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family holdings, whose fate is linked ro the inevirable
and unmentionable ourcome of enlargemenr. This
policy was born of the way in which the crisis is
managed by the Right and by the Social Democrats
who govern Europe. And for their acceptance of rhe
faithful managemenr of the interests of the capitalisric
forces, the social-democraric parries in the Community
bear a heary responsibility. There is no point in all
talking together about an independent Europe. The
fact is that you are cut off from the peoples you repre-
sent because they do nor have any affiniry with the
Europe you are building. Your fear of the furure is
brought out by your frighrening portrayal of a possible
disintegration of the Community by 1985.
Yes, Mr Thorn, there is a fundamental difference of
opinion between you and the Communisrs. This
difference is based on rhe fact that you, rogerher wirh
the Commission, support a fully inrcgrated Europe, in
which the individual narions are. broughr to their
knees. But what we wanr is cooperation berween
strong, sovereign and independent nations, since we
consider the idea of national sovereignry as an idea
which has historical roors and conrinues ro have a
dynamic and fruirful life of im own. As for the French
Communists, they offer a new parh towards a Europe
which serves rhe inrerests of the workers, a parh which
is a truly narional one. You talk about efficiency. I
agree, efficiency can come from a new economic
policy based on economic and social progress, and in
order to achieve this we musr oppose rhe power of the
multinationals, which srifles both people and indus-
tries. Yes, efficiency means fair shares for all and a
new type of growth in whrch men and women will
have all the basic guaranrees and all the rights they
should have. You talk about solidarity. Yes, we wanr
Europe to show solidarity towards rhe leasr well-off
and we do nor wanr ro see any more use made of rhe
food weapon ,g^inrr peoplei who are fighting for
freedom.
Yes, we must show solidarity rowards developing
countries, whose way of life is a glaring conrrasr ro rhe
best this age has to offer. . .
On this subject, I also noted that you were very reluc-
tant to take into accounr a basic factor of rhis modern
age, that is the new world economic order. For our
part, we dare to say'Away with selfishness!'It is the
fact that we feel a real solidariry with the peoples of
the Mediterranean regions which leads us ro resrate
here and now our irreversible opposition to enlarge-
ment of any kind and to demand an immediate halt to
neBotiations.
Our aspirations towards social progress and peace lead'
us to raise for the second time 
- 
and in this we are
the only French Members of rhis House so ro do 
-the dangers inherent in pooling arms producrion. Ve
denounce Viscount Davignon's nore on a common
defence strategy, which goes against.rhe Treaties and
the notion of national independence. 'We recommend
that a broad consensus be found in order ro srop rhe
arms race and to found a peaceful Europe. This should
be one of the main objectives of rhe Commission, so
that over and above speeches we can help millions of
people in the world ro live, and I mean those who have
to endure rhe most humiliaring rhing of all: starvarion
because they do nor have rhe righr to ear.
These are objectives which would help us ro arrain
freedoms befitting the age we live in. Security means
that nations must be independent, ir requires full
sovereignty, presupposes the righr ro peace and a halr
to such horrifying projects as the neurron bomb or a
European defence force. Ve are striving towards these
noble goals, since that is why we are elecred. Luckily,
millions of workers and rheir rrade unions are taking
action along the same lines all over Europe from
France to Italy, from Belgium ro Germany. This is
what we were elecred for, and ir is wirh rhese people
that we are building a new furure for rhe peoples of
Europe, one based on justice, human dignity, freedom
and peace.
(Applausefrom the extreme left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cecovini.
Mr Cecovini. 
- 
(I) Mr President, firsr and foremost
I wish to express my personal esreem for Mr Thorn,
whom I regard not only as a brilliant politician and
statesman but above all as a level-headed experr on rhe
basic Community policies, and especially the agricul-
tural and energy policies, the references to which in
the report and memorandum I appreciarcd. \7ith
regard to energy, the old saying that rhe best medicine
is to save it undoubtedly bears repeating. To achieve
this result, however, a truly far-sighted Community
regional and transport policy is also required. Let us be
honest and admit that little has been done so far in
these sectors. Among other things, it is necessary to
eliminate the existing bottlenecks, to shorten and
rationalize the so-called European roures which have
already been mentioned by ex-Commissioner Burke,
and to which I think the attenrion of the new Commis-
sion should be drawn.
The Channel Tunnel the pon of Triesre, the Sraits of
Messina 
- 
these are a few typical borrlenecks in rhe
North-South roures, which are, however, nor even
mentioned either in the report or in the memorandum.
One is therefore justified in wondering if a policy
exists on this matter. Among orher things, the acces-
sion of Greece to the Community again raises the
urgent need for homogeneity among the various Euro-
pean regions, to be pursued first and foremost through
a policy of practical action instead of merely with fine
words.
The memorandum stresses the importance that the
Community Mediterranean policies will assume in
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1981. The new agreement with Yugoslavia is rightly
mentioned. But what does the Commission plan to do
for the Adriatic route, which is the most direct,
economic and independent route from Community
Europe to Greece, the Middle East, Egypt and east of
Suez?
It is clear that all the policies depend on the regional
and transpon policy, and that integrated measures
must be strengthened, especially when an over-
whelming Community interest can be perceived, not
conflicting with, but in cenain cases transcending, the
more immediate national needs.
The Community must be made less abstract and more
atrentive !o the real needs of local communities.
Moreover, I think you were right to stress your
declared intention, Mr Thorn, Lo carry out Commis-
sion planning in a constant dialogue and consensus
with Parliament. This all ties in with Mr Spinelli's
noble idea of a very necessary reform of Parliament,
designed ro increase its dignity and political weight.
After all, this is not a revolutionary proposal, given
that Anicle 235 oI the EEC Treaty also allows for
measures not expressly mentioned in the Treaty, pro-
vided that they are needed to achieve its goals, and
no-one could say thar a European Parliament with
increased powers would not sadsfy that provision.
'!/e therefore have the technical and legal means to
carry out this reform and the political will to carry ir
out is now being expressed. You and we 
- 
to use your
words, Mr Thorn 
- 
are empowered to make any
proposal whatever. Let us therefore begin by
proposing this reform. Let us start rc talk more about
Community and less about common market, mutton,
butter and surpluses which profit the few at the
expense of the many.
Europe 
- 
and this, too, is implied in your speech 
- 
is
above all a political and cultural reality and cannot be
reduced to merely mercantile terms 
- 
however
imponant 
- 
not least because only a strong and
aware political union will enable us to overcome this
economic crisis and possible future crises, which seem
to be the dominant theme of these last decades of the
century.
(Applause from the Liberal Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanton.
Mr Fanton. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to tell
rhe President of the Commission that all of us in this
House appreciated the high standard of his speech. I
am not just saying this to flatter his pride but because
it is true. Dare I say, however, that although we were
sarisfied with the overall standard of his speech, and
my Group at least was well satisfied with it, when it
comes to the details we at times felt thwarted, esPe-
cially where agricultural policy was concerned.
Mr Thorn, you referred to the 30 May deadline. \7e
are all aware in this House that the coming year will
be taken up by the difficulties of the common agri-
cultural policy, not just because of this deadline, but
also because of its budget repercussions. However, in
your thiny-page long speech, less than one page is
devoted to the common agricultural policy. It is true
that you expressed a positive attitude on this matter,
and that reassures us. You stated that Europe needs a
strong agriculture and that there was no chance of the
broad principles of the common agricultural policy
being called into question. \fle thank you for this
two-fold declaration of intent, because it echoes our
concern and this is for us one of the prerequisites for
continuing the agricultural policy.
But, almost in the same breath, you added a new prin-
ciple. And might I vent.ure to say that this new prin-
ciple does not appear to us to meet in any way the
requirement for breathing new life 
- 
as you put it 
-into the CAP. \flhat you stated was in fact that the
new Commission wished to rejuvenate the CAP by
involving the farmers in seeing that it is well managed,
in panicular by applying the principle of co-responsi-
bility. Ve were able ro read in a repon drawn up by
Mr Gundelach during his time in office that
co-responsibility was for the former Commission one
of the ideas on which the whole reform was based. I
am sorry to see 
- 
and I am being perfectly frank on
this matter 
- 
that you felt that this could now be
termed a new principle, because, let us be honest about
it, this is not a principle but simply an expedient. The
fact is that I did not quite undersrand how what you
said marries up with what is stated in the repon which
we are now discussing in the Committee on Agricul-
ture and which we will soon be debadng in this House.
You say that you wish to involve the farmers in the
good management of this policy, but that is not at all
what emerges from the way in which the co-responsi-
biliry levy is extended in the document before us
today. The producers are in fact not involved in
management at all. And it seemed to us that for the
Commission the co-responsibility levy was more a
supplementary means of income than a means of influ-
encing farm policy. Once all rypes of produce are
eligible for the co-responsibility levy, with no distinc-
tion being drawn between those which produce
surpluses and those which do not, and with no break-
down within each rype of produce, but simply imposed
on everyone, then you should not call this a
co-responsibility levy, but rather a levy on farm
produce which will perhaps enable the Commission to
undenake other policies. This is why we are more than
a little reticent on this general motion. Ve would not
like, Mr President, to see co-responsibility becoming,
both in your mind and in that of the Commission, a
founh principle added to those which have existed
since the inception of the CAP, because if this were
the case, and contrary to what you would seem to be
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saying, we would be turning our backs on the basic
principles of the CAP. Co-responsibility can in no way
take the place of the other guiding principles of the
CAP, and it, cannot be added to them either. This is
why I wish to stress this point. It is true that you spoke
so little on agricultural policy tha[ you did not perhaps
have time to say everything. However, on this parti-
cular matter, you said a little too much, I can only
hope that this was inadvertent.
There was another subject in your speech, Mr Thorn,
which worried us, and that was the question of farm
prices. You actually stated in the one sentence you
devoted to this issue that proposals had already been
drawn up and that we would be given more informa-
tion in one week's time. I suppose we will glean this
information from the press because in one week's time
we will no longer be sitting and you will not be able to
speak before us. But what really worries me, Mr
Thorn, is the schedule. !7e have already stated here
that things needed to progress faster than usual this
year. l am well aware of the reasons, linked to the
Commission's sad loss, which can explain the fact that
we are already behind-hand, but I am afraid that this
delay is not merely the outcome of that event and I am
worried that farm prices may once more not be fixed
by I April. '!7'e are being told now that the Commis-
sion will perhaps come up with some solutions on
18 February, and that then the Council will give ir
opinion on these proposals. I am afraid that on I April
the measures will not be ready. Once more, Mr
Thorn, the Community's farmers are going to wonder
if the only outcome of the cumbersome mechnism
which exists at present is not to place them in tighter
and tighrcr situations, since it has often been said here,
and I should have liked not to have to repeat it, that
we cannot constantly put off the fixing of farm prices
without jeopardizing the credibility of the CAP.
Mr President of the Commission, I thank you for your
statement on the guiding principles of the common
agricultural policy. I should merely like to add in
conclusion that we shall be watchfuI as to their observ-
ance, that we do not under any circumstances wish to
see rhem called into question and we should like the
Commission to follow its views through to their
logical conclusion. The common agricultural policy
means Community preference. Ve should in parti-
cular, Mr President, like to see you preserve the single
market system. Ve should like the Commission to
insist that Community preference be observed to the
hilt by everyone all the time. And on the subject of
price unity, which is now under attack, we should also
like the Commission to ensure that this is observed
too, in particular by abolishing positive compensatory
amounts. But above all, we want the common agri-
cultural policy to be pursued with our suPPort and we
particularly want it to be pursued along the lines laid
down by those who conceived it and, on this matter,
we shall be totally unshakable.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bogh.
Mr Bogh. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, as a representative
of minority views in this House, both on national and
EEC policy issues, I am allergic to any suggestion that
the majority should vote down the minority. Indeed
there have been many grounds for allergic reactions in
this Parliament in the last twenty-four hours. There
were grounds for such reactions in Mr Thorn's Euro-
pean visions, in the motion for a resolution put
forward in connection with Mr Thorn's speech, and in
the conduct of this Parliament's proceedings this very
morning.
Mr President, a democracy is not, as you know char-
acterized by the fact that the majority has its way but
by the fact that the minority's view is heard. This
morning rhis Parliament faced its democratic ordeal
by fire when representatives of the weakes[ nation,
Greenland, presented to us that country's dispute with
the EEC's strongest nation. Mr President, Parliament
did not pass this rest. Firstly, the only really urgent
item amongst a profusion of pseudo urgent items was
not dealt with. Secondly, what occurred was far worse
in that the small nation's cry for help was met with
nonchalance by the majoriry of Parliament.'I7hen the
President called Mr Lynge it was the signal for a
general exodus accompanied by loud talk and noise.
And what was even worse, the President refused the
speaker's request to restore order so that he could be
heard.
Mr President, I believe that can Buarantee this Parlia-
ment that the majority's behaviour this morning
towards the small Greenland population and its repre-
sentative has brought Greenland's withdrawal from
the EEC in the fonhcoming referendum a great deal
closer. For this reason the Danish representatives will
proclaim a resounding'no' [o the proposal, moved by
Jonker and others in connection with Mr Thorn's
report, to increase this Parliament's powers, which
thank God are not especially great.
Mr President, those of us who represent minority
views feel that there is a conspiracy under way against
national influence and accordingly against minority
righm in the EEC. On the one hand we have Mr
Thorn's proposal to reduce the importance of the
Council of Ministers, which is the only defence against
being voted down by the majority, and his proposal to
abolish the right of veto which is the small countries'
last weapon. On the other hand we have the unflag-
ging attempts by those for whom Europe is written in
capital letters, to increase this Parliament's powers at
the expense of the national parliaments. For this
reason, Mr President, I should like to stress that only
the national parliaments can change the balance of
power, whether it be between the EEC's main institu-
tions or between the EEC's national governments and
parliaments. So one may as well refrain from fantas-
izing about such a change.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Gondicas.
Mr Gondicas. 
- 
(EL) Mr Presidenr, if one wanred
to sum up Mr Thorn's speech yesterday in one sent-
ence, one would say that rhe President of the Commis-
sion affirmed once again his deep fairh in and his
devotion to the fundamenml principles of the Commu-
nity. The way in which he pointed out the dangers
surrounding us and his vivid comparison of Europe ro
a house which is in need of someone to look after ir
properly show rhar the President and his colleagues
are aware of the problems and are working ro solve
them.
In his extremely comprehensive speech Mr Thorn
avoided, however, any reference to rhe solutions he
envisages and the measures he intends to take with
regard to various problems, nor are they referred to in
the repon which, as he rightly said, had in fact been
distributed to us beforehand. After whar we heard
yesrcrday I should like to think rhar we shall soon have
the opponuniry of finding out what the Commission's
proposals are .without being confronted, as has
happened very often hitherto, wirh a set of faits-accom-
plis.The problems exist and solutions must be found. I
am glad, Mr President, that Mr Thorn srressed thar
the solutions will be found objectively without any
influence wharoever from outside. Those who are
trying rc find solutions should bear in mind that all of
us are waiting to see whar will happen wirh regard to
boosting economic activity in the Communiry,
reviewing the Community's posirion on social ques-
tions, taking adecision on the creation of the new
labour market policy and developments relating to the
common agricultural policy.
I have deliberarely lefr till lasr a point which, alrhough
touched on in Mr Thorn's repon, in my view is nor
dealt wirh in sufficienr detail, namely that the
Community belongs [o rhe generations yet ro come. It
is for them that we are working and hoping for the
best. I would ask the Commission to pay more atten-
tion to the problems of young people and to find ways
of convincing them that within the Community they
will live in security and peace.
On the other hand, Mr President, I do not think ir is a
coincidence that the speech by the President of the'
Commission folloved that of a great statesman. By his
presence among us President Sadat stressed the enor-
mous imponance which the whole world attaches to
the Europe of the Ten. But at the same time this also
imposes on all of us the obligation to work togerher to
consolidate Europe's role. In your speech, Mr Thorn,
you asked Parliament to give you its political backing
in your work. Permit me to say that it depends on you
and your colleaugues whether you retain undl the end
of your period of office the sincere support and good-
will of us all rhat you enjoy today.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gautier.
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to take the opportuniry
offered by this debate on the Commission's repon to
discuss a number of specific problems regarding the
Community's fishery policy. It says on page 18 of ir
programme that the Commission will be giving
priority to the introduction of a common fishery
policy in 1981. Following the breakdown of negotia-
tions in the Council of Ministers last night, though, I
get the impression that, by the time we have such a
policy, there will be either no more fish or no more
fishermen. I should like to ask the Commission what
steps it plans to take in the future now rhar deadlock
has apparently been reached in the Council. It would
appear that all hell has now broken loose in the Euro-
pean Community over this issue. Brirish fishermen
have gone on strike and intend ro blockade the pons.
German ports have already been blockaded and
French trawlers have been turned back. Today we
have seen the first lorryloads of fish from Denmark
and the Netherlands sent back from Germany 
- 
nor
by the German Government, but by workers in rhe
fish-processing industry.
The Council's role in all this is to go and destroy jobs.
There are, of course, grounds for saying that some
jobs here and there are in danger because 
- 
from a
purely objecrive point of view 
- 
there is no alterna-
tive. Ir is rhe Community's job, though, ro allocare the
fish; the only problem is that we are not capable of
reaching political agreement and of making rhe best
use of the available fish srocks.
For instance, fishing righrs around rhe Shetland Isles
have been used to block an agreemen[ with a third
country, Canada. There was a debate this morning in
this House on the claim thar there was no reladonship
between fishing around Denmark and Greenland and
that the catch quotas for rhe rwo countries 
- 
or
rather the two parrs of the same counrry 
- 
should be
set separately. Vhat, then, is there to stop the
Commission denying that there is a de-up between the
Shetland Isles and Canada? Vhy is rhe Commission or
the Council not capable of following Parliament's
advice and, for insrance, excluding the agreemenr wirh
Canada from the general fisheries negoriarions? I
should like ro ask rhe Commission whether it is
prepared to go along wirh Parliament's decision and,
for instance, forward rhe agreement wirh Canada ro
the Council of Foreign Minisrers as an external trade
agreement, whereupon ir will be up [o rhe Council ro
reach a majority decision.
It is quite incredible that no-one allegedly has
anything against rhe quora allocation, the strucrural
policy, the marker organizarion or rhe agreement with
Canada and other third countries, bur that the Euro-
pean institutions are still incapable of purting a fish-
eries policy into effecr. I can only say rhar, if rhe
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Council carries on as it has beeir doing and if the
Commission likewise fails to make any progress, the
upshot will be that, in my own country for instance,
the entire deep-sea fishing industry will go to the wall
and, in a very shon space of time, thousands of people
will lose their jobs, with all the attendant long-term
repercussions in the processing industry.
I should like to remind the Commission that, when the
compromise over the British contribution to the
budget was reached in May last year, a polidcal link
was esmblished between the fisheries policy and the
budget repayments to the United Kingdom. \flhat is
rhe Commission's view of this situation now that the
fisheries negotiations have broken down? Personally, I
have every sympathy for the actions being taken now
by fishermen throughout the Community. I simply
cannot understand why our institutions are incapable
of doing something in the fishermen's interests.
Nobody in the European Community understands the
haggling in the Council, where the Ministers spent
three days behind locked doors without achieving any
result at all. !(le expect the Commission to persevere
with im effons to bring about structural changes in the
Community institutions, so that the Council can at last
take up agreed positions which are in the interests of
the people of Europe, and not in the interests of those
who think they can spend three nights haggling until,
by the end, no one knows any more whar they are
haggling about.
(Applause from the ldt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fischbach.
Mr Fischbach. 
- 
(F) Mr President, yesterday the
President of the Commission, in a serious but optim-
istic tone, outlined for us the key points of the
Commission's work programme for rhe coming term
of office. \Thilst drawing a clear distinction between
the work which needs to be carried out in 1981 and
the broad lines of the Commission's work which will
be spread over the next four years, no Member of this
House who is ruly in favour of a policy of European
inregration could possibly dispute that, over and above
the alarming srate of healrh of the Community as it
was put before us by the Presidenr of the Commission,
the programme drawn up by the new team can be
viewed in im broad lines as an ambitious and perhaps
even courageous one, if we judge from the clear-cut
position adopted with regard to the consideration, or
even reconsideration, of how to give the Community
its own means of action, means which it can no longer
do without in the future if it wishes to stride boldly
forward.
My Group is especially pleased that the priorities which
it had backed in its motion for a resolution on rhe
mission and programme of the Commission, tabled
this January, have been incorporated more or less in
their entirety into the Commission programme. This is
true for a wide variety of subjects ranging from the
need for the European Monetary System to develop
towards a European Monetary Union to devising real
Community policies in the energy, regional and indus-
trial sectors, to adjusting or partially reorganizing the
common agriculrural policy, to stepping up the fighr
against unemployment or instituting a new social and
employment policy or, as I havc already mentioned, to
achieving the absolutely essential increase in own
resources. But in order to achieve such ambitious
objectives, and since the need for action is so very
important, we must finally bring ourselves to assess the
Community's real potential for supplementing national
measures in a number of areas. If the energy question
or [he battle against unemployment are problems
which could better be solved at Community level, then
it is time to draw our conclusions, and this means first
and foremost to convince the Member States of this
fact. It is from this standpoint that my Group expecrs
the Commission to come up with its own appraisal of
how to achieve a better balance between Community
policies on expenditure and those of the various
Member States. This is in our view the only way in
which we can succeed in clearly defining the responsi-
bilities of the Community and those of rhe Member
States, and the only way in which we can avoid future
duplication of work and even a complete absence of
harmonization of the objectives sought by some of the
Community's budget spending and rhe objectives
sought by some of the budget spending of the Member
Stares.
But the most imponant rhing for my Group 
- 
this
point having already been very clearly expressed by my
colleagues Mr Junker and Mr Van Aerssen in their
speeches 
- 
is how rhe Commission intends to coop-
erare wirh Parliament in order to fulfill its programme.
The facr is, and I am sure that the President of the
Commission would be the last to fault me on this
point, that it is very difficutt for Parliament to judge a
new Commission of the European Communities solely
on its programme as long as we have no clear idea ofjust how far the Commission is prepared to take
account of the desires expressed by the majority of this
House.
In line with the positions it has already adopted and
with the contents of the Rey report, my Group is parti-
cularly in favour of seeing an inter-institutional agree-
ment reached on future cooperation between the
Commission and Parliament. The aim of an agreement.
of this rype is fully justified since it would considerably
enhance the mutual confidence which should reign
between the Commission and Parliament and which
would precisely have the effect of boosting Commu-
nity action and would cut down on the hesitation
displayed far too frequently by various Member States.
Those who in spire of this continue to believe that an
inter-institutional agreement of this type would inevit-
ably lead to the Commission becoming subject to
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Parliamenr, have not understood what is intended, or
at least rhey are pretending that they have not under-
stood.
My Group naturally has some very clear ideas of what
might be the contents of an inter-institutional agree-
ment of this sort. Our suggestions and proposals range
from the proposal that the Commission consult Parlia-
ment before forwarding proposals to the Council, to
rhe strict observance by the Commission of amend-
ments adopted by Parliament, and would in panicular
include recognition of Parliament's new moves in rhe
fietd of legislation and support for Parliament in its
efforts to have the conciliation procedure laid down in
rhe declaration of 4 March 1975 exrended ro cover
other legal acts, even those which have no bearing on
the budget.
Given that the President of the Commission clearly
stressed the need for a new dialogue and even for the
serring up of a permanent dialogue between the
Commission and Parliament ro further their mutual
relations, we have no real reason to be pessimistic as to
the future. '!(i'e do, however, feel that the Commission
would be well advised not to take hasty action but to
rake all the rime ir needs to consider this question and
ro look very closely into the proposals we have
submitted to it. Nonetheless, if rhe Commission were
ro delay too long in making its views known, then we
would feel justified in coming back to this matter
between now and 1 October, and at that time we
should, rf need be, display a much greater insistence.
(Applause)
INTHE CHAIR: MR KATZER
Vice-President
President: 
- 
I call Mr Curry.
Mr Curry. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry to have inter-
rupted rhe President of the Commission in such a
brusque fashion but I hope to detain him only a very
short time as I only have two minures in which to do
it. I wish ro draw attention to a single remark he made
in his address. That was when he referred to the agri-
cultural policy as the only common policy we have.
Vhen he sers about his reassessment of that policy will
he start from the point of departure that it is no longer
a common policy? It is becoming less and less a
common policy. It is becomming submerged in an
avalanche of national aids uncoordinated, unorgan-
ized and in may cases unnotified.
(Applause from the right)
I put a question down on the latest instalment, not in a
sense of hostiliry, to his Agricultural Commissioner,
about the 4 000 million francs of French national aids,
and I got the most appallingly vague and inadequate
reply I have ever received. Ve want informadon; if
they are legal, let us know about it. If they are not,
what is he going to do about it?
There is an illusion, President Thorn, that the CAP
can be reformed in Brussels. The answer is it can only
be reformed in the national capitals, and until you
either begin the process of bringing national aids into
some sort of framework, regularized, authorized,
understood as pan of the mechanism of the CAP to be
decided jointly by the Ministers or else try to get rid of
them and res[ore the CAP to those three famous prin-
ciples of which many of my colleagues frequently talk,
except when they themselves are defending the
national aids they have given, then you will simply be
beadng the air, as far as changes to the common agri-
cultural policy are concerned. Some people believe
thar we should do very little to the policy and some
believe that substantial things have got to be done.
You owe it to both sides either to restore a genuine
common agricultural policy or else to let us have a
policy which is divided between Community and
national responsibility but which is clear and trans-
parent, so that we know where we are going and who
is putting the signals on the road along which we are
going. Unless you do that, unless we move either
towards Breater flexibility of control or else towards
the elimination of national aids and the restoration of
the original principles, all the mlk about adjustments
or changes or reform of the CAP is so much hot air.
You have to begin, Mr President, to tackle this basic
problem, this basic contradiction, namely, rhar the
common policy, acclaimed as the great triumph of this
Community, is in wholesale retreat. Either we
organize that retreat or we try to put an end to it.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fernandez.
Mr Fernandez. 
- 
Mr Thorn, in your summing-up
of 1980 you were forced to admir that your Commis-
sion had been unable to go as far as ir would have
liked. It is true that the growing opposirion of the
workers has meant a lot of spanners in the works of
your austerity and reorganizarion policies in general,
and of agriculture in particular.
Last year, your Commission, squeezed inro the girdle
of its budget, only put forward a ridiculously small rise
in farm prices of 2.4 0/0, afrer even having thoughr of
blocking them complerely. However, rhe effons made
by farmers paid off, in France in panicular, by prod-
ucing a rise of approximarely 10 0/0, which limircd the
drop in farmers' incomes. But by refusing to grant an
increase which corresponds to rhe increase in produc-
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tion costs, that is 13 0/o for France, the Commission,
the Council and the Conservative and Social-Demo-
cratic majority in this House are directly responsible
for the drop in farm incomes which occurred during
the financial year 1980.
For 1981, you are on the brink of taking another step
along the path to austerity and reorganization.'!7hat is
more, you are making your objectives quite plain. You
want to continue transferring expenditure which
should go to agriculture to new common policies for
reorganizing industry in the interest of multinational
companies and to bring greater pressure tb bear on
farm incomes, firstly by extending co-responsibiliry
levies to cover all types of producer and by carrying
out distressing cuts in expenditure aimed at supporting
the market, and secondly by preventing any fair
increase in farm prices. The unofficial offers you have
made up to now are far from being up to the mark,
and well outside the type of increase which might
normally be expected. !7e, like the farmers, are
concerned that farm prices should be fixed and once
again we can see that polirical manoeuvring is going
on with the intention of delaying this untiI after
l April. In 1980, the two-month delay hit farmers
hard. In France, the price increase in real terms was
less than 6 o/0, even though prices had been nominally
increased by 10 %. You do not miss a chance of
making petty savings at the expense of farmers, but
what you really want is to try to save Giscard
d'Estaing and his government from the backlash of
farmers' anger. As early as last year, the Lettre euro-
ptenne stated the following under the headline
250 million Frenchfrancs to get Giscard re-elected, and,l
quote:
For the time being the Nine appear to be prepared rc
ease the way for the re-eleccion of Valery Giscard
d'Estaing by not sowing the seeds of discontent in the
French countryside. Once the elections are over, it will
then be possible to institute the reform of the common
agricultural policy.
By deliberately delaying the fixing of farm prices, you
are attempting to 'save the bacon' of the French
Government and of Giscard d'Estaing by letting him
play the role of d'Anagnan fighdng off the villanous
Brussels guard. In the interests of French farmers, we
are determined to combat these moves and to put a
stop to them. That is why I now demand that farm
prices for 1981 to 1982, lor which we propose an
increase of 15 o/o rogerher with the dismanding of
positive monetary compensatory amounts, should be
fixed by I April at the very latest. In order to meet this
deadline, we now also demand that this House be
convened, if necessary in an extraordinary session, in
order to discuss farm prices before I April.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Thorn wanted
in his speech to sum up the guiding thread of Commu-
nity policies in general, and I should like to stress that
in many respects the directions he indicated denoted a
courageous approach.
I noted one remark concerning the common agricul-
tural policy, which was rhar priority was given to this
policy because it is the focal point of the Commission's
tasks. You stated, Mr Thorn, that 'Agriculture is by
far the largest budget item'. '!flith good reason, since it
is the only all-embracing European policy. I should,
however, like to insist thar the mph that agriculture is
too costly be dispelled once and for all. \7e will have
opportunity to do this in any case during the debate
on the adjustment of the common agriculrural policy.
\7hat you said, Mr Thorn, was [hat we had to inject
new life into the CAP.
Taking this view as my basis, and referring back also
to the excellent report submitted by the Commission at
the end of last year 
- 
and I should like in this connec-
tion, to pay tribute to the memory of the late Mr
Gundelach 
- 
I should like you, Mr Thorn, to reaf-
firm one of the basic tenets of the repon I have just
mentioned, which was that we must stimulate the
growth of a dynamic and productive agricultural
sector. Let us not forget. that natural resources are very
scarce in Europe and that the food requirement here is
enormous. \7e need a farming industry which is geard
to productivity and to the export of cenain types of
produce. This can only be achieved by applying a
determine.d policy and panicularly by sound market
organlzatron.
I agree, therefore, that the three principles enshrined
in the Treaty must be observed, but I refuse to have it
tampered with or to let compromise after compromise
go by. I agree that producers should make a financial
contribution and be involved in policy managemen[,
provided that farm prices guarantee them a decent
income and thar the overall tax system applied to fam
and oils results in fair competition. In a word, Mr
Thorn, we have great expectations of the planned
adjustment of the cornmon agricultural policy, which
ought to lead to an agricultural policy which is really
and truly managed and not one to which we are
subjected as we generally are at the moment. The
fixing of farm prices which should take place in the
coming weeks will be the first way of showing that this
determination to progress exists, and I should like rc
stress on this subject that the budget which everyone is
referring to, that is the 1981 budget, makes progress
quite possible
(Applause from the Liberal Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fotilas.
Mr Fotilas. 
- 
(El) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in no way and by no criterion can Mr
Thorn's presentation of the general report and
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programme of the Commission of the European
Communities be considered satisfactory. First and
foremost because it is not so much a programme as a
pronouncement of general principles which are in any
case already widely known and, moreover, debatable
and disputed. \i7hat is more, despite the attempt by the
President of the Commission to determine the reasons
for the crisis, the real nature of the problems appears
to escape him. The third reason why the repon cannot
be considered satisfactory is that it disregards the
warnings and indications given by various sides of this
House, as well as in plenary sittings, on many previous
occasions. The main themes of the report are the
common agricultural policy and the announcement
of a new industrial policy. As far as the agricultural
policy is concerned, the problem of the produce of the
south is essentially ignored. It is common knowledge
in Parliament and in all the Community institutions
that the basic problem of the common agricultural
policy is the unbalanced distribution of its resources
between the produce of the north, which has been
privileged up till now, and the produce of the south,
which has so far been neglected. There can be no
doubt that the common agricultural policy is the
Community's greatest weakness. However, before the
patient can be pronounced dead, it is only sensible to
try to treat him, and in this case the logical treatment
is the acceptance, inrroducdon arid esrablishmenr of a
reasonable distribution of aid between the produce of
the south and the north. The President of the
Commission also announced a new indusrial policy, a
reorientation towards advanced technologies, and a
new international division of labour. However, no
such policy can be expected to succeed unless it takes
account. of the constantly increasing need of the coun-
tries of the south for full 
- 
and not just limited 
-industrial development. For us Socialists, and particu-
larly those of PASOK, the new international division
of labour must not simply mean a transfer of proble-
matic 
- 
not to say bankrupt 
- 
industries to the peri-
pheral countries, while the major role in the new and
profimble sectors, such as the aerospace industry, tele-
matics, electronics and the exploitation of the sea-bed,
is retained exclusively by the advanced countries of the
north.
However, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
problem is not only one of Community aims 
- 
it is
principally one of tactical possibilities and of the disri-
bution of roles wirhin the Community. A few figures
will make it clear to you what these roles are.
At present, according to Community statistics, indus-
trial plant accounts for only 3.1 0/o of all Greek
exports, whereas the figure for the Federal Republic is
44 . 8 0/0, for France 35 .8 ,0/0, for Iuly 30 . 8 0/0, for
the United Kingdom 34.5 0/0, and even for Israel
l6.l0/0. For Portugal 
- 
a non-Community country
- 
the corresponding frgure is 13.6 0/0.
On the other hand, plant and equipment account for
42.7 0/o of Greek impons, which means rhar 97.5 0/o
of our industrial plant is imponed. The corresponding
figures are 19.3 a/o for the Federal Republic, 18.20/o
for Italy and 22.40/o lor the Netherlands. Even for
countries outside the Community, the figures are
19.40/a for Spain and 28-7 0/o for Ponugal. In all
cases the figures are taken from Community statistics.
This is the reason for what Mr Thorn admitted was
the poor image of Europe, Various speakers drew
attention to this poor image, while others tried to
establish the reason for it. The attempt ro touch up this
image by referring to imbalances within the countries
of the Community cannot change the facts. There may
well be differences in the level of development of
various regions of a particular country, but they
cannoc be compared with the differences in level of
development between the countries themselves. The
experience of the peoples of Europe is thar rhe differ-
ences are getting greater 
- 
this is something which is
not menrioned by Mr Thorn, although it is pointed
out in a surprisingly offhand manner in the report by
Mr Giolitti, which is familiar to us all 
- 
and that,
when it comes to laying down the economic and social
objectives, or to selecting [he means and methods to
be used to achieve these, the national governments
show absolutely no spirit of sacrifice and are interested
only in jealously promoting their narrow national
interests. Of course, it is only the countries with the
grearest political influence which succeed in doing
this, and this is understandable in the present political,
social and economic structure of the couni.ries of
Europe.
Ladies and gentlemen, the seriousness and bitterness
of the social and regional imbalances is essentially
marched by an imbalance between countries in the
level of development and by an imbalance in the distri-
bution of income by class. Those who are in some way
privileged, either as a country or as a class, are
prepared ro put up with this policy. The poor, on the
other hand, see their total share getting smaller, and it
is only natural rhat they should try to ensure that this
reduction does not come from their own personal
share. The richer accept the distribution, [hey accept
the increase, even if it is disproportionate. However,
the fact is that the lion's share will always fall to rhe
lion. Mr Thorn made whar might be considered an
impressive statement:
The new Commission (under Mr Thorn's Presidency)
will stop forwardrng to the Council proposals aimed at
conciliation and will follow a supranatronal pohcy for
the whole Community
Ladies and gentlemen, we know what this amounts ro.
There can be no doubt rhat the conditions needed for
genuine solidarity among workers do not exist in the
Community. On the other hand, there do exisr all the
conditions for the establishment of a genuine 'inrerna-
tional' of capinl. This means rhar rhe policy of social,
regional and national imbalances will be srrengrhened
and intensified, while the interests of the people will be
left unprotected even by the national governmenrs, if
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these latter are deprived of the right to insist on the
unanimous adoption of decisions, at least at Council
level.
Such is the nature and the essence of what Mr Thorn
admitted u/as an international crisis. However, instead
of learning to live with this crisis, instead of giving
new hands in the international game of cards, as Mr
Thorn said, we Socialists are trying to finally Bet out
of the crisis by changing the rules of the game and by
implementing radical structural and economic changes
which are the essence of the international, European
and national Socialism which I have the honour to
serve.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spidelli.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(l) Mr President, in his speech Mr
Thorn informed us that the Commission over which
he presides will no longer transmit to the Council 
-as happened too often in the past 
- 
proposals for
compromises which have been toned down to meet the
requirements of the national expens, and that in future
it will only make proposals which take account solely
of the Community interest. I take this to be a criticism
of the previous Commission, among others.
But, Mr Thorn, you have been in political life too long
to be unaware that it is very often difficult to match
words with deeds, unless there is a modicum of polit-
ical strength behind those words. You and I know very
well to what enormous national and sectoral pressures
the Commission is subjected when it is preparing,
processing and defending its proposals.
The Commission therefore needs a strong ally, the
strongest possible. There is only one candidate 
-Parliament, provided the Commission wants to make
this institution its ally. '!7'ell, we were expectinB 
- 
or
at least I was expectirg 
- 
that when you came to
speak here you would deal not only with the need to
cooperate and the need for institutional peace 
- 
even
enriching the Community vocabulary with the new
expression 'three-way conversation' 
- 
we were
expecting you also to say 'Mr Jenkins promised here
that when the Commission drew up its proposals
would discuss them with Parliament and would not
present them to the Council until they had been
approved by Parliament'. That is to say that before any
inter-institutional agreement, before any reform of the
institutions, the Commission had committed itself to
involving Parliament in the preparation of legislation.
.Unfortunately this promise was not kept. !7e would
have wished that after this statement you had said
''!7ell, we shall do what the Jenkins Commission
promised'. Instead rhe commitment has disappeared,
and there is nothing left to give us hope of such an
at[itude 
- 
Mr Andriessen will merely keep us
informed of what the Commission does.
Mr Thorn, I think that in this way you are enormously
weakening the position of your Commission and that
you will not succeed in maintaining that independence
which, as far as I can tell, you would like to maintain.
In your statements you tell us that this Community can
no longer be a 'one per cent' Community, that it must
have the opponunity to develop. Yet immediately after
this fine statement you added that you would now
content yourselves with remaining within the present
ambit. The tension between Parliament and the
Council has been increasing year by year for three
years, because the budget fails to satisfy the Commu-
nity, and you are unable to sketch out any perspective
going beyond the present limits. Do you or do you not
intend rapidly to present a plan which will indicarc the
how the Community can acquire new resources if it
needs them? \7ill you or will you not present, together
with measures, agricultural proposals which will
ensure that these,new resources are not swallowed up
In price support but will be used for new policies? If
you had told us that something would be presented in
the next few months, you would have said all that was
needed for this year 
- 
all the rest could then have
developed gradually. Instead, you said no such thing.
Your statement speaks of the Third \7orld and of the
imponance of aid to developing countries. Ve would
like to know if the Commission intends to commit
itself, after all the debates we have had, to making
available a larger, more credible and more impressive
sum than that which has so far been ar our'disposal.
This would also help to revive our own economies,
which will benefit from increased demand from the
developing countries. Or shall we Bo on counting out
the centimes in the cheese-paring manner we have so
far adopted? There is nothing in your statement to
clarify this question.
I could go on to mention other points, but I simply say
to you, Mr Thorn, that if the Commission continues
with this approach, whereby the major objectives are
well formulated and set out but there is no indication
of a first step, it will be failing in its duty.
I have always been convinced of the aptness of one of
Monnet's ideas 
- 
that when some great project was at
stake, the thing on which he concentrated and which
was fundamental for him was the nature and direction
of rhe first step. In your report, Mr Thorn, there is no
substantial indication of first steps in any direction. I
therefore think we can only be disappointed with your
statement..
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
Mr Thorn, ladies and gentlemen, I must say first and
foremost that my speech is linked to the speeches
already made by Mr Tindemans, my friend Mr Jonker
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on institutional matters, and all the other speaker$ for
my Group. For that reason, the aspecr allocared to me
by my Group is that of social pohcy.
It is above all necessary to acknowledge an indubitable
fact 
- 
that economic policy and social policy, which
have hitherro been very different fields, are now
closely connected. Decisions taken by narional
communities on sociaI growrh have considerable
repercussions in the economic sphere, wirh which they
are interwoven. Social peace is the main precondirion
for economic growrh, and lack of growrh is the deter-
mining factor in social crisis.
Social policy musr no longer be surely a correcrive for
the dysfunctions caused by rhe economic system bur
should guide social growrh and responsible panicipa-
tion. May I say that I gready appreciared your
approach to the problem expressed by your srarcmenr
that the new generarion demanded a new quality of
life. A new quality of life requires decisions involving
the coordination of policies, but above all the poorest
countries musr have the opponuniry to panicipate on
an equal footing. Thlt is rhe significance of rhe
North-South Dialogue, and of the policy which
within the Commirree on Developmenr and Cooper-
arion and together with Mr Cheysson we are rying to
implement with regard rc the problem of the devel-
oPlnE countnes.
May I say Mr President that the real problem is linked
with the subject of employment, for young people and
women should have a greater range of choice. Here
again you emphasized many and diverse factors on
which employment and unemployment depend 
-demographic facrors, which you srressed, rhe
dynamics of the relarive prices of capital and labour,
changes in internarional trade flows, and finally
restricrive economic policies which seek to restrain
inflation and restore the balance of paymenrs.
Mr Thorn, it seems important to me 
- 
as you said in
general terms 
- 
to stress that an expansionist policy
cannot be carried out by individual countries but must
be a common policy covering, in the case of the EEC,
all the Community area. It is desirable to reaffirm rhe
idea that an expansionist investment policy can be
implemented only if it is planned for large economic
areas and that to remove any employment imbalances
an adequate regional policy is required.
Mr Thorn, we have had great difficulries over regional
policy in the past. Ve have referred the budget back
with our essential commen6. Indeed, we rhink rhar
imbalances can be eliminated only if precise decisions
are taken in rhe context of rhe regional policy.
Ve musr carry out a precise examination of the Social
Fund. Ve sincerely hope rhat the debate on rhe insti-
tutions, which must take place as soon as possible
here, will reflect the views of the millions of European
citizens who sent us here to take decisions. For our
paft in the Commirtee on Social Affairs, by means of
the dialogue which we shall begin wirh rhe new
Commissioner responsible, we hope to iniriare a policy
relating to rhe less well off and to development, a
policy which in the final analysis will help citizens who
may thus become leaders of society in our srand. \7hat
is really lacking is citizens 
- 
borh men and si'omen 
-who make up a group of leaders determined ro base
planning on the individual, the family and the commu-
nity 
- 
in shon a well-defined concept instead of
some[hing absrracr and technocraric carried our a[ the
expense of the less-developed regions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am very pleased
to have the chance [o make a few comments on Mr
Thorn's speech. I very will remember rhe speech given
by Mr Jenkins on a similar occasion. Ar rhe time, our
expectations were probably ser roo high, and in such
cases, one is bound to be in for a rude awakening. Mr
Jenkins spoke about a Europe of the people, referring
to rhe time when rhe people of the Member Statei
would have a chance ro exert a direct influence on the
membership of the European Parliament by way of
direct elecrions. Those elections have now raken place,
and now we have rhe new President of rhe Commis-
sion speaking ro an elected House. He made this point
on a number of occasions in his speech, saying rhat rhe
European Parliamenr should be held in higher esreem
than used to be rhe case. Bur ar rhe same time, of
course, Mr Presidenr, this House also has a grearer
obligadon to the people of rhe European Community,
the voters who were prepared ro place their trust in us
and give us rhe opponunity in this House ro work out
a policy for the good of all rhe people of the Commu-
nity.
Mr Thorn also referred ro rhe need for consolidating
and adapting 
- 
a cautious approach ro 1985. He
stressed the year 1985, bur as far as this House is
concerned, 1984 is of course of greater interest
because we shall then have ro go ro rhe people of rhe
Community and rcll rhem what has been achieved
during our period of office.
The main criticism my Group has ro make of the
Commission's programme is that ir covers one year
only, namely 1981. !/e had expected ro hear a polirical
policy statemenr for rhe whole of rhe new Commis-
sion's period of office, rhat is to say, up to 1985. The
lack of any such sraremenr raises a number of poinrs
which I should now like to go into in more detail.
Firstly, Iet us take a look at social affairs. I have taken
part in four tripanite conferences. I know the expecta-
tions raised by rhese among workers in the Member
States, and I also know what disappoinrments subse-
quently ensue. No reference is made any more to
tripanite consultation, not even in the Commission's
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proBramme. Nonetheless, we must bring something of
this kind into being over the coming years so that we
can discuss together how we can stem the rising tide of
unemployment. Mr Thorn did reply to the problem of
democratic development and the danger of inertia
serring in in the Community, but as regards employ-
ment, all he said was that, between now and 1985, we
would have to reckon on a steadily rising number of
people looking for jobs which are not there. There can
be no doubt that the precentage of young people
unemployed will continue to grow between now and
1985 unless we find ways of dealing with the problem.
I believe that the Commission has indeed put forward
a number of proposals on this point, but so far, it
would seem that nothing has actually been done.
Secondly, I should like to comment on transPort
poticy. I was a little disappointed not only in Mr
Thorn's statement, but also in the approach adopted
by the Dutch Presidency. Transport policy enjoys a
special place in the Treaty, which is not surprising in
view of the goods traffic, passenger traffic and the
flow of goods through the countries of the European
Community. The Communty is growing all rhe time.
Greece has now joined, and merchandise will have to
be transported from Greece to the other Member
States through countries like Ausuia and Yugoslavia.
This merchandise wilt be subject to transit levies and
charges which will make it more expensive, and we
must expect the Commission to do everything it can to
help in this respect. For instance, we could help
towards improving the infrastructure of these coun-
tries, and we could encourage the use of combined
forms of transport. At any rate, though, we must keep
the goods moving.
Mr President, we must ask ourselves in all this
whether 
- 
as Mr Jonker said this morning 
- 
we
should give the Commission the benefit of the doubt.
There are such things as motions of no confidence. As
far as I am concerned, though, it is much more impor-
tant for the Commission to be given a mandate. I
believe that Mr Thorn is very well aware that his
Commission does have such a mandate as the guardian
of the Treaties. Indeed, he said as much in his speech.
But sliould the Commission discover in cenain circum-
stances that it is unable to fulfil its role as guardian of
the Treaties, what conclusions would it draw? \7ould
the Comrnission be prepared to go to the very limit
with the Council and say that, in these circumstances,
it cannot possibly fulfil im mandate? \7ould it be
prepared to say that, unless cenain things happen, it is
p.epared to resign even in the absence of a motion of
no confidence from this House? Perhaps that would
be a good way for the Commission to achieve what
Mr Thorn is aiming for: the pursuit of a Community
policy in the interests of all people of the Community'
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, I should like
to say Mr Thorn that it is entirely coincidennl that I
should be speaking last. Afrcr all the critical comments
we have heard 
- 
and to which I do not wish to add
- 
I should like to say that my Group suPPorts the
programme and the policy guidelines he set out in his
speech yesterday.
I should also like to say that my Group does not share
the pessimistic views prevailing in the face of the crit-
ical developments now going on in Europe and the
rest of the world. If the Commission and the European
Parliament are prepared to tell the people of Europe
quite unambiguously that ye are facing a massive
challenge, they will respond and appreciate that this
crisis really is the major challenge facing Europe in the
second half of the 2Oth century, and that we are not
prepared to throw in the towel. But the work of the
Commission must show a great sense of realism and
'practicality because, unfonunately, these vinues are
not much in evidence from many national politicians
in rhe Member States of the Community. I believe that
the people of Europe want to be told the truth about
our 'present situation and not have the wool pulled
over their eyes. The Commission, as the powerhouse
of European integration, has a very imponant role to
play here, and the speech we heard from Mr Thorn
shows that the Commission is prepared to accept the
new sense of responsibility.
I think you will agree with me, Mr Thorn, that
security in Europe is becoming increasingly central to
all rhe decisions we have to take in the field of
economic, social, foreign and external trade policy. I
think the same goes for the energy problems which
both you and other Members of this House refe,,cd
to. If we are to solve the whole energy problem 
- 
and
the Commission can make a major contribution here
- 
we Europeans must see it in its rue political
context.. How are we to free ourselves from the black-
mailing policy of the OPEC cartel if we disregard the
polirical element? If we seriously wish to get away
from oil, if we want to develop alternative energies
and if the Commission wants to make a show of
courage, it should do what many national govern-
ments feel they cannot do in the field of nuclear
energy because of their fear of vociferous minority
opposition.
Let me tell you what we must do to give us more room
for manoeuvre again in European economic, invest-
ment, foreign trade and, of course, foreign policy.
Although cenain political groupings may prefer to
close their eyes to what is going on, the new US
administration has just drafted a bill 
- 
the US Dere-
gulation Bill 
- 
aimed at making the United States,
*irhin . relatively shon space of time, independent of
energy from oil 
- 
or at least very independent of
OPEa. This move will of course have an effect on
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Europe unless we adopr rhe appropriare measures.
This must be one of Mr Thorn's main aims and
responsibilities.
You neglected the USA/Europe rheme in your policy
guideline speech, Mr Thorn. $7e must realize here 
-and perhaps that is what you were gerring ar 
- 
rhar
we must be prepared for much more cut-rhroat
competition, if only because the American Govern-
ment will be rrying to persuade its European allies 
-at least mosr of them, and cenainly the biggest of them
- 
to make a much more subsrantial financial concri-
bution ro. security'and defence policy.-That will have
repercussions on our economies, and for that reason,
the Commission and rhe European Parliament must
pay special at[ention to fostering relations between
Europe and the United States. 'We must also make
sure that our jusdfied pride in thi amount of agricul-
tural produce Europe has exported over recent years
- 
we are now the second largest exporter of agricul-
tural produce in the world 
- 
does nor damage our
industry and our invesrmenr porenrial.
This is somerhing the Commission musr pay special
attention to. '!(i'e should also realize thar what the
Commission referred to as recycling cannor be rreated
as a means of creating new debts ro pay oil bills. The
whole poinr of recycling musr be ro create new invest-
ment and new furure-orientated rechnologies. Thar is
the only way we shall be able to break our of rhis
vicious circle.
Ve shall never have a common economic and mone-
tary policy 
- 
and hence achieve the European Union
that many of us are doubtless yearning for 
- 
unless
we succeed in bringing abour some convergence in
administrarive marters. Thar is why you musr make
that one of your main concerns.
T.gether with the Liberal and Democratic Group and
the European Democratic Group, we have tabled a
motion for a resolution in which 
- 
as I said earlier 
-we declare our supporr for the main policy guidelines
sketched out by the Commission. After the long-
winded statemenrs we have heard from all sides over
the last few years on the righm and duries of the insd-
tut.ions 
- 
in other woids, rhe Commission, rhe Euro-
pean Parliament and the Council 
- 
we are now for
the first time setting out to reach agreemenr berween
our insritutions on future relations between the
Commission and Parliament. If thar is the line you are
adopting, Mr Thorn, we shall have confidence in what
you have set out to do over rhe next twelve months.
President. 
- 
The Commission has rhe floor.
Mr Tlrorn, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) Mr
Presidenr, ladies and genrlemen, I hope you will
forgive me for rrying ro reply to a large number of
speakers in a short time, and I ask now for your
indulgence if I cannor reply rc everyone and if my
replies are not exhaustive.
Yesterday Mr Glinne was one of rhe first ro wonder
whether employmenr policy had been relegared rc rhe
background; he spoke of an 'emergency policy'on the
part of the Community or the Commission, and even
complained that economic policy was regarded as
more important rhan social policy. I would say, very
frankly, that we must realize rhar in this day and age
we are not alone in rhe world, and rhat economic
problems are created for us partly by rhe oil-producing
countries and partly by our competirors in Asia or rhe
United States. It is rherefore nor by rying to deal with
the socia[ consequences thar we shall change the
economic framework, and I rhink Mr Tindemans,
along with many orhers, srressed rhis. \fle musr [here-
fore 
- 
as a world economic power, indeed the largesr
exporter in the world 
- 
find a new framework and a
corresponding economic policy, precisely to avoid in
future the social consequences which we now face and
which the Commission, wirh your supporr, intends ro
tackle in the spirir of solidarity which I rried to define
yesterday.
Mr Glinne also asked how the Commission's arrirude
towards advanced technology can be reconciled wirh
the need to aid small and medium-sized undertakings.
I would say ro my former colleague Mr Glinne that in
my view there is no conrradiction berween our desire
to master advanced rechnology 
- 
i.e. our abiliry ro
produce instead of merely buying 
- 
and the develop-
ment of the small and medium-sized undenakings.
Indeed, the success of rhe small and medium-sized
undertakings depends partly 
- 
and in furure above all
- 
on their access to information, i.e. ro data
processing and dara banks, as well as on rhe availa-
bility of qualified manpower. Advanced technology is
not the preserve of large undenakings alone, and
cannot be rheir preserve in future. This myth must be
exploded as soon as possible.
Mr Tindemans concentrated on foreign policy and
political cooperation. I can only say rhar I enrirely
agree with the picrure he painred, and I would like to
draw the arrenrion of Parliamenr ro rhe facr thar,
speaking on behalf of the Commission, I expressed the
wish that in future rhis Communiry will no longer be
merely an economic one and that rhe principal
Community institurions Parliament and the
Commissron 
- 
will be the cenrral pillars of a Euro-
pean lJnion which will concern itself as much with
cooperation as with economics and the existing Trea-
ties. I hope rhat rhis message has been understood by
all.
(Applause)
Sir James Scorr-Hopkins righrly 
- 
I now admir 
-criticized me on the rime our programme took to
reach you; I hope you will forgive me for rhis. It is
extremely regrettable that such adminisrrative failures
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should lead to such serious misunderstandings. !7e
will try to ensure rhat this does not occur again by
provrding you well in advance with the detailed 
- 
and
perhaps rather too unadorned 
- 
text. But I am sure
that you as Members of Parliament will also under-
stand that the political commentary and introduction
will then be submitted at the last moment, since it does
not need to be transmitted too far in advance. Sir
James also said that agricultural'prices are not the
whole of the common agricultural policy. Of course
we agree with that, and we will have the opportunity
in the coming weeks and months to consider the
common agricultural policy in detail. It is a fact that
agricultural prices constitute the frrst obstacle to be
overcome, the first deadline facing us in the coming
vear, and, in this context, the proposals which the
Commission will make for the coming year do not in
any way pre-empt our mandate for a renewed discus-
sion with you, rrr which you will be able to give your
'views on the common agricultural policy as a whole
and the resources to be devoted to it in relation in
other policies.
Mr Berlinguer, like many other Members, found my
reply cautrous on certain points. But let us be realistic,
ladies and gentlemen! I sat for ll years in this Parlia-
ment. Then I was for 12 years a member of govern-
ment and hence a member of the Council, and I am
now President of che Commission. You say that you
often feel frustrated or duped by promises. Vhat do
we want now? Do we want'to talk the language of
honesty and realism, and say what is feasible, or are
we going to pretend tant we have ready-made solu-
tions and that either vou or I will impose them
romorrow, according to taste? The d^y after
tomorrow, you would be the first to criticize me 
-and rightly so 
- 
for arousing hopes which I was not
in a position to fulfil. If we really want a dialogue, if
we really want Europe to get the message, through us
and through this dialogue, and to have confidence in
Parliament, the Commission and the relationship
between them, let us talk a language of truth and
realism. Many of the crucial problems facing us do not
have a ready-made solution 
- 
at any rate, I have not
got one up my sleeve 
- 
which could be implemented
tomorrow by democratic means.
As to the need to introduce a regional dimension into
Community policy, it goes without saying that we
should attach more importance to it, and I agree with
Mr Berlinguer on this. Then, speaking about the insti-
tutional question, Mr Berlinguer said thar he did not
enrirely agree with me, and incidentally, in saying that
he runs the risk of being contradicted by the
non-Italian members of his Group. Mr Berlinguer says
that there is a need for reform and change. I agree
with him, and I hope the French members of his Group
will not mind my saying so, since they told us through
an authori[ative spokesman just now that they thought
everything should remain under the control of
national aurhorities rather than being decided at the
international level.'!/e can see how many divergences
there are even within the so-called political families.
For my part, I believe there is a real need for reform
and change, but first we must irnprove the workings of
our institutions. That is the .reply I shall give in
advance to Mr Spinelli and so many others 
- 
particu-
larly to Mr Delors, who was wondering just now
whether rhe institutional peace advocated by the Presi-
dent of the Commission did not carry the risk of
somnolence on the part of the institutions and whether
a certain productive tension between the institutions
was not desirable. Of course I am in favour of this
kind of tension, but we must first draw the maximum
advantage from the possible operating conditions; we
must take obiectively into account firstly rhat the
Council is not operating as envisaged by the Treaties
- 
and a situation in accordance with the Treaty provi-
sions must be restored 
- 
and secondly that the
Commission is no longer operating as envisaged by the
Treaties. The Commission's role provided by the
Treaties must be restored to it 
- 
t[,e Treaties must be
complied with. Mr Spinelli, you were once a member
of the Commission, and you know that since 1970
there has been a deterioration. Each of us has
continued to occupy his place and carry out his
mandate. \7ell, I shall carry out mine also, and I shall
try to restore to the Commission 
- 
assuming that it
has lost it 
- 
its proper role as a driving force. And
Parliament, freshly elected, since its election took
place only a year and half ago, and which has not got
the powers it wanted 
- 
or that I wanted to give it
when I was Prime Minister 
- 
must also play ir pani-
cular role. Let each institution recover its true stature;
let us restore confidence between us. That is what I
call institutional peace 
- 
not a soporific peace. Then
indeed each institution will play its role in relation to
the other, and will try to achieve that new dimension
which the Community will need in future. These
replies are also addressed to some exten! to Mr Bange-
mann, who wondered 
- 
how shall I put it 
- 
about
what he saw as the Commission's excessively polite
and reserved attitude towards the Parliamenl. I shall
rerurn to this point at the end of my speech.
Mr de la Maline, speaking on behalf of his Group,
was, I would say, much more restrained and realistic.
You and I were expecting this. For once the difficulties
do not arise from the Commission, nor from him, nor
from his Group, since we both talk in realistic terms,
albeit perhaps for different reasons. I thank Mr
Pesmazoglou, Mr Romualdi and Mr De Goede for
the confidence they have shown in me, and, believe, if
criticism creates an obligation, explicit confidence
creates an equal obligation. I assure you that the
Commission will ry to be worthy of the confidence
which many Members of Parliament have shown in it,
rogether with considerable understanding. Mr Hensch
expressed the hope that there would be a healthy
rivalry between Parliament and the other institutions. I
agree with him. I was convinced by the sincerity o,f his
remarks and by his enthusiasm,'and his convictions
remind me of some speeches I made myself here a few
years ago. To Mr Jonker I would reply that he should
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not aik me to achieve in a few months what Mr Roy
Jenkins promised, in unimpeachable good faith, ar the
beginning of his term of office, before coming up
against a series of real obsracles which perhaps prev-
ented him from achieving in full everything which he
set out to do. The instirutional framework created by
the Treaties must be regarded as a whole. This frame-
work is essentially based on a crearive associarion
among independent bodies which respecr each other,
and each of which has its own re6ponsibilities. The
Commission depends in its daily operarion on rhe
contnbution of all the other insrirutions. I am grareful
to you for the confidence you have shown in us, and I
shall repay it by respecting the deadlines which you ser
for us on behalf of your Group.
Lady Elles, may I congrarulare you on [he qualiry of
vour speech and particularly on rhe profoundly Euro-
pean convictions underlying it. I wish ro say thar I
agree with your suggesrion abour Parliamenrary reso-
lutions, and even if I cannot on behalf of the Commis-
sron assure you that this or rhat resolution will be
rmplemented in full, I promise you [har we shall
remain in contact wirh Parliament each time, on each
resolution, ro inform Parliament to whar extent
accounr has been taken of ir and to ensure that ir is
placed before the Council.
That was whar you were realistically asking of me rhis
morning. That is what I would like to prove in future,
for the sake of inter-institutional clariry, rransparency
and confidence.
Mr Kappos, speaking on behalf of the Greek
Communist Pany, pointed out rhe pariotism of his
Group and its part in the fight for independence. I
would like to say to him thar we also 
- 
believe me,
gentlemen 
- 
who have been fighring for Europe in
our various countries, in many cases for 30 years or
more, have done so 
- 
and myself panicularly 
-because in the last !7orld \Var we had experience of
prisons and tonure and do not wanr rhose conditions
to recur, because we do not want any of our countries
to be enslaved in future, and because we want to
defend all our countries againsr any external rhrear of
subjection. That is why we are fighdng roday for the
independence of Europe, which means the independ-
ence of all our countries.
(Applause)
Mr Galland, among orhers, raised the energy problem,
and I acknowledge immediarely on behalf of the
Commission that this is one of rhe major problems we
shall have to tackle in rhe years ro come. Mr Galland
will understand rhat in this field, as in many orhers, ir
was not possible for rhe Commission to submit a
detailed programme in rhe last few weeks. I wanted to
tell him that between rhe problem of agriculrural
prices 
- 
and here I am replying in advance ro Mr
Fanton 
- 
which will shortly be put before the
Committee on Agriculture, berween this first impor-
tant deadline in chronological terms and the grear
debate on the mandare of 30 May 1980 we shall have
the opportunity, thanks to rhe pracrical proposals
which the Commirtee on Agricuhure will submir, to
have a debate on the energy problem and the Commis-
sion proposals.
Mr Delors wondered, among other things, why rhe
phrase 'Jumbo Council' was used. This phrase was
created, I think, to indicate rhat ir was a slighdy larger
Council 
- 
let us say a slightly more heavy'lveight one
- 
because it comprised not jusr rhe minisrers dealing
with one area of responsibility but rhe Ministers of the
Economy and Finance rogerher wirh rhe Minisrers of
Social Affairs. In rhis conrexr, I said in my speech
yesterday that for the purposes of social policy we
inrended in future ro srarr a dialogue wirh the social
partners, not only on social marters 
- 
I was showing
here that we wanted a real dialogue, for the social
partners and parricularly the trade unions, are very
well aware that their problems will not be solved by
our debating redundancy conditions or unemploy-
ment benefi[ 
- 
but also on economic marrers. Ir is
precisely by discussing wirh rhem rhe economic and
financial policy ro be adopted and rhe crearion of new
jobs that we can avoid regarding some secrors merely
as deserving social cases which have rc be subsidized
as an ac[ of charity or by special allowances.
Ladies and gentlemen, in view of rhe lare hour I shall
concentrare my replies on a few essenrial points. One
of the major criticisms you have expressed ro me 
-and I understand this 
- 
is thar the programme should
have been mole derailed. You must have guessed whar
difficulties face the whole Commission, whoever rhe
President may be. Ir is not like the na[ional siruatioh,
rn which an opposirion has prepared itself over rhe
years with a 'shadow cabinet' and an alrernarive
programme which rt has submitred ro an electorate rn
the course of a long and often hard-fought electoral
campaign and, when ir wins the elecrion, rakes office
with a fully defined proBramme.
For us it has been quire differenr, as you know. The
Commission was nominared by narional governmenrs.
The majorrty of rhe Commissioners belonged to rhe
previous Commission, and now we have [o rry to
amalgamate them wirh the new members and rhus
create a new [eam. Faced with rhe requirements 
-with the timerable which awaired us and which is
dictated ro us by you, by evenrs and also by rhe
national governments 
- 
we have ro try ro produce
solutions. You will understand rhar in four weeks 
-of which rhe firsr was raken up wirh the allocation of
responsibilities, and the second was marked by rhe
stroke of fate which deprived us of one of our most
valued colleagues, whom we have had ro replace 
-this new Commission has not yet been able to work
out priorities in detail. That is why we submirted ro
vou a programme, a list of priorities, which cannor be
revised until next month, but which Parliamenr and
the Commission will have the opponuniry ro discuss in
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the course of the coming months, beginning 
- 
some
u'ill say fortunately, others unforrunarely 
- 
with agri-
cultural problems. And then, do nor forger what I rold
you in my speech yesterd^y 
- 
thar by the middle of
198 I we musr carry out rhe mandare which requires us
to quantify the cost of our policies 
- 
the agricultural
policy and all the orhers, old or new 
- 
raking into
account their financing and the budgetary problems.
Logically, you and we will then have to exchange
opinions on nearly all Community policies around the
middle of this year. I therefore think that in the mean-
time, raking accounr of all rhe orher specialized
debates, we shall nor have any specific meering, bur
towards rhe middle of rhe year 
- 
I am not speaking
now of the institutional problem, ro which I shall turn
later 
- 
we shall have to decide on pracrical problems
relating to our policies. As you musr realize, we have
marrer for discussion which will lasr many monrhs.
Some members have asked us to clarify the budgetary
problem. But we have done so, ladies and genrlemen.
Three countries have nor yer paid. !fle have begun rhe
procedure and we are prepared, if there is no settle-
ment by the end of the procedure, ro rake the marrer
to the Court, as you wished, in accordance with the
resolurions of Parliament. There can rherefore be no
doubt abour it, bur I think that no-one in rhis Parlia-
ment will criricize us if we do our duty and say rhar in
parallel, in the inreresm of rhe Community and its
proper functioning, we are esrablishing conmct wirh
the three governmenr concerned to rry [o ensure that
this does not recur in future, and in order [o arrive ar
proposals which we could put before you, so rhar
towards the middle of rhis year we do not find
ourselves in a similar situation 
- 
so that you and we,
and Europe as a whole, do not waste most of our
energy year after year in disputes over budgerary
procedure. I think I can therefore say, without over-
stressing it for obvious reasons, that the Commission
has faced up to its responsibilities and rhar Parliament
has no reason ro criticize ir in this matrer. The
Commission will do its legal dury as guardian of the
Treaties, and its political duty by facing up to its
responsibilities and trying to foresee future contingen-
cles.
Ladies and genrlemen, in your speeches and your
motions for resolurions you are asking a grear deal of
us in the instirutional sphere. but ar thi sai-re time I am
staggered ro nore [har some, including my grear Euro-
peanist friend Spinelli, have nor understood everything
which the Commission asked me to offer Parliamenr
yesterday in my speech. Perhaps ir was rather roo
obscurely expressed.
Ladies and genrlemen, the Commission inrends to face
up to its responsibiliries, and as guardian of rhe Trea-
ties it does not inrend ro change its role 
- 
thar would
be to fail in irs rask. I assure you 
- 
as you have asked
rhar we shall never be a mere secretariat to
the Council of Ministers. Bur you must understand
that the corollary is thar we shall never be the agent or
the secretariar of Parliament. The Commission is rhe
Commission, and it must carry our its role fully, in
total independence. ..
(Applause)
You musr never forger thar the number of our institu-
tions cannor, be regarded as only rwo. That is the grear
difference between rhe Community and the narional
situation 
- 
in the latter there is an execurive and a
parliament, and direcr rension or possibly agreemenr
berween the two. The drafters of the Treatiei wanted
a differenr sysrem. Ir was nor I and my colleagues who
invented it. Like us, you have had to live wirh this
system in which a Parliamenr may censure [he
Commission, rhe Commission must make irs
proposals, but it is rhe Council which decides and
which, rhrough the national governments, has agreed
that, on all essenrial quesrions, decisions may be iaken
only by unanimiry. In many cases, rherefore, you can
say to the Commission 'You have an obligation ro
provide rhe means, have you done your dury?'
However, it is difficult [o rurn that into an obligarion
to produce resul6, since unforrunately the resulm do
not always depend on rhe Commission. May I, then,
draw your a[r.enrion to a contradiction which rhrearens
to infiltrate our debares? On the one hand you righrly
urge the Commission to grasp the netrle, to make
proposals whenever ir deems ir necessary, and to do so
taking account only of rhe Community inrerest. Bur
when the Member Srates make their agreemenr condi-
tional on [oo many amendments, I hear some say rhat
the Commission should wirhdraw im proposals.
Agreed, but only if the situarion is really serious. Only
yesterday, speakers represenring rhe Groups said here
that the worsr thing was nor to take a decision. May I
take the mosr recen! example: MrBangemann said
yesterday evening rhat there could have been various
solutions for regularing fisheries. One solution would
have pleased some, anorher solurion would have
pleased orhers, but rhe worsr rhing is rhar in rhe
absence of a fisheries policy norhing is done, the
fishing fleers remain in the pons and everyone feels
frustrated. So be careful not ro ask rhe Commission ro
withdraw its proposal every rime rhat the wishes of rhe
maximalisrs are nor enrirely fulfitled. In thar case
nothing will be done. tJ7hat I mean is that this argu-
ment must only be used when it is necessary and when
somerhing essenrial is at srake 
- 
when, as I said
yesterday, the narure of the proposal is changed or ir is
emasculated to rhe poinr of no longer having any
Community content. Bur one must nor use this argu-
ment roo glibly. I would say, rherefore, that our insti-
t.utions are aware of the seriousness of the economic
and polirical siruarion, and, in reply ro Mr Blumenfeld,
who spoke Jusr now and called for sobriery and
realism on our part, I would say that it is an example
of realism to admit that the economic siruarion is bad.
In the last few years people have ofren tried to pur a
good face on things in the Member States. I would not
go so far as ro say that they tried a method of auto-
suggestron, bur they did not wanr ro dramarize the
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situation. \flell, events have proved some of our
governments wrong. The economic situation is pretty
ie.ious. None of us would deny that d6tente has
suffered a great setback and that the situation has
consequently deteriorated politicdlly, whether in
Europi, Asia, the Mrddle East or Latin America. If we
are to be realistic, therefore, I think we must regard
the situation as a difficult one. Ve are aware of the
state in which the Community finds itself in the insti-
rurional sphere owing to the budgetary dispurc. I shall
not mention the seat of Parliament, and other prob-
lems, for obvious reasons. \7e see that there is a
certain crisis of confidence among the institutions or,
at any rate, that it is difficult for us to find our proPer
roles. And we all know that all this must be changed.
In this respect, as in many others, Mr Spinelli is right
- 
atl this must be changed in order to create what I
called yesterday 'a second-generation Europe'. But
we must first find our Proper roles and restore a
cenain confidence and serenity. Clarity and transpar-
ency must be restored before mckling this second
phase. That is why I called on you yesterday, on
behalf of the Commission, to work with us not only in
our ordinary Parliament-Commission relationship but
going far beyond it, bearing in mind the Tindemans
Report and the Report of the Three \flise Men. I
repeat once more, I want to avoid a situation in two or
three years time where three, four, five or six expens
will be asked to draw up a plan and explain what
Europe is suffering from, what it needs, or how the
Treaties need to be changed.
Ladies and gentlemen, I hope you have understood my
point. On behalf of the Commission, I wanted [o urge
yo, to turn Parliament and the Commission, from
now on, into the experts who, by starting a dialogue
which would go far beyond what you have asked me
for today, would try to finC solutions for the fu[ure,
propose them to the Council and then, at the aPPro-
priite time, to the European Council and the Member
Strt.s of the Communiry. This is a dialogue which
must last a considerable time, bur if you are in a hurry
- 
and I understand that 
- 
if you want to have proof
of the Commission's good will, I promise you that by
October we shall produce a comprehensive document,
while in the meantime keeping in contact with you and
cooperating with you. Ladies and gentlemen, I urge
you to have confidence in the men of goodwill who
are assembled here around and behind me, and who
have only one aim 
- 
with your help, to make the
Community progress as much as possible in the best
interests of the ten Member States. Judge us by results,
give us the opportunity to work in cooperation with
you, and do not make pointless criticisms of our inten-
tions.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
9. Votes
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-877/80/reo. II) by Mr Fergusson on
behalf of the European Democratic Group: Commission's
programme of worh.
The Socialist Group and the Liberal and Democratic
Group have withdrawn their names from this motion
for a resolution.
I call Mr Christopher Jackson for an explanation of
vote.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
President, my explanation of vote
is directed equally at the Commission and at this
House. I warmly welcomed President Thorn's declara-
tion of intent and, Iike my colleagues, wish his
Commission great success. Of course this debate took
place in somewhat special circumstances. However, I
hope this is the last year that our Parliament will
attempt in such a weak way to debarc a Programme so
lacking in the detail which is vital to us if we are to
reach a judgment on its merits. I further hope,
following the resolution which Mr Tyrrell and I tabled
last October, that the European Parliament will during
this year, during 1981, work out and express in a
formal resolution Parliament's detailed view of the
priorities for the European Community over the
coming years. I hope we will then ask your Commis-
sion, President Thorn, to respond to our clear exPres-
sion of policy priorities with your Programme of
action. In this way and through such a dialogue you
will know our mind and we shall be able to use our
right to express our confidence or otherwise in your
proposals. It is with these hopes for the future that I
shall vote in favour of the motion before us.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, this motion of
confidence, which is now standing only in the name of
the European Democratic Group, was tabled before
rhe Commission's programme was presented and
debarcd in this House. No one, I want to make it
plain, intended to adopt it as a matter of course. Other
names have already been withdrawn from this motion,
and my Group has now joined others in tabling
ano[her, more aPProPriate resolution to voice our(Loud applause)
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disappointmenr. Now ir falls ro us finally ro wirhdraw
this positive morion of confidence, regrerring rhar we
could nor, after all, have supported it ourselves,
believing that ir would nor find the supporr of this
Parliamenr and aware rhat its defear would have
constiturional consequences which Parliament has not
yet had time to consider. To withdraw this morion, as
I now wish to do, intimares that Parliamen[ reserves itsjudgment and irs position.
President. 
- 
Are you mainraining your motion for a
resolution, Mr Fergusson?
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
I am withdrawing ir, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup.
Mr Haageru p. 
- 
@K)Mr Presidenr, t ,f,orta jit.
ro poinr our rhe fact that rhe motion for a resolurion
(D_oc. 1-888/80 rev.) which Mr Fergusson jusr
referred ro and which is moved by the rapporteu.s of
three Groups^ including myself on behalf oT the Liberal
and Democraric Group, has not yer been circulated ro
all benches. I haven'r received it in Danish, I hav'en'r
seen it in English and I don't know if ir exisrs in all
languages. However, since it is a morion for a resolu-
tion which was worked our in rhe course of today
in cooperarion with rhree Groups, namely the Euro-
pean ?eop.le's Party, the European Democraric Group
and the Liberal and Democratic Group, I will suppon
it and I am sure the other rapporreurs wilt do likewise.
However, we don't have the texr because ir hasn,r
been distribured yer.
President. 
- 
Mr Haagerup, let me say again that this
motion for a resolution has been wirhdrawn by Mr
Fergusson, since two of the Groups which signed it
originally have changed their minds.
I call Mr Arndt. r
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, you should now be
asking us ro consider the morion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-888/80) by Mr Jonker and others. The
motion has been revised in the meantime and rwo
other Groups have now signed it. .We have just heard
something abour rhis revised version. Not all rhe
Members have a copy of it in rheir own language,
however, and rhat includes most of my Group. In order
to kill two birds wirh one srone, may I ask you r,o
suspend the proceedings for quarrer of an hour, so
that firsrly this morion can be distributed and secondly
my Group has anotfrer chance to discuss it?
(App laus e from vari o u s q uarte rs )
President. 
- 
The proceedings will be suspended for
quarter of an hour.
The House will rise.
The sitting is resumed.
Since the.revised version of rhe morion for a resolution(Doc. l-888/80) by Mr Jonker and orhers has now
been distribured everywhere, we can move on ro the
explanations of vore.
I call Mr Fanri on a point of order.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I think we can be
courteous enough to wait for a few minurcs for a
Group which has not yet rerurned ro rhe Chamber or
else inform rhe Group rhat the sitring has resumed.
Apart from thar, Mr President, I should like ro point
ou[ thar I was nor firsr on rhe list of speakers.
President. 
- 
Mr Fanti, we
time. I cannor suspend the
you to speak.
have already lost a lot of
sitting again. I would ask
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I say again rhat I was
not first on rhe list. I should like the order of speakers
to be. followed.
President. 
- 
On rhe list I have here you are first, but
you can speak later if you want.
I call Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I want ro say that in
accord with the stand raken by the chairman of my
Group yesrerday, following Presidenr Thorn's declara-
tion, we of the European Progressive Democrats will
not take par[ in rhis vote. \7e regard rhis vote as an
acceptance of a rorally irregular procedure rhat will
only lead ro further difficulries and complications at a
later stage. This Assembly does nor appoint rhe
Commissioners, and so should not endeavour [o crea[e
the false impression among our elecrors at home rhar it
has the same aurhoriry over rhe European Commission
as the narional parliaments have over their own
governmen[s. If we conrinue to adopt procedures rhar
are not provided for in the Treaties rhemselves, rhen
we are paving rhe way for blocking the Community's
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enrire decision-making process and upsetting the insti-
rutional balance that exists at the present rime. Finally,
those who vote in favour of this resolution today will
be votrng in favour of institutional anarchy and against
the legitimate interests of the citizens of the Member
States. It is still the case that those interests can only be
guaranteed by the Governments of the Member States,
and we are not voting for a transference of that
responsibility to the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Forth on a point of order.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr President, did I hear you say that
vou were going to ask this House to vote on a motion
which has not been drstributed and the text of which
Members have not seen? Did I understand you lo say
rhis? If so, I think this is quite out of order and should
nor be taken.
President. 
- 
I am sorry but what I said was the
opposite, that the motion had been distributed. I am
sure you can easily get your hands on a coPy'
I call Mr Fich.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like to say
that I regard this whole procedure as being extremely
dangerous. \7e entered upon this course because in
the past we approved the Reay report, against which I
protested at the time. There is no provision in the
Treaties for us to appoint the Commission. In no way
is the Commission our Bovernment and with this reso-
lution one is trying to introduce a form of cabinet
responsibility for which there is no provision in the
Treaties. Of course provision is made in the Treaties
for Parliament to express no confidence in the
Commission, but that is something entirely different. I
q'as of course prepared to discuss the Commission's
programme and I will gladly participate in such a
discussion because I feel rhat that would be sensible.
But that we should now formally appoint the Commis-
sion rs rn my view contrary to the terms of the Trea-
tres. For this reason I will not vote in favour of this
resolution, I will not vote against it or return a blank. I
*'ill protest by abstaining.
(Applause from aarious quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Socialist Group
has decided to leave it to its members to decide indivi-
dually. It is a free vote, bur I should like to point out
here that one could of course have questioned the very
principle of such a resolution at this time. Moreover, I
would like to ask you to hold a roll-call vote which
will avoid a long series of personal explanations of
vote, and also to hold a separate vote on the three
essential elements of the resolution. Finally I would
say that, for my part, and this applies to many other
members of my group 
- 
I cannot agree with the
proposed wording of paragraph 1. Indeed, I must
express once more to Mr Thorn my regret that there
are no women in the Commission.
Secondly, paragraph 2 is based on what are called the
underlying principles of political philosophy. I have
the Engtish text before me. As I said in my speech, we
cannot support the statement you made yesterday. '\fle
therefore ask, Mr President, for a roll-call vote and a
sepa.rate vote on the three essential paragraphs of the
motlon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Colla.
Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to give an explanation of vote
on behalf of the Flemish Socialisrc elected ro this
Parliament. !7e would like to take pan in this vote as
we regard a resolution as imponant. However, we
regret that, whoever is responsible, it was not possible
ro achieve a Breater convergence of views. !7e would
also like to take part in the vote because we feel that
this would be a logical thing to do after the adoption
of the Rey report and that, both for the directly
elected Parliament and for the relations between the
various institutions, this is not only a matter of major
innovation but also a necessity if Parliament wishes to
take itself seriously and make a serious impression on
others.
'W'e cannot, however, vote for the resolution. '!7e
intend to abstain 
- 
not because we cannot go along
with certain aspects of the resolution but, on the
contrary, because, in our view, there are maior gaps.
Our main objection is that what we want to hear in a
policy statement by the new Commission is not just
general fine-sounding but sometimes nebulous princi-
ples. !7e expect the new Commission to put forward
more specific plans regarding all the major fields in
whrch this Community has problems to contend with,
such as institutional ma[ters common policy and the
implementation of the 198 I budget and the supple-
mentary budget for 1980. Thus we are giving the
Commission the benefit of the doubt, but our vote of
confidence will depend on the specific options we
should like to see the Commission put forward as soon
as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannclla. 
- 
(F) Mr President, may I ask you
when Mr Fanti is going to speak? Since I normally
have to speak after him, I should like to observe the
same custom this evening.
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- 
I am giving you rhe floor because you
are next in rhe list of speakers. I am sure you are nor
going to forego rhis opportuniry ro say somerhing.
(Laughter)
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) I am simply asking for things ro
happen in the same order as rhey have always
happened in this Parliament. My Group always speaks
after the bigger Groups.
President. 
- 
I do not think there is anything in rhe
Rules of Procedure abour bigger Groups. Be rhat as ir
may, since you are surrendering your righr ro speak, I
shall call Mr Velsh.
(Laughter)
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) I am not surrendering anyrhing!
Mr Velsh. 
- 
Unlike our friend, Mr Lalor, Mr Presi-
dent, I did not come here to acr as a rubber sramp for
the Commission, nor did I come here to acr as a figleaf
for the Member States. The resolution we have before
us now represents a political compromise and rhere-
fore is absolutely the lowest common denominator of
political opinion. It says absolutely nothing. Ir is not
even the beginning of a response to what Mr Thorn
has had to say. It says nothing about what rhe
programme of the Commission ought to be. Nor does
it comment on the fact thar the Commission appar-
ently has very little of a programme at all. I personally
cannot vote for this resolution, because, frankly, there
is nothing worth votinB for. Equally, I cannot vote
against it, because there is nothing wonh voting
against. Therefore, because I belierre in whar rhis
Parliamenr has to do and I believe in its role, I shall
abstain, and I invite all those who really care about
democracy in Europe and the power of the Parliament
to join me in abstaining on this vote.
(Applause from certain quarters of the European Demo-
cratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I will not abstain like the previous speakers
from voring on this motion for a resolution, nor wifl I
say, like some of the previous speakers, that we in
Parliament have not had an opportunity to approve
the appointment of the new Commission. The fact is,
we have not had an opportunity to do the contrary,
namely to reject its appointment. There is a substantial
difference here.
The reason I want to vote in favour of this motion for
a resolution is not that I am satisfied with the
programme of activities which Mr Thorn presenred, I
made that quire clear here during the discussions this
afternoon. But in spite of all I see ir as an opportuniry
when Point 2 of rhe morion for a resolution asks rhe
Commission ro appear before rhe relevanr Parliamen-
tary commirtees ro discuss rhe programme in greater
detail as soon as possible. I hope thar the Commission
will comply wirh this requesr, I hope also that the
discussion which mkes place in the commirree will nor
be an interminable debate withour definite conrenr,
but that it will lead ro specific initiatives both on the
pan of the committee and on rhe pan of the Commis-
sion so that we no longer have a programme of activi-
ties which formulares no definite policy. This is the
reason why I will vote in favour of this morion for a
resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanri.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr, rhe criricism of the
Iulian Members of the Communisr and Allies Group
with regard ro rhe Commission programme presenred
by Mr Thorn was outlined in rhe speeches by Mr
Berlinguer and Mr Spinelli, and rhere is no need for
me to repear whar rhey said.
I just want to say to Mr Thorn that promises are no[
what we wanr. 'Whar we have asked for and what we
are asking for now are definite underakings which
bridge the gap between rhe vague generalities 
- 
wirh
which no one can disagree 
- 
and incomplere plans of
work which ignore, among other things, all the
suggestions, proposals and resolutions which rhis
Parliament of ours has pur forward over the lasr l8
monrhs.
I want to say thar the ftalian Communism will be
voting against the motion before the House. The poinr
is we think ir is a bit roo fanciful. There are three pans
to the motion. In the firsr pan somerhing is approved
which it is not Parliamenr's job [o approve: rhe investi-
tute of the Commission is carried our by the govern-
ments, in accordance with the Treaties. The second
part takes note of the Commission's programme bur
lacks the courage to say thar Parliament approves rhe
proBramme. As for the third parr, there is reference to
some dim date in the future, October 198 I, when
there is to be an agreemenr on inter-institutional rela-
tions, relations which develop day by day, our srock-
in-trade, which have ro be dealt with as they occur and
which have to be dealt wirh from today in the way
they occur, sb that we can find some way our of rhe
serious crisis which has arisen.
Consequently, we shall be voting againsr rhis motion
'for a resolution, and ler me say again what we said
originally when rhe Commission reporr was presenred:
we said then that we wanted frank and open relarions
with the Commission. Ve in Parliamenr shali be just as
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meticulous in demanding as we have been in carrying
out our role and our function.
(Applause from the extreme lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) I was delighted a fonnight ago at
a meeting of the Political Affairs Committee when the
inauguration of a new Commission helped us to
decide on the text of a motion for a resolution. Funh-
ermore, I was also delighted when I heard the new
President of the Commission lay greater stress chan his
predecessors on the institutional problems. But I am
dismayed ar the circumstances in which this House
presenrs a motion. I trust that on future occasions we
can come here and vote right away without having to
discuss matters. Speaking personally, and for the
reasons I have just outlined, I certainly intend to vote.
President. 
- 
i call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am going to
vote against this motion and I am going to do so for
reasons which I think are quite straightforward. First
of all, the motion says that Parliament declares itself in
agreement. with the political principles which have
been outlined by the President of the Council. The
fact is, Mr Thorn, that you had no option but to
present a programme for the Commission which
respecred the views of the Council and of a majority
here in Parliament. But we are dead against the views
of the majority here and dead against Council policy.
It is obvious that in rhe circumstances there is no way
we can give our political support to your programme.
I am more than ready to say this, Mr Thorn, because
you know that in spite of my criticism I have the
highest regard for you, and not just because of your
personal qualities. You quite righdy pointed out that
the Commission has to adopt a collecdvely responsible
attitude. \7ell, Mr Thorn, neither of us believes there
is place for a kind of demi-urge in a democratic system.
You are surrounded by the same people as your prede-
cessor had, and without doubt the Commissioners are
all honourable men. I am delighted that collective
responsibility has induced the Commission to present
just ren lines on the North-South Dialogue and I am
over the moon at Mr Cheysson's contribution to your
collective responsibiliry in this area. But it affects me in
a rather negative way, you know, and I think it comes
as a surPnse.
Mr Thorn, I really wish you rhe best on behalf of us
all. But I fear that the federalist you were, and the
fearless European you are now, will not manage to
carry through the appointed task. I am not saying that
you will simply have to make up your mind whether to
give in or give up, but what I am saying is rhat you
should watch rhose people who say they are with you
today, and keep an eye on your friends. They are not
federalisrc and they do not have the same ideas that I
know you have. I was among those who put their
names to the crocodile and I am glad I did. Just let me
finish by saying that I am surprised Mr Fanti was
prompred to say that it is not our job to appoint the
Members of the Commission, and so on. This was not
going far enough, Mr Fanti, but at least some proBress
has been made.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
U) Ladies and gentlemen, in spite
of what a number of esteemed colleagues have said,
we find that the motion on the appointment of the
Commission complies with the Treaties and especially
with Anicle 144, and this is backed up by the interpre-
tation given in the Rey report which we approved a
few months ago. If the article in question contains the
idea of censure, the idea of investiture musr be there
too. By this I mean a vote of confidence which renders
rhe Commission more directly answerable rc Parlia-
ment. This is what we want. and what we have always .
said we wanted.
As a result, my colleagues and I shall be voting in
favour of the motion ratifying the new Commission.
Quite apan from our comments and our criticism, we
shall thus be marking our appreciation for the political
slant which Mr Thorn gave to his programme. Ve
think he is on the right lines with his commitments
outlined in rhe programme, especially as far as rela-
rions with Parliament go. Parliament thus lays claim to
a position of authority and prestige which is a solid
refiection of the will of the 180 million Europeans who
elected this Assembly to defend their interests and to
safeguard their future within a free community of
nations. 
_
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should be glad
to take part in the pronouncement made by this Parlia-
ment following the detailed debate which has taken
place. Unfonunately, I cannot do so on the basis of a
decision by my Group, as I would have also wished in
connection with the pronouncemertts which have
already been made hereioday.
Unfortunately, I will not be able to vote in favour to
paragraph 1, since this is a particularly feeble reflec-
rion of the actual situation in this Parliament. As
things stand, we have had no hand in the nomination
of the new Commission and, after the forceful srate-
ments which have been made it is a litde feeble to say
that in future we would like to be involved in nomina-
tions 6f this kind.
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Nor, unfortunately, can I support paragraph 2 of rhis
resolution since this too stares somewhat feebly that
Parliament has taken note of the programme.
As I said before in my speech, what we would have
liked was a policy programme for the nexr four years
which we could have discussed with the Commission.
In Paragraph 3 it is stated that Parliament nores with
satisfaction that the President of the Commission has
agreed to submit a document by I October 198 1. I can
wholeheartedly share this sarisfaction since I expect
the principles on.which the Commission inrends ro
conduct its policy will be made more clear in this
document. After whar I have said regarding Para-
graphs I and 2, you will understand that I will absrain
from the final vote on the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Rey
report, which was adopted by a great majoricy in this
Parliament, had and con[inues ro have my whole-
hearted suppon. In the Polirical Affairs Commitree, of
which I am a member, I gave my firnr supporr. ro rhe
Hansch proposal to conclude rhe debare on rhe
Commission's programme with a vote, since I take the
view that this Parliament has rhe right ro do so and
must lay claim to this right. However, the programme
which the Commission presented to us yesterday is, in
my view, so vague that I cannot declare my confidence
in the Commission on this basis. For this reason, I
intend to vote against Paragraph 2 of the motion for a
resolution.
As for Paragraph 1, rhe approval of the nominarion of
the Commission, I should like m say that, obviously, I
deeply regre[ that this Commission includes no women
members. Everyone knows my views on this subject
after the amendment I tabled on the occasion of the
debate on the Rey report in which I called for the
appointing of at least three women to the Commission.
If however, a programme had been submitted rc which
I could have given my support, I would have been in
favour of a vote of confidence. I rhink, therefore, thar
it would only be reasonable to do that under these
circumstances too. I will therefore vote in favour of
Paragraph l, but againsr Paragraph 2 and abstain from
the final vote.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hensch.
Mr Hiinsch. 
- 
(D) Ladies and Bentlemen, in recent
weeks I have endeavoured, together with a number of
colleagues, to bring about a clear decision following
the debate on the Commission programme. For
various reasons, unfortunately, this will not be possible
today and I will admit quirc frankly that my own
Group also unfortunately shares the responsibility for
this. I was concerned that we in this Parliament should
nor only manage to see eye to eye in the negative votes
we can uke by virtue of the Treary, but also in a posi-
tive vote of confidence regarding the Commission so
that we can explore all the possibilities which the
Treaty does not explicitly prohibit.
If we have certain reservations and doubts regarding
the motion for a resolution [his is because my Group
itself has decided not to play any funher pam in fie
formulation of the resolution. Naturally, we cannot
unreservedly support it if the appointment of the
Commission is approved in Paragraph l, since we
would have wished rhis Commission to include a
number of women members too. Obviously, we canno[
give our full support to Paragraph 2 eirher, since the
programme which has been presented to us is not
unfortunately, Mr Thorn, what we had been looking
forward to. However, it should have been possiblejointly to arrive at wordings which would have
permitted the majority of this Parliament to vote in
unlson.
(Scattered applausefrom the lefi)
Be that as it may, we are still interested in efficient
cooperation with you, i.e. the Commission, and we
intend to reflect this interest in our voting.
Thus we as German Social Democratic members of the
Socialist Group intend to take pan in the voting since
we are convinced that this vote will help to strengthen
the position and influence of the European Parlia-
ment, and what we need is a more pro-European
Parliament. . .
(Applause from ztarious quarters)
. . . Ve inrend to take pan in the vote since it is our
wish that Parliament should make use of all the possi-
bilities which are not explicitly prohibited by the
Treatyr with a view to increasing its influence.
Ve also intend to take part in the vote since it is not, I
rhink, firting for a Member of Parliament to abstain
from voting. Finally, we intend to vote because we feel
that this vote must take place after the Rey report,
which calls for a vote of confidence of this kind, was
adopted with a large maiority by this Parliament in
Apnl of last year. If, ladies and gentlemen, a Parlia-
ment demands that the Commission and the Council
take irs decisions seriously and act on them, it must
first of all take its own decision seriously and act on
them.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) Ladies and Bentlemen, the French
Members of the Socialist Group will not be voting. !7e
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wan[ to have nothing to do with the vote, for rwo
reasons.
Firstly, and quite simply, Parliament has the possibility
of criticizing the Commission and sending it packing.
Parliament is not obliged to approve the appointment
of Commissioners. That is my first point.
The second point I want to make is much more polit-
ical in narure. \7hen you listen to Mr Thorn, in fact,
you cannot see how he relates the economic crisis to
social and political matters. He talks of the crisis as
though it were like an eanhquake or a flood. To us, in
fact, the crisis is political. And since we feel that the
policy about to be followed is simply the approval of
unbridled free trade, we refuse for these reasons to
take pan in this ballot and this vote. In this way we are
respecting the rules of the Treaties and at the same
rime our own political beliefs.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am about to do
something which hardly ever happens in this House,
but I must make a statement on behalf of my friends in
the German Social-Democratic Pany.
In rheir campaign for the direct elections the German
Social Democrats made the explicit promise that all
those elected would endeavour in this Parliament not
only to safeguard but also to develop a representative
democratic constitution reflecting the rights of this
Parliament, as is essential in a constitutional parlia-
mentary democracy. This means that when a new
Commission is appointed, a Parliament has not only
rhe right but also the duty to express its views and vote
on the matter.
This is a basic principle which we proclaimed to our
electors and which we must also abide by. It therefore
essential that we vote on this motion for a resolution
following the statement of the President of the
Commission. In imelf, this seemed [o presen[ no
problem, even for my entire Group. Unfortunately 
-and I should like to invite the Commission, the Presi-
dent and this House as a whole to give this matter
some thought 
- 
when our colleague Mr Hensch was
given the task of producing an appropriate motion, we
rhoughr it would be possible for us to give a motion
for a resolution of this kind our wholeheaned support
here roday since we had expected the Commission to
submit an acceptable programme. However, what the
Commission submitted to us yesterday is unfortunately
nor the sort of programme which the voters and this
Parliament had in mind, which is why we have run
into drfficulties with this motion for a resolution. I
should like to be quite clear on this point. For this
reason, my colleagues in the German Social Demo-
cratrc Party for the most part find themselves unable
to vote in favour of Paragraph 2. \fle will oppose this
paragraph because we take the view that no real
programme has in fact been submitted. The fact that
ir will nor enter into force until I October is some
consolation but does not change the situation in any
way. I should therefore like to make it quirc clear that
I inrend to rake part in the final vote but to vote
against Paragraph 2.in order to make-a quite unambi-
guous protest against the way affairs are being
conducted. In future, we will make,our confidence or
lack of it dependent on the practicabiliry of the
Commission's programme. Otherwise I think it is the
dury of this Parliament 
- 
if it wants to be a real
Parliament 
- 
to give a yes or no answer to this ques-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, one thing is,
I rhink, clear in spite of the strange mess we appear to
have gor into. None of us is satisfied with the political
platitudes of which this Commission statement con-
sisted. Ir is regrettable that the consultation process has
nor led to an expression of this rejection of the policies
- 
and you must understand, Mr Thorn, that this has
nothing to do with a rejection of the person. I should
like, in this connection, to draw your attention to a
suggestion from a very different political corner than
my own, i.e. the suggestion contained in Amendment
No 4, which has in the meantime been revised four
times. This amendment was tabled by Mr Price and
Mr Purvis, who are by no means Socialists, and states
that Parliament shares many of rhe President's general
aspirations but notes with disappointment that few
concrete proposals have been put forward. It also calls
on the Commission to put this to Parliament at its
March part-sessron a demiled programme and that
Parliament reserves its opinion as to whether it has
confidence in the new Commission and that it has
considered such a programme.
If the modon for a resolution before us had consisted
of this simple text, I think it would have been possible
for the critical members of this Parliament to come to
some agreement. However, since this is not the case,
since the resolution before us even goes one better
than the Commissions's statement as regards its
non-committal attitude to the content and timing of the
proBramme, since this is the resolution we are to vote
on,.I am sure you will not be surprised if I must vote
aSalnst lt.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmid.
Mr Schmid. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
make a request for two separate votes to be held on
Paragraph 1, since this conrains two points which have
nothing to do with each other. Firstly, it states that
Parliament approves the appointment of the Commis-
sion. This is one thing and many previous speakers
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have already made quite clear why my Group cannot
go along with this. Secondly, it states that Parliament
'reirerates its request to participate in future in that
appointment'. I could very well give my support to the
second part of this paragraph but not to the first 
-indeed I fed that I must suppon the second part. It is,
in my view, impossible for this House to invite the
Egyptian President and call itself the elected represen-
tation of the people of Europe and then to back out
when nothing more or less is at issue than the appoint-
ment of the body in charge of the 8 000 officials in
Brussels who are running the whole show. This is
preposterous.
And now a few words to my French colleagues. The
French Revolution did not take place because the
people of France in 1789 acted on the authoriry of the
existing inflexible social arrangements of the
monarchy, but because there were people who were
prepared to transcend these agreements. 'I7'e are not
going ro make any progress in Europe if we slavishly
cling to the Trearies ol 1957.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ferri.
Mr Ferri. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
on behalf of the Italian Social Democrats I want to say
that we shall be voting since we feel that it is only right
for Parliament to make its views known with a resolu-
rion after the speech we have heard by the President of
the Commission, Mr Thorn. Ve shall abstain from
voting on Paragraph l, because we feel ir is a risky and
ambirious venture, and one which at any rate is not
going to help increase as we should like the political
powers of Parliament, if we go ahead and approve
some[hing which has been carried out in accordance
with the Treaties by the Council of Ministers and
which, if we were ro reject it, would simply provoke a
political crisis which no one can want. I mentioned the
reservations I have on this matter when we discussed
and adopted the Rey report.
As for Paragraph 2, while appreciating Mr Thorn's
efforts, I must say that as Socialist Members of the
European Parliament we cannot give our support, or
at least our full support, to the political principles
underlying the Commission's programme. If there can
be a separate vote on the two parts of Paragraph I 
-which is what Mr Schmid asked for just now 
- 
we
shall vore against the first part but in favour of the rest
of rhe paragraph. If this cannot be done, we shall
abstain. !fle shall be voting in favour of Paragraph 3
and abstaining on the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Scrivener.
Mrs Scrivener. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like everything to be quite clear.
There can be no question of Parliament's ratifying the
Commission wirh rhis motion for the simple reason
that Parliament has no power to do so. However,
together with several other Members who like me have
one or two doubts, I shall be voting in favour of the
motion as a display of our confidence, our unreserved
confidence, in the Commission and in Mr Thorn in
particular.
( App laus e from pari ous q uart e rs )
In shon, our vote will represent neither a lack ol
confidence nor a ratification.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haralampopoulos.
Mr Haralampopoulos. 
- 
(EL) The motion for a
resolurion does not reflect either the spirit or the letter
of rhe Trearies. \fe are therefore forced to conclude
that this is an attempt to bring about an institutional
change which is not provided for in the Treaties. On
behalf of the Panhellenic Socialist Movement of
Greece, I declare that we shall abstain from voting, for
the simple reason that we do not wish to legitimize by
our participation a procedure which is not provided
for in the Treaties and which seeks to establish a new
instirutional order.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tyrrell on a point of order.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
Actually, Mr President, my point is
under Rule 32 (l) (d) and I wish to move the adjourn-
menr of this debarc. The reason I wish to move it is
this: it is quite clear that there is a wide divergence of
view in this Chamber on how this motion should be
dealt with. It is a motion of great constitutional
importance in the Parliament because it is the first dme
rhis directly-elected Parliament has had to consider
whar to do about the appointment of a new Commis-
sion and the presentation of ir programme. The
motion on which we are about to vote, unless my
point of order is passed, is one which we have had no
opportunity to put down amendments to. I firmly
believe that if we have the opponunity to put down
amendments and to vote on them, we shall find a
motion which has the support of the majoriry of this
House. At the moment this motion runs the risk of
being defeated because people will vote against it for
entirely different reasons, some because it is not strong
enough; some because it is too strong; some because
we have no constitutional power; some because we
have. And accordingly, Mr President, I ask under Rule
32 (1) (d) that this vote be adjourned and that it take
place on the first day of the next Strasbourg pan-
session, by which time amendments may have been put
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down which will enable this House to express its
majority view.
(Applause from certain quarters of tbe European Demo-
cratic Group) 
.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on the
proposal which has just been made.
Mr Bangemann! 
- 
(D) Mr President, I fully realize
that opinions differ in this House. This is rrue of every
Parliament and always has been.
For the rest, I feel that the morion before us is
perfectly clear and speaks for itself.
I hope that all the Members whose views are not
reflected in specific phrases will nevenheless bear in
mind the point which was made yesterday or the day
before yesterday on rhe vote on rhe Maij-Veggen
report when we come ro the final vore, i.e. thar one
may well be defeared on a derail, but one should nor
for this reason lose sight of the main aim of a resolu-
tion of rhis kind. One musr rherefore consider the
question of whecher or nor one intends to vote for or
against it very carefully. This situarion will be no
different a[ the next parr-session, and for rhis reason,
Mr President, I oppose this requesr for adjournment.
(Parliament rejected the request)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ryan on a point of order.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
Mr Glinne has asked for a roll-call vore.
Before that request is acceded to and rhe elecrronic
equipment is used I think the House should bear in
mind that that equipment is known to be defective
following a number of serious faults recorded
yesterday, which could not have arisen, as has some-
times been alleged, by some Members voting for
another. Therefore, before the vorc is [aken I, as a
Member of this Parliament and in conformity wirh my
responsibilides as a Quaestor, must warn the House
that the validiry of the vore may be open ro quesrion. I
am saying that, Mr President, for rhis reason: when
this morning I pointed out that there were misrakes I
was accused of rising on the matrer simply because the
resulm did not please me. 'S7e are using a roy which we
cannot rely on when making a serious and an hisrcr-
ical decision, as some people have said, in relarion to
the future of the Parliament. Therefore it seems ro me
that notwithstanding the inconvenience and the
bellows from the Communist bench we should vote in
a responsible way and not use rhe electronic equip-
men[.
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
Mr Ryan, I have been assured that the
electronic sysrem was checked today and that it was
working properly. !fle shall therefore use the system
for the roll-call votes.
(Applause 
- 
Parliament adopted successioeb the first,
second and third indents of tbe preamble, tbe firstt and
secondl parts ofparagraph 1, paragraph 2t, paragraph 3,t
paragrapb 4 and the motionfor a resolution as a wbole)2
10. Agenda
President. 
- 
In accordance with the decision taken
earlier today, we shall now vote on the request for
deferral to the nex[ part-session of the Lalor repon
(Doc. l-532/ 80) on the'$flestern Sahara.
(Parlnment rejected the request)2
Mrs Castellina has asked for her repon (Doc. l-698/
80) on STABEX to be deferred to the next parr-
session.
(Parliament agreed to the request)
I call Mr Prag, who also wishes to make a requesr.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr President, after consulting the
Chairman of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, I repeat to you, who were also in fact in
the chair when I last made rhe same request at rhe
January part-session, the requesr rhar, under Rule
32 (1) (d), rhe debate on my report on the linking of
work and training for young people should be
adjourned.
I made my protest this morning against the gross abuse
of urgency procedures and the disruprion of the
agenda and work of this Parliament by an absolure
rash of urgent motions. It is with the grearesr regrer
that I ask for the adjournment. h is an own-iniriative
report, Mr Presidenr, rhe task of which is ro draw
attention to a very serious matter, namely the state of
training for 3Vz million young people who are unem-
ployed. There would be no poinr in discussing ir at
midnight rcnight in a virtually empty Chamber. That is
why, under Rule 32 (l)(d), I beg rc move rhe
adjournment of the debare.
(Parliament agreed to the request)
I By roll-call vote see minutes of proceedings, OJ
No C 50 of 9. 3. 1981.
' 
By roll-call vote requesred by Mr Glinne on behalf of the
Socialist Group: see minutes of proceedings, OJ
NoC50of 9.31981.
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I I . Regulation on the cotnrnon organization of the
marhet in sugar 
- 
Sugar quotas ofthe French ooerseas
departments
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on two
reports drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Agri-
culture:
- 
Bocklet report (Doc. 1-839/80) on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-471/80) for a regulation on the common organization
of the market in sugar;
- 
Curry report (Doc. 1-748l80) on the
, 
sugar quota for the French overseas depanmenm.
I call Mr Bocklet.
Mr Bocklct, rapporter,,r. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in view
of the imponance of the organization of the market in
sugar and the fact that we were supposed to vote
tomorrow, at a time when there is bound to be a very
poor attendance in the House, and in view of the fact
also that 55 amendments have been tabled, I hereby
request that the repon and the amendments be
referred to committee, in accordance with Rule 29 (6)
of the Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
As this request has been made by the
rapporteur, reference to committee is automatic.
'I call Mr Rogers on a point of order.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, I understand that
although this is, generally done, we have now had two
instances of items being withdrawn from the agenda. I
certainly do not need advice from anyone in the hall. I
am addressing my remarks to you as President, Mr
Pflimlin. If this is to be the case, and if people are
simply to wait for a full Chamber in order to present
reports we are really going to wind up with a ridicu-
lous nonsense!
(Applause from certain quarters of the European Demo-
cratic Group)
l\r 3 o'clock this afternoon, when I declared the sitting
resumed, there was a debate on the repon by Mr
llhorn. There was a great deal of enjoyment from the
c,ther side of the House when the vote was carried. In
the House I went through three speakers before I
could find someone who was available rc speak! Ve
cannot carry out our business like this. It is not always
possible to put every item on the agenda at a time
when there is full attendance in the House. Quite
frankly, you as President ought to rule that what is on
the order paper and was adopted this morning should
sray on the order paper. A Friday is just the same as a
Thursday or a Vednesday. If people wish to leave,
that is none of our business, but I really do think it is
ridiculous !
(Applause from certain quarters of the European Derno-
cratic Group)
President. 
- 
I understand your feelings, Mr Rogers,
but as one who has often chaired the proceedings you
know the Rules of Procedure as well as I do:
Reference to commlttee may be requested at any time.
Such a request shall always be granted if it is made in
person by the chairman or rapporteur of the committee
responsible.
You may not like it, but that is what the Rules say.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
I am perfectly aware of that, Mr Pres-
ident. It does not add to the dignity of the House to
have two of im Vice-Presidents arguing over proce-
dure. But, as I understand it, the purpose of the rule
which is now being invoked was simply ro enable a
report [o be referred back to the committee if there
were factual or textual errors in the text before the
House: This is the reason for enabling it to be with-
drawn. Previous interpretations of this rule gave the
right of withdrawal to the rapporteur if there were
textual errors. I am sorry and apologize for raising
this, Mr President, because I could well be in your
position.
President. 
- 
There is nothing in the Rules of Proce-
dure which says that the rapponeur must give reasons
for his request.
Vhar does Mr Curry want to do with his repon,
which was supposed to be considered jointly with the
Bocklet report?
Mr Curry. 
- 
Mr President, I do not see any reason
why my report cannot make precedent and set a
remarkable example in this Chamber and go ahead.
(Ap p laus e from o arious q uarters )
Mr President, I can be very precise and brief on this
repon because it was voted unanimously in the
Committee on Agriculture. It is based on a resolution
that asked that in any production quo[a cuts which the
Commission was at that time proposing, there should
be exemption for the French overseas departments,
whose econoinies were very dependent upon the
growing of cane sugar and for whose development an
I*prnri"on of cane ,ig". prodr.tion was .n'risaged. '
The condirions have, of course, changed completely
now because those proposals are no longer on the
table and the Commission has in fact substituted
different proposals which do not involve a cut in the
crucial aid quotas.
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There were, I think, two fears rhat inspired the resolu-
tion: first of all, that the development of rhe French
territories ought to be protected, dependenr as they
were on cane, and secondly rhat French sugarbeet
producers in Metropolitan France were out to get their
hands on the unused ponion of the quota which was
allocated to the overseas depanmenrs.
The Committee on Agriculture agreed that while we
were willing to envisage some sorr of special condi-
tions for the overseas territories we would not be
willing ro see any global increase in rhe French quora
- 
that is the French quota defined as rhe sum of the
quota allocated to Metropolimn France and ro its
overseas territories, rhar we would be perfecrly happy
if France wished to redisrribure rhe quora berween the
metropolitan and the overseas rerrirories on condition
that this did not increase rhe beet producrion quota in
France, and that we would be equally willing ro see
France organize some form of redisribution wirhin
the overseas territories. '!/har we would nor be
prepared to accepr is any special conditions for rhe
overseas territories which had the effecr of increasing
the net global producrion quotas of France.
On that basis, and in full recognition of the impon-
ance of this sector to [hose territories, we were able to
unanimously agree rhe reporr in the committee. I hope
that this House will be able to follow that unanimity.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DK) Mr
President, first of all I would like to voice my regrer a[
the fact thar the Bocklet repon has been deferred with
the result that it will not be dealr with roday. I know
thar the Council of Agricultural Ministers intends ro
deal with the whole question of the new regularion on
sugar at its next meeting and for this reason ir will be
inconvenient for it nor ro have Parliamenr's opinion.
However this is of course somerhing which Parliament
itself must decide.
I should like rc thank Mr Curry for his repon, and ro
emphasize the point which Mr Curry himself touched
on, namely that to alarge extenr his repon is based on
the Commission proposal of November 1979 on rhe
future organization of rhe market in sugar and that for
this reason in fact it is to a large exrenr our of date. As
you know our new.proposal has already been accepted
by the Commirree on Agriculrure and in rhis we
propose maintaining all the A-quoras including also
those for the overseas departmenrs. As regards the
B-quotas for the overseas departmenm, the Committee
on Agriculture has raised no objections ro our
proposal to fix rhem at 5 0/o of the A-quotas.
Neveruheless, in reply ro rhe rwo mosr imporrant
preoccupations expressed in rhe report, I rhink it only
fair to say that, as was previously rhe case, the
Commission still has reservations about transferring
quotas for the manufacture of raw sugar from sugar
producers in the French overseas departments to be
used by sugar producers in metropolitan France. On
the other hand, the Commission has, as previously, no
objection to a transfer of sugar quotas, under certain
conditions, from one sugar producer in the French
overseas territories to another so as to take account of
the production quotas set for the coming years under
the development plans now in operation in these
depanments.
President. 
- 
The Communist and Allies Group has
the floor.
Mr Vergds. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to begin by clarifying a point:
Mr Curry's report on the motions for resolutions
rabled by Mr Debr6 and myself has been appended to
the report by Mr Bocklet, but it is clear 
- 
as Mr
Curry pointed out 
- 
that the problem raised in our
motions for resolutions and in this repon is no longer
relevant, because they referred to a proposal on sugar
which has now been withdrawn. Accordingly, there is
no funher reason for us to discuss it now as it has been
incorporated in the new draft regulation and in Mr
Bocklet's report. However, since Mr Curry was
prepared to defend his position, I think it only right
that I should say that we are in perfect agreement with
the conclusions of his motion for a resolution as ser
out in paragraphs 6, 7,8 and 9. It is righr to emphasize
the specific problems of sugar producers in the French
overseas depanments, precisely because rhey are sugar-
cane producers and precisely because rhese are single-
crop countries where sugar plays a decisive role in the
overall economy. The specific nature of the problem
was also stressed by the ACP-EEC Joint Commitree
which mer in Arusha. Ir is the reason why the quoras
granted [o the overseas deparrmenrs, because of the
specific and basic nature of the sugar economy, should
not in our opinion be transferred elsewhere.
To our mind, this is fundamentally imponanr and ir is
a condition for maintaining a relatively high quota for
our countries, given that rhey have difficulty in
reaching these quotas because of cyclones and their
own panicular structural problems. This is why, while
we are all for the rransfer of quotas from one cane-
sugar producing overseas depanment to another, we
are totally opposed to the transfer of any cane sugar
quota to the quota for beet sugars.
To take up a point made by the rapponeur, I feel I
must add thar the overseas departmenrs should nor
benefit from any preferenrial treatmenr, as rhey are
countries which are part of rhe Community. lfhar is
more, we shall have an opporrunity to discuss this
matter and it may not be necessary to take a vote on
this subject in Parliamenr. The Commission could rake
the initiative just as easily as the Council. Bur since we
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are members of the Community, why is it that the
intervention price for sugarbeet is paid when the
product leaves the processer, whereas, in our coun-
tries, the intervention price is only applied at the port
of embarkation, not on leaving the refinery, expendi-
ture incurred between the refinery and the port of
embarkation being the responsibility of the planters
and sugar producers on the island of R6union? It
seems to us 
- 
if the rapponeur agrees 
- 
that this
would be a good opportunity to eliminate unfair
discrimination and to put us on an equal footing by
eradicating this injustice. The intervention price for
R6union cane sugar should be paid when it leaves the
refinery, as in the ten Member States, and not at the
port of embarkation, whereby the transport costs are
borne by the producers. Those are the points that we
wanted to make. !U7e feel that the debate will really ger
under way when we discuss Mr Bocklet's report.
President. 
- 
The Group of European Progressive
Democrats has the floor.
Mr Vi6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and Bentlemen, I
should like to begin by echoing Mr Vergis' remarks: it
is not really logical rc continue discussing this repon,
as it has been superseded by another report which the
author has requested to have referred to committee. I
just wanted to make the following points: pursuant to
Article 227 of the Treaty and the judgment of the
Court of Justice in Luxembourg, the French overseas
departments are entitled to both Community patri-
mony and preference and to a specific economic deve-
lopment policy.
This House must make im deeds match its words.
'\flhere the common organization of markets in the
sugar sector is concerned, it ought to take due account
of Commission proposals voted on previously. For
example, some months ago, on 17 October 1980, the
European Parliament was almost unanimous in
approving a plan for the development of agriculture in
the French overseas departments, which had been
proposed by the Commission. One of the main
features of this plan was the renewed encouragement
of sugar cane growing in soils and in climates which
were naturally suited to this purpose.
The Commission now states 
- 
and this is consistent
with previous statements it has made 
- 
that one of the
objectives of the scheme which it is proposing is to
guarantee sugar-cane producers a fair income. The
merhods of the scheme must be geared to meet the
objective thus defined. Now, although the Commis-
sion 
- 
quite right 
- 
is rectifying a previous mistake
by maintaining the A-quoras of the overseas depart-
ments a! 466 000 tonnes, it is nevenheless not pursuing
the argument to ir logical conclusion, which is that
these quotas should be made sufficiently profitable so
that the overseas departments 
- 
which are the under-
privileged regions of Europe 
- 
are encouraged to
produce them. In other words, it is only right and fair
that the price paid should be an ex-factory price and
not a fob price, and that the costs of [ransPorting
sugar to continental Europe should be reimbursed in
accordance with actual costs and not on a flat-rate
basis. In addition, national aid, as in Italy's case,
should not only be maintained, but no phased reduc-
tion should take place either because this would result
in its total disappearance at the end of five years. It has
to be recognized thar the combined effects of climate,
geography, geology, economic and technical environ-
ment are such that sugar-cane factories in overseas
departments are just not able to compete a[ the same
level with European firms which produce sugar from
beet. For this very reason, it is both right and essential
thar national aid should be maintained in its entirety
until sugar-cane production in the overseas depart-
ments has reached the level where it can fairly
compete with sugarbeet production in continental
Europe. Similarly, the 2 . 5 0/o letry on the A-sugar price
should not be applied to areas such as the overseas
departments; on the contrary, they must be encour-
aged to produce more in order to create more jobs
tocally. In view of their economic situation, it is not
right that they should have to finance the B and C
quotas of European beet sugar producers.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would simply like to point
out that rhe proposal which you have now decided not
to deal with in this part-session takes account of
requests for an exemption from transPort costs for
producers in the overseas territories. The provisions of
the proposal have been changed with the result that it
now complies with the requests expressed by the to'^
honourable Members.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
12. Regulation on tbe common organization of tbe
marhet in fishery products
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc. 1-
841/80), drawn up by Mr Gautier on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc. 1-
635/80) for a regulation on the common organization of
the market in frshery products.
I call Mr Gautier.
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Mr Gautier, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, I see thar we in rhe Commitree on
Agriculture are more or less on our own, so ] can keep
my introduction reladvely brief. The Committee on
Agriculture has devoted many hours to this somewhat
knotty problem on various occasions and also
discussed a large number of proposed amendments.
The outcome has fortunately been such that we can
submit a [ext to this House which has the unanimous
support of all the members of rhe Commitree.
Firstly, I should like to stress that we in the Committee
are very pleased thar rhe Commission has raken the
trouble of revising the old organization of the markets
in fisheries products and including a number of new
proposals. 'We also know that it is extremely difficulr
to strike a. balance between the extremely wide range
of conflicdng interesr which an organizarion of the
market in fisheries products affecm. In addition I
should like to stress that what we are concerned wirh
here is an arrangement concerning the markers for fish
and fish producrs in which acounr must be raken, nor
only of the producers, i.e. the fishermen, who form
one of the elements in this sector, bur also of a wide
range of other elements including rrade, the
processing industry and the consumers.
I should like first of all to draw atrention to the ques-
tion of marketing standards. The Committee on Agri-
culture would advocate even more stringent marketing
standards with a view to ensuring that only such fish is
landed in the Community as can be sold under reason-
able conditions and provide the processing industry
with adequate supplies. I regard marketing srandards
as one of the basic elements in the whole organization
of the market in fishery produc6. The imponance of
this aspect, panicularly in the lighr of rhe extensive
intervention in a large number of Member States, is
ircquently overlooked. In many cases, rhe fish does
not always meet the standards one would expecr.
Secondly, I should like to say rhar we in the
Committee on Agriculture are panicularly pleased rhat
the central position of producers' organizarions wirhin
the context of the organizarion of rhe marker in
fishery products has been maintained and rhat rheir
influence is even to be extended. !7e think ir is a good
thing that producers should join together and atrempt
to arrange the marketing siruarion in such a wav as ro
be able ro obtain rhe highest possible price for the fish
they have caught.
'!7'e also panicularly welcome rhe fact that under the
new arrangement, the producers' organizations will
enjoy greater flexibility in price fixing, which was one
of the concerns which had been brought [o our notice.
The idea was not to have such srict unit prices in
every case, but rhat the producers' organizations
should be enabled by vinue of the withdrawal price to
make the entire system more flexible.
Under the new arrangements for compensation for
withdrawal, our Commitree unanimously approves rhe
attempt by the Commission in its proposal to oblige
the producers actually to sell the fish landed by means
of a degressive compensa[ion system. Thus, rhe more
the producers land or the more landed fish goes into
intervention, the lower the compensation received by
the producers from the European Community. This is
a good start. as I think rhat markering and nor inrer-
vention should be in the forefront.
A criticism which has been voiced in the Commictee
on Agriculture concerns the arrangement on the
destruction of fish withdrawn from the market, which
in our view, is still unsatisfaaory.In connecrion with
the Clinton report we requested that fish withdrawn
from the market should also be used in some form for
human consumption without this causing serious
market disturbances. \7e expecr the Commission ro
make ciearer arrangemenrs in this area roo so rhar rhe
products withdrawn from the marker can in facr be
used for human consumption and do not automa[ically
go for use in fish meal producrion. Ir is a downrighr
scandal for rhe people of Europe if 20 000 ronnes of
red mullet which could be used for human consump-
rion go inro intervention. \7e would like ro see a
change or systems which could alleviate rhis situarion.
I should now like to say a few words on rhe somewhar
delicate subject of imports from rhird counrries. This
has naturally been one of rhe major issues in rhe
Commirtee on Agriculture and we have agreed on a
text which is perhaps a litrle vague. The Committee on
Agriculture recognizes the facr that we as a Commu-
nity are obliged ro import large amounts of fish. There
is no getting away from this fact and we feel that it
should not be allowed ro disrupr rhe common market.
This is the only specific commenr the Commirtee on
Agriculture has to make on rhis point.
Personally, as rapporteur, I take the view rhat rhe
regulations as proposed by the Commission would
provide adequate protection for producers wirhin the
Community and I should therefore like ro take rhis
opportunity of commenting briefly on rhe rwo amend-
ments tabled by Mr Provan and others in which rhey
call for a system of variable levies on all fish producs
on a weekly basis in rhe light of the marker siruation. I
should to make two or three comments on this
proposal. Firstly, everyone who is familiar with the
GATT arrangements will realize that this would be in
conflict with the GATT provisions. If we as Parlia-
ment call for something of rhis kind, we mus[ realize
that it is at variance with the GATT arrangemenrc. A
second, substantive question is, I rhink, whether we
can really achieve what we hope ro achieve by means
of a variable import levy, i.e. ro protecr rhe common
market from disrurbances.
I do not think rhis would be the right way of going
about it. I have referred once more to the figures and
can tell you rhar we impon approximately 500 000 r
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of fish per year of which perhaps I O 000 t are a source of
market disturbances in some pan of the Community.
Mr Provan and others are now suggesting that vari-
able levies should be imposed on the remaining
490 000 t. This would, however, aurcmatically lead to
an increase in the price of fish, which is ofrcn already
expensive enough. If we really want to avoid market
disturbances, we should, I think, accept the really
sensible instrumenr proposed by the Commission and
not introduce a general system of impon levies which
would only increase the price of fish unnecessarily 
-even if areas which are not subject to market disturb-
ances, which, fonunately, continue to represent the
larger proportion of the European market.
I should like to mention two further poinrc which we
could easily go on discussing for another hour. !7e in
the Committee on Agriculture welcome the fact that
the Commission has proposed making the granting of
financial aid condidonal on compliance with catch
quotas. Thus, if a Community Member State has
reached its quota, there is no question of compensa-
tion from the European Community for additional
quantities. This too, I think, is a step towards greater
discipline as regards compliance with catch quotas.
The final point is a somewhat general one and I think
rhis is the first dme it has been included in a Parlia-
mentary report. The fact is that the Council seems
recently to have Bot into a nice habit of dealing with
practically everphing as a matter of urgency. Since
last December or thereabouts, we in the Committee on
Agriculture and Parliament have had nothing else to
do except vote on matters of urgency before the
Council and we are rushing about frantically from one
pan-session to another in order to deal with requests
for urgency from the Council. \7e in the Agricultural
Committee have now come upon the idea that we can
all play at the Council's game. Ve in turn have set the
Council a deadline, i.e. the end of March, for a deci-
sion on the entire question of the organization of the
market in fishery products. \fle in the Committee on
Agriculture reserve the right 
- 
and Parliament will
perhaps adopt this same attitude tomorrow 
- 
to
iniriare a conciliation procedure at the beginning of
April or, if this should not be possible, to withdraw
our opinion and subsequently adopt a new opinion in
the light of evenm. '!7e as Parliament, must, I think,
make it clear for once that we cannot allow the
Council to do exactly as it feels on this matrer but that
we too need time to discuss the matter thoroughly 
-and the question of the organization of the market in
fishery producr is one where this would have been
perfectly possible. It is clear from Council documents
of September that the Commission had already
discussed the draft arrangement with the Council. The
Commission and Council had got together and
outlined the basic principles for the new arrangement.
and then at the end of December they suddenly spring
these documents on us, which they have already
agreed on, and say, 'Come on now, Parliament, we
would like your opinion within two days 
- 
in fact we
would have preferred it in Novemberl' And this is on
documents which we do not see until December. '!7e
must finally put a stop to this and I am therefore
pleased that the Committee on Agriculture has also
taken over this suggestion of mine.
President. 
- 
The proceedings will now be suspended
until 9 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at 8.05 p.m. and resumed at 9
P.n.)
,IN THE CHAIR: MR BRUNO FRIEDRICH
(Vice-President)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
13. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received two motions for resolu-
rions with request for urgent debate pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-916/80) by Mr
Rogers and others on behalf of the Socialist Group:
Activities of South African troops in southern
Angola;
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-921/80) by Mrs
Vayssade and others: Dismissal of judge Bidalou by
the Supreme Council of the French Magistrature.
The reasons supponing these requests for urgent
procedure are contained in the documents themselves.
Parliament will be consulted on these requests at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
14. Regulation on the cornmon organization of the
marhet in fisbery products (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the Gautier repon (Doc. 1-841/80) on the
common organization of the market in fishery prod-
ucts.
I call Mr Hord on a point of order.
Mr Hord, 
- 
Mr President, before you recommence
the debate I would draw your attention to the fact that
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some copies of Doc.908/80 were very badly printed.
\(zould ir be possible for the adminisrarion ro have
more English copies of rhat document made available
for those people who have a defaced copy of the
original?
President. 
- 
Thank you. I shall ask rhe adminisrra-
tion to check whether there are srill copies available.
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of tbe Commission.
- 
(EL) Mr President, I should like to srart by
thanking Parliament, and in panicular rhe Commitree
on Agriculture and its rapponeur Mr Gautier, for
having agreed to the request for urgent procedure on
the Commission proposal for the revision of the
common organization of the markets in fisheries prod-
ucts, which was set up in 1970, since this revision has
become vital in view of market developments since
1970 and the changes in fishing conditions which have
taken place in recent years as a result of the general
introduction of 200-mile fishing limirs.
The changes to the provisions currently in force
proposed by the Commission will make it possible in
future to ensure [he effective functioning of rhe
common organization of the market. The changes
proposed concern mainly the provisions regarding
producers' organizations, the price and intervention
system and the trade arrangements with third coun-
tries. These provisions are closely interrelated, and any
changes made to one of them inevitably involve
changes to the others. That is why we are calling for
grea[er restraint on the pan of our fishermen as
regards production and marketing. Consequenrly, as
regards rrading arrangements with third counr,ries, we
must ensure rhar impons do nor rake place under
conditions which might upser [he market balance
established through the effons of rhe producers'
orSanrzauons.
I should now like to deal more specifically wirh rhe
points made in rhe motion for a resolution rabled by
the Committee on Agriculture.
Firstly, I am very pleased to nore rhat the Committee
on Agriculture generally welcomes rhe proposed
modifications and agrees that there is a pressing need
for a revision of rhe organizarion of the markers in the
fisheries sector. The morion for a iesolution srresses
the need [o ensure that the provisions for the organi-
zation of the marker are correcrly applied. I can
solemnly assure Parliamenr rhar the Commission will
continue to keep a close watch on the application of
Community regulations in rhe various Member Srares
with a view to avoiding, as far as possible, any abuses.
As regards rhe producers' organizations, the
Committee on Agriculture supporrs rhe proposal that
launching aids should be increased for a rransitional
period of five years, which should help ro srrengrhen
the structure of the producers' organizations, particu-
larly in cenain regions of the Communiry where this
structure leaves something ro be desired. The
Commission agrees wirh the opinion expressed in the
motion for a resolution to the effect that rhese aids
should be used exclusively ro suppon the officially
recognized activities of these organizarions. Experi-
ence has shown that the activities of producers' organ-
izations are frequently hampered by non-members.
The proposed changes ro rhe existing rules wilI make it
easier and more practicable for rhe Member States ro
extend the marketing rules of the producers' organiza-
tions to non-members. In the Commission's view, this
possibiliry of extending ro non-members of a produ-
cers' organization the production and marketing
constraints which the majority of the producers in a
particular region has voluntarily agreed to could play a
major role in artempts ro esrablish oprimum func-
tioning of the market.
The Commission is pleased to have received the
support of the European Parliament in rhis respec, as
reflected in the morion
The Comrnission has proposed cenain measures
designed to further encourage rhe producers' organi-
zations to adapt rhe supply to rhe demand. In parti-
cular, the possibility of applying variable withdrawal
prices within a certain bracket, as well as the phased
reduction of financial compensarion as function of the
volume of withdrawals from the market, should help
to achieve this objecrive. I was pleased to note rhar rhe
Committee on Agriculrure goes along with rhese
proposals. \Ufe are also in agreemenr regarding rhe
system of aids for processing and storage, which
should take adequate accounr of rhe difficulties facing,
in panicular, cenain Mediterranean products. These
measures should, as far as possible, make considerable
quantities, which would otherwise have to have been
destroyed, available for sale for human consumprion.
Parliamenr has repeatedly srressed the need to tackle
this problem which is a marter of grear public concern.
The Commirree on Agriculture has stressed thar
Community production does not complerely cover
market demand, so rhar ir is necessary to impon
certain quanrities of fisheries producrs. The changes in
fishing conditions since the introduction of 200-mile
zones have resulted in a substantial increase in the
amounrs which must be imponed. Mr Gautier rhis
evening menrioned rhe figure of 500 000 ronnes.
However, we musr see ro ir rhat rhe impon conditions
are not such as to disrurb rhe balance on rhe Commu-
nity marker established through rhe effons of
Community producers.
I am convinced that Parliamenr will be able to supporr
the appropriare measures which the Commission has
proposed with this aim in view. This is an essential
element in the revision of the common organizarion of
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the market in fisheries producrs. However, I would
add that the Commission cannot accepr one proposal
which has been made, namely thar the referenie prices
should be auromarically adjusrcd. The fact is thairhese
prices are esmblished in accordance wirh market
conditions for a period of a year, wirh a view to
achieving a srabilization of the mark'et. The situation is
similar in the case of agriculrural products, for which
there is a sys[em of reference prices. Furthermore, rhe
suggesrion that a sysrem of automatic equalizarion
levies be introduced, with the levies changing each
week according to marker conditions, is unaicepmble,
since such a sysr.em would be against the GATT rules,
which lay down binding duries on fisheries producrs.
\(ith a view ro protecting producers, and precisely
because.ir is impossible to introduce a sysr.em of equal-
ization levies, the proposal from rhe Commission rc
the Council for a regulation on rhe organizarion of the
marker in fisheries producrs provides for a sysrem of
r.eference prices, as well as for rhe possibiliry of forbid-
ding impons at prices less than the reference price. Mr
President, rhe European fisheries secror has been
going. th-rough a difficult and somerimes distressing
period of adaptation, and nor all the problems have yer
been solved. An effecrive common organizadon of ihe
marker could, together with orher ilements of rhe
fisheries policy, help to solve these problems. The
motion for a resolurion calls upon the Council ro rake
the necessary decisions by the end of March rhis year.
I. can.assure you rhar the Commission, for its pan, will
do all it can ro make ir possible for the proposal for a
regulation on the organization of the market in fish-
eries products ro be adopred by rhen.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Socialisr Group has the floor.
Miss Quin. 
- 
Mr President, ir is a great disappoint-
ment ro me and, I rhink, ro all of us here rhar we
should be having this debate on l2 Feburary, a good
while afrer what was supposedly the last of the Jinal
deadlines for agreeing on a common fishing policy,
with srill no fishing policy in sight and rhi recenr
breakdown of negoriations. In the meantime, of
course, fishermen throughout the EEC conrinue ro be
haunted by great insecuriry and must be very very
disappointed indeed.
This is an important reporr, and I would like ro begin
by paying tribute to my colleague, Frirz Gautier, for
the very hard work that he has put into it and rhe
mastery of derail that he has shown in the course of irs
passage both rhrough rhe Fisheries Vorking Group
and through the Committee on Agriculture. I rhink
that the way we have worked in the Fisheries $7'orking
Group does- reflecr credir upon the members, who
have worked hard to try ro find a compromise, even in
a siruarion where rhere are many facrors thar are diffi-
cult to reconcile.
The pricing policy and the marketing of fish is, of
course, vital to fishermen. I think nearly all of us
would agree thar rhe present situation in rhese marters
is unsarisfacrory, and rhat is why this review is so
badly needed. I know rhat in my own counrry ar rhe
present rime, indeed in my own region and my own
local port of North Shields, rhere has been tremen-
dous unrest in rhe lasr two weeks. 'S7e have had ports
being blockaded, demonstrarions, srrikes and rremen-
dous hardship being suffered by fishermen who, in the
UK anyway, are complaining about dumping of cheap
imports, and imports in large quan[iries, which are
undermining their livelihood.
There are many good things in the report, and I shall
menrion some of rhem just briefly. paragraph 2
mentions the need to take into account the interests of
all those involved, all rhose in the fishing industry and
also rhe consumers of fish. The reporr mentions rhe
role of the producer organizations, and I am one of
those who feel thar rhe producer organizations ought
to play an increasingly imporrant role and be raken
very much inro accounr borh in rhe marketing of fish
and 
. 
in fishing policy in general. The report also
emphasizes and need ro avoid waste of fish resources
and to safeguard in particular fish desrined for human
consumPtlon.
There are indeed, as I have said, many good rhings in
the repon. But there are, of .ours., 
"i M, Gauti..pointed out, conflicring needs which are very difficulr
ro reconcile. \7e do need imports, it is rrue, and I
think myself that imports will tend to increase as coun-
tries with 200-mile limim find thar they are harvesring
the resources of their fishing grounds and seek neJ
markeu for their fish. \7e need imports ar nor too high
a price, so rhar consumers are nor pur off from buying
fish. At the same time we do not need imports 
", 
iu.[
a low price thar local fishermen and fishing communi-
ties are pur out of business and have ro suffer consi-
derable economic hardship.
Because of these conflicting needs we need a policy
which is both flexible and imaginative. It needs ro be a
policy that takes into accoun[ the different rypes of
consumprion in the various parrs of rhe EEC and rhe
difficulries of panicular fishing regions. I think that we
do need some regional pricing, bui we need prices thar
will nor cause specularion throughour rhe EEC, wirh
fishermen from one counrry landing their fish else-
where in order to profit from high prices, perhaps
boosted by a high pound, as is-the case in rhe Uk,
which again is causing very severe problems.
The regional effecrs, then, are viral, and I would like
to say.to rhe Commissioner, whom I am very pleased
to see here ronight, thar as far as rhe disturbanci of the
marker is concerned, I hope that he will think small as
well as thinking big. \7hat may seem a mere ripple on
the surface of rhe EEC situarion can ar rhe sami rime
include very severe disrurbances in small local commu-
nities. The Commission needs ro take this fullv into
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account and, I believe, act much more speedily and
efficiently than has been the case in the past. I think,
[oo, that if we are going to keep impons at a reason-
able price then social measures may very well need to
be en.,isaged, panicularly in areas with a lower-than-
average per capita income and a low level of GDP' All
of thJse'.neasures need to be taken in order to safe-
guard the industry and provide for a changed and
modernized industry in the EEC.
I shall conclude where I began, Mr President, by
saying that prices, of course, are only pan of the
packrge. Thi Councit must ensure that the rest of the
packa[e is forthcoming. The fishermen of Europe are
ieelinf betrayed. Let Europe do something for them
before it is too latel
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Helms to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Helms. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we cannot, unfortunately, hold a real
Jebate on this matter in view of today's very full
agenda, the fact rhat all the Group spokesmen are to
srate their positions on the individual points and the
speaking time available to me' As you know, we have
all agreed to restrict ourselves [o two to three minutes
and for this reason, I shall content myself with making
a few essential points.
First of all, however, I should like to congratulate the
rapporteur, Mr Gautier, on the excellent work he has
done in producing this imponant rePort on the organi-
zation of the market in fishery products and on the
succint account he gave of it in the shon time avail-
able. After al[, it is not so easy 
- 
and it would
undoubtedly have been in the interests of the matter in
hand, i.e. the fishing sector 
- 
to discuss these essen-
rial points here in demil. This rePort deals with the
problem of adapting the existing organization of the
market in fishery producm in the light of the new
circumstances arising from the reduced stocks and the
introduction of the 2OO-mile fishing limits in 1974'The
aim is to modify and adapt the organization of the
market in the interesm of all the parties involved, i.e.
the producers, the workers, the seamen, the processing
industry, trade and, last but not least, the consumers.
The rapporteur particularly stressed this point and I
too should like to lay panicular emphasis on it in these
brief remarks. In the technical committee, we
discussed in great detail all the problems involved in
this difficult matter and I should also like to exPress
particular thanks to those colleagues who supported
the proposals I tabled on behalf of my Group and
which have been reflected to a considerable extent in
this motion for a resolution. On behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany, therefore, I should
like to state that I wholeheanedly go along with phis
repon and that we in the Technical Committee have
foi this reason tabled no further amendments to this
resolution which was agreed upon unanimously'
The proposed adaptadon of the organization of the
market in fishery products panicularly concerns 
- 
as
rhe Commissionei and the rapporteur have already
mentioned, the producers' organizations, price and
intervention arrangements and impon arrangements'
In my view, the important thing was 1n{ remains the
planning of fishing activities in the light of market
i.quir.i.ntt and ensuring that all cat-9he.1 are used for
hrmrn consumption, as is also specifically mentioned
in the motion ior a resolution. An additional aim of
the organization of the market is to increase Protec-
tion bf means of flexible impon regulations. I should
also like to draw particular attention once more t'o
another point on behalf of my Group. The European
People's Pany urges the Commission 
- 
and I would
"sk 
ihe Commissioner to give Particular consideration
rc this in his proposals which are to be amplified and
examined oni. .o.. 
- 
to state clearly the conditions
under which measures for the Protection of the market
would be introduced or discontinued. In the opinion
of the EPP, regulations must be introduced to rule out
the possibility of ,buse of the protective measures' Ve
.*pi.t th. iommission to provide 
-regulations which
wi^ll gua.antee that advantages of 
.long-term trade
"gr..-.ntr are not. destroyed by, in this case, 
inappro-
pii.r. pro,..tive measures' Thus we also expect that
,h. lorrg-r... trade agreements should not undermine
the a.rangements for protection of the Community
market. T-his, in 
" 
*o.d, is the position we would like
to affirm here in the interests of all the Panners
involved in the market. In addition, however, we
should like to uphold the interests of the seamen and
the workerJ in the fishing indusry who at this very
time are, in some countries, suffering from the conse-
quences of the fact that the Council has put off
making a decision on the fishery arrangemenrc once
more.
'!ile suppon, I repeat, the Gautier report, the motion
for a iisolution it contains and the proposals. The
European Parliament has adoprcd the Clinton rePort,
the repon on catch quotas and a common structural
policy, i.e. Community-oriented proposals for a
common fishery policy. This repon on a common
organization of the market in fishery producm forms
pair of this complex and completes the basic attitude
of this Parliament. I urge the Council to take this
democratic decision by the directly-elected Parliament
as the basis for its own agreement, which is a vitally
necessary. At the January pan-session in Strasbourg
we unanimously adoprcd a resolution on this point
and I should like to urge the Council and the Commis-
sion to do all they can to put an end to the unfonunate
situation in which fishing in the Community currently
finds irelf.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I too would like tc
congratulate Mr Gautier on his excellent repon and tc
commend it on behalf of the European Democratic
Group ro rhe Parliament. I would also like ro thankMr Conrogeorgis for his demiled and most profes-
sional starement, which we do appreciate. He h^, not
been very long working in fisheriis, and it was a mosr
excellent statement for us.
\7e in the Fisheries \florking Group and rhe
Committee on Agriculture have always hai the closest
and mosr construcrive cooperarion with the Commis-
sion on marrers of fisheries, and I look forward ro an
even closer cooperarion in the furure with Mr Conto-
georgis and his snff.
I would also like ro rhank Mr Gaurier for the speed
and the efficiency wirh which he has prepared this
essenrial reporr. This was urged upon us by the
Council, who should, in my esrimation, be *irh us
tonighr to listen ro this debate.
The report also gives me rhe opportunity to refer to
the common fisheries policy and to rhe srate at rhis
momenr of rhe long and difficult negoriarions rowards
a policy. I garher thar at 2 o'clock rhis morning in
Brussels ir was still possible by one final and ,.niibl.
compromise, by one final beau geste on rhe pan of one
Srare, ro achieve success, but ar 3 o'clock rhis morning
the beau gerre proved impossible for thar one Srare ro
make and the Ministers decided to reconsider their
position and to meer again on 9 and 10 March.
Over the pasr six years I have seen this siruation in
various forms recur time and rime again, bur this time
we were closer to agreement than ever before.
Tremendous concessions were made and remarkable
progress achieved rowards agreemenr. Only one thing
was lacking: it is still lacking, and that is-the united]
unanimous political will of the Council. This is the
weak link. Ir is not the Commission, who do a very
good job in rhis sphere. It is nor rhe parliamenr. Th!
final responsibility for success or failure in rhe fisheries
po.licy rests wirh rhe Council. The buck srops there. A
solurion is essential and possible, and ir is more
possible roday than ever before. Therefore I call on the
Council, alrhough rhey are nor here, on 9 and
10 March ro concentrare on solving the remaining
main problem and on lO March ro give our fishermen
the policy they need ro ensure that this vital European
industry survives and develops. If they do nor do this,
then, as Mr Gaurier said, we have resirved rhe right ro
initiate a conciliation procedure. Make no mistake: we
will carry through rhis procedure, because enough
procrastinarion is enough and ir is time that we lookid
after our fishermen and nor after rhese long evenings
in the Council.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Communist and Allies Group has
the floor.
Mr Papapietro. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen, we approve of rhe innovarions contained in
this new Commission proposal for a regularion for the
common organization of the marker in fishery prod_
ucrs. '!(i'e do nor, however, believe thar these measures
mark the conclusion of rhe review srage of the
Communiry fisheries policy, which began *irh rh. n.*
directive on srrucrural policy and wirh rhe fixing of
total allowable carches.
\7e feel rhar there is another issue which needs careful
considerarion, namely, a social policy in the fisheries
sector. The Council has raised many obsracles here,
but we neverrheless believe that pailiament and the
Commission musr tackle ir promptly and decisively.
Atrenrion has already been drawn ro rhe mosr signifi-
cant innovarions, borh in Mr Gautier's repon 
- 
*t ich
we approve 
- 
and in rhe speech by Mr Conrogeorgis
chis.evening. I shall not list rhese'again; I shitt lJsr
emphasize rhe grearer arrenrion paid to the serring up
of producers' organizations 
- "r 
other Membei of
this House have pointed and ro rhe rules
governing relarions between such associations and
non-members so rhar the associations do nor upset rhe
process of market smbility. 'We concur with rhis
proposal, and in par[icular wich paragraph 5 of the
motion accompanying the Gaurier .epoit, which srares
rhat caution is required when following rhis line, so as
to avoid any risk of corporate .onopoly of the market
by such organizarions. \7e support the inrroduction of
flexible criteria when fixing the guide prices and the
withdrawal prices which have just been mentioned for
by Mr Conrogeorgis.
V: 1o, however, har. so.e criticisms ro make, parti-
cularly where Medirerranean fishing is conceined.
Firstly, we feel rhat rhere is a need ro srrengrhen rhe
certainly welcome provisions of in Article 14 ind other
articles of rhe new regulations in respect of suppon for
blue-fish. These fish consrir.ure a large pan oftihe rotal
Mediterranean iatch and a pardcul-h.iy la.ge part of
the Italian carch. 'We should therefore like'bemer
protection from imports from third countries so rhar a
higher percentage of rhis rype of fish can be caughr by
the organizations in rhe Mediterranean counr;es, a:
this higher figure is necessary in order to obrain rhe
processing premium.
The Italian Governmenr proposes 
- 
as do we 
- 
rhar
this percenrage should be raised from 15 to 250/0.
These proposals 
- 
as I said earlier 
- 
are of panicular
concern to the Medirerranean countries; to our mind,
they were not given sufficienr considerarion in Mr
Gautier's repon and we shall stress rhis in Brussels :
next week when the fishermen's representatives meet
the Commitree on Agriculture and the Fisheries
Vorking Group.
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\Thether these measures are effective will depend both
on the existence of other measures, such as those with
which we have concerned ourselves in the last few
months, e.g. on structures and market regulations, and
on rhe rp.id *ith which they can be put into effect.
Tension in this sector is building uP, not just in a few
areas, but throughout the Communiry from the
Atlantic to the Mediterranean. The dithering and
indecision of the Council, which have once again been
denounced in this House, are certainly not helping to
allay the anxiety of fishermen, anxiety which has
already been translated into active protesr in some
areas.
\Ve therefore take this opponunity to appeal once
again to both the Council and the Commission. \7e
feel bound to say that we were not satisfied by Mr
Thorn's replies to the questions raised by Mr Gautier
rhis evening. \(/e call uPon the Council and the
Commission to come to swift and effective decisions.
Mr Thorn said that we cannot turn back now. Natur-
ally, we mus[ not turn back; on the contrary, we must
sei to it that the measures which the Commission itself
and the European Parliament have repeatedly advo-
cated in the last few months are put into effect'
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Group of European Progressive
Democrats Group has the floor.
Mr Vi6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I
was born and live in a dipartementin the south of Brit-
tany and I am sure all of you are aware of this prov-
ince's involvement with fishing. Of course, it is not my
intention to put forward special claims for my own
particular region, but only to remind those present
that France's interest in this question is capital, as I am
sure you all realize, given its extensive coastline.
In view of the discussions held by the Commission in
recent months, I think that we were entitled to exPect
proposals inspired by a sincere desire for change which
would result in progress. The plain truth, however, is
that we have been disappoinrcd, because rhe schemes
which have been proposed 
- 
for both internal and
external organization 
- 
barely take account of the
troubles we have had in the past. The fact is that the
inadequacies of the present system are becoming more
and more apparent. First of all, the guide prices need
to be brought up to date as they no longer reflect the
actual situation. The price for the majority of species
must be made compatible with a profit for the fishing
fleets.
'!flith regard to rhe points discussed by the Committee
on Agriculture, the rapporteur said that the guide
price should be fixed on the basis of objecdve criteria'
But we feel that there will be little change from past
practice if these so-called objective criteria are used as
a basis, because they would entail the formulation of a
mathematical equation which would be practically
impossible to devise. Levels will continue to be chosen
aciording to circumstances, such as changing climatic
condition-s, and to take account of inflation and the
cost of living. In short, there are too many unknowns
for the .qu"rion and more serious attention should be
given to ihe t a.ious Parameters. The same is true of
t-he withdrawal prices. They are not high enough to
encourage fishermen to join producers' organizations,
yet we .-"nno, afford to ignore the great merit of such
organizations in their role of regulating the market' In
ou"r ,ie*, the problem is not so much one of fixing
compensation on the basis of a standard withdrawal
p.ice, but of making sure that the price really is fixed
and is applied'throughout the Community' At any
rate, we regard the maintenance of regional prices as
quite unacceptable as it upsets the markets.
\flhat is more, as it is applied at the moment, the refer-
ence price has shown itself to be purely nominal' It
should be raised a substantial amount in order to
penalize low-cost imports entering the Community'
Such imports represent unfair competition to our
produce.s while at the same time they greatly benefit
certain indusuial processers in northern Europe' Nor
in the light of our present commitments, is it accePt-
able to advocate a more flexible trade policy'
Up to now, the Commission always had the possibility
of closing frontiers in some cases and we regret that it
n.r.. took this action. \flhere fishing is concerned, we
believe that the Common Cusroms Tariff and Commu-
nity safeguards are inadequate. Even the Commission
acknowledges this in its policy document for a review
of ma.ket organization, dated 25 September of last
year. This is why we consider that it is not acceptable,
either, to propose that preferential agreements are not
subject to the common market safeguards arranBe-
ments. From our point of view, the regulations
proposed by the Commission for external market
t.ganization are unaccePtable as they now.stand. As
soire members of the Committee on Agriculture have
already emphasized, any further relaxation of controls
would-herald the doom of fishing and fishermen in the
Community. It would also have the effect of making
consumers totally dependent on producers in third
countries, which must be avoided at all costs.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mr President, it is a pleasure for me
to rise and address a new Commissioner tonight and
we welcome him here to this very imponant debate on
the new organization of the market in fishery prod-
ucts. I say that quite openly and quite blatantly
because unless a fisherman gets Proper return for his
day's work in the fish price there is no sense in his
going out to fish in the first place and that is what the
market organization is attempting to do. The raPPor-
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teur has come forward with a report that we can
welcome, although rhere are one or rwo aspects of it
that we feel could be improved upon and we also feel,
therefore, that there are one or rwo aspects of rhe
Commission's proposals rhat could be improved upon.
\What we are really nlking abour in this reporr is how
we are to organize the markering of fish 
- 
whar is
wrong ar present, of course, with the marketing of fish
is that really we have gor no marketing organization to
take care of rhe situarion rhar has been developing,
namely, a flood of imports coming into the Commu-
nity at subsidized rares.
Now, I am sorry ro have ro say this ro a new Commis-
sioner, and I hope he will nor take ir personally rhere-
fore, but I am aware of the fact that there have been
22 occasions on which the British Governmenr has
reponed imports of fish coming inro rhe United
Kingdom at below reference prices. On some occa-
sions these imports have been coming in at 45 0/o
below the reference price. Now when these have been
pointed out to [he Commission we have had no acrion
- 
nothing has been done, and I would like to ask rhe
Commissioner if he can inform us whar he is intending
to.do about it; what the Commission is intending ro do
about it, because unless we get this put right $/e are
going to get nowhere.
\7e have gor pracrically all rhe fishing boats in rhe
United Kingdom ded up ar rhe momenr because ir is
not worth their while going out to fish. It is nor
economic for them ro go our and fish and why has this
arisen? I will tell you why ir has arisen; I will rell you
why I believe rhe new proposals will not cover it. '$7'e
were told by Mr Contogeorgis when he spoke ro us
thar they will srop impons coming in below rhe refer-
ence price, that that will be prohibircd, but how can
we make an agreemenr with Canada, for example,
which we state quire openly will have a preferenrial
tariff rare of 8 % for all their fish and fish producm
that will come into the Community. The Canadians
know that rhey have just gor to add anorher 8 0/o
subsidy and they can bring it in and it will make no
difference.
'lfhat we require, and I must drive this home, is a vari-
able lery so rhat if the price of fish on the quayhead
falls dramatically, we auromarically ger an increase in
the lery to protec[ our own catching indusry.
The other problem, of course, at rhe moment is rhat
the Commission say that they have covered this,
because the Council can meer and if they all agree thar
this has happened they can take measures ro stop rhe
fish coming inro the Communiry ar all. But we all
know how long it takes ro ger rhe Council rogerher;
we all know how long ir takes ro ger a decision out of
the Council, and by thar rime, of course, the impons
have probably dried up in any case. Ir is nor good
enough. 'W'e must ger some automatic arrangemen[
whereby we can ger rhe levies adjusred according to
the market requirements.
Mr Presidenr, rhis is a good report. on the whole and I
thank the rapporteur for all rhe work that he has done
on it. I believe that we will get a fishing policy. I
believe rhat we have got ro ger it very soon as every-
body in this Chamber also believes. Bur we musr ger a
policy that will pur rhe Community fishermen right for
rhe next generation and rhe next generation afrer thar.
If we adopt rhe proposals thar are before us tonight
and if we adopr the amendmenrs that I have got before
the House I believe we can do that.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Turner.
Mr Turner. 
- 
Mr President, I came here ronight to
speak about sugar, but I am speaking on fish and I am
equally good ar borh. I very much regrer thar rhe
Bocklet sugar report. was withdrawn on the grounds
that Parliament is less a parliament on Thursday nighrs
and Friday mornings. That attitude is a very serious
one and it must be stopped in its rracks. Ir is a new
danger, and rhe chairmen of all rhe committees must
use their disciplinary power [o make sure rhar rhis does
not happen again. I may say as a member of the
Commirtee on rhe Rules of Procedure and Petirions
that new rules have already been pur into process
which I rhink will pur, a srop to rhis business.
Anyway, we are talking about fish ar ren o'clock at
night as we usually do in this Parliament. As far as I
am concerned we have good debates on fish and rhey
are always lare at night and ir is ro the advantage of
fishermen. I can only say rhar sugar growers are
coming out rhe worse because their repon was with-
drawn.
Mr Presidenr, I believe rhar the G.rti.. repon on the
proposals of rhe Commission is very good. I think ir
could and should be the starr of a new life for many
fishing ports. My parricular fishing pon is Lowestofi,
and it is in a terribly bad way, and I do believe rhat
markering is rhe only rhing that can save it. I believe
that this kind of proposal can save the fishermen of
Lowestoft. Ir could give fishermen more real control
over the fate of their carch; righr downsrream ro the
housewife's price. The fishermen ar presenr complain
that rhe housewife pays a grear deal and the fishermen
get very lirtle.
Now, Mr President, once we have a common fishing
policy, local marker organizations run by local fish-
ermen can look after the local fishermen's affairs.
T-hey will have common and fair conditions for the
local fishermen and also for orher ships landing fish in
therr ports who will be sub.lected [o rhe same common
and fair condirions and sharing of costs and responsi-
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bilities. I believe myself that that is the only salvation
for the fishermen, at any rate of East Anglia, because
it is in this sphere of marketing thar they have failed
most. They can fish, but they cannot sell.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr 
. 
Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission.
- 
(EL) Mr President, I have listened very closely to
the honourable Members who have spoken and have
noted all the points they made. The Commission will
rake their remarks into account in its future talks on
the establishment of a common fisheries policy for the
Community. As. you know, the Council has been in
conunuous sessron over the last three days 
- 
up dll
th;ee o'clock this morning in fact 
- 
in an attemPt to
reach a decision on a package of measures proposed
by the Commission. These measures, as you know,
have many objectives, all of them intended to protect
the producer, the fisheries and the marine resources of
the Community. The measures are aimed at main-
taining and replenishing the Community's stocks of
fish, at establishing total quantities of fish by sea area
and by species, and at distributing these quantities
between the Member States. However, the main
feature consists of proposals intended to strengthen
rhe present market mechanisms, with a view to
protecting not only producers and prices, but also
consumers, within the framework of Community
preference. There are also proposals for a structural
policy, for organizing the fishing infrastructure, and
for increasing productivity and for a lasting and steady
increase in producer's incomes. Other measures
concern the supervision of the correct application of
all these measures under the common fisheries policy.
Finaily, the proposals concern the Community's rela-
tions with foreign countries. This is a difficult, compli-
cated and delicate subject involving questions of prin-
ciple, and it has many legal and political aspects which
cannot be ignored. Unfortunately the latest Council
was unable to reach a decision on all these measures,
despite the fact that some progress was made.
It was therefore decided that the Council would meet
again on 9 and 10 March in an attempt to reach deci-
sions. It requires political courage, realism and a major
effort on the part of all of us 
- 
Parliament, the
Commission and the Council 
- 
if a solution is to be
found. The Commission believes that a solution can
and must be found. Let us all work together until the
day of the next Council meeting, so that a decision can
be reached then. There is one panicular poinrl should
like to mke up 
- 
the low prices for fish imponed into
the United Kingdom.
This marrer was brought to the attention of the
Council officially for the first time yesterday by the
Bridsh delegation. Up till now, the Commission has
nor received any official request. The matter was
raised here as well this evening. Yesterday I gave an
assurance to the Council that the Commission would
look into this request to see whether the present
mechanisms for protecting and organizing the market
offered any possibility of tackling this ruly delicate
and difficult situation. The draft regulation which has
been submitted for approval by the Council provides
for stronger measirres to protect Community produc-
tion against low-priced impons, and I have akeady
said that the principle measure provided for is the
prohibition of impons if their price is below the refer-
ence price. !7e shall look into the matter in the light of
existing regulations to see as soon as possible what can
be done, or whether anything can be done under
exisring regulations to tackle this situation.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I rise very quickly to support the
Provan amendmenrs. Mr Provan is my neighbouring
Member of Parliament and has the bigger markem. I
perhaps have the bigger area. But the markets are very
imponant and are the subject of this repon, which I
support too. Mr Provan's amendments do not need
any more clarification from myself. I would just like rc
say to Mr Contogeorgis that his name is known
already in.the 80 islands, and many scores of.fishing
communities in my constituency look to him. They got
to know Mr Gundelach's name, and I believe the first
inviration on Mr Contogeorgis' desk is from the Shet-
land Islands. I hope he accepts it.
Mr Gundelach's last words to me shonly before his
death were 'Mr Contogeorgis, when he succeeds me,
will have no North Sea interest and therefore even you
will not be able to accuse him of bias of any kind'. I
should like to say that I wish him well in what must be
one of the mosr interesting but onerous tasks. I should
Iike to say this to him: the inshore fishermen of Scot-
land and of England and \7ales and all rhe other
places are not men who go on strike. They are not
striking men. That is not their normal son of behav-
iour. All they want to do is embrace this dangerous
way of life and go to sea and catch fish, but if they
cannot, it they are going to be in debt by going to sea,
they will not go. So, I really do suppon the Provan
amendments and I would advise and ask and urge lhe
Parliament to do so tomorrow.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at. the next voting
time.
15. Regulation on hormones
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-840/80), drawn up by Mr Brondlund Nielsen on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on the
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proposals from the Commission ro rhe Council for:
I 
- 
a regularion concernlng rhe use of subsrances
with a hormonal action and rhose havrng a
thyrostaric actron in domestic animals (Doc.
I -s80/80);
II -- a regulation concerning the control and exam-
inarion of animals and mear in the Community
for the presence of residues of substances with
oestrogenic, androgenic, gestagenic and
rhyrostatrc effecr;
III -- a regularion laying down conditrons for
controlling the possessron, distribution and
administratron to animals of certain subsrances
with a hormonal actron (Doc. l-843/80).
I call Mr Brandlund Nielsen.
Mr Brsnrllund Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I shall be
very brief. I undersrand rhat there is nor very much
time for the rapponeurs and I might take the liberty of
saying thirr earlier today one mighr have been r.empred
to think that if a hormone was discovered which
stimulated the flow of speech in people, this would
perhaps be a particular candidare for prohibition.
However,, I should like very briefly ro introduce my
report and point our rhar ir supports the Commission
proposal 
- 
indeed it is in favour of inrensifying and
clarifying the proposals made. Fortunately, ma.jor
progress is being made in rechnical aids in various
areas, including agriculture, and rhese aids include
chemical aids regarding which, however, rhere is
considerable scepticism since, in many cases, people
are not entirely certain of the consequences they will
have. Ve must remember rhar rhe reason rhis marter
has come up was rhar it was the subjecr of perhaps the
most viole'nt reaction on the part of the consumers we
have ever witnessed in the field of foodstuffs. There
was a ven/ substantial sharp fall in rhe sale of veal last
year when it was announced rhar ir might con[ain resi-
dues of certain hormonal substances.
Mr President, in the Communiry, our production is, I
think, so efficient and plentiful 
- 
as was explained
last night by Mr Dalsager in answer ro a quesrion 
-and the capacity is such rhar we would be advised to
play safe in siruarions where there mighr possibly be
health rislis and where rhere may be good reason ro
think that using aids of this kind may be detrimental to
the quality' of the products. Ve should, at least, main-
tain a prc,hibition in areas where rhere is a demon-
strable rish or uncenainty.
It is vital, rn [his respecr, that we should have srandard
rules throughoul [he Communiry, and rhar rhese rules
should be such thar it is possible borh to observe rhem
and to ch,:ck thar they are observed rhroughour rhe
Community. The introducrion of srandard provisions
everywhere and guaranteeing that they are fully
applied form, I think, the crux of rhe matter. If there is
room for doubt regarding certain addirives, the
general rule should be rhat rhe consumer, i.e. all of us,
should be given the benefir of rhis doubr.
Naturally, it could be argued that agriculrural incomes
are so bad that all possible sreps should be taken with a
view to increasing them. This is a viewpoinr which I
can undersrand, since we musr all admir rhat rhe situ-
ation as regards agriculrural incomes is in fact very bad
everywhere in rhe Community. However, we are
looking forward ro the price proposals which are ro be
made in rhe near future and I hope that Parliamenr
will adopt a realistic artitude so rhar it will really be
possible for farmers to cover their costs and for their
incomes to keep pace with rhose of the resr of society.
I do not, however, think that one can reasonably
argue in favour of allowing farmers ro cut corners by
using the substances under discussion here today. This
would be harmful to us all and should not be used as
the basis for an attempr to improve agricultural
lncomes. I do not think we in rhe Community are so
badly off that we must sacrifice qualiry in order to
provide farmers with a reasonable income, but we
should obviously bear this in mind nor only when we
consrder the question of quality but also, as I said,
when we come to consider rhe question of incomes.
'We can be glad that the common agricultural policy
has resulted in stable supplies of foodsruffs of a very
high quality. The Commission is, I rhink, going all out
here to continue in this way, to increase free internal
trade and to safeguard us againsr the products being
imported which do not meet the qualiry requirements,
and I should like, by means of my report, to give it my
support. in this respect.
One final remark. I listened ro the exceprions as one of
the few Members who did nor speak in the debate on
the Commission's sta[ement. I should like ro point out
that I do not go along with the many fine words which
have been said ro the effect that the whole of Europe
is now to be reformed over the next six months. I am
glad to see practical work being done and I was
pleased to see that the memorandum issued in connec-
tion with the statement states that one of rhe main
issues in 1981 will be further harmonization of vereri-
nary legislation within the Communiry. This is a prac-
tical, tangible, meaningful and valuable statement. In
my view, the best way of developing European coop-
eration is by means of practical steps such as this
rather than big gestures. The proposals before us are, I
think a step in this direction, and I would like to
recommend my report to Parliament.
President. 
- 
The Commission has rhe floor.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, by way of introduction, I
should like to say how much I appreciate the fact rhat
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the European Parliament has managed to deal with
this difficutt question of hormones so swiftly. I am
very pleased that we can discuss this matter at today's
meeting.
As Mr Brondlund Nielsen also pointed out, this is a
matter which has created a considerable stir among the
public and it is vital that we do all we can to regain the
confidence of the consumers in the products produced
by Community farmers. The Commission has
submitted a proposal to the Council advocating a total
ban since we think this is the best way of protecting
the consumers. I might add that this will call for parti-
cularly strict surveillance, but there is no point in
having good rules if people do not observe them'
The proposals before you consist of a basic act and
two implemenring acts concerning control measures.
Obviously, the proposed control regulations may have
economic consequences. The Commission has
proposed that the expense of carrying out checks on
the presence of residues in animals and meat should be
defrayed via the product. I think this is reasonable and
ir is vital that the checks should be carried out in the
same way in alI the Member States. In most Member
States the costs of veterinary controls of this kind are
reflected in the price of the product. If we stipulate
that these costs should be borne by the national
budgets, this would, I fear, make these controls very
difficult to finance in cenain Member States at the
present moment. Nor is this budgetary problem one
whrch affects only the Member States, it is also a
Community problem. I think, therefore, that a system
involving economic aid to the Member States for these
controls is hardly a viable proposition. \7ith this reser-
varion, I should like to voice my appreciation of 'the
repon submitted by Mr Brondlund Nielsen on behalf
of the Committee on Agriculture.
At the same time, I should like to stress that as regards
the vital primary controls on the production, distribu-
tion and use of these substances, it was a different type
of control we had in mind, which should form an inte-
gral part of the general control measures already
financed by the Member States. '\7e regard it as self-
evident that distribution for therapeutic purposes must
take piace on the responsibility of a veterinary
surgeon. I agree that we need a Community system of
control, as already exists in the case of other veteri-
nan' activities. However, in the present case, the budget -
ary requirements mean that it is difficult to fulfil all
the existing obligations and no proposals for a system
of this kind have been made at this stage, but the
Commrssion certainly intends to take up this problem.
I might add that I share Mr Ceravolo's view regarding
the need to ensure health protecdon. I fully agree that
only such chemical substances as can be regarded as
absolutely safe should be approved. However, if we
are to build up a system of effective and practicable
legrslation, we must solve the problems step by step. As
regards the immediate introduction of legislation with
respect to other chemical substances, I would admit
rhat Community regulations are necessary, but it is
only possible to introduce regulations of this kind by
considering the situation as a whole and provided
provrsion is made for control measures.
I can inform the European Parliament that the
Commission is approaching the conclusion of irc work
on drawing up a proposal on antibiotics residues and
this will be submitted to Parliament in the near future.
I should like to stress that we must guarantee healthy
foodstuffs for Community consumers and re-establish
confidence in Community products as soon as
possrble. These are the main objectives which our
proposals hope to help achieve as soon as possible'
Thus, in my view, it is not only a question of
protecting the consumers, but also of protecting the
producers who earn their livings from producing the
mear under discussion here today, i.e., in particular,
veal.
I should like to say, Mr President, that in the many
amendments which have been tabled, I have noticed
rhat three wishes have been expressed by various
people. Firstly, there is rhe wish that certain substances
may be approved for use in promoting growth, i.e. a
special positive list. Secondly, there is the wish that in
principle, a ban should be introduced on the use of a
certain series of substances [o stimulate growth, whilst
permitting others, i.e. a negative list. Finally, there is a
wish to rhe effect that a list of substances which may
not be used in the treatment of sick animals or the
regulation of sexual activity, should be made up
:ij::rd of the positive list as 
proposed by the Commis-
I should like rc say regarding these numerous amend-
menrs, that they provide food for further thought as
part of an ob.iective analysis of the problems involved
in the introduction of new legislation in this sector. I
should also like to stress that, whatever happens, the
consumers must, in my view,'be protected and we
must re-establish confidence in Community-produced
veal. These proposals aim to protect the interests of
industry, trade and the producers.
President. 
- 
The Socialist Group has the floor.
Mr Seeler. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of my colleague, Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, who is
unfortunately no longer present owing to a sudden
indisposition. My group welcomes the proposals and
the excellent report drawn up by Mr Nielsen. \fle
regard these proposals as a substantial improvement in
Community law in this sector although the harmoniz-
ation 
.of the legislation in rhe individual Member
States, which is so urgently necessary, is sdll lacking.
Only when we have both can we speak of a really
good solution in this field.
Ve in the Socialist Group are also pleased at
attempt which has been made to fill the gaps in
the
the
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control system. 'We acknowledge the facr thar in his
report I!,[r Nielsen has very clearly pinpointed all
possible ways of evading this regulation and opposed
them. However, a problem will arise if the amendment
on this point tabled by rhe Commirree on the Environ-
ment is not adopted, i.e. rhar producrs which are
prohibited in the Communiry may not be produced in
the Community for subsequenr exporr, either, since rhis
would involve a risk of reimport and a gtey
re-purchase market. 'W'e must prevenr this if rhe regu-
lations are to be really effective. In addidon, ladies and
gentlem('n, we need a uniform sysrem of checks on
transporr between the Member States and wirhin the
individual Member States. This is a prerequisite for
really ef'[ective consumer prorecr.ion. For this reason,
my group firmly advocates standardizing rhe regula-
tions gc,verning slaughterhouses in the individual
Member States.
Furthermore, when this regularion comes into force, it
should rrot be possible under any circumsrances ro
evade it as a result, of, if I may say, national negli-
gence. The practice of customs checks ar the ex[ernal
borders of the Communiry is very important in this
respect. No gaps in the fence, as ir were, should be
allowed [o come into being, since news of such gaps
tends to spread very quickly, which in pracrical [erms
means thar rhe cusroms controls are ineffective. I
might remind you of the case of impons from Argen-
tina in this connection and rhose of you who are
familiar .vith such marrers know what problems this
gave rise ro. These regulations rake account of the
urgent wish that the costs for rhe necessary controls
should not be passed on ro [he consumer, as rhe
Commissioner has mentioned. It would be unfortunare
if control were to prove impossible or be less effecrive
because c,f this problem.
Ladies and gentlemen, in our view, any use or admin-
istration of thyrostatic substances for purposes of
promoting growth, must be quite unambiguously
prohibiterl in the future. Subsrances which are
permitted for use in veterinary medicine 
- 
which are
necessary 
- 
must be clearly specified in a positive liit
so that the situation is quite unambiguous. For this
reason, our group intends to oppose all those amend-
ments which call for a relaxing of this principle.
Finally,.s/e particularly welcome paragraph 12 of the
report since we support the encouragemenr of natural
methods for stock farming, which is so vital in our
Community and indeed everywhere.
Ladies and gentlemen, as would appear to be charac-
teristic o{' this Parliament when urgent problems are
involved, we are discussing at a very-late hou. , 
-"tt..
which is extremely important, proposals for regularions
which are vitally necessary, not to say overdue, for rhe
European consumers. I think, however, rhat what we
are dealing with tonight is nevertheless only rhe dp of
the iceberg. The larger problem is sdll hidden and is
\
yet to be discussed and tackled by us in the coming
months and years.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Group of rhe European People's
Party (Christian-Democratic Group) has the floor.
Mr Helms. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to poinr our rhar we spenr an
hour discussing the previous report and we have
already spen[ rwenry minures discussing this one.
'!flhen we consider that there are srill a number of very
important reporrs on rhe agenda and 
- 
ler me be
quite frank on this point, if we go on talking ar grear
length, it will nor be possible [omorrow [o vore on
these urgent resolutions, which I could lisq but thar in
turn would take time. I should therefore like to urge
you to keep this debare brief. The subject currently
before us is one which gives rise rc panicularly lengthy
discussions, as was the case in the technical committee
and Mr Nielsen rook up the points raised. Under rhe
circumstances, in view of the points expounded by Mr
Nielsen and in view of the clarity wirh which Parlia-
ment has stated its views regarding rhe Commission
proposals, we can, I think, be brief.
I should like to say on behalf of rhe Group of the
European People's Party, thar we firmly suppon and
welcome this report by Mr Nielsen. I should like ro
thank Mr Nielsen, our colleague from rhe Liberal
Group, panicularly warmly for his cooperation. He
accepted the amendments tabled by myself and my
colleague Mr Diana which were aimed at making rhis
report more precise and forceful. Vhat we musr do is
make it quire clear in rhis resolution by rhe European
Parliament that an improvement in the qualiry of all
agricultural products is called for and rhat rhe consu-
mers and honest producers are in the same boar in this
respect. I should therefore like panicularly ro stress
the requests we have drawn up and which have been
adopted by Mr Nielsen. Firstly, the controls and sur-
veillance of the production, disrribution and impon of
hormonal substances. \fle regard this as a very impor-
tant point. Secondly, the esrablishment of controlling
authorities a[ European level. This has already been
mentioned by the Commissioner and we should like to
stress it once more in rhis resolution. Then rhere is the
introduction of a uniform control system as menrioned
in rhe report, which must apply in all rhe Member
Stares.
It strikes me, however, as vital 
- 
and I should like ro
draw particular attention ro this poinr on behalf of my
group 
- 
that all the import regulations and relevant
trade agreements should be adapted and fronrier
checks intensified so as to preven[ the imponing of
any mear which does not fulfil Communiry provisions
for consumer protecrion and I should like to poinr out
to the Commission in this connection rhar we adopted
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the Comb6 report in Strasbourg last monrh and on this
occasion too, my group made this request and it was
included by Mr Comb6 in his r€porr. The Commission
has not clearly stated irs opinion on rhis repon and has
seen too many sources of difficulry for trade agree-
ments and negotiations with rhird countries. I will
leave it at thar.
In our view, it would be dishonest ois-i-ztis the consu-
mers if we were to inrroduce stringent and appropriate
provisions within the Community bur left loopholes
which could enable rhese provisions ro be evaded by
imports from rhird counrries. This would mean [har
our regulations and decisions would lose credibiliry in
the eyes of rhe consumers.
I should like you to give some rhoughr ro rhe amend-
ments tabled by *y colleague, Mrs Schleicher, i.e.
Nos 33 and 35, which we would be pleased if you
supporred. 'We urge the Commission and rhe Council
to take rhis resolurion by. Parliament as soon as
possible as its basis for proposals and decisions. It is
vital that we do nor jusr ulk abour these marters but
take some real action 
- 
I am rhinking here of the
situation in the fisheries secror. Ve must not allow
matters to stagnate as long as in that case and must
avoid the institurions of rhe Communiry laying rhem-
selves open for criricism in rhis field roo. They should
certainly not do that.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my group, I
wish first of all to voice srrong reservarions about the
pressure that has been applied ro the Parliamenr by rhe
Council and the Commission on rhis very important
and complicated subjecr. You will have heard in orher
debates how rhe Commitree on Agriculrure is under
very serious pressure of work: urgenr action on isoglu-
cose, the sugar regulation and so on; the committee
has had only one hour to discuss Commission Docu-
ment. No 614, and there has been no time for the
weightier documenrs dealing with conrrol 
- 
four
times as many pages in the control measures under
Documenrs 920 and 922. So I would very much like
the Commission to recognize rhe pressures that they
have put upon us, although as has been said ilready in
this Chamber, rhere is no inrention of stopping rhis
process, since we do appreciare the seriousness of the
situation prevailing in pans of the Community in rhe
veal maiket. Members should understand rhar many of
the problems in rhe veal market are due ro over-
control and to the excessive legislarion, which has
brought forward a black marker: hence the siruation
with which we are confronted roday. So Mr President,
I believe that we should not allow the Commission to
push us into over-reacting.
It is fair to say [hat the proposals before us represenr a
virtual total ban on substances with hormonal and
thyrostatic action, and if we are not careful the good
intentions may come to nothing and we may have a
worse situation with an even bigger black marker. For
these reasons, my group believes it would be more
pracricable if we had a negative list: this would be a
gurde to those who are directly concerned. In the
desire to make these proposals more realistic and more
workable, my group has rherefore submitted rcn
amendments, which mainly relate to the promorion of
a negative list of substances, while other amendments
will, we believe, be seen by rhe trade and by rhe
consumer to be realistic.
In conclusion, my group believes there mighr well be
very much merit in submirting rhese proposals in the
form of a directive. If this can be done and if our
amendments are approved by the House tomorrow, I
am confident thar my group will be prepared to
support rhe Nielsen reporr, because rhey really do
appreciate the seriousness of the situation in the veal
market.
(Applause from the right)
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\flIELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The Communisr and Allies Group has
the floor.
Mr Ceravolo, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(1) Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to commend Mr Nielsen for his
admirable atrempts to impose a coherent parrern on
these proposals. There are srill many hurdles to
surmount, and we are well aware that there was a
Breat deal of resistance wirhin the Committee on Agri-
culture [o [he proposed measures and rhat much press-
ure was exened to prevenr the work from going
forward. The facr of the matter is rhar rhe proposals
should have been referred ro rhe Commirtee on rhe
Environment, Public Healrh and Consumer Prorec-
tion, because they are all direcrly concerned wirh safe-
guarding the healrh of consumers. Nevenheless, now
that we have reached this srage, I feel that we musr
support the proposed measures and make sure that any
remaining doubts or hesirarions are removed. In
connection with this, we would likE the Commissioner
to confirm rhat proposals for a regulation on anri-
biotics will be produced within a monrh, as we feel
that this is anorher topic.
If we want to be quite clear, in the inreresrs of both
producers and consumers, then we mus[ opr for the
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positive lrst in irs entirety. The Member who spoke just
now was in favour of the negative list, but the differ-
ence betvreen the two is this: the negative list outlaws
a substance when there is overwhelming proof,
following experiments on humans, thar it is harmful ro
human beings; we, however, feel that it is imperative to
introduce the principle that use should be made only
of those substances which have been proved to be
totally harmless. This principle has come to be
regarded as scientifically and morally sound by people
everywhere. The Committee on the Environment only
agreed not to insist on rhe inclusion of a reference to
antibiotic:; because the Commission representative
undertook to propose measures within a month, and
as I said before, we would like confirmation that such
proposals will be forthcoming.
Another topic to which we would like to draw the
Commission's attention, and 
. 
have some' answers
about, is this: we suggested that rhe rerm 'domesric
animals' should be replaced by the more comprehen-
sive term 'animals used for human nutrition' in order
to take account of such acrivities as fish breeding,
which inv,rlves the use of chemicals, and the breeding
of creatur,:s such as rabbits, which are quite commonly
eaten by hLumans. Another poinr we wish ro raise with
the Commissioner is this: will the regularions apply ro
frozen mt'at as well as to fresh meat? This point is
crucial be<:ause, if no reference is made to frozen meat
it is highly, likely that use will be made of it to bypass
the rules, both where the daily sale of meat within the
Communit.y and where that destined for export is
concerned.
\fle should also like to raise the question of industrial
feedingstuffs. Article 6 (2) of Regulation No III states
that there is a need to ensure that the prohibited sub-
stances 
- 
even those destined for veterinary medicine
purposes 
- 
are marketed only in a form which
precludes oral administration. Vell, it seems obvious
to me tha[ controls need to be extended to include the
manufacture ,of industrial feedingstuffs, because it
would be quite possible for such feedingstuffs to
contain precisely those chemical substances which are
being banned.
I should now like to talk about two amendments
which I have submitted and which express the opinion
of the Comm.ittee on the Environment as well as my
own. The l'irsi concerns the need to inform third coun-
tries which are sent shipments of meat contaminated
by the substances we are about to ban. I think that we
have a moral obligarion to give them such information
so that we can say we have been above board where
our trade relations are concerned and so that the
Community can face the world with an unblemished
reputation. The second amendment is in a way
connected to the first. Article 6 of the proposed regu-
lation prorides for the authorization of the manufac-
ture of prohibited medicinal products if they are for
export. Ve find this quite ridiculous. To take just one
example, DES, or diethylstilboestrol, is a chemical
substance which has been acknowledged everywhere
- 
both in America and now here in Europe 
- 
as a
carcinogen. \fle cannot prohibit it on our own account
and at the same time allow it to be produced for
export to the third world, where it will be used as an
anabolic substance by livestock-breeders. This is both
absurd and morally wrong. In my opinion, it is quite
inadmissible. If we have managed to prove 
- 
and i bas
been proved, as I say 
- 
rhat DES can cause vaginal
cancers even in the daughters of women who have
been treated with this synthetic chemical substance,
then we must acknowledge that it is our duty to ban it,
not only on our own behalf, but to benefit people
everywhere, including in those countries where the
discovery has not yet been made. Those, then, were
the two amendments which we still felt the need to
emphasize, as all the other proposals put forward by
the Commirtee on the Environment have met with at
least partial approval, credit for which must go to
Mr Nielsen.
I am happy that this proposal is being welcomed, even
though it is not yet complete 
- 
as I have already said,
there is no reference to antibiotics 
- 
and it has not yet
been made clear that only natural substances should be
used for therapeutic purposes. But we must press on
with this, because there is nothing worse, nothing
more likely to upser both production and consumer
interests, than allowing uncertainty to obscure the
principles which should govern these affairs. One of
these principles is a guarantee to people everywhere
that only substances which are definitely known to be
harmless should be used. This is for the sake of the
consumer and for the sake of giving precise guidelines
to manufacturers as well.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democraric Group has
the floor.
Mrs Scrivener. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I think that we can only congrarulate
ourselves on rhe three Commission proposals which
aim at prohibiting the use of both natural and artificial
hormones unless they are being used for rherapeutic
reasons. In the last analysis, this is also a victory for
consumers who are thereby given a guarantee that
they will be betrer protected. \7e should not however
overlook rhe fact thar it was a public ourcry which
prompted che decision to no longer use natural or arti-
ficial hormones. This point needs ro be emphasized. I
dare say that we would have had to wait a great deal
longer for these measures 
- 
whether one agrees wirh
them or not 
- 
if there had been no boycott on the
part of consumers. So any improvements are ieally due
to the pressure of public opinion.
Several poinrs need to be brought out. Ir is of course
vital to ban all hormones, including natural ones.
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Although synthetic hormones may be the most
dangerous, natural hormones also constitute a toxic
hazard in some cases. 'We are grateful ro our colleague
Mr Nielsen for his excellent report, which was both
well-balanced and cogent, for revealing these facts. I
musr say we agree entirely with this rePort. \(e also
approve rhe fact that regulations rather than directives
are ro be the instruments of choice, as this means that
every pan of the provisions will be compulsory and
direcrly applicable in all the Member States.
At first, we wondered whether substances other than
those with a thyrostatic action should be considered,
by which I mean antibiotics, but we decided it would
be more prudent to consider only hbrmonal substances
in order to have a regulation as soon as possible. Bur
ler us not forget that antibiotics can be just as harmful,
and that the Commission has undenaken to submit a
regulation to us within a very short time.
There is still the problem of cost to consider, over
which we may have quite different views. \fle believe
that the cost of implementing controls and carrying
out examinations should ultimately be borne by the
consumer. I am aware that some of you have
expressed your opposition to this Commission
proposal, but I believe that there are cenain facts
which must be faced. It is only right that the consumer
should be made aware of the fact that a higher price
has ro be paid for the improved quality of products.
Equally, we should not dupe consumers by offering
them harmful products at relatively low prices. It is
much better to accept the financial implications of
improvement. Finally, the notion of therapeutic [reat-
ment has been defined in a resrrictive way by the
Commission. '!ile are quirc glad about this for we are
well aware that if the situation had been otherwise
there would have been great scope for abuse.
In conclusion, we should like to point out [he urgent
need for rhe proposed directive on the approximation
of the laws of the Member States relating to veterinary
medicines to come into force, because this directive is
an indispensable adjunct to the present regulation, as it
will also be ro rhe regulation on antibiotics. If the
Community wishes to be consistent and effective in the
area under discussion today, it is essential that
measures should be adopted as quickly as possible, not
only where hormones but also where antibiotics are
concerned. For the fact of the matter is 
- 
and these
are my last words 
- 
you cannot put a value on the
heaIrh of consumers.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Group of European Progressive
Democrats has the floor.
Mr Davern. 
- 
Mr President, first of all I welcome
the new Commissioner and wish him every success in
his job. He has got a difficult task in front of him, and
I hope that he will be as successful as his late lamented
fellow-countryman was in that office.
Mr President, I will be brief tonight. I have never
heard such scaremongering going on and I think the
Council and the Commission are both guilty of this.
Both of them were panicked into giving a popular
polirical reaction to something, but I think that they
are regretting that decision now. There have been a
number of inklings from the Commission and from the
Council that they are thinking of changing their first
position and then their second posirion. I think they
are sensibly coming round now to looking at a positive
list of these substances.
Let us not foiget that essentially there is nothing
wrong with rhe vast majoriry of growth-promoters, a
fact that has not been mentioned in this House
tonight. However, there is a tendency to give the
impression that if a Browth-promoter is used, then the
animal is diseased. In fact, I was surprised to hear
Mr Nielsen say tonight that growth-promoters should
not be used to make a 'fast buck' from cattle or have a
fast turnover in animals, because there was sufficient
animal growth. I come from a country where animal
growth is down by over 40-50 0/o at the present
moment. I don't consider our position at all satisfac-
tory. Like myself, Mr Nielsen comes from a country
where the farmer's income is drastically low at the
present moment. I understand that in Denmark it can
be as much as 60 0/o down at the present moment, with
a loss in milk production of 10 0/o.l am very glad to
hear that Mr Nielsen thinks this is a happy situation.
I am surprised at the general tone here tonight. Every-
one is out to destroy the hormone industry. There is
norhing wrong with hormones; they are good if they
are used properly. I think the Commission rushed into
this, and so did the Council. They should aim at a
posirive list of these substances.
I would like to see the Commission produce a positive
minimum permrssible list first. !flhen they have
thoroughly checked the others they can then leave
them through, but they should not condemn all
growth-promoters now. It is the one way we have of
ensunng a short-term immediate supply in the present
siruation. I have many amendments down to this, Mr
President, and I intend to leave it at that. I think we
have discussed it often enough in committee.
However, we must stop this panic. There is nothing to
panic about. Let us look at it coolly and rationally and
decide properly what the posirion should be.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I cannot support the
Commission's proposals, for one simple reason: they
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will not protect the consumer as effectively as my
Amendrrrent No 9. No-one is more concerned than I
am [o protect the innocent shopper from the machi-
nations c,f profit-makers; I do not think anybody in this
room can accuse me of being an uncritical supporter
of the farming community at every turn; but what I do
like ro d,r is to base my decisions upon objective facts,
wherever they may lead me, and I am afraid it is a
constant characteristic of this Community that it
relapses into emotional spasms every time it is faced
with an ,:motional claim. No wonder the Community
is in such a mess! It is so hard to get people to stand
back frorn either their vested or their national interests
or from emotional pressures and really try and estab-
lish rhe truth and do honestly what should be done to
achieve the aims we seek!
May I remind this House of what was the origin of
this outcry over hormones in veal and baby food? It
was because in Italy certain tins of baby food made
from vea'l were discovered in which there was a
dangerously high level of residues that could be
damaging;. The DES had left those residues. But where
had the food come from? It had come from Belgium,
where there operates that total ban which the
Commission in its recklessness is trying to impose
across a rvhole Community, when it could not even be
enforced in one Member State. And you know, the
key to efl[ectiveness in protecting the consumer lies in
enforcement. Anybody who wants protective legisla-
tion should first stand up and explain how they intend
to see it r:arried out: orherwise it is just hot air to try
and give people a false sense of security. And that is
what rhese Commission proposals do; because the
evidence has shown that where you have a total ban
on these ;growth-promoters, with no safe or approved
alternative available, all you get is black marketeering,
as you did in Belgium. That is how the DES got into
the Belgian baby food and, via Italy, into the testing
starions c,f the United Kingdom, which exposed the
dangerous levels within that food. If you say, we ban
everything, we ban all hormones, you really are flying
in the fa<'e of nature. Nature uses growth-promoters
all the tinre. There are growth-promoters in rhe bodies
of everyb,rdy in this room. Of course there are! If you
want. to say, hormones are terrible, we had all better
rush and de-sex ourselves. '!7'e are talking absolute
nonsense. \(/hat we have to do is to analyse a,nd estab-
lish what are the dangerous elements and ban them.
But to ban rhem is not enough, unless you have also
idenrified., and made legitimate, safe alternatrves. That
is the way to protect the consumer. And there are safe
alternatives: they have been proved safe by the most
rigorous resting. Some of the products produ,:ed in my
own country, whether the synthetic hormones or the
synthetic replicas of natural hormones 
- 
by the very
use of these words we realize the sort of cornplicated
situation \ve get into, it is not as simple as sorne people
would tq, to make out 
- 
have been tested and
approved, rhey have passed the most rigorou,s tests of
the Unircd States Food and Drug Administrarion.
So there are available alternative products which are,
much easier to control because their presence is much
easier to establish. In the United Kingdom, DES is not
banned, but in cattle it is not used at all. \7hy? Because
there are legitimate alternatives. The great danger of
DES, as we all know, is that it can be injected, and it is
injected in those countries operating with a total ban:
they use the DES, which is injected, rather than the
safer product, which is implanted in the ear, because it
is more difficulr to detect. Let us grow up, pleasel Let
us try and have legislation that produces resultsl
And so what I say is this: of course, DES and irs deri-
vatlves and thyrostatic compounds should be banned,
but whar we need is not just a negative list. Here I part
company completely with some of the European
Democrats who have spoken in this debate. A negative
list is not good enough, and one of the speakers earlier
has made it clear why. If you have a n,:gative list, what
happens? You wait for products already on the market
to be shown to do damage before you ban them. The
damage to the consumer, the human being, has
already taken place. You are using the human being as
a guinea-pig. And then you say, well, thar caused
damaging results, so we will now ban rt. No, what you
need to do is to go out and look for and test and select
growth-promoters which are at any rate as safe as
those that nature provides and then say, right, we will
have them as the approved positive list. That is what I
propose in mv Amendment No 9. I will vote against
amgndments calling for a negative list; I will certainly
votb against a total ban; but I will vote for a positive
list, rigorously selected, rigorously tested, rigorously
monitored. I will vore for the toughest enforcement
procedures anybody likes to mention, because I do
want to protect the consumer, not just make a few
norses that will make us all feel better. And I am confi-
dent thar my Amendment No 9 is the way forward for
an intellrgent Community trying to achieve the L.",
possrble
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I too would like to add
my tribute to Mr Nielsen for the work he has put into
this report and for his very sensible approach to it. lf I
heard him correctly, he showed as much concern for
rhe farmers in his area as he did for consumers gener-
ally. Let me say straight away that we are all consu-
mers. There is no one sector that is not concerned
about unsafe food. I think that that should be emphas-
ized.
Before Mrs Castle started to speak I thought I had
somerhing to say, but now there is nothing left to be
said. She has really said it all in the most sensible way
and in one of the best speeches I have heard in this
House for a long time. I was very pleased that we had
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with us Mr Dalsager, the new Commissioner on Agri-
culture, and that he intervened early in this debate. I
too am very happy to see him here. I was glad to hear
him say that, as a result of this report and of his
looking through the various amendments, he was
prepared to go back and take another serious look at
the whole situation.
There is no doubt that there has been an immense
amount of concern and apprehension ail over Europe
arising from the discovery of this unsafe residue in
babyfood and indeed, I think, of something similar
found in veal in another pan of the Community. I
think that this is quirc justifiable, and if there are
harmful substances being used, as we know there are,
for growth promotion in cattle, then they should be hit
on the head, and hit very hard.
But I think there is a lot of education and a lot of
publicity needed in relation to all this, that is, sensible
publicity, because the media love a scare and they love
somebody doing somebody else down and going them
down deliberately. They go to town on this. That is
the aspect of publicity rhat has been highlighted.
There is very little normal, rational realization that
there are quite a list of safe products that are advanta-
geous and that give an extra profit to the producer,
and God knows the producer wants an extra profit,
now panicularly. But indeed he wanted it always in
beef production because beef production has always
left a small margin for the producer and we should all
be concerned to allow that advantage to continue
while reassuring and being able to reassure the
consumer that there are safe products. And indeed
there are quite a number of safe products.
Vhat we want is, of course, a positive list and positive
control and I think we must make it easy for produ-
c"rs of these products, these valuable and safe prod-
ucts, to get them tested quickly and to get them ro be
allowed to be used quickly. I rhink rhat rhat is a
comparatively easy matter. A lot of people who are
concerned, and seriously concerned, about unsafe
meat arising from the use of rhese growrh-promorers
are not aware rha! already a very considerable amount
of scienrific research has gone inro this 
- 
and long
before the scare. The knowledge was rhere.
Now it is no wonder that people are confused. They
talk abour androgens; they mlk abour oestrogens; rhey
talk about growth-promoters; they talk abour
hormones. The people do not know really what they
are ralking about. They do not know that all these
products result from the knowledge that the sex starus
of animals increases growth rare 
- 
rhar is rhat bulls
grow faster rhan steers and heifers grow fasrer than
other heifers from which rhe ovaries have been
removed. That is what it is all based on. That is how it
started. That is how rhese other producrs thar have a
similar effect were produced by people of knowledge
and used for these purposes. Ir is quite right to say rhar
there are synthetic products on [he market thar are
quite unsafe and should not be used. But there are also
synthetic products that are safe and can be used, and
this has been proved up [o the hilt. Ir is conrrol that is
needed.
Mrs Castle knows all about this. I began to think she
was a veterinary surgeon when she said this could only
safely be done by an implant rather than in any other
way. She knows, obviously, quite well also that the
effect of these things lasts for two or perhaps three
monrhs and that it is a well known period. There musr
of course be control 
- 
mind you I do not rhink thar
the control of this should be taken away from farmers
and exclusively put into the hands of veterinary
surgeons, who are regarded as honest people while
farmers are not 
- 
farmers' producrs must be identi-
fied as belonging to a certain farmer and rhey musr be
subject to lests, subject to monitoring. In this way I
think we will have sensible decision and a sensible
decision is overdue. I do not agree with those who say
that rhe Commission is rushing us into this and
rushing us into that. This concern has been with us for
too long already and ir should have been sertled before
nou'. Of course, I know there is a difficulty abour
time, u'e could go on talking about this for a long
time, but Mrs Castle has said it all.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sherlock.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Mr President, I am delighted to be
filling a double billyet again with you tonighr.
(Laughter)
I shall not begin by expressing my intenrion of being
brief. I have very little inrention to be brief because
there are several points thar have gor to be made
despirc the brilliant speech by Mrs Casde who has
made a great many of them already. I endorse her
amendment and I endorse virtually everything she has
said. But I am, Mr President, going to endorse the
point that was made earlier this evening namely that
we have been rushed into rhis with, nor unseemingly,
but indecent haste by a Commission and a Council
conspiring to such an extent. that even in the introduc-
tory document they pur rhe date of I January for its
implementation. They have rushed into ir wirhout
consult.ation, and the best professional advice in every
one of the Communiry languages is almosr rotally
against them with only one exceprion. The advice is
that we must rid all foodstuffs within rhis Communiry
of this menace. For menace it is if ir is allowed to
continue. '!7e are all united in our endeavour. Ir is
when we come ro look at rhe ways of implementarion
that our ways part.
I have heard Mrs Castle who always reads her brief
very thoroughly; I have heard our new Agriculture
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Commissioner talk, for example, abcut safe sub-
stances.lhere is no suchthing as a safe substance inthis
field: it rs dose-related. And if you fill up your babv
son with oestrogens of the mosr narural type, you will
wind up buying him a brassiere. And if you fill up Mrs
Castle with testosterones of the most natural type she
will grow hair on her chest.
(Laughte,,)
Make nc, mistake about thisl There is no distinction
between the natural and the synfietic. And my
colleague here has even gone so far as to say that by
modifying cenaip branches of the structure of these
most intriBuing molecularly formed hormones you can
make a synthetic which is safer than that which God
has implaLnted in all our bodies. This is the way it goes
but it carr be done, Sirl It can be done and it has been
done alrcady. It is this sort of nonsense which makes
those of us who can recognize the shape of a 17
steroid whenever we see its molecular diagram, posi-
tively puke when we see some of ghe nonsense [har is
put forwa.rd before us.
(Applause)
To address again at this time of night a small audience,
select ancl intelligent though it may be, on a subject of
such vital imponance to every one of us as health and
environmen[ who daily by the look of some of us, thrice
daily, mkes a knife and a fork inro his hands and eats
the food r"hat is produced has now become rhe regular
procedure in this Parliament.. Few people will hear; no
one will have the chance of reading ir before rhey
come in tomorrow morning, once again with their
portfolio of prejudices, to vore upon rhis marrer. Ir is a
saddening; fact, but it is becoming a part of our way of
I ife.
I wish to commend [o you one particular arrirude and
that is thar rhe lisr when it is constructed should be a
combination of a positive lisr of permitted subsrances
allied with a very definire negarive list of those sub-
stances which *-e know already. Ve are not venturing
into experimenrs, because these subsrances are already
known to be too dangerous. Add, Mr Commissioner,
a negativ(' list to your positive list and you will have
the support of myself and my colleagues.
But one thing I would say: go back, rhink about it
again, corne to us for an order for a directive and you
will achieve, I think, a unanimiry of opinion in this
House which, as opposed ro rhe pious platitudinous
welcomes that have been extended ro cerrain other
proposals roday, might overwhelm you by irs spirir, irs
genuineness and its generosity.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
I can be extremely brief beca,use most
of what I had to say, has already been said.I did want
to comment nevertheless on one point. There are
many people here tonight who are leaders of
consumer organizations and who influence consumers
in their attitudes to the food they buy and the prices
rhey' pay. I think it is worth reminding them that those
who produce food are constantly under pressure [o try
to produce that food at the lowest possible price for
the consumer so that they will be left with a reasonable
market and also a reasonab[e profit.
So very often they are under pressure to make use of
aids in that productron in order to try to increase their
incomes. And every time the consumers 
- 
and I am
talking of the consumers who are not also producers
- 
pressurize the farmers to take less for their food.
The farmer is pushed in the direction of listening more
and more to the powerful commercial interests. They
are very powerful, using a lot of money 
- 
many of
them are multinational organizations making use of
the most sophisticated methods of publicity 
- 
the
media 
- 
to convince the farmer that by using x, y, z
he will get higher output and therefore more profit.
Take up any newspaper, look at any television screen,
and that is whar you find.
So the farmer is under this pressure and very often in
fact he is in a situation where he does not know what
he is buying. He is pressurized on one side to keep his
prices down and on the other he is pressurized by the
commercial interests to buy the products so tha[ he
can increase his profir. Many of these commercial
interests can opera[e in such a way that they can sell
producr which in fact are not safe and not well tested.
\flhat about that aspect of it? Are we satisfied in fact
thar all these preparations that are being sold are in fact
well tested before they are sold? I think it is extremely
importanr rhat we look at this aspect of it because
otherwise I think there is a danger that we will
continue to use products [hat perhaps are a certain
rhreat to the health of consumers.
But let the consumer be aware of this: if he wants food
that has no risk at all atached ro it we may have to get
rid of anificial fertilizers, for instance. Many people
would argue that they are a certain threat. And all the
pesticides 
- 
they are a certain threat. If we get rid of
all these things the consumer must be prepared to pay
four times the price for his food. I would remind Mrs
Castle of that when she tries to argue against
increasing farm prices. She is pushing the farmer
towards desperately rying to make use of these anifi-
cial aids in order to keep his income up.
Now that might be far removed from hormones but
hormones are one of those areas where it has been
shown to the farmer thar by using them he can get
berrer growth in his animals and so increase his profits.
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So I want to give this message to the consumer leaders
tonight: let them remember that if we are to avoid
these substances that might be harmful then you
cannot have it both ways. Pay us enough for the food
and we will give it to you absolutely clear and natural
with no artificial additives whatever.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brondlund Nielsen.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen, rapporteur 
- 
(DK) Mr Pres-
idenr, I should like to express my thanks for the
suppon I have received from what I take to be a
majority in this House. In panicular, I should like to
thank the spokesman of the Socialist Group and the
Group of the European People's Pany.
Mr Dalsager spoke on the point in my report dealing
with the way in which these things are to be financed.
I em assuming that what the Commissioner had reser-
\.ruons ;rh,ru[ was paragraph 10 and in panicular the
second half of this paragraph. I should like to explain
that this was a paragraph which was the subject of
considerable interest in the Committee on Agriculture
and which, for this reason, can be regarded as having
ro a great extent the support of the Committee which
is naturally due to the fact that it reflects something
which both I myself and many other speakers have
discussed, namely the fact that meat production and
agricultural production as a whole are such risky and
unprofitable businesses from the economic point of
view that producers are out to find any way they can
of increasing their production. This merely underlines
what I said about the need for realistic price increases.
However, it is also true to say, as the Commissioner
pointed out, that the farmers must live from selling
their products and for this reason, it is in our interests
thar the market should not be allowed to collapse, as
was in fact happening. It could of course be said that
people were over-reacting somewhat, but nevenheless
this means that there was a reaction and that people
understandably view some of these products with a
certain amount of suspicion.
As regards Mr Hord's remarks concerning the work in
the Committee, I should like to say that in many
respects we were perhaps placed under considerable
pressure and had some very difficult deadlines to meet,
but I think that we in the Committee on Agriculture
had the opportunity to conduct a very good and
thorough debate on this subject.
For the rest, as regards agricultural incomes, which
were mentioned in particular by Mr Davern, in my
view, Mr Davern did not completely undersrand
whar I had to say. I had rhe pleasure recenrly of
supporting a proposal pur forward by Mr Davern
regarding the difficult situation as regards income in
his country and I do nor rhink basically that we fail to
understand the other's point of view regarding the
problems facing the farmers in this respect.
The question of whether a negative or positive list
should be drawn up was also discussed. I have advo-
cated a positive list since I think this would be the
safest solution. I realize that this might involve cenain
problems, but I rhink this is what we should funda-
mentally be aiming at. If I understood him correctly,
Mr Sherlock was advocating borh a positive and a
negative list. I wonder about rhe logic of rhis, but wc
may learn later how we are to understand this
proposal.
Thus I was pleased at the support I have received from
thrs House and I mighr perhaps be permitred ro say
that even though it is late and many of us are perhaps
tired, this has in fact been a very st.imularing debate.
According to the newspapers there are many new
things happening in Brirish politics ar the time being. Ir
is, I think, very interesting that Mrs Barbara Castle
should have made a speech which received tumultuous
applause from the conservatives which rhen encour-
aged her to make an extremely impassioned speech.
This was extremely interesting and quite novel.
However, the document I submitted has, I think,
received considerable support. and I should like to
thank you for this just as I rhank my colleagues in rhe
Committee on Agriculture for their valuable cooper-
ation on this report.
(Applause from the left)
President. 
- 
The Commrssion has the floor.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DK) Mr
Presrdent, one of my main reasons for asking to speak
is to answer a number of direct questions which I have
been asked.
It was particularly Mr Ceravolo who asked me to give
xn assurance that a proposal regarding antibiorics
u'ould be forthcoming within a monrh. I might
perhaps say rhat one should not perhaps rake the
expression 'a monrh' enrirely lrterally 
- 
it may well be
five weeks. However, I can at any rate vouch for rhe
fact that these proposals are being drawn up. There
are two proposals, one regarding the mixing of anti-
biotics with foodstuffs and one concerning the admin-
rstretion of antibrotics to animals. The chief aim of rhe
proposals rs ro prevenr the presence of residues in
meet
Mr Ceravolo had a question regarding an amendment
in the case of animals for human nurrition. I am fully
prepared [o consider the wording proposed, i.e. to
replace 'domestic animals' with 'animals for human
nutrition' and I fully agree with the remarks which
have been made concerning, for example, fish and
rabbits. I can assure Mr Ceravolo thar frozen mea[ is
included, since the checks will apply ro all meat
without exception.
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Various questions have been raised regarding expons
to third counrries of substances banned in rhe
Commurrity. I must admit thar I myself have consid-
ered this question bur I should neverrheless like ro ask
Parliament to be so kind as to bear in mind that I took
over responsibiliry for rhese marrers only about a fon-
night ago. However, I have been informed by officials
that, at least at presenr, there is no legal basis which
would errable us ro forbid factories to produce these
substance's and export them ro third countries, which,
quite simply, is why this figures in rhe proposed regu-
lation.
Mrs Scril'ener made a comment ro rhe effecr rhat there
is no regularion regarding substances used for rhera-
peutic purposes in veterinary medicine, and this is
perfectly correcr. A proposal on rhis subjecr has been
before th,e Council since 1976 and we hope ir may be
adopred in the near future.
The quesr:ion of a negarive list or a positive lisr erc. has
been rais,-'d by many speakers, and, in addition, the
question has been raised as to whether there should
perhaps be a directive rarher t.han a regularion in rhis
case. I should like ro say rhar, in rhe Commission's
view, a regulation is rhe besr way of guaranteeing
uniform aLpplication of rhe rules as swiftly as possible.
However, if ir should become apparenr that a direcive
would be a more pracrical way of going about rhings,
the Commission is prepared ro reconsider irs position.
I should, however, Iike ro say rhar we must also
consider whether this in facr meers the consumers'
wishes. Is it an appropriare reacrion to the campaign
which has; been launched against baby food and veal
that we here in Parliament 
- 
and perhaps in the
Council too, I have no way of knowing 
- 
should be
trying to cause a delay? It is nor only a quesrion of rhe
Commissi,on or the Members of Parliamenr or orhers
being quite cerrain that rhese things must no[ be
allowed to hamper production of meat for various
purposes. There is also rhe queslion of whether the
consumerli and consumers' organizations will believe
us if we say thar rhese subsrances are not dangerous. If
they do rxx believe us, wharever y/e say, the effect on
consumer prices will be such that ir will be impossible
to market the producrs at reasonable prices. Thus,
certain vital interesrs of the producers are also at stake
here.
There has been a sort of inrcr-party campaign for a
positive list of hormones permitted for use in pro-
motinB growth. It was, I rhink, Mrs Castle who said
that a total ban would result in a black market. I have
discussed these problems before when I was a member
of the Cor-rncil, and I know that rhere is one counr.ry ar
Ieast wher,e there is a total ban, and there has been for
decades, and where there has been no signs of a black
market in these substances. However, I fully realize
that in plar:es where these substances have radirionally
been used, this would narurally consrirure a break with
the traditi,rnal way of life, an intervention which the
consumers and producers mighr find difficult to
understand. Ir is obvious, therefore, thar the rules and
regulations we introduced must preferably be such
thar rhey will be acceptable ro borh rhe producers and
the consumers. The consumers are afraid of children
and adulm absorbing rhese substances via foodsruffs.
'We are under a major obligation to ensure rhat rhey
will not be consuming undesirable subsrances by earing
foodstuffs produced by European agriculture.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed. The'motion for a
resolution will be put to the vore ar the nexr voting
ume.
16. Membersbip of Parliament
President. 
- 
I have been informed by the Belgian
Government that Mr Jacques Vandenmeulebroucke
has been appointed Member of Parliament ro replace
Mr Coppieters. I welcome the new Member, while
pointing out that any Member whose credentials have
not been verified provisionally nkes his seat in Parlia-
ment and on its committees wirh rhe same rights as
other Members.
17. Conoergence and budgetary questions
President. 
- 
The next item is rhe repon (Doc.
1-136/80/rev.), drawn up by Mr Balfour on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monerary Affairs,
on the communication from the Commission to the
Council concerning convergence and budgetary ques-
tions.
I call Mr Balfour.
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I am
conscious of rhe fact that my commirtee is introducing
its report on convergence and budgetary questions,
heavily pregnant after a nine-month delay. This posr-
ponement was not our doing; rhe delay was brought
about by events. As the European Summit, or
whatever we should call that supra-Communiry insri-
tution, made its painful and grudging progress
towards a solution, the Parliament's business managers
felt it unwise to introduce rhe will of Parliament,
which is embodied in rhis reporr, as a factor in rhe
summit discussions. Ve thus failed ro debate and
adopt this report in time to be able to influence evencs
in April and May of last year, and I regretted this deci-
sion. Having thus stood aside to await the results of
the eyeball-to-eyeball negotiations between Heads of
Governments last May, there was felr to be lirrle
urgency in this repon. Today, then, is as good a time
as any since last May to consider the question of
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convergehce and its budgetary implications, and I am
glad of the opponunity which this gives us rc highlight
the problem so early on in the life of the new Commis-
slon.
The discussions in commitree to which the resolution
contained in my report gives expression took place
against a background of disagreement and unparal-
leled resentment at Member State level which should
not have been necessary; which was to put it mildly,
unedifying; but which at least brought results.
Ler me remind the H6use that we were asked rc draft
this report in-response to a Commission inidative
designed ro find /t least a temporary solution to the
British budget problem. It was cenainly felt in the
committee that there was something deeply unhealthy
about a Community which in net terms taxed one of its
poores[ members considerably more heavily than the
richest. Thus the committee appreciated the reasons
for the United Kingdom's insistence that an equitable
solution be found, and we approved the Commission's
proposals for mitigadng the UK's budgeury imbalance
under Anicle 235 of the Treaty. In truth, it could be
said that we were profoundly relieved to see that a
Community mechanism indeed existed for putting
right this glaring abuse. However, though we were
glad that legitimate means existed for the UK to
obtain some immediate relief, our committee was
fundamentally critical of the effons, or rather the lack
of effort, at Member State level to achieve the
Community's overriding objective of economic
convergence. Our motion for a resolution thus reaf-
firms certain basic principles essential to the develop-
ment of a balanced and just Community in Europe
and calls upon the Member States for once [o live up
to them.
I might at this stage add that, although our criticisms
and exhortations are primarily directed at the Council
of Ministers, we are deeply conscious of the fact that it
is up to the Commission to remind the Council and
individual Member States of their obligations and
duties under the Treaties. It is up to the Commission
- 
and they can expect the overwhelming suppon of
Parliament in such a task 
- 
rc oblige the all-powerful
Council to look beyond the limits of immediate
domestic financial or political advantage. Though
appointed individually by their respecrive Member
States, Commissioners owe [heir first and only loyalry
to the European Community, and I cannot help
feeling that they could afford to be more daring in
their efforts to draw a more enthusiastic European
response from individual Member State governments.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
rherefore nores wirh a heavy hean the almost total
absence over the lasr few years of progress towards the
important objective of economic convergence. 'We
believe the main reason for this to be the lack of polit-
ical will at Council level. \7e recognize with dissatis-
faction that too many people, including people who
should know better, regard the Community as a kind
of begging bowl or eldorado. No Member State, not
even the UK at the time of its worst budget deficit,
should be so myopic as to evaluate the benefirc of
membership on a purely cash basis. There may be
periods when membership will require one country or
another to contribute more than the nexr to a parti-
cular policy. It will take an act of considerable political
courage for a domescic politician to put wider strategic
interests of Europe above that of the immediate polit-
ical or financial advantage at home. Yet no amount of
dipping one's hand into che begging bowl, even if it
were large enough to make a real difference, will ever
bring about convergence. For this can only be possible
if individual Member States work hard to improve
their own economic performance and if they can learn
to coordinate such work with their Community pan-
ners on a medium and long-term basis.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs of
course recognizes that the concept of convergence is
disrinct from and wider than the issue of budgetary
balance. Nevertheless, we point out that, because the
budget is so inadequate in size and because its
commitment to agriculture expenditure is so over-
riding, it is probably now hindering progress towards
converSence.
Ve approve the Commis$ion's effons to develop
general investment policies and we see the indispens-
able role of an eventual European monetary union in
preparing the conditions of progress towards conver-
gence.
Ve note with frustration that the reasons advanced by
succeeding United Kingdom administrations for
standing back from full EMS membership have been
rurned Iiterally upside down by subsequent events.'!fl'e
look forward to the United Kingdom establishing a
proper basis for full participation in this crucially
imponant development.
In specific terms our committee re-emphasizes for the
umpteenth time that the resources which we expend
on energy, transport, technology, indusrial develop-
ment., agricultural structural measures and regional
investment should have a faster rate of growth than
[he resources which the Community spends each year
in financing the buildup and subsequent selldown of
surplus agricultural stocks. Ve want in a word to
reverse the ratchet of constantly increasing agricul-
tural expenditure, and we believe that this reversal will
now ar lasr be possible. It will be possible because it is
now perceived by everyone in Europe to be necessary.
This then is what we believe will be necessary for
economic growth in Europe to be more harmonious:
thar we devote greater resources to the non-agricul-
tural sectors of the Community budget, that we
develop a better balance between Community policies,
that the distributive effects of Community policy
between sectors, regions and even countries be the
essential criterion for the establishment of new policies
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and the re-evaluarion of the old; thar we change the
Community budget from an annual and rherefore
static mr:chanism into a more dynamic insrrument
linked to advanced long-rerm multiannual planning
and [astl'g, and most importantly, rhat we give urgenr
consideration to the ways in which rhe Community's
own resources are to be increased.
I am delighrcd to say thar alrhough a lot has happened
since our committee accepred rhis resolution by
l4 votes to ni[, with one bloody-minded abstenrion,
nothing except the grammarical rense of certain verbs
required up-dating, and I do nor propose ro wasre
Parliamernt's time by up-daring renses by amehdmenr,
so though our resolution com€s ro rhis House late, ir
comes inlact and with even greater relevance.
(Applause')
President. 
- 
The Socialisr Group has the floor.
Mr Orllandi. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, discussion of the communication from rhe
Commissron to the Council concerning convergence
and budgetary questions has once again ended up by
being dorninated by a debate on the motion for a reso-
lution with regard to the Communiry's own resources.
Referral to committee, which was requesred by the
rapporteur himself, has turned our to be nor very
helpful arLd, [o a certain extent, inconclusive. It was all
the more unnecessary as the link between rhe two
themes anLd the two motions for resolurions is inescap-
ably clear: convergence will not be achieved unless rhe
Community's own resources are increased; in view of
the budgetary situarion, an increase in own resources
is a prerecluisite for a policy of convergence.
It is emphasized in the motion for a resolution that
convergence is one of the fundamenral objecrives of
the Comrnunity, but the explanarory srarement ends
up by acllnowledging that the term 'convergence', is
rather vague and has been used in a number of general
contexts. ,[t is indeed difficult ro ger ro grips with such
an abstra<'t concept as convergence. Ir is not just thar
the word lends ircelf to different interprerarions; rhe
object or the aim, whatever it is we are [o converge on,
is also shr,ruded in obscurity.
In order ro define more clearly the methods and
instrumenrs to be used and rhe directions ro be
followed, it would be helpful if rhe misleading term
'convergence' could be replaced by rhe more rrans-
parent expression 'medium-term Communiry
programme'.
Like all programmes, the medium-rerm Communiry
programme should comprise :
a defined purpose, namely the abolirion of territo-
rial imbalances, whether they be national, regional
or sectoral, and hence a reduction in drsparities
between areas;
rdenrrficarion of the instrumenrs to be used to
' achieve this purpose, or, in other words, a defini-
tron of the economic policies needed to attarn the
objecrives defined.
'!fl'e cannot ignore the fact that disparides in income
between the strong and weak areas of the Communiry
have grown wider in recen[ years.
This was only ro be expeced. A customs union and a
free market for industrial products, although useful
elements in themselves, help ro creare distonions,
unless firm measures are taken to counterweigh them.
\7hat happens is that all the wealth is concentrarcd in
the prosperous areas, where new jobs are created, and
this acts as a magnel to workers from the poorer areas,
the end result being that the latter become even more
impoverished.
It is therefore evident that specific Community action
aimed at reducing existing and foreseeable imbalances
would nor just be helpful but is in facr vital ro every
one's interest. President Thorn indicared rhat rhe
need ro overcome disparities between the regions of
Europe was a basic objective in the wider task of
achieving Breater convergence.
This question is so viral that Communiry policies and
the budget imelf should be completely reformed and
agreed upon mutually so as to restore balance between
the regions, which is essential for a more durable and
smooth patrern of common developmenr.
Paragraph 15 of the morion for a resolurion makes a
very timely reference to rhe enlargement of rhe
Community. Unless plans are laid and steps are raken
to restore balance, enlargement as such will have
serious adverse effects on the proclaimed objective of
converSence.
The Community of the twelve will have to face the
prospect of differences which are not only bigger, bur
which are likely to carry on growing within irs boun-
daries. Tomorrow's reality everyone's derriment 
-will not be a set of industrial economies with a few
backward areas here and there. Instead, we are going
to be faced with a two-tier economy: on the one hand,
there will be the North with its advanced industries,
and on the other, there will be the South, the Commu-
nity's poor relation, and destined ro become even
POOrer.
'We shall never achieve a politically unified Europe if
we are moving at two differenr speeds. Economic inte-
gration will collapse if the process of unification is left
to irs own devices and not coordinared with suitable
corrective measures, and if exisring disparities are
allowed to increase.
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The Community must reorganize the current regional
development policies as these often amount to litde
more than unsystematic attempts at patching up and
are often confined to the repayment of national aids.
The Socialisr Group is currently examining the desira-
bility of setting up a European development agency.
Its tasks would be to draw up specific programmes, to
give technical assistance and to promote business. Such
an agency could be along lines similar to those of the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
I should like to sum up with three basic points:
the Community budget is the basic tool for imple-
menting a policy aimed at restoring balance and
promoting effective economic convergence;
the discussion on convergence happened to become
merged with that on the proposals to achieve finan-
cial equilibnum for the United Kingdom, with
unfortunate consequences. The need [o come to
grips with the incidental problem of the so-called
Juste retour is not so Breat as the much more
far-reachrng need to restore general balance, which
affects the entire Community;
it is not, however, fonurtous that the debate on
convergence has coincided c/ith that on an increase
of own resources. Ve cannot get avay from the
need to lncrease our own resources, but Europe
would be squandering a historical opportunity if,
having obtained an increased budget, it failed to
reorientate ir expenditure and give it a definitive
arm, namely, the abolrtion of rmbalances whrch are
an affront to the Community as well as a block to
' its progress.
Presidenc. 
- 
The Group of the European People's
Party (Christian-Democratic Group) has the floor.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, we sit here
complaining all day long that the Council takes no
notice of us. '!?'ell, this time u)e ate to blame. In many
cases we are quite justified in complaining, but this
rime it is all our own fault. The Commission delivered
a communicarion to the Council on 5 February. 'We
received the document in March and the Commission
managed to finish its report in April. It should have
boen dealt with at a plenary sirting if it was to have any
influence on the decisions of the Council which was
irelf meeting in May. But we have only got round to
ralking about it now. If our views are disregarded, this
is due to the fact that we are unable to prePare
ourselves, that we cannot organize our work, and that
the Bureau, which urged our Committee to make a
report in good time, is not capable of arranging for its
inclusion at a plenary sitting. '!7'e have no right to
spend our time poking our noses into all sons of ques-
tions over which we have no influence, while
neglecring the specific tasks which we have been given
by the Treaties. I hardly think that Parliament will
gain credibility in this way.
The second point I should like to make, Mr President,
concerns the word convergence. The extraordinary
way in which this word has been misused and misin-
terpreted will no doubt be a source of great interest
one day to historians and etymologists. The term
convergence has a very precise meaning, in fact, and
rhose who first employed it knew what they meant.
But nowadays, the word is used [o convey an exactly
opposite meaning, or to throw a smoke screen over a
sorry state of affairs which is just the opposite of
convergence. I mean this idea of. the juste retour,which
is leading some of us astray, ladies and gentlemen. \fle
musr get back on the right road and remind ourselves
that convergence is something quite different from
budgetary problems.
My lasr words are to do with the restoration of
balance within the budget. It is quite true tha[ we need
to reduce spending on agriculture but we must take
care not to throw the baby out with the bathwater.
European agriculture has an enormous capacity of
production which is unique in the world, and it is
possible to make changes in whar it produces. At the
moment we are sti[l importing some Products from the
outside world, but if a long-term structural policy
were implemented, we would be able to produce the
goods which the European market demands under the
same condirions as those which prevail on the world
market. Ve can do it. All it takes is organization and
planning. In this way we will one day reabsorb agricul-
tural surpluses and reduce expenditure in this sector.
Rarher rhan making drastic cuts, we ought to follow
this course of action, which will enable us to overcome
all our problems.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
rhe floor.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, convergence
is undoubtedly crucial to the Community. It is a
tribute to the rapporteur and to the Commission that,
although much of what they said has been overtaken
by events, nevertheless the ground they broke then is
srill useful to us.
Paragraph 1 8 stresses the need to consider all policies
in the light of their effect on the regions. It is ironic
rhat the Community's agricultural policy actually has a
regressive effect on disadvantaged regions in that it
gives far more money to rich than to poor regions,
rhus ro a large extent nullifying the effect of the
Regional and Social Funds and being positively anti-
convergent. Moreover, there are other very serious
anomalies between the operation of the regional and
the agricultural policies. In some countries, the
dividing line between areas which qualify for regional
aid and those which need it and yet do not qualify for
it are far too arbitrary. It is absurd that there should be
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parts of the Communiry which actually qualify for aid
under the least-favoured-areas directives and yet do
not qualify for regional aid or Investment Bank assisr-
ance. This is an anomaly which must be corrected in
the new Itegional Fund regulation.
The rapponeur is right to stress that any definition of
convergence must imply a reduction of secroral and
regional and narional disparities by means of, or with
the help of, Community instruments, and how right he
is to state' so emphatically that because of its small size
and current'structure the budget is failing to promote
convergence! I have a sneaking personal affection for
Amendm,ent No 5, for the first time a Commission
document refers to the problem of urban decay, which
is of great importance to disadvantaged regions in
Belgium, France and Italy and parts of the
United Kingdom's older industrial regions, such as the
North-'S7est, with im shipbuilding at Barrov and its
steel, paper and textiles throughout the area. This
urban de,:ay is rightly referred to in paragraph 19 of
the docurnent as a major factor of regional disadvan-
tage. It ir; indeed, especially in the realm of outworn
infrastructure.
It is in thrs connection that I welcome the rapporteur's
emphasis on the importance of a Community loan
mechanisrm. Local aurhorities rhroughour the United
Kingdom receive great help from the European Invest-
ment Bank for infrastructure products, as do the
Vater an,i Electricity Boards. Moreover, in the United
Kingdom we still have a lot of heauy industry such as
paper-making, with its very heary capital expenditure,
and shoes,, which have also been very much helped by
the Bank.
But it is not only large firms that may take advantage
of the help offered by the European Investment Bank.
If we are to achieve the balance between the regions
and the convergence of the Member States' economies
rhat we all want, those areas which have in the past
been too heavily dependent on one or two heary and
declining industries will have to diversify their
economic effort. This means encouraging the esta-
blishment and growth of new small firms that have
flexibility and dynamism and can adapt themselves
repearedllr to changing conditions. These small firms
must be lrelped and encouraged to use the European
Investmerrt Bank much more in the future than they
have in thLe past, particularly as no country operates a
claw-back., as they do with the Regional Fund.
The rapp,rrteur rightly emphasizes the imponance of
multiannual planning for the budget, which is particu-
larly imp,srtant with the Regional Fund, where
commitments entered into are frequently for long-
[erm schemes which take years to complete and pay
for.
Vith the very welcome accession of Greece and the
future ac<:ession of Portugal and Spain, convergence
becomes even more vital, for without it there can be
no real or lasting progress towards spreading the pros-
perity wirh rhe Community citizens demand and
which the Community, given the will, can provide for
ircelf.
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Delorozo,!. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should first of
all, in the few minutes I have been allotted, like to
congratulate Mr Balfour on his excellent report. The
European Parliament has been discussing budgetary
questions for some months now, but in the majority of
cases, it has not managed to discuss these problems as
part of the wider issue of which courses of action the
Community should adopt in the future; these choices
are nevertheless of capital irpportance. I feel I must
poinr out that the budget is not just an estimate of
income and expenditure, but should also, and above
all, express the will to achieve a thorough going Euro-
pean economic community, and not just an agricul-
[ural common market. Mr Balfour specifically, and
quire rightly, stared that the Communiry budget must
be a dynamic force enabling the Community to act.
But what is the point of having a thrusting and
forward-looking Communiry budget, if the Member
States continue to pursue budgeury, monetary, finan-
cial and indusrial policies independently from one
another, to the extent where they even conflict with
each other, rather than being converged?
Addirional funds and better coordination and
convergence of investment in forward-looking indus-
tries could and should help us to devise a European
industrial policy with thrust and drive, which is vital
for us to be able to compele on world markets. But if
the Member States and the Community persist in
aiding lame ducks and if, in addition, rhey prefer to
compete with each other rather than coordinating
their efforts at Community level in favour of the
industries of tomorrow, then dark days lie ahead for
us. The powerful effecm of inflation and budgetary
deficits on international trade and hence on the pros-
perity and social development of countries are only
roo aPParent.
Vithout wishing to belittle the imponance of a Euro-
pean agricultural policy, we may nevertheless ask
ourselves 
- 
and many speakers have 
- 
whether it is
altogether wise to devote nearly two-thirds of the
Community budget almost entirely to this sector. For
when we talk about convergence, we mean coordin-
ation and joint planning in several important economic
sectors. The Commission report on the economic
situation in the Community depicts national difficul-
ries and possible Community solutions. If the Member
States really want to work towards economic and
social progress with joint action and in accordance
with rhe Treaties, they ought to pay more attention to
Commission proposals and be more recepdve to them.
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Ve need to adopt a European strategy if we are to rise
ro the challenge of changes taking place throughout
the world and to face the new demands with which we
are presenred. Mr Thorn made this point yesterday.
From now on there will be no guarantee that the
Community, or any of our individual countries, will
survive with all the major changes that are taking
place, unless we have the will to achieve true unity and
convergence where the various Community policies
are concerned. I do believe that this is viml if we are to
be effective, and that it is a fact of life rcday. Let this
!:J.:. 
srrength rather than a defect in the years to
President. 
- 
The Group of the European Progres-
sive Democrats has the floor.
Mr Vi6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
once again we are trying to take stock of the difficult
problems of convergence. It may be that this debate
has become quite academic for some Members, but
whether this is true or not, we are mckling it on the
basis of Mr Balfour's report. I should like to congratu-
late him on rhe rremendous job thar he has done, even
though we do not agree with his arguments. The
Community must not abandon the achievements which
are its cornerstone and its the guarantee for the future.
This essential cornerstone 
- 
let us remind ourselves
once again 
- 
is the common agricultural policy. In
this basic area, we can say that we are sure of our
experience. 'W'e can tell ourselves that we are sure of
the facts because we have experienced them. This
policy has guaranteed us a supply of food, as well as
stable prices for consumers. It has given farmers a
steady income and is an element of hope when it
comes to solving the problem of hunger in the world.
Naturally, we are aware [hat there are some problems
at the moment. Ve are open to any suggestions, but
we are quite convinced that no reform ought to be
aimed at principles and arrangements which we regard
as sacred. Any such reform should however abolish
certain types of privileged position which at presen[
give rise to discontent and should eliminare once and
for all the anomalies which have so often been pointed
out and which jeopardize financial balance.
'\U7e do not believe that the problem of the common
agricultural policy can be solved by either of the solu-
tions that are being put forward. Reshaping it would
be tantamount to dismembering it 
- 
and one can
imagine the social upheaval which would result. On
the other hand, neither do we think that an increase of
the Community's own resources 
- 
the easy way out
- 
is a solution. For it is not in the Community's
power [o do everything. Its budget does not even
amount to I 0/o of the gross domestic product of its
members. It cannot achieve the unified economic
performance of ten countries on its own. Vhat does
convergence at this level mean, then? It means the
adoption of a common strategy to combat unemploy-
ment and infladon which takes account of all aspects
of production. It means that Europe must adopt a
coherent and well-planned policy on the supply, need
for, and price of energy, in all irs forms. It means a
forceful and binding trade policy in the form of
Community reference prices below which customs
duties must be levied. 'We cannot carry on tolerating
the countless exceptions we have known in the past,
which have often been severely criticized and which
have led people to think that our common market is
full of loopholes. Convergence also means a polidcal
counterattack on Japanese expansionism, a pledge that
greater unity in our trade policy is possible. Of course,
such a countenhrust should not amount to mere
protectionism. Convergence also means greater
support for the key industries which guarantee our
future development. It must be remembered 
- 
and
this has been said before in this House 
- 
that we are a
market of some 300 million consumers and that this is
practically an ideal number to encourage bold invest-
ment and daring enterprises which will enable us to
awaken to the promises of the future.
So that is what we in the Group of the European
Progressive Democrats understand by greater
convergence. Only in this way will we be able to
improve the lot of the poorest areas in the future. It is
not that we want to institute poveny by inroducing
draconian measures, but we do want to foster the
potential and build on the riches we already have in a
way that will enable our entire Community to develop
with the help of voluntary and imaginative common
policies. At the same time, of course, we must take
care 
- 
and no one is unaware of Parliament's concern
in this matter 
- 
that a boom in the wealthiest regions
does not turn the gap separating them from the
poorest regions into a gulf.
To sum up, we feel that the problem of convergence is
not a budgetary question, but is primarily a problem of
political will. \fle should like to involve not only our
group but all the groups of this Parliament in doing
our utmost to promote this will.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Tugendhrt, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, at 11.58 p.m. I clearly cannor do jusrice ro
Mr Balfour's report. I am afraid the exigencies of rhe
timetable are going to have to take priority over the
imponance of the subject-mat[er. However, I would
like to place it on the record, without saying anything
furrher, that there is no subject more central rc the
future of the European Community than what has
come to be known as convergence. I believe that this
report is a valuable contribution to the discussion and
the decision-making on the subject. As the rapponeur
said, ir was prepared before the serrlemenr of 30 May,
before the Commission was given the mandate on
which it is now working.
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In the rime that has elapsed since this report was first
produced 
^ 
gteat many changes have taken place. I
believe that one can now say with a good deal of
confidence that all the institutions of the Community
are now agreed on the need for change. The only
question, and it is, of course, a very importanl ques-
tion, is the form that the change should take. I would
like to make it clear on behalf of the Commission that
we believe that rhe existing achievements of the
Communiry 
- 
rhe financial solidarity of our common
policies and the own resource system 
- 
should not be
prejudiced. These are major Community achievemenr
which must be safeguarded, but changes in the balance
of expenditure within the Community budget will
need to be brought about and new policies must be
developed, while existing policies must be maintained
and improved and in some cases extended.
I would also like to make two panicular points of
detail. One is that the rapporteur talks about the need
for more advanced long-term planning and hence
multiannual planning of the Community budget.
Secondly, he asserts that because the Community
budget is an annual budget it is therefore a static
instrument of policy. I don't accept either of those
points, Mr President. Firstly, I would like to remind
the House of the triennial forecasts which are
presented each year in conjunction with the prelimi-
nary draft budget. They do not, I believe, receive the
artention in this House that they deserve. I hope very
much that they will in future.
Secondly, on the question of whether the budget is a
static instrument or not, I would remind the House
that the budget contains both commitment credits and
payment credits. This concept is by its very nature a
dynamic concept, since commitment credits are linked
ro proBrammes extending over several years. In fact,
of course, one of the problems underlying the present
dispute over the supplementary budget is the fact that
the Council, or perhaps some members of the Council,
ir might be rruer to say, have been unwilling to provide
the payment credits to enable the commitmen[ credits
actually to be fulfitled. However, the concept of the
Community budget with its commitment credits is a
dynamic one.
Finally, Mr President, in the explanatory statement the
rapporteur draws attention to the concep[ of financial
equalization, an idea which Mr Lange first introduced
to the House some time ago. I very much agree, as I
have said before, with the rapporteur when he says
that this concept needs further exploration. I cannot,
of course, go into it now, but I do believe that that
idea which emerged from this House is one that ought
to be considered, even though the panicular context in
which Mr Lange put it forward has, of course,
changed. It is something which is, I think, of far
greater interest than simply the particular circum-
srances which surrounded its introduction.
It is now two minutes past twelve, Mr President. I am
sorry to have gone slightly over the time.
(Applause)
The debate is closed. The motion for a
be put to the vote at the next voting
President. 
- 
'
resolution will
time.
18. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held at 9 a.m.
tomorrow, Friday, l3 February 1981, with the
following agenda:
9 a.m.
decrsron on urgency
motion for a resolution on energy
motion for a resolution on tax-free allowances for
travellers
motion for a resolution on the visit by President
Sadat and Egyptian panicipation in the Euro-Arab
Dialogue
motion for a resolution on ard to Calabria
motion for a resolution on the charges brought
agarnst 13 lrade-unron leaders in Brazil
jornt debate on two motions for resolutions on the
sugar cane industry
motion for a resolution on the British prisoners in
Iran
motion for a resolution on drivers' hours
motion for a resolution on the motor vehicle
industry in the EEC
Beumer report on books (continuation of debate)
Nyborg repon on the importation of certarn goods
Lenz report on the EEC-Romania Agreement
Lalor report on the Vestern Sahara
Luster repon on compensatron for victims of acts of
vrolence
Malangre report on UK immigration controls
Curry report on apples
Colleselli report on wine growing
Key report on transport
Kirk report on catch quotas
Provan report on bovine livestock
Fruh repon on less-favoured agricultural areas ln
the FRG
Votes:
9 a.m.:vote on requests for urgent procedure
10.30 a.m.: vote on motions for resolutions on which the
debate has closed
after 10.30a.m.. a vote will be taken after the closure of
each debate.
The sitting is closed.
(The ntting utas closed at 12.05 a.m.)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vice-President
(The sitting opened at 9 a.rn.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Appror.tal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes are approved.r
I call Mrs Castle on a point of order.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I want to ask whether
there is to be a report of yesterday's meeting of the
enlarged Bureau. Is it a fact that at that meeting it was
agreed that there should be a second part-session in
March? Is that not a decision which ought to be rati-
fied by this Parliament? Is it not time we stopped this
arbitrary decision of questions relating to our parlia-
mentary procedure by a small body of people, without
reference to the Parliament? Is it not also a fact that, if
a pan-session is to be held in the second pan of
March, it should be for this Parliament to decide
where it is held?
President. 
- 
I know that, in the enlarged Bureau
yesterday, there was a great deal of discussion, with
pressure being exercised by various political SrouPs,
including the political group to which you belong, Mrs
Castle, for the expedidon of certain items of business.
There was a very large number of requests from
committee chairmen to get their business on the
agenda, so rhe possibility of another pan-session was
discussed. A decision was not taken, and I think the
Bureau is going to consider the matter next week.
Let me add that an awful lot of nonsense is, on occa-
sion, talked about small groups making decisions. The
Bureau and the enlarged Bureau are elected by the
Parliament, which decided that decisions of the
Bureau and enlarged Bureau should be circulated to
political groups. I understand this is done at the latest
on the day following the meeting. If your political
group secretariat are not giving you the information,
then that is a matter for your political group.
I For details of petitions and other documents received, see
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
I am surprised to hear you say that no
decision was taken yesterday. Members of the
enlarged Bureau have informed me to the contrary.
Secondly, what is the point of saying you will decide
towards the end of February whether there is to be
another meeting and where it is to be held? Vill it not
then be too late to consult Parliament? Can we have a
report from the enlarged Bureau today, so that Parlia-
ment can endorse or not endorse the decisions taken
yesterday and decide on meeting-places of this Parlia-
ment?
President. 
- 
This matter is not an item on the
agenda and it is not an item for discussion at the
moment. It falts within the competence of the enlarged
Bureau. I shall attempt to obtain as much information
as possible, and this will be given later, following on
the request from Mrs Castle. I am not allowing a
debate on the functions of the enlarged Bureau, the
Parliament or whatever.
(Applause)
2. Membersbip of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Communist
and Allies Group, the Group of European Progressive
Democrats and the Group for the Technical Coordin-
ation and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members reques[s for the appointment of
- 
Mr Ghergo to the Committee on Energy and
Research, to replace Mrs von Alemann;
- 
Mr Vandenmeulebroucke to the Committee on Exter-
nal Economic Reladons, to replace Mr Bogh;
- 
Mr'Kappos to the Committee on Regionat Policy and
Regional Planning;
- 
Mr Geronimi and Mrs von Alemann to the Commit-
ree on Transpon, the latter to replace Mr Helms;
- 
Mr Bogh to the Committee on Youth, Culrure,
Education, Information and Sport;
- 
Mr Vandenmeulebroucke and Mr Fanton to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
the latter to replace Mr Flanagan.
Are there any objections?
The appointmenr are ratified.
3. Decision on urgent procedure
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on requests
for urgent debate.
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President
\7e begin with the Hord et a/. motion for a resolution
on sales of burter to the Soviet Union (Doc. l-908/
80).
I call Mr Hord.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, unlike so many matrers
that come before rhis House, rhis issue direcrly affects
the role, starus and respecr of our insrirution 
- 
rhe
Parliament. The issue is both urgenr and serious. it has
very imponant implications for our relationship with
the Commission. It is urgent because, firstly, rhe
Commission, as we are informed, is shortly ro approve
the sale of a funher 50 000 tonnes of burter 
- 
Euro-
pean butter with subsidies 
- 
through Bulgaria rc rhe
Soviet bloc.
Secondly, the Commission and the managemenr
committee concerned have taken the law inro their
own hands and floured the will of this House 
- 
rhe
Parliament 
- 
and the insrructions of the Council.
Mr President, the motion for a resolution calls for a
report from the Commission and rhe views of rhe
Council so that we in Parliamenr can decide what
action should be taken 
- 
for, as I do nor have ro rell
Members here, it is for us to decide whether there
should be any sanctions placed upon rhe Commission.
Mr President, in view of the large number of debares
on the agenda this morning and presuming urgenr
procedure is granted for this morion for a resolution, I
am prepared for this marrer, with the approval of the
House, to proceed wirhour debate to a vote. It is a
vital and urgenr issue and I urge every Member here to
vote for urgent procedure.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tvrrell.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
Mr President, the position is that the
Council passed a resolurion direcring the Commission
to restrict butter sales ro normal levels. During 1980, it
appears that normal levels were in fact exceeded by
something like a third. The Parliamenr, of course,
instructed the Commission nor to sell subsidized burrer
to the Soviet bloc. The Commission has ignored both
the Parliament and the Council, and this is a marrer
that needs to be dealt with and dealt wirh as a ma[rer
of urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Louwes.
Mr Louwes. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, rhis is a further
page in the continuing srory of rhe British struggle
against the Community's butrer policy. As I under-
stand it, rhe European Democrars would prefer it if all
butter came from New Zealand and if it became
impossible for our Community to conrinue its normal
commercial activities.
Vhen Mr Hord places the emphasis on rhe status of
Parliament and respect for Parliamenr, I am on his
side, on condirion, however, rhat what Parliament asks
for is possible. \7hat Parliament is asking for now is
not possible. !7e all know how these sales are effected.
The butter is not sold directly by rhe Community ro
the Government of the Soviet Union: it disappears
along the normal ffade channels. Mr Hord and his
colleagues also know perfectly well rhat, when normal
commercial transactions take place on rhe world
market, it is impossible ro impose this kind of
embargo. '!/e therefore call for rhe normal course ro
be adopted and are opposed ro rhis request for urgenr
procedure, Mr President.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Group of rhe European People's
Party (Christian-Democraric Group) has che floor.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D)Mr President, I should like to
speak on all six requests made for urgent debates this
morning, the opinion of my group being that ir is
absurd for us to be discussing rhe possibility of urgent
debates ar a rime when we all know that we shall
cenainly not be able to deal with all the items already
on the agenda.
(Applause)
I consider it an intolerable situation thar we should
now be wasting rhe litrle rime we have available in
discussing what else we should pur on rhe agenda,
even though we know that it is already hopelessly
overloaded.
(Applause)
Consequently, Mr President, no o[her member of my
group will now speak ro rhese requesrs for urgent
debates. I wish to inform the House rhar we shall be
voting against'all the requesrs for rhe reasons I have
glven.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Communist and Allies Group has
the floor.
Mr Maffre-Baug6. 
- 
(F) lt really is the lasr straw,
Mr President, to hear rhose who pro[esr the loudest
against surpluses of dairy producrs regularly calling
for a ban to be placed on exports rc the USSR. These
people have fewer scruples when it comes to exporring
guns to fascist diccatorships to be used againsr rhe
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common people, as is [he case with El Salvador at this
very moment. It is no coincidence that it is the same
people who want to starve the people of the develop-
ing countries by upholding the neo-colonialist system
[o the exclusive benefit of the multinationals and the
United States of America. They are carrying out the
orders of their American masters, and you are so keen
on being the servants of these masters that you do
more than ordered.
The EEC has observed the embargo on the USSR
more closely than the United States, in that it has
extended it to products such as butter in which there is
no trade between the United States and the USSR. \7e
are strongly opposed to any political discrimination in
trade.'ttrflho can refute this argument in this Chamber?
That is why . . .
President. 
- 
If Members will speak on the reasons
for urgent procedure and not on the political sub-
stance of the matter, we shall get through the business
much more quickly.
I put the request for urgent procedure to the vote. The
request is rejected. The motion is referred to lhe
appropriate committee.
,l ,?
President. 
- 
\7e proceed to the Adam et al. morion
for a resolution on Parliament's agenda (Doc. 1'909/
80)
I call Mr Adam.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Mr President, this directly-elected
Parliament has been operating now for some eighteen
months, and there are very few Members who are
sarisfied with the way we conduct our business. It is
now clear that there will be no improvement unless the
executive functions of the Bureau and the enlarged
Bureau are made accountable to Parliament as a
whole. As a first step towards this, the motion
proposes a shoru question-period during which
Members can direct their questions on parliamentary
matters to the Chair.
The reasons for urgent debate are quite different from
those which normally operate. There are no lives at
srake, at least not unless one or two of our Members
are overcome by the frustration of this place; there is
no irreversible action about to take place, and this is
nor about something which will happen before the
next part-session and which we wish to prevent. \7hat
is ar stake is the future effectiveness of rhis Parliament.
The question of urgency arises because sufficient
Members now believe that an addidonal procedural
instrument is needed. This is not something that we
could have known in the early days, ir had to grow
with our experience; and having reached that conclu-
sion, we should have been irresponsible if we had not
raised this matter in Parliament at the earliest oPPor-
tunity. Ve should have been failing in our elected duty
if we had not done so.
Parliament must respond in the same spirit. This reso-
lution must not be lost in the labyrinth of the existing
procedure. Nothing that I can say in favour could be
more effective than the point raised a few moments
ago by Mrs Castle. Mr President, I ask for urgent
debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I support this
resolution for reasons that have been explained, and I
rhank Mr Adam, Mrs Kellett-Bowman, Mrs Ewing
and the others who have asked for this urBent debate.
I should simply like to add sommething to what Mrs
Castle has said. The enlarged Bureau, it seems, has
decided that rhis extraordinary part-session should
take place because Parliament must discuss I l0
,-end.ent, to the Rules of Procedure in two hours
on the first Tuesday of the March pan-session. I
confess that if this resolution had already been
adopted by the Assembly, I would have been rather
inteiested and even amused by the idea of seeing the
Bureau dare to explain that to a Parliament, even on a
Friday morning. Ii seems, therefore, that the enlarged
Bureau is unanimous, or almost unanimous, in feeling
that this Parliament must vote on 110 amendmenm to
its own Rules in two hours at the next part-session.
That, Mr President, justifies that request made by
these Members.
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
(F) Mr President, it seems rather
paradoxical to me that ircms should be added to an
agenda which is already extremely heavy, panicularly
when time is limited. But this is a basic problem.
For the time being, I am opposed to an urgent debate,
since I share Mr Klepsch's view. There are far too
many requests for urgent debates in this Parliament,
which result in a considerable loes of time every morn-
ing, or almost every morning, and in it being imposs-
ible to discuss the reports on rhe agenda. \Ufe shall
oppose urgency primarily for this reason and also for
rhe important reason that the organization of the
proceedings of our pan-sessions is obviously in need
of revision. It is a basic problem, but one which we
cannot deal with quickly. '!(e are therefore against
urgency, Mr President.
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(Parliament rejected tbe request and referred the motion
for a resolution to committee)
President. 
- 
As rhe Lusrer repon is about to be
presented to Parliament, perhaps some amendmenr
along the lines of this morion for a resolution could be
put down and adopted very quickly.
Mr Pannella.- (F) Mr Presidenr, am I righr in
thinking thar you have jusr said we may table amend-
ments to the Luster reporr? Is rhar whar you said?
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, wherher deliberately or
otherwise, you have misundersrood me again. Vhat I
am saying is thar the Luster report is going to be put
before Parliament. As a signarory to this motion for a
resolution, I think it would be appropriare to atrach ir
to the Luster report in the form of an amendmenr
rather than send it back ro commirtee.
,r"*
President. 
- 
\fle proceed to rhe Glinne et al. morion
for a resolution on the Sahraoui people (Doc. 1-9lO/
80).
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to say
very briefly that this morion for a resolution conrains
the amendments we would have rabled to Mr Lalor's
repon if this week's proceedings had not prevented us
from doing so for procedural reasons. !7e believe rhat
it is imponanr for Members [o be able to see from rhis
motion for a resolution rhe basic proposals my group
wishes ro make.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso.
Mrs Baduel- Glorioso. 
- 
(F) Ve approve Mr
Glinne's request for an urgen[ debate, because it
supports the activiries now in progress within rhe UN
and the OAU, which are aimed ar finding a peaceful
solution to the conflicr in rhe Sahara and ar giving
these people their independence. However, as we have
nol had time ro debate rhis question in rhe context of
the debate on the Lalor repon, I do not know if we
shall have an opporrunity ro table amendmenr which
would have supplemented the views expressed by Mr
Glinne, while agreeing with them, by backing the Poli-
sario liberation movement, which is trying to achieve
independence for the Sahraoui people who live in this
region. If it is possible to table alnendmenrc, we shall
do so, and our amendments will aim at achieving
peaceful relationships berween the protagonists in this
reglon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr lrmer.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, it seems ro me rhat this is a classic case of rhe
abuse of rights under rhe Rules of Procedure. '!7e
simply cannot accept that a committee such as rhe
Political Affairs Committee should adopt a reporr as
long ago as Ocrober which takes account of an
amendment tabled by Mr Glinne, who is now requesr-
ing an urgent debate, rhat rhis report should be known
for many months, meaning rhar everyone has had an
opportunity to submir amendments, and rhat then, on
a Friday morning, a requesr should be made for an
urgenr debare. I believe it would be difficult to find a
more classic case of rhe abuse of rights under the
Rules of Procedure.
(Applausefrom the centre and tbe right)
Let me put this in somewhat more basic rerms by
referring ro the nexr requesr but one on the situation
on southern Angola. The events to which reference is
made and which allegedly jusdfy an urgenr debate,
have been known for weeks. All rhe daily newspapers
have been reporting on [he situarion in southern
Angola for weeks. \Vhy was the requesr for a debate
by urgent procedure not made on Monday or Tues-
day? \Vhy do we have ro wair until Thursda/, when
the agenda is already overloaded, to clutrer ourselves
up with these absurd and senseless requests.
(Applausefrom the centre and the nght)
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it seems to me
that in both cases 
- 
the requests for urgent debates on
the Sahraoui people and the siruation in southern
Angola 
- 
certain Members are making the quite deli-
berate attempt to exploir what is akeady a difficult
situation on Friday mornings to find the support of a
majority they could not count on on a Tuesday or
'\UTednesday.
(Applause fiom the centre and the right)
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
to the vote.
The request is rejected. The motion is referred to the
appropriate committee.
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President. 
- 
'!7e proceed to the Coppierers et al.
motion for a resolution on the nuclear accident at La
Hague (Doc. 1-913/80).
I call Mr Vandenmeulebroucke.
Mr Vandenmeulebroucke. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
ladies and Bentlemen, the Coppieders resolution, on
which we are requesting an urgent debate, has been
prompted by a series of accidents at the nuclear instal-
larions in La Hague. The resolution is in no way
inrcnded to be anti-nuclear. \flhen this problem was
discussed in the Committee on Energy and Research
in early February, the mpmbers unanimously called for
more information on the situation in La Hague, and
they asked the Commission to carry out an objective
investigation.
But why is this request for an objecdve investigation
urgent? There is a substantive and a procedural reason
for this. The substantive reason is that the accident at
the La Hague installations for the processing of
radioactive waste was not the first or only one. There
was an accident in January 1980, a power breakdown
in April 1980, a dreadful disaster only being prevented
at the last moment, and other accidenss in May,
September and October 1980. Finally, on 5January,
an accident occurred which, without their knowing it,
exposed the workers for 15 hours to a radioactive dose
which was far in excess of what the standards allow. It
is therefore by no means hypothetical that other acci-
dents may take place.
Then there is the second, procedural reason. One of
the members of Mr Thorn's Commission is specifi-
cally responsible for safety matters. Three weeks the
Committee on Energy and Research called on the
Commission Lo carry out an enquiry into La Hague.
So far we have not received an answer from Commis-
sioner Narjes. This is not, after all, simply a question
of an accident in one Member State, France. La
Hague processes waste from various countries, and it
is rherefore a European responsibility. Hence this
request. for an urgent debate.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, you will note that no French Member has signed
the motion for a riiolution tabled by Mr Coppieters
and others calling for an urgent debate.
Ir is wrong to claim that the incident in La Hague
caused a level of irradiation far in excess of the admiss-
ible maxima and contamination in the surrounding
region. And I should like rc quote what was said by
the responsible trade union official, a specialist in
protection against radioactiviry and an expert at the
International Labour Office, who held a public meet-
ing in Cherbourg on 30 January which was attended
by about a thousand people, foremost among them
elected representives and representatives of the press.
He said: 'The results of analyses of samples mken by
our trade unions from the flora in the environment of
the plant are not disturbing and indicate that there is
no danger to public health.' Consequently, ladies and
genrlemen, I would ask you to regard Mr Coppieters'
motion for a resolution as pointless and to reject the
request for an urgent debate.
(Applause from certain qaarters on the right)
President, 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
ro the vote. The request is rejected. The motion is
referred to the appropriate committee.
,t''*
President. 
- 
Ve proceed to the Rogers et al. morion
for a resolution on the operation of South African
rroops in Southern Angola (Doc. 1-915/80).
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, this is the very first time
that I have put down a request for urgent procedure,
so I am not being frivolous. The justification, which is
written into the paper, is that the European Parliament
should express its opinion before the ACP-EEC Joint
Committee meeting in Sierra Leone. Mr Irmer in his
previous remarks referred to this resolution as some-
thing which was familiar, which we all knew about.
Quire frankly, if we have all known about it for so
long it is a pity we did not do something about it, and
rhis is what is asked for in the resolution.
The reason why it is coming forward on a Friday
morning, Mr President, lies in the pressures on the
translation service. I was unable to get it through the
group on Tuesday, when I wanted to do so, because
the text was only available in English. Otherwise it
would have been abled much earlier in the week. I
apologize to the House for putting it forward so late
in the week.
I would ask for Members' supporr. There is no argu-
ment on the substance. '!fle all know what South
Africa is doing to the poor people of Angola, and on
rhis issue I think that we ought to express our opinion,
as Mr Sadat said on Tuesday 
- 
and everyone in this
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House applauded him very warmly 
- 
in condemna-
tion of the unwarranred incursion of major powers
into Third \(/orld counrries. If we can applaud Mr
Sadar on Tuesday, we can supporr this motion today,
so I ask for urgenr debare.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fernandez.
Mr Fernandez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the whole region
along the frontier berween Angola and Namibia, which
is occupied by Sourh Africa, is in a permanenr srarc of
war. On rhe prerext of fighting S\flAPO, which repre-
senm Namibia, the South African occupying troops
constantly attack the terrirory of the Republic of
Angola, slaughtering livestock, killing rhe civilian
population, destroying crops and so on and so fonh.
Repons from journalists who have been there, stare-
menrs, which have never been denied, by mercenaries
serving with the South African army and protesrs from
the governmenr in Luanda show rhat a real and
permanent war is being carried on by rhe racisrs in
Pretoria againsr the newly independent Republics of
Angola and Mozambique. The recent raid by South.
African commandos on Maputo, the capiml of
Mozambique, is an example of this. That is why, Mr
President, we shall vote in favour of the motion for a
resolution.
President. 
- 
I pur rhe request for urgenr procedure
to the vote.
The request is rejecred. The motion is referred ro the
appropriare committee.
President. 
- 
Ve proceed ro rhe Yayssade et al.
motion for a resolution on the dismissal of Judge
Bidalou (Doc. 1-921l80).
I call Mrs Vayssade.
Mrs Vayssade. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, to lighten today's
agenda somewhat, we agree to withdraw rhis motion
today. !7e will mble it again in March.
(Applause)
Vice-President
4 . Possibility of holding an additional part-session
President. 
- 
I should like rc say to Mrs Casde and
to others who are interested rhar I have asked the
secretariat to obrain information concerning rhe deci-
sion of the enlarged Bureau yesterday.
The enlarged Bureau, following requesrs made by
several committee chairmen, has decided to envisage
the holding of an extraordinary pan-session ar rhe end
of March. The enlarged Bureau has so far decided
neither on rhe precise da[e, nor the place nor the
agenda of rhis special parr-session.
I remind the House that, according to Rule I (a) of
the Rules of Procedure, it lies wirh the enlarged
Bureau to fix rhe date of such exrraordinary pan-
sessions. The enlarged Bureau will meet nexr'!7'ednes-
day to take a decision after the group chairmen have
been able ro express their views concerning the dare
and place of such a mee[ing.
I call Mrs Casrle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
I am most grareful ro you, Mr Presi-
dent, for obuining this information. It is rherefore
clear that a decision has been tabled rc hold an
extraordinary part-session next month. If you tell me
this power lies exclusively in rhe hands of the enlarged
Bureau, then all I can say is rhat it is rime the rules
were changed and such decisions had to be endorsed
by Parliamenr. I hope we can have an assurance rhat
the meeting-place will be fixed in line with the last
decision of this Parliament, which was rhar we should
not come to Luxembourg in July, as originally agreed,
so thar it is rherefore quire clear rhar we would nor
want to come in March eirher.
(Apphuse from aarious quarters)
INTHE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
5. Regulations on energy
President. 
- 
The nexr item is rhe motion for a reso-
lution mbled by Mr Turcar on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Energy and Research (Doc. l-836180), on rhe
proposals from the Commission ro rhe Councit (Doc.
526/80) Ior:
I. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 225179
on financial suppoft for demonstration projects in the
field of energy saving; and
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II. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 726/79
on financial support for projects to exploit alternative
ener8y sources.
I call Mr Turcat.
Mr Turcat, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as you know, there are Community
programmes for energy savings and alternative sources
of energy, although I would prefer to call the latter
complementary because, as we know, they do not
represent an alternative. But you may not know of all
the success that has been achieved. On the first chap-
ter, 'savings', more than 500 proposals were submitted
from July 1978 ro 1980, and 113 projects have been
adopted by the Commission, costing about 50m EUA.
On the second chapter over 350 proposals were
received and 30 projects have been adopted. Many
projecrs relating to the firsr chapter were serious
enough ro be adopted, but it was not possible to do so
because the aids agreed were approaching the ceilings
fixed by Regulations Nos 725 and726/79, for 4 and 5
years respectively, and also because funher funds
could not be allocated for 1981 and 1982.
That is the background to the proposals now Put
forward by the Commission, which aim at doubling
the ceilings fixed by the 1979 regulations, thus increas-
ing the allocation under Regulation No 725 from 55 ro
I 10m EUA and the allocation under Regulation No 726
from 95 to 2O0m EUA. It goes without saying that we
fully support these proposals from the Commission,
but while we are happy to approve them and refer
them to the Council, will our deliberations be taken
into account? The past has shown that we have very
little guarantee of this. But we are not here to reel off
arguments but, in this case, to discuss figures. '!7e
know from the past, therefore, that we should begin
by clearing up a procedure and a situation which is
paradoxical and absurd. Parliament's Committee on
Budgets has given us a completely formal opinion on
this point, and the Committee on,Energy and
Research has taken this over. On 17 November 1977
this Parliament adopted a motion for a resolution
contained in Mr Brown's report on a proposal for a
regulation from the Commission concerning the
granting of financial aids to this rype of project. On
12 June 1978 the Council adopted two basic regula-
tions deprived of their financial implications. The
abnormal nature of this procedure was immediately
noted by our committees and our President. I will not
go into the demils of the action thar followed our
toing and froing, except to say that on 17Janu-
ary 1979, when delivering an opinion on a new
proposal for a regulation, Parliament expressed serious
reservations in the Dalyell report and asked for the
conciliation procedure to be initiated if the Council
should unilaterally fix the ceiling on the financial aids,
which is what happened. I would draw your attention
to the dare I have mentioned and call for action to be
raken on rhis procedure without any renewed toing
and froing and starting tomorrow, and because the
regulations which the Commission and Parliament and
the Council itself, I hope, want to modify today were
adopted unilaterally by the Council, which relied on
what were in fact truncated framework regulations.
Furchermore, the Council has not yet acted on the
Commission's proposals. The Sassano repon, which
was approved on 19 September 1980, proposed that
rhe maximum amount of aids to alternative sources
should be fixed at l50m EUA and again called for the
conciliation procedure.
Today, to make some progress, as permitted by the
1980 budget, moreover, and to safeguard Parliament's
budgerary rights, the Commission proposes, very
'astutely', if you will permit the word, that the new
ceiling to be fixed by the Council should be for guid-
ance only. But we have no guarantee that the proposal
before us will not suffer the same fate as the 1977,
1979 and 1980 proposals.
In the resolution I have tabled on behalf of the
Commitree on Energy and Research what we ask of
the Council is, since we consider that the conciliation
procedure pursuant to Rule 22A was in fact opened
rwo years ago, not to wait for the toing and froing,
nor ro wait even a week before deciding to hold a
meeting with the parliamentary committees,and then
to consult Parliament in accordance with the proper
rules, so that, without another institutional quarrel
beginning, but without this Parliament's budgetary
responiibilities being ignored, an agreement can be
reached [o ensure us that the policies on energy
savings and complementary sources will be very
actively pursued and, this time, jointly.
Our motion for a resolution is therefore very brief,
perhaps bruully so, but at least it has no frills, our
hope being that an answer that is not evasive will be
immediately forthcoming.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Tugendh et, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I would like to say that the Commission
agrees with the rapporteur that the present situation is
not satisfactory and agrees with the Committee on
Budgets and the Committee on Energy and Research
thar there should be institutional discussions on the
regulations in question as soon as possible. It is impor-
tant that rhe execution of the budget should not be
impeded by problems of this kind. The Commission
rherefore supports the initiative of Parliament in
requesting these discussions and will actively panici-
pate in them.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
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6. Tax-free allowances for traztellers
President. 
- 
The next item on [he agenda is the
motion for a resolution by Mr von Vogau, on behalf
of the Commitree on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
on tax-free allowances for travellers within the
Community (Doc. 1-861/80).
I call the aurhor.
Mr von Vogau. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this motion for a resolution calls for the
tax-free allowances for travellers within the Commu-
nity to be increased from 180 to 200 EUA as soon as
possible. Ladies and gentlemen, I believe this is a
small, but very important mat[er. It is something which
repeatedly causes many citizens of the European
Community problems on their private and business
trips.
\(/hen we talk about the European Communiry and
praise its advantages, we are referring primarily to the
creation of the customs union, which was set up even
more quickly than originally planned, and today
customs duties are no longer levied in trade between
Community countries. But a citizen who has heard us
say this may perhaps rhe very next day travel to a
neighbouring country, buy himself a pair of shoes, a
suit and a few bottles of wine and be pleased that the
European Community now offers him this advantage.
But when he reaches the frontier, he is in for a shock.
He must go through the formalities and state what
goods he has with him. He must fill out forms on how
many bottles of wine he has with him and how much
they have cost. Finally, he is expected to pay some-
thing. He will then say to the customs official: But this
is just not possible. I am entering one Community
country from another. I have been told by my Repre-
sentative that there are no more customs dutiep. The
official will then tell him that what he has to pay is not
customs duty but a turnover tax on impons. And any
of us who have gone through this experience mus[
surely feel they have been cheated. It'is high time that
this kind of thing was at last abolished and that pani-
cularly where private travellers are concerned, we had
a situation and tax-free allowances which did away
with rhis kind of thing in the future.
(Applause)
Last year, the European Parliament decided by a very
large majority that these tax-free allowances should be
progressively increased first to 210 EUA and finally rc
300 EUA. The tax-free allowances in the case of
coffee, wine and Lea are also to be substandally
increased and the restrictions gradually abolished. The
Council of Ministers, to which this matter and the
Commission's appropriate proposal have been submit-
[ed, was, however, unable to take a decision last year.
It was not even decided to increase this tax-free allow-
ance by 30 EUA, although the lasr increase was made
as long ago as 1972 and although, according ro the
rules of the Community, there ought really ro be a
reduction in these tax-free allowances owing, for
example, to the strength that has been gained by the
British pound in the meantime. I feel it is high time the
Council should put its mind to it and take a decision.
If the Council is rc decide early enough for these
advantages ro take effect in July, when the holiday
period begins, it will have to discuss this marrer in
March. I would therefore ask you ro suppon this
motion.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, as the House is aware, the Commission has
always attached considerable imponance to the devel-
opment of tax-free allowance systems for travellers
and in panicular to maintaining the real value of these
allowances. Vhen the last major advance was made in
the development of the system in 1978, the Commis-
sion undenook to carry out an annual review of the
system, one of the pafticular aims being to ensure that
the allowances do not diminish in terms of national
currency. It has fulfilled this undertaking in presenting
the proposal for a fifth Council directive on intra-
Community travellers' allowances and in working
strenuously for its adoption by the Council. Funher-
more, in amending its original proposal in accordance
with the wishes of this Parliament, it has called for a
programme of increases in allowances over the next
few years. Besides the general merit of such a
programme, it would have the practical benefit of
avoiding time-consuming discussion in all the institu-
tions aimed at simply maincaining the value of these
allowances and allowing concentration on genuine
developments of the system.
The unwelcome position before us is that allowances
will have decreased by approximately one-third in real
terms by next summer's travel season. Even an increase
to 210 ECU will then not be enough to maintain the
level set in 1978. The position of the Commission is
that is accepts supports and will continue to work for
the idea of a programme of increases in allowance
Ievels and indeed in the long term the gradual disman-
tling of monetary and quantitative limits for travellers
within the Community. However, we must, I feel,
recognize that polidcally something less must be
accepted in the short term: in this connexion the
Commission supports Mr von '$7ogau's call rc the
Council, and will do its utmost to encourage adoption
of rhe level of 210 ECU in the very near future.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
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7. Visit by President Sadat to Parliament and Egypt's
participation in the Euro-Arab dialogue
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr IsraEl and others, on the visit by Presi-
dent Sadat to the European Parliament and Egypt's
panicipation in the Euro-Arab Dialogue (Doc. 1-882/
80).
I call Mr Israel.
Mr Israel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
President Sadat'svisit to this Chamber has a panicular
significance. President Sadat's statement must not be
considered as it stands. Although he spoke to us with
some optimism, his appeal was in fact .an anguished
appeal. President Sadat is well aware that he does not
have everyone's support and above all that he does not
enjoy the normal relations with Europe that the
pilgrim of peace, to use Mr Tindemans' expression,
should have. Mr Sadat's anguished appeal goes hand
in hand with a panicular kind of confidence in our
Parliament. He addresses our Parliament through the
governments, and we must give him an original
answer.
But it so happens, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
that the Council of Ministers, joined by a representa-
tive of the Commission, is at present conducting what
is known as the Euro-Arab Dialogue with the League
of Arab States. Egypt is excluded from this Euro-Arab
Dialogue. Egypt is excluded because it has been
excluded from the Arab League. '!fle consider this to
be a completely abnormal situation, and we call for a
solution to be found. \(e feel the best method would
be to ask the Commission to propose to the Council a
method whereby the normal dialogue might be esta-
blished with Egypt, which is, as everyone knows, an
element and a factor for peace in the Middle East.
There is no reason why Europe should agree to take
account of the break that at present exists within the
Arab world. But, as I see it, that in no way means that
Europe should not give any thought to the solution of
the Palestinian problem. On the contrary. !7e feel that
President Sadat, more than many leaders, wants to
find a humane, just and satisfactory solution to the
problems raised by the Palestinians' desire rc find their
national identiry. Commissioner Cheysson pointed out
at Question Time that during the negotiations forming
pan of the Euro-Arab Dialogue, the Arabs had insisted
on discussing political questions. If that is the case, Mr
President, it is incomprehensible that Egypt should not
be involved in this political dialogue. Peace cannot be
achieved in the Middle East without the suppon of
Egypt, the most populous Arab State, and Europe
cannot intervene in any peaceful way in the conflict in
the Middle East unless it involves Egypt and President
Sadat, this pilgrim of peace, in its activities.
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr de Courcy Lir,g. 
- 
My Presiden[, my grouP
sympathizes very strongly with the spirit of the resolu-
tion by Mr Israel. None of us could have failed to be
impressed by President Sadat and his effectiveness as a
pilgrim of peace. A senior European diplomat, Lord
Carrington, has recently visited President Sadat in
Cairo and publicly shares this view of him as a pilgrim
of peace and as a key figure in the Middle East. I fear,
however, that the consequence of Mr Israel's resolu-
tion, however well-intentioned it may be, would be to
stop rhe Euro-Arab Dialogue and to prevent the minis-
terial meering in July taking place. Ve do not believe
thar this would in the interesm of the European
Community. Egypt did,.in fact, ar an earlier stage have
an opportunity to panicipate in the deliberadons of
the Arab League, and decided for her own good
reasons not to do so. The dialogue is to a very large
extent of an economic nature, although, of course,
there are important political implications. Moreover,
we must remember that a dialogue consists of two
panies by definition, and it is difficult to see how one
side of the dialogue could attempt to impose at rather
a late stage an extra participant without the agreement
of the other side of that dialogue.
So in shon, Mr President, we shall regretfully vote
against this resolution, although we sympathize with
the spirit behind it and have no doubt of President
SadaCs vital and important place in the diplomacy
before us in the Middle East.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr O'Kennedy, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, the motion for a resolution relates in very
grea[ part to subjects which fall within the competence
of political cooperation among the Member States and
would therefore more appropriately be addressed to
rhe Foreign Ministers.
'!(lith that said, the Commission warmly welcomes the
visit paid by President Sadar to the European Parlia-
ment earlier this week. This visit marked the respect
and regard in which this democratically-elected
Parliament, and indeed this Community, is held by
international sntesmen. It is also significant in that it
marked the fact that this European Parliament is the
only public forum available to the institutions of the
European Community for a visit of this importance;
and it is a mat[er of significance, both for the Commu-
niry and for the relations between the Community and
the ouride world, that a statesman of the status of
President Sadat should thereby enhance this Parlia-
ment and through it deliver a message of the nature
rhat he did to the people of Europe. I think it demon-
strates, as Mr Thorn himself mentioned in the course
of his address, that sometimes this Community is seen
from the outside as being a more cohesive, committed
Community than the judgments we make on ourselves
from the inside. Funher, it demonstrates, at a time of
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great change and instability in the world at large, that
there is a continuity in this Community assured by rhe
institutions of the Community, such as this democrati-
cally-elected Parliament. Finally, President Sadat's
visit and his address to this Parliament showed the
commitment to, and potential for, a comprehensive
peace settlement, and the significance that is attached
in the Middle Eastern region to the Venice Declara-
rion and the role that can be played by Europe in
bringing about such a settlement.
As regards the Euro-Arab dialogue we obviously
believe that it is a matter for each side as to how it
should be'represented, and in those circumstances I
doubt that it would be wise for either side to try and
advise rhe orher in this regard. As for rhe proposed
ministerial meeting, this was agreed in principle by
both parties when they met here in Luxembourg some
weeks ago. If in the event some Bovernmen[s are not
directly represented at such a meeting, the Community
will as far as possib,le ensure that those governments
are kept fully informed of developments. Progress
towards peace, Mr President, in the Middle East musc,
as clearly stated in the Venice Declaration, be on a
comprehensive basis.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Turcat.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I feel it would be
deplorable if this Parliament could not make a gesture
in reply to President Sadat's Besture, far more impor-
tant though it may have been. But as I understand the
objections raised by Mr de Courcy Ling and the
Commissioner, it seems to me that they can be very
easily overcome through the adoption of the amend-
ment tabled by the Liberal and Democratic Group,
which calls for the deletion from the end of paragraph
2 of the phrase: so as not to upse[ the organization.
The only obstacle then remaining would be a lack of
polidcal courage.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at rhe next voting time.
8. Community aid to Calabria
President. 
- 
The next irem is the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Antoniozzi and others, on Community
aid to Calabria for the damage caused by the recent
floods (Doc. l-883/80).
I call Mr Antoniozzi.
Mr Antoniozzi, 
- 
(D Mr President, I had the honour
yesterday of explaining the reasons why we tabled this
resolution based on the need to take action to assist
regions devastated by extremely violent natural disas-
ters. Small centres, the countryside and coas6 have
been hit, livestock destroyed, landslides have affected
uaffic and transportation, and there has been a railway
disaster.
I am requesting aid from the emergency funds and ask
that the devastation referred to be taken into account
when the region of Calabria comes to present its inte-
grated development plan in accordance with the
guidelines of the Regional and Social Fund.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Tugendhrt, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, the Commission has already contacted the
Italian Permanent Representation in Brussels and is
now awaiting a report. by the Italian Government
giving details. Once it has received these details, the
Commission will give urgent consideration to whether
a disaster aid could be granted to the victims. The
giving of such a grant would, of course, depend on the
extent and the nature of the flooding and of the
damage.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
9. Charges brought against 13 trade-union leaders in
Brazil
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution by Mrs 'l7ieczorek-Zeul and others, on the
charges brought against 13 trade-union leaders in
Brazil (Doc. l-879 / 80).
I call Mrs'lTieczorek-Zeul.
Mrs rVieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(D) Ladies and gentlemen, I
wish to comment on the motion which concerns the
forthcoming trial and condemnation of 13 Brazilian
trade unionists. The best known amonB them is Luis
Ignacio da Silva, known as 'Lula'. After years of a de
facto ban on strikes in Brazil, these trade unionists
supervised and supported the first srikes called in
1978 and 1979. They are now being put on trial
because of the major strike in April and May 1980.
They were denined for a time, and we have only now
been informed that they vrill appear before a special
military court on 15 and 17 February 
- 
hence the
urgency 
- 
to be sentenced, arbitrarily sentenced,
because the real charge against them is that they rcok
part in these strikes. This is being done under Anicle
36 (11) of Brazil's so-called National Security Law,
under which anyone who makes himself unpopular
can be put on trial.
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If these trade unionists are found guilty under this Act,
rhey can be imprisoned for up to 12 years for what is
known as 'incitement to collective defiance of the law'.
But they are innocent. They have done only what any
trade unionist, any worker in our countries is free to
do, namely taken advantage of their right to srike.
All the political and legal forces in Brazil, regardless of
their political affiliation, agree that the fonhcoming
judgment will be a purely political act, the object being
to deter workers in the future from taking advantage
of their collective right to strike, to refuse to work.
Ladies and genrlemen, this does not tie in with the
Brazilian Government's announcement tha[ it intends
ro pursue a policy of open Bovernment.
During its last part-session, our Parliament approved
the agreement on economic and commercial cooper-
ation between the European Community and Brazil,
stating that the Parliament has moted that for several
years now a process of liberalization has been
observed in Brazil and thinks that such a process will
promo[e social and regional jusdce in that country.
The question now is, and the judgment handed down
in rhis rrial is a test, whether this open government
really exists or whether ir is merely a sham for the
benefit of the ourside world and nothing is known of it
internally. It is also a test of whether democratization
is to apply only to politicians or also to the workers in
Brazil.
I therefore appeal to you, ladies and gentlemen, to
adopr this motion by a large majority.
Join with us in calling in this resolution for a stop to be
put to this arbitrary trial. Let us call on our President
to make representations to this end to the Brazilian
Governmenr before 16 and 17 February, let us call on
the Commission to make representations to this end,
and ler us call on our Member States to take action to
this end. Let us also call for the abolition of this
so-called National Security Law, because it is practices
like these which make suppression possible in the first
place.
I therefore call for broad suppon, because the people
of Latin America expect our economic cooperation
with their countries to have practical consequences for
their human righm and for their soical rights. I there-
fore ask you to approve this resolution. I am particu-
larly pleased that this motion has rhe supporr of all rhe
members of the Christian-Democratic Group and has
been signed by them. I call on the other groups ro do
the same.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(EL) Mr Presidenr, I supporr
the motion for three basic reasons:
The first is the imponance which the European Parlia-
ment has in defending human rights and political free-
doms. The fact that the European Community and the
European Parliament are involved in and have a parti-
cular influence on world affairs corresponds directly
ro our strong commitment to the defence of human
rights.
The second reason is our conviction that the defence
of human rights is a universal principle that is indivis-
ible. It is clear that great importance is attached to this
principle, which must be upheld very strongly in
Europe. However, outside Europe too, people of all
nations should know that in the European Parlia-
ment and in the European Community they will find
support for human rights.
The third reason is to underline the fact that we do
not act merely to make a declaration of principles, but
to achieve some definite results by our actions. Further-
more, the conditions under which rhis trial is being
conducred in Brazil are reminiscent of similar circum-
stances in Greece during the period from 1967 ro
l974,when there was a miliury dictatorship.
These conditions, as presented by Mrs '!7'ieczorek-
Zeul, highlight the fact that this trial is being organ-
ized by a special military court and therefore the
essential guarantees that human rights will be upheld
and observed are lacking.
Therefore I suppon the principle and the urgency of
this motion.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
lO. Crisis in the sugar cane industry
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mrs Castle and
others, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the
intended closure of the Tate and Lyle cane-sugar
refinery in Liverpool (Doc. l-884/80); and
- 
the motion for a resolution by Miss Hooper and
others, on the crisis in the sugar-cane industry
(Doc. l-886/80).
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I am grateful to Parlia-
ment for having agreed that it is an urgent matter for
us to discuss the imminent closure of the Tate und
Lyle cane-sugar refinery. I must say I deplore Mr
Klepsch's blanket denunciation of urgent motions as a
time-wasting device. Any parliament wonhy of the
name has provision whereby back-benchers can raise
topical matters of public interest, and I would point
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out to him that Rule 25 of this Parliament clutrers up
the agenda far more rhan Rule 14 ever does, because
there is absolutely no selectiviry in rhe passing on of
these motions under Rule 25 ro a commitree, which
then has to produce a reporr, which then has ro be
debated and then amended. All sorts of urgent topical
matters which ought to concern us are crowded out.
Now, of course, motions of urgency should be treated
on their merits, and this is what I am asking the Parlia-
ment to do this morning: ro examine the merits of the
simple request we are making in this motion. First, ir is
a fact that the Tate and Lyle cane-sugar refinery will
close in April unless some help comes from this
Community or [here is some change in Community
policy. Fifteen hundred or more men and women will
be rurned out of work, bur rhat is not che basis on
which we are pressing it rhis morning. \(e know thar
other Members have cases of unemploymenr which
they would like to ventilare. No, rhat is nor the reason
for urgent debate rcday. The reason is rhar wirh that
closure there will be a shortfall in the cane-sugar-refin-
ing capaciry in the Communiry, and no indicarion has
been given as ro how rhat shortfall is rc be made good.
The firm cannot give any guaranree rhar rhe cane
sugar imported by the United Kingdom from the ACP
countries under the Lom6 Convendon will still be able
to be absorbed. So this is a problem right on the door
of this Community, which has solemnly pledged irself
to continue ro take I .3 million ronnes of cane sugar a
year from the ACP counrries.
Therefore what we requesr is rhis. !7e ask the
Commission urgenrly, within the next four weeks, in
time for our next part-session, to look into this ques-
tion of the Tate and Lyle closure, to find our whether
in any way it can be prevented with Community help
and to try to prevent it, and failing that, to assure rhis
Parliamenr that the shortfall in cane-sugar refining
capacity will be made good so rhar our obligarions
under Lom€ can be discharged. Ve ask for thar report
to come next month, in March, because otherwise it
will be too late. Can anybody in this Chamber today
deny that that is a reasonable requesr or deny thar ir is
a matter of Community obligation and Community
interest? !7e beg you to treat this on its merits: if you
do, then you must accept this morion.
President. 
- 
I call Miss Hooper.
Miss Hooper. 
- 
Mr President, there can be no doubt
that the cane-sugar indusry in Europe has rwo
operating disadvantages when compared with the
sugar-beet indusry. One is that rhe price cane-sugar
refiners must pay for cane-sugar raws imported from
the ACP countries is much higher rhan rhe price paid
by sugar-beet refiners for beet. The second is rhat the
Community in recent years, in encouraging the growth
of sugar beet, has created a sugar surplus. This surplus
is then sold on the world marker, affects world prices,
makes expons unprofitable and makes the cane-sugar
producers themselves in rhe ACP countries rhink ryice
about growing a commodiry which is subject ro such
market fluctuations.
These surpluses arise because of the Communiry's
current quota system, which is bound ro creare a
surplus since it stems from 1973-74, when rhere was a
world shortage caused by freak conditions, and has
never been reconsidered in the light of normal condi-
tions. This is why we ask in our motion once again
that the Council of Ministers should cur rhe beer
quotas in line with the very sensible and reasonable
proposals made by Mr Gundelach last year.
This question should not go by default once again: the
Tate and Lyle rhreatened closure simply highlighrc the
lssue.
It is also essential rhar the Commission and Council
should apply themselves to the first point I made,
which concerns the unfair market margins given to
sugar-beet producers and refiners because of rhis
difference in. the basic cost of rhe commodides. Mr
Pearce, in his question ro the Commission on
Monday, suggested that, for example, a STABEX
system could be applied ro cane sugar, and there must
be other ways in which the Commission could creare
conditions of fairness in order ro ensure rhe continu-
ation of a sugar-cane refining industry in Europe, so
that we can pror.ecr the livelihood of rhousands of
people from Mauridus rc Fiji as well as that of the
workers in the Tate and Lyle Liverpool refinery, who
will suffer, as many others have suffered from the
streamlining of the sugar-cane industry in recenr
years, unless urgenr acrion is taken. I therefore beg
this Parliamen[ ro supporr borh these morions for reso-
lutions and call for urgent acrion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cohen.
Mr Cohen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like rc
make just a few remarks. I always react in the same
way, of course, when I hear that another factory in
Europe, whether it is in Britain, Germany, France or
my own country, rhe Nerherlands, is to close. But thar
is not the reason 
- 
as Mrs Castle and Mrs Hooper
have already clearly said 
- 
why we are discussing this
urBent matrer roday. Both these ladies have said thar
the interests of the developing counrries and our obli-
gations under the Lom6 Convention are involved. But
I have my doubts about that. It has nor been agreed
under the Lom6 Convenrion rha[ sugar must be
refined here in Europe: all it says is thar we musr
import a cenain quanriry, 1 .3m tonnes a year.It does
not say that this has ro be refined sugar.
'We impon a certain quantity of sugar, even if Europe
no longer has the necessary refining capaciry. In fact,
even if the Tate & Lyle plant is closed in April, there
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will still be sufficient refining capacity in Europe for
the I .3m tonnes. Tarc Er Lyle have confirmed this
themselves. They can transfer the refining to other
factories. Besides this, there is additional refining
capacity in other countries in Europe. So that is one
problem that does not in prac[ice arise.
But what I really wanted to say, more or less following
on from what Mr Pearce said when he put his oral
question, is that, of course, it has nothing rc do with
this refining capacity. The question is how we intend
to act towards these developing countries in the long
term. We are required to impon a quantity of sugar.
'$7'e must ensure that the developing countries can in
fact export this sugar, but ultimately we must, of
course, ensure [hat these countries can do the refining
themselves. Not every sugar-exPoning country: that
would not, of course, be possible, but thought might
well be given to making Community money available
to enable refining capacities to be developed in cenain
regions. Various developing countries might profit
from this. This cannot be done straight away: we shall 
.
obviously need a transitional period, during which,
despite the closure of the Tate Er Lyle plant, however
unfonunate this in itself may be, there must be guar-
antees tha[ the tonnage we are required to impon can
be refined in Europe. I shall not therefore vote in
favour of this resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, this matter could not be
more squarely within the competence of the Commu-
nity and of this Parliament. The situation arises
directly from the operation of the Community's
common agricultural policy and, in my opinion,
directly threatens one part of the Community's devel-
opment policy as worked out in the Lom6 Convention.
This it is our business to consider.
The sugar quotas being proposed by the Council at the
presenr dme will have two serious effects. Firstly, they
will put out of work 1 500 people and more in the
place where I live. Secondly, they will have an effect
on the operation of the Lom6 Convention and
certainly will be immediately polirically damaging to
the Communiry's standing with our partners in Lom6.
I believe that we have two reasons for supponing both
these motions now. One is that we have a duty, and
the Commission has a duty, to act speedily in this
regard, and I would like to say that I was very disap-
pointed, in the answer to my question on Monday, to
find that Mr Cheysson apparently did not know that
this refinery was going to be closed. I think that that
illustrates some lack of coordination inside the
Commission, where things that affect agricultural or
development policy are isolated from the consider-
ation of other matrcrs. I think we must look for a
better performance by the Commission in the future.
The second reason' why we must act is that this
Community of ours must be seen to be relevant and to
be compassionate. !7e have a duty to people. How do
you think I can face families where the breadwinner is
going to be put out of work as a direct result of the
operation of the Community's agriculrural policy? !fle
have a dury to be compassionate and to try to do
rhings and make policies which actually benefit our
people..
I deplore the cynicism with which Mr Klepsch tried to
sweep this issue aside the other night. I think we
should issue a warning. The common agricultural
policy of the Community is a fine thing. Rightly it sets
out to protect the interests of those who produce the
food that we want to eat. But there are more PeoPle in
this Community than just farmers, and I cannot go
along with a system which, in order to benefit one
section of society, toally disregards the interests of
others, such as the people who work ar Tate and
Lyle's in Liverpool. I cannot go along with a system
which, as it is operated at present, seems to disregard
totally our obligadons under the Lom6 Convention.
Mr President, this is an opponunity, a golden oppor-
tunity, for the Council and the Commission to do
something. I urge them to do something to solve this
problem quickly. You have about five or six weeks to
do something: please do it! I urge the House to
support both these motions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Louwes.
Mr Louwes. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as I said yester-
day, the refining of crude sugar has gradually become
an obsolete business. Increasingly, the raw material is
refined directly into white sugar. This is more rational
and saves energy. I therefore agree with what Mr
Cohen has just said, and I would point out that on the
continenr almost the refineries were closed long ago
- 
the last one in my own country closed down as
long ago as 1958. Tate & Lyle also know this and have
not done anything to the refinery in Liverpool for
years. They have not made any more inves[ments, and
this plant simply cannot be kept open.
I too fully appreciate the painful social problem, but
what we have here are unavoidable developments' in
the long term.
The third point I should like to make is that sugar
exports from'the ACP countries are not in danger.
The EEC guarantees them the same return as growers
in the Community. \flhat is imponant is not the refin-
ing capaciry in the United Kingdom or sales in the
EEC, but a guaranteed return on I .3 m tonnes, which
the ACP countries cannot supply every year. This
guarantee must, of course, be honoured. Sugar can be
sold anywhere in the world, especially now, when
prices outside the Community are higher than they are
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in the Community. And I would also poinr our rhar
the return these countries receive on their sugar is
considerably higher rhan what they ever had under the
old Commonwealth Sugar Agreement. I should like to
emphasize that.
In shon, Mr President, what we have here are devel-
opments which are unavoidable in the long rerm, and
despite all the demagogy from our friends from the
Unircd Kingdom, I cannot see how the EEC is in any
way to blame. Admirtedly, we have here a nasry social
problem, but the tears my friends from rhe United
Kingdom are shedding over rhe presumed fate of rhe
ACP countries are 
- 
and this is the only conclusion I
can draw 
- 
crocodile tears.
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
As voring-rime is approaching, rhis
debarc is suspended.
ll. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Lenz on a point of order.
Mrs Lenz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in view of the shor-
tage of time and of the many votes that have to take
place, would you please remove my report on
EEC-Romanian relations (Doc. l-678/80) from the
agenda and hold it over until next month, where it will
have a better chance if called at a more favourable
time.
(Parliament agreed to tbe request)
12. Membership of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Group of rhe
European People's Party (CD) a requesr for rhe
appointment of Mr Franz to rhe Commitree on
Economic and Monerary Affairs, in place of Mr
Sayn-!flittgenstein-Berleburg; of Mr Sayn-lTirrgen-
stein-Berleburg to the Committee on Exrernal
Economic Relarions, in place of Mr Anroniozzi; and,
of Mr Brok to the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, in place of Mr Nordlohne.
Are there any objections?
These appoint,ments are rarified.
13. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item comprises the vote on
those morions for resolurions on which the debate has
closed.
I put ro rhe vore rhe motion for a resolution contained
in the Curry report (Doc. 1-748/80): Sugar quotas for
the French Ooerseas Departments.
The resolution is adopted.t
,r'' *
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the Gautier
report (Doc. 1-841/80): Common organization of the
market in fishery products.
(Parliament adoptedthe preamble and paragraphs 1 to 6)
On paragraph 7, I have Amendment No 2, mbled by
Mr Provan and others and amending this paragraph to
read as follows:
7. Velcomes the fact that price-fixing can be made more
flexible through the producers' organizations and
considers that automatic adjustment of reference
prices would bring stability to fish prices for both
producers and consumers;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Gautier, retpportear. 
- 
(D) I am against.
(Parliatnent rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted in
succession pdrdgrapbs 7 and, 8)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 9, I have two amend-
ments:
-Amendment No l, tabled by Mr Battersby onbehalf of the European Democratic Group and
amending this paragraph to read as follows:
9. Velcomes the provisions laid down in Anicles l2 and
l3 relating to the principles underlying the fixing and
application of withdrawal prices and on finanical
compensation to producers' organizations for fish
which is withdrawn from the market;
considers that financial compensation paid to the
producer's organization for fish which has been with-
drawn from the market should not be calculated on
the basis of a uniform Community buying-in price;
- 
Amendment No 3, tabled by Mr Provan and others
and amending this paragraph as follows:
9. Velcomes the provisions laid down in Anicles 12 and
1 3 relating to the fixing and application of c/ithdrawal
, oJ c 50 of9. 3. 1981.
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prices and on financial compensation to producer
organizations for fish which is withdrawn from the
market, but funher recommends that a variaple impon
lery automatically adjusted in accordance with weekly
market levels would bring stability for producers and
consumers;
\fhar is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Gautier, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I am against both
amendments.
(Amendment No I was utithdrautn. Parliament rejected
Amendment No 3 and adopted in succession paragraphs 9
and 10 to 17)
President, 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote. The resolution is adopted.t
,' 
t' 
*'
President. 
- 
!fle proceed rc the Nieken report (Doc.
1-840/80): Substances utitb hormonal action.
!7e shall begin with amendments to the proposals for
regularions.
On proposals for a regulation I, I have Amendment
No 11, nbled by Mr Ceravolo on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection and inserting the following new
indent after the first indent of Article 8:
- 
Member States of the Community or third countries
to which shipments of contaminated meat have
already been consigned shall be informed immediately
of contraventions.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 11)
President. 
- 
On proposal for a regulation III, I have
Amendment No 12, tabled by Mr Ceravolo on behalf
of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection and deleting the second
subparagraph ofArticle 5 (1).
'!fl'hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 12)
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution.
(Parliament odoptei the first nine indents of tbe pream-
blr)
Afrer the ninth indent of the preamble, I have Amend-
menr No 1, mbled by Mr Lalor and orhers and insen-
ing the following new text:
- 
having regard to the harmful nature of cenain sub--
srances with hormonal or thyrostatic action used in
the rearing of animals, for example: DES, HEXOES-
TROL, etc., and STILBENES,
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, and in
general I should like to say that this applies to a
number of other amendments aimed at weakening my
report and resisting an effective course. I am therefore
againsr.
(Parliament rejected Amenhnent No 1)
President. 
- 
On the tenth indent of the preamble, I
have Amendment No 13, tabled by the European
Democratic Group and deleting this indent.
'\7'hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 13 and adopted the
tentb indentl)
President. 
- 
After the tenth indent, I have two
amendments by Mr Lalor and others, each adding a
new recital:
- 
Amendment No 2:
- 
having regard to the harmful nature of certain sub-
stances with hormonal or thyrostatic action used in
LONE, ZERANOL and the natural oestrogens
involved in animal growth are undeniably effective for
beef and veal production and for maintaining the
rncomes of producers who are already badly affected.
- 
Amendment No 3:
- 
having regard to the facc that very.exhaustive studies
carried out by competent authorides throughout the
world have shown that rhe products mentioned in
poinr I t have no adverse effect on meat, whrch is not
the case for the products mentioned in point 10.
' oJC5oof9 3.1981 I By electronic vote
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President
\flhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment 2; it then rejected
Amendment No 31 )
President. 
- 
On paragraph 1, I have three amend-
ments:2
- 
Amendment No 9, tabled by Mrs Castle and Miss
Quin and replacing this paragraph by the following
text:
l. Asks rhat the use in the Community of substances with
a hormonal or thyroscatic action for the purpose of
anificially accelerating the growth of livestock
intended for human consumption be banned with the
exception of those which appear on a list approved by
recognized authorities in the Member States;
- 
Amendment No 4, rabled by Mr Lalor and others
and amending this paragraph as follows:
l. Approves the Commission's proposal, which is
designed to prohibrt the use in the Community of
cenain substances with a hormonal or thyrostatic
action for the purpose of anificially accelerating the
growth of livestock inrcnded for human consumption;
(rest deleted)
- 
Amendment No 14, tabled by the European Demo-
cratic Group and amending this paragraph as
follows:
l. Approves the Commission's proposal, which is
designed to prohibit the use in the Community of
cenain substances with a hormonal or thyrostatic
action for the purpose of artificiatly accelerating the
growth of livestock intended for human consumption;
asks the Commissron to make it clear that the rules
will also apply to anabolic substances which stimulate
growth;
\(hat is rhe rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against all three
amendments, Mr President. As I said earlier, they
amounr to a weakening of my text.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Qollins on a point of order.
Mr Collins. 
- 
The best, I would suggest to you, is to
take Amendment No 9 second, because it is, in fact,
advocating a positive list and therefore does not go as
far from the original text as the other one.
1 By sitting and standing2 Amendment No 29 had been wrthdrawn
President. 
- 
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, even
to me it seems that there are cenain nuances which it
is very difficult to grasp. In any case, I am glad to find
that Mr Collins appears to have a somewhat bad
conscience about departing from my text and there-
fore, despite everything, is obviously lending this
supporr. to lhe amendment tha[ comes nearest to it. I
cannot help observing that I am somewhat astonished
when I hear how much is talked, from time to time
and in various quarters, about the need to take
account of the consumer and then find that some
members of the Socialist Group seem to have allowed
national inrerests to get the better of this consideration
for the consumer.
President. 
- 
Vhat is your opinion, regardless of Mr
Collins's conscience, of the order in which we should
take them?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur 
- 
| 6annes in a hurry see lhe
exact difference. It is up to you, Mr President.
(Laughter)
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendments Nos
4, 9 and 14 and adopted paragraph I )
President. 
- 
On paragraph 2, I have the following
amendments:l
- 
Amendment No 5, tabled by Mr Lalor and others
and deleting this paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 10, tabled by Mrs Castle and Miss
Quin and replacing'these' with'other'.
- 
Amendment No 32, tabled by the European Demo-
cratic Group and amending the paragraph as
follows:
2. Stresses the need for a clear stipulation that use of
these cenain substances is prohibited in all their
forms, rncluding compounding with feeding-stuffs.
Vhat is the rapporteur's opinion?
Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against all
three, Mr President.
(In successioe ootes, Parliament rejected Amendments
Nos 5, 10 and 32 and adopted paragraph 2)
1 Amendment No 28 had been withdrawn
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- 
On paragraph 3, I have three amend-
menls. I
- 
Amendment No 15, mbled by the European Demo-
cra[ic Group and amending paragraph 3 as follows:
3. Recognizes, nevenheless, the need to authorize the
use of approved hormones for the purposes of ther-
apy, oestrus regulation and growth promotion;
-Amendment No 31, tabled by Mrs Manin andamending the paragraph as follows:
3. Recognizes, nevertheless, the need to authorize the
use of hormones for the therapeutic treatment of
livestock and in cenain cases of anificial'insemination
carried out by qualified personnel.
- 
Amendment No 6, tabled by Mr Lalor and others
and deleting the word 'nevertheless'.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am
opposed to these amendments, with the exception of
No 31, but I will gladly offer my comments, after
which the House can vote as it chooses.
The quesdon of the anificial synchronization of
oesrrus in domestic animals is dealt with by the
Commission's proposal, but only insofar as it repeats
what is contained in the repon. Some people in this
House are uneasy about the last phrase, stating that
this may be carried out by qualified personnel, since
this might be a back door for the uncontrolled use of
these producrs. That is how I see the matrcr with
regard to Mrs Manin's amendment, and therefore I
would leave the vote on this amendment to [he
House's discretion. As for the others, I am against
them, Mr President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 15 and adopted
Amendment No 31.2 Amendment No 6 consequentlyfell)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 3, I have Amendment
No 16 tabled by the European Democratic Group and
inserting the following new paragraph:
3a. Believes there is a need for a negative list of these
cenain substances which musr be legislated againsr;
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President. The point here is that the authors want to
see a negative list esablished. As is clear from my
report, I have adopted the opposite view with my posi-
tive list.
I Amendment No 27 had been withdrawn.2 By electronic vote.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 15)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4, I have Amendment No
17, tabled by Mr Hord on behalf of the European
Democratic Group and amending this paragraph as
follows:
4. Asks the Commission to watch closely to ensure that
stockfarmers do not take advantage of this fact rc get
round this regulation after it has been adopted by the
Council; an assurence must be obtained that no resi-
dual traces of these cenain substances on a negative
list are present at the time of slaughrcr for human
consumption.
Amendment No 25 has been withdrawn.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 17 and adopted
paragrapb 4)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No
18, mbled by the European Democratic Group and
amending this paragraph as follows:
5. Velcomes the fact that the Commission has submitted
to the Council two proposals for regulations on
control, but seeks an amendment to COM (80) 922,
Anicle 5, that a negative list of compounds that
cannot be administered for therapy or growth promo-
tion use should be included in place of a currenc posi-
tive list indicated for therapy only; requests the Coun-
cil to adopr these three proposals concurrendy;
Amendment No 25 has been withdrawn.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(In successioe votes Parliament rejected Amendment No
18 and adopted paragraphs S and e)
President. 
- 
On paragraph T,lhave Amendment No
7, tabled by Mr Lalor and others and amending this
paragraph as follows:
7. Believes, in panicular, that the purchase of hormonal
substances should be permitted only on the prescrip-
tion of a veterinary surgeon or, where appropriate, in
a controlled mannei from a pharmacy. . . (rest
unchanged);
Amendment No 24 has been withdrawn.
\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
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Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 7 and adopted
paragraph 7)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 8, I have two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 19, tabled by the European Demo-
cratic Group and amending this paragraph as
follows:
8. Approves the principle of inspections, both at the farm
and at the slaughterhouse, for the purpose of dercct-
ing the illicit use of illegal substances of a hormonal or
thyrostatic nature or residues of hormonal subsrances,
as would appear on a negative [ist; asks also for
control and regisration . . . (rest unchanged);
- 
Amendment No 8, tabled by Mr Lalor and others
and amending this paragraph to read as follows:
8. Approves the principle of inspections at both the farm
and the slaughterhouse, for the purpose of detecting
rhe illicit use of cenain substances of a hormonal or
thyrostatic nature or harmful residues of hormonal
substances (rest unchanged).
Amendment No 23 has been withdrawn.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against this
amendment, Mr President, as it again weakens the
text.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amefldments Nos
19 and 81 and adopted paragraph 8)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 9, I have Amendment No
20, rabled by the European Democratic Group and
deleting this paragraph.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Nielscn, rdpporter.tr. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 20 and adopted
paragraph 9)
President. 
- 
Afrcr paragraph 9, I have Amendment
No 33, tabled by Mrs Schleicher and Mr Bocklet and
inserting the following paragraph :
9a. Calls for the projected methods of analysis to be
submitted in the form of a directive as soon as poss-
ible;
'!flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr Presidenq this
amendment I can recommend.
(Parliament adopted Amendtnent No 33)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 10, I have Amendment
No 21, tabled by the European Democratic Group and
deleting this paragraph.
'\7hat is the rapportedr's postition?
Mr Nielsen, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr
President.
(In successioe ootes Parliarnent rejected Amendment No
21 and adopted paragraph 10, then paragraphs 11 and
12)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 12, I have two amend-
ments, both tabled by Mrs Schleicher and Mr Bocklet
and adding a new paragraph:
- 
Amendment No 35:
12a. Calls urgenrly on the Commission to revoke the
proposals so as to produce a uniform system free of
contradictions, covering all possible dangers, and
workable in practice that will guarantee real
consumer protection;
- 
Amendment No 34:
12b. Calls for all proposals submitrcd to be enacted not in
the form of a regulation, but as a directive, as envis-
aged by the Council;
'S7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against both
these amendments, Mr President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 35, rejected
Amendment No 341 and adopted paragraph 13)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 14, I have two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 22, tabled by the European Demo-
cratic Group and amending the paragraph to read
as follows:
14. Asks the Commission to propose to the Council qual-
ity standards for agri-foodstuffs to prevent distonions
of competirion among the Member States; asks the
Commission to draw up a list of forbidden additives ro
domesdc animal feeds and to allow for the addition to
I By electronic vote I Bv electronic vorc
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this l,st of all possible new products including legal-
ized hormonal substances for growth promotion
which would fulfil the security norms;
- 
Amendment No 30, tabled by Mrs Manin and
amending the paragraph to read as follows:
14. Asks the Commission to set up a body for discussions
between producers, consumers and representatives of
the distribution sectors to propose to the Council (rest
unchanged).
'!7'hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Nielsen, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against both,
Mr President.
(In successizte ootes Parliament rejected Amendments Nos
22 and 30 and adopted paragraph 14)
President. 
- 
I can now give the floor for explana-
tions of vote.
I call Mr Gautier.
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(D) I think Amendment No 7 was
adopted by mistake, because the Chrisdan Democrats
were somewhat inconsistent in the way they voted.
This brings an element of confusion into the text, since
we are now calling for two different things. I myself
will, however, vote in favour, on the assumption that
the Council will remove these contradictions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins, chairman of the Committee on tbe Enairon-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection. 
- 
I
rend ro agree with Mr Gautier that this text tails to
make our intentions perfectly clear. However, I do
want to respond to some of the things that were said
earlier on by Mr Nielsen.
Mr Nielsen said that this report was about consumer
pro[ection and the welfare of consumers. He seemed
to suggest that those people who did not agree with
him did not have the welfare of consumers at heart. I
want to explain my vote in these terms, Mr President.
I have, of course, the welfare and the safery of consu-
mers at heart, which is one of the reasons why we
spent so long in producing this particular report. '!7e
spenr a long time discussing it borh in the Committee
on Agriculture and in the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
Contrary, I will admit, to some of my colleagues in the
committee, I took the view that a total ban on the use
of hormones might well have rhe opposite effect. It
might, in fact, stimularc the black-market use of
hormones, and I think that there is evidence in the
Community to suggest that this is likely ro happen.
That is why I have voted as I have. I really do believe
that if we wan[ to produce a report that is consistent in
terms both of the protection of the consumers and the
reasonable treatment of producers, especiaily in those
areas where, for example, cattle are not restrained in
close confinement in buildings, then we have to use
the posidve-list technique, which unfortunately this
Assembly seems to have rejected. None the [ess, on the
grounds that any proposal in this area is better than
none, I shall support the repon.
President. 
- 
I put, as amended, the motion for a
resolution as a whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
President. 
- 
\7e come now to the motion for a reso-
lution pontained in rhe Balfour report (Doc. 1-136/
8)/reo.) : Conoergence and budgetary questions.
(Parliament adopted tbe preamble and paragraph 1)
I call Mr Balfour.
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, it may help
you and it may help the House not to take this resolu-
tion paragraph by paragraph but simply to adopt it as a
whole, since I understand that under Rule 29 Parlia-
ment cannot deliberate on any amendment unless it is
moved during the debate. Dr Seal was unable to be
here last night during the debate and was therefore not
in a position to put his amendments. I was in any event
going to recommend to the House the rejection of
those amendments. It would be a gteat saving of time
if we could therefore vote on the resolution as a
whole.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
If, when there are thousands of amend-
ments, we required somebody to move them formally,
we should spend all our time moving amendments.
Thar is why the words used by the President at the end
of a debate are that the voting will take place at such a
rime on the motion for a resolution together with the
amendments rhat have been tabled so far. In this way
rhere is a formal moving of all amendments that have
been put in. It is not necessary for somebody to get up
and move them. So the amendments are perfecdy in
order.
I By an electronic roll-call vote requested by the Group of
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I call Mrs Kellert-Bowman on a point of order.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Lasr night, Mr President, I
was there throughout, and thar was no[ rhe formula
used. There was no mention of the amendments last
night. As a marrer of facr I happened [o wanr [o vore
on one of these amendmen6, but they were not moved
by any of the Socialists and the formula used was
simply that the vore would be taken on the motion for
a resoIution.
President. 
- 
Vithout inrending any disrespecr ro any
of my colleagues, I must conclude rhat either rhey
made a mistake or you did nor hear correcrly what was
said, for the proper formula is in facr as I have just
indicated.
I call Sir James Scort-Hopkins.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I rhink we ought to
proceed with rhe voting roday as rhough rhe amend-
ments had been moved, but I may suggest, Mr Presi-
dent, that you are perhaps crearing a precedenr here,
because the practice in the past has been that if they
were nor moved by a person during rhe debate, rhen
they were not valid. I do not rhink rhar we can do rhat
now. I would suggesr that you refer this to the Bureau
for further examination and we continue now with the
vote as though they had been moved.
President. 
- 
I am afraid I musr disagree with you
entirely. I have had rhis objection before, but there is
also the view that if the substance of the amendment
has been brought into the debare thar is sufficient.
On paragraph2 (a),I have Amendmenr No 1, by Mr
Seal, amending this paragraph as follows:
2(a) Points out that, since the existence of the Communrty
should not be seen as a 'begging-bowl' or 'crurch' for
the disabled, progress rowards convergence depends
primarily on Member Srates' own effons at national
level (remainder de leted) ;
'\7hat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Balfour, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted, first
subparagraph (a), then subparagrapb (b) ofparagrapb 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3, I have Amendmenr
No 2, nbled by Mr Seal and amending this paragraph
as follows:
3. Emphasizes that any definition of convergence must
imply the reduction of sectoral, regional and narional
disparrties (remainder de leted) ;
\(hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against it, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted
paragrapb 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mr Seal and deledng this paragraph.
'\Uflhat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against rhis amend-
ment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted, first
paragraph 4, then paragraphs 5 to 8)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 9, I have Amendment
No 4, mbled by Mr Seal and delering this paragraph.
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
I am againsr the amend-
ment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment I'lo 4 and adopted, first
paragrapb 9, then paragrapbs t 0 and I 1 )
President. 
- 
On paragraph 12, I have Amendment
No 5, tabled by Mr Seal and rewording this paragraph
as follows:
12. Considers that rhe Commission's latest proposals for
mitigatrng Member Srates' budgetary imbalances
under Article 235 of the Treaty do not make any
fundamental changes which will,ensure convertence
rn the long rerm;
Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Balfour, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am againsr the amend-
ment.
(Parliament rejected Amendnent No 5 and adopted
paragraph 12)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
On paragraph 13, I have Amendment
No 6, tabled by Mr Seal and amending rhis paragraph
as follows:
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13. Emphasizes that this problem will not be satisfactorily
resolved until there is a better balance between the
Community's policies and therefore in expenditure
from the Community budget and believes the problem
can be resolved only by a fundamental reform of the
Community budget, with a larger proponion being
expended on the Regional and Social Funds at the
expense of the CAP;
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr BaHour, rdpporteur. 
- 
I d; not think that I have
a view on this, Mr President. I personally will vote
agains[ it, bur I could understand if the committee
were split down the middte.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted, first
pardgraph 13, then pdrlgrdPhs 14 to 16)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 17, I have Amendment
No 7, tabled by Mr Seal and replacing this paragraph
by the following text:
17. Further believes that no consideration should be given
to ways of increasing the Community's own resources
until decisions on restructuring the budget due to be
taken this June have been agreed;
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Balfour, rapporteur. 
- 
I think that this amend-
ment is inappropriate given the fact that Parliament is
already discussing an imponant document on the
Community's own resources. It is therefore in my view
inapplicable. I recommend voting against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 7 and adopted
paragraph I 7, then paragraPhs I I and t l)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman for an
explanation of vote.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, I very much
regret that we failed to adoPt Amendment No 5,
which asked for a fundamental reform of the Commu'
nity budget with a larger proportion being expended
on rhe Regional and Social Funds at the expense of the
common agricultural policy. The Regional Policy
Committee, on which I have served for many years,
has been fighting for this equally for many years. I also
regret the vote on Amendment No 7. Nevenheless, I
believe that this report contains a very great deal of
value, and with those two reservations I feel obliged to
vote for the resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfour.
Mr Balfour, rdpporteilr. 
- 
Mr President, I think it is
only right that I should comment on that explanation
of vote and say that it was not at any stage the
committee's responsibiliry to be prescriptive about the
allocation of new own resources; and therefore we
merely ask for a better balance between the policies of
the Community in the future, since it is a subject that
is very much before Parliament right now. That is why
I guided the House as I did.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
I put to the vote rhe Turcat motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-835/80): Regulations on energ!.
The resolution is adopted.r
,,",-
President. 
- 
I put to the vote rhe oon Vlogau motion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-851/80): Tax-free allouances.
The resolution is adopted.l
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the Israel et al.
motion for resolution (Doc. 1-882/80): Visit by President
Sadat to tbe European Parliament.
(Parliament adopted tbe preamble and paragraph 1)
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 1, tabled by
the Liberal and Democratic Group and deleting all
words after'Euro-Arab dialogue'.
I call Mr Israel.
Mr Israel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am grateful to the
Liberal Group for tabling their amendment, and I
would point out that at Question time Mr Cheysson
told us that he was by no means cenain that the meet-
ing at ministerial level of the Euro-Arab dialogue
could take place in the month of July.
(Parliament adopted Amendment 'No 1, paragrapb 2,
tbus amended., and then paragraph 3)
' OJ C 50 of 9. 3. 1981.
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President. 
- 
I have had several requesrs from the
floor to give an explanation ofvote.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I feel it necessary
and advisable to explain why I support and will be
voting in favour of Mr Israel's mor,ion.
At the time of President Sadat's arrival, because of
Parliament's artitude and nor ro mark our opposition
to President Sadar's policy, we in my group chose to
demonstrate some reservations. Ve did not approve of
this Parliament being confronted with a fait dcconpli.
I myself could nor accepr a siruation in which a Parlia-
ment which has been faced with a fait accompli refuses
to arrange a debare following President Sadat's srate-
ment. In addidon, Mr President, I feel it is imponanr,
when you do not agree with an even[ of this kind, to
act as your pany and electors would wish, to state
your views and ro assume this responsibility.
I shall vote in favour of this resolution, Mr President,
because I feel that we have a duty r.o suppon any man
of peace, any man of good will. I feel for my part. rhar
President Sadat knew how to assume responsibilities ar
the time he assumed them, and they are of very grear
historical importance.
Therefore, Mr President, I shall vote in favour of Mr
Israel's resolution 
- 
and I thank him for giving us rhis
opportunity 
- 
because I feel we have a dury to take
initiatives in all directions. Faced wirh rhe terrible posi-
tion of the Palestinian people, it is our duty, Mr Israel,
to do everything rhat is in our power, even if insriru-
tional organizarions such as the PLO are somewhat
suspect, even if rhey are conditioned by the atrocious
position of certain secrions of the Palestinian popula-
tion, a siruarion which, without a doubt, is also due to
a demagogic or dangerous policy in cenain countries
of the Arab League.
And I must say, Mr President, that when I read thar
Mr Uri Anneri yesterday raised rhe PLO flag in the
Knesser, I see in rhis a sign of good will. It must not be
thought that incidents such as rhese srem from treach-
ery or a lack of serious-mindedness. If rhe will for
peace is to dominare, I believe that we too musr take
initiatives with respect to the PLO.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hansch.
Mr Hinsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I understand what Mr Israel is rrying to do. I can
also say rhar I welcome the fact rhat, following Presi-
dent Sadat's visir, Parliament is continuing to think
hard about these questions in debates and resolutions.
I shall nevertheless be voting against the morion,
because I feel it is a dangerous and dubious practice
for Parliament to decide on a Friday morning, follow-
ing a requesr for an urgenr debate, on a quesrion
which forms part of a very sensitive and difficulr area
of external policy. \7e parliamenrarians should nor acr
in this way. Ve should discuss such subjecm
thoroughly in the appropriate commirtees and then
adopt a position on such external marters on the basis
of coordinated and carefully balanced resolurions
rather than by some double-quick procedure on a
Friday mornrng. I shall rherefore be voting against rhe
motion, Mr Presidenc.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs'!f ieczorek-Zeul.
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(D) Ladies and genrlemen, I
shall also be voting againsr the motion. For one thing,
I agree with what Mr Hensch has said as regards the
procedure. The Political Affairs Committee will be
drawing up a report on rhe Euro-Arab dialogue, and'
so [here is surely no reason why we should adopt a
position by an urgenr procedure wirhout a thorough
debate on a question which has been controversial for
some years.
For another, from what the represenrarive of the
Commission said just now, it would not be in the
Commission's interests for us to adopt a position in
which we tell our negotiaring parrners whom rhey
should include in their delegarions. I feel thar would
be a kind of interference in rhe affairs of rhe other side
in these negotiarions. I shall therefore be voting
against the motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schwencke.
Mr Schwencke. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I very much welcome Mr Israel's morion
for a resolution and consider it helpful in irs presenr
form, even if it is being adopted on a Friday morning.
It would be a gesture rhat would undoubtedly be
clearly understood ourside Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, although I
do not consider the conclusions drau'n by Mr Israel to
be incorrect rn themselves, I shall abstarn in the vote
on this resolution, precisely because I feel we should
have had a debate 
- 
and a double-quick procedure
will nor do 
- 
and thar rhis Parliament should not
have regarded Mr Sadat as some kind of Santa Claus,
but should have held a debare on this subject after Mr
Sadat's visit and preferably in his presence. Thar
would have been the duty of the parliamentary Assem-
bly which we claim to be.
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President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolurion is adopted.r
President, 
- 
\fle now come rc the Antoniozzi er al.
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-883/80): Community aid
to Calabria.
I call Mr Pannella to give an explanation of vore.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, although I fear my
posirion may lose us some votes in our constituencies,
I wish to say that I shall abstain in the vote on this
resolution. Vhy, Mr President?
There has been damage and flooding in Calabria.
There will be more in a month's time. There will be
more in two months' time.'!7e must obviously help the
people who are the victims of these disasters. But, Mr
President, I feel it is high time that the Commission
and Parliament became aware of the fact that the real
disaster, that which reduces whole regions in Italy to a
situation in which a few drops of rain are enough for a
disaster to occur, is the ruling class of which Mr Anto-
niozzi is an eminent representative. The whole hydro-
geological situation in Italy is threatened because we
do not have any geologists. 'We have been battling
with this problem for years, and it is time it was known
that the Italian State has only 35 geologists to deal
with these matters.
(Interraption by Mr Bardi)
For example, Mr Bardi, who interrupts me, is respon-
sible for the destruction of Naples. That is why, Mr
Presidenr, that I, an Italian, a Southern Italian, shall be
abstaining, because it is obvious that we cannot go on
financing corrupt ruling classes, who, moreover, spoil
nature and upset the natural balance.
President. 
- 
I pur the morion for a resolurion to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.2
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President. 
- 
I put to the vote the 'lY'ieczorek-Zeul et
al. motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-879/80): Charges
brought against 1 3 trade-union leaders in Brazil.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should just like
ro say that the agenda that has been printed does not
refer ro the motion for a resolution that my group has
tabled.
President. 
- 
That will be noted.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman on a point of
order.
Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, I should like
to raise a point of order, in view of something which
happened earlier this morning. There are five ways in
which a Member may express his wishes after the
Chair announces a vote. He may vote for the motion,
he may vote against and he may signify that he wishes
to abstain. A founh way is to do what most people
have done this morning, namely, to be absent from the
Chamber. But it is possible to express one's wishes in a
fifth way, by being in the Chamber and not voting. If
the President in any way encourages Member to
change their position from any of those five, it rnight
be inferred that he is being partial.
14. Crisis in the sugar-cane industry ftontd)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of thejoint debate on the two motions for resolutions on
sugar.
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, I want to make a few
comments about the problems concerning the refining
of sugar cane in Liverpool at the Tate and Lyle plant. I
am convinced, Mr President, that this has anything
directly to do with the policies of the European
Economic Community on sugar. I am open to
contradiction, but I understand that Tate and Lyle in
Liverpool have, in facr, been running down this plant
for a very long period, for 20 years or more. They
have not been making reinvestments in this plant,
which indicates that the company itself did not intend
to continue the refining process.
I have the greatest sympathy for people who are being
pur our of employment as a direct consequence of
, oJ c 50 of 9. 3. 1981.
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decisions taken by individual firms in industry to run
down plant or to change merhods of producdon. I
have grear symparhy in this case, but I must say rhar
this problem is not peculiar to Liverpool or rhe United
Kingdom. It is happening in all our member countries.
It is certainly happening in Ireland ar rhe momenr.
However, I feel that it is not and should nor be a
Community problem. This is a domestic problem in
the UK. It is a problem relating directly ro Tate and
Lyle, because they have apparently decided that rhey
can process all of rhe cane sugar in existing plants and
do it more effectively.
Another think I do nor understand, quire frankly, is
the argumenr advanced by Miss Hooper that you can
in some way improve rhe situarion by decreasing
quotas for beer sugar and increasing rhe volume of
imported cane sugar. Ve also refine and process sugar
beet in the European Community, and if we reduce
quotas we threaten employment in our member coun-
tries not only in the refining but also in the producrion
of sugar beet. That is happening in our country: one
of our sugar facrories is presently under rhreat for this
reason. In a sense it seems to be a case of giving wirh
one hand and taking away with the other, but I would
say the balance lies in favour of maintaining rhe capa-
city for refining-sugar beet, because that is an internal
product, one produced wirhin the Community, and it
would have a worse effecr if we were ro run it do*n.
I would ask both Mrs Castle and Miss Hooper and
others [o look ar rhis problem in connecrion with the
position in the UK and not to raise it ar this level,
because I do not think it is really a Community prob-
lem.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Mr President, I had not intended to
intervene in this debare until I heard the rwo Dutch
speakers who seemed to have no fears or reservations
about what is going on in the sugar-beet r6gime. The
way in which they spoke seems to me ro be quite
disgraceful.
Mr Cohen said that Tate and Lyle would be able to
refine all the sugar cane which was guaranteed entry
into the Community. In spite of what he has read, that
is simply untrue. If they refine to maximum capaciry
with the planr which will be left, they will be at least
one hundred thousand tonnes under whar should be
refined. It does seem to me that they, in fact, had a
very real interest in propagating the sugar-beet r6gime.
I must say to Mr Louwes that really he cannot exrend
indefinitely his demands in regard ro sugar beet and
then expect people in tiny islands like St Kitts to
starve. That, indeed, is what Mr Maher also is asking
in the speech thar he made this morning. It is very
clear indeed that unless we have rhe capacity to refine
sugar cane within the Community ar [he moment, rhen
we are not going ro be able ro bring in that guaranteed
amounr of I '3 million tonnes which is supposed to'be
sacrosancr in the Treaty.
I would point out to all three speakers as well that rhe
Port Refineries Trade Union in Liverpool is one of rhe
only unions I know that has said publicly rhar they will
eventually be out of work because cane-refining capa-
city should be going to the Third !7orld. They have
openly admitted and accepted that, but the facr of the
matter is that at this present moment it simply is nor
possible. Our over-production of sugar beet is reduc-
ing to absolute poverty and hunger a large number of
people in the Third \7orld. It is a r€gime which the
Commission has attempted to get control of, only to
be stopped by .y own government. It is partly rhe
fault of Peter'!7alker, and I would not deny my own
country's fault in rhis.
Therefore I beseech this House ro vore on behalf of
rhe Third \7orld and ro vote for the morions tabled bv
Mrs Castle and Miss Hooper.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhar.
Mr Tugendhtt, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I should like to take up somerhing that Mr
Maher said when he appealed ro Mrs Casde and Miss
Hooper not to raise this quesdon ar this level.
It is, of course, the second time during the week that
the matter has been raised at chis level, and I would
like to say to him that the reason why it has been
raised ar this level is that Mrs Castle and Miss Hooper
understand the extreme importance of what happens
in the Europe,rn Parliament and are anxious to show
their constituen[s that what happens in the European
Parliament is of direct relevance to rhe economic
inrerest that they have been elected to represent. I am
glad that this marrer should be recognized in this way.
My colleague, Claude Cheysson, answered a quesrion
on [his matter very fully on Monday, and there is not a
great deal that I would add. I would, however, agree
with Mr Enright that rhe production of cane sugar in
the islands of the 'S(est Indies, which are members of
the Lom€ Convenrion, is extremely important ro them.
They are in many senses a one-crop economy, and
that is why the European Community entered into
obligations under the Lom6 Convenrion.
These obligations are, of course, expressed in white
sugar and therefore include no commirmenr regarding
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a specific level of refining capaciry. Of the I '3 million
tonnes of whire sugar resulting from the sugar proto-
col, some 1.2 million have hitherto been regularly
consumed in the United Kingdom. The protocol does
not, however, lay down that this sugar has to be
consumed in one member country of the Community,
namely the United Kingdom, rather than in the
Community as a whole. It is a matter of fact that it has
been in the United Kingdom, but it is not something
which is tied directly rc the United Kingdom.
The difficulty stems, of course, from the rapid increase
in the production of sugar-beet in the United King-
dom. The level of sugar-beet production has now
reached I . 1 million tonnes and the total UK
consumption of sugar is only some 2'2 million tonnes,
so a difficulty has very clearly arisen, as even the
simplest arithmetician would be able to understand.
The nub of the matter therefore is that the changes
referred to by the honourable Members, both in their
exchanges with Mr Cheysson earlier this week and
again today, do not affect the Community's obliga-
tions to the ACP countries. I think it is imponant to
make that clear. Our obligations as a Community
remain, and so they should. The problem is a different
one. The problem is the impact on employment arising
from the progressive shift within the United Kingdom
from cane sugar to beet sugar. Obviously, that shift
crea[es enormous problems of adjustment, to use a
technical term, and enormous human problems for the
people who are affected by it.
There is, of course, some compensation, since clearly
the increase in beet production does mean that jobs on
the land are maintained which might otherwise be lost.
However, that in no sense reduces the human misery
caused by the changes which are occurring in the
pattern of production and consumption and which are,
I perfectly well understand, of imponance to the
honourable Members who reprqsent that part of the
country in which the refinery is situated.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, could I direct a question
at Mr Tugendhat? \(ould he agree that sugar beet has
also to be refined and that therefore there are jobs in
the refining end of sugar beet? It is not only on the
land, Mr Tugendhat, that sugar beet gives employ-
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce to speak on a point of
order.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, under what Rule of
Procedure is Mr Maher trying to pose questions to the
Commissioner in the middle of a vote?
President. 
- 
The answer is very shon. As an ordi-
nary Member, Mr Maher was not, according to the
Rules, allowed to take the floor. Only a rapporteur
may put a question.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Yrry well, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution by Mrs
Castle and others to the vote.
The motion is rejected.r
I put the motion for a resolution by Miss Hooper and
orhers to the vote.
The motion is rejected.
15. Britisb prisoners heldin lran
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Provan and others on the British prison-
ers held in Iran (Doc. 1-885/80).
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mr President, in view of the very
hopeful signs emanating from Iran, as well as the deep
concern which, I am sure, all of us feel for the people
in prison, and in view of the negotiations that the
Archbishop's emissary is undenaking at this moment
in Tehran, I wish to withdraw this item from the
agenda.
16. Legislation on drioers'hours
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mrs Ewing and others on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats and by
Mr Maher and others, on a derogation to Community
legislation on drivers' hours in remote islands and
depopulated and isolated areas (Doc. l-887l80).
I call Mr Albers on a point of order.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Strange things are happening in
rhis Parliamenr at the moment, but this is really outra-
geous. Here is a subject which could have been
discussed in the normal way if it had been possible to
debate the Key report on social harmonization, which
is on the agenda. Mrs Ewing has already mbled two
amendments to that report which concern this subject,
I By electronic vote.
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but now she has produced a resolution by the urgenr
procedure for us to discuss.
Mr President, this surely shows rhar we are going
about things in completely the wrong way. Pursuant to
Rule 32 (1) (e), I would ask you not to allow rhis
debate, because it would be panly responsible for
preventing the Key repon from being discussed, and
this is a matter which should be discussed. I rherefore
request that this debate be disallowed and that the
matter be referred to the appropriate committee.
President. 
- 
Mr Albers, Mrs Ewing's motion for a
resolution was mbled on 10 February, and no objec-
tions have been 'submitted to rhe Bureau. You are
putting the President in a somewhat embarrassing
position: I regrer that you did nor present your objec-
tions earlier [o rhe Bureau so as ro give us an oppor-
tunity of discussing them.
Mr Albers. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I will explain once
again. According to you, it would have been more
reasonable if I had indicated my opposirion when we
were discussing the requesr for urgent. debate, bur ar
that time I was not able to express my objections so
forcibly because I did not then have Mrs Ewing's
amendments ro [he Key reporr. I can assure you that,
if we proceed in this manner, it will not be possible for
us ro do our work in a reasonable manner.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cotrell.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
I presume, Mr President, rhat your
ruling is definidve on rhe poinr. Mr Albers has made. I
therefore wish to establish whether rhere is a quorum
in the House, and I ask for ten Members ro supporr
me in this.
President. 
- 
Mr Cottrell, you can only ask the Chair
to establish whether there is a quorum when we are
abour to vote.
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, it was the House that
voted for urgent procedure, and I am sorry if one
Member does not think they should have done so.
They did so. So I do not see why, if the wisdom of rhe
House was to vote for urgent procedure, I may noc
now proceed, because I can answer Mr Albers's ques-
rions and I am sure I can satisfy him rhat he is incor-
rect in what he said. But unless I get my chance to
speak, Mr President, I am not going to be able to deal
with the matter. I would like to get the same oppor-
tunity as all the other people whose requests for
urgen[ procedure were passed.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, I propose that we
call the Key report now, together with Mrs Ewing's
amendments which deal with exacrly the same subject.
The dossier has already been drawn up by the
Committee on Transport.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
A decision on urgenr procedure was
taken yesterday. If the procedure now suggested for
another vote to see if it was justified is adopted, then I
am being sub.lected to two ordeals of getting urgenr
procedure. Now why should I be singled out for this?
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mighr I suggest that you combine the
two debates? \7ould that be a way our of rhis impasse?
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I musr ask you
once more whether you accept my proposal that we
debate Mrs Ewing's motion for a resolution.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I can give Mr Albers the assurance that rhe importanr
points he has raised will be discussed in the Bureau.
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Eving. 
- 
Mr President, first I would like to ry
and deal wirh Mr Albers's point, because I have an
answer to it, and I wonder if he really would give me
the courtesy to consider it. The posirion is thar my
amendments were lodged ar rhe same time as this
motion, but since the Key reporu was a general repon
out to accomplish general things which, with the best
will in the world, will rake monrhs and monrhs 
- 
Mr
Key would admit this ro be the case, I am sure 
- 
ir
was not possible to make the specific rype of amend-
ment; nevertheless, I do assure Mr Albers that rhe
amendments were lodged. \7e have had a lor of print-
ing difficulties rhis week, I am told. Many names were
added to my motion, including many from rhe Chris-
tian-Democratic Group, I think all the Scortish
Conservatives and Socialists, and many !7elsh and
other people from the United Kingdom. I have had
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support from the Greeks, because they understand the
problem. And so on. So there have been printing diffi-
culties, as well. Ve are all up against that, so please do
not blame that on me.
Secondly, I would like to say this. I have been here for
nearly six years, and in answer to [he person who criti-
cized me yesterday, I have only presented two requests
for urgent debate in those six years. I think that is not
a bad record for a Member who does not wish to
disrupt proceedings, and I think anyone who has been
in this House a long time will know that that is the
case. Therefore I would not, as an experienced parlia-
mentarian, waste your time if it were not really and
truly urgent.
Seeking to establish, not a Scottish but a European
principle, I have tried to frame a very specific small
exrension to a derogation. It is not a derogation. It is a
small extension that will enable the kind of areas I am
covering by .y criteria to benefit. These criteria
include areas more than 50 miles from a motorway
and any islands; and oddly enough, that covers almost
all countries in Europe, because Germany has an
island, Holland has Texel, which I h,ave visited, most
of Denmark, Vestern Ireland, parts of the United
Kingdom, most of Scotland, parts of Imly, Sicily. So it
is a European principle, and I am grateful for all the
suppon I have had. It does nor yet affect Greece, but it
would affect most of Greece if Greece were no[
subject to special exemptions at the present time.
\fhy is ic a terrible problem? I am not pleading any
argument that would go against safety. I want the total
hours to remain the same.,I am only asking that two
days a week slightly larger lorries, which are defined
in my fourth recital, should be used, because the very
spirit you ask people in remote places to show 
-namely, .cooperation in dealing with European
harmonization 
- 
has been shown, and these people
have come together to use larger lorries 
- 
not jugger-
nauts please, my dear Members, we do not have the
roads for juggernauts; the juggernauts are nor what
we are ulking about. '!7e are asking for a bigger type
of vehicle, because we have ferries: there is the wait-
ing-time on ferries and getting on and off the ferry;
we have no dropping off places; two-day journeys are
going to become three-day journeys; we have some-
times 80 miles between towns; a man will have to stop
on a moor or else that means an extra day is added.
The workers are not going to want to work in these
conditions. Hauliers are going to close down.
Another reason why it is urgent 
- 
and I would put
this point particularly to Mr Albers and Mr Curry 
-is that all the bodies concerned, in the nonh and in the
regional councils, the HIDB, the Farmer's Union and
the hauliers, all went to the Commission and asked for
this and the Commission quite rightly said to them,
wait until 1 January and see how it goes. '!7ell, we
waited and I did not raise this in January because we
had to give it time. It is not going. Ve are not going to
have these hauliers delivering fruit and vegetables to
the Outer Islands of Scotland.
You are making the European law an ass, and it is not
good for the credibility of Europe if the law becomes
an ass. For example, we can take fish, because it is
special, in a day, but we canno[ take the empty boxes
back. !7e need two days to take the empty boxes back.
So every fisherman will be putting one dead fish in
each box to sadsfy the rule of Europe. This is not
good for Europe. It is a very specific matter which I
could not really have appropriately framed under Mr
Key's txcellent report, which I will be supporting.
I do not think it is fair to blame me for not reaching
Mr Key's report, because Mr Key agrees with me that
his repon would not have been reached in any event
and it is not just me. This is my second urgent item in
six years. So I really do appeal to you 
- 
those who
understand peripheral life and those who do not, those
who have been kind enough to support me because
they understand there is a problem. I would end with
one line from Mr Thorn's address yesterday: ''$7hat
this Commisslon wants to do is to make every citizen
of our Community realize we are sensitive to his prob-
lems'. It is so urgent that there will be no hauliers left
in the north and many other parts of Europe if they do
not get this done right away.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Socialist Group has the floor.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, I have a great deal
of respect for Mrs Ewing, for her Scottish disposition
and also for her European disposition. During Ques-
rion Time I noted that the answers she received to her
question were unsatisfactory. I can therefore well
understand that she thought to herself: 'I must find
another way' 
- 
but the way she has found is not right.
This is not a subject for debate by urgent procedure.
\7hat we are concerned with here is the application of
Regulation 543, which was adopted in 1969 and is in
the field of transport policy one of the few achieve-
ments in this European Community that Mrs Ewing
and I are well disposed towards. Ve know that the
position as regards the applicadon of this regulation in
the Community 
- 
as is evidenr from the Member
States' reports 
- 
is pathetic. The regulation is nor
properly enforced at present, and we must therefore
be extremely cautious about calling for and allowing
exceptions. If we permit exceptions to a regulation
which is already poorly enforced, we shall simply be
creating new opportunities, and a quesrion like that
raised here about exceptional circumsrances in certain
parts of the European Communiry calls for a thorough
investigation and a precise answer from the Commis-
sion. Officials concerned with rhese marters musr have
an opportunity to carry out a meticulous investigation
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into rhe advantages and disadvantages. This is some-
thing I called for early lasr year in a morion for a reso-
lution on social harmonization in this field. Ir is also
something that is taken up in Mr Key's report, on
which we could have had a good debate here.
It is a matter of the utmosr importance, but as a result
of the strange approach here 
- 
and really, rhis is a
serious criticism of the Bureau and of us all 
- 
we are
unable to ger down ro our normal work and increas-
ingly find ourselves in rhese mad situations. In short,
Mr Presidenr, while I have every symparhy, in the
presenr circumstances I find ir impossible ro vore in
favour of a resolution of rhis kind, because I cannor
see what the effect will be, what consequences ir will
have for the application of Regularion No 543 
- 
one
of the few regularions which have seen the light of day
in the field of social harmonization.
President. 
- 
Mr Albers, there is much truth in whar
you say, but Parliament has adoprcd urgenr procedure
wirh regard to Mrs Ewing's morion.
One thing is certain:we musr in general be much more
careful with our decisions ro adopr urgent procedure.
The way we are going abour rhings at presenr, ir is
impossible to prepare dossiers properly.
The group of the European People's Party (CD) has
the floor.
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Party I have the
honour to say rhar we shall be voting in favour of Mrs
Ewing's morion.
Life in remore islands and depopulared and isolared
areas is almost always hard. Anything rhar can be done
to make life easier 
- 
for example, by adopring rhe
measures proposed by Mrs Ewing 
- 
should be done.
The inhabinnrs of rhese areas have a right ro our soli-
darity. Only rhen can we strike a sound balance in
Europe, because otherwise we shall depopulare old
areas of Europe which have a greal 16le to play, pard-
cularly in the future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I shall also be
supporring this resolution and I would like to emphas-
ize that my ob.jections yesterday were based on ques-
tions of procedure rather than on rhe substance. As
Mrs Ewing will know, many members of my group
have been pressing for some rime on rhis issue,
members who come from the areas concerned, such as
Mr Hutton, Mr Purvis, Mr Harris and Mr Provan.
Nevertheless, we have one or two slight reservations.
The first is that rhe resolution criticizes the Commis-
sion only: it does nor include any menrion of rhe
Council's failure in the past ro agree on appropriate
derogations in this field. Consequenrly, I hope the
author will agree with me when I say rhar rhis resolu-
tion should go also ro rhe Council. Secondly, rhe
current division between those included in the drivers'
hours legislarion and those excluded is untidy.
One of the reasons why I wanted rhis discussed in
connection with the Key report is thar rhere are addi-
tional changes I would like ro see which would help
particularly the remoter areas. For example, if I may
sound technical, Mr President, I would like to see a
change from the so-called rolling week ro the fixed
week. Indeed, the proposal which is before us only
adds one hour to driving-time rwice a week: ir is a
very modest proposal.
Subject ro these reservarions, I think ir is obvious rhat
there are exrra transport cost burdens on the islands
and remoter areas of the Communiry, and therefore I
would like to supporr this resolurion. Indeed, I would
support. rhis resolution as a further demonstrarion in
our belief that rhe islands and remorer areas of our
Communiry are essential to the future of our Commu-
niry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Mr President, I merely wanr ro
support Mrs Ewing, represenring as I do the other
geographical exrreme of rhe United Kingdom: she
represents John O'Groars; I represenr Land's End. I
can bear out what she is saying, 
- 
namely, that this is
causing problems on rhese peripheral areas. Thar is
why the matter is urgenr. I do not supporr every detail
of the resolution; I think ir needs to be looked ar. Bur
the object of rhis exercise is to galvanize rhe Commis-
sion and the Council inro looking ar the problem and
taking action.
President. 
- 
The Commission has rhe floor.
Mr O'Kenne dy, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, the Commission is ready ro be galvanized
into action and in fact was already galvanized before
the event. Indeed, it is not in principle opposed to
considering the possibility of a derogation of the type
foreseen in Mrs Ewing's resolution; but, as has been
said and noted by a number of speakers, the quesrion
needs to be examined very fully. In this regard the
Commission would very much appreciate it and indeed
would welcome it if the honourable Members con-
cerned could provide rhe Commission's services with
more detailed information in order to accelerare the
examination of this very imporrant issue.
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I think I should remind the House that the Council
has only accepted part of the modifications to Regula-
tion 543/69 which were proposed as long ago as 1976.
In fact, the Council has still to decide on a number of
major modifications. So the opponunity provided by
further discussions with the Council should assist in
helping to find a solution to the undoubted transpon
problems that exist in remote islands and isolated and
rhinly populated regions. The Commission is very
ready and anxious to examine the matter in greater
derail with a view to proposing a solution to those
problems.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I call Mr Pearce to give an explanation of vote.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, I am not unsympathetic
to rhe problems that have been raised by the proposers
of rhis motion, but I arrr rather tired of the way in
which ir seems to be acr,'lrtable in this Community of
ours to indulge in speci:rl pleading for rural areas and
yet with regard to industrial areas, as a recent debate
has shown, Members are not disposed to support calls
for assistance. I note that one of the signatories of this
particular motion is Mr Maher, who not infrequendy
pleads for this or that cause to do with his pan of the
Community. Because I do not see why the Community
exists ro help some of its citizens and not all of them, I
shall vote against this motion.
President, 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
17. Situation of the notor-oehicle industry in tbe EEC
President, 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lurion by Mr Sarre and others, on the situation of th'e
motor-vehicle industry in the EEC (Doc. l-896/
80/rev.).
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
a month ago, during the debate on the automobile
industry, the Assembly stated that it was in favour of
obtaining from the Japanese, through negotiations,
agreements limiting exports of Japanese motor vehicles
to the European Community. Since that time there has
been a new and very imponant development: the fail-
ure of the negotiations of 29January 1981 between
the Commission and the Japanese authorities is likely
to make it clearer to us what is actually at stake. The
crisis in the motor vehicle industry is partly due to
Japanese gompetition and the formidable commercial
offensive launched by that country. Ve feel it is not
enough to call on [he Japanese to exercise self-
restraint in expons, to believe that this pious hope will
impress the Japanese. Vhat is at stake is serious and
decisive enough. '!(i'e must therefore act with determi-
nation.
Of course, we are told that we must not venture into
protecrionism and that we must penetrate the Japanese
market. But, and this is where the difficulty lies, Japan
is not playing the game. It does not really want to limit
its exports: on the contrary, it is trying to gain time. It
is thus continuing its strategy of gaining a foothold on
European territory by means of agreements with Alfa
Romeo and between Leyland and Honda and also by
installing actual production units in the United King-
dom, for example, where Nissan has decided to build
a factory to make 200 000 vehicles a year from 1985.
If Japanese undenakings multiply in Europe, we shall
therefore no longer be able to protect ourselves effec-
rively because Japanese cars will be manufactured or,
what is perhaps even more dangerous, assembled in
Europe.
On the other hand, it is impossible not to realize that
the Japanese are trying to gain time over the problem
of reciprocity, when it is known just how impenetrable
their frontiers are. The longer the negotiations go on,
the later the frontiers will open. Everyone knows that
the Japanese, who sell over a million cars in Europe
eyery yeat, allow only about 50 000 European vehicles
inro their own country. The nature of this trade, which
is ro say the least unbalanced, is due to the obstacles to
the entry of European products into the Japanese
market. For their part, the Japanese have no fear of
protectionism, and it comes as a shock to be thought
lessons by the very people who close their frontiers so
shamelessly by resoning to the national tradition of
tariff barriers. '!fle have a long time to wait if we want
reciprocity in trade. In fact, Japan is generally consid-
ered to be the big winner in these negotiations. Vhile
we have not succeeded in getting it to open up its
market, it is attacking our positions. Japan has even
succeeded in dividing the Europeans.
The European Community must stop procrastinating.
The sacrosanct principle of free trade is leading to a
fierce, savage war and to the ruin of rhe European
automobile industry. \7e need to contain the enemy
and to redress the balance. There is therefore an
urgent need to change the terms of the negotiations.
Ve must speak to Japan in clear and aggressive
language. The target for the European automobile
industry is to win. $(/e must act. The responsibilities
have been established. The motor vehicle industry is a
crucial sector for employment and economic activity
and it must be protected. That is the purpose of the
resolution which I invite you to adopt. That is the
purpose of the srcp we have taken, and I am convinced
that the large majority of this Assembly will want to' oJ c 50 of 9. 3. 1981
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tell the Commission on what.basis it should be nego-
tiating if it is ro defend our moror vehicle indusiry
and, by the same token, the workers in thar industry.
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, rhe Sarre resolution is a
very good example of the defecriveness of the House's
urgent procedure, because whar we have here is a
singularly superficial rrearmenr of an exrremely com-
plex problem. Ir is also, of course, a problem which the
House discussed openly [wo months ago in grear
denil in connecrion wirh the Bonaccini report 
- 
and
a very good reporr it was roo. Mr Sarre and his friends
have added absolutely nothing to rhe debare orher
than, perhaps, to waste the House's time.
The silly part of ir is rhar, as we well know, Sir Roy
Denman and his .colleagues have only recently
returned from Japan and there has been no reporu,
either to the House or ro one of irc commitrees, on
what happened there. All we have ro go on are some
press reports, couched in various highly-coloured
terms, which speak of total failure and so on. So this
resolution is enrirely premarure until such time as we
know what the Commission actually did in Japan.
Its superficial nature is clear from the implicarion of
Mr Sarre's concern for the motor industry, thar the
only problem the motor industry has is one of
Japanese imports and indeed the only problem in our
relations with Japan is that of the motor industry. Of
course rhis is quite unrrue. There is in facr a reporr
being prepared even now by the Commitree on Exrer-
nal Economic Relations which goes inro great derail
on the whole quesrion of Japan.
For the momenr I would merely pur down a couple of
markers to explain what we in this group feel the
Commission's position ought to be, and I do this
simply as a cunain-raiser ro rhe debate on Japan which
will no doubt take place shonly.
'!7e take rhe view, Mr President, that the deficit which
the Community runs with Japan musr ar some point be
restrained and reduced and that that musr be done by
agreemenr ar rhe highesr possible political level.
Moreover, it is absolutely essential, if such agreement
is to be obrained, that the ten Member Srares adopt a
solidly common posirion.
\fle also rake the view thar the means of reducing rhe
deficit will be, in the first instance, ar leasr, a quesrion
for the Japanese themselves and rhar bankable com-
mitments by them to impon increasing quantiries of
European goods would be a much more sarisfacrory
way of achieving a sarisfactory trade balance rhan
merely seeking ro deprive European consumers of the
opportunity ro buy Japanese goods rhrough import
controls, selective or otherwise.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would .efe. to M,
Sarre's commenrs on rhe Nissan agreement wirh the
UK. I really wonder whether he would have displayed
quite the same amounr of righteous indignarion if
Nissan had decided ro pur its factory in France. Bur
the facr is that, at a rime of gross unemployment which
concerns us ail, we absolutely need foreign investment.
'!fle do nor tell the Americans rhar they cannor pur up
motorcar plants in Europe because they are destroying
the European mororcar indusrry; on rhe contrary, we
encourage them ro do so. The American manufactu-
rers have made a very importanr contribution to the
prosperiry of all of us. So I do not see how one can
discriminate against Japanese agreemenrs in this way,
especially when they are basically job-creating.
ri(hen one comes [o look at the signatories ro rhis
motion, one finds some very, very surprising names:
alongside Mr Sarre, Mr Delors and their friends, we
find Mr Rogers and, dear me, Mrs Cl*yd.The Nissan
factory, Mr Presidenr, is going to be in South \7ales!
It is going to creare a number of jobs in South \flales,
and yet time after time we have heard Mrs Clwyd and
Mr Rogers assault and batter our ears with complaints
about the unemployment levels in Sourh \7ales and
how important ir is to do somerhing about it. Then,
when we actually have somerhing being done about it,
they sign a resolurion which seems to imply rhat they
did not wan[ [he agreement ar all. Now this cannot be
sensible, Mr President. Maybe Mrs Clwyd's tangles
with the Luxembourg Police Force have addled her
brains. At all events, I really ask the House to remem-
ber, next time we hear from our'!flelsh friends about
the terrible conditions in \flales, that Mr Rogers, Mrs
Clwyd and their friends signed a resoludon which
specifically opposed the inrroduction of a job-creating
investment in that part of the country.
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Delorozoy. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the urgenr
motion we are discussing is an up-dated version of Mr
Bonaccini's basic reporr on rhe mo[or vehicle indusry,
which was adopted by this Assembly last monrh.
Unfortunately we find roday, at least according ro rhe
information available ro Parliament and on rhe eve of
the presentarion of a reporr ro the Council, that the
Commission's approaches ro rhe Japanese aurhoriries
have apparently ended in failure, and that because of
the pressure and urgency of the situation scatrered
strategies and bilateral talks have begun or are being
continued. The manufacturers have an obligation to
face up to the situation creared by the deteriorarion of
their sector, and they can only be criticized in view of
the growing incompetence of the authorities.
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'!7e shall have to be down-to-earth from now on and
not content ourselves with talks and negotiations
which bring nothing. A coordinated offensive strategy
must follow, and the Council must join with the
Commission in considering what urgent measures are
required. The European motor vehicle industry must
be protected, with trade based on reciprocity and
respect for the rules. On that we fully agree. But we
must be firm from now on. Ve should demonstrate
this by recalling that we are ardent supporters of free
trade and of competition, but that faced with commer-
cial practices as unfair as those we are now experienc-
ing, we have no alternative but to take stringent safe-
guard measures to counter Japan's devastating imperi-
alism. Ve hope the Commission and Council will take
great. care over the situation in the motor vehicle
industry.because, if it is not settled soon, it will get out
of conrrol and have political, economic and social
repercussions the extent and gravity of which it is
difficult to calculate. I therefore say to the Commis-
sion and Council, ac[ before it is too late, before the
motor vehicle industry becomes an example of the
inability of the European Economic Community to
respond to the world industrial challenge it faces.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The morion is rejectedl.
18. Fixing ofbooh-prices (contd)
President. 
- 
The next item is a continuadon of the
debate on the report by Mr Beumer, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the fixing of book-prices (Doc. 1-554/80).
The Liberal and Democratic Group has the floor.
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
(F) Mr Beumer's report raises the
important question of whether Article 85 (3) of the
Treaty is applicable to books and thus touches on one
of the basic principles of the Community structure as
laid down in Article 3 (0 of the Treary: 'the institution
of a system ensuring that competition in the common
market is not distorted.' The problem is a complex
one, there is no denying that. Anicle 85 (1) describes
'as incompatible with the common market: all agree-
ments between undertakings, decisionb by associations
of undertakings and concerted practices which may
affect trade between Member States' and in panicular
rhose which 'directly or indirectly fix purchase or sell-
ing prices or any other trading conditions'. Para-
graph 3 of the same article permits exceptions in the
application of paragraph I where the agreement or
decision taken 'contributes to improving the produc-
tion or distribution of goods or to promoting technical
or economic progress, while allowing consumers a fair
share of the resulting benefit'. Agreements are, [hen,
admissible firstly, if disribudon is improved as a
result, and secondly, if consumers enjoy a fair share of
the benefit. In this repon Mr Beumer and the commit-
tee whose opinion he is stating on this subject notes
that books cannot be treated like other consumer
goods. It is true that, if we consider the specific nature
of books, which cannot be traded as consumer goods,
but as creative works, as intellectual, cultural, educa-
tional and pedagogical goods, Aritcle 85 (3) is appli-
cable. Mr Beumer calls on the Commission to reconsi-
der the subject and to inform the European Parliament
of its findings. Its study will be of very great interest
and will tell us what interpretation should be adopted.
Mr Beumer's report, now before us, seems to me
perhaps a little one-sided in the views it puts forward.
It must be admitted that books are also economic
products: they are made, disributed and sold. The
provisions on rhe free market 
- 
Article 85 (1) 
- 
are
therefore applicable. It is possible that freedom in the
fixing of the prices of books will result in un.fustified
differences in price, greater disparides in the condi-
tions of sale, the disappearance of small bookshops
and so on but, as the Commission has not yet studied
rhe macter, it seems premature to me to draw conclu-
sions. But I should like to draw the attention of
Members to the example of the disribution in super-
markets of records and cassettes at a yery low price,
which is often quoted as an example of the spread of
culrure. Let us be very cautions and ask ourselves the
question: Is it really culture that is being spread in
these circumstances? I do not believe so, and as far as
my country is concerned, it is obvious that the true
lovers of music, those who are really seeking culture in
music, take their custom to the experts in the sale of
records and cassettes. I believe the same conclusions
can be drawn as regards the distribution and sale of
books. The book market, the systems used in the
Member States and the consequences of these
economic practices must therefore now be subjected to
a very thorough investigation. The Liberal and Demo-
craric Group therefore hopes thar you will adopt its
amendment and that Mr Beumer's report will be
adopred so that. the Commission can study the matter
objectively and in depth.
President. 
- 
The Group of European Progressive
Democrats has the floor.
Mrs Fourcade. 
- 
Mr President, Mr Beumer has
today presented an excellent report on the fixing of
book prices, a report which is fully in the public inter-
est, and I congratulate him on it.
Mr Beumer rightly stresses that books are not ordinary
products, but products of a specific nature. Books
cannot be sold like cabbages and rurnips. Books areI By electronic vote
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cultural. and educational products, and in economic
terms they must be rreared as such. Until recently,
books were distributed by a completely satisfactory
traditional method: they were disributed by specialisrs
or, to put it another way, bookshops. Now the super-
markets, the departmen[ stores, rhe self-service shops
have discovered that they have a vocarion as book-sell-
ers. But they market books in the same way as any
other product. Ideally, to funher cultural develop-
ment, there will not be certain excessive and reprehen-
, 
sible practices, particularly those consisting in making
books into commercial products, with all the consequ-
ences that that entails.
There is therefore an urgent nled for regularions in
the public interesr and, above all, in rhe interest of
culture. !7here freedom of price-fixing exists, as in my
country, it is not long before the completely perverse
effects of this system are felt.
In his repon Mr Beumer deplores rhe effecm of the
freedom of price-fixing and of cerrain pracrices due in
particular to the gradual disappearance of specialisrs in
the marketing of books, who have been destroyed by
cut-throat competition. 'We must therefore seek regu-
lations and a pricing system which prevenm the disap-
pearance of those whose profession it is to sell books
and to ensure their disuibution, thus protecting educa-
tion and the development of culture in rhe true inter-
ests of the consumer, that is to say [he reader.
Ve cannot ignore the difficulries of lirerary crearion,
which are resulting in an increasing decline in cultural
standards in the absence of a genuine European
cultural policy. For all these reasons, rhe European
Progressive Democrats approve the conclusions of the
repor[ drawn up by one of their number, Mr Beumer,
and hope that the Commission will mke action to
ensure that the European book marker is guided by
quality and not entirely by economic interests.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schwencke.
Mr Schwencke. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the European Parliament is working on a
package of measures which will bring improvemenrs
for artists and writers and for cultural policy in
general. I would remind you that in Strasbourg in
January we called on the Commission to provide data
on the social position of the culturally creative, so tha[
we might decide what needs to be done for the artisr
under the social policy. The point here is not 
- 
and I
say this to various people in the Chamber 
- 
ro intro-
duce a uniform European price for culture, but to
maintain and extend the cultural multipliciry of
Europe and its various regions.
Books undoubtedly form part of this process. After all,
who in Europe's past and present has done more than
poets and philosophers, academics and writers to help
the development of the European identity? It must be
ensured that they can make the same contribution in
the future, and for this material safeguards will also be
required. But thi. is .rl rr.k, as developmenrs in France
since July 7979 as a result of the unfortunate conse
quences of the Monori decree 
- 
to which the rappor-
teur refers in detail 
- 
and developments in Sweden
since July 1979 as a resulr of rhe unfortunare conse-
resulted in a kind of cultural clean sweep being made
for the book trade and for writers. The trend is likely
to be repeated in France and in all our countries in rhe
near future if we abandon fixed prices for books.
Firstly, we shall have one-third fewer bookshops. This
will principally affect the smaller towns, some of
which are already without a proper bookshop.
Secondly, there will be one-third fewer new books.
\7hat publisher will accept the risk of publishing the
works of younger writers if prices are not fixed? This
will also mean a further restriction of the range
offered. The younger writers will be abandoned.
Thirdly, it will also mean there being one-third fewer
pubtishing houses. The smaller publishers in particular
will perish, while the large ones will become ever
larger and squeeze out the small ones. In orher words,
Mr President, we will have a collecrion of adverse
effects if we [reat books, as in France or Sweden or
other countries, like silk, socks or eggs. Ladies and
gentlemen, that would lead to a situation in which
books could only be boughr in supermarkers, pracri-
cally the only books on offer would be bestsellers and
the only publishers would be the big ones.
\flho can wan[ a development of that kind? It will,
after all, affect not only those directly concerned, the
writers, publishers and book-sellers, but all of us,
because this process will restrict freedom of opinion,
minimize the range of different opinions and result in
our all losing some of rhe opponunities we have to
express ourselves. A hundred years ago, Mr Presidenr,
the German Adolf Kroner, the chairman of the
German Publishers' and Booksellers' Association, was
akeady referring to this danger. In view of the
advanced hour I shall nor quore what he said, but he
did warn that, even if ar first glance rhis developmenr
might seem to be in rhe interesrs of publishers and
perhaps the authors of bestsellers, it ultimarely meanr a
step backwards for us all. As Mrs Pruvor has already
said, we must call on the Commission to give careful
consideration to the possibility of fixing the prices of
books under Article 85 (3) of rhe EEC Treaty.
Mr President, I can summarize my remarks as follows:
freedom in the pricing of books will be accompanied
by the death of literature. '!fle Socialists fully approve
Mr Beumer's report and his motion for a resolution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beazley.
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- 
Mr President, I should like to support
the compromise proposed by my colleague Mr Balfour
between the general appoach taken in book-prices by
the rapporteur and the opinion of the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport,
rather than the approach of those who would see no
case for providing even minimal assistance for ethnic
publications of cultural imponance. As no opportunity
was provided for the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs to propose amendments before this
report. was submitted to the House, I would strongly
recommend Mr Balfour's amendments to the rappor-
teur and ro the House. If these amendments are not
adopted, I fear that this Parliament will run the serious
risk of overlooking what I understand is the heart of
the matter 
- 
that is, to furnish suitable protection
under Anicle 85(3) for cultural books provided for
Dutchspeaking people in Holland and Belgium and
for comparable situations.
I personally believe rhat paragraph 1 of the motion is
phrased in terms that are too wide, and I am anxious
that this House, by its necessary and desirable propo-
sals on certain types of books, should not elevate this
proposed exception under Article 85 to the position of
a general principle, which might then be applied to
cases where it was not relevant.
I should like to draw attention to the British Publish-
ers' Association's net book agreement, the details of
which have been before the Commission for a long
dme. This form of arrangement might provide a means
of enabling the rapponeur to achieve his object, as it
cannot be considered as a price-fixing canel, being
based on the decisions of an individual publisher and
having twice successfully withstood the investigation
of British courts under the British Resale Prices Act.
I submit rhat it is very difficult to decide when cultural
values should override economic considerations. I
believe that this is a value judgment which only a
publisher can take, for it is he who bears the economic
responsibility for his business as well as the experience
to judge the needs of the market and assess the
cultural value of the work concerned. In making these
specific proposals to this House in the case of ethnic
cultural works and other specialities, I still belit'r e rhat
book production and marketing for other r) l,t i of
books should be open to normal comperirion and
economic discipline.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr O'Kennedy, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, this debate rightly emphasizes the great
cultural significance of books, both to individuals and
to the peoples of Europe. The Commission agrees with
much that Mr Beumer has said in his report, we attach
very great importance to the promotion of culture in
Europe and indeed it is significant that this policy
sector is part of the responsibility of the President
himself.
Against this background, rhe Commission supports the
European Parliament in its endeavours to stimulate
cultural diversity in Europe and fully accepts that the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs should
concern itself with the problems which may arise when
elements of economic policy enter into cultural prac-
tice. The Commission is aware also that excessive
rigidiry in competition policy can be harmful, but it is
essential, at the same time, to maintain, as I am sure
the House will appreciate, a consistent approach,
particularly in the area of competidon where various
interests are at stake. In this sense the Commission can
support the views put forward by Mr Beumer.
The Commission also agrees with Mr von Bismarck
that competition policy is not a goal in itself, but an
instrument to regulate economic activity. The compe-
rition rules of Anicle 85 et seo. are not well suited to
the sphere of cultural policy, which is, moreover,
largely subject to national policy measures. The
Commission has hitheno always adopted a cautious
attitude with respect to national measures relating to
competition rules for books, while expressly maintain-
ing its competence and tasks as stipulated in Anicle 85
et seg.
Now, the essential point, we believe, for that reason, is
the balancing of the interests involved. I attach great
imponance to the view expressed by Mr Beumer that
the case pending before the Commission related to the
Netherlands linguistic area is the occasion of this
discussion but not the subject of it. I also attach
imponance to the fact thar Mr Beumer stated that he
is not arguing in favour of a single specific form of
distribudon of books. This has especial significance
because, as was stated earlier, this specific matter is
under instruction in the Commission, and I would
therefore advise against the reference to this case in
paragraph 5 of the motion for a resolution.
Now, there may perhaps have been some misunder-
standing regarding the Commission's standpoint in
this matter. There is no doubt that the general policy
on competition which the Commission pursues is a
legitimate subject for discussion in Parliament, and
this indeed is the case with the debate on rhe report on
competition policy. Likewise, there is no objecrion to
general aspects of competition policy such as the rela-
tionship between competition policy and cultural
diversity being discussed in Parliament. However, the
fact that, in a specific'case, other aspects, in addition
to the economic one, are involved, for example culture
or public health or unemployment, consrirures as such
no reason for deviating from the rule that specific
decisions relating to the application of Article 85 et seo.
should not be subject to prior consulrarion in Parlia-
ment.
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Now, turning back ro the balancing of inrerests
between competition policy and cultural policy, the
fundamental question is, what limiation of competi-
tion is necessary or acceptable in order to achieve the
cultural goals. In rhe specific case of book prices,
various systems operale, as has been said, in the differ-
ent Member States of the Community. This in itself
raises doubts as to whether such an extensive restric-
tion on competition as that contained in the system of
frozen prices is indispensable.
The document before us discusses in demil the alleged
adverse consequences of a liberalization of book
prices, although paragraph 4 of the motion for a reso-
lution is worded more cautiously than the conclusions
which the rapporteur draws in his explanatory state-
menr. It is the Commission's opinion that further
studies and experience as well as more detailed infor-
mation are required to justifiy the conclusions drawn
in the report on these negative consequences.
The Commission is actively engaged in obtaining this
further information. It cannot therefore take it as an
esrablished fact that, for example, the abandonment of
re-sale price maintenance necessarily leads to a drop in
consumption. In a number of countries, for example
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, a drop in
book sales has been observed in spite of the existence
of fixed prices. By contras[, there was no fall-off in
1980 in France, where prices are free. There are there-
fore other causes which affect book sales, such as the
prevailing economic climate and the apparent growing
popularity of public libraries. The Commission there-
fore believes, as I stated earlier, that more information
is required before we can draw firm conclusions in this
regard.
Before the end of the year, therefore, a new study will
be undertaken on competition in the book industry
and in particular on the distribution aspect, which
affects many small and medium-sized undenakings.
I shall now say a few words on policy. \(zith regard to
the suggestions made in paragraph 5, the Commission
will esmblish clearly, using Article 85, a standpoint
with regard to agreements aimed at the sale of books
at fixed prices which ari likely to affect trade between
Member States. As regards the recommendations
made in the second indent of paragraph 6, I have
already pointed out that the possibilities available to
rhe Commission with respect to influencing book
prices on the basis of the relevant articles of the Trea-
ties are limited. So the Community's r6le in respect of
books should be an integral part of cultural policy as
appropriately formulated by the Community. The
reponsibiliry for this belongs not with the Commis-
sioner who is responsible for competition but, as I
have said already, with the President of the Commis-
sion. In this connection too, the competition aspects
will have to be considered.
Finally, the suggestion made in Amendment No 5, by
Mr Penders, that 'pending the outcome of the
Commission's investigations, the existing arrange-
ments should not be affected' would naturally deprive
the Commission of any possibility of accepting irs
responsibility should the occasion arise. In view of
what I have already said about the task of the
Commission wirh respect to Article 85, it will be clear
that the Commission would not be willing ro accepr
such a suggestion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beumer.
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am
pleased that the tenor in which Parliament began its
debate on Monday has been continued and that every-
one, including the Commission, is convinced of the
need for a more detailed study. The Commission is
doubtful about cenain of the assumptions I have made
in my report. I have my doubts about other assump-
tions. In any case, there is a great need for a study,
and I am happy that an assurance has been given in
this respect and that a deadline has been set for it.
One funher point, Mr President. The Commissioner
has said that he has some difficulty over Amendment
No 5. The Commitree's intenrion is to ensure thar
until the results of the study are available, the present
regulations'iemain in force. This means-that this gap
will also have to be filled afterwards. Amendment No
5 is therefdre of fundamental importance.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
'\fle 
shalI now consider the motion for a resolution.
(Parliament adopted tbe preamble)
On paragraphs I ro 7, I have Amendment No l, tabled
by the Liberal and Democratic Group and replacing
rhese paragraphs with the following text:
1 Considers the answer to Oral Question No H-324l
79, in which the Commission states that consultatron
of the European Parliament on the procedures for
rmplemenrrng Article 85 (3) rs not compulsory, to be
rnadequate given that the problem under considera-
tion does not relare solely to the economic interests
explicitly referred to in Articles 85 and 85;
2. Notes that the problem of fixed prices for books
directly affects the rnteresr of the public (the
consumer) in the fields of culture, education and
information, which are not covered by the Treaty
establishing the European Economic Community;
3. Considers that these interests cannot be neglected for
the sake of a purely economic approach;
4. Calls on the Commission to rnform Parliament of how
it rntends to resolve this specific problem, taking
account in particular of the cultural interests of the
consumer;
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'What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
consider that the original wording conveys rhe mean-
ing sufficiently cliarly. The amendmenr does nor, I
feel, add very much, and it leaves one essenrial poinr
out. I recommend its rejection.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No I and adopted
paragraph 1 )
President. 
- 
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No
6, tabled by Mr Balfour on behalf of the European
Democratic Group and replacing this paragraph with
the following rext:
2 Emphasizes that rhe culrural identity of Europe (in its
diversity) may be seriously jeopardized if all books,
particularly those relating to minority cultural and etbnic
intelests, are left su blect to ftee-market force s ;
tiThat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) This I can accept,
Mr President, since it makes the text somewhat
clearer.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 6 and then para-
graph 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4, I have Amendment No
7, rabled by Mr Balfour on behalf of the European
Democratic Group and replacing this paragraph with
the following text:
4. Notes thar rhe liberalization of prices, whrlst making a
wide range of popular and cultural books more read-
ily avarlable to the general public, may also have
economic consequences whrch may be detrimental ro
a mrnority of consumers, namely.
- 
greater disparitres in the rerms on which small
booksellers and bulk purchasers purchase rheir
goods,
- 
the disappearance of small bookshops which have
not specialized or adapted to take advantage of
the flounshing 'end of run' trade, particularly in
small towns,
- 
the porentially senous consequences from rhe
cultural pornt of view such as the decline in rhe
number of trtles sold, particularly in languagcs
wirh a hmued population circularion;
- 
no reducrion rn the price of books which are nor
bestsellers;
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) This, too, I can
accept, Mr President. The order is somewhat more
logical than in rhe rext of the motion. I advise its
adoption.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 7)
President. 
- 
Afrer paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 2, tabled by Mr Delorozoy and inserting the
following new paragraph :
4(a).Notes, on the other hand, that competition which
might lead ro disparities in prices could be a positive
means of extending the circulation of books and the
dissemination of culture ;
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Now that the
previous amendment has been adopted, this no longer
seems to me to be so necessary. I have no particular
objection to it, but no particular liking for it either. I
regard it as superfluous and am therefore against it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No
3, tabled by Mr Delorozoy and amending this para-
graph as follows:
5. Hopes in these circumstances that the Commission
will, as is required in the case of rhe agreement
reeched in the Dutch-speaking region, clearly defrne
its policy on agreements aimed at guaranteeing the
sale of books at fixed prices and hopes tbat t will
moestigdte uhether Article 85 (3) nay apply to cuburul
and educat i onal properry ;
\iflhat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I prefer the existing
text, Mr Presidenr.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted, first
paragraph 5, then thefirst indent ofparagraph 6)
President. 
- 
On the second indent of paragraph 6, I
have Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Delorozoy and
amending this indent as follows:
- 
to put forward the necessary proposals on book prices
(taking account rn this connection of rhe widespread
practrce of layrng down recommended prices,
cut-pnce sales rn the major distribution centres, the
need to guaranree bookshops rransparenr and fair
terms for the purchase of books, rhe system of internal
subsrdres) rn order to guarantee a policy on books in
the Communrty which is wonhy of the unique r6le of
thrs educational and cultural lnstrument;
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
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Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) This is an improve-
ment. I am in favour, Mr President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4)
President. 
- 
After the second indenr of paragraph 6,
I have Amendmenr No 5, tabled by Mr Penders and
inserting the following new indent:
- 
considers at the same rime that (paratlel) reimpona-
tron of pubhcarions in the national language should be
included and, pending the outcome of rhe enqurry,
should not be allowed ro affect exlsring arrangemenrs;
\7hat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL)I am for this amend-
ment, Mr President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 5)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 7, 7 have Amendment
No 8, tabled by Mr Balfour on behalf of the European
Democratic Group and rewording this paragraph as
follows:
7 Considers that rt is necessary for the Community to
ensure that minonry ethnrc and culture publications
are drstrnguished from the popular mass market and
that, if necessary, national governments should be
permrtred to assist those sectors where natural market
forces are not sufficient to safeguard cultural interests,
'\flhar 
is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Beumer, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) This relares ro the
difficult posirion of small linguisric areas; therefore I
am in favour.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 8 and then para-
graph s)
President. 
- 
I put, thus amended, the motion for a
resolution as a whole ro the vore.
The resolution is adopted t.
19. Exemption of certain importsfrom VAT
President. 
- 
The nex[ irem is the report by Mr
Nyborg, on behalf of the Commirtee on Economic
and Monerary Affairs (Doc. 1-646/ 80), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-290/80) for a directive determining the scope of Anicle
l4 (t) (d) of Directive 77 /388/EEC as regards exemption
from value-added tax on rhe final rmponation of cerrain
goods
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, a year
ago the European Parliamenr delivered irs opinion on
a proposal from the Commission aimed at crearing
uniform rules within rhe Member States on relief from
customs duty. Correspondingly, the aim of the presenr
proposal is to esrablish uniform rules on exemprions
from VAT. In considering rhis proposal, the main
concern of both rhe Commission and the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs has been ro create
the greatest possible harmony between rhe rules on
exemptions from customs duties on the one hand and
from VAT on rhe other. This will not only facilitate
the task of administrarion, but will also make the
situation clearer both for commercial operators and
for the citizens of the Community.
I shall not go inro details of the discussions which rook
place in the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs. This is a technical proposal, and as we have
seen, rhis Assembly prefers to discuss the major poliri-
cal tasks of the future rarher rhan study in detail what
has already been achieved.
Nevertheless, I think this proposal deserves the Assem-
bly's attention, because we are dealing here with a
field in which the Community's existence is brought
home ro every individual citizen and to the commer-
cial operators in our Member Srates. Ir therefore plays
a part in determining whether our cooperation is
regarded as taking an appropriare course. I myself
have been concerned with rhis field for several years
now, and have therefore gained quire a clear idea of
how much progress the Community has made in rcrms
of esrablishing uniform rules on exemprions from
customs and excise duties and VAT. Some legal provi-
sions have been enacted in rhe form of regulations,
others in the form of directives; some rules apply to
firms, others to private individuals; different rules
apply depending on whether goods are carried in trav-
ellers' personal luggage or senr by post.
All in all, we are in rhe process of drawing up a ser of
rules which may appear confusing to the individual
citizen and be difficult for him ro grasp. In saying rhis,
I do not wish to disparage in any way rhe signifrcant
contribution which rhe Commission has made in rhis
field over the years. Nor do I wish ro propose rhat rhe
various rules should be garhered togerher in a single
piece of legislation. My aim is rarher ro ask rhe
Commission to consider how we can besr inform the
general public and the commercial world of which
rules apply in the various fields concerned.
This problem is one which we also encounter in our
own Member Stares. The public cannot keep abreast
of developmenrs, [he wheels of legislation rurn rooOJ C 50 of 9. 3 1981
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quickly, the information provided is not good enough,
and the problem is even worse when it comes to telling
the public which laws have been adopted at Commu-
nity level. I therefore wish to call attention to the
problem bf information. I do not expect the Commis-
sion to come up with a ready-made solution here and
now, but I think that Parliament should lay particular
emphasis on this aspect of the matter, and I therefore
hope that before long the Commission will submit
proposals for solving this problem of information.
As regards the specific amendments which are being
proposed to the Council directive, I would for the
most part simply refer the House to the comments
contained in the explanatory statement.
There is one point, however, on which I personally
have encountered some difficulties, namely the
proposed text of Article 39. ln this instance, I found
myself in the by no means unfamiliar situation of disa-
greeing, as rapporteur, with the majority of the
committee. The amendment which the committee is
proposing to Article 39 was adopted despite opposi-
tion from myself and certain other members. The
majority of the committee were seeking to prevent the
abuse of VAT relief on small consignments which
could occur in connection with mail-order businesses.
I also subscribe to this aim; distortions of competition
could be created if mail-order businesses in neighbour-
ing third countries, or possibly in other Member
States, were able to exploit this scheme for VAT relief
sysrematioally. I agree that we should take steps to
prevent this happening, but the solution which the
committee has chosen is ill-judged. From the adminis-
trative point of view, it is quite unfeasible to intervene
ar the point when such consignments are received.
How would it be possible to check whether the same
person received a small consignment once or twice a
mon[h, containing on one occasion a shirt and on
a.other a book? The only point at which it is feasible
to check for possible abuse is when the consignments
are posted. The problem should therefore be solved by
making mail-order businesses pay VAT on small
consignments in the Member State in which the
consignmenm are posted. I do not therefore disagree
with the aim which the committee has expressed, but I
agree with Mr von Vogau, who has tabled the two
amendments, that the problem should be solved in a
different way.
Having said that, Mr President, I would recommend
rhe Assembly both to vote in favour of the amend-
ments and to adopt the motion for a resolurion.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. 
- 
| have
been fairly quick so far this morning, Mr President,
and as there is a Commission meeting this afternoon I
have every inducement to get back to Brussels as soon
as I can. I do, however, want to welcome the repon
drawn up by Mr Nyborg on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs and make one or
two comments on it.
The Commission submitted this proposal with a view
to further alignment and simplification of the VAT
systems of Member States. The committee has adopted
its usual very constructive and helpful rdle, and of the
specific amendments proposed in the repon I believe
that those relating to samples, i.e,, Article 25, and
damaged vehicles, Anicle 46 A, are praisewonhy and
fill noticeable gaps.
I am less happy about the other amendments. One of
these relates to the time-limit for disposing of goods
imported tax-free, i.e., Article 3, and we canno[ accept
thar without the undesirable effect of possible discri-
minarion against Community countries in the opera-
tion of this form of tax relief. Acceptance of the
proposed increases in the limits for small consign-
ments, Articles 39 and 40, would lead in our view to
unnecessary administrative complications which in fact
the provision is designed to avoid. These would be in
relarion to imports from third countries where the
Commission has obtained a lower rate in its proposed
regulation on customs reliefs. It may be that the higher
limit could be accepcable for intra-Community imports
subject to certain conditions: in panicular I would not
favour the proposed limit on consignments despatched
regularly to the same consignee. This view is shared by
Mr von Vogau, as indeed is shown by his amendment.
The Commission will have to study the problem in
greater depth to see what solution can be found.
Finally, Mr President, I would like to express my
strong support for the committee's call to the
Commission to increase public awareness of the tax
reliefs available under Community legislation.
Cenainly I can assure Parliament that the Commission
will address itself to this matter when the texrc are
adopted by the Council.
I am sorry, Mr President, that I have to rush
quickly through it, but I have the exhortation
Members ringing in my ears to be quick.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Ve shall now consider the proposal for a directive.
On Anicle 39 (1), I have Amendment No 2, ubled by
Mr vqfl'ltrfogau and amending this text as follows:
l. Goods contained in small consignments of a total
value not exceedrng 20 ECU shall be admitted
tax-free.
Vhar is rhe rapporteur's position?
so
of
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Mr Nyborg, rapporteilr. 
- 
(DK) As I said in my
speech, I support borh amendmenrs.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2)
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution.
(Parliament adopted the preample ord porogrop,hs 1 to 3)
After paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 1, tabled by
Mr von \flogau and inserting the following paragraph:
3a. Further requests the Commission to draw up propos-
als designed to prevenl mail-order businesses from
gaining an advantage rn lerms of conipetition by virtue
of Community provisions exempring them from
customs and excise duries and value-added tax on
small consignmenrs of goods;
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1 and paragraph 4)
I put, as amended, the motion for a resolurion as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopredr.
I call Mr Colleselli on a point of order.
Mr Colleselli. 
- 
U) In my capaciry as rapporreur on
the present situation in viticulture in the Communiry, I
should like to put a requesr to you, Mr President. This
is the second time that discussion on [his marrer 
-which in my opinion is of grear pracrical importance
- 
is being postponed in spire of the fact that it has
been entered on the agenda of the plenary sitting. My
request is that at the next part-session it should not be
scheduled for the closing hours on the Friday, as ir has
been today.
On behalf of my group I deplore 
- 
this is nor meanr
as a reproach to the Chair bur as a wish 
- 
rhe fact
that matters of such importance are lefr until rhe last
few hours of the parr-session ro be discussed. Given
that I cannot present the report, at least gran[ me this
legidmate and reasonable requesr.
President. 
- 
Mr Colleselli, you are perfectly right in
drawing attention to the fact rhat today's ,gend" is
clearly overloaded. In these circumsrances, *hi.h *.
all.regrer, it may well be better not to call your reporr
today. I note your requesr and will lay ir before- rhe
Bureau.
, By , roll-call vorc requested by Mr Pannella on behalf of
the Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence
of Independent Groups and Members (see the minutes of
this sitting). For the rext of this resolutron, see OJ C 50 of
9.3.1981.
20. U(estern Sahara
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the report by Mr
Lalor, on behalf of the Polirical Affairs Committee, on
the \Testern Sahara (Doc. 1-532l80).
I calI Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, at [he outse[ I must protest at the intensive
lobbying and diplomatic maneuvres thar hav,e taken
place over rhe placing of my report on the agenda rhis
session. These moves are deplorable and are an insult
to the dignity of the House.
I would remind Members rhat my reporr was adopted
by the Political Affairs Committee as long ago as 20
and22 October by 15 vores ro 9, wirh 1 abstenrion.
The report before you is in response to a number of
resolutions: a resolution tabled by Mrs Lizin on
27 September 1979, a resolurion tabled by Mr Glinne,
on behalf of the Socialisr Group, on 15 January 1980,
a resolution tabled by Mr Habsburg and others on
15 February 1980. My reporr has been fully and
adequately debated in commirtee and members of the
Political Affairs Committee have had every opporrun-
ity to discuss rhe various aspecrs of the situarion in rhe
Vestern Sahara. I was asronished rherefore ar sugges-
tions that my reporr should be senr back ro rhat
commlttee.
\7hile I am aware thar rhere are ongoing develop-
ments in relation to the whole siruarion there, I canner
understand how a report which essentially calls upon
the protagonists ro enter inro a dialogue can be rhe
subject of repeated efforts ar snlling, changing and
pushing back inro commitree. There is quire a lot more
I would like to say ar rhis srage, Mr President, but I
will desist as because it is builr into my original reporr.
I want to voice concern at rhe fate of the innocenr
peoples caught up in the hostilities in the Maghreb
region. \7e must condemn any intervention, particu-
larly of a military nature by third countries, as ourlined
earlier this week by President Sadar. Borh Algeria and
Morocco should and must provide every faciliry ro the
United Nations and rhe High Commissioner for Refu-
gees to carry our a census of refugees in the area. They
should also refrain from any acrion likely ro increase
any rension in thar area.
My resolution cails on the Algerian Governmenr nor
to authorize the use of irs terrirory bordering on
Morocco for the launching of armed attacks on rhar
country. It also calls on the Moroccan Governmen[
not to invoke rhe righr of pursuir, lesr border incur-
sions develop into armed and officially declared
warfare between the two countries.
Finally, ler me say, Mr President, that my report calls
on the ten EEC governments to mediate between
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Morocco and Algeria with a view to achreving and
maintaining peace and stabiliry in this area. Seeing that
this report calls for mediation and asks for the
achievement of peace, I cannot, quite frankly, under-
stand, as I said at the outset, all the machinations that
have gone on to prevent this report from being
presented to the House and the resolution being
taken.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Socialist Group has the floor.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I too
deplore the circumstances in which the debate on the
\Testern Sahara is havingto take place. I cannot, however,
comply with your earlier request that I should limit my
statemen[ to three minutes, because this is, in my
opinion, too important a matter. The \flestern Sahara,
Mr President, enjoys considerable international inter-
est. To give you a few examples, in May and June
1975 a United Narions srudy commitree visired the
area and reported on im findings. In October 1975 the
International Court of Justice delivered an opinion on
Morocco's and Mauritania's claims to this area. In
October 1976 the International Federation for Human
Rights published a number of recommendations. In
July 1979 the Organizatron of African Unity adopted
a resolution on the Vestern Sahara. In September
1979 the Conference of Nonaligned Countries
included a section on the area in its final resolution. In
February 1980 the Unrted Nattons Human Rights
Commission discussed the problem, and in October
1980 the General Assembly of the United Nations
adopted a resolution on the \flestern Sahara to add to
those it had adopted on various occasions in the past.
And non', Mr President, anyone who has read all
these resolutrons and statements and then Mr Lalor's
motion for a resolution, will not believe his eyes. The
UN study committee concluded after two months of
intensive work in the area that the Polisario Front
must be regarded as the dominant political force. The
International Court of Justice stated that 
- 
and I
quote 
- 
'the factors and information that have been
brought to its attention do not provide any evidence
for the existence of bonds of terrrtorial sovereignty
between the area of the Vestern Sahara on the one
hand and the Kingdom of Morocco or Mauritania on
the other'. The Organization of African Unity calls for
the people of the Vestern Sahara to be given the right
to self-determination by means of free elections. The
United Nations Human Rights Commission agrees
,*-ith the OAU's recommendations as regards the right
to self-determination. The General Assembly of the
United Nations has also confirmed, by 88 votes to 6,
that the Saharan people have an inalienable right to
self-determination, appealing to Morocco to oPen
negotiations with delay.
And these international efforts, Mr President, have
not been unsuccessful. After all, Mauretania was
originally involved in the conflict, but a Peace treaty
has now put an end to the fighting between the Polisa-
rio and Mauretania.
And to be honest, I cannot help feeling that the
rapporteur, whether deliberately or not, wants to close
his eyes to the overwhelming number of international
sratements. According to the rapporteur and to the
majoritl,of the Political Affairs Committee the matter
is very simple:what we have in the \Testern Sahara is
a conflict between Algeria and Morocco, and the
governments of 
.those countries therefore simplv have
to start negotiating soon. How Mr Lalor arrives at this
resolution has not been explained to Parliament today'
And there is more: this resolution is not accompanied
by any kind of written explanation for this Parliament.
But there was an explanatory statement before the
Polirical Affairs Committee at the time. Vhy that
document is now being withheld from you Members
of Parliament, ladies and gentlemen, I am unable to
understand. I can only assume that the raPporteur
does not constder his own arguments worthy of
submission to this Parliament. All I can say is that
there are in this Parliament a number of Members
who, in the opinion of my group, intend to approve a
one-sided position despite the weakness of the argu-
ments supporting it. A classic example of this was the
statement issued by a number of our colleagues after a
few dav's visit to Morocco. After they had talked with
one of the parties involved in the conflict, they knew
preciselv what was going on, despite all the investiga-
tions which had previously been carried out and had
resulted in completely different conclusions being
drawn.
This Parliament, Mr Presiden[, must have a few parti-
cularly intelligent Members 
- 
or perhaps I should
say: of all the nerve. To be honest, Mr President, even
in groups apart from my own there are Members who
think thrs is going too far. According to a press report,
Mr Beumer has dissociated himself from rhe remarks
made by Mr Janssen van Raay, a member of his own
party, and others. I wonder why, Mr President, and
this is not the first time that the thought has come to
me, why people who are so sure that a given liberation
movement does not have the backing of the people are
not rhe first ro call for free elections. That is the
obvious way to find out who is right. It will not there-
fore surprise you, Mr President, that the Socialist
Group completely rejects this resolution. In the resolu-
tion we tabled pursuant to Rule 14, this berng the only
procedural way still open to us, we made a final
arrempt ro get Parliament to make a balanced state-
ment. This is no longer possible because our request
for an urgent debate was rejected. After all that has
happened in this Parliament, we can only tell the
Saharan people that, however the vote goes on chis
resolution, they can continue to count on the solidar-
ity of Socialists in Europe.
President. 
- 
The list of speakers is closed.
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President
I,call Mr Habsburg ro speak on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party (CD):
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ar rhe beginning
of this week we lisrened ro a voice of peace and free-
dom in this Chamber. Mr Lalor's report is one of rhe
most outsranding appeals for peace in North Africa.
I am sorry rhar someone who does nor have the slighr-
est idea about Norrh Africa should come our with all
kinds of figures here. Again and again I find that rhose
who have been rhere are in favour of rhe Lalor repon,
while those who know norhing about rhar part of the
world are against it.
I ask you all ro vote for the Lalor report. That is a
personal request from me. But I do know rhat, with a
few exceptions, rhe Christian Democra[s are in favour.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Time obliges me to adjourn this debate.
It will be resumed ar rhe nexr pan-session.
2l . Verification of credentials
President. 
- 
At irs meering yesterday, the Bureau
verified the credenrials of Mr Kappos, whose appoint-
ment has already been announced. Pursuanr to Rule 3(1) of rhe Rules of Procedure, the Bureau has made
sure that this appointment complies with rhe provi-
sions of the Trearies. It therefore asks rhe House ro
radfy this appoinrmenr.
Are there any objecrions?
This appointmenr is ratified.
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella.- (F) Mr President, as you make
announcemenm on behalf of the Bureau 
- 
and some
very imponanr ones among them 
- 
I would ask you
to remember that we must wair until what has been
said has been translated by rhe inrerpreters. \(/hen you
ask us, for example, if rhere are any objecrions, you
have already passed on ro rhe nexr item before we
have heard what the interpreters have to say. There-
fore, Mr Presidenr, allow me to make this recommen-
dation: when you read out announcements ro us,
please allow for the rime rhe rranslarion takes before
asking us if we have any observations.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I hope you are nor
prote.sting against rhe proposal to rarify Mr Kappos's
aPPOlntment.
Mr Pannclla. 
- 
(F) No, Mr President, and for thar
reason I am very glad not to have intervened. I was
not in disagreemenr; it was simply rhat I did nor know
what you were saying.
22. Time-limit for tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I propose to the House that the time-
limit for tabling-amindmenr ro all repons scheduled.
for the next parr-session, insofar as [hese have been
tabled within the time-limits prescribed, be fixed for
2 p.m. on Friday, 5 March 1981, on rhe undersranding
that the corresponding time-limir for reports that havi
been held over unril the following pan-session remains
in force.
Are there any objecrions?
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella.- (F) Mr President, I feel that rhe
proposal rhat has been made to rhe few Members srill
presenr is vexing and unacceptable. You are propostng,
Mr President, rhat amendments [o the debates which
are to be held during the nexr parr-session should be
tabled even before rhe parr-session begins, on rhe
previous Friday.
But, Mr Presidenr, as you know and as Members
know, very often documenrs do not reach us before
we leave, which means, Mr President, rhar this sysrem
prevents any Member who is neither the president nor
a bureaucrar from smting his views through amend-
menm. This is an almosr scientific way of preventing
Members from 'borhering' their groups by making
suggestions, ar leasr within the groups. 'Vhat is even
more serious 
- 
and, to be frank, rhis is unworthy of a
Bureau 
- 
is thar Members do not know thar it is
being proposed thar at rhe nexr parr-session, early on
Tuesday morning, within rhe space of three hours,
they should adopt 110 amendmenrs ro our Rules of
Procedure, thus establishing a new set of Rules, a new
constiturion for our Parliamenr. It will nor even be
possible to study them ar home before we leave or to
discuss them. The EPP and the Socialists wanr ro prev-
ent such discussions ar group meetings befori the
week set aside for this purpose and the subsequenr
tabling of amendments, if only on rhe Mondiy at
5 p.m. Mr President 
- 
and you know that this is not
aimed at you, but ar rhe Bureau or enlarged |us64u 
-this is.quite simply shameful. It is a sciCnrific arrempr
to undermine the very roors of rhe democraric rulis
which govern our Parliamenr. Consequently, Mr pres-
ident, we object ro Friday as rhe time-limir. This has
nothing rc do with rhe agenda. I call on rhe Assembly
to reject the proposal that has been put ro it.
To sum up, Mr Presidenr, I propose that the Assembly
reject the proposal you have just made, that amend-
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ments should be tabled at the latest on the Friday
before the part-session. I hope it will be possible to
table further amendments up to 6 p.m. on the
Monday, as has always been the case. I also proPose,
Mr President, that you should ascenain whether
enough Members are present for the Friday before the
next part-session to be set as the dme-limit for mbling
amendments. I therefore call on ten Members to
support this request that it be ascertained whether a
quorum exists, in order to avoid a situation in which
absent Members are prevented from tabling amend-
ments on the Monday of the next part-session.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you know very well that if
there are 100 amendments that have to be got ready
for translating, you will be protesting on the Monday
-because they have not yet been translated. There is
also another practical difficulry in that the printing has
ro begin ar the latest on the Friday. That is why the
Bureau proposes the time-limit of 2 p.m. on Friday,
5 March.
I call Mr Patterson.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, I hope you and the
House will forgrve me if on this occasion I am on the
same side as Mr Pannella, though for slightly different
reasons. I ask you and the Bureau to think again
before you put this matter to the House today, panly
because there are so few of us here, and secondly' I
find it curious that we are asked to fix a deadline for
amendments on an agenda which we have not yet
received.
The second reason, I think, is much more important.
As Mr Pannella says, the Luster repon is coming up
for debate, or so we understand. Now if the deadline
is fixed for the Friday, the groups will have met but
will have never had any chance to Bet logether [o
conciliate, and I suspect that the key to getting any of
these reports through on the Rules of Procedure is
that the groups shall agree and conciliate on the
amendments. I know there is something in the pink
pages about late amendments which are compromises
being able to be tabled, but this is a very dodgy proce-
dure 
- 
I hope that is translated properly 
- 
and is
very seldom used. I beg of you, at least for the Luster
report and possibly for other contentious rePorts,
please allow at least one afternoon for the grouPs to
conciliate before the deadline for tabling amendments'
Otherwise, what the Bureau is going to do is to
condemn this repon to the same fate as the last repon.
Mr Pannella is right on this occasion, and I hope the
House will agree with me and with him.
(Mr Pannella repeated his requestfor the establisbment of
a quorum)
President, 
- 
No, you cannot do that. Rule 33 states
that 'Parliamen[ may . . . settle its agenda whatever the
number of Members present'. The question of a
quorum does not apply to the application of Rule
33(1) . . .
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F)Mr President, do you really want
to play that game at this time of the day?
President. 
- 
I am not playing!
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) In this panicular case, it is more
appropriate to cite Rule 29 (1), second subparagraph,
than Rule 33 (1). I therefore ask those of our
colleagues who are present to rise to their feet for the
very reasons which Mr Patterson has just explained.
President. 
- 
Are there ten Members prepared to
stand up to support Mr Pannella's request?
(A number of Members rose to theirfeet)
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F)There are ten, Mr President!
President. 
- 
That is out of the question.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) There are ten, Mr President; I
am sorry, but there are ten!
Mr President, I appeal to your personal honesty to
establish whether a quorum is present.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you asked me to establish
whether there was a quorum and I asked whether
there were ten Members prepared to support your
request. In fact, there were only nine.
(Lioely protestsfrom Mr Pannella)
I propose that at the beginning of the next pan-session
Mr Pannella ask for a vote of no confidence in the
present occupant of the Chair: the House will decide.
(Cries from oarious benches)
Mr Pannella, if you agree, I shall note the incident and
rhe remarks you have made. If necessary, the Bureau
will decide whether any procedural errors have been
committed. The proposal you have criticized will be
put to it; no decision has been taken.
23. Tabling of a motionfor a resolution
President. 
- 
I have received from Mrs Van den
Heuvel and others a motion for a resolution, Pursuant
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President
to Rule 54, on a modificarion of Rule 14 (3) of the 25. Approoaloftheminutes
Rules of Procedure (Doc. l-922/80).
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliamenr, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings for rhis sitting, which were
wrirten during the debates.
24. Dates of the,next part-session
Are there any comments?
President. 
- 
There are no other items on the agenda. The minutes of proceedings are approved.I thank the represenratives of both Council and
Commission for their contriburions to our debates.
26. Adjoumment of the session
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings be
held at Strasbourg during the week from 9 to 13 President. 
- 
I declare the session of the EuropeanMarch. Parliament adjourned.
Are there any objections? The sitting is closed.
That is agreed. (The siuing closed at 2.15 p.m.)
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ANNEX
AMENDMENTSl
relating to the motion for a resolution
on the position of women in the European
Community
I These amendmenm are reproduced in numerical order. Numbcrs missing belong ro rexts that were
withdrawn before the vote.
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Motion for a resolution
on the position of women in the European
Community
(Doc. t-829 / 80)
Amendment No I
tabled by Mrs Lizin
on behalf of the Socialist Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 4a (new)
Add the following new paragraph after paragraph 4:
'4a. Requests the Commission to propose as a ma[rcr of urgency a legal instrument to Pro-
tect the status of unemployed women with a view to banning any practices, in panicu-
lar indirect discrimination, which prejudice women's rights to unemployment benefit
by establishing an entitlement based on their position within the household rather than
rheir right to work. This instrument should enable priority to be given to the status of
unemployed women, in view of the way women's rights have been infringed as a result
of rhe crisis, and to remove rhe confusion about the status of women within the body
of social security regulations referred to in the third directive but not applicable until
1984; it is essential for this time limit to be brought forward;'
Amendment No 2-
tabled by the Liberal and Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
r Paragraph 52
This paragraph to read as follows:
'52. proposes th't, to support and assist European poliq to ameliorate the-position.of u:me4.
'unioersities 
should-jarticipate in tbeoreiical research into the role ofwomen in all social
sectors a:nd. . . (remainder unchanged);'
Amendment No 3
tabled by the Liberal and Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 27
(a) third indent
After the word 'child-care' add:
'haoing regard to the importdnt need to bring about a cbange in the situation in families, espe-
cially ofpirenu, througb tbe use oflocal and regional media (radio, press, teleoision);'
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Amendment No 4
tabled by the Liberal and Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 28 c)
Replace this by the following:
'c) abolition of the age limit for attendance by women wirh family responsibilities ar
courses of training,'
Amendment No 5
tabled by the Liberal and Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 54
Replace this paragraph by the following:
'54. Since this repon demonstrates that equality between men and women is far from being
achieved:
- 
considers that the European Parliament must closely monitor rhe Commission's
implementation of the three existing direcrives;
- 
considers also that the European Parliament must ensure rhat the Commission im-
plements the various measures contained in this resolution effectively;
- 
considers that the European Parliament must examine all proposals for regulations,
recommendations and directives to ascenain the effect they may have on improv-
ing the position of women;
- 
therefore considers that a permanent committee on women's rights must be set up
within the European Parliament, pursuant to Rule 37 of the Rules of Procedure;'
Amendment No 6
tabled by Mrs Hoffmann, Mrs de March, Mrs Poirier, Mrs Le Roux, Mr Ansan, Mr Piquer, Mr
Frischmann and Mr Chambeiron
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Preamble
Add the following two recitals after the fifth recital:
'- considering that the panicularly sharp increase in unemploymenr among women in re-
cent years has essentially been caused by the European integration policy, resulting in
the coordination of austerity measures by rhe governmenrs in each counrry, and an
unprecedented industrial breakdown in sectors with a preponderance of female labour
such as the clothing and textile industry, data processing and rhe agrifoodstuffs indus-
rryerc....
therefore demands the cessation of all industrial restructuring plans,'
{.++
Amendment No 7
tabled by Mrs Hoffmann, Mrs de March, Mrs Poirier, Mrs Le Roux, Mr Ansan, Mr piquet, Mr
Frischmann and Mr Chambeiron
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraphs I to 6
Replace rhese paragraphs by the following:
'1. Considers that the action taken to date by the European Institutions has not helped to
reduce inequality nor to abolish the discrimination from which women in all Mimber
States suffer;
2. Notes that, on the contrary, conditions for women have dereriorated in a whole range
of areas suc.h a1 gmploymenr, wages, educarion, vocarional training and panicipatiin
in social and political life;
3. NotesthatthecouncildirecrivesimplementingArticle l19of theTreatyof Romeon
equal pay and equal rrearment of men and women vrorkers have not actially been ap-
plied in any of the Member States and rhat, far from narrowing, rhe gap b.t*ein
men's and women's salaries is increasing;
4. Notes that of the 8 million unemployed in the EEC women accoun t ior 45 o/o and that
one in four working women have a parr-time job;
5. Notes.that employment is becoming more insecure and that women are generally res-
tricted to inferior jobs which do not require skilled training and in which there are no
prospecff of promorion;
6. Notes that existing legislation on vocational rraining is not implemented in the same
way for the two sexes and that women workers generally do not receive vocational
training suited ro their needs;
6a. Nores rhat segregation of girls in education is more pronounced at second ary and ter-
tiary levels;
6b. Notes that although legislation, forced through by women, exisrs on sex education and
voluntary terminarion of pregnanry, this legislation is generally badly implemenrcd
through lack of finance and adequate sffucrures;
6c. Considers that, in spite of increasing panicipation by women rn the social and political
life of their countries, the percentage of women in governmenr and elected asiemblies
is still very low by comparison with their numbers and abilities;
6d. considers that the worsening of living and working conditions for women in the EEC
is a direct consequence of the coordination of austeriry measures ar EEC level, induq-
trial restructuring plans and the acceleration of economic and political integration pol-
icies.'
Amendmenr No 8
tabled by Mrs Hoffmann, Mrs de March, Mrs Poirier, Mrs Le Roux, Mr Ansan, Mr Piquet, Mr
Frischmann and Mr Chambeiron
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraphs 13,14 and 15
Replace these paragraphs by the following:
'13. Considers that pan-time work is rn fact only concealed and unpaid unemployment;
14- considers that employmenr among y/omen cannot be solved by a redistribution of
work between men and women;
15. Calls for a general reduction in working hours to 35 hours a week and a fifth week of
paid holiday for women workers who do not already have this; rhis reduction in work-
ing hours should not involve a reduction in earnings;'
Amendment No 9
tabled by Mrs Hoffmann, Mrs de March, Mrs Poirier, Mrs Le Roux, Mr Ansan, Mr Piquet, Mr
Frischmann and Mr Chambeiron
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 16
Replace paragraph l6 by the following:
'16. Considers that it is in women's interests to promorc the harmonization of social secur-
ity, retirement and maternity legislation on the basis of the most advanced legislation
in the Member Scates;
l6a. Considers that the prorecrive legislation in the majority of Member Smtes, which is not
of a discriminatory bur essenrially humanitarian nature, should be developed in line
with technological and scientific trends;'
Amendment No 10
tabled by Mrs Hoffmann, Mrs de March, Mrs Poirier,
Frischmann and Mr Chambeiron
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 44
Replace this paragraph by the following:
Mrs Le Roux, Mr Ansan, Mr Piquet, Mr
'44. Nores that the position of women in countries applying for membership of the EEC is
considerably worse than in the majority of European countriesl
44a. Considers that the inferior position of women in Spain and Ponugal is one result of
several decades of dictatorship;
44b. Notes that considerarion of the situation indicates a lack of social legisladon regard-
ing:
- 
access to employment,
- 
access to vocational training,
- 
education,
- 
the exercise of trade union and political righm;
44c. Considers that enlargement of the EEC to include these countries, by extending the
multinationals, field of operations, cannor improve the posidon of Ponuguese and
Spanish women and rhar it would be the means of forcing a dercrioration in the posi-
rion of women in the other EEC countries by harmonization of legislation on the basis
of the worst situation;
44d. Therefore opposes funher enlargement of the EEC.'
Amendment No l1
tabled by Mrs Spaak
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraphs 13, 14 and l5
Replace these paragraphs by the following:
'13. Asks for a reorganizarion of working time and a redistribution of work between men
and women to iacilimte a better division of effons between partners in the household,
in the raising of children and in active employment;
14. Urges the Commission to draw up proposals granting part--time workers the same
righm as other workers whilst ensuring that the extension of pan-time employment
does not halt other forms of reorganization of working time.'
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Amendmenr No l2
tabted by Mrs Spaak
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraphs 34, 35 and 36
Replace these paragraphs by the following texr:
'34. Notes that owing to their role as mothers, women are confronted with specific prob-
lems forwhich training in matters of healrh, preventive measures, aid andresearih are
necessary and considers that motherhood by choice is one of rhe mosr important fea-
tures of the new role of women;
35. !.equests the Commission to initiate an interdisciplinary research programme with rhe
following goals:
1) Coordination and encouragement of research currently in progress to exrend
knowledge of conception and contraceptive methods wirh regaid to their effective-
ness and the physiological and psychological side-effects of methods currently
practised;
2) Coordination and encouragement of demographic studies on the basis of which
1"1[m:r *imm:,[fxln*lich take accounr or the sociar para-
3) Coordination and encouragement of experimenrs and surveys concerning the pre-
sent and future situation as regards sex education for young people -and
adults and advice on marital and family marrers;
36. Considers that contraception has played a major pan in improving the posirion of
women; regrem however that the right to contraception, including appropriate infor-
mation at the appropriate time for young people, is not yet recognized and operative
in all Mcmber States;
36a. Considers that in order to avoid clandestine abortions or abortions taking place ab-
road, volunary termination of pregnancy should be available to all womin- of every
social class in all Member States when they are in distress (concept defined by the
Vorld Health Organization) and that adequate specialist facilities should be provided;'
Amendment No l3
tabled by Mrs Spakk
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 54
Replace rhis paragraph by the following:
'54. Decides that a.small working pany should be organized ro ensure the follow-up of rhe
work of the ad hocCommittee on lfomen's Righis,
Amendment No 14
tabled by Mrs Hoffmann, Mrs de March, Mrs Poirier, Mrs Le Roux, Mr Ansan, Mr Piquet, Mr
Frischmann and Mr Chambeiron
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 8
Delete this paragraph.
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Amendment No l5
mbled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORARESOLLIION
Preamble, 12th indent
Replace this indent with the following new rcxt:
'- whereas for various hisrorical, physiological, cultural, political, economic and social
reasons, women in the Communiiy still labour under cenain social, educational and
financial disadvantages and forms of discrimination which limit their opponunities for
leading a full and satisfying tife,'
+&*
Amendment No 16
tabted by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 6
Delete this paragraph
*++
Amendment No 17
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 7, first indent
This indenr to read as follows:
'- the Commission and the Member States to organize a large-scale information cam-
paign in order ro make the countries of the Community more aware than hitheno of
the facilities offered by the European Social Fund (remainder deleted);'
Amendment No 18
rabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 8
Delete the phrase 'by means of finance from the future social fund for women''
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Amendment No 19
mbled by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper
on behalf of rhe European Democraric Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION Paragraph 11
Delere this paragraph
Amendment No 20
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 11a (new)
After para. 1 l, add the following new paragraph under the heading 'Funher acrion' :
'1 1a. Believes that the role of European legislation in the area of womens rights should not
be to coerce nations srith different social raditions ro follow exactly rhe parrern of rhe
most sophisticated or funhest advanced, bu[ [o encourage Member Srares ro create
condidons in which it is possible for women to choose whether or nor ro take up em-
ployment in full freedom and with the same opponunities as rhose available to men;'
Amendment No 21
ubled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democraric Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 12, last indent
Delerc the last indenr
('a greater awareness . . . with development aid')
$s+
Amendment No 22
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLL]-TION
Paragraph I 3,
Delete this paragraph
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Amendment No 23
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 5
. 
Replace this paragraph with the following new text:
'15. Urges that, wherever possible, the social and financial disadvantages of this rype of
employment should be eliminated;'
Amendment No 24
tabted by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 17
Replace this paragraph with the following new text:
'17. Notes that the rate of shift-working in the Community is increasing and points our
that shifrwork can be a help to the achievement of an equiable division of effons be-
tween men and women in the home and in the care of children;'
Amendment No 25
ubled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLI.]TION
Paragraph 18a and 18b (new)
After para. 18, add the following rwo nev/ paragraphs under the heading'Social and family
services':
'18a. Notes with concern that many married women who work outside the home are in ef-
fect required ro do two jobs 
- 
paid work outside the home and unpaid domestic work
at home 
- 
and consequenrly work hours which would be unacceptably long by the
standards of any national legislation;
18b. Considers rherefore rhat pan of the Communiry's education policy should be devoted
ro encouraging the provision in all Member Sates of insruction for boys in skills (e.g.
cooking, child care) which would in time encourage and enable men to share in
domestic work responsibilities ;'
+++
Amendment No 26
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 9
Delete the word 'education' in the phrase 'parenal education leave'.
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Amendment No 27
mbled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratii Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 33
Delete the second and third subparagraphs and indents (a) and (b)
Amendment No 28
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 40
Replace'the words '"d1aw |n a European statute for such women based on rhe followingprinciples', with the following texr:
'encourage Member States to consider incorporating thefollowing principles in tbeir legislation'.
+++
Amendment No 29
mbled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of rhe European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 42
Delete rhis paragraph
Amendment No JO
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democrarii Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 49, 3rd subparagraph
This subparagraph to read as follows:
'Points out that the ratio of men [o women employed as officials in the insritutions of the
European Communities reflects the unequal rado of men to v/omen employed in rhe Com-
munity itself and requests the Commisiion to submit a repon to Priliamert within six
monchs on the employment situation of the female employeei of Community institutions to-
gether with adequate proposals for improving this situation,.
Amendment No 3l
tabled by Miss Roberts and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 5 1
Delete this paragraph
Amendment No 32
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLT]-TION
Paragraph 53
Delete the second subparagraph of this paragraph
Amendment No 33
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 54
This paragraph to read as follows:
'54. Decidesrharthe adhocCommitreeonVomensRightsasof nowbedischargedof its
duties (re ma inde r d e le t e d1 ;
Amendment No 34
tabled by Mr Fonh
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLU-TION
Preamble
Add the following new indenm at the end of the preamble:
having regard ro the difficutt economic environment and scarce resources of the Com-
munity,
bearing in mind the many priorities compecing for available resources,
wrshing to respect local and regional customs, mores and traditions;'
Amendment No J5
tabled by Mr Fonh
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph I
Delerc the following phrase:
'and considers that funher action is needed in this respect'
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Amendmenr No 36
mbled by Mr Forth
on behalf of the European Democraric Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l0
Delerc this paragraph
Amendment No 37
tabled by Mr Fonh
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 53
Delete this paragraph
Amendment No 38
tabled by Mr Cotrell
on behalf of rhe European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Amendment No 39
tabled by Mr Cottrell
ParagraphT
This paragraph to read as follows:
'7. Notes with sarisfaction . . . as regards access [o these funds and therefore saggests:
- 
that no Member Srate should in principle receive more than 30 o/o of the funds
available but that where a Member State fails ro claim its share by a given deadline,
the funds oummndi4g should be distributed according to rhe order in which appli-
cations have been received; andasks:
- 
(remainder unchanged);'
on behalf of rhe European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 12, first subparagraph
In the first subparagraph, replace the words 'undenake a wide-ranging policy,, with the
phrase
\upport ffirts'
Amendment No 40
tabled by Mr Cottrell
on behalf of the European Democraric Group
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MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 45
Delete this paragraph
Amendment No 4l
tabled by Mr Cottrell
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORARESOLUTION
Paragraph 46
Delete this paragraph
Amendment No 42
tabled by Mr Cottrell
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 49, first subparagraph
In the first subparagraph, replace the word 'strengthened'with the word
'improoed'.
Amendment No 43
nbled by Mr Cottrell
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 49, final subparagraph
Delete this subparagraph
Amendment No 44
tabled by Mr Fonh and Mr Cottrell
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 47
Delerc this paragraph
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Amendment No 45
tabled by Mr Fonh and Mr Cortrell
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 48
Delete this paragraph
Amendmenr No 46
tabled by Mr Fonh
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 8
Delete this paragraph
Amendment No 47
tabled by Mr Fonh
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragrryh2T (c)
Delete rhis subparagraph
Amendment No 48
tabled by Mr Fonh '
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 44
Delete rhis paragraph
Amendment No 49
tabled by Mr Cottrell
MOTION FORARESOLUTION
Paragraph 38
Delerc rhis paragraph
*+*
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Amendment No 50
tabled by Mr Cottrell
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 49,2nd and 3rd subparagraphs
Replace the second and third subparagraphs with the following single text:
'Requesm the Commission to submit a report to Parliament on the employment situation of
female employees'.
Amendment No 51
tabled by Mr Cottrell
MOTION FORARESOLUTION
Paragraph 50
Delete this paragraph
Amendment No 52
tabted by Mr Vie, Mr Cronin, Mr Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor and Miss de Valera
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 2 (d)
Delete this paragraph.
Amendmcnt No 53
mbled by Mr Vi6, Mr Cronin, Mr Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor and Miss de Valera
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 12, 2nd subparagraph 
- 
6th indent
Amend to read as follows:
'- healrh prorecrion for women, wirh panicular reference to the right to responsible and
freely ihosen morherhood and rhe right of infants to benefit from the suppon of so-
cieYy pior tobinhl
+s*
Amendment No 54
tabled by Mr Vi6, Mr Cronin, Mr Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor and Miss de Valera
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
' Paragraph 15, first indent
Amend to read as follows:
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'- notes that the benefits of part-time uork largely ofset oaioas social and financial disad-
v?ntdge! and urges that the right to the same working condirions, . . . (remainder un-
change$;
Amendment No 55
mbled by Mr Vi6, Mr cronin, Mr Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor and Miss de valera
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 1 8
Replace rhis paragraph by the following text:
'18. Requests rhe Dublin Foundation to draw up a reporr on the different legislation in the
Member States on the reduction of working hours and pan-time worklnd to submit
this to the European Parliamenr;'
yr++
Amendment No 55
ubled by Mr Vi6, Mr Cronin, Mr Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor and Miss de Valera
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 22 
- 
la* subparagraph
Amend to read as follows:
'Asks the Commission, in the case of poliry developments concerning new technologies, ro
state in concrete terms what will be their effeos on rhe situation and imployment anJ at the
same time to state how consequences that might be prejudicial to worheis may be avoided or
otherwise dealt with;'
Amendment No 57
tabled by Mr Vi6, Mr Cronin, Mr Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor and Miss de Valera
MOTION FOR A RESOLTJTION
Paragraph 34
Replace this paragraph by the following:
'34. Considers that the Commission is not competent in this matrer and does not have the
right to ProPose harmonizarion of the Member States' legislation on contraception,
termination of pregnancy and abonion, in other words to impose a code of ethics that
musc develop from the individual's culrural, spiritual and moral background;,
*&+
Amendment No 58
tabled by Mr Vi6, Mr Cronin, Mr Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor and Miss de Valera
MOTION FOR A RESOLI.ITION
Paragraph 35
Replace this paragraph by the following:
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'35. Considers thar rhese are purely matrers of individual conscience and asks Member
Smtes to take the necessary measures ro set up and develop reception and information
centres and medical services, to pool their research work and suPPon the effons of the
European Association of Doctors;'
Amendment No 59
tabled by Mr Vie, Mr Cronin, Mr Davern, Mr Flanagan, Mr Lalor and Miss de Valera
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 39
Delece this paragraph.
Amendment No 50
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Recitals, first indent
This indent to read as follows:
'- whereas even in rhe highly industrialized countries, including those of the European
Community, unacceptable conditions of subordination of women have not been over-
come and whereas developments in recent decades have raised new obstacles to the
full and free affirmadon of women in economic and social life, in the family and in
relations between the sexes.'
++*
Amendment No 6l
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
First recital, founh indent
In this indent, delete the words 'in the family'
Amendment No 62lrev.
mbled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Lasr recital ('drawing attention')
Delete the words
'with the exception of cenain unfortunate passages'
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Amendment No 63
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 7, first indent
This indent to read as follows:
'- The Commission and the Member States to organize a large-scale information cam-
paign in order to make the counrries of the Community more aware rhan hirheno of
the facilities offered by rhe European Social Fund; (rest deletedl .
Amendment No 64
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 2(a), second indent
Delete rhe word 'supplementary'
Amendment No 65
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 8
This paragraph to read as follows:
'8. notes that the high and increasing number of unemployed women in the Member
States of the European Community makes it necessary ro draw up common proposals
ro combat unemploymenr among women; (rest deleted/
Amendment No 66
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 0
Delete this paragraph.
+++
Amendment No 57
mbled by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 12, lasr rndent
In this indent delete the word '(conditions)'.
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Amendment No 68
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Pan II, title of point 1
This title to read as follows:
'1. Problems rehting to the rettructuring of utorking timd
Amendment No 69
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 15, first subparagraPh
This subparagraph to read as follows:
'- insists that pan-time work should not be treated as a form of work intended primarily
for women but for all workers 
- 
borh men and u/omen 
- 
who have panicular re-
quirements (students, handicapped, retired persons, etc.) and that, in all cases' Part-
time *orkers should bcnefit from the same rights as other workers;''
Amendment No 70
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FORARESOLUTION
Paragraph I 8
In this paragraph delete the words 'pan-time working and'
Amendment No 71
ubled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 27
This paragraph ro read as follows:
'27. proposes to the Commission that it should submit to the Council a motion for a reso-
lution calling upon the Member States to adopt provisions to promote in schools of all
kinds and at all levels:
- 
equal training and co-education for boys and girls;
- 
the adoption of measures to encourage girls to follow rcchnical and scientific
courses;
- 
promotion of studies on the condition of women in society and introduction of
relevant material into the syllabus;
- 
measures to give teachers of all kinds and at all grades up-to-date training for the
above purposes;
- 
adoption of measures to prevent premature cessation of studies by girls, this to be
facilitated by the creation of appropriate services;'
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Amendment No 72
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FOR A RESOLL]-TION
Paragraph 24a (new)
After paragraph 24 insen the following new paragraph:
. '24a.Deplores the absence of a woman representarive among rhe 14 Members of che new
Commission, in spite of the vote by Parliament which adopted a clear posirion in call-
ing on the governmenm to appoint to the Commission a number of women propor-
tionate to rhe female electorate in Europe;'
Amendment No 73
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
' Paragraph 34, founh indenr (new)
Add the following final indent:
'- calls upon [he Commission rc exclude discriminatory provisions against women from
directives on health protection at the work place rhus ensuring equal prorecrion for
male and female workers.'
Amendment No 74
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 38, first indent, sixth sub-indent (new)
Add the following new sixth sub-indent:
'- the right ro vore and stand for elecrion in administrative elecions;'
Amendment No 75
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 40, introductory text
This rcxt to read as follows:
'40. takes the view that the large group of women working in family businesses makes a
very imponant contribution to the social and economic development of the Commu-
nity, and is concerned to note that their legal, financial and social position is in many
ways deficient and calls on the Commission to prepare a directive on the harmoniza-
tron of legisladon governing family businesses to ensure the following rights for
women in this category:'
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Amendment No 76
tabled by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FORARESOLUTION
Paragraph 40, founh indent
Conven this indent into the following new paragraph:
'calls upon rhe Commission to arrange forms of economic support, in the context of its poli-
cies, for family undenakings to enable rhe latter to pay the contributions necessary to en-
sure rhat women employed in rhem have the right to a fair system of social provisions,
pardcularly ,r ..g".dr famity benefits and replacement in the business during the_ last six
weeks of pr.gnrr,.y and rhe first six weeks of morherhood, and in rhe event of disablement
or illness,ihJright to a fair amounr of leave and the right to a separate old-age pension;'
Amendment No 77
tabled by Mrs Barbarella, Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 41
Fifth paragraph to read as follows:
'41. poinrs our rhat the phenomenon of women working in family businesses is panicularly
io be found in the agricultural sector where working condidons and pay are at Present
extremely poor, and urges rhe Commission to bear this in mind when drawing uP pro-
posals for-the reform of rhe common agricultural poliry, according to the following
principles:
- 
specific actions for the benefit of family farms;
- 
sronBer srructural and infrastructural measures in particular in the Mediterranean
regions and in hill and mountain areas;
- 
development in these areas of the esrablishment and strengthening of indusries as-
sociated with agriculture;
- 
improvemenr, especially in these areas, of public service sffuctures in rural regions;'
+++
Amendmcnt No 78
tabled-by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 43, first indent
This indent to read as follows:
'- points our rhat in the Communiry regional disparities have worsened and that in the
depressed areas exclusion from productive life, thc widespread phenomenon of black
work and the lack of social services are having an adverse influence on the life of
womenl'
$**
Amendment No 79
tabled by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 45, add the following two subparagraphs after the third subparagraphs:
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'stresses the obvious links between the cessation of economic growth in the Member Sates
of the EEC T_d ,!. maior problems of world underdevelopment and disparare growth raresbetween the Nonh and South;therefore calls upon the Commission 
"ni Couniil to reflectthe wishes of European women by stppping up all actions in favour of peace and interna-
tional detente with a view ro a gradual reducrion in armaments and the search for a new
world economic order;'
Amendment No 80
ubled by Mr Spinelli, Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs Squarcialupi
MOTION FOR A RESOLU-TION
Paragraph 53, second subparagraph
This subparagraph to read as follows:
'hopes that, beginning with rhe 1982 budget, the problem of own resources will be dealr
with according to the proposals made in the repon by the Committee on Budgers, Doc.
1-772/80i
Amendment No 81
mbled by Mrs Lenz, Mrs Gaiorri, Mrs Schleicher, Mr Narducci, Mr Del Duca, Mr Michel, Mrs
Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mrs Lentz-Cornette and Mrs Boor
on behalf of the Group of rhe EPP
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Preamble, final indent (new) to be added:
'- whereas the proposals that follow provide guidance for rhe achievemenr of women's
rights and will be given exhaustive consideration in the appropriare parliamentary
committees 1'
Amendment No 82
tabled by Mrs Lenz, Mrs Gaiorti, Mrs Schleicher, Mr Narducci, Mr Del Duca, Mr Michel, Mrs cas-
sanmagnago, Mrs Lentz-Cornette and Mrs Boot
on behalf ot rhe Group of the EPP
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 2 (a) second indenr to read:
'- a supplementary directive on equal Eeatment for male and female workers in the
Member States' fiscal legislation taking into lccount the relationship betueen family
income and the number of dependantsl
Amendment No 83
by Mrs Gaiorti de Biase, Mrs Lenz, Mrs Schleicher, Mr Narducci, Mr Del Duca, Mr Michel, Mrs
Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mrs Lentz-Cornette and Mrs Boot
on behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany (CD Group)
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MOTION FOR A RESOLTTTTOT'T
Paragraph 12, sixth indent
Amend as follows:
'- health protection for women, with panicular reference to the right to responsible and-
freely ihosen motherhood and thi righr of infants rc benefit from the suppon of
society even before rhe moment of binh;'
**+
Amendment No 84
by Mrc Gaiord de Biase, Mrs Lenz, Mrs Schleicher, Mr Narducci, Mr Del Duca, Mr Michel, Mrs
C"ss"n.agnago Cerretti, Mrs Lene-Cornette and Mrs Boot
on behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany (CD Group)
MOTION FOR A RESOLI-]TION
Paragraph 15, second subParagraPh
Amend as follows:'
,- hopes thar shoner working hours will not be used as an instrument to increase
oi;rtaoily*, flexibiliry of the labour marker, to pursue conjunctural policies . . . (rest
unchanged);'
*++
Amendment No 85/rev.
abled by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, Mrs Cassanmagnago Ccrretti, Mr [rnz, Mrs Schleicher, Mr
Narducci, Mr Del Duca, Mr Michel, Mrs Boot, Mrs lrntz-Cornette, Mr Bersani and Mr Estgen
on behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany (CD Group)
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 34, 35 and 36
Replace these paragraphs with the following text:
,34 (l) 
- 
Notes that, in rheir role as mothers, s/omen are faced by specral problems which
call for health education, preventive measures, assistance and research;
- 
Regards the possibitity to take a responsible decision on the question of mother-
hoJd as on. tf th. mosr imponant ispects of the new role of women; considers,
however, that, on the basis of preseni scientific knowledge of binh conrol and
the risks connected with the contraceptrves on the market, and of economic, cul-
tural and prychological condirions, this possibiliry is still far from being fully
guaranteed;
lZ\ 
- 
Regrets rhar, as a resulr of rhis situation, recourse to abonion as a method of
binh control is still increasing and that:
- 
on rhe one hand, in countnes where there rs no abonion legislation, illegal
abonions are a regular occurrence and frequendy have serious consequences
for rhe women conccrned (and for their physical and psychological wel[-
being)'
- 
on rhe other hand, in countries with abortion legislation there is frequently a
shonage of specialist equipment and there may be a tendency_to consider
abonion as a normal procedure and enough in itself to solve the problems
facing women;
- 
nores, nevenlreless, thar the relevant legislation in the Member Starcs varies
so widely that women frequently have to seek help in other countries, which
also leads to unacceptable commercial exploiadon;'
(3) 
- 
considers that at Communiry level the whole problem of motherhood can be
dealt with only in practical rerms bearing in mind the radical changes vhich have
already taken'place in our society and tlre effects of new developments linked to
the technological revoludon ;
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- 
calls upon the Commission therefore to set up an inrcrdisciplinary programme of
research wirh rhe following objectives:
(a) coordination and development of exisdng research into conception, new merh-
ods of contraception for men and women (wirh panicular reference to natural
methods), their effectiveness and the physiological and psychological side-effecrs
of the methods currently in use;
(b) coordination and development of demographic srudies inrc future population
rends in Europe, the social factors influencing them and related effects;
(c) coordinadon and development of studies into the experience gained so far.and
the future outlook for sex education for young people and adults and for family
and marriage guidance;
(d) coordination and promotion of research into the posirion of children, changes in
the mother-child and father-child relationship in the context of cultural change;
- 
calls upon the governmenrs to consider specific acion in rhe following fields:
(a) information and preventive education for young people;
(b) economic and legal support for single parents and the parenm of large
families;
(c) provision of nursery facilities for children including extended hours:'
Amendment No 86
tabted by Mrs Lenz, Mrs Gaiotti, Mrs Schleicher, Mr Narducci, Mr Del Duca, Mr Michel, Mrs
Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mrs Lentz-Cornetrc and Mrs Boot
on behalf of the Group of the EPP
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Last indent of paragraph 38 to be deleted.
Amendment No 87
abled by Mrs Lenz, Mrs Gaiotti, Mrs Schleicher, Mr Narducci, Mr Del Duca, Mr Michel, Mrs
Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mrs Lenz-Cornette and Mrs Boot
on behalf of the Group of the EPP
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 54, add two new subparagraphs:
'Invites its appropriate committees to consider this exhaustive caralogue ofquestions relating
to specific problems and discrimination affecting women, and to draw up, wirhin three
months, a list of priority measures;
calls upon the Commission to respond rapidly and effectively to the urgent problems, and rc
submit proposals for the adoption of a long term policy in this field;'
Amendment No 88
tabled by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mr Narducci, Mr Del Duca, Mr Ghergo, Mrs Schleicher,
Mrs Lentz-Cornette, Mr Habsburg and Mr Aigner
MOTION FOR A RESOLI-ITION
Paragraph 35
Delete the second subparagraph.
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Amendment No 89
tabled by Mrs Schleicher
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Third subparagraph of Paragraph 15 to be deleted.
Amendment No 90
by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
First and second recitals
To read as follows:
whereas the historical development of civilization in general and the advent of mod-
ern industrial societies has so far failed to eradicate the age-old subordination of
women and has often given rise to new forms of alienation and new imbalances;
whereas this situation is unacceptable not only because it limits the individual righm
of women but because it adversely affccts the overall balance of society in terms of
the relationships between the collective and individual levels of sociery, as far as the
organization of responses to needs, relationships between the generations and the
division of responsibilities between men and women are concerned,'.
Amendment No 91
by Mrs Gaiorri de Biase and Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Insen pan fV between pans II and III.
Amendmenc No 92
by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph l1a (new)
Add the following new paragraph after paragraph I 1 :
'l1a.Nores with grear concern that the rising unemployment in the Member Smtes of the
Communiry is felt primarily by women, young and old alike, and considers that this
problem should be mckled bearing'in mind the following specific causes:
- 
the increasing number of women looking for jobs for social and cultural reasons,
which must be regarded as irreversible,
- 
the traditional fragility of female work as a result of its concentration in the
weakest sectors, their lack of milirancy and the prcssure of inherited stereotypes,
' l- the gap between the level of education for women and technological progress,
- 
the posirion adopted by trade unions in defending jobs which has favoured workers
already in employment;'.
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Amendment No 93
by Mrs'Gaiotti de Biase and Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerrerti
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph l3
Add the following to this paragraph:
'as well as the righr to leisure time;'.
Amendment No 94
by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 7
Delerc this paragraph.
Amendment No 95
tabled by Mrs Dekker
MOTION FORARESOLUTION
Paragraph 12, first indent
In this indent, delete the brackets round the words 'and men'
Amendment No 96
tabled by Mrs Dekker
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph l4
After the words 'might be subsundally improved' add'in tbe short to mediam tenl
Amendment No 97
nbled by Mrs Dekker
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 21, first indenr
Afier the first indent, add the following new indent:
'to promote arrangements for more flcxible hours for public ransport, establishmenrs and
shops and the adjustment of school timetables with the application of continuous working
hours in schools'
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Amendment No 98
tabled by Mrs Dekker
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 23
Add rhe following text at the end of paragraph 23:
'funher reques$ the Commission to submit proposals at an early date for measures to put an
end to che unequal distribution between men and women of participation in policy-making
and decision-forming and for the temporary application, through a broad interpretation of
Anicle 2 of the directive on equal [reatment of men and women in access to the employ-
menr process, of preferential treatment for women, panicularly in the sectors and at the
levels of paid empioyment in which there is serious under-representation ol women
Amendment No 99
tabled by Mrs Dekker
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 28(c)
This sub-paragraph co be amended as follows:
(c) abolition ofage limiufor pdrticipdtion in courses ofeducation
Amendment No 100
tabled by Mrs Dekker
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 29, first indent
Replace the words 'domestic duties' by 'domestic utorP
Amendment No 101
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Preamble 
- 
6th indenr
Add: 'anicles 100 and 235'
Amendment No 102
tabled by Mrs Boor
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 2(b)
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First indent
Not applicable to the English rext
Amendmenr No 103
mbled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 2(b)
Third indent
Delete this indent
+>t)i
Amendment No 104
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 5, 2nd sub-paragraph
Replace by the following text:
'considers it essential to include a provision requiring the Member Srates, in rhe matter of
employment cases brought before the national couns, where an appeal is made on the basis
of rhe Community directives, to reverse the burden of proof for thi-benefit of women'
Amendment No 105
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 12, lst and 2nd sub-paragraphs
In these two sub-paragraphs replace the word 'juridical' by 'statutory'excepr in line 7 where
the words'juridicat and legislative inequalities' are replaced by 'legislatiae ind administratioe
inequalitiel
Amendment No 105
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 3
At the end of this paragraph replace the words 'the relevanr commirtee of the European
Parliament' by'the European Parliament'
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Amendment No 107
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph I 5, first sub-paragraph
Ar the end of the first sub-paragraph of paragraph 15 replace the words 'the responsible
committee of th'e European Parliament' by 'tbe European Parliament'
*++
Amendment No 108
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 38
At the end of this paragraph replace the words 'the parliamentary committee responsible' by
'the E*ropean Parliament'
trs+
Amendment No 109
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 34, third indent
In rhe first line of rhe third indent replace the word'Commission'by 'the gooernments of the
Member States'
s*+
Amendment No 110
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORARESOLUTION
Paragraph 35, second sub-paragraph
In the third line of the second sub-paragraph replace the word 'Commission'by'tie
gooern nents of the Member States'
AmendmentNolll
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 36, second indent
In this indent replace the word 'Commission' by 'gooernments of the Member States'
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Amendment No 112
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FOR A RESOLI.]TION
Paragraph 28, line one
In paragraph 28, replace the words 'in agreement with the Council' by 'in agreement anith
the Member States'
+*+
Amendmenr No 113
tabled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 29, line one
In line one, replace the words 'by agreemenr with rhe Council' by 'in consultation witb the
Member States'
Amendment No 114
tabled by Mrs Boor
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 42
In paragraph 42 replace the words'asks the Commission and Council ro propose and adopr
the directive'by'ashs the Commission to propose meatures and calk upon lhe Council to
aPProoe those measures, . . .'
Amendment No 115
nbled by Mrs Boor
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 49, founh indent
This indent to read as follows:
'calls upon all thc organs of the European Communities (Commission, Council, Parliamenr,
Coun of Justice, Economic and Social Committee, Coun of Auditors, European Invest-
ment Bank) lo report at an early date on the situation rcgarding thc employment of women
within their establishment'
Amendment No 116
ubled by Mrs Boot
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 19, second indent
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In paragraph 19 replace the words 'to draw up proposals for a directive on this matter'by
lo prepare a study of the present position relating to leaae on family grounds in the Member
States to prooide guidance for afuture proposal on harmonization in this area'
Amendment No I l7
tabled by Mrs Lizin
on behalf of the Socialist Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
After Paragraph 4 add a nev/ paragraph worded as follows:
'a(a) Calls upon rhe Commission ro propose immediately a legal instrument to protect the
status of the unemployed woman, banning practices and panicularly indirect discrimi-
narion whrch reduce their legal entitlement to unemployment benefit by basing it on
their work in rhe home rather rhan their right to work. This instrument should enable
priority rrearmenl ro be given ro rhe status of the unemployed woman in view of the
disadvantages she is suffering as a result of the crisis, no longer including it in the gen-
eral regulations on social securiry in the third directive, which does not come into
effect until 1984. This deadline must be reduced;'
Amendment No 118
tabled by Mrs Roudy
on behalf of the Socialist Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Add the following new paragraph after paragraph 8:
'8(a) Considers thar the Community resources which in the past have been used for pilot
projects largely relaring ro rhe employment and training of women in general to be
augmented by more specific measures, and wishes, in this context, to see reception
cenres ser up where women who have been the victims of sixual or other forms of
violence can receive the medical, social and legal assistance they need.'
Amendment Mo 119
tabled by Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul
on behalf of the Socialist Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Sub-heading
'Problems relating to parrime zoorh'rc precede Paragraph 14
Amendment No 120
tabled by Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul
on behalf of the Socialist Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Neat stbheading
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The subheadin g'Combating unemployment among anomen' to precede paragraph 13.
Amendment No 121
tabled by Mrs'l7ieczorek-Zeul
on behalf of the Socialist Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLLNION
Paragraph 8:
Place paragraph 8 immediarely before Paragraph 13 and amend to read as follows:
'Notes that the high and increasing number of unemployed women in the Member States of
. the European Community makes it necessary to draw up common proposals to combar
unemployment among women and calls upon the Commission ro prepare a posirive plan to
improve the position of women in which national measures will be coordinated and, where
necessary, support provided for the measures envisaged by means of finance from rhe furure
social fund for women; calls for specific action by the Member Srares and rhe Community
ro enable women to enter professions hitheno traditionally reserved for men, so as ro
achieve a better disrribution of the sexes in all occupations by giving preference ro suitably
qualified women candidates for an increasing proportion of appointmenr in the tradition-
ally male professions and to achieve a better distribution of the sexes in middle-grade and
executive posts by offering a higher percenmge of such posts to suitably qualified womenl'
Amendment No 122
tabled by Mrs Vayssade, Mrs Fuillet, Mrs Roudy, Mrs Lizin and Mrs Krouwel-Vlam
on behalf of the Socialist Group
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 36
Add a third indent worded as follows:
'- cails upon rhe Commrs.r,.n. grven that recourse to the voluntary termination of
pregnancy has become rnevirable, to require the Member States to approxrmate the
legislation having regard to the following three principles:
(1) \flomen resrdent in the Communty mus[ be free to decrde for themselvcs
(2) Abolition of cnminal proceedings in respect of the volunrary termination of
Pregnancy
(3) Full cover of costs ansrng from voluntary rermination of pregnancy.
Amendment No 123
tabled by Mrs Fuillet, Mrs Vayssade, Mrs Lizin and Mrs Hoff
on behalf on the Socialist Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
.Paragraph 5a (a) (new)
Add the following new paragraph after Paragraph 54:
'54 (a) Resolves [o set up a monitoring committee to be consulted in relarion to all Parlia-
ment's activities to ensure that the proposals in this resolution are implemenrcd in
practice;'
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Amendment No 126
tabled by Miss Robens and Miss Hooper
on behalf of the European Democratic Group
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 49, 4th subparagraph
Delete this subparagraph
Amendment No 127
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 32
Add the following to rhis paragraph:
'... and throughout rheir career in higher education and academic studies, against all the
discriminadon which affects women particularly at university level;'
Amendmenr No 128
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 32
The beginning of this paragraph to read as follows:
'32. Appeals urgently to rhe Council of Ministers of Education atd to the Ministers of
irltrp and the llnioersities (uhere tbey exist) to meet at least . . . (rest unchanged)'.
Amendment No 129
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 35a and 35b (new)
After paragraph 35 insen the following new paragraphs:
'35a. Considers, as regards abonion, that the essential core of all legislation must be the
recognition of rhe self-determination of women, whereby she alone can and should
decide for herself, determine her own destiny and how and when to have children;
35b. Considers thar this view of self-determination of women is closely linked to the exist-
ence of health and information structures to make it possible for women, before being
forced into the ultimate and always traumatic choice of abonion, to make their own
choice in harmony with the prospects which society offers them for the future;'
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Amendment No 130
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 45, third subparagraph (new)
Add the following new subparagraph to rhis paragraph:
'Notes with alarm that owof 122 million children born in 1979,the International Year of
the Child, 12 million died from malnutrition in the Third Vorld and thar unless suitable
emergency measures are taken this figure will continue to rise between now and the year
2000 according to the disturbing forecasts contained in the United Nadons repon on infant
monaliry;'
Amendment No 131
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 46, 6th indent
Add the following ro this indent:
' . . . while taking care not to impose on the customs and rraditions of the developing coun-
tries European-centred views of women's liberation which are meaningless and unaccepta-
ble 
- 
as was demonstrated by the hostile position adopted ar Copenhagen by the Third
\7orld delegates 
- 
unless accompanied by a profound social transformation to allow the
women of the Third \florld self-determination and the freedom to adopt new customs'
Amendment No 132
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 46, 5rh indenr
This indent to read as follows:
'- the adoption as an immediate and fundamental objective of measures to combat
illiteracy;'
Amendment No 133
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 49 6th indent (new)
After the 5rh indent add rhe following new indenr:
'- To take the decision to suggest rc the European University Institute in Florence to
devorc, during the academic year 198l-1982, most of its courses to rhe study of rela-
tions between women and the European Community from an economic, social, politi-
cal and scientific viewpoint, giving greater encouratement to panicipation in these
courses by a majority of women of every age group;'
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Amendment No 134
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FORA REiOLUTION
Paragraph 49,6rh indent !
Add the following to this indent:
' . . . and for rhis purpose to undenake ro support European Universities which create
university depan.ints-for the study of rhe history of women in Europe throughout the
centuries, entitling these academic depanments'Vomen's Universities;'
Amendment No 135
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 50a (new)
After Paragraph 50 insen the following new paragraph:
'5Oa.Asks the Commission thar this consultative committee should draw up a chaner of the
righm of women in Europe solemnly affirming the principles on which true equality
must be based;'
Amendment No 136
by Mrs Macciocchi
MOTION FORA RESOLUTION
Paragraph 50b (new)
After Paragraph 50 insen the following new paragraph:
'50b. Calts upon rhe Council to declare 1983 a Year of '!flomen and Culture in Europe,
instiruring a prize to be known as the 'Europe Prize', with an award of 20 000 EUA for the
work of any woman making a significant conrribution to the role of women in the construc-
tion of Europe, to be chosen in the fields of thought, science, art, politics, literature or even
for humanitarian action towards the Third Vorld; this should be a permanent institution
making it possible each year to elect a women to receive a son of 'European Vomen's
Nobel Prize';'
Amendment No 137
tabled by Mr Pannella
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Paragraph 35
First indent:
Following the words: 'voluntary termination of pregnancy,' insen the following phrase: 'or
where legislation is repressive or otherwise inadequate,'
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